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PREFACE

The value of the Tocharian evidence for the reconstruction of the Indo-European proto-language is disputed. Still, it is generally agreed that its verb is relatively archaic, and if Tocharian has preserved something old that can change the picture of reconstruction based on the other Indo-European languages, it must be looked for in this domain. Yet the Tocharian verb is poorly understood, principally because the central category of the subjunctive poses problems. Its formation and syntax remain difficult, but especially its historical explanation has guaranteed decades of hot debate with little convergence between differing opinions. Whereas the verb has generally received a good deal of the scholars’ attention, most of the research was aimed at other categories, such as the present and the preterite. With the subjunctive taking an intermediate position, as it is a kind of present of the preterite, these studies have created a dangerous vacuum: how is it possible to address matters of the verb if such a central category is unclear?

Therefore, it is high time the subjunctive were studied, in its morphology, its syntax and its origins. This is what the present work aims at. Much weight is attached to its synchronic analysis, both formally and semantically, in order to solve many remaining problems of detail, but most of all to understand the principles and patterns of the verbal system. Only on the basis of a thorough understanding of the synchronic facts can we proceed to the diachronic level: insight in the various morphological patterns and markers is a necessary prerequisite for the uncovering of the many analogical restructurings and repairs.

The research presented here was carried out within the framework of an assistent-in-opleiding (AiO) position at the Faculty of Arts, now Humanities, of Leiden University in the years 2004-2009. Without this position, nothing similar could have been possible. I am therefore grateful to the staff of the Centre of Non-Western Studies, who have granted me this opportunity, and to Jos Schaecken, Maarten Mous, Jeroen van de Weijer and Gea Hakker who have always supported me when I had become a member of the Leiden University Centre for Linguistics in my second year.

My sincere thanks go to Georges-Jean Pinault, Paris, who has taught me Tocharian, from the very basics in 2003 up till endless matters of minute detail in 2009. During in total three long stays in Paris he has invested an incredible amount of time and effort, which I hope are not wasted. He has shown me how to work in a field that seems so hostile to beginners, how to translate Tocharian passages and how to proceed if you can’t translate them.

Almost from the start of my project I have been in frequent contact with Melanie Malzahn, Vienna, which has led to a fruitful exchange of all kinds of materials relevant to Tocharian studies. She has also sent me the commented appendix of her
forthcoming book *The Tocharian verbal system* (forth.b), which I have been using since 2008 with much profit, and to which is occasionally referred. Unfortunately, I have not been able to consider and incorporate the main text of her book, which she kindly sent me in September 2009.

In the last two years, I have been most kindly welcomed on several occasions by Werner Winter, Preetz, the father of Tocharian historical linguistics. Long discussion sessions have directed me to many important problems; even if I do not agree on all topics, these discussions have influenced my approach in essential points. I thank him for his interest and his hospitality.

To Sasha Lubotsky, the supervisor of my thesis, I am grateful for his confidence and his quick and minute corrections. Further, I thank Rob Beekes and Frits Kortlandt, who have formed my way of thinking about language and language change as much as Sasha. Frits has also read parts of a draft version at an amazing speed and his comments have all led to important improvements.

Apart from many discussions about Proto-Indo-European, reconstruction and philology, my friends and colleagues Alwin Kloekhorst, Guus Kroonen, Lucien van Beek and Tijmen Pronk have shaped the past five years with many drinking sessions and incredible fun at conferences, summer schools, etc. Uwe Bläising has always been there for matters of Turkish or scanning, and small pessimist sessions on nearly everything. I am further grateful to Hanno Lecher, who has been able to get hold of a copy of the Uygur Maitrisimit edition.

After all this linguistics, I mustn’t forget my ski mates Arnoud, David, Joris and Marijn, and Anita, Fief, Frank, Jesse, Julie, Martijn, and all other coffee and beer companions. Last but not least I thank my family, my parents Coobke and Piet, my brothers Wouter and David, and Kristin.

Michaël Peyrot – Leiden, May 2010
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

grammatical abbreviations

For Old Uygur linguistic terms that have no clear parallel in Tocharian or Indo-European linguistics, references to the grammer of Erdal (2004) are given.

abl. ablative
abs. absolutive
acc. accusative
act. active
adj. adjective, adjectiviser
ag.n. agent noun
all. allative
aor. aorist

(cf also Erdal 2004: 240)
arch. archaic

(cf Peyrot 2008a)
ben. benefactive auxiliary

(cf Erdal 2004: 260)
class. classical

(cf Peyrot 2008a)
coll. colloquial

(cf Peyrot 2008a)
com. comitative
cond. conditional

(cf Erdal 2004: 320)
cvb. verb

(cf Erdal 2004: 308)
dat. dative

dem. demonstrative
du. dual
emph. emphatic (particle)
equ. equative

(cf Erdal 2004: 376)
f. feminine

(cf Erdal 2004: 528)
fut. future

gen. genitive
ger. gerund
humil. humilitive auxiliary

(Erdal 2004: 529)
indf. indefinite, indefinite

inf. infinitive
inst. instrumental
int. interjection
ipf. imperfect
ipv. imperative
loc. locative
m. masculine
mid. middle
neg. negation
nom. nominative
obl. oblique
opt. optative
perl. perative
pf. perfect
pl. plural
prs. present
prs/-sbj, present-subjunctive
prs/sbj
prt. preterite
ptc. participle
q. question particle
purp. purposive
refl. reflexive
resp. respective auxiliary
sbj. subjunctive
sg. singular
suff. pronoun suffix
vn verbal noun
vol. volitional

(cf Erdal 2004: 234)
language abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Alb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>Lith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>Du.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Gk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothic</td>
<td>Goth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Iranian</td>
<td>IIr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Ir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>It.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Lat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Church Slavonic</td>
<td>OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>Latv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>PIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Pruss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Russ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Scr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Serbo-Croatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>TAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Tocharian A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Tocharian B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Uygur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Ved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
<td>Vedic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

symbols

/x/ phonological form
[x] phonetic form;
[X] phonetic form;
[x] uncertain reading in a Tocharian text;
[x] restoration in other (Old Uygur
and Sanskrit) texts;
[x] addition in translation to match
English grammar
[x] morphological form
{x} morphological vowel in Old
Uygur texts
∞ infix in a morphological form
*x reconstructed (diachronic) form
*x deduced (synchronic) form

Tocharian spelling

Strictly speaking, the pronunciation of Tocharian is unknown because the language is dead.
Therefore, the characters of the International Phonetic Alphabet given below are no more
than an approximation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[a], possibly [a:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, ï</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, û</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[æ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[ø]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
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<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[æ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[ø]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[æ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[ø]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[æ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[ø]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 INTRODUCTION

This is a study of the Tocharian subjunctive. It aims at describing the formation of this category and at assessing its use, meaning and syntax. On the basis of this synchronic analysis, the origins of the Tocharian subjunctive in the Indo-European proto-language will be investigated.

1.1 TOCHARIAN

“Tocharian” is the conventional name of two languages, usually labelled “Tocharian A” and “Tocharian B”. Less frequently, we also find the names “East Tocharian”, “Turfanian” or “Agnean” for Tocharian A and “West Tocharian” or “Kuchean” for Tocharian B. Both Tocharian A and B have long become extinct and they are only known to us through manuscripts found in the North-West of China, in the Uygur autonomous region Xinjiang (Uy. Xinjiang), at the northern edge of the Taklimakan desert. Tocharian A was found at the central site Šorćuq near Qarašahār and in the eastern region Turpan, whereas Tocharian B was found in Šorćuq, Turpan, and the western region Kuća, the total stretch from Kuća to Turpan being about 600 kms. Most Tocharian B and all Tocharian A manuscripts are of Buddhist content, written on paper in the “slanted” northern variant of the Indic Brāhmī alphabet. It is difficult to date the manuscripts precisely, but the oldest Tocharian B material may be as old as the 5th century CE, while the youngest manuscripts are probably from after the 10th. Tocharian A is attested over a shorter period, approximately from the late 7th until the 10th century (Pinault 1989: 7-12).

Tocharian is not a particularly difficult language, nor is the script difficult to decipher. Yet Tocharology, the study of Tocharian, has to cope with considerable problems of interpretation: there are important lacunae in our knowledge of both languages concerning the meaning, inflexion and formation of many individual words as well as in several points of grammar. This is principally due to the fragmentary state of the corpus. Although with about 9,000 fragments in Tocharian B and 2,000 in Tocharian A the corpus is not extremely limited in quantity, the majority of the fragments are so small that they hardly yield more than word forms. The number of more or less complete leaves does not exceed 50 for Tocharian A and 200 for Tocharian B, texts of more than one leaf being even rarer. In most cases, fruitful use of a text is only possible with a parallel in another language such as Sanskrit, but such parallels are often difficult to trace or they may be lacking altogether; either because that parallel text is not preserved, or because the Tocharian text is an original composition that happens not to be translated into another language. In spite of all these difficulties, however, we are on firm ground as far as the essence of Tocharian grammar is concerned, and a large part of the words occurring
in the texts is well known: although the pitfalls need to be stressed, the study of Tocharian is by no means a hopeless undertaking.

Not only were the two languages in close contact historically, they are also genetically related. I assume that speakers of the two languages were able to communicate with some difficulty without special training, but that in reality they were at some point so accustomed to each other that a certain degree of convergence took place; apparently, it was especially Tocharian A that was influenced by Tocharian B (Peyrot forth.c). Despite the similarities between the two languages, they must have gone through a considerable period of separate development before the time of attestation, as for instance differences in the basic Buddhist vocabulary show that their speakers adopted Buddhism independently (Lane 1966). Their common ancestor, called “Proto-Tocharian”, is not directly attested, but reconstructed by means of the comparison of Tocharian A and B. It is usually dated at least before the beginning of the common era, but historical records lacking, the precise date of the break up of Proto-Tocharian into the predecessors of Tocharian A and B is unknown. Apparent Tocharian elements in the 3rd and 4th century CE Indic Prākrit of Niyā in the South-East of the Tāklīmān (Burrow 1935) are only of value for the study of the prehistoric migrations of the Tocharians and contribute little to the reconstruction of Proto-Tocharian.

Although Tocharian differs typologically slightly from better-known Indo-European languages, its Indo-European character is obvious: it is genetically related to English, Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, and so on. It stands out typologically because it has only one series of obstruents (written as voiceless stops) whereas other languages have at least two, mostly three (as in Proto-Indo-European); on top of the four primary nominal cases nominative, oblique (accusative), genitive and vocative it has additional agglutinative case suffixes, which is rare in Indo-European (although it is not unique); the verb is characterised by a basic distinction between present and subjunctive, not found elsewhere; and, last but not least, the lexicon contains numerous loanwords from Sanskrit, Prākrit, Iranian, Altaic and Chinese. Nevertheless, Indo-European traits can hardly be overlooked: both languages allow for relatively complex syllable structures; morphology makes extensive use of vowel gradation (“Ablaut”, partly transformed into palatalisation) and suffixation, with only a limited role for reduplication and one nasal infix; nouns with the four primary cases just mentioned inflect for singular, dual and plural number, and adjectives agree in case and number; the verb has several different stems, expressing tense, aspect and mood, as well as active and middle personal endings; the basic word order is SOV, but variation to different degrees is common.

The position of Tocharian in the Indo-European language family is difficult to establish (see Lane 1970, Ringe 1991): it is an independent branch like, for instance, Greek. Although it is often argued that Tocharian is archaic – that is, it branched off early – compared to central branches as Indo-Iranian or Balto-Slavic, this is hard to prove (see Winter 1997 for mainly lexical arguments). In any case, its relative archaicty can in no way be compared to that of Anatolian, which was definitely the
first split-off from Proto-Indo-European (or, for that matter, Proto-Indo-Hittite; see most recently Kloekhorst 2008b: 7-11). For the moment, it is best to keep in mind that Tocharian has a potential for the preservation of archaisms, but in view of its vitality in all kinds of morphological restructurings, caution is due so as not to jump to conclusions.

1.2 THE TOCHARIAN SUBJUNCTIVE

Although Lévi and Meillet have labelled a Tocharian B subjunctive “subjonctif” in their pioneering 1914 article, the principles of their analysis have proved wrong. As it is in general use now, the term “subjunctive”, or, in German, “Konjunktiv”, was introduced by Sieg, Siegling and Schulze, who stated: “Neben den drei Indikativen [present, preterite and imperfect] gibt es noch einen Konjunktiv, der zugleich das Futurum vertreten muß, einen Optativ und einen Imperativ” (1931: 324).

In view of the future function of the subjunctive, Couvreur has argued for a different label, namely “futurum-conjunctif” (1947: 73). However, since the term “subjunctive” is rather vague, being used for various categories in languages of the world, it cannot be called a misnomer. The only point is that the term “subjunctive” must not be taken as a description of the function of the Tocharian subjunctive: as a label, it is an empty term, and it always needs to be explained what it stands for. Throughout this study, I will use the term “subjunctive”, but it will never be used to refer to the function of any form – it is the name of a category, no more.

In formal terms, the Tocharian subjunctive is a second present, as noted by Sieg, Siegling and Schulze: “Eine einheitlich charakterisierte Konjunktivbildung gibt es nicht. Die Konjunktivstämme [...] sehen den einfachsten Präsensformen [...] oft zum Verwechseln ähnlich” (1931: 341; see also Lane 1959: 158). The present and the subjunctive have the same endings and are only distinguished by a difference in stem. Since the two categories make use of largely the same stem inventory, many presents can only be identified in contrast with the respective subjunctive and vice versa. In addition, there is a large number of verbs where present and subjunctive are identical, especially in Tocharian B (Lane l.c.). Although the subjunctive is a “second present”, its stem is generally shorter than that of the present if they are different. This often gives the impression that the present is derived from the subjunctive, e.g.

---

1 They give wärpatar IT246a3 as a subjunctive (p 16). Indeed, this form has traditionally been analysed as a 3sg.sbj. *(s)he will receive*, on the assumption that it is a mistake for warpatophys e.g. Couvreur 1954a: 48 with footnote 30; I now choose to read wärpanat, a mistake for the 3sg.prs. wärpanat, see Peyrot 2007a: N#246). In any case, their subjunctives yamätä and aisätä (p 17) were misreadings for the 3sg. optatives yamitä IT247b5 ‘would make’ and aisitä M500.1282 ‘would know’.

2 Throughout this work, I will use the term “formal” only in the phonetic, phonological or morphological sense; I am not concerned with formal semantics.
Tocharian B 1sg.prs. *yamaskau* ‘I am doing’ vs 1sg.sbj. *yāmu*: compared to the subjunctive, the present has an additional element <ask>, morphologically [-ske-].

Functionally, the subjunctive is clearly distinct from the present. The present covers “traditional” present meanings, to be rendered into English as a simple present or a present continuous, e.g. ‘I do; I am doing’. The subjunctive, on the other hand, expresses future tense and has a wide range of functions in subordinate clauses, such as conditionality, concessivity, or indefiniteness; in English, ‘I will do’, ‘if I do’, ‘even though I do’, or ‘whatever I may do’, respectively. The Tocharian subjunctive is not typically used to express wishes of the type Fr. *que je fasse* ‘may I do’.

The contrast between the present stem and the subjunctive stem does not only distinguish the present from the subjunctive: it is an essential contrast in the lay-out of the Tocharian verb. Both stems are the basis of derived stems: the present stem is the basis of the “imperfect” past tense, while a modal category called “optative” is formed from the subjunctive stem. In addition, there is a strong affiliation between the subjunctive stem and the “preterite” past tense and the imperative. Thus, the difference between present and subjunctive is of crucial importance for the analysis of the whole Tocharian verb.

In the brief outline above, the term “indicative” has not been used. For other languages, “indicative” may be used to denote non-modal finite verb forms, i.e. presents, pasts or futures that are not subjunctive, optative, imperative or infinite. For the Tocharian verbal system the term “indicative” is not of great use since none of the distinctions in indicative forms, namely present, imperfect and preterite, is found with the subjunctive, optative or imperative. Thus, all presents, imperfects and preterites are indicative, whereas the subjunctive is an independent formation without, for instance, tense distinctions as in Fr. prs. *je fasse*, ipf. *je fisse*, pf. *j’ais fait*, etc.

1.3 INDO-EUROPEAN SOURCES

The essential problem of the historical explanation of the Tocharian subjunctive is that there is no obvious candidate for a comparison, not in Proto-Indo-European, nor in any of the Indo-European languages. At first sight, one of the obvious options is the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive, but this comparison is difficult for two reasons: the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive is full of problems, and as far as it can be reconstructed, it shows no evident similarity to the Tocharian subjunctive.

Although subjunctives are found in a number of branches of Indo-European, many of these are independent creations or continuations of different Proto-Indo-European categories, such as the optative. The only formation that qualifies for the status of the “Proto-Indo-European” subjunctive is formed with the *-εσ-/-o-suffix. In Greek and Sanskrit, this suffix can be added to several tense-aspect stems, such as the present, the aorist, and the perfect, to yield the present subjunctive, the aorist subjunctive and the perfect subjunctive. If the basic tense-aspect stem is athematic, i.e.,
ending in a consonant, the *$\epsilon/\delta$-suffix is added to that consonant, but the suffix can also be added to present stems that already have a present suffix *-$\epsilon/\delta$-, yielding a long vowel subjunctive in *-$\epsilon/\delta$-.

The problems of the reconstruction of the *$\epsilon/\delta$-subjunctive are the shape of the suffix itself, the distribution over the tense-aspect stems, and the meaning, which is notoriously difficult to grasp. The suffix is strange because it seems to be the same as the *$\epsilon/\delta$-present suffix, which suggests that the *$\epsilon/\delta$-present and the *$\epsilon/\delta$-subjunctive somehow reflect a single formation. There is evidence from Vedic and Latin that the *$\epsilon/\delta$-subjunctive was in origin not an extra suffix to any tense-aspect stem, but rather an independent formation to the root; especially the combination of the two *$\epsilon/\delta$-suffixes into one *$\epsilon/\delta$-suffix must be secondary. As the etymology of its name suggests, the subjunctive was often used as a subordinating form: Lat. *subiunctivus* being a calque on Gk. ὑποτακτική 'subordinating'. Indeed, in Latin, Greek and Vedic it is frequently found in subclauses. Its function in main clauses is difficult to establish; in Vedic, for instance, vague notions such as “expectancy” and other nuances of uncertainty and futurity are found. The future meaning is also suggested by split-off forms in Greek and Latin that have become reanalysed as futures. Although the formal resemblance with the *$\epsilon/\delta$-present is commonly recognised, the few proposals that have been made to unify their meanings have not found general acceptance (Renou 1932; Kortlandt 1983a).

Even though the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive and the Tocharian subjunctive are semantically not completely identical they are rather close. Formally, however, the categories could hardly be more different. Since the formal characteristic of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive is the (thematic) *$\epsilon/\delta$-suffix, the fact that Tocharian has a subjunctive characterised precisely by the lack of that suffix has drawn special attention. As Schmidt has put it,


Another obvious difference is that Tocharian does not have a subjunctive suffix at all: it is not formed with a suffix from a basic stem, but it is itself a basic stem – the present is derived with a suffix. Further, the Tocharian subjunctive cannot be formed to tense-aspect stems, but is independently formed from the root; however, as noted above, this may in fact have been the more original situation in Proto-Indo-European as well.

Apart from the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive, there is no obvious candidate to compare the Tocharian subjunctive with as far as semantics is concerned. The Proto-Indo-European optative, for instance, has a different meaning; moreover, it is certainly continued directly in the Tocharian optative, so that it cannot be used to explain the subjunctive. The semantics of the “tenseless” semi-modal category
“injunctive” is too vague to allow for a direct comparison: a connection between the 
Proto-Indo-European injunctive and the Tocharian subjunctive must be based 
principally on formal considerations. Likewise, the Tocharian subjunctive might be 
compared with the Proto-Indo-European perfect and the aorist, but purely on 
formal grounds.

Some Tocharian subjunctive formations display paradigmatic gradation in the 
root, which goes back to Tocharian e and o vocalism. This in turn is commonly 
projected back as Proto-Indo-European *o : *Ø gradation, found in the perfect. 
Thus, the comparison with the perfect is mainly based on the alternations in the root 
(on reduplication see 4.1.5, p 334). Alternatively, Kortlandt has proposed to explain 
the same gradation pattern rather from the *e : *e gradation of the Proto-Indo-
European s-aorist (1994). As a third possibility, Jasanoff derives the grading subjunct-
ive from a perfect-like, but different and not commonly accepted Proto-Indo-
European verbal type heavily based on the Hittite hi-inflection (e.g. 2003: 161-165). All 
three explanations face serious challenges: the derivation from the perfect or 
Jasanoff’s hi-inflection type does not account for the meaning nor for the stem 
pattern of the Tocharian subjunctive, while Kortlandt’s derivation from the s-aorist 
requires an explanation of the absence of both the s-suffix and the expected initial 
palatalisation.

In sum, although the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive could be a candidate for 
comparison as far as the semantics is concerned, formal problems abound. 
Conversely, when focusing on the form the perfect is deemed an attractive source, 
but an explanation of the semantics is difficult. The most important question, however, is 
how to account for the peculiar make-up of the Tocharian verbal system with 
a basic subjunctive stem and a derived present.

1.4 AIM

The aim of this study is threefold. It aims at
– describing the formation of the subjunctive;
– describing the use and meaning of the subjunctive;
– finding the origins of the subjunctive.

As mentioned in section 1.2 (p 15) above, the subjunctive can be seen as a second 
present with a strong affiliation with the preterite stem. The problem of the 
formation of the subjunctive is whether the present and the subjunctive really make 
use of the same stem inventory, or if some formations are rather specific for presents 
and others for subjunctives. Further, the question is to what extent the subjunctive 
and the preterite can actually be called the same stem, and, if not, how they differ. 
From the wide range of morphological markers, we need to know which distinguish 
the present from the subjunctive, and which the preterite from the subjunctive stem.

In my description of the use and meaning of the subjunctive I will investigate its 
use in order to assess the basic meaning. The principal problem is whether the sub-
junctive is modal or temporal or both, and whether the different uses in for instance
main and subclauses can be unified. Besides, it needs to be clarified how it differs from neighbouring categories such as the present and the optative.

In the search for the origins of the subjunctive, the relationships between the different verbal stems will receive special attention. The strong affiliation between the preterite and the subjunctive needs to be explained, as well as the fact that the present seems to be derived from the subjunctive and the peculiar phenomenon that they can be identical. Further, the question needs to be answered whether the vowel gradation in the root of some subjunctives is to be derived from the perfect, the s-aorist, or a third source.

1.5 STRUCTURE

Little needs to be said about the organisation of this book: the main body consists of three relatively independent chapters on the three main problems. Chapter 2 treats the formation of the subjunctive, chapter 3 its use and meaning, and chapter 4 its origins. As each of the three chapters requires a specific justification of the method applied and the structure that is followed, such matters are discussed in the introductions to the respective chapters. A fifth chapter recapitulates the findings and outlines old problems not yet solved and new ones that have been encountered. The book is concluded with a list of references, and indices of translated passages.
2 MORPHOLOGY

In order to address the questions whether the subjunctive can be seen as a second present and to what extent the preterite stem is identical with the subjunctive stem, the morphological markers and stem patterns of the verb need to be analysed.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Tocharian verbal system is complex. The verb expresses person and number of the subject, tense, aspect, mood, and voice; the direct or indirect object may be expressed by a clitic attached to the verb. In addition, there is a system of derived transitive and intransitive verbs, which is so productive that it can without reserve be called a part of the grammar rather than the lexicon. The principal formal pillars of the verb are five different basic stems: present, subjunctive, preterite, preterite participle and imperative. From these basic stems, some additional stems and many infinite forms are derived.

The main reason for the complexity of the verbal system is the existence of different classes for each of the five basic stems. In my analysis, a verb can take only one class for a particular stem, but on the basis of a given stem it may be difficult or impossible to predict the class of another stem of the same verb. The set of stems of a particular verb is its stem pattern; the way in which different stem classes combine into stem patterns is one of the main topics of this chapter, as well as one of the recurrent issues in the whole book.

2.1.1 TRADITIONAL ANALYSIS

The traditional stem analysis of the Tocharian verb is that of the Elementarbuch (Krause and Thomas 1960), in many respects a step backwards compared to the old classification of the Tocharische Grammatik (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931). With a stricter synchronic view and better linguistic insights, this old classification is often superior to that of the Elementarbuch. Unfortunately, the 1931 classification has passed into disuse, and since their class numbers interfere in a confusing way with the Elementarbuch system generally used nowadays, I will refrain from further reference to the old stem analysis.

The basic assumptions of the Elementarbuch classification are simple: 1) Tocharian A and Tocharian B are almost identical, 2) present and subjunctive are almost identical, 3) preterite and imperative are almost identical. The principles of their classification are based on the assumptions that: 1) Tocharian A and B should be classified in the same way, 2) present and subjunctive should be classified in the same way, 3) preterite and imperative should be classified in the same way.
Additional principles are: 4) all stems are formed from the root by means of a suffix, and, according to traditions of Sanskrit grammar, 5) complex suffixes follow simple ones in the system of class numbers. Further, the idea that Tocharian A and B are more or less the same leads to the bias that Tocharian B is the better candidate for showing the “Tocharian” situation because it is more archaic. This method has yielded a class system with 12 present classes, 11 subjunctive classes (numbered 1 to 7 and 9 to 12 with number 8 lacking), 6 preterite and 6 imperative classes. A number of blanks for Tocharian A attest the preference for Tocharian B.  

stem suffixes of the Tocharian verb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>subjunctive</th>
<th>preterite</th>
<th>imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ö</td>
<td>Ö</td>
<td>Ö</td>
<td>Ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ʻā/a</td>
<td>ʻa/e</td>
<td>ʻā/a</td>
<td>ʻa/e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td>ʻoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td>nā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ʻn</td>
<td>ŋ/â/a</td>
<td>ŋ/â/e</td>
<td>ŋ/â/e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>šá/sa</td>
<td>šá/se</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>nāšä/sa</td>
<td>nāšä/ske</td>
<td>nāšä/sa</td>
<td>nāšä/ske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>šāyšä/sa</td>
<td>šāyšä/ske</td>
<td>šāyšä/sa</td>
<td>šāyšä/ske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ņāšä/a</td>
<td>ņāš/e</td>
<td>ņāš/a</td>
<td>ņāš/e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of minor problems, some of which are caused by the restricted size of the scheme. For instance, Tocharian A seems to have two present classes in -a (3 and 4), but the actual difference is found in the vocalism of the root. The classification of Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931) is still highly interesting, since it gives a completely synchronic analysis of Tocharian A. For instance, the imperfect has its own classes because it is not as predictable as it is in Tocharian B, and the subjunctive is discussed under the preterite, to which it is indeed very closely related (closer than in Tocharian B). The table below gives their classes (“sss”) compared to those of Krause and Thomas (1960, “teb”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7a</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (= ipf.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7b</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (Cā-roots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The classification of Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931) is still highly interesting, since it gives a completely synchronic analysis of Tocharian A. For instance, the imperfect has its own classes because it is not as predictable as it is in Tocharian B, and the subjunctive is discussed under the preterite, to which it is indeed very closely related (closer than in Tocharian B). The table below gives their classes (“sss”) compared to those of Krause and Thomas (1960, “teb”).
imperative, which is difficult to classify because only few forms are attested, is
presented in a very confusing way in the Elementarbuch, and it can hardly be
rendered in an adequate manner here. More serious is the doubtful status of
especially present and subjunctive 11 in both languages and subjunctive 7 in Tochari-
an B – classes that simply do not exist.4

However, the real problems are more basic. First, this scheme gives a very
unrealistic and unnatural picture of the verb because it implicitly suggests that stems
can pattern in \(12 \times 11 \times 6 \times 6 = 4,752\) ways, or if the 4 classes of the preterite participle
are added, 19,008. Of course, this is nonsense: the total number of verbs in both
languages lies around 650. Admittedly, the number of different patterns is high, but
many of the classes pattern in a predictable and logical way; there are much less
possibilities than suggested by the scheme. An example of a logical pattern that is
obscured in the scheme is that of a stem in -a, which is to be found under subjunc-
tive 5 and preterite 1, whereas it is in fact the same stem.

Second, a large part of the stem classes in the Elementarbuch classification is not
based on suffixes only, but on elements of the root, too: the suffixes have been
separated wrongly. The same stem in -a, for example, is in many cases a root in -a
without suffix: the recognition of such disyllabic roots ending in -a drastically
simplifies the system. In addition, a number of other distinctions are actually due to
properties of the first syllable of the root: for instance, preterite classes 2 and 4 are in
complementary distribution, verbs with a-vocalism in the first syllable taking
preterite 2, and the ones with a-vocalism preterite 4.

Third, the principle that stems are formed from the root is in many cases
demonstrably wrong and complicates matters unnecessarily: all preterites 4 are in
fact a-preterites derived from subjunctives of class 9; likewise, all preterites 5 are
derived from subjunctives 12.

Fourth, the system has no place for identical formations, a phenomenon
especially frequent with presents and subjunctives. This failure leads to pointless
statements like “subjunctives 9 pattern with presents 9”; well, they don’t – it is just
the same stem.

In sum, the assumptions and principles of the Elementarbuch classification are
not only impractical and difficult to learn, they are in many respects simply false. As
the class number system is confusing and difficult to memorise, I will always cite the
suffix in order to refer to stems, only occasionally accompanied by the class number.

2.1.2 PROBLEM

The two central questions of this chapter are 1) whether the subjunctive can be seen
as a second present and 2) whether the subjunctive stem can be equated with the
preterite stem. While these questions lead to a large number of smaller questions

---

4 Tocharian B subjunctive class 7 was eliminated by Hilmarsson (1991b).
about the formation of the subjunctive, they are both essential for the understanding of the verbal system as a whole. If the verb could *grosso modo* be characterised as a two stem system with a present, a preterite, and a mixed formation (a present from the preterite), this would simplify the description of the verb enormously. The idea of a basic two stem system will turn out to be a key concept in the historical account of the Tocharian subjunctive as well.

As they have identical endings, the present and the subjunctive can only be distinguished by their stems, and indeed they are in most cases. Therefore, as far as the endings are concerned, the subjunctive can be called a second present without reserve. The problem to be addressed in this chapter is whether the stem inventory of the present and the subjunctive is also the same. If the two stems are different, the present is in principle characterised by an extra suffix and it may be difficult to tell from a form in isolation whether it is a present or a subjunctive. Are those present-forming suffixes also found with subjunctives, or are they different? Are certain formations specific for presents and others for subjunctives? If there is an overlap in the suffix inventory, can those suffixes be combined?

The second question is intimately related to the first. There is little resemblance between the present and the preterite, neither in stem formation nor in the endings. Thus, if the present and the subjunctive make use of the same suffix inventory, the subjunctive and the preterite stems can hardly be identical. If, on the other hand, the formations of the subjunctive are different from those of the present, the preterite stem could theoretically be identical to that of the subjunctive.

### 2.1.3 Method

Although in this chapter a systematic inventory is made of various morphological markers such as palatalisation, accent, gradation, reduplication, and so on, the analysis is first and foremost based on suffixation, in which I follow the *Elementarbuch* (Krause and Thomas 1960). Unlike the *Elementarbuch*, and, for that matter, unlike most of the scholarly tradition, which is based on it, three other principles are applied: 1) suffixes are analysed according to their function, 2) stems may be derived from one another, and 3) stems may be identical.

One of the reasons for the wide variety of verbal suffixes in the *Elementarbuch* is that Krause and Thomas identify the function of a stem with the function of its suffix: if a stem is a subjunctive, its suffix is a subjunctive suffix. For instance, to explain the Tocharian B 3sg.prs. *aksasām* ‘(s)he announces’ next to the 3sg.sbj. *āksām*, they posit a root *ak-* with a suffix *-sāp/-sē* for the present stem, which would imply that the subjunctive has a suffix *-sē*. However, as it turns out, there are no

---

5 In fact, they have analysed the present in this way, whereas the subjunctive is assigned to class 2 with *s*-suffix (1960: 215). Evidently, such an analysis leads nowhere, since it leaves us with a miraculous difference between a root *ak-* for the present and a root *aks-* for the subjunctive (a notation *ak*-s-* is no solution for this problem).
forms of the verb ‘announce’ without -s-, so that the root can easily be posited as aks-. Consequently, there is no need for a subjunctive suffix -ss/se- (which, in fact, is not found elsewhere): the subjunctive stem can be analysed as aks-’/e-. Likewise, the present can now be segmented as aks-aṣṣ-ām with a suffix -ss/se- that surfaces as -aṣṣ-. This suffix -ss/se- is the only distinction between the subjunctive and the present: its function is to form a present and therefore it is a present suffix.6

If the analysis of the Elementarbuch were to be carried through, the preterite āksa ‘(s)he announced’ would have to be a ṣa-preterite. Such a ṣa-preterite is a direct consequence of the principle that all stems are derived from a root ak-. However, the element s was also seen in the subjunctive āksām, where m is the ending, so that the only element that distinguishes the preterite from the subjunctive is a. Thus, as soon as derivation among stems is allowed, the number of stem-forming elements can be reduced: the element a is found in a large number of other preterite classes as well.

In another verb, we find the element -ss/se-, which was just analysed as a present suffix, in a subjunctive: āklāṣṣām ‘(s)he will teach’. However, since the present is also āklāṣṣām ‘(s)he teaches’, it is not clear what the function of the -ss/se- suffix is in this form. In principle, two analyses are possible: 1) -ss/se- has two functions because it forms presents and presents with identical subjunctives, or 2) since we know that -ss/se- is a present suffix, we suppose that it distinguishes the present here as well. In the latter case, the subjunctive must be a secondary extension of the present, but without the explicit marking with a suffix. We can call such a derivation “zero-derivation”: the present is formed with the suffix -ss/se- and the subjunctive is formed from the present without a suffix or with a “zero suffix”.

In the Tocharian verb, both the analysis of a suffix like -ss/se- as a present-subjunctive suffix and the analysis of the subjunctive as “zero-derived” can be fruitful. In some cases, for instance, it seems that all verbs need to have a subjunctive because a certain category is derived from it; in others, the present-subjunctive category seems to be a real category, for instance because its suffixes are limited in number and zero-derivation is not possible with all present suffixes.

2.1.4 STRUCTURE

As an introduction to my morphological analysis, I present the categories of the verb in 2.2 (p 26), whereas the principles of the stem pattern are given in 2.3 (p 39). The different root types, which play an important role in verbal stem formation, are presented in 2.4 (p 44), and 2.5 (p 47) is devoted to the different types of morphological markers. Then, the system of stem derivation is analysed for the three most important stems – present, subjunctive and preterite – for Tocharian A in 2.6 (p 94)

---
6 On the basis of this example alone, it cannot be excluded that the same suffix distinguishes a subjunctive elsewhere. As it turns out, this suffix only forms presents, but there are other suffixes that may form presents in one category and subjunctives in another.
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and for Tocharian B in 2.7 (p 117). The remaining formation patterns of the imperative (2.8, p 137) and the preterite participle (2.9, p 146) are followed by a short summary of the main findings in 2.10 (p 152).

2.2 CATEGORIES OF THE VERB

Categories expressed by the verb are person and number of the subject (2.2.1, p 26), tense (2.2.2, p 31), aspect (2.2.3, p 32), mood (2.2.4, p 33), voice (2.2.5, p 36), and valency (2.2.6, p 37). Phonologically, a pronoun clitic is also part of the verb (2.2.7, p 38).

2.2.1 PERSON AND NUMBER OF THE SUBJECT

In the Tocharian languages, person and number of the subject are expressed in the finite verb. Both languages have a nominative-accusative system and so the agent of a transitive clause is marked in the same way as the subject of an intransitive clause. The subject can always, but need not be expressed explicitly elsewhere in the clause. Persons distinguished are the first, which is the speaker, the second, which is the person addressed, and the third, which is any subject outside the speech setting. Numbers distinguished are the singular, the dual and the plural. However, the dual is rare and not obligatory: apart from imperatives, only third person dual forms are attested, and normally the plural is used with dual subjects.

In neither language is the expression of person independent of that of number: the main locus of expression is the personal ending, which denotes person and number combined. However, the personal ending not only combines person and number, but it also expresses voice (see 2.2.5, p 36) and tense (see 2.2.2, p 31, and also 2.2.3, p 32 and 2.2.4, p 33). Thus, the personal ending carries a heavy functional load and the expression of person and number is not constant, but varies according to the other categories that are simultaneously expressed by the personal ending. If we disregard the dual for the moment, we can distinguish three sets of endings, which all distinguish the two numbers singular and plural, and the two voices active and middle. Two of these, the present set and the preterite set, distinguish all three persons; one, the imperative set, does not express person. Generally, the imperative always refers to the second person, but the Tocharian A imperative plural may also refer to the first. In Tocharian B, the present set is divided into three, where differences are confined to the singular active: the endings of the present and the subjunctive, those of the imperfect and the optative, which are identical formations, and those of the present-preterite, a formation that functions as a preterite but has the endings of a present. In both languages, the preterite set is divided into two: a-preterite endings vs s-preterite endings.

The endings are given in the schemes below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-mār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-tār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ṣ</td>
<td>-tār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-mās</td>
<td>-mār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-cār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-n, y</td>
<td>-ntār</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>preterite</th>
<th>middle</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>active</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a-prt.</td>
<td>s-prt.</td>
<td>a-prt.</td>
<td>s-prt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>-ā, -wā</td>
<td>-wā, -w</td>
<td>-e, -we</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ṣt</td>
<td>-ṣt</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-(y)nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2du.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-y̞nes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-mās</td>
<td>-mās</td>
<td>-māt</td>
<td>-māt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-ṣ?</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-ṣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-nt</td>
<td>-nt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prs.-sbj.</td>
<td>ipf.-opt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>-w</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-tā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3du.</td>
<td>prs. -ten; subj. -ys?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-māw</td>
<td>-māw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-cer</td>
<td>-cer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 The variants -mār³ and -māt, often cited, are in fact late; probably, they have to be read -mār and -māte respectively (Peyrot 2008a: 155-156).

9 Attested is only latso B33a8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
<th>preterite active</th>
<th>middle</th>
<th>imperative active</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>a-prt.</td>
<td>s-prt.</td>
<td>-wa</td>
<td>-wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-sta</td>
<td>-sta</td>
<td>-may</td>
<td>-may</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2du.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-yt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-mə</td>
<td>-mə</td>
<td>-mte³</td>
<td>-mte³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-sə</td>
<td>-sə</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-sə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-nte</td>
<td>-nte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peculiarities are the following:

dual

In both languages, the number of dual forms attested is limited and their analysis is far from certain. In Tocharian B, the ending -ys is attested in 3du. stāmāis to sbj. {stā̄/stā̄ma-} 'stand' and 3du. lūtās to pt. {lū̄/lū̄tā̄-} 'go out', probably {stāma-ys} and {lūtā-ys}, respectively. Apparently, -tem is used for presents and -ys for subjunctives, which would mean that the present-preterite of lūt- 'go out' follows the subjunctive pattern instead of the present pattern. The 3du.mid. ending is attested in tasaitār of tas- 'put', which probably is to be analysed as {tasā-yr} because the stem must be alternating: {tasā̄/tē-}. The imperative ending is attested in arch. pyamtsait to the stem {pā-yam-sa-} to 'do', probably {pā-yam-sa-yr}. In Tocharian A, only two forms are attested: 3du.prt. tāken(e)s to {ṭākā-}, probably {ṭākā-yne}, and du.ipv. pines 'go!'. Since the root y- for 'go' contains a y, pines is ambiguous: it could either be {pā(ā)-y-nes}, or it could have the same ending as tākenes: {pā(ā)-y-ynes}.

TA 1sg.prt.

The distribution of the Tocharian 1sg.prt. forms is not easily presented in a scheme. In the s-preterite, the normal active ending is -wā, which has a rare relic variant -u {-w} (partly attested with the same verbs). In the preterite in -ā the normal active ending is -ā, which has a variant -wā that is attested only in imperfects and in reduplicated preterites (but for all verbs where it is attested, the more regular variant in -ā is always attested next to it). The long middle ending -we is only attested as a variant in imperfects. Additionally, we find -we in yāmwe 'I did' (~ yāmpe), the only 1sg. (middle) form of the sā-less preterite (next to the regular s-preterite ending -e in yāmte 'id'); perhaps -we is regular in this subcategory (on these forms, see Winter 1965b: 206-209; Schmidt and Winter 1992).

a or e to the ending

In both languages, there are some endings that are difficult to separate from the preceding suffix. This ambiguity arises in x|Ø-root presents or subjunctives, and in
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presents or subjunctives with the suffix TA {ā/ā}, TB {ɔ/ɔ}, where we find the a (TA) or e (TB) of the ʰa/ɔ- or ʰe-suffix also in some endings of the x][O-root presents or subjunctives. The endings concerned are the 1sg., 1pl., and 3pl. active.

“mobile” ā in TA

In Tocharian A, there is variation between O and ā (or weakened a) in the preterite, where only the suffixed 3sg.act. ends in -ā (or weakened a), e.g. unsuffixed tāk ‘it was’ vs suffixed tākām ‘it was to her/ him’. Since the final a is found in all other forms of tākā-, it seems preferable to analyse tākām as tāka-m and take tāk as a special form of underlying {tākā-O}; forms such as the 2sg. tākašt, 3pl. tākar would then be {tākā-st} and {tākā-r}, respectively. The alternative would be to set up the stem as {tāk-} and analyse tākašt and tākar as {tāk-āšt} and {tāk-ār} instead. The former analysis, with the a or ā as a part of the stem and not of the ending, has the advantage that the endings of the s-preterite are the same as those of the a-prt., e.g. 2sg. yāmāst {yām-št} ‘you did’ and 3pl. yāmār {yām-r} ‘they did’. This analysis also takes the -s of the unsuffixed 3sg.act. of the s-preterite as a shortened form of the sā-suffix found before a suffixed pronoun and in the middle, e.g. yāmās {yām-sā-O} ‘(s)he did’ vs yāmtsa-m {yām-sā-n} ‘(s)he did it’ or ‘(s)he did for her/ him’ and 3sg.mid. yāmtstā {yām-sā-t} ‘(s)he did for herself/ himself’.

The only category where this analysis encounters problems is the imperative (see e.g. Winter 1994b: 405; 1994a: 304). Whereas the singular pākraš of krāsā- ‘know’ could still be {p-krāsā-O} with the same deletion rule as for the preterite, the plural pkārsāš clearly shows that the stem is {p-krās-} with an ending -s, so that the singular must also be {p-krās-O}. This implies that the middle endings are {ā-r} and {ä-c} (not {-r} and {-c}), but the analysis of the suffixed singular becomes difficult. For instance, we find pkanāni and pyāmāṁ, which have to be analysed as {p-kan-ā-ňāy} and {p-ỹām-ā-n} with an extra ā, or as {p-kan-āňāy} and {p-ỹām-ān} with special imperative variants for the suffixed pronouns. Probably, an analysis with an extra ā is preferable, since we even find one set of variants of this type: pyāmāni without ā vs pyāmām with ā (without distinguishable difference in meaning). The special character of the ā in the endings of the imperative is also shown by its stability, i.e. it is never weakened to a or ā as in the preterite or subjunctive.

TA 3pl.prs. -y

By far the most frequent 3pl.prs. ending in Tocharian A is -ńc, which changes a preceding a or ā to e, and an ā to <i>, e.g. tākeńc {tākā-ńc} ‘they will be’ or trāńkinc {trānk(ā)-ńc} ‘they say’. Next to the ňc-endings, we find endings without ňc, but with the colouring that it brings along, so that the only possible analysis is y (as it is presented in the table above), e.g. tāke {tākā-y} and trāńki {trānk(ā)-y}.

Apart from the personal ending, person and number may be expressed additionally by changes of the stem. For instance, TA 3sg.prs.mid. entsāṣtār {ent⁵-sā-tr} ‘(s)he
takes’ and 3pl.prs.mid. emtssantrā {entüst-sa-ntr} ‘they take’ are not only distinguished by their different endings -tār and -ntrā, but also by a difference in the present suffix: 3sg.prs.mid. -sā- vs 3pl.prs.mid. -sa-. Likewise, TA 3sg.sbj. kalkas {kalka-s} ‘(s) he will go’ and 3pl.sbj. kālkeṇc {kālkā-nč} ‘they will go’ are distinguished both by the endings -s and -nč, and the difference in vowel grade of the stem: kalka- vs kālke- or kālkā-.

The same situation is found in Tocharian B, and there it plays an even more important role. Although some Tocharian A endings are homophonous, as for instance the 2sg.prs.act. and the 3sg.prt.mid, which are both -t, the endings of one set are always neatly distinct. In Tocharian B, however, homophonous endings are also found within sets: the 3sg.prs. and the 3pl.prs. in -n, the 3sg.prs.mid. and the 2pl.prs.mid. in -tār and the 1sg.prf.-opt. and the 1pl.prf.opt. in -m(a). In some cases, these forms are indistinguishable indeed, but in others, the additional stem changes can make the difference. In Tocharian B, these changes are therefore not always additional in the literal sense: they distinguish different persons and numbers, i.e. in practice only singular forms from plural forms with homophonous endings. For instance, tārkanaṁ must be a third person present form of ‘take’, but the number is ambiguous. In the corresponding subjunctive forms, the numbers are distinguished by the vowel grade of the root: 3sg.sbj. tārkaṁ {tärka-n} vs 3pl.sbj. tarkaṁ {tärka-n}. In many cases, it is the present suffix that makes the difference: 3sg.prs. weṣṣāṁ ‘(s) he says’ vs 3pl.prs. wesken ‘they say’ are distinguished only by the present suffix -ssā- vs -ske-. The homophonous m-endings for the first person are only found together in the imperfect-optative and in yr- ‘go’. In the imperfect-optative, the 1pl. ending always combines with the suffix variant -aye-, whereas the 1sg. is found after -ay-, so that they could alternatively be analysed as -m and -em, respectively. In the verb for ‘go’, they are distinct because the 1pl. has a special root variant: the 1sg. is {yr-m}, the 1pl. {yane-ma} or {yan-emə}. The endings -tār of the 3sg. and 2pl. middle always yield homophonous forms because the stem alternations in the root and the suffix that sometimes disambiguate the other homophonous endings are not found among the two variants of -tār. Since the distinctions between homophonous endings of different sets are fully dependent on the stems they are used with, these are not discussed here, but in 2.5 (especially 2.5.2, p 56 and 2.5.4, p 64), and in 2.6 (p 94) and 2.7 (p 117).

In both languages, the main verb of a clause can also be a nominal (or infinite) form; principally a gerund or a participle. As nominal forms, they express relations totally different from finite verb forms. The gerunds, for instance, agree with the subject when intransitive and with the object when transitive, whereas the preterite participle may agree with the subject or the object; the present participle expresses

---

10 On the basis of the variants of the first person endings elsewhere, we should probably posit the 1sg. as -m and the 1pl. as -ma, since only the latter may receive a mobile -o. As far as I could check, this longer 1pl. ending -mo is not attested for the imperfect-optative.
no agreement. If agreement is expressed, it conforms to the categories of the nominal system: the preterite participle and the gerunds are inflected for number, gender and case.

2.2.2 TENSE

Tense, aspect and mood are all correlated in Tocharian and the meaning of the different categories is highly dependent on their syntactic function. The aim of this section and the following about aspect and mood is to give the general impression that is needed for a rough understanding of the verbal system; details can be found in chapter 3.

In both languages, tenses distinguished are present and past as well as future, as argued in chapter 3. Present tense is expressed by the present; past tense by the preterite and the imperfect. The subjunctive denotes future events, but it also has other functions, notably in subclauses. The present tense is hardly used to denote future or past events, but it may refer to “tenseless” events in general statements. The preterite may sometimes have present reference; the difference with the category present is then one of aspect.

As concerns the formal expression of tense, the two languages diverge. In Tocharian A, both preterite and imperfect take the preterite endings, which are exclusively used in these two categories. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the preterite endings and past tense. The contrast between the subjunctive (in future function) and the present is expressed by a difference in stem: the endings of present and subjunctive are identical, so that one could say that they have non-past reference.

In Tocharian B, the situation is more complicated. In this language, the preterite endings are exclusively used with the preterite, so that they are clear markers of past tense. However, the imperfect takes different endings and therefore there is no one-to-one correspondence between the preterite endings and past tense. The endings of the imperfect belong to the present set and within that set to the imperfect-optative subgroup, used with the imperfect and the optative. Although the optative is sometimes used in past contexts, this is clearly not the core meaning of that category. Accordingly, the imperfect-optative endings are no tense markers: in the case of the imperfect, tense is expressed by the combination of the endings and the imperfect-optative suffix on the one hand, and the difference in stem between the imperfect

---

11 It is very difficult to find good examples showing whether the tense of a complement clause is defined by the time of utterance (absolute tense, e.g. Du. ik wist [prt.] dat hij ging [prt.] ‘I knew he went’) or by the time of reference (relative tense, e.g. Gm. ich wusste [prt.], dass er geht [prs.] ‘id’). With verbs of saying, thinking etc the content is in Tocharian normally expressed as direct speech, i.e. the typical complement clauses are simply not there. For comparison clauses in Tocharian A that seem to have relative tense, see 3.3.9 (p 208); for a complex construction in Tocharian B where the tenses seem to be relative, see 3.7.1 (p 276).
(formed from the present stem) and the optative (formed from the subjunctive stem)
on the other. Since the present and the subjunctive stem need not be formally
distinct, imperfect and optative may be identical in form, too.

The expression of tense is in Tocharian B further blurred by the existence of
marginal mixed categories. The first is best termed the present-preterite because it
functions as a preterite, but it has morphological features of the present-subjunctive.\textsuperscript{12} The endings are those of the present set, even though the 2sg. has a unique
zero ending and the 2pl. is taken from the preterite set; however, the stem is clearly
not the present stem, although it is difficult to say what other stem it resembles most
because of the small number of forms. The second mixed formation is even more
hidden: it is the copula 3sg. ste, 3pl. skente. The copula has a stem that looks like a
present stem, i.e. \{\textsuperscript{1sg}\textsuperscript{2sg}/ske-\} (with \textsuperscript{2sg}- turning into s-), while the endings are the ones
of the preterite middle, i.e. 3sg.mid. {-te}, 3pl.mid. {-nte}.

The nominal forms may have tense reference, too. The preterite participle
denote past events, although it seems to be used with present reference even more
often than the finite preterite. In principle, the present participle denotes present
events, but in subclauses it also expresses contemporaneity with the event of the
main clause. The subjunctive gerund mostly refers to future events, but the core
meaning of this form is possibility: the future notion is derived from it through
inference. The present gerund expresses necessity, which may be close to the notion
of present tense in the sense that according to the speaker the event should follow
shortly after the moment of speaking, but taken by itself the present gerund does not
have present tense reference.

To sum up, both languages have a difference between present and past tense, but
the expression of this distinction is straightforward only in Tocharian A: in Tochari-
an B there are several different kinds of morphological marking. There are no
different degrees of remoteness of the past tense. Future tense is expressed by the
subjunctive, which is also used in other functions in subclauses.

2.2.3 Aspect\textsuperscript{13}

In Tocharian, the most important expression of aspect is found in the past tense.
Both languages have two past tenses, namely a preterite and an imperfect, and the
difference between the two is one of aspect. However, it is difficult to draw a sharp
distinction between the two. First of all, the preterite is used much more often than
the imperfect and it seems to have a certain default value, whereas the imperfect is
the marked variant. The imperfect has two uses which can be defined as
imperfective: it is used to describe backgrounds and states of affairs, and it may

\textsuperscript{12} One may compare the Germanic preterite-present, which functions as a present but has
preterite features in its morphology.

\textsuperscript{13} For the syntax of the past tenses, cf Thomas (1957).
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denote a repeated event. In contrast, the preterite is preferred for isolated and foreground events and consecutive actions. If the two are used together in a narrative, background information is in the imperfect whereas focal events are in the preterite.

An additional value of the preterite is resultative, i.e. it may depict a given present situation as still relevant although it is the result of a past event. This resultative use blurs the distinction between past and present tense: since the focus is on the present situation, the resultative preterite has present tense reference. In resultative use, the preterite differs from the present on the aspectual level: the present denotes a present event with indefinite boundaries, whereas the preterite denotes a present state resulting from a recent change. In contrast, the imperfect is never used to denote present events. With the preterite participle, the resultative meaning is even more salient than with the finite preterite. If the preterite participle is used with an imperfect copula, it denotes a state that prevailed in the past.

The morphological expression of the distinction preterite versus imperfect is primarily made by means of different stems. In Tocharian A, imperfect and preterite have the same endings (see also 2.2.1, p 21), so that the two are distinguished only by a difference in stem. In Tocharian B, however, the endings are taken from different sets. Next to the different endings, the two categories are also distinguished by different stems. In both languages, the preterite and imperfect stems are not distinguished by a simple morphological contrast, but by a double one: the preterite is formed from the basic preterite stem, whereas the imperfect is formed from the basic present stem extended with an extra suffix. In Tocharian A, a marginal category is formed by imperfects that are derived from the root by means of internal stem change.

2.2.4 Mood

There are two primary modal categories in Tocharian: the imperative and the optative, which are both deontic in principle. That is, the imperative and the optative denote irreal events that the subject should actualise according to the speaker, a third person or external circumstances, comparable to English do!, may (s)he do or (s)he should do. Principally in subclauses, the optative has epistemic functions, too: it may express the probability or possibility of an irreal event, comparable to English (s)he may do or (s)he could do.

With the imperative, the deontic source is the speaker: it is a command or a request of the speaker. The subject of the imperative is always the addressee, but it is not explicitly expressed. Thus, there are only second person imperative forms, and it is not necessary to indicate person when citing imperative forms. The only exception is found in Tocharian A, where plural imperatives can be used for the first person too, thus not only denoting more than one addressee, but including the speaker him or herself. However, the first person plural imperative has no special formal person marking, as it is a normal plural imperative form. The imperative cannot be negated:
with a negation, the present or the subjunctive is used. The present is used when the event has already started and should stop (inhibitive), whereas the subjunctive is used for a future event (preventive).

With the optative, the deontic source is either the speaker or external circumstances. If the deontic source is the speaker, the difference with the imperative is that the claim is less strong. In other words, the imperative is closer to a command and the optative closer to a wish, i.e. literally optative. If the deontic source is formed by external circumstances, we can call its function obligative. In obligative function, the speaker plays an important role too. In the first place, the external circumstances that require the subject to carry out a certain action are reported by the speaker, and in this way it is the speaker who directs the subject, although the fundamental motives are external. In the second place, it is of course the speaker who selects and interprets these external motives, so that the influence of the speaker on the pragmatic end result may in fact be considerable. However, this influence is not part of the core meaning of the optative. Next to its deontic function, the optative has epistemic functions, which will be discussed below.

In main clauses, the subjunctive denotes future tense and it is not modal. However, its uses in subclauses could perhaps be analysed as instances of epistemic modality: the subclause subjunctive denotes decreased certainty about the truth of a proposition as evaluated by the speaker. Examples of these uncertainty uses are real conditional, i.e. if he does, concessive, i.e. even though he does and iterative, i.e. each times he does; for a detailed discussion of these subclause uses, see chapter 3, especially 3.2 (p 166) on Tocharian A and 3.6 (p 250) on Tocharian B.

The non-deontic, epistemic uses of the optative are best seen as extensions of the subclause subjunctive system. Like the subjunctive, its main functions in subclauses are hypothetical, concessive and iterative. With conditionals, the truth claim of the optative is weaker than the subjunctive: instead of a real conditional it denotes an irreal conditional, i.e. if he did in conditional clauses. Likewise, the optative in main clauses does not denote future, but an uncertain future event: dubitative, i.e. he could do. The concessive and iterative optative is limited to past tense use and it is parallel to the subjunctive: while the subjunctive is used with present tense main clauses, the optative is used with past tense main clauses.

Apart from the primary modals listed above, there are also modal nominal forms and compound modals. The modal nominal forms are the present and the subjunctive gerunds. 14 Although the finite present is not a modal category, its gerund definitely is (even though a relationship with present tense is imaginable): the present gerund denotes that an event is to take place on external, mostly objective grounds. The grounds can be moral, but according to generally accepted principles, and in most cases the event is to the benefit of the agent, or at least the consequences of the event will benefit the agent. As pointed out above, the gerund may morpho-

---

14 For the gerunds, cf in particular Thomas (1952).
logically agree with the patient; indeed, it seems that the deontic value is also directed towards the patient: the focus is on the event that should be carried out, not on any particular agent.

The subjunctive gerund is also modal, but not deontic: it denotes the possibility of an event. This possibility is defined as favourable circumstances for the agent to carry out the event, or rather favourable circumstances for the event to be carried out. If the agent is explicit, possibility and ability may be difficult to distinguish, but the ability of the agent to carry out the event is certainly a special case of favourable circumstances. Permission does not belong to the semantic core of the subjunctive gerund, as it can be seen as a special case of favourable circumstances.

There are many combinations possible of modal nominal forms with a copula or nominal forms with a modal copula, but most of them are not real compound tenses, aspects or moods (see chapter 3, especially 3.4, p 216, for Tocharian A and 3.7, p 276, for Tocharian B). There is only one frequent and important mood, which is formed by a combination of the subjunctive gerund with an imperfect copula. This construction is to be compared syntactically with the conditional subjunctive and optative. While the subjunctive denotes a probable condition, and the optative a possible, but not probable one, the subjunctive gerund with an imperfect copula in principle expresses a purely theoretical conditional that is not possible. The impossibly of the conditional is usually caused by its situation in the past and it is in principle contrary to fact, i.e. COUNTERFACTUAL; however, there is at least one example where the construction expresses only a very low probability, not counterfactuality (see 3.7.1, p 276).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>deontic</th>
<th>epistemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>IMPERATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(command)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optative</td>
<td>OPTATIVE (wish);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBLIGATIVE (obligation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>PREVENTIVE (negative command)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>INHIBITIVE (negative command)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prs.ger.</td>
<td>NECESSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj.ger.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj.ger. + ipf.cop.</td>
<td>POSSIBILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COUNTERFACTUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or LOW PROBABILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COUNTERFACTUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONDITIONAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To sum up, the optative, being both deontic and epistemic, denotes wishes and obligations (OPTATIVE and OBLIGATIVE), and non-actual and improbable events (DUBITATIVE, IRREAL CONDITIONAL, PAST ITERATIVE); the imperative is deontic and is used for commands; the subjunctive denotes future tense in main clauses, while in subclauses it is used for uncertain but probable events (such as REAL CONDITIONAL, CONCESSIVE and PRESENT ITERATIVE), which could be classified as epistemic modality.

The morphological marking of mood is straightforward. The imperative has its own stem and its own set of endings; the subjunctive has its own stem and present endings; the optative is derived from the subjunctive basic stem by means of a suffix and has present endings (in Tocharian B of the imperfect-optative subset). The gerunds are formed from the present and subjunctive basic stems respectively, by means of the gerund suffix.

2.2.5 VOICE\textsuperscript{15}

In Tocharian, all finite verb forms are marked for voice, which has a binary opposition: active versus middle. In contrast, all infinite forms have no such marking. Most verbs do not have contrastive voice, as they are either active only, middle only, or medio-active. The medio-active is a special morphological category where some stems are active only (mostly subjunctive, preterite and imperative; otherwise preterite and imperative) and some are middle only (mostly the present; otherwise present and subjunctive). Only in a small group of verbs do we find a contrast between active and middle for the same stem.

Although transitivity and voice interfere in many ways, they do not exclude each other: all four voice types, i.e. active only, middle only, medio-active, and active and middle, may be intransitive or transitive. However, among verbs with contrastive voice, intransitive verbs, i.e. verbs that have an intransitive active inflexion, are extremely rare, see ‘come’ below. In verbs with contrastive voice, the middle is mostly a passive or an indirect reflexive; we also find MIDDLE, i.e. intransitive events without agent, like ‘perish’. In some cases, the semantic difference between active and middle is not evident from the texts, but a close relationship between the event and the subject seems to be a constant element. The reflexive is mostly indirect, but it can also be direct, or it can express a genitive relation between the subject and the object – this range of relations is reminiscent of the situation with the pronoun clitics, which are discussed below.

It is important to distinguish simple verbs from phrasal verbs, i.e. verbs that combine with an invariable element, in Tocharian usually an (almost) incorporated object. For instance, TB \textit{tärka-} ‘let go’ is active only, whereas the phrasal verb \textit{wijai tärka-} ‘frighten’ (?) is middle only. TB \textit{kša-} and the phrasal verb \textit{epiyac kša-} have

\textsuperscript{15} For the middle in general, cf Schmidt (1974).
both contrastive voice, but with a different function: *kola- has a semantic difference between ‘bring’ in the active and ‘bring along’ in the middle, whereas *epiyac kola- has a valency difference between transitive ‘remind’ in the active and intransitive ‘remember’ in the middle.\(^{16}\) Probably, the middle of the only certain example of an intransitive verb with contrastive voice, ‘come’, is to be analysed as a (different) phrasal verb, too: it always combines with TB *še, *šesa, TA *śyak to mean ‘come together’.

In the other categories, i.e. active only, middle only and medio-active, it seems that only some tendencies can be observed. Active only verbs are more often transitive, and middle only verbs are more often intransitive, but as indicated above, all combinations are possible. That the voice type is at least to a certain extent independent from the syntax and semantics of the verb, is for instance shown by ‘stand’, which is suppletive in both languages: TA present *kāl-, other stems *stāmā-, TB present *kāl-, other stems *stama-; the root that supplies the present is middle only, but the root that supplies the other stems is active only. The reverse is found with TB ‘carry’, which has the active only present *par-, but the middle only preterite *kama-. Thus, voice is not (purely) grammatical when it is not contrastive, but rather part of the lexicon.

2.2.6 VALENCE

In the Tocharian verb, valency plays an important role. However, it has no simple expression, but is reflected in a number of other distinctions, which I will mention briefly here. Valency may be marked on three levels: it may be marked on the stem, on the ending, or by means of derivation. Stem marking is the most complicated of the three because there are several different types of marking that are not obligatory on the one hand, and not exclusive on the other; since stem marking presupposes an analysis of the stem system, it is not discussed here. Ending marking of valency functions by means of voice, i.e. valency is not directly marked by the endings, but voice is correlated with valency: the middle, for instance, may – but need not – decrease valency (see above for more details).

An important feature of the Tocharian verbal system is derivation marking, which may be described as a fourfold system. In the traditional analysis,\(^{17}\) derivation marking is a system of a base verb with up to two fully-fledged derived causative verbs, namely s-causatives and sk-causatives. It was thought that the base verb is intransitive and the causatives increase its valency, without there being a clear distinction between s-causatives and sk-causatives (in TA, s-causatives with reduplicated preterites). However, it seems that the actual derivation patterns are more

\(^{16}\) In Dutch and German, for instance, this set is transitive vs reflexive, e.g. Du. *herinneren ‘remind’ vs reflexive *zich herinneren ‘remember’.

\(^{17}\) Cf Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931), Krause (1952), Krause and Thomas (1960).
complicated. First of all, many “base verbs” are of the same regular type and so they are clearly part of the derivation system, but perhaps not the starting point, the base: instead, they could be derived intransitives. Second, although the sk-causatives must be derived indeed, it is not obvious that the s-causatives are. Third, some of these causatives and intransitives are related to verbs of different types, which yields the fourfold system: s-causatives, sk-causatives (TA s-causatives with reduplicated preterites), intransitives and other verbs.

2.2.7 PRONOUN SUFFIX\textsuperscript{18}

The Tocharian pronoun suffixes are different from all categories discussed up to now because they are not part of the verb proper, but of the pronoun system. However, they are closer to the verb than to any other category because they are part of the argument structure of the verb, and they can only be suffixed to the finite verb, so that they form one (accentual) word with the finite verb.

Whereas the endings of the finite verb agree with the subject, the pronoun suffixes agree with an object. There is only one set, in which the two functions of indirect and direct object are left undistinguished. Since in Tocharian there is no difference between genitive and dative, the indirect object must be understood as covering genitive relations, too, the most important being possession and agency (with passives). Although an event may have up to two arguments other than the subject, only one can be marked with a pronoun suffix. Thus, it may be impossible to tell on the basis of the form only what a pronoun suffix refers to.

The shapes of the pronoun suffixes are the following (person is not distinguished in the plural number):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1sg.</th>
<th>2sg.</th>
<th>3sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian A</td>
<td>-\textit{ni}</td>
<td>{\textit{尼亚}}</td>
<td>-\textit{ci}</td>
<td>{\textit{西亚}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian B</td>
<td>-\textit{n}</td>
<td>-\textit{c}</td>
<td>-\textit{ne}</td>
<td>-\textit{me}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plural form stands out within Tocharian because it has no distinction for person: for this asymmetry there is no parallel either in the verb nor in the pronominal system. To stress the possible ambiguities of this system, it may be helpful to note that TA -\textit{m}, TB -\textit{me} may be translated with ‘us’, ‘you’, ‘them’, or ‘to us’, ‘to you’, ‘to them’, or ‘of us’, ‘of you’, ‘of them’.

The pronoun suffixes differ from the personal endings in that they are not obligatory and their referents are not normally explicitly expressed elsewhere in the clause, whereas personal endings may be combined with explicitly expressed subjects. There seems to be a certain functional overlap between the pronoun suffixes and the middle endings, since the middle endings may express the same

\textsuperscript{18} On the syntax of the pronoun suffix, cf Carling (2006).
relations: direct object, indirect object and possessive. There are also differences, however: the middle endings cannot refer to the agent of a passive and they are of course coreferential with the subject, whereas the pronoun suffixes are used exactly for non-subject referents. Pronoun suffixes can be combined with middle endings as the direct object when the verb is transitive (principally with middle only verbs), or as the agent when the verb is passive (this applies mainly to verbs with distinctive voice), or as the indirect object with intransitive and passive middles.

2.3 THE STEMM PATTERN

In this section, I describe the morphological lay-out of the Tocharian verb in general; particular stem classes are discussed in sections 2.6-2.7 (p 94). First the basic stems are discussed (2.3.1), then the derived stems and forms (2.3.2, p 40).

2.3.1 BASIC STEMS

The five basic stems are the present, subjunctive, preterite, preterite participle and imperative stems. These can be called basic stems because they are not derived by simple morphological patterns, but make up a complicated system of different stem patterns themselves. The derived stems and forms, on the other hand, are formed from the basic stems with invariable suffixes following predictable patterns.

The basic stems are named after the basic categories formed from them. Thus, the present is formed from the present stem, the subjunctive from the subjunctive stem, the preterite from the preterite stem, the preterite participle from the preterite participle stem and the imperative from the imperative stem. An example of a complete set of stems is TA kräšä-, TB körsa-, both ‘know’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>kräsnä-</td>
<td>köršāna-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>krasa-, kräšä-</td>
<td>kārsa-, kārsa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td>sřašä-, krasa-, krāšä-</td>
<td>Šrās-, korsā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite participle</td>
<td>krāso</td>
<td>köršaw-, korsō-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>-kras-, -krās-</td>
<td>-kōrsa-, -kōrša-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite forms are obtained by adding the endings, and the imperative prefix in the imperative in addition, e.g.: 3sg.prs. TA {kräsnä-š} kārsnāš, TB {kōršān-} kārsanāš; 3sg.sbj. TA {krasa-š} krasaš, TB {kārsa-n} kārsan; 3sg.prt. TA {sřašā-ō} šārs, TB {šrāšā-ō} šārsa; sg.ipv. TA {pā-kras-ō} pākraš, TB {pā-kārs-ō} pkārsa. The preterite participle is a nominal form: nom.sg.m. TA {krāšo-ō} kārso, TB {kōršaw-ō} kārsau; obl.sg.m. TA {krāso-nš} kārsont, TB {kōršos-ō} kāršos.

If we look at the shape of the stems, we see that the affinity between subjunctive, preterite and imperative is much larger than that of any of these to the present. Although each of the three non-present stems – subjunctive, preterite and imperative
has its peculiarities, there are several overlaps: the root shapes *kra*- and *kär*- occur in all three in TA, and *kär*- in all three in TB. Moreover, TA *kär*- and TB *kör*- recur in the preterite participle. The present stands out in having a nasal *n* that is not found in the other stems.

This rough dichotomy between present stem on the one hand and subjunctive, preterite, imperative and preterite participle stems on the other is found with many verbs. It is also found, for instance, in suppletive verbs such as ‘stand’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td><em>kālī/a</em>-</td>
<td><em>kālī/e</em>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td><em>ståma-</em>, <em>ståma</em>-</td>
<td><em>ståma-</em>, <em>ståma</em>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td><em>ståmā-</em>, <em>ståma</em>-</td>
<td><em>ståmā-</em>, <em>ståmos</em>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite participle</td>
<td><em>ståmo</em></td>
<td>-stam-, -ståm-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>-ståm-, -ståm-</td>
<td>-stama-<em>, -ståma-</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, the present deviates in having its own root, whereas all other stems are formed from one other root. The exceptions to the general pattern that all non-present stems go together form a current theme throughout this study; the interplay of the non-present stems and their relation to the present stem are discussed in this chapter (sections 2.6-2.7, p. 94).

2.3.2 DERIVED STEMS

From the five basic stems all other verbal forms can be derived. The derived stems are the imperfect and the optative stems, from which – naturally – the imperfect and the optative are formed.

In Tocharian B, there is one suffix for the imperfect and the optative, which is {‘āy-}. The ipf.-opt. suffix is added to the basic present stem to form the imperfect stem, and to the basic subjunctive stem to form the optative stem, e.g. prs. {kārsāna-} → ipf. {kārsāna-‘āy-}; sbj. {kārsa-, kārsā-} → opt. {kārsa-‘āy-}. A few morphophonological rules are needed to obtain the ultimate outcome, one of which is *a*’*āy* → *ōy*. Accordingly, the 3sg. forms are ipf. *kārsanoy* {kārsāna-‘āy-ɔ} and opt. *karoṣoy* {kārsa-‘āy-ɔ}. The other rules are *e*’*āy* → *a* and *o*’*āy* → *o* (the ‘ denotes morphological palatalisation, a phenomenon that is discussed below in 2.5.4, p. 64). If the subjunctive stem has two variants, it is normally the weak variant, i.e. the variant with *a*-vocalism in the root, that is taken as a basis for the optative stem. There are two irregular imperfects that are discussed further below.

In Tocharian A, imperfect and optative are formed differently. The optative is formed according to a regular pattern that is similar to the one observed for Tocharian B. The optative suffix {‘āy-} is added to the subjunctive stem, and likewise to the weak variant, if there are two variants. The morphophonological rules of Tocharian A are comparable to Tocharian B, but not identical: *a*’*āy* and *a*’*āy* both combine to give simple (non-palatalising) *āy*. 
As in Tocharian B, the Tocharian A imperfect is mostly formed from the present stem. The most frequent type is formed with the suffix \{-ā\}, the only morphophonological rule being that any a or ā of the present stem is deleted, or: a'ā → 'ā and ā'ā → 'ā. If the present stem has an alternating suffix like \{-sā/-sa\}, the result is e.g. -sā-

Next to this frequent type, there is a rare type that could be called “strong” because it is formed by root-internal changes. It has initial palatalisation if possible, a root vowel ā, and a suffix a (certainly a weakened ā), and it seems to be formed to the root (or to the subjunctive or the preterite; at least typical present markers are not found): ipf. {cārkā-} to tārkā- ‘let go’ (prs. {tārnā-}, sbj. {tarkā-, tarkā-}), prt. {cārkā-, tarkā-}). The only examples of a strong imperfect formed to the present are {pārā-} to pār- ‘carry’ and {lākā-} to lākā- ‘see’, both suppletive: ‘carry’ has the sbj. {kāmā-}, ‘see’ has the sbj. {pālkā-} etc). There are also some formations that function as imperfects, but are formally identical to preterites. As these occur only in suppletive systems, their formation is analysed as if they were preterites.

In both languages an aberrant type is attested in two verbs, namely ‘be’ and ‘go’. In the case of ‘go’, there is obviously a formal relation between the present and the imperfect, but the imperfect of ‘be’ is suppletive; the root is not attested otherwise. The present stems of ‘go’ are TA {y-}, TB {y-}, and the imperfect stems are TA {ye-}, TB {yey-}; apparently, the suffix is \{-e\} in Tocharian A and \{-ey\} in Tocharian B. In Tocharian B, it inflects as a normal imperfect, but in Tocharian A it takes present endings, whereas all other imperfects take preterite endings. In both languages, ‘be’ is exactly parallel: TA {še-}, TB {sey-}.

2.3.3 Derived forms

The inventory and the distribution of the infinite forms is nearly the same in Tocharian A and Tocharian B; the only exception is the infinitive, which is derived from the present stem in Tocharian A, but from the subjunctive stem in Tocharian B.

From the present stem are derived:
- the present gerund, which is formed with the suffix \{-l\} in TA, with \{-lle\} in TB, from the TA ā- or TB ā-variant of presents with an alternating suffix in ā/a or ā/e, respectively;
- the present participle, which is formed with the suffix \{-mān\} in TA, with \{-mane\} in TB, from the TA a- or TB e-variant of presents with an alternating suffix;
- several different agent nouns, all formed from the TA ā- or TB ā-variant of presents with an alternating suffix;
- a verbal adjective in TB -mo, from the ā-variant of presents with an alternating suffix;
the TA infinitive with the suffix \{-t\äy\}, formed from the \ä-variant of presents with an alternating suffix.

From the subjunctive stem are derived:

- the subjunctive gerund, which is formed with the suffix \{-l\} in TA, with \{-lle\} in TB, from the TA \ä- or TB \a-variant of subjunctives with an alternating suffix, and from the a- or \ä-grade variant of subjunctives with two root variants;
- the verbal noun, which is derived from the subjunctive gerund, in TA with the suffix \{-une\}, in TB with \{-\ññe\}, combining to \{-lune\} and \{-lñe\} (rarely \{-lllaññe\}) respectively;
- the agent noun in \{-awca\} in TB, from the a-variant of subjunctives with an alternating suffix;
- the privative in TA and TB, which is formed with a circumfix consisting of a prefix TA \{an\-}, TB \{en\-\} (which undergoes heavy changes to TA \{a\-, \ä\-\}, and TB \{e\-, on\-, an\-, a\-\}), and a suffix TA \{-t\}, TB \{-tte\}, from the TA \ä- or TB a-variant of subjunctives with an alternating suffix;
- the TB infinitive with the suffix \{-t\øy\}, formed from the a-variant of subjunctives with an alternating suffix, and from the a-grade variant of subjunctives with two root variants.

From the preterite participle is derived:

- the abstract in TA \{-r\}, TB \{-r\}, in TB from the stem found in e.g. the obl.sg.m. The abstract is often used with the ablative suffix in both languages, and also with the perative in TA, to form an absolutive construction.\(^{19}\)

No forms are derived from the preterite or the imperative stem.

2.3.4 OVERVIEW

For the analysis of the stem patterns, all forms mentioned above may play a role, as they could help identify a certain stem. For convenience, an overview of the basic stems and their derivations is given below (from the basic preterite and imperative stems no other stems are derived).

\(^{19}\) For the usage cf Thomas (1960).
2.3 the stem pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem</th>
<th>stem</th>
<th>stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian A</td>
<td>present stem</td>
<td>subjunctive stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>infinitive</td>
<td>strong imperfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian A and B</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(weak) imperfect</td>
<td>optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present gerund</td>
<td>subjunctive gerund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present participle</td>
<td>verbal noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agent nouns</td>
<td>privative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>verbal adjective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian B</td>
<td>infinitive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uca-agent noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most important morphological relationships between the different stems are expressed in the scheme below.

In this scheme, the basic and derived stems are represented in boxes, while the affinities between the stems are represented by different types of lines. The threefold line indicates strong affinity, which is found between the derived stems and their basic stems; double lines are used to indicate the subjunctive-preterite-imperative complex (including the preterite participle) hinted at above; the simple line denotes the weaker connection between present and subjunctive, or between the present and the subjunctive-preterite-imperative complex. The dotted lines indicate the connections between the TB imperfect and the optative (both in the endings and the suffix), and those between the TA imperfect and the preterite (only in the endings). If the imperfect had to be described in terms of the other stems, one could call it the optative of the present stem in Tocharian B, and the preterite of the present stem in Tocharian A.

As remarked above, the scheme is simplified, and the subjunctive-preterite-imperative complex is explained in the remainder of the chapter (especially 2.6-2.7, p 94). Hopefully, it can serve as a guideline for sections 2.6-2.7.
2.4 THE ROOT

In both Tocharian languages, there are different root types, which are essential to the formation of the basic stems. Four main types as well as some marginal subtypes can be distinguished. The most important dichotomy is between roots ending in TB -a, TA -ā (or weakened - ā or -ā) and roots without root-final -a or -ā; both types are further divided into a grading type with basic root vocalism TA ā, TB ə and a non-grading type with basic root vocalism TA ā, TB a (or, in some cases, TA and TB e or o, and marginally TA a).

The importance of distinguishing different root types is easily demonstrated with some examples from Tocharian B. In this language, there are four basic types of preterite participles, which do not fully agree with the root types, but nevertheless have a strong correlation with them. The fourth preterite participle type is found with all roots with a-vocalism in the root and a root-final -a, e.g. taka- ‘be’, prt.ptc.4 tatākau, tatākas; the third participle type is found with all roots with a-vocalism in the root and root-final -a, e.g. karsa- ‘know’, prt.ptc.3 kārsau, kārsos. Participle types 1 and 2 cannot be predicted on the basis of the root type alone, but all verbs without root-final -a form these types, and for instance the reduplication vowel of type 2 is determined by the root vowel (i.e. mainly ə or a). Another example is the formation of the preterite stem of causatives, which follow the basic rule that if the root has a-vocalism, it is strong, i.e. derived from the root, e.g. kārs- ‘let know’, prt. {sārsa-}, whereas with a-vocalism in the root it is derived from the subjunctive stem, e.g. karp- ‘let descend’, prt. {kārpāṣa-}.

I denote the four root types with the symbols ə|Ø, a|Ø, ə|a, and a|a, respectively, i.e. for example “ə|Ø-roots” or “roots of the ə|a-type”. When speaking of Tocharian A only, I will use the symbols ā|Ø, ā|Ø, ā|ā, and ā|ā:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root types</th>
<th>without root-final a</th>
<th>with root-final a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with a-vocalism in the root</td>
<td>TA ā</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TA ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with a-vocalism in the root</td>
<td>TA ā</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TA ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To denote larger groups of roots, for instance all roots with root-final a or all roots with a-vocalism in the root, the cover symbol “x” will be used, e.g. “x|a-roots” and “a|x-roots”, respectively.

If the final ə or ā – which may but need not be there – is not counted as a separate syllable, most Tocharian x|Ø-roots are monosyllabic, e.g. TA yām-, TB yam- ‘do’, whereas most x|a-roots are disyllabic, e.g. TA krūsā-, TB kārsa- ‘know’.\(^{21}\)


\(^{21}\) Admittedly, this has the disadvantage that the accent of some preterite (and a couple of subjunctive) stems is not placed on the stem itself, but on an intervening shwa, cf {prek-’}, prt. of prak- ‘ask’, or {yam-’}, sbj. of yam- ‘do’. With a final shwa, the accent could be noted as {prekā} and {yamā}, respectively.
2.4 the root

There is a small number of disyllabic roots ending in a consonant, principally roots that are built on a present formation such as TA wäynäs-, TB wäynask- ‘honour’. Only in Tocharian B do we find a small set of trisyllabic x|a-roots (including the root-final a), e.g. sanapa- ‘anoint’.

2.4.1 x|Ø-ROOTS

A verb has an x|Ø-root or a root without root-final a if it has at least one stem without root-final a where it cannot be lost by regular morphophonological rule. If a verb with an x|Ø-root has a stem ending in a, this a must be analysed as a suffix and the stem itself is secondary. Thus, TA yām- ‘do’ and TB yām- ‘do’ have an x|Ø-root because they never show a stem variant TA yāmā-** or TB yama-**. At the same time, the preterite stem of ‘say’, TA weñā-, TB weñā-, does not suffice to posit an x|a-root weñā- because a shorter root variant weñ- is found in the subjunctive TA weñā/-a-, TB weñ/-a: the preterite is secondarily derived with the suffix a and the root is of the x|Ø-type.

2.4.2 x|A-ROOTS

A verb has an x|a-root or a root with root-final a if all its stems end in root-final a. In some cases this analysis is straightforward because the a is clearly visible in all stems, but in many cases there is one stem that is in need of an explanation, mostly the present stem. The most important formations that need special comment are the e-, o-, and na-presents of Tocharian B, and the a- and nā-presents of Tocharian A.

Tocharian B e-presents are formed to roots that have root-final a in all stems, but this a is not visible in the e-presents themselves, for example prs. wyke- ‘perish’ vsprt. and sbj. wyka-. The problem with the o-presents is completely parallel, for example prs. korpo- ‘descend’ vsprt. and sbj. karpa-. In the case of the o-presents, a morphophonological rule ao > o could account for the lack of the root-final a in the present, but a similar rule can hardly be motivated for the e-presents, although o-present verbs are otherwise exactly parallel to e-present verbs. The reason to take e-present roots to be of the x|a-type as well is the parallelism to the o-presents.

In Tocharian A, a-presents are also paired with other stems with root-final ã, for example prs. wäyka- ‘perish’ vsprt. and sbj. wäykã-. Although there are no parallels for a change ãa > a, a-present roots are analysed as x|ã-roots because this makes the analysis of the other stems much easier.

Tocharian B na- and Tocharian A nā-presents are easier to account for because in this case we could say that na or nā is not a suffix, but the root-final a or ã preceded by an infix n-. Thus, compared to the pt. and sbj. stems TB törka-, TA tärka- ‘let go’, the present stems TB törkna-, TA tärkna- ‘let go’ contain an infix -n-, not a suffix -na- or -nā; the notation of the infixed stems is e.g. TB törkn-a-, TA tärk-n-ã-. 
2.4.3 ə|x-ROOTS

ə|x-roots form the heart of the Tocharian verbal system because they can bear morphological distinctions that ə|x-roots cannot, but, the other way round, they have all the possibilities of ə|x-roots, too. The morphological distinctions exclusive for ə|x-roots are gradation (see 2.5.2, p 56) and initial palatalisation (see 2.5.4, p 64), and in that order, because some roots have gradation, but no initial palatalisation, whereas the opposite is exceedingly rare. Because gradation in ə|x-roots is rarely lacking where it would be expected according to a certain morphological pattern, the term “gradable” would in many cases be suitable.

Since some morphological categories are dependent on gradation or (less frequently) palatalisation, ə|x-roots may be excluded from these categories (cf the example of the causative preterites above in the introduction to 2.4, p 44).

A special, but marginal, category is formed by roots with stable e- or o-vocalism. In most respects, they behave like ə|x-roots, since they have no gradation. In some cases, however, they go together with the ə|x-roots, especially with reduplication or weakening of the suffix vowel.

2.4.4 a|x-ROOTS

a|x-roots, or roots with a stable root vowel a, are clearly secondary to ə|x-roots within the Tocharian verbal system, since they are not liable to gradation (see 2.5.2, p 56) and palatalisation (see 2.5.4, p 64), both essential morphological distinctions. As a consequence, certain morphological categories are not “open” to a|x-roots. In addition, a|x-roots are more prone to weakening processes than ə|x-roots, especially in Tocharian A, because they may have a very heavy structure; for instance, TA kāmu ‘carried’ is all that rests from underlying [kā-kāmā-w].

Especially in ə|a-roots, a kind of secondary a|a-roots may arise, i.e. roots that are in fact ə|a-roots but have certain stems with stable a-vocalism, generally in the subjunctive and preterite stems. These roots will be treated as ə|a-roots and the a-vocalism of the other stems will be described as a morphological pattern.

On roots with a stable root vowel e or o, cf 2.4.3 (p 46).

2.4.5 VC-ROOTS AND CV-ROOTS

Most Tocharian roots have the structure C(C)VC(C) or C(C)VC(C)a: only rarely do we find roots with the structure C(C)V-, and the ones we find all have something irregular (cf Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 380). Examples are TA y-, TB y- ‘go’, TB kwa- ‘call’, TA knā- ‘know’ (next to kñas-), tā- ‘put’ (next to tās-), yā- ‘go’, lā- ‘wipe off’, wā- ‘lead’ (suppletive to āk-).22 Tocharian A roots like e- ‘give’ and o- ‘hit; start’

---

22 On the alleged verb plā-, see the discussion in Peyrot (forth.d).
are better set up as āy- and āw- because of e.g. 1sg.opt. āyim ‘may I give’ or 1sg.prt. āwu ‘I hit’. The Tocharian B copula root sk- consists of two consonants only.

There are also some roots with a vowel onset. These roots mostly behave like normal roots, but they resemble a|x-roots in having no gradation, and, of course, no initial palatalisation. In addition, they cannot be reduplicated.

2.4.6 WEAK CONSONANT ROOTS IN TOCHARIAN A

In Tocharian A there are some “weak consonant” roots that display irregular patterns, mostly with an alternation w ~ Ø. In most cases, the w is original, so that the stems where it is not found are irregular, but sometimes the w is secondary.

Although it is not evident synchronically, the w is original in vn mewlune vs 3sg.prs. mēs ‘trembles’, 3pl. meyč – there is no reason why it should have been inserted in the subjunctive stem (incidentally, this is corroborated by the Tocharian B cognate mayw-). Likewise, it is unlikely that the w of 3pl.prs. klawantr ‘they fall’ vs 3pl.prt. klär is epenthetic (cf Winter 1965b: 203-205), nor that of 3sg.prs. piwās vs prt.ptc. pāpeyu.

In at least two instances w is lost after the imperative prefix p-, compare plešār ‘work!’ with 3sg.prs.-sbj. welstre and pen ‘say!’, pl. penās with 3sg.sbj. weñāṣ.

The w is certainly secondary in 3sg.opt. tāwiṣ ‘may he put’ in view of the 3sg.sbj. tās: normally the optative is formed from the subjunctive with the suffix āy which would in the case of tās have yielded a phonologically impossible **tāiṣ or an overly short **tis, so that w is most probably a hiatus-filler (cf e.g. Winter 1962: 32-33).

2.5 MORPHOLOGICAL DISTINCTIONS

In this section, an inventory of the morphological distinctions is given, which can be understood as an equivalent of “Die grammatischen Bildungsmittel” of Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 325-350). However, the aim is not to describe the whole verbal system, but only the distinctions important to the stem patterns; for the personal endings, the derived infinite forms and the imperfect and optative suffixes, see above (2.2, p 26, and 2.3, p 39, respectively).

2.5.1 AFFIXATION

The most salient morphological distinctions are made by means of affixes. In Tocharian, affixation regularly proceeds by means of suffixes, but there is one prefix, too, as well as one infix.

The only prefix both languages have is the imperative prefix: TA {p-}, TB {p-}. In Tocharian A, the prefix is regular in all imperatives, except ‘see’, which is a suppletive verb with the roots lākā- and pālkā-. The regular imperative would have been {p-pālkā-}, while we find {pālkā-}; possibly, pālkā- is to be analysed as {p-lākā-} instead of {Ø-pālkā-} (i.e., formed with the prefix p-, but from the present root lākā-
rather than the subjunctive root pālkā-). In two cases, the prefix has obscured the root, as the initial consonant of the root has disappeared: sg. pem {p-wen-∅}, pl. penās {p-wen-ās} to trānk- ‘speak’ and pleśār {p-wlāys-ār} to wālys-23 ‘carry out’ (see also 2.4.6, p 47). All other alternations of and with the prefix are phonological (i.e. p- ~ pā- ~ pu-).

In Tocharian B, the situation is a bit more complicated. First of all, the prefix is never found before p-, i.e. the imperative of loka- ‘see’, {O-p²/ślka-}, is regular. Second, the prefix is lost before obstruents in later stages, some examples being attested in classical texts already (Peyrot 2008a: 62).

If the p-prefix is there, it unambiguously identifies imperative forms. If it is lacking for some reason or other, the imperatives may still be recognised through the endings and the shape of the stem, but in some cases they merge with other forms. In Tocharian B, the most frequent merger is that of the 3sg.prt. and the sg.ipv., e.g. tāka ‘(s)he was; be!’ (with late loss of p- in the cluster pt- in the imperative form). In Tocharian A, the only merger is that of the 2pl.prt. and the pl.ipv.mid. of ‘see’: pālkāc ‘you (pl.) have seen; look (pl.)!’ (Sieg, Sieglung and Schulze 1931: 346).

There is one infix, -n-, which is found in both languages. It exclusively forms present stems. Because of its prominent role in stem derivation, the nasal infix is discussed with the suffixes below, noted as “n-”.

A more structural form of affixation is suffixation. Suffixes are much more frequent than prefixes in Tocharian; in the noun, for instance, it is the principal way of derivation. In the verb, too, suffixes are frequent. Below, a scheme of the attested suffixes – including the nasal infix `<n>` – is given:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>present</strong></td>
<td><strong>subjunctive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{⁸a/sa}</td>
<td>{nāk}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nāsə/sa}</td>
<td>{nā/ə}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nāsə/sa}</td>
<td>{āsə/sa}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ā/a}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{a}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{&lt;n&gt;}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The suffixes will be presented in some more detail below, arranged by their functions (for convenience, the class numbers of Krause and Thomas’ 1960 Elementarbuch are indicated as well, but they will not be used systematically throughout this work). In my analysis, a suffix is not the stem minus the root, i.e. the elements that derive a

---

23 The vocalism āy instead of e is needed for the preterite participle wāleṣu.
stem from the root, but an element that distinguishes one stem from another: in Tocharian, stems are not always formed from the root, but also from one another. Thus, for example, there is no preterite suffix {ṣsā} in Tocharian B because it does not distinguish the preterite: in fact, the element ṣṣ is evidently the same as in the present suffix {ṣṣ/ṣkē}, to which the preterite marker {a} is added.

In both languages, some stems have no suffix. In the above list, these are not represented exactly because there is no suffix. Unsuffixed stems are found in TA and TB presents, subjunctives, and preterites.

A complicating factor in examining the suffix inventory of the Tocharian verb is that roots may have a final TA ā, TB a, which also occurs as a suffix in exactly the same shape. In my analysis, the ā or a is a suffix when it is not found in all stems (for a discussion of different root types, cf section 2.4, p 44).

The suffixes of Tocharian A are:

\{ -ṣā/sā - \} present (TEB prs. class 8)

This is by far the most frequent present suffix. The same element is found in the combined suffixes \{ -nāsā/sā - \} and \{ -nsā/sa - \}, while \{ -sā/sa - \} seems to be composed of s and \{ -ā/a - \} itself. It is also frequent in subjunctives, but it does not distinguish these subjunctives from another stem, since the present has the same \{ -sā/sa - \} suffix, while the subjunctive is marked by an additional \{ -ā - \} before it: e.g. sbj. {lām-ā-sā/sa-} vs prs. {lām-ā/sa-} of lām- ‘place’ (the combination ṛā/sā is analysed as a separate suffix, see further below). The suffix may conflate with the 3sg.prs. ending, cf ṇṣ prs. {āy-sā-ṣ} ‘he gives’ or sbj. {āy-s} ‘(s)he will give’, but before a suffixed pronoun the double ṣṣ is preserved: ṇṣ-ām (āy-ṣ-n) ‘(s)he will give it to him/ her’ vs ṇṣ-ām (āy-sā-ṣ-n) ‘(s)he gives [it] to him/ her’.

\{ -nāsā/sa- \} present (TEB prs. class 10)

This present suffix is very rare. It is obviously composed of -nā- (in turn from ṃ- before a root-final -ā) and -sā/sa-, but in two instances there is no bare nā-stem next to it: prs. {pāknāsā/sa-} of ‘intend’ and prs. {yāknāsā/sa-} of ‘be careless’ next to sbj. {pāknā-} and {yāknā-}, respectively. Since the subjunctive stem does not show nā only, but an extended nā- k, it is difficult to analyse the present as \{ -nā/sā - \}. If the subjunctive received another explanation, the presents could be analysed as “normal” sā/sa- presents. The combination -nāsā/sa- is certainly composed of -nā- and -sā/sa- in prs. {yomnāsā/sa-} of ‘reach’ because the sbj. is {yomnā-}.

---

24 The preterite is actually derived from the subjunctive; the subjunctive is identical to the present because it is zero-derived.
\{-nāsā\textsubscript{sa-}\} present (TEB prs. class 10)

This present suffix seems to contain a \{-sā\textsubscript{sa-}\} suffix, too; however, since the first element \(n\) does not occur independently as a suffix, there is no doubt about the status of this suffix. In one instance, the \(n\) is assimilated to a preceding \(l\): \(\text{wāllāsā}/\text{sa-}\), i.e. \{wāllāsā\textsubscript{sa-}\} or \{wāl-nāsā\textsubscript{sa-}\} of ‘die’. The resulting geminate \(ll\) is sometimes simplified to a single \(l\), always together with syncope of the first \(ā\), so that we get \{wālāsā\textsubscript{sa-}\}. For a discussion of the morphological status of geminates, cf 2.5.8 (p 90).

\{-ā\textsubscript{a-}\} present and subjunctive (TEB prs. and sbj. class 2)

This suffix functions as a present and subjunctive suffix; however, in the first function its distribution is limited, since the three certain cases are all from suppletive verbs. The \(ā\textsubscript{a-}\)-suffix may be difficult to recognise because some forms of the paradigm may become indistinguishable from other classes. On the one hand, the \(ā\)-variant forms may merge with root stems if the root-final is not palatalised; on the other hand, the \(a\)-variant forms may merge with forms with an invariable \(a\)-suffix, or the \(a\)-vowel may be syncopated. Clear indications for the \(ā\textsubscript{a-}\)-suffix are the alternation of palatalised and unpalatalised forms and the alternation of \(ā\)- and \(a\)-variants.

\{-a-\} present and subjunctive (TEB prs. and sbj. class 3)

The invariable \(a\)-suffix is not to be confused with the alternating \(ā\textsubscript{a-}\)-suffix discussed above. The \(a\)-suffix is attested in present and subjunctive function, but it is much more frequent in the former. In both functions, it is exclusively middle. The \(a\)-suffix may merge formally with the \(ā\textsubscript{a-}\)-suffix (see above) or with the \(ā\)-suffix, when the latter is reduced to \(a\). Only in relatively few cases does a merger of the \(a\)- and \(ā\)-suffixes lead to a complete merger of the stems, however: often there is still a difference in the vowel grade of the root. In finite forms, the \(a\)-suffix can be excluded if the forms are active, but middle forms are no sufficient positive indication for the \(a\)-suffix, since \(ā\textsubscript{a-}\) and \(ā\)-presents and subjunctives may also be middle. A complication with this suffix in subjunctive function is that there is one active form that shows \(ā\) instead of \(a\): 2sg.sbj. \(\text{nakāt}\). On the basis of this form alone, we should actually set up the subjunctive as \{-ā\textsubscript{a-}\} and the present suffix as \{-a-\}; the question is whether this one form is sufficient proof to change the entire analysis.

\{\(n\)\} prs. and sbj. (TEB prs. and sbj. class 6, prs. class 7)

The \(n\)-infix has two variants: in most cases, it is infixed before a root-final -\(ā\), which yields a sequence \(nā\) (traditionally class 6), but in a small subgroup of verbs with roots ending in a consonant cluster with final -\(k\) it is infixed before the -\(k\), which yields a sequence \(n\kā\) (traditionally class 7). The \(nā\)-variant of the infix principally forms presents, but there is one certain subjunctive attested, too: \{yōmānā\} of ‘reach’. Two other verbs look like \(nā\)-subjunctives, but they have an unexplained \(k\)-extension
(see at {-nák-} below). After strong root vowels (a, â, e, o), {-nâ-} is reduced to na (the only exception being {yomnâ-}), and after strong vowels and before endings with the same vowels it is even further reduced to n(â), e.g. skën рассматривает в письме {-nâ-} {sâ-kâ-mân} (see 2.5.2, p 56). The nâ-variant of the prefix forms only presents, and because infixing yields an extra a-syllable, the root-final a is never weakened, e.g. kâtkâ- 'rise' has a present stem {kât-n-kâ-} that is always trisyllabic kâtânkâ-.

{-nê\u00e2/a-} present and subjunctive (TEB prs. and subj. class 12)

This suffix certainly forms subjunctives, but whether it also forms presents is not clear: there are not enough forms attested. The geminate nê may be reduced to simple n before consonants, and before t, which is quite frequent in the endings, it is reduced to n. If nê\u00e2/a is preceded by â, this â is always coloured to i, i.e. the most frequent surface form of the suffix is iê\u00e2/a-.

{-nâ-} subjunctive (TEB subj. class 6)

This suffix is attested only twice, i.e. in two verbs one time each, and it is isolated in the system. It is further striking that no subjunctive forms are attested, but only two optative forms. In view of the nâ-sbj. {yomnâ-}, which is otherwise partly parallel, we would rather expect a subjunctive stem in {-nâ-} as well, to which the optative would probably be -ni-; possibly, the complex -nâsi- or -nâsi- contains a hiatus-filling s (or ss). However, s is not a normal hiatus-filler and therefore we can only analyse the complex as containing a subjunctive suffix {-nâ-}.

{-nê\u00e2/a-} subjunctive (TEB subj. class 7)

This subjunctive suffix is rather frequent; unlike the nê\u00e2/a-suffix, it is not normally reduced to n before t. In some forms, e.g. rîëmâr 'I will abandon', the a-vowel is lost although the normal rules for vowel weakening (see 2.5.2, p 56) do not apply.

{-â\u00e2/sa-} subjunctive (TEB subj. class 8)

This suffix exclusively forms subjunctives and it is always found next to sâ/sa-presents. It is clearly composed of â and sâ/sa, but it is not attractive to analyse it that way because â would have to be an infix (see also below).

{-â-} subjunctive and preterite (TEB prs. and subj. class 5)

The problem with this subjunctive and preterite suffix is that there are also roots ending in â; however, there are very clear cases of an â-suffix, like in prs. {sâlp-} of 'glow', sbj. {sâlpâ-}. Whether verbs with an a-present are to be analysed as having a root in â is unclear: these verbs behave like roots in â in all other stems, but it is uncertain whether the addition of the present suffix a to a root-final â would yield a. Nevertheless, I will analyse verbs with a-presents as having a root-final â. The â-suffix may be reduced to a after strong root vowels (a, â, e, o); if it is in addition
followed by an ending with a strong vowel (including the vn suffix -lune), it is reduced to ā or Ø. There is one suffix that is clearly composed of ā and  tá/ta, the subjunctive suffix {-āsā/ta}. Since that suffix is found next to  tá/ta-presents, an alternative analysis could theoretically take the ā of the subjunctive suffix as an infix, which would be unique within the system (see also above).

{-O/sā-} preterite (TEB prt. class 3)

This preterite and imperative suffix is alternating. In the preterite, the zero forms are found in the active except the 3sg., and the sā-forms are found in the middle and in the 3sg.act. In the imperative, decisive forms are lacking, but the assumption that the sg.act. is a zero form, whereas the other forms are sā-forms – parallel to the situation in Tocharian B – is not contradicted by the attestations. Next to preterites with the O/sā-suffix, there is also a preterite that is similar, but lacks the suffix sā; I will call the latter preterite “sā-less preterite”.

The suffixes of Tocharian B are:

{-e-} present (TEB prs. class 3)

This present suffix is exclusively middle; it may be confused with e-forms of the alternating ́/e-suffix. The e-suffix is in complementary distribution with the o-suffix: the former is found in roots with ə-vocalism (including ay, aw) and some roots with e-vocalism, whereas the latter is found in roots with a-vocalism (alternating with o-vocalism before the o-suffix).

{-o-} present (TEB prs. class 4)

Like the e-present, this present suffix is exclusively middle. It is in complementary distribution with the e-present: the latter occurs in roots with ə- and e-vocalism, whereas o-presents are found in roots with a-vocalism (including the diphthongs /ay/ <ai> and /aw/ <au>). Through mutation, the root-a of o-presents changes to o in non-diphthongal roots; ai and au remain unchanged. In most cases, o-presents can be identified easily, but there are a few instances where they merge with the imperfect-optative. In the imperfect-optative, the 3pl. of na-present stems and a-subjunctive stems is sometimes -om instead of -oyem, and sporadically we find the same phenomenon in middle forms, i.e. -ontrā instead of -oyentrā (Peyrot 2008a: 142-144). Since the o-present occurs in roots with a-vocalism only, forms like wärpontrā B284b5 are unambiguously optative: the root has a-vocalism. However, a form like laikontār-ā B241b6 could theoretically be ambiguous because the root has a-vocalism.
2.5 morphological distinctions

\{-\textit{sp}/se\} present (TEB prs. class 8)

This alternating present suffix is usually easy to identify. The \textit{a}-variant of the \textit{sp}/se- suffix may be reduced to \textit{s}, but since it has a variant \textit{s} before \textit{t}, \textit{sp}/se-forms are still distinct in that context: \textit{sp}/se-present \textit{s} whereas \textit{sp}/se-present \textit{sp} and subjunctives have \textit{st}.

\{-\textit{na}\textit{sp}/ske\} present (TEB prs. class 10)

This present suffix is obviously composed of \textit{-na-} and \textit{-sp}/ske-, and most of the instances of the element \textit{-na sp}/ske- can be explained as \textit{sp}/ske-present derived from \textit{na}-subjunctives, e.g. sbj. \{\textit{pakná-}\} of ‘intend’ vs prs. \{\textit{pakn ásp}/ske-\}. However, there are also instances of \textit{na sp}/ske-present to \textit{a}-subjunctives, so that these cannot be analysed as \textit{sp}/ske-present. Since these \textit{na sp}/ske-present are only found with roots ending in a resonant that is assimilated to a geminate, an alternative analysis could take the gemination as a morphological marker instead of the \textit{n}: prs. \{\textit{kallá sp}/ske-\} of ‘bring’ next to sbj. \{\textit{ǩ̄αľα-}\} could be analysed as \{\textit{kall á sp}/ske-\} instead of \{\textit{kαl-ná sp}/ske-\}. If the geminate is analysed as a morphological marker, or perhaps just a morphological irregularity, all remaining instances of \textit{-na sp}/ske- can be explained as composed of \{-\textit{na-}\} and \{-\textit{sp}/ske-\}, and there would be no independent suffix \{-\textit{na sp}/ske-\} (on gemination, see 2.5.8, p 90).

\{(\textit{n})\} prs. and sbj. (TEB prs. and sbj. class 6, prs. class 7)

The \textit{n}-infix has two variants: in most cases, it is infixed before a root-final \textit{-a}, which yields a sequence \textit{na} (traditionally class 6), but in a small subgroup of verbs in \textit{-k} it is infixed before the \textit{k}, which yields a sequence \textit{nk} (traditionally class 7).

The \textit{na}-variant of the infix principally forms presents, but it occurs a couple of times as a subjunctive suffix, too. In three of its occurrences, it obscures an element of the root: in \{\textit{malla-}\} to \textit{mal-} ‘oppress’ it causes gemination of the \textit{l}, just as in \{\textit{kallá-}\} to \textit{kαlpa-} ‘obtain’, where the \textit{p} is lost in addition, and in \{\textit{karná-}\} to \textit{karya-} ‘buy’ it does not cause gemination, but the \textit{y} is lost. In two other cases, however, there are no root changes and the \textit{n} is clearly a subjunctive marker: \{\textit{pakn-ná-}\} to \textit{p̌ōka-} ‘intend’ and \{\textit{y̌̄k-n-ná-}\} to \textit{y̌̄ka-} ‘be careless’. There are three presents where the \textit{n}-element has caused gemination: \{\textit{tallá-}\} of ‘lift’, \{\textit{pall-}\} of \textit{pla-} ‘praise’ and \{\textit{skarrá-}\} of \textit{sǩ̄ra-} ‘scold’. Whether these are to be analysed as containing an \textit{n}-infix or as having morphological gemination is discussed in 2.5.8 (p 90).

The \textit{nk}-variant of the infix forms only presents. It is mostly found after clusters with final \textit{-k}, such as \textit{kätka-} ‘cross’, prs. \{\textit{ǩ̄̄ť̄̄n-k-}\}, i.e. \textit{ǩ̄̄ť̄̄ť̄̄n-k-}, but it is also attested before single \textit{-k} in \textit{payka-} ‘write’, prs. \{\textit{pay̌̄n-k-}\}, i.e. \textit{pǐ̄nǩ̄-}, and before \textit{-t} in \textit{kata-} ‘strew’, prs. \{\textit{ǩ̄̄n-ta-}\}. Although it is evident that the \textit{nk}-variant of the nasal infix is an infix, its behaviour is difficult to describe because the \textit{nk}-forms have no root-final \textit{-a}. Since all other stems of the \textit{nk}-presents do have a root-final \textit{-a} and they are otherwise completely parallel to \textit{na}-presents, it is preferable to take the absence of the \textit{a} as a special feature of the \textit{nk}-presents. \textit{nk}-presents are predominantly found
with *tk*-roots, which regularly show gemination of the *t*, as in the example mentioned above: *katka*—‘cross’, prs. *kättaṅkā*—(see 2.5.8, p 90).

The distribution of the *na*-variant and the *nk*-variant is not perfect: except for *pajka*—‘write’, all *nk*-presents either have *na*-present forms beside them, or the number of attested forms is so small that *na*-variants are probably not attested by chance. In addition, there are also well-attested verbs with roots in *-k*, including roots in *k*-clusters, that form only *na*-presents, such as *plaska*—‘think’, prs. {*plask-man*-}. On this distribution and its historical explanation, see 4.6.4 (p 435).

\[-n\text{æ̃sɔ}^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\text{ }\text{present (TEB prs. class 10)}\]

This present suffix is not frequent, but its existence is certain: it occurs at least in three different well-attested verbs. However, in all three cases the root undergoes changes because of the suffix: in \{kanṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} to *km*- ‘come’ and \{tanṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} to *tom*- ‘be born’, metathesis of *mn* to *nm* has taken place; in \{yæ̃nṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} to *yaŋ*- ‘enter’, *p* was first assimilated to *m*, after which metathesis took place.

Yet a fourth possible instance, \{læ̃nṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} to *lat*- ‘go out’, is a difficult case altogether. Since the basic root is *lat*-, it is tempting to connect the double *nn* found in the subjunctive \{læ̃nn-\} and the present \{læ̃nnæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} with the *næ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}-suffix. However, strictly synchronically, the present is derived from the subjunctive root *lænn-* with the present suffix \{-æ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\}; the relationship to the root *lat-* found in e.g. the preterite is simply irregular.

There is one possible case of a *næ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}-present-subjunctive: \{tæ̃nṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\}, caus. of *tom*- ‘be born’. However, on the evidence of the prt.ptc. \{tetæ̃nṃæ̃sɔ\}, the *n* has spread throughout the causative verb, so that the root must be set up as *tanm-* ‘beget’, which makes \{tæ̃nṃæ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} rather a \{æ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}-present.

\{-æ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\text{ }\text{present (TEB prs. and sbj. class 9)}\]

This present suffix is certainly the most frequent suffix with this function. It is found in other stems, too, but it never distinguishes those stems; the *æ̃sa*-preterite, for instance, is clearly built on the present in \{-æ̃sɔ^{s\text{e}}/\text{ske}^{-}\} by means of the preterite suffix \{-æ̃-\}.

25 The suffix undergoes a remarkable change before *t* instead of the expected *st* from *æ̃sa*- *t* (after syncope; with degemination of *æ̃* to *s* before a consonant), we find *st*. This peculiarity enables us to distinguish *æ̃sɔ*/ske-forms with *st* from *æ̃sã*/ske-forms with *st*.

\{-nñ³/e-\text{ }\text{present (TEB prs. and sbj. class 12)}\]

This alternating suffix forms presents. The same element is sometimes found in the preterite, but these preterites are clearly built on the corresponding present, enlarged

---

25 Below, I will argue that the preterite is in fact derived from the subjunctive, which was identical to the present because it was zero-derived from it.
with the preterite suffix {-a-} (cf above about {-ske}). The "niŋ/ŋ-suffix may sometimes be difficult to recognise because it disappears almost completely in the 3sg., where {-n̓m̓a-n} combines to simple /-n/. However, the obscured suffix of these forms is shown by the accent (if the latter can be determined): 3sg. kaskam ‘(s)he strews’ must have the structure [kaskōn̓n̓a-n] because otherwise it would not be possible to explain the final accent /kasko̓n/.

In the middle, the 3sg. looks exactly like a 3pl., and if the form is isolated (and the number is not known), there is nothing to decide the matter; without context, kwipentr̓ can only be identified as a "niŋ/ŋ-present instead of an e- or 3/ŋ-present because of the 3pl.mid. kwipe̓n̓ent̓r̓ beside it.

\{-\'y/-\} prs., subj. and prt. (TEB prs. & subj. class 2, prt. class 6)

This alternating suffix shows most functional variety of all suffixes: it may form presents, subjunctives and preterites. It is rather frequent as present and subjunctive, but there are only three verbs with an 3/ŋ-preterite. These preterites further stand out in having present endings, which makes them unique within the system.

\{-\'O/-\} subjunctive (TEB subj. class 3)

The O/ŋ-suffix is very similar to the 3/ŋ-suffix. However, the distribution of the O- and e-variants is totally different: in 3/ŋ-stems, a-variants are found in the 2sg., 3sg. and 2pl. in both active and middle, but in O/ŋ-stems, O-variants are found throughout the active and e-variants throughout the middle. There is a striking resemblance between the middle only present suffix {-e-} and the middle variant of the O/ŋ-suffix; the only reason to keep them apart is the difference in function and the existence of active O-forms next to the middle e-subjunctives.

\{-\'y/-\} subjunctive (TEB subj. class 4)

This subjunctive suffix is formally almost identical to the imperfect-optative suffix; there is often no way to distinguish optative and subjunctive on formal grounds in this category. An exception is the 1sg., which is {-\'y-ew} in the subjunctive and {-\'y-m} in the optative.

\{-a-\} subjunctive and preterite (TEB subj. class 5, prt. class 1)

The a-suffix is frequent as subjunctive and preterite suffix, but it is not attested in present function. The problem with the a-suffix is that there are also roots ending in a. In my analysis, the a belongs to the root when it is found in all stems, and it is a suffix when it is lacking in one stem or other (for details see 2.4.2, p 45).

\{-\'O/-sa-\} preterite (TEB prt. class 3)

This preterite and imperative suffix has two variants: a zero or a-variant and a sa-variant. The O-variant is found in the active of the preterite, except the 3sg., and in the active of the imperative, whereas the sa-variant is found in the 3sg.act. of the
preterite and the whole middle of preterite and imperative. On the accent pattern of the formations with this suffix, see 2.5.7 (p 85).

2.5.2 Gradation

The gradation patterns of Tocharian A and B must be discussed separately because of the differences in their vowel systems and other points of divergence specific to gradation.

In Tocharian A, vowel weakening causes a kind of secondary suffix gradation, which will not be treated as such, since it is largely predictable (see Winter 1994b). As a rule, ā cannot be preceded by a strong vowel such as a, ā, e, o; it is automatically weakened to a. If one of the strong vowels a, ā, e, o is followed by a strong vowel two or three syllables further, the syllable directly following the first strong vowel syllable can only contain ā, e or o; a medial a or ā is weakened to ā. In practice, the first strong vowel syllable is mostly the first syllable of the word, and the weakened syllable is the second. Since vowel weakening is always progressive, the first syllable is never affected; it is only the vowel of medial syllables that may disappear or merge with others. Weakening may occur twice in the same word, i.e. a heavy sequence ā ā ā V may be weakened to ā ā ā V (this applies especially to preterite participle, see 2.9.1, p 146).

There is one phenomenon that is parallel to affecion as it is found in Tocharian B. In Tocharian B, a suffix vowel o affects a preceding a to become o, too. In Tocharian A, a similar process takes place, but since the “affecting” vowel a is not in any way distinct from other suffix vowels a, the change of ā to a in the root can hardly be called affection in the syncronic sense. This “affecting” will be analysed as a special type of gradation.

The basic gradation vowels of Tocharian A are ā, a, āh. However, the analysis of the Tocharian A gradation system is complicated by the fact that in roots with i and u the morphological equivalents of both a and ā are e and o. Whereas i and u can be analysed phonologically as ā followed by y and w, respectively, the analysis of e and o as ay and aw or āy and āw leads very far away from the graphic forms that are actually attested. However, as far as morphology is concerned, such analyses allow for a thorough simplification of the system, and therefore that analysis is adopted here (it has great advantages for the description of reduplication as well; see 2.5.6, p 81).

A minor complication is the alternation between rā and ār, where ār-spellings form a vast majority, even when full grade forms of the root have ra or rā. On the phonological level, ār and rā are clearly not distinctive, and whether they are to be analysed as /ār/ or syllabic /ā/ is of no relevance to us; morphologically, ār and rā-spellings will be treated alike, analysed as ār next to full grades ar or ār and as rā next to full grades ra or rā. The different types of gradation vowels are represented in the scheme below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root type</th>
<th>a-grade</th>
<th>a-grade</th>
<th>a-grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td>/ä/</td>
<td>{ä}</td>
<td>/a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>/äy/</td>
<td>{äy}</td>
<td>/e/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>/aw/</td>
<td>{aw}</td>
<td>/o/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-är-</td>
<td>/är/</td>
<td>{är}</td>
<td>/ar/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-äl-</td>
<td>/äl/</td>
<td>{äl}</td>
<td>/al/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rä-</td>
<td>/rä/</td>
<td>{rä}</td>
<td>/ra/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lä-</td>
<td>/lä/</td>
<td>{lä}</td>
<td>/la/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gradation does not mark one morphological distinction in particular and it is only rarely the sole distinction between two forms; generally, gradation is co-distinctive. Gradation may distinguish or co-distinguish different forms of one stem, or one stem from another.

Gradation that distinguishes different forms of one stem is exclusively of the type ä : a, but the distribution of these grades differs.

In the ää-root subjunctive, a-grade may distinguish the singular active forms from the other forms with ä-grade of the active and middle paradigms, for instance 2sg. katkat [katkä-t] (with weakening of root-final ä to a after a) of kätkä- ‘cross’ vs 2pl. kätkäc [kätkä-c], or 3sg. krasas [krasä-s] of kräsa- ‘know’ vs 3pl. kärseñc [kräsa-ñc], 3sg.mid. kärstätär [kräsa-tär]. In this type, gradation is never distinctive by itself because the endings sufficiently mark person and number. A similar pattern is found in the imperative of the same verbs, where the pattern is a in the singular active and ä in the plural active and the middle, cf sg. päkras [p-kra-s-] of kräsa- ‘know’ vs pl. pkärsäs [p-kra-s-ä]. The only middle form attested is sg.mid. płklär [p-kal-är] of kälä- ‘bring’, but because of the parallels with the subjunctive pattern, the pl.mid. probably had ä-grade, too.

In the closely related ää-root preterite, a-grade may distinguish the plural active forms from the other forms with ä-grade, whereas initial palatalisation may distinguish the singular active from the middle, for instance 3pl. kalar [kalä-r] of kälä- ‘bring’ vs 3sg. säl [sälä-Ω] and 3sg.mid. klät [kalä-t], or 3pl. mrasar [mrasä-r] of mräsä- ‘forget’ vs 3sg. märs [mräsa-Ω]. Again, gradation is only co-distinctive, as the endings mark person and number.

In the s-preterite, gradation is also found, but only in two verbs; it is certainly a relic. It distinguishes the active paradigm with a-grade from the middle paradigm with ä-grade: cf of täs- ‘put’ 3sg. casäs [casä-Ω], 3pl. casär [cas-r] vs 2sg.mid. tsäte [täs-(s)ä-te], 3pl.mid. tsánt [täs-(s)ä-nt] and of präk- ‘ask’ 3sg. prákäs [prakä-s-Ω] vs 3sg.mid. präksät [präk-sä-t]. Obviously, the difference between active and middle is not only marked by gradation, but by the endings, too; in täs- ‘put’, it is additionally marked by initial palatalisation in the active.

---

ä is regularly syncopated in open syllables.
Gradation is also found in suffixes: the gradation in the suffix \( {\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}} \) and its derivatives \( {\ddot{n}{\ddot{a}}}/_{sa^{-}}, \ -{\ddot{n}a}/_{sa^{-}}, \ -{\ddot{n}{\ddot{a}}}/_{sa^{-}}, \ -{\ddot{n}{\ddot{a}}}/_{a^{-}}, \ -{\ddot{n}a}/_{a^{-}} \) does not distinguish different stems, or active from middle paradigms, but co-distinguishes certain forms of a paradigm: the palatalising \( a \)-variant is used with the 2nd and 3rd person singular and the 2nd person plural (all both active and middle), and the non-palatalising \( a \)-variant is used with the 1st person singular and the 1st and 3rd person plural (all both active and middle). This type of gradation may be blurred by vowel weakening because the \( a \) of the alternating suffixes is sometimes weakened to \( \ddot{a} \). In most alternating suffixes, the alternation is still recognisable after vowel weakening because the palatalisation is co-distinctive – the suffix may become e.g. \(-\ddot{a}/_{a^{-}}\). However, for the suffixes \( {\ddot{n}{\ddot{a}}}/_{a^{-}} \) and \( {\ddot{n}a}/_{a^{-}} \), and \(-{\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}}\) after palatalisation-neutral consonants (see 2.5.4, p 64), this results in total merger of the alternating variants. A further complication with suffix gradation is that the gradation vowel is directly followed by the ending, and there are some endings that have enlarged variants, i.e. 1sg.prs. \(-m\) has a variant \(-am\), which after palatalisation-neutral consonants makes the \( a\) - or \( O\)-suffix indistinguishable from the \( {\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}}\)-suffix in these forms (see 2.2.1, p 26).

In an indirect way, stem-internal gradation also distinguishes forms from each other that belong to different stems, namely when endings are identical: 3sg.prt. and sg.ipv. \(-\ddot{o}\); 2sg.prs. and 3sg.prt. \(-t\); 1pl.prs. and 1pl.prt. \(-m\ddot{a}s\); 2pl.prs., 2pl.prt.mid. and pl.mid.ipv. \(-c\); 2pl.prt. and pl.ipv. \(-s\); 3pl.prt. \(-r\) and sg.mid.ipv. \(-\ddot{a}r\) are indistinguishable after \( a\). Since many forms are lacking, the gradation distinctions will be shown with deduced forms of ‘know’ (the subjunctive forms have present endings, of course): 3sg.prt. \( \ddot{s}a\ddot{r} \) with \( a\)-grade vs sg.ipv. \( \ddot{p}k\ddot{r}a\ddot{s}a\ddot{r} \) with \( a\)-grade; 2sg.sbj. \( k\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}\ddot{a}t \) with \( a\)-grade; 1pl.sbj. \( k\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}s \) with \( a\)-grade vs 1pl.prt. \( k\ddot{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{s}\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}s \) with \( a\)-grade; 2pl.prs. and 2pl.prt.mid. \( k\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}c \) and pl.mid.ipv. \( p\ddot{k}\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}c \) all with \( a\)-grade; 2pl.prt. \( k\ddot{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{s}s \) with \( a\)-grade vs pl.ipv. \( p\ddot{k}\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}s \) with \( a\)-grade (but the ipv. also has a different stem without final \( \ddot{a} \)); 3pl.prt. \( k\ddot{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{s}r \) with \( a\)-grade vs sg.mid.ipv. \( p\ddot{k}\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{s}r \) with \( a\)-grade (morphologically, the difference is larger: \( k\ddot{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{s}\ddot{a}r \) vs \( p\)-\( k\ddot{r}\ddot{a}\ddot{s}\ddot{a}r \)). In other words, with the exception of the 2pl. in \(-c\), all forms with identical (or nearly identical) endings are disambiguated by their root grade.

The remaining gradation types, and \( a\)-gradation in general, only serve to distinguish stems from each other. Distinctive \( a\)-grade is found in a few infrequent present classes, in one frequent present class, and in one frequent preterite class.

There seem to be three present classes with \( a\)-grade alternating with \( a\)-grade elsewhere, but in total only eight verbs are attested, and some of them only fragmentarily:

\( {\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}}\)-present: certain for \{pa\ddot{n}{\ddot{w}}/_{a^{-}}\} of ‘pull’; deduced for three other verbs: \{wa\ddot{s}/_{sa^{-}}\} of ‘dress’ (otherwise \( {\ddot{s}a}/_{sa^{-}}\)-present), \{ma\ddot{w}{\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}}\} of ‘grind’, \{wa\ddot{a}/_{a^{-}}\} of ‘cover’ (both otherwise \( {\ddot{a}}/_{a^{-}}\)-present);

\( a\)-present: certain for \{\ddot{s}\ddot{a}ma/\} of ‘grow’, \{\ddot{s}l\ddot{a}pa/\} of ‘be redeemed’; deduced for \{\ddot{s}l\ddot{a}ca/\} of uncertain meaning;

\( {\ddot{s}a}/_{sa^{-}}\)-present: only attested for \{prak\ddot{s}/_{sa^{-}}\} of ‘ask’.
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In the *ā/a*-presents, the *a*-grade alternates with *ā*-grade or stem-internal gradation elsewhere, and this is the main argument to add the verbs for which an *ā/a*-present is not totally certain: their gradation would otherwise be without parallel. In the *a*-presents, there is a whole category of verbs that also have *a*-grade in the root (see directly below); however, these differ in having stable *ā*-grade elsewhere, whereas the *śama*-type has *ā*-grade or stem-internal gradation elsewhere, and characteristic initial palatalisation. The combination of initial palatalisation and *a*-grade in the root is the reason why *śalca*- is added here. *ā/a*-presents to roots with gradation normally have *ā*-grade, so that *prakā/a*- clearly stands out, cf its stem-internal gradation in the *s*-preterite, matched only by *tās*- (cf below).

Further, there is one present class with distinctive *a*-grade: *a*-presents with *ā*-grade elsewhere. In fact, gradation has a heavy functional load in this class, since it distinguishes the present from the subjunctive, categories that would otherwise be identical because the endings are the same. The *a*-grade in this class is different from the gradation of the classes discussed above because it alternates not with *ā*-grade, but only with *ā*-grade: a unique pattern in Tocharian A. Roots with *y*- or *w*-vocalism cannot carry this distinction, since e.g. {āw} and {aw} are both /ol/; thus {pota-} of ‘honour’ may be both prs. and sbj. It would certainly be too artificial to analyse *pota*- as representing two different underlying stems, prs. {pawta-} and sbj. {pāwta-}, as there is simply no difference between the two.

In the preterite, the only class that has distinctive *a*-grade is the *s*-preterite. However, the *s*-preterite may also have stable *ā*-grade or another stable root vowel (for the two verbs with stem-internal gradation see above). If a verb has stable *ā*-grade in the *s*-preterite, all other stems have *ā*-grade, too; if a verb has *a*-grade in the *s*-preterite, the other stems always have *ā*-grade. To this distribution there is only one exception, in a verb which shows other irregularities as well: *kṇas*- of ‘know’ has *a*-grade alternating with *ā*-grade in the other stems, e.g. prs. {knāna-}, and no stem with *ā*-grade. The grading *s*-preterites {cas-Ø/sā-, tās-(ś)ā-} of ‘put’ and {prak-Ø/sā-, prak-sā-} of ‘ask’ have different grades in other stems, too: *prāk*- has *a*-grade in the present and *tās*- has *ā*-grade elsewhere. *a*-grade in the *s*-preterite normally, but not always, goes together with initial palatalisation of non-palatal consonants (see 2.5.4, p 67).

The remaining gradation type is ā : ā. This type is found in three patterns: the strong imperfect, two minor present classes, and two irregular verbs. The strong imperfect is straightforward: it has *ā*-grade, is formed from a *ā|x*-root, and non-palatal initial consonants are palatalised (see 2.5.4, p 66). *ā*-grade presents are of at least two different types: one has root-final ā, the other has not; both have *ā*-grade elsewhere, cf:

**ā|ā-type:** sbj. and prt. pālā- vs prs. pāllā- of pālā- ‘praise’;
   sbj. and prt. māntā- vs prs. māntā- of māntā- ‘disturb’;

**ā|Ø-type:** sbj. and prt. pekā- vs prs. pāyk- of pāyk- ‘write’;
   sbj. and prt. lekā- vs prs. lāyk- of lāyk- ‘wash’.
The two irregular verbs that have ā-gradation have both been mentioned above: knā-‘know’ and tās- ‘put’ have a-grade and a : ā-gradation in the s-preterite, respectively, and ā-grade elsewhere.

To sum up the most important characteristics of Tocharian A root gradation:

ā : a: the most frequent. a-grade distinguishes the active singular from the active plural and the middle in suffixless subjunctives; the active plural from the active singular and the middle in the corresponding preterites; and some s-preterites and three small present classes from other stems;

ā : a: is found in one category, where a-grade distinguishes x|ā-root presents from the other stems that have ā-grade;

ā : ā: not very common. ā-grade is found in the strong imperfect, and in some verbs it distinguishes all other stems from the present stem.

In Tocharian B, the types of gradation show many similarities to Tocharian A, but there are some essential differences, and there are more different patterns in general. The basic grading vowels are a, e and a; exceptionally, we find o. As in Tocharian A, there are complications with roots containing a resonant r or l or a semi-vowel y or w; again, these complications are not identical to Tocharian A. In Tocharian B, morphological ay and ey both surface as /ay/, but in archaic texts, there is a difference between aw and ew, whereas in classical and late texts both aw and ew surface as /aw/. The resulting /ay/ and /aw/ are special in being real diphthongs, i.e., the a in these combinations does not undergo the effects of stress (and so stress is not detectable in these combinations); for morphological reasons it is best to analyse these diphthongs as composed of a gradation vowel e or a plus a semi-vowel y or w. The x-grade of re, er or ra, ar is always /ər/ (never /ra/), and of le, el or la, al it is always /əl/ (never /la/), compare the following scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root type</th>
<th>a-grade</th>
<th>e-grade</th>
<th>a-grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td>&lt;a, ā&gt;</td>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>{ə}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>&lt;i&gt;</td>
<td>/əy/</td>
<td>{əy}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>&lt;u&gt;</td>
<td>/əw/</td>
<td>{əw}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ər-</td>
<td>&lt;ār, ar&gt;</td>
<td>/ər/</td>
<td>{ər}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-əl-</td>
<td>&lt;āl, al&gt;</td>
<td>/əl/</td>
<td>{əl}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rə-</td>
<td>&lt;ār, ar&gt;</td>
<td>/ər/</td>
<td>{ər}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lə-</td>
<td>&lt;āl, al&gt;</td>
<td>/əl/</td>
<td>{əl}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another peculiarity of the Tocharian B gradation system is a-affection, which blurs the gradation system. a-affection is a morphological change of e-grade to a-grade

²⁷ The diphthong /ew/, written <e_u>, <ew>, is confined to archaic Tocharian B.
before an a in the following syllable. It is a morphological change because the sequence e_a is by no means impossible or even rare in Tocharian B; however, it is not morphologically distinctive, since there is no morphological contrast between forms with a-affection and forms without: a-affection is a morphological regularity that is concomitant with e-grade followed by a in certain classes. a-affection blurs the gradation system because it may leave e- and a-grade indistinct before a, so that structural arguments must be adduced to view surface a-grade before a as either real a-grade or as concealed e-grade.

Apart from a-affection, we also find o-affection in Tocharian B verbal morphology. o-affection does not interfere with the gradation system because an o-suffix is found in one present class only, where there is no gradation, neither stem-internal nor between stems. o-affection changes a preceding a to o before o, and in some rare cases it can proceed further back: in a sequence a_a_o both a’s are affected, so that o_o_o is the outcome (subsequently, the third o is syncopated, see 2.5.3, p 64). Like a-affection, o-affection is morphological as a_o is an acceptable sequence in the language. o-affection is not morphologically distinctive, perhaps with the exception of a small class of verbs discussed in 2.5.3 (p 64), where it may be co-distinctive.

In stem-internal gradation patterns, a : e is the basic type; all instances of a : a gradation occur before a following a, and can thus be seen as derived from the basic pattern a : e through a-affection. Stem-internal gradation is basically found in root subjunctives (both a|O- and a|a-roots) and in the s-preterite, and the corresponding imperatives of both.

a : e gradation is found in a number of a|O-root subjunctives, whereas the derived gradation a : a is found in a number of a|a-root subjunctives, one a|a-root present-subjunctive, and in some a-subjunctives. The two types of gradation seem to represent the same basic type because they are in complementary distribution over root types with and without root-final a, and the gradation pattern is exactly the same. Both exhibit e- or a-grade respectively in the active singular, and a-grade in all other subjunctive forms.

In forms derived from the subjunctive stem, a-grade is also regular: the inf. tárkatsi /tárkatsʰy/ B21a5 of tárka- ’let go’ is certainly a mistake in view of frequent and regular tárkatsi /tárkatsʰy/ (Lane 1959: 169; Cowgill 1967: 158).

The functional load of these gradation patterns is different from Tocharian A. First, the two most frequent forms of the subjunctive paradigm, the 3sg. and the 3pl., have the same ending -n and their distinction in the grading subjunctives is fully dependent on the vowel grade of the root; in Tocharian A, on the other hand, there are no identical endings within paradigms. Second, with other identical endings, within or between paradigms, the decisive distinction is never made by means of gradation: either there is another difference, for example in the accent or in a suffix, or the forms are really identical. I would expect a gradation difference between the 2pl. of the s-preterite and the corresponding pl. imperative, but the imperative must have had the prefix pa- as the main distinction between the two, and probably there was a difference in accent, too. Unfortunately, no such pair is attested – the 2pl. of
the s-preterite is not attested at all –, but the forms may have been: 2pl.prt. *tesas* /tesás/ {tesó-sa} vs pl.ipv. *ptasás* /ptásas/ {pa-tás-sa} (attested is arch. *ptássō /ptásso/ with mobile o for /ptássə/). Gradation is certainly co-distinctive in the contrast between 2sg.sbj. and 2pl.prt.mid., e.g. 2sg.sbj. kālat [kāla-t] of ‘carry’ vs 2pl.prt.mid. klāt* [kālā-t].

The other stem-internal gradation pattern is found in a number of s-preterites, where the whole active has e-grade and the whole middle a-grade. The functional load of this gradation type is low, since the endings are marked for voice, and the s-preterite has an alternating suffix that sets the active (except for the 3sg.) apart from the middle (and the 3sg. active). Although the number of attested forms is small, the same pattern seems to be found in the corresponding imperatives: the active forms have e-grade and the middle ones a-grade.

One of the three present-preterites also has e : a gradation. However, the pattern is similar to the gradation pattern of the a|O-root subjunctive rather than that of the s-preterite, even though there is possibly a salient difference in the first person singular. The 1pl. *kməm* {kamé-ma} and 3pl. *kaməm* {kamé-n} (/kamən/) of ‘come’ with a-grade in the root and the homophonous 2sg. and 3sg. *śem* {śema-O} with e-grade conform to the general a|O-root subjunctive pattern; however, the 1sg. *kamaur* {kamé-w} (/kaməw/) seems to have a-grade instead of the regular e-grade. The problem with this form is that it is attested only once in a fragmentary text, where its meaning and function cannot be verified; still, it is very likely to be a form of ‘come’ and the morphological pattern of this verb strongly suggests that it is a 1sg.prt.

Seemingly, a pattern derived from stem-internal e : a gradation is o : a gradation. The distribution of the grades is exactly the same, both in the a|O-root subjunctives and in the s-preterite. However, it is not clear why the verbs that have o-grades do not have “regular” e-grades instead. We find {yōp-} ~ {yap-} ‘enter’, which has o-grade in its s-preterite, but since the preterite has no middle, no a-grade of the preterite is attested there; in {otk-}, the preterite stem of *wotk* ‘decide’, likewise with o-grade for expected e-grade in the s-preterite, the initial w- seems to be lost additionally (on the prehistory of these forms, see 4.5.10, p 429).

A different pattern with o-grades does not combine with a-grade, but with a-grade instead. This pattern is attested in only two verbs, apparently both of the a|O-root type, that is, the type that normally does not show gradation at all. We find {kow-} ~ {kaw-} ‘kill’ with the 3sg.sbj. *kowān* and the 3sg.prt. *kowsa*, forms where we would expect e-grade in a|O-roots. The o-grade variant of {or-} ~ {ar-} ‘give up’ is attested in the 3sg.sbj. *orān-c* and the prt. 1sg. *orwa*, 2sg. *orasta*, 3sg. *orsa*, where we would expect e-grade in a|O-roots; however, the a-grade in the 3pl.prt. *arar* is unexpected (see 4.5.10, p 429).

All other gradation patterns distinguish stems. We find e : e, e : a (before a), and marginally e : a (before e) and o : a.

The e : e pattern distinguishes some /t/-presents and s-preterites. The /t/-presents that are distinguished by this pattern have stable e-grade, whereas the other stems have either e : a gradation or a-grade, e.g. /t/-present {ceɔb/ke-} of *tak* ‘touch’
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vs sbj. \{te\,k\-\}. The s-preterites distinguished by this pattern have stable e-grade. Of course, such a distinction can only be established with middle forms, since active s-preterite forms may have e-grade because of stem-internal gradation. All s-preterites with distinctive e-grade combine with the rare O\(_{e}\)-subjunctive with a-grade and a present with a-grade, e.g. prt. \{nek-sa\-\} of n\k\- ‘destroy; perish’ vs sbj. \{n\k\-\}. In the verb n\k\-, the subjunctive has a grading active \{n\e\,k\-\} beside it, but the other verbs of this class have only middle subjunctive forms with a-grade: \{cam\-\} of t\m\- ‘be born’, \{\p\k\-\} of \p\k\- ‘boil, ripen’ etc.

The a : a pattern is only found before a. It is most frequent in the causative preterite, where it combines with initial palatalisation and distinctive initial accent. However, this class is also attested in verbs with palatalisation-neutral initials, and the accent is not distinctive in the 3sg. act., the most frequent form. Thus, the a-grade may be an important distinction between the causative and the non-causative, e.g. 3sg.prt. šarsa /š\rs\sa/ \{š\rs\s\-O\-\} ‘(s)he knew’ of k\rs\sa- ‘know’ vs 3sg.prt. š\rs\sa /š\rs\s\sa/ \{š\rs\s\-O\-\} ‘(s)he let know’ of š\rs\-caus. ‘let know’. Four verbs show a slightly different pattern: \{pl\aw\-\} to pl\aw- ‘complain’, \{l\k\-\} to l\k\- ‘see’, \{l\aw\-\} to l\aw- ‘wipe off’ and \{š\aw\-\} (with non-distinctive palatalised š- throughout) to š\aw- ‘eat’. The only difference with the causative pattern is that the causative has root (initial) accent. The similarity between the two patterns is shown by the irregular causative to l\k\-: it is the only causative with a-vocalism where the preterite \{l\k\s\\-\sa\-\} is formed from the present-subjunctive, apparently because an a-grade preterite \{l\k\-\}** would have been too close to the corresponding non-causative \{l\k\-\}.

In all remaining cases of a : a gradation the present stem is distinguished by a-grade versus a-grade in all other stems. This pattern seems to be regular in n\n\^\nu\nu\-e-presents (not n\n\^\nu\nu\-e-present-subjunctives), and in some cases I have assigned ambiguous forms with this gradation pattern to the same class. Since the present is marked not only by gradation, but also by a special suffix, gradation is generally only co-distinctive in this class. However, in the 3sg. the present suffix may be concealed and become similar to the corresponding subjunctive, at least in the script, so that the root grade becomes the only distinction: 3sg.prs. n\itt\m\ \{n\yt\n\n\a\-n\-\} /n\yt\tn\/ vs 3sg.sbj. n\itt\m\* \{n\yt\a\-n\-\} /n\yt\ta/>. Nevertheless, the forms were certainly distinguished by a difference in accent, too, so that in real speech the root grade was only co-distinctive. a : a gradation is further found in the verb p\l\a- ‘praise’, where it is also only co-distinctive because the present has a distinctive geminate ll in addition. Since with the n\n\^\nu\nu\-e-presents and p\l\a- ‘praise’ a-grade combines with consistent root-final a, we may be dealing with original e-grade changed to a through a-affection.

e : a gradation is very rare and its a-grade only occurs before a: it is attested with certainty only for klep- ‘touch’, tresk- ‘chew’, mens- ‘be sad’ (see 4.7.1, p 454). The e-grade is found in the present stems, e.g. t\h\l\^\nu\e\-ske- and mens\^\nu\e\- of the verbs tresk- and mens-, whereas a-grade combined with an a-suffix is found in the subjunctive and the preterite, e.g. tr\s\ka- and mant\^\a\-. The rarity of the pattern may have instigated the creation of variants following other patterns that are more frequent,
which sets mens- apart from mantsa- {mánsa-} with a new present mantansa-
{mansána-}. The verb tresp- is rare altogether, so that it may be a coincidence that
secondary forms of the type {trakána-} are not attested.

o : a gradation occurs in one verb only: ‘drink’. It has a present-subjunctive with
o-grade and a present-preterite and preterite participle with a-grade. The gradation
was in most forms only co-distinctive, but the nom.sg.m. of the prt.ptc., yáku,
differed only in the vowel grade from the 1sg.prs.-sbg. yoku; the 1sg.prs.-sbg. must
have been very similar to the unattested 1sg.prt., but probably there was still a
difference in the suffix: 1sg.prs.-sbg. yoku {yokə-w} vs 1sg.prt. yákau* /yákaw/
{yak-é-w}.

2.5.3 AFFECTION

Affection is only found in Tocharian B. Historically, ā : a gradation in Tocharian A,
which distinguishes a class of presents with a-grade from subjunctives with ā-grade,
goes back to affection, but synchronically, it is rather to be analysed as gradation. In
the Tocharian A preterite participle we find ā-reduplication before an ā in the root,
which could be called affection, but since there is also a correlation between absence
of reduplication and ā in the root, it need not be (cf 2.9.1, p 146). In Tocharian B,
affection is principally a non-distinctive morphological phenomenon.

In Tocharian B, affection comes in two forms: 1) e becoming a before a, and 2) a
becoming o before o. Since the a or o remains, and there are no other e before a or a
before o to contrast with, both types of affection are not distinctive.

There is one small subcategory where the affecting o disappears: o-presents to
trisyllabic roots. In these presents, a sequence CaCaCa is affected by a following o,
but this o is apocopated, so that the result is CoCoC instead of CoCoCo: {kolok-} to
kalaka-, {porok-} to paraka-, {wolok-} to walaka- and {sonop-} to sanapa-.
Strictly speaking, o-affection is not purely distinctive here either, since the difference
between a.a and o.o is not the only one between e.g. the present and the subjunctive
stem: the subjunctive stem is also longer, as it ends in a.

In view of the marginal variant -ontr for the optative ending -oyentr (see also 2.5.1,
p 52), we would expect another instance of contrast there: a 3pl.opt. /arontr/*
{ara-2y-entr} vs a 3pl.prs. /orontr/* {oro-ntr}. Since these short optative endings are
very rare in the middle (in contrast to the active), it can have been a very marginal
contrast at most.

2.5.4 PALATALISATION

Apart from one or perhaps two secondary instances, there are no palatalising vowels
in Tocharian. Phonetically, the front vowels of both Tocharian A and B are [i] and
[e]. In Tocharian B, there are some cases of palatalisation in front of [i], which
belong to the late language; the only consonants affected are n and l, cf akanike
‘arhat’ for akanike and klikiy ‘woman’ for klikiye (Peyrot 2008a: 90-91; 109). The
existence of a parallel phenomenon for e is less clear: there are doublets of the type pleksa ~ plyenksa, but here the chronology rather seems to be reversed, and since such doublets are isolated, it might also be a morphological phenomenon. In Tocharian A, there is some variation between li and lyi, too; although the texts do not seem to display clear chronological differences, the palatalised variant is probably secondary compared to the non-palatalised variant. In all other cases, palatal consonants occur freely before all vowels, including back vowels, and all front vowels occur after all consonants, palatal and non-palatal.

In Tocharian, palatalisation is a morphological phenomenon: it is not a palatal feature added to a consonant, but it is a system of morphological alternations of non-palatal and palatal consonants. In some cases, one could argue that there are palatalised consonants on the phonological level, like <p> ~ <py>, but in the majority of cases palatal consonants are independent phonemes, not a non-palatalised consonant with a palatal feature added. This is fully in line with the fact that many consonants have no palatal variant, like r, and some share the same palatal variant, like ts and k in Tocharian A, which both alternate with š.

A further argument for a morphological rather than a phonological analysis of palatalisation is that in some cases the palatal variant of a certain consonant or consonant group is specific for the morphological pattern. For instance, the palatal variant of Tocharian B nk is ēc in some categories, but mš in others, whereas py, the palatal variant of p, occurs in specific morphological patterns only. If palatalisation had been a phonological phenomenon, the palatalised variants would always have been the same.

As a morphological phenomenon, palatalisation is widespread. However, it is not fully independent: it is often associated with gradation. The relationship with gradation is not constant: certain vowel grades sometimes go together with palatalisation, but gradation may also occur without palatalisation, or palatalisation without gradation. Even if palatalisation and gradation are found side by side, the relationships may vary, cf nom.sg. pácër ‘father’ with palatal c before e-grade, obl.sg. pátër with non-palatal t before a-grade or the present suffix {sős/ske} with palatal šs before a-grade and non-palatal sk before e-grade. Although it is frequent and important, palatalisation is subject to two important types of restrictions. Even in categories where it is regular, palatalisation cannot affect certain consonants or consonant groups, and in roots of the a|x-type, i.e., those without gradation, initial palatalisation never occurs.

Thus, a description of palatalisation in Tocharian must address the following questions:
1) which consonants and consonant groups have palatal variants?
2) which palatal variants have these consonants and consonant groups?
3) which roots are affected by initial palatalisation and which are not?
4) in which categories do we find palatalisation and in which is it distinctive?
5) what is the correlation with gradation?
Roots that cannot undergo palatalisation (point 3) are of the \( a|x \)-type, as mentioned above, and they are discussed in 2.4.4 (p 46). Below, the other points are systematically treated, first for Tocharian A and then for Tocharian B: although the palatalisation systems have many similarities, differences are considerable, also structurally.

First, an inventory of palatalisation patterns is given: all verbal categories where palatalisation is found are discussed. Second, a list is presented of palatalisable consonants and consonant groups with their palatal variants, with references to the category where these variants are attested. Third, the system of palatal, non-palatal (but palatalisable) and neutral (non-palatalisable) consonants is briefly recapitulated. Fourth, an overview of the vowel grades following palatal consonants is given.

**INVENTORY OF TOCHARIAN A:**

**Initial palatalisation in the strong imperfect**

There are only few strong imperfects; most have palatalised initials, and \{pârâ\}-, which has not, certainly has an unpalatalised initial: [+pal]: \{cârkâ\} (târkâ- ’let go’), \{sâkâ\} (tâkâ- ’pull out’), \{sârsâ\} (krâsâ- ’know’), \{sâlpâ\} (kâlpâ- ’obtain’), \{lâkâ\} (lâkâ- ’see’); [−pal]: \{pârâ\} (pâr- ’bring’).

**Initial palatalisation in the ãã-root preterite**

Palatalised initials in the active singular are attested for the following verbs: \{sâwkâ\} (yôk- + tâwkâ- ’drink’), \{cârkâ\} (târkâ- ’let go’), \{sârsâ\} (krâsâ- ’know’), \{sâmâ\} (kâl- + stâmâ- ’stand’), \{sâlâ\} (kâlâ- ’bring’), \{lâmâ\} (sâm- + lâmâ- ’sit’), \{lâwâ\} (lâwâ- ’send’). One verb does not fit the pattern, since it has medial palatalisation instead, next to one uncertain case of initial palatalisation; remarkably, the preterite participle, which should never be palatalised in this class, is attested with a palatalised variant, too: prt.ptc. kâtko, sâtko next to \{kâkâ\} (kâtkâ- ’cross’) and a fragmentarily attested (but regular) 3sg. stâ(k) (sâtkâ-O). Many other verbs must belong to the same regular pattern, but their 3sg.act. forms are not attested, either by chance or because they are middle only. However, some verbs whose initial is certainly palatalisable (because they occur in the verbs listed above) have no palatalisation, so that we have to assume that there was an additional class without palatalisation, probably with intransitive verbs (see Winter 1980b: 553-555), e.g. \{kâlkâ\} (y- + kâlkâ- ’go’) and \{tâlpâ\} (tâlpâ- ’be freed’). This complicates the search for unpalatalisable initials. Some examples of verbs without initial palatalisation where we would actually expect it on the basis of the morphological pattern are: \{pâlskâ\} ‘think’, \{pâwtkâ\} ‘divide’, \{mârtkâ\} ‘shave’, \{mâwâkâ\} ‘give up’, \{mâwsâ\} ‘lift’, \{mrâsâ\} ‘forget’. Accordingly, the initials \( p\text{-}, m\text{-} \) and \( mr\text{-} \) can be classified as unpalatalisable. Unclear is \{tâyûtâ\} ‘touch’ because it seems to be transitive, while its initial is certainly palatalisable.
initial palatalisation in the s-preterite

Palatalisation is attested in the following verbs (all without attested preterite middle): \{lawck-O/sâr\} of läwtk- ‘turn into (tr.)’, \{kñas-O/(s)âr\} of kñâ- ‘understand’, \{cank-O/sâr\} of tânk- ‘check’, \{crak-O/sâr\} of târk- ‘dismiss’, \{ñañk-O/sâr\} of nák- ‘destroy’, \{plawck-O/sâr\} of pläwtk- ‘arise’, \{särk-O/sâr\} of kärk- ‘bind’, \{sâo-O/sâr\} käw- ‘pour’, \{låyp-O/sâr\} of läyp- ‘leave behind’, \{lawk-O/sâr\} of lâwk- ‘shine’. On the basis of the middle preterites \{tamâ\} ‘be born’, \{nakâ\} ‘perish’, \{tækâ\} ‘burn (intr.)’, which are sâ-less preterites with certain palatalisable initials, this sub-class has no initial palatalisation. (\{lawk-O/sâr\}, which is the only sâ-less preterite with an active inflexion next to it, has a palatalised initial in the middle, perhaps because of the regular palatalisation in the active?)

Apart from unpalatalisable initials there are more subcategories where palatalisation is lacking. There is one verb with an alternation between palatalised and unpalatalised initials, where the unpalatalised variant is found in the middle, so that the lack of initial palatalisation in some verbs with only middle forms may be regular (see below): \{câz/âs.O/(s)âr\} of tâz- ‘put’ with an active \{cas.O/sâr\} and a middle \{tâs/(s)âr\}. Another difference between the palatalised and unpalatalised variants is that the former is followed by a-grade, just as all palatalised preterites listed above, and the latter is followed by å-grade.

Preterites with unpalatalised initials, a-grade, and active forms are: \{pâl-O/sâr\} of pâl- ‘extinguish’, \{mayt-O/sâr\} of màyt- ‘set out’, \{mark-O/sâr\} of märk- ‘take away (?)’ (Malzahn forth.b), \{râk-O/sâr\} of râk- ‘stretch’, \{wack-O/sâr\} of wâtk- ‘decide’. Since they all have initials of which it is rather likely that they are unpalatalisable on the one hand, and they occur in a category where we would certainly expect initial palatalisation on the other, we can safely classify these initials as unpalatalisable. The following verbs lack initial palatalisation and have å-grade: \{trâyk-O/sâr\} of trâyk- ‘be confused’, \{srâwk-O/sâr\} of srâwk- ‘kill’, \{spârk-O/sâr\} of spârk- ‘disappear’, \{säyn-O/sâr\} of säyn- ‘satiate’, \{trânk-O/sâr\} of trânk- ‘cling’. Of these, \{säyn-O/sâr\} certainly has a palatalisable initial, so that palatalisation must be absent for structural reasons – perhaps because it is middle only; \{trânk-O/sâr\}, also middle only, could be parallel. \{trâyk-O/sâr\} is attested with one problematic form only; \{srâwk-O/sâr\} may have an unpalatalisable initial and \{spârk-O/sâr\} is unclear: it is active and we would expect sp (but it has å-grade instead of a-grade). The remaining s-preterites are of the unpalatalisable å|O-type or they have unpalatalisable initials.

The two imperfектs \{crank-O/sâr\} of trânk- ‘say’ and \{sayp-O/sâr\} of träyp- ‘dance’ perfectly conform to this pattern; on their being imperfects, see 2.6.7 (p 105).

A peculiarity of s-preterites is that we sometimes find medial palatalisation, in two cases combined with initial palatalisation, and in two other cases with unpalatalisable initials: \{plawck-O/sâr\} of pläwtk- ‘arise’, \{pyawck-O/sâr\} of pyäwtk- ‘come into being’, \{lawck-O/sâr\} of lâwtk- ‘turn into (tr.)’, \{wack-O/sâr\} of wâtk- ‘decide’.

---

28 Cf e.g. Ringe (1990: 185-186).
Although a restored *palyā(st) A30344 is often adduced to prove a stem {pal-^O_/sakhir} of *pāl- ‘extinguish’, this restoration is very uncertain and the palatalised /ū/ is not supported by the other verbs with medial palatalisation because these all have tk ~ ck. It is implausible that the ck in these verbs compensates for the impossibility of initial palatalisation: {lawck-^O_/sakhir} and {plawck-^O_/sakhir} have in fact palatalised initials, so that such an explanation could only work for {pyawck-^O_/sakhir} and {wack-^O_/sakhir}. In my view, the key to this phenomenon is the cluster tk because that is what the four verbs have in common (strikingly, the ālā-root preterite of kātkā- also shows an alternation tk ~ ck).

initial palatalisation in the reduplicated preterite

In the reduplicated preterite, we find initial palatalisation in a few verbs, medial palatalisation in two isolated cases (both with l ~ ł), and no palatalisation in the bulk of the instances. With initial palatalisation we find: {ca-cālā-} (tāl- ‘lift’), {ña-nāwā-} (nāw- ‘roar’), {lā-lāmā-} (lām- ‘establish’), {ṣa-ṣāmā-} (ṭām- ‘promote’), {ṣa-ṣārā-} (ṭār- ‘separate’), {ṣa-ṣāsamā-} (ṭām- ‘put’). On the basis of the preterite participles caçpuku and ṛāspāṅku, we can assume that the relevant verbs formed a reduplicated preterite {ca-cpākā-} (ṭpāwk- ‘hide’) and {ṣa-ṣpāṅkā-} (ṭpāṅk- ‘skin’). Two verbs clearly exhibit initial palatalisation, but this palatalisation is found in the other stems, too: {ṣa-ṣārsā-} (ṣārs- ‘let know’, base verb krās- ‘know’), {ṣa-ṣārpā-} (ṣārp- ‘point out’; see Winter 1980b: 555). In one verb, spārk- ‘let perish’, we find a similar phenomenon, with palatalised sp- at least in the sbj. {spārkāsā/sa-} and the prt.ptc. ṛāspārkau, while it is lacking precisely in the preterite {sa-ṣpārkā-} if we are to base ourselves on 3pl.mid. ṛāspāṅkānt A31044.

With medial palatalisation we find: {ka-kālpā-} (kālp- ‘make obtain’) and {pa-pālkā-} (pālk- ‘torment’). Many of the verbs without palatalisation have unpalatalisable initials, but some have certainly palatalisable ones, e.g. {ka-kālā-}, {ta-tātkā-}, {sa-sātkā-}. In two verbs, the present suffix has spread to the preterite, in its palatalised variant: {ta-tāmā-} and {la-lākṣā-}. Although they look like imperfects, they must be preterites because of their reduplication.

initial palatalisation in the present and the subjunctive

Systematic initial palatalisation seems to be attested only with tˤ ~ ś in Ø-presents with distinctive a-grade: {ṣāma-} (ṭāmā- ‘increase’), {ṣalpa-} (ṭālpā- ‘be freed’), and with additional irregularities possibly {ṭalca-} and {ṣertā-}, for which see 26.103 (p 115). Apart from verbs with initial palatalisation throughout, the following isolated cases can be mentioned: {cāśā/ka-?} ‘touch’, if 3pl. ckeṁc is indeed from such a stem and at the same time related to tkāłune; {ṣāmāšā/α-?} ‘come’, sbj. to the root kʷām;
\{śäm\^{\dagger}/\_a\,-\} 'sit', which has only a present, so that it cannot be seen whether the palatalisation belongs to the root or is characteristic of the present only.

**medial palatalisation in present and subjunctive**

All instances are found with the \(\ddot{a}/a\,-\) suffix, which forms both presents and subjunctives. We find palatalisation in the following verbs: \{ā\ddot{a}/ka\,-\} 'lead', \{kā\ddot{c}kā/tka\,-\} 'be glad', \{\ddot{k}lō\ddot{s}/sa\,-\} 'hear', \{trā\ddot{y}\ddot{s}/ka\,-\} 'be confused', \{pā\ddot{s}/sa\,-\} 'protect', \{pā\ddot{l}a\ddot{s}/ka\,-\} 'torment', \{prō\ddot{s}/sa\,-\} 'fear', \{yā\ddot{r}\ddot{s}/sa\,-\} 'honour', \{wlā\ddot{y}\ddot{s}/sa\,-\} \(30\) 'work', \{tā\ddot{r}\ddot{s}/ka\,-\} 'separate', and the frequent \(\ddot{s}/s\,-\) suffix and its derivatives. We do not find palatalisation in the following: \{kā\ddot{w}/a\,-\} 'kill', \{cāmp\ddot{c}/a\,-\} 'can', \{pār\ddot{s}/a\,-\} 'bring', \{śāw\ddot{s}/a\,-\} 'live', \{śām\ddot{s}/a\,-\} 'come', \{śām\ddot{s}/a\,-\} 'sit', \{yām\ddot{s}/a\,-\} 'do', \{lā\ddot{n}c\ddot{l}/a\,-\} 'go out', \{we\ddot{n}/a\,-\} 'say' \(\text{nās}\) is a special case, on which see 2.6.8, p 108). A special present type with a palatalised medial throughout the present, but not in other stems, is ascertained by \{pān\ddot{w}/a\,-\} 'stretch', with possible parallels in \{māl\ddot{w}/a\,-\} 'grind', \{wal\ddot{w}/a\,-\} 'cover' \(\text{cf under 2.6.9, p 110}\).

**medial palatalisation in the imperfect**

The medial palatalisation of the imperfect follows regular patterns. We mostly find \(\ddot{n}\sim n\), \(n\kappa\sim \ddot{n}\kappa\), \(s\sim \ddot{s}\) in e.g. (imperfect stems cited): \{ke\ddot{n}\á\} 'call', \{kā\ddot{t}ā\ddot{n}ś\á\} 'rise', \{ā\ddot{y}ś\á\} 'give'. In addition, there are isolated cases like: \{pāl\ddot{s}\á\} 'shine', \{mā\ddot{c}c\á\} 'hurt' and \{\ddot{s}āl\ddot{p}\á\} 'glow'. The following have an unpalatalisable medial: \{yā\ddot{p}\á\} 'do', \{śā\ddot{w}\á\} 'live', \{śām\á\} 'sit', \{śār\ddot{y}ā\} 'sow', and possibly \{yā\ddot{w}\á\} 'strive for'. In addition, we find palatal consonants such as \(l\) in \{kā\ddot{l}\á\} 'stand', \text{cf prs.} \{kā\ddot{l}/a\,-\}, and the cluster \(l\ddot{w}\) in \{māl\ddot{w}\á\} 'grind', \text{cf prs.} \{māl\ddot{w}/a\,-\} (see 2.6.9, p 110).

**overview**

\[ \begin{array}{l|l}
[-\text{pal}] & [+\text{pal}] \\
\hline
k & \ddot{s} & \text{ipf. (initial)}; \ddot{a}|\ddot{a}\text{-}\text{vrt.}; \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt.}; \text{red.vrt.}; \ddot{a}/a\text{-}\text{sbj. (initial)}; \ddot{a}/a\text{-}\text{prs. (medial)} \\
kn & \ddot{k}\ddot{n} & \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt.} \\
t & \ddot{c} & \text{ipf. (initial)}; \ddot{a}|\ddot{a}\text{-}\text{vrt.}; \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt.}; \text{red.vrt.}; \ddot{a}/a\text{-}\text{prs. (initial)} \\
tk & \ddot{c}\ddot{k} & \ddot{a}\ddot{a}\text{-}\text{vrt. (medial)}; \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt. (medial)}; \ddot{a}/a\text{-}\text{prs. (medial)} \\
tp & \ddot{c}\ddot{p} & \text{red.vrt. (inferred)} \\
tk & \ddot{c}r & \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt.} \\
tw & \ddot{c}\ddot{w} & \ddot{a}/a\text{-}\text{prs. (medial)} \\
n & \ddot{n} & \ddot{a}|\ddot{O}\text{-}\text{vrt.}; \text{red.vrt.}; \text{ipf. (medial)} \\
kn & \ddot{n}\ddot{s} & \text{ipf. (medial)} \\
nt & \ddot{n}\ddot{c} & \text{ipf. (medial)} \\
\hline
\end{array} \]

\(30\) The vocalism \(\ddot{a}y\) instead of \(\ddot{e}\) is needed for the preterite participle \(\ddot{w}\ddot{a}l\ddot{e}\ddot{s}u\).
[-pal]  [+pal]

nw  ñw  red.prt.; ʰa/₁-prs. (medial)
pl  pl  ā|Ø-₁-prt.
rk  rś  ʰa/₁-prs. (medial)
rs  rš  ʰa/₁-prs. (medial)
l  l  ipf. (initial); ā|ā-₁-prt.; ā|Ø-₁-prt.; red.prt.; ʰa/₁-prs. (medial)
lk  lk  red.prt. (medial)
    lś  ʰa/₁-sbj. (medial); ipf. (medial)
lw  lw  ʰa/₁-prs. (medial)?
lp  lp  red.prt. (medial); ipf. (medial)
št  št  ā|ā-₁-prt.; red.prt.
s  s  ʰa/₁-prs. (medial); ipf. (medial)
sp  sp  red.prt.
t  ľ  ipf. (initial); ā|ā-₁-prt.; ā|Ø-₁-prt. (ipf. function); red.prt.; Ø-prs. (initial)
tp  šp  red.prt. (inferred)

Distinguishing palatal, non-palatal, and neutral consonants and consonant groups, it is best to start with the single consonants. Neutral consonants, which are never palatalised, are p, m, r, w; non-palatal consonants, which can undergo palatalisation, are k, t, n, l, s, t; palatal consonants are c, ń, l, š, ș. According to its behaviour, y should be classified as a neutral consonant – although it is itself palatal, of course –, since it cannot be palatalised and it is not the palatalised variant of another consonant. It is not surprising that combinations of neutral consonants are also neutral, and combinations of non-palatal consonants are non-palatal. In the latter category we generally find palatalisation of one of the consonants only: the first in tk, the second in kn, both in nk, nt (where the palatal nasal is not contrastive before š and c). Of the cluster lk normally the second consonant is palatalised, but sometimes rather the first. Only št is palatalised to something different from its parts: š or šš, whereas t normally palatalises to c (as a palatal consonant, š has no palatal counterpart). In clusters with combined neutral and non-palatal consonants, palatalised variants are attested for tp, tr, tw, nw, pl, lp, lw, sp, šp; in all cases, the non-palatal consonant is palatalised in the normal way and the neutral one remains unchanged. Possibly, tr and sr are neutral in some cases, but the evidence is not overwhelming (see p 67). Although n and l (and nw and lw) are certainly non-palatal in some categories, they are not in the ʰa/₁-present or subjunctive: there they have palatal variants, but throughout the paradigm and not alternating with unpalatalised n and l.

Vowel grades after palatalised consonants are the following (all grades occur after non-palatal consonants as well):
In the ə|a-root preterite, the initial of the root is palatalised in the whole active, but not in the middle. Palatalised initials are attested in: {klāntä-} ‘sleep’, {łomä-} ‘sit’, {ławä-} ‘send’, {łówka-} ‘shine’, {šatkä-} ‘cross’, {šarsä-} ‘know’, {šawtkä-} ‘embody’, {ścamä-} ‘stand’, {śerkä-} ‘let go’, {śatä-} ‘strew’, {śerkä-} ‘rob’, {śalä-} ‘bring’. The following preterites conform exactly to the same pattern except for the initial palatalisation, so that we can classify their initial as unpalatalised: {krstä-} ‘cut off’, {tʃənkä-} ‘rise’, {pɔwtkä-} ‘assign to’, {plaskä-} ‘think’, {mɔrsä-} ‘forget’, {rɔwtkä-} ‘move (tr.)’, {srąwkä-} ‘die’. There are some verbs with initials that are certainly palatalisable where we do not find palatalisation, so that there must be a subcategory without palatalisation (see Winter 1980b: 553-555): {kɔryä-} ‘buy’, {kɔlpä-} ‘obtain’, {kwɔlä-} ‘fail’, {satkä-} ‘spread’, and probably {sparkä-} ‘disappear’. Many of these seem to be intransitive, but not all (i.e. ‘buy’, ‘obtain’). Some of the verbs with unpalatalised initial listed above might belong to the subcategory without palatalisation, e.g. {mɔrsä-} and {srąwkä-}, which both form the same e-present as the other verbs with unpalatalised palatalised initials ({srąwkä-} ‘die’ also intransitive, but {mɔrsä-} is the only transitive verb in that present class).

Three verbs display irregularities that seem to be connected to the palatalisation pattern discussed above. In the preterite {šatkä-} ‘prompt’ we find ɨ throughout the preterite, also in the middle. In {pɔrsä-} ‘sprinkle’ we find an <ɨ> vowel in the 3pl. pirsäre that must reflect a prehistoric /ɨ/, but is inexplicable on the synchronic level. In {plakä-} ‘look’ we find medial palatalisation that might go back to initial palatalisation of the type {plakä-}, but since the other stems clearly have the shape {palka-}, i.e. sbj.sg. {palka-} etc, this formation is irregular synchronically.

initial palatalisation in the a-grade ə|a-root preterite

Three verbs with an ə|a-root preterite with a-grade in the root display palatalisation of the initial: {plawä-} ‘complain’, {lakä-} ‘see’, and {ławä-} ‘rub’. A fourth verb has a palatal initial throughout: {śawä-} ‘eat’. On the basis of middle forms of {lakä-} with palatalised initial, we have to assume that in this class initial palatalisation was found throughout the preterite (not only in the active).

initial palatalisation in the s-preterite

In the s-preterite, palatalisation is an isolated phenomenon. All cases concern l and l-clusters, and there is no difference between active and middle: {pɛ/s[kl-]/sa-} of pалк-
‘burn (tr.)’, \{plēw-ö/sa-\} of plaw- ‘float’, \{lēwk-ö/sa-\} of lōwk- ‘shine’, \{lēwtk-ö/sa-\} of lōwt- ‘drive away’. In one verb we find variation, between \{plēnk-ö/sa-\} and \{plēnk-ö/sa-\} of plēnk- ‘sell’, where the forms with palatalisation seem to be more recent than the forms without. There are also two verbs with l and l-clusters where we do not find palatalisation: \{pletk-ö/sa-\} of pletk- ‘increase’ and \{leytk-ö/sa-\} of leytk- ‘remove’. Unlike all other palatalised forms, \{pśt̑/śk-ö/sa-\} has medial instead of initial palatalisation.

One irregular verb has a preterite with some similarity to the s-preterite: ‘come’. The middle is a normal s-preterite \{kām-sa-\}, but the active is different: it is an 2/3-present-preterite. This present-preterite resembles the a|Ö-root subjunctive in having e : a gradation in the root, but the distribution of the grades is different. In this paradigm, we find palatalisation in the forms with e-grade, i.e. the 2sg. and 3sg., both \{kēm-Ö\}, whereas the other forms have no palatalisation and a-grade, i.e. ipl. /kmēm/ \{kāmēmə\}, 3pl. /kāmen/ \{kāmēn\} and probably 1sg. /kāmaw/ \{kāmē-w\}.

**initial palatalisation in the causative preterite**

The causative preterite is the category with most instances of palatalisation in Tocharian B. In this category, some initials that are unpalatalisable elsewhere are palatalised nonetheless, and some initials have a second palatalisation product. Even in this category, however, not all initials are palatalisable. Palatalised initials are: k ~ ky, k ~ š, kl ~ kļ, t ~ c, n ~ ň, p ~ py, m ~ my, l ~ ĭ, w ~ y, (w ~ wy), šp ~ špy, st ~ šc, št ~ šy. Of these, ky, py, my and wy, špy and štšy are attested only in this category, and ky and wy (the latter listed in brackets because it occurs only once) are found next to less transparent palatalised counterparts of k and w, namely š and y, so that they are clearly secondary. Because py is treated as a cluster in reduplication, but we would in fact rather expect it to be a single consonant, the phonological status of ky, py etc is not entirely clear, and they will not be transcribed in a special phonological notation, but just as they are written. The initials tr, pr, mir, y, and r resist palatalisation even in this category.

\{ñyārša-\} of nars- ‘urge’ is attested only once, so that its “double” palatalisation, i.e. n → ň → ňy, need not have been a systematic phenomenon. It is striking, certainly in the light of the doublet for k, i.e. š and ky, that we find š throughout the verb in \{šānmya-\} of šānmy- ‘bind’ and \{šārsa-\} of šārs- ‘let know’, whereas \{śākta-\} of katk- ‘let cross’ is paired with a present-subjunctives with variation between š- and k-.

Spread of palatalisation is also attested for \{šārka-\} of šārk- ‘surpass’; variation in other stems has a parallel in \{śāl(l)a-\} of šal- ‘throw down’. The cluster špy, listed above, is attested twice in \{špyārka-\} of šārp- ‘let perish’ and \{špyārta-\} of šāpurt- ‘move (tr.)’, and in both verbs all other stems have šp, which is of course a palatalised initial in itself (both have a base verb with sp next to them; špant- ‘make trust’ is completely parallel, but a preterite \{špyánta-\} is not attested).
2.5 morphological distinctions

initial palatalisation in the causative present

If palatalisation is morphologically distinctive in a causative, it is always the preterite that has a palatalised form whereas the present is unpalatalised. Therefore, initial palatalisation is not distinctive for the causative present (see also Winter 1980b: 555-556). We may list the following cases:

1) with variation between palatalised and non-palatalised forms: \{šátka\_{ske} \sim kátka\_{ske}\} of kát- ‘let cross’, \{spárta\_{ske} \sim spárta\_{ske}\} of spár- ‘move (tr.)’, \{náwská\_{ske} \sim náwská\_{ske}\} of náwsk- ‘oppress’;

2) with palatalisation throughout, but no palatalisation in the base verb:
   \{šárs\_{ske}\} of šárs- ‘let know’, \{sála\_{ske}\} of šál- ‘throw down’ (variation š \sim ʃ attested in the preterite participle), \{sówka\_{ske}\} of sówk-\_caus. ‘let hang down’,
   \{spánta\_{ske}\} of spánt- ‘make trust’, \{spárka\_{ske}\} of spárk- ‘let perish’,
   \{sárk\_{ske}\} of sárk- ‘surpass’;

3) with palatalisation throughout, but without a corresponding base verb:
   \{šána\_{ske}\} of šána- ‘count’, \{sánma\_{ske}\} of sánm- ‘bind’.

In all cases, the palatalisation product is one that occurs outside the causatives, too, and not one of the series ky, py, my etc.

initial palatalisation in e-presents

In a small group of e-presents we find e-grade in the root, and in two of these this combines with initial palatalisation: \{ňewe\_{e}\} of ňow- ‘roar’ and \{lewe\_{e}\} of law- ‘send’. Since \{ňenke\_{e}\} of ňenk- ‘rise’ is completely parallel, we can classify ň as unpalatalisable. In one Že-e-subjunctive we also find initial palatalisation, but no e-grade, so that it is difficult to see whether it is parallel: \{čam\_{e}\} of tam- ‘be born’, \{ľawke\_{e}\} of lawk- ‘shine’, which seems to underly 3sg.mid. lyuketrā B46a7, is difficult; many of the forms ascribed to this verb are in fact uncertain and the stems do not fit together.

initial palatalisation in ľ/e-presents and subjunctives

Initial palatalisation is found both in ľ/e-presents and in ľ/e-subjunctives. In presents, it is found before e-grade, as in the following examples: \{klep\_{e}\_e\} of klap- ‘touch’, \{klen\_{ke}\_e\} of klank- ‘doubt’, \{cen\_{ke}\_e\} of tæk- ‘check’, \{ce\_{ke}\_e\} of tak- ‘touch’ and \{plec\_{ske}\_e\} of platk- ‘increase’. \{šew\_{ke}\_e\} of kawk- ‘call’ may be added, although it could theoretically have a-vocalism (both are spelled <au>)\(^3\). The following verbs have the same e-grade and since their initials are unpalatalisable elsewhere, we have to assume that they are here as well: \{tren\_{ske}\} of tresk- ‘chew’,
   \{peň\_{e}\_e\} of pann- ‘stretch’, \{per\_{ke}\_e\} of perk- ‘peer’, \{men\_{ske}\_e\} of mens- ‘be sad’,
   \{mel\_{e}\_e\} of mel- ‘grind’ and \{re\_{ske}\_e\} of resk- ‘flow’. The /y/ of \{čepy\_{e}\_e\} of tep-?

---

\(^3\) Cf for instance \{šay\_{e}\_e\}, \{šaw\_{e}\_e\}, which does not belong here because it clearly has a-vocalism, e.g. 1sg. šąyau.
‘step’ deviates, but otherwise it would fit here, too; {klew$^{53}$/se} of klews- ‘hear’ has all the formal characteristics, but functions as present-subjunctive.

In the following $a$-grade formations it seems impossible to distinguish between presents and subjunctives on formal grounds: presents are {caw$^{57}$/ke} of cank- ‘please’, {caw$^{63}$/ke} of tawk- ‘be hidden’, {camp$^{53}$/e} of camp- ‘can’; {nás$^{53}$/ske} of násk- ‘desire’, {lás$^{53}$/ke} of lák- ‘lie’, and {sam$^{53}$/e} of sám- ‘sit’ (suppletive, no unpalatalised stems beside it); subjunctives are {law$^{53}$/ke} of lawk- ‘shine’, {plan$^{53}$/ke} of plánk- ‘sell’, and {sán$^{53}$/e} of kám- ‘come’. Because their stem pattern is similar to that of {law$^{53}$/ke} and {plan$^{53}$/ke}, we can assume that {tray$^{53}$/ke} of trayk- ‘err’, {way$^{53}$/ke} of wayk- ‘drive off’, and {tý$ar^{53}$/ke} of týark- ‘burn (tr.)’ have unpalatalised initials ({pal$^{53}$/ke} ~ {pal$^{53}$/ke} of palk- ‘burn (tr.)’ can also be compared, but here we find variation between $l$ and $ł$). The initial palatalisation of the present {layk$^{53}$/se} of layk- ‘wash’ is clearly secondary vis-à-vis its variant {layk$^{53}$/se}, and the following presents and subjunctives have a palatalised initial after other stems of the same verb:prs. {lawtá$^{53}$/ske} of lawt- ‘drive away’, prs. {sám$^{53}$/se} of sám- ‘count’, prs. {šarp$^{53}$/se} of šarp- ‘point out’, sbj. {šarp$^{53}$/e} of the same verb, and sbj. {šarp$^{53}$/ke} of šarpk- ‘let perish’.

One verb has initial palatalisation only in the $s^{53}$/ske-present, which is without parallels whatsoever: {yás$^{53}$/s^{53}$/ske} of was- ‘wear’ (the $s$ is put in brackets because it is not visible in any attested present form, but needs to be there to connect it to the root wás-, see e.g. inf. wástś).

medial palatalisation in $^{3}a$/e-presents and subjunctives

All cases of medial palatalisation with the $^{3}a$/e-suffix concern $k$, $t$, $s$ and clusters with one of them as the last consonant: {ak$^{53}$/se} of aks- ‘announce’, {ay$^{53}$/ke} of ayk- ‘know’, {a$^{53}$/se} of as- ‘bring’, {ka$^{53}$/ske} of katk- ‘be glad’, {kars$^{53}$/ske} of karsk- ‘shoot’, {klew$^{53}$/se} of klews- ‘hear’, {ka$^{53}$/ke} of cank- ‘please’, {cen$^{53}$/ke} of tąnk- ‘check’, {ce$^{53}$/ke} of ták- ‘touch’, {nás$^{53}$/ske} of násk- ‘desire’, {tray$^{53}$/ke} of trayk- ‘err’, {tre$^{53}$/ske} of tresk- ‘chew’, {na$^{53}$/ske} of nask- ‘bathe’, {pa$^{53}$/ske} of pask- ‘protect’, {pal$^{53}$/ke} of palk- ‘burn’, {plan$^{53}$/ke} of plánk- ‘sell’, {maw$^{53}$/se} of maws- ‘lift’, {men$^{53}$/se} of mens- ‘be sad’, {yás$^{53}$/ske} of yask- ‘beg’, {yars$^{53}$/se} of yars- ‘revere’, {re$^{53}$/ske} of resk- ‘flow’, {lan$^{53}$/se} of lans- ‘work’, {la$^{53}$/ke} of lák- ‘lie’, {law$^{53}$/ke} of lawk- ‘shine’, {way$^{53}$/ke} of wayk- ‘drive off’, {šew$^{53}$/ke} of kawk- ‘call’, {šarp$^{53}$/ke} of šarpk- ‘disappear’, {tý$ar^{53}$/ke} of týark- ‘burn (tr.)’, and the ubiquitous $s^{3}$/ske- and $s^{3}$/ske-presents. The examples are straightforward except for nk, which in this category palatalises both to ni$ś$ and to nc (the same palatalisation product as found in the imperfect-optative, see below, p 75): with nc we find {cán$^{53}$/ke} ‘please’ (not totally certain because the e-variant is not attested) and {plan$^{53}$/ke} ‘sell’; 32 with ni$ś$, {cen$^{53}$/ke} ‘check’.

32 For some reason, it is often argued that $k$-finals are not palatalisable. While Hackstein does away with most of the examples, he insists that -nk- is not palatalisable (1995: 149-150). As I
We find no palatalisation alternation in the following cases: {kañm²眼科-} of kañm- ‘play’, {klep²眼科-} of klep- ‘touch’, {cəmp²眼科-} of cəmp- ‘can’, {peñ²眼科-} of peñ- ‘stretch’, {məl²眼科-} of məl- ‘grind’, {weñ²眼科-} of weñ- ‘speak’, {səy²眼科-} of səy- ‘live’, {sə(n)m²眼科-} of kəm- ‘come’, {sərp²眼科-} of sərp- ‘point out’. Of these, p and m are clearly unpalatalised, whereas ñ, y and ì cannot be palatalised because they are already palatal.

The ²眼科-preterite does not give a different picture: {laç²眼科-} of lat- ‘go out’ conforms to the regular pattern, and {ya³眼科-} of yok- ‘drink’ too, although the e-variant of the latter is not attested. kəm- ‘come’ is irregular because of its gradation and palatalisation in the active singular of the preterite, but with the forms attested, it seems that the gradation of the suffix is completely regular; of course, its root-final m is unpalatalised.

A peculiarity of the ³眼科/kg- suffix is that its palatalised variant reduces to s instead of š before t (before a consonant we would never expect a geminate šš, but rather a single š). This development is not understandable from the palatalisation patterns described in this section (on the historical explanation, see Couvrer 1947: 63 and 4.5.5, p 413). One verb even consists of nothing more than this suffix, or rather it has a root sk with an ²眼科-suffix which gives the same result: {³眼科/kg-}. In this verb, too, we find reduction to s, i.e. 3sg. ste, 3sg.suff. star- (see also 2.5.1, p 54).

medial palatalisation in the ²眼科-sbj. (and the ipf.-opt.)

There are no indications that the subjunctive ²眼科-suffix has other palatalisation effects than the imperfect-optative ²眼科-suffix. As subjunctives we may list {a[k]łay-} of akl- ‘learn’, {a[wk]şay-} of awks- ‘grow’, {kərşay-} of karst- ‘chop’, {kəlpşay-} of kalp- ‘steal’, {ləlşay-} of lal- ‘make effort’, {waşşay-} of was- ‘dwell’, whereas {şerşay-} of şer- ‘hunt’ clearly has an unpalatalised r. Imperfect-optatives are very frequent, but many are formed to stems in e, o or a: the first two block palatalisation before disappearing,³³ and the third gives oy. Many others are formed to stems in sk, s, or ńń, with well-known palatalisation effects. Worth mentioning is the lack of palatalisation after -w (e.g. {kəwɔry-} of kəw- ‘pour’, {pləwɔry-} or {pləwɔry-} of pləw- ‘float’, or {rəwɔry-} of rəw- ‘open’), the palatalisation product of such rare clusters as tt in {təccɔry-} of təs- ‘put’ (sbj. {təttɔry-}) and tk in {ploćɔry-} of plɔtk- ‘increase’, and the palatalisation product of nk, which is only nc in this category, not nς as in ²眼科-present

³³ In o-presents with o-syncope, if that is how this class should be called, the o disappeared before blocking palatalisation, as we see from {poroşay-} and {wołoşay-}.

understand his argumentation, this view is based on the late colloquial form plyası Ott2.9, which he derives from *plyənt-tsi by sound law: *plyənt-tsi > *plyənt-k-tsi > *pləkt(t)si > plyası. Obviously, there is neither evidence nor need for the intermediate form *plyəntktsi, so that there is no reason whatsoever to assume that nik is not palatalisable: plasi may derive from *plyəstsi < *plyəmtstsi (Peyrot 2008a: 70, 86-87).

**medial palatalisation in the preterite**

Medial palatalisation in *a*-preterites derived from ‘/e’-subjunctives like sbj. {akšaʔ|seʔ} → prt. {akš-a} of aks- ‘announce’ does not need special comments because it is completely parallel to the medial palatalisation in ‘/e’-presents and subjunctives discussed above. However, there are two verbs where we find palatalisation of a different kind: tránk- ‘lament’ and lánk- ‘hang’ form root present-subjunctives {tránk-} and {lánk-}, respectively, combined with derived preterites with palatalisation (that is, that palatalisation is not found in the present-subjunctive stem), {tránca-} and {lánca-}. {campya-} of comp- ‘can’ might be parallel, but its root-final -p is normally unpalatalisable, so that we would expect that <py> stands for /py/ rather than (secondary) /ˈp/.

**overview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[-pal]</th>
<th>[+pal]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kl</td>
<td>ʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ks</td>
<td>ʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns35</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rk</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsk</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>ʃʃʃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

34 Since it is cited only by Thomas (1964: 189), this is possibly a ghost form.

35 Alternates with ntā.
2.5 morphological distinctions

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
[-\text{pal}] & [+\text{pal}] & \\
\hline
l& \text{prs./sbj. (initial); } \text{‘ay-sbj.} & \\
lk & l\text{š} & \text{prs./sbj. (medial)} \\
k & a|a^{-}\text{-prt. (medial); } a|O^{-}\text{-prt. (medial?)} & \\
lp & lp & \text{‘ay-sbj.} \\
w & y & \text{caus.-prt.} \\
w & wy & \text{caus.-prt.} \\
s & s & \text{caus.-prt.; } ^{3/\epsilon}\text{-prs. (initial; irregular); } \text{prs./sbj. (medial); } \text{‘ay-sbj.} \\
sk & ss & \text{prs. (medial); sbj. (medial)} \\
st & s\text{č} & a|a^{-}\text{-prt.; caus.-prt.} \\
(sp & sp) & \text{caus.-prs. (irregular)} \\
ss & ss & \text{prs. (medial)} \\
ts & t\text{y} & \text{caus.-prt.} \\
\end{array}
\]

The description of the consonant classes is more difficult for Tocharian B than for Tocharian A because there is more variation: some consonants are neutral in one category, but non-palatal in another, for instance. Of the single consonants, only \(r\) is always neutral, whereas \(k, t, s\) are always non-palatal; \(c, n, š\) and \(s\) are always palatal. Of the remaining consonants, \(p, m, w\) and \(t\)\text{y} are mostly neutral, but they have secondary palatal variants \(py, my, wy\) and \(t\text{y}\) in the causative preterite; \(w\) also has a primary palatal variant \(y\), but this is so rare outside the causative preterite, that \(w\) is best classified with \(p, m\) and \(t\)\text{y}. \(y\) is mostly neutral, but it also occurs as the palatal variant of \(w, n\) and \(l\) are “normal” non-palatal consonants, but their palatal variants \(\tilde{n}\) and \(\tilde{l}\) are sometimes found where we expect non-palatal \(n\) and \(l\).

Neutral \(r\) neutralises all clusters if it is the last consonant and it has no special effect if it is the first. Combinations of non-palatal consonants are non-palatal, with only the second consonant palatalising in the normal way in \(kl, ks\), and both palatalising in \(tk, sk, st\) to \(cc, ss, šc\); the geminates \(tt\) and \(ss\) palatalise to \(cc\) and \(ss\), whereas both consonants palatalise in \(nk\) and \(ns\), although the palatalised \(n\) is not distinctive before \(š, c\) or \(s\); \(lk\) palatalises to \(\text{ľk}\) in the \(a|a^{-}\text{-root preterite and to } l\text{š before the } ^{3/\epsilon}\text{-suffix. The clusters } ns \text{ and } ls \text{ are noteworthy because they can receive an epenthetic } t \text{ that does not block the palatalisation to } n\text{š} \text{ and } l\text{s, i.e. this } <ts> \text{ does not behave like other } t\text{<ts>. The following clusters combining neutral and non-palatal consonants are non palatal: } pl, \hspace{1em} lp, sp; \text{ neutral is } nm \text{ (and } \tilde{nm} \text{ as well).}

Vowel grades after palatalised consonants are the following (all grades occur after non-palatal consonants as well):

\[\text{\textsuperscript{36} Although it seems to be unpalatalisable (neutral) in } \{\text{plaská-\}}; \text{ probably, this is a morpho-logical problem, where this stem is to be analysed as } \{\text{palská-\}}, \text{ but the subjunctive as } \{\text{pl⁴/ska-\}.}\]
initial                      medial
\( \ddot{a} \) \( \ddot{a} \text{-}^{\text{a-}} \text{-prt.; } \ddot{\text{e}} \text{-prs./sbj} \) \( \ddot{\text{e}} \text{-prs./sbj; } \ddot{\text{e}} \text{-ipf.-opt.} \)
\( \text{\( a \)} \) \( \text{\( a \)} \text{-}^{\text{a-}} \text{-prt. (lyäka-type); caus.-prt.} \)
\( e \) \( e \text{-}^{\text{\( O \)-\( \ddot{v} \)-prt. (irregular); e-prs.; } \ddot{\text{e}} \text{-prs.}} \)

For both languages, some very general tendencies can be noted:
– the most regularly palatalisable consonants are \( k, t, s; \)
– the least palatalisable consonant is \( r; \)
– \( n \) and \( l \) are funny in being palatalised too often;
– the categories with most palatalisation are probably the \( s \)-preterite of Tocharian A and the causative preterite of Tocharian B, with the \( \ddot{a} \text{-\( \ddot{a} \)- or } \ddot{a} \text{-root preterite as a good second in both languages; \)
– the most frequent vowel grade that follows palatalisation is TA \( \ddot{a}, \) TB \( \ddot{a}. \)

All in all, it is striking indeed that in languages where morphological palatalisation plays such an important role so many consonants cannot carry this distinction and so many others show peculiarities.

### 2.5.5 Suppletion

There are almost no defective verbs in Tocharian; that is, there are no verbs that lack certain stems such as for instance the preterite or the present. Although many verbs in Tocharian B and some in Tocharian A have no distinct subjunctive stem, these verbs are not defective because with those verbs the present is just used instead of the subjunctive (termed “present-subjunctive” in this work). Thus, verbs with a present-subjunctive are fully functional and not defective.

In contrast, suppletion is quite common in both languages, and clearly more so in Tocharian A than in Tocharian B. In most cases, suppletion follows a very regular pattern: a suppletive verb consists of two roots, one supplying the present stem, the other supplying all other stems (subjunctive, preterite, preterite participle and imperative).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A meaning</th>
<th>Tocharian A present stem</th>
<th>Tocharian A other stems</th>
<th>Tocharian B meaning</th>
<th>Tocharian B present stem</th>
<th>Tocharian B other stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘lead’</td>
<td>( \dddot{a}^\dddot{\text{a}} / \text{( k)-} )</td>
<td>[w( \dddot{a} )-]</td>
<td>‘lead’</td>
<td>( \dddot{a}^\dddot{\text{a}} / \text{( k)-} )</td>
<td>[w( \dddot{a} )-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘stand’</td>
<td>( \text{( k)-} )</td>
<td>[( \ddot{\text{( s)-}} \text{( m)-} ) ]</td>
<td>‘stand’</td>
<td>( \text{( k)-} )</td>
<td>[( \ddot{\text{( s)-}} \text{( m)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘call’</td>
<td>{( k)-}</td>
<td>[( \text{( k)-} ) ]</td>
<td>‘call’</td>
<td>{( k)-}</td>
<td>[( \text{( k)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘speak’</td>
<td>{( \text{( t)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( w)-} ) ]</td>
<td>‘be’</td>
<td>{( \text{( n)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( t)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘be’</td>
<td>{( \text{( n)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( t)-} ) ]</td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
<td>{( \ddot{\text{( s)-}} \text{( m)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( l)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘bring’</td>
<td>{( \text{( p)-}( \ddot{\text{( a)-}} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( k)-}} )</td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
<td>{( \ddot{\text{( s)-}} \text{( m)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( l)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘go’</td>
<td>[( \text{( y)-} )</td>
<td>[( \text{( k)-}} )</td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
<td>{( \ddot{\text{( s)-}} \text{( m)-} ) }</td>
<td>[( \text{( l)-} ) ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37 The imperative is irregular, cf below.
Tocharian A

\[ \text{meaning} \quad \text{present stem} \quad \text{meaning} \]

‘drink’ \{yok-\} \{tʰäwkä-\}
‘do’ \{yŋ/a-\} \{yäm-\}
‘see’ \{lākä-\} \{pālkä-\}^{38}
‘eat’ \{šāwā-\} \{tāpā-\}
‘sit’ \{sāmä/a-\} \{lāmā-\}

Both languages exhibit deviating patterns for the verb ‘give’: the present and the subjunctive stems go together and are different from the preterite, whereas the imperative is irregular and difficult to analyse. As concerns the preterite participle, the two languages diverge: it is formed from the present-subjunctive root in TB, but from the preterite root in TA.

‘give’: sbj. prs. prt. prt.ptc. ipv.sg. ipv.pl.
Tocharian A \{āy-\} \{āysä/sa-\} \{wās-\} wawu pās pac
Tocharian B \{ay-\} \{ayšš/ske-\} \{wās-sa-\} āyu, āyoṣ pete petso, petes

The word for ‘rain’ has a unique pattern in both languages, with a present TA \{sāw-\}, TB \{sawa-\}, other stems TA swāśā-, TB swasa-. To a lesser extent, the same is true of TA tās-, TB tās-' put’. As in both verbs the stems clearly go back to one root, they are not suppletive in my analysis, however.

In Tocharian B there are some other instances where suppletion deviates from the standard pattern, and also some instances where the suppletion is not perfect, i.e. where it is difficult to tell which stems belong to which verb. In these cases, one could possibly speak of defective rather than suppletive verbs.

TB lak- ‘see’ seems to be a fully-fledged verb, with an active sbj. \{lāka-\}, a middle prs.-sbj. \{lākä-\} and an active prs. \{lākašš/ske-\} (on this peculiar situation, cf 4.4.5, p 395 and Peyrot forth.d), a prt. \{lakä-\}, and a prt.ptc. lyelyaku, lyelyakos. The imperative is from a different root, however: \{pä/s/\lka-\}, from the root pāk-a-. Not only is it strange to have a suppletive root only in the imperative, the root pāk-a- has other stems, too, namely a sbj. \{pä/s/\lka-\}, a prt. \{pākä-\}, and a prt.ptc. pākau, pākös; strikingly, pāk-a- has no present.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{present} & \text{subjunctive} & \text{preterite} \\
\text{lak-} & \text{prs.-sbj.} \{\lka-\} & \{\lkašš/ske-\} \\
\text{lo-} & \text{preterite} & \{\lākä-\} \\
\text{pāk-a-} & \text{preterite participle} & \{pä/s/\lka-\} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[ lyelyaku, -oṣ \quad \text{pākau, -oṣ} \]

---

38 Irregularly, the imperative is \{-lākä-\}, e.g. sg.mid. pākär etc (cf 2.5.5, p 78).
Tocharian B y- ‘go’ also deviates from the standard suppletive pattern: the present-subjunctive and the imperfect are formed from the root y-, and the preterite participle yku, ykuwes seems to be related to the same root.\textsuperscript{39} The preterite is formed by two different roots, mas- for the singular and mayt- for the plural (s-preterite stem {meyt-} /mayt-); although – surprisingly – some present and subjunctive stem forms of the root mayt- are attested, too, no preterite singular forms competing with the stem mas- are attested. The imperative is irregular. In Tocharian A, all stems fit a normal suppletive pattern, except for the irregular imperative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>sg. y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj.</td>
<td>{kalkā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td>{kalkā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prt. ptc.</td>
<td>kālko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv.</td>
<td>piš</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Tocharian B verb for ‘take’ follows the regular suppletive pattern except for the subjunctive stem. The present stem {par\textsuperscript{\textith}}/e-\textsuperscript{\textith} is supplied by the root par-, but the preterite, preterite participle and imperative stems by the root kama-. Accordingly, one would expect the subjunctive to be {kāma-}, but it is not attested. Instead, the subjunctive is supplied by the middle of ay- ‘give’ (Schmidt 1974: 360-367), which indeed has middle forms only in the subjunctive and optative and in no other stem.\textsuperscript{40}

Within the history of Tocharian B, a new case of suppletion arose when the present and preterite stems of yam- ‘do’ lost the first syllable /ya/, so that an etymological relationship between the present and the preterite with a root maka- on the one hand, and the subjunctive, preterite participle and imperative stems with a root yam- on the other, cannot have been visible any longer for the speakers. Since the present and the preterite had the same root, this pattern did not follow the standard suppletion type (Peyrot 2008a: 160-161):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>classical</th>
<th>late vs</th>
<th>classical</th>
<th>late</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prs. {yam\textsuperscript{\textith}sk\textsuperscript{\textith}/sk-}</td>
<td>{m\textsuperscript{\textith}sk\textsuperscript{\textith}/sk-}</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>{yama-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prt. {yam\textsuperscript{\textith}sk\textsuperscript{\textith}a-}</td>
<td>{m\textsuperscript{\textith}sk\textsuperscript{\textith}a-}</td>
<td>prt. ptc.</td>
<td>yāmu, -oṣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>{-yam\textsuperscript{\textith}y/\textsubscript{\textith}a-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{39} For possible optative use of the imperfect, as well as the root variant yam\textsuperscript{\textith}-, see 4.3.4 (p 366).

\textsuperscript{40} The meaning conveyed by the middle is also attested for voice-indifferent infinite forms, such as the gerund aīlye (Peyrot 2008b: 96), the inf. aitsi (Schmidt 1974: 364-365), etc, all formed from the subjunctive stem. Thus, as far as the paradigm of ay- is concerned, the middle forms are unambiguously suppletive to par- ‘take’, but the infinite forms can be “regular” forms of ay- ‘give’, too.
Suppletion has a heavy functional load in morphology, as it can override other stem distinction principles. In order to understand the formation of particular stems, it is sometimes even necessary to disregard suppletion, as it would leave us with some unique irregularities that can neatly be resolved otherwise. For instance, TA tränk- ‘say’ supplies the present of weĩ-, but in its formation it is a subjunctive: its imperfect \([\text{crank}^\text{-O/\text{sa}^-}]\) is only understandable as an s-preterite.

It has become customary to cite suppletive verbs with the present root first, followed by other roots; thus, TB \(\text{par} + \text{kama-} \ (+\ \text{ay- [middle]}\) ‘take’ is normally listed under \(p\).

\[2.5.6\ \text{Reduplication}\]

Reduplication is regularly found in certain preterite participles in both languages, and in the causative preterite in Tocharian A. In addition, it is found in one subjunctive formation in Tocharian B. Reduplication follows one formal pattern: a syllable starting with the same initial as the root, followed by a vowel, is prefixed to the root. In the majority of cases, the root initial is simple (i.e. a single consonant) and the reduplication syllable has exactly the same initial. If the root initial is a cluster, it is mostly only one of two\(^4\) that is the initial of the reduplication syllable, in Tocharian A always the first consonant, in Tocharian B mostly.

Even though the Tocharian A reduplication in the causative preterite often combines with initial palatalisation, it carries a heavy functional load, since the corresponding non-causative preterite may have initial palatalisation, too. The category that offers a good range of exact minimal pairs is the singular of the grading \(ā\text{ā}-\)root preterite, e.g. 3sg. ūsārs \(\{\text{sā-śārsā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he let know’ vs ūsārs \(\{\text{sārsā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he knew’, 3sg. pūpārs \(\{\text{pā-pārsā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he let sprinkle’ vs ṭūrs \(\{\text{pārsā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he sprinkled’, 3sg. rariτu \(\{\text{rā-rītvā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he connected’ vs rītus \(\{\text{ritvā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he was connected’, 3sg.suff. ṭyalaṃmā-m \(\{\text{la-lāmā-n}\) ‘(s)he put it’ vs ṭyām-m \(\{\text{lāmā-n}\) ‘(s)he sat down on it’, 3sg. ṭaśšām, ṭaśām \(\{\text{sa-śāmā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he established’ vs ṭām \(\{\text{śāmā\text{-O}}\) ‘(s)he stood up’. In the plural, the grading \(ā\text{ā}-\)root preterite has \(a\)-grade, so that we do not find exact minimal pairs in the plural, e.g. 3pl. ṭasātkār \(\{\text{sa-sātkā\text{-r}}\) ‘they extended (tr.)’ vs satkar \(\{\text{satkā\text{-r}}\) ‘they were spread out’. Thus, preterite reduplication principally distinguishes causative preterites from non-causative preterites; the differences with other categories are much larger, e.g. the subjunctive not only lacks reduplication, it generally also has a different suffix, different endings, no palatalisation and a different root grade.

The form of Tocharian A preterite reduplication is relatively easy to describe. The reduplication vowel is always \(a\), except when the root starts in \(y\) or \(w\) and the vowel \(ā\): in that case, \(ay\) and \(aw\) surface as \(e\) and \(o\), respectively. Thus we find

\[^4\text{Three consonant initials are not attested.}\]
1sg.mid. yețe {ya-yātā-e} ‘I adorned’, 3pl. wotār {wa-wātā-r} ‘they set up’, whereas 3sg. wawik {wawīkā-ō} ‘(s)he removed’ and 3pl. w(a)wiwār {wawīpā-r} ‘they made wet’ keep their aw because of the following i. Instead of the attested 3sg.mid. yairāt {ya-yārā-t} MY3.8as ‘(s)he bathed’ we would rather have expected yerāt*. In the case of 2sg. wotkašt {wa-wātka-št} ‘you commanded’ and 3pl. wortar {wa-wārtā-r} ‘they threw’, the root-final ā is weakened to a, apparently as if the stems contained no reduplication (1sg.mid. wose-حامل MY3.8as ‘I dressed her’ may reflect either wosa- or wosā- {wa-wāsā-e}). The reduplication initial is the first consonant of the root, i.e. s for sp and sr, p for pl and pr, t for tr. The initial py may count as a cluster, as it is reduplicated with p, too; the digraph ly stands for a single consonant /l/ and, accordingly, it is reduplicated with ly /l/.

In both languages, the reduplication of the preterite participle has much less distinctive value because it is sufficiently marked by its suffix and its endings. In Tocharian A, the only ending of the preterite participle that recurs as a finite verbal ending elsewhere is the nom.sg.m. in -u (not its morphological variant -o). The finite ending -u in Tocharian A is a relic variant next to the regular -wā for the 1sg. of the s-preterite (Schmidt and Winter 1992). Since the s-preterite normally has a-grade, where the corresponding preterite participles have ā-grade, reduplication is only co-distinctive. This type of contrast is rare, also because the 1sg. ending -u is rare, of course, cf 1sg. raku* {rak-ū} vs ptc. ranku {ra-rāk-ū}, or 1sg. praku* {prak-ū} vs ptc. papārku {pa-prāk-ū}, where there is always an additional difference between a- and ā-grade.

The only verb I could find with a possible exact minimal pair is māsk - ‘be’, which forms an s-preterite (3sg. māskās), and apparently a participle mamāsku, so that we could expect a minimal pair 1sg. māsku* vs ptc. mamāsku; however, it is not totally certain that mamāsku actually is the participle to the s-preterite. Strikingly, there are some ambiguous forms that lack reduplication. If they had been reduplicated, it would have been distinctive: the participles aru, yāmu, epu and yomu have an s-preterite beside them and the relic 1sg. would have exactly the same form.

A largely comparable, but not identical situation is found in Tocharian B. In Tocharian B, both nom.sg.m. endings of the participle, -u and -au, recur as finite endings, in principle both in the present and the subjunctive; in practice, only subjunctives offer minimal pairs or near minimal pairs. In the majority of cases, we do not find minimal pairs, as there is often a difference in ending (e.g. 1sg. weňau {weň-e-w} ‘I will say’ vs ptc. weweňu {we-weň-ůw}), in root grade (e.g. 1sg. preku {prek-ů} ‘I will ask’ vs ptc. pepraku {pe-prak-ůw}, 1sg. yopu {yop-ů} ‘I will enter’ vs ptc. yaipe {ye-yap-ůw}, 1sg. kewu {ke-wė-w} ‘I will pour’ vs ptc. keku* {ke-kaw-ůw}).

42 Similarly, a difference in root grade and accent may mark the distinction in unreduplicated preterite participles, e.g. 1sg. srcakau {srawk-ů} ‘I will die’ vs ptc. srakau {srawk-ůw}, 1sg. tsünkau {tšünk-ů} ‘I will rise’ vs tsünkau {tšünk-ůw}.

---

82 2 morphology
Systematic minimal pairs are found with root subjunctives to both \(a\mid \emptyset\)-roots and \(a\mid a\)-roots. Of the first category no minimal pairs are attested, but we could expect 1sg. \(plāku\) ‘I will agree’ vs ptc. \(papālāku\), 1sg. \(nāku\) ‘I will reproach’ vs ptc. \(nanāku\) etc., whereas the second category is well represented indeed: 1sg. \(kārpau\) ‘I will descend’ vs ptc. \(kakārpau\), 1sg. \(kraupau\) ‘I will gather’ vs ptc. \(kakraupau\), 1sg. \(klāyau\) ‘I will fall’ vs ptc. \(kaklāyau\), 1sg. \(tākau\) ‘I will be’ vs ptc. \(tatākau\), 1sg. \(spārttau\) ‘I will turn’ vs ptc. \(paspārttau\), probably 1sg. \(skārau\) ‘I will scold’ vs ptc. \(kaskārau\), etc. In addition, there are two incidental cases: 1sg. \(śu\) ‘I (will) eat’ vs ptc. \(šēsu\) and 1sg. \(neku\) ‘I will destroy’ vs neneku next to expected nenku (on these variants, cf Peyrot 2008a: 152-153). Since the root grade of 3sg. \(kowān\) ‘(s)he will kill’ is unique, it is difficult to tell whether the unattested 1sg. would be \(kowu\) or \(kāwu\); in the latter case, it would be a minimal pair with the ptc. \(kakāwū\). Ambiguous forms are the unreduplicated \(aumu\) ‘I will hit; hit’, \(yāmu\) ‘I will do; done’, \(äksau\) ‘I will proclaim; proclaimed’, \(äyu\) ‘I will give; given’, \(ālu\) ‘I will keep away; kept away’, although with the exception of \(yāmu\), both functions are not attested with certainty for any of them.

Theoretically, the 1sg. of the \(s\)-preterite could form minimal pairs with the feminine plural of the participle, but minimal pairs of this type are not attested, certainly also because the feminine plural of the participle is much less frequent than the nom.sg.m. It seems that here, as with the nom.sg.m., there are no minimal pairs because there is normally a difference in root grade, e.g. 1sg. arch. \(yonwā\) \(\{yonm-wa\}\) ‘I have obtained’ vs ptc. \(yainmwa\) \(\{ye-yonm-wa\}\) or 1sg. \(prekuwa\) \{prek-wa\} ‘I have asked’ vs ptc. \(pekarkuwa\) ‘I have covered; covered’ (attested in none of the two functions).

It must be stressed that the distinctive value of reduplication is much less important in syntax with the Tocharian B \(wa\)-forms than with all the others because in active use the subjects are always different: 1sg. vs f.pl. Thus, \(prekuwa\) ‘I have asked’ will have been clearly distinct from \(pekarkuwa\) ‘they (f.) have asked’ in syntax.

---

43 None of the two is attested with certainty, but \(k(a)skārau\) or \(k- skārau\) IT524b1 must be at least one of them.

44 Theoretically, IT92b3 \(niš te ņemtsa pānākēte saim yāmu\) ‘I, with the name so and so, have made (will make) the Buddha my refuge’ is ambiguous, but the context shows that it is clearly not subjunctive, since it follows IT92a4 \(niš te ņemtsa pānākēte saim yamaskemar\) ‘I, with the name so and so, make the Buddha my refuge’. In this particular case, we even happen to have the Sanskrit formulae: \(gatah\) ‘[I have] gone’ for \(yāmu\) (Härtel 1956: §4 on p 51, §6 on p 53) and \(gacchāmi\) ‘I go’ for \(yamaskemar\) (Härtel (1956: §4 on p 51, §6 on p 53). Cf the same text in CП40-42b1-4 (Pinault 1994: 102-106).

45 Whether \(ālu\) IT11a1 is a 1sg.sbj. form or a ptc.ptc. has been the subject of a long discussion. It was unclear whether \(āl-\) ‘keep away’ formed a root subjunctive or an ‘\(āy\)-subjunctive, so that a 1sg.sbj. \(ālu\) would tip the scales in favour of a root subjunctive, whereas it had to be a ptc.ptc. if the verb rather formed an ‘\(āy\)-subjunctive. Since the forms adduced as ‘\(āy\)-subjunctive forms can all be explained as optatives, \(al-\) must have formed a root subjunctive. Consequently, \(ālu\) is morphologically ambiguous indeed, although it is probably a participle in IT11a1 (cf Malzahn forth.b).
(if passive, the participle may have a 1sg. agent, but this would probably be marked explicitly, i.e. ‘(the things) have been asked by me’). On the other hand, the Tocharian B *u-* and *au*-forms sometimes differed only in tense and aspect: *yâmu* ‘I will do; I have done’, so that the functional load of the reduplication syllable was much larger. In Tocharian A, the situation is even more delicate, since the *u*-forms both denote a past tense and the difference in aspect may have been very slight, so possibly *yâmu* ‘I have done’ (1sg. p rt.), ‘now I have done’ (ptc.).

The description of the form of the preterite participle reduplication is for both languages more complicated than for the Tocharian A reduplicated preterite because there is more variation. In addition, a major point to address is when the reduplication is there and when it is not. Since the latter question goes beyond the synchronic description of reduplication, it is discussed under the formation of the preterite participle (see 2.9.2, p 149).46

In Tocharian A, the reduplication vowel has two basic shapes: */a/* and */â/. The surface root vocalism of the preterite participles is mostly */ã/*, but the heavy reduplication vowels *ã* and *â* can cause vowel weakening in the root. Consequently, the surface vowel *ã* need not be identical with the underlying root vocalism. Whether the reduplication vowel is *ã* or *â* can be predicted on the basis of the underlying root vowel.

If the underlying root vowel is *ã*, the reduplication vowel is *ã*, too, and other *ã* vowels are reduced to *ã*, except for roots with *y* and *w* diphthongs, where we find *e* and *o* in the root: *pâplu* [pâ-pâlâ-*w*], but *pâpek* [pâ-pâykâ-*w*]. Sequences *ây* and *âw* are not affected by monophthongisation, e.g. *yâyru* [yâ-yârâ-*w*] or *wâwlâ* [wâ-wâlâ-*w*]. e-reduplication is found only in *weâni* [we-weñ-*w*] of *weñ* ‘speak’ (suppletive prs. *tränk*). If the underlying root vocalism is *â* or *a*, the reduplication vowel is *a*, e.g. *kâklâwu* [ka-klyawâ-*w*], *kakâtâw* [ka-katw-*w*], formed to roots that otherwise have *a*-vocalism throughout. Of many other roots, it is difficult to see what the underlying root vocalism is, since they have other stems with *ã*-grade beside it. Because of the close relationship between preterite and preterite participle, however, it is very likely that next to non-grading pretetrites like *pakât* and *nakât* the participle has *ã*-grade in the root, e.g. *pakku* [pa-pak-*w*] (with -kk- from -pk-) and *nâkku* [na-nak-*w*]. In some other cases, like *kâwâm*- ‘come’, which has only *ã*-grade in all stems, it is more probable that the participle has *ã*-grade, too: *kâkmu* [ka-kâwâm-*w*]. There are some participles with an onset *wo*- and one with *ye*- , but their root vocalism is not entirely clear; the easiest is to assume that they reflect underlying *ã* or *a*. The hapax legomenon *yâwi* *A320a3 ‘entered’ to the s-prt. *yowâs* is difficult to analyse: I would rather have expected **wewu.

---

46 On the formation of the preterite participle, cf in general Peyrot (forth.a).
47 Except for some roots with *ã*-reduplication and a root vowel *e* or *o*, and some roots starting in a vowel or one of the glides *y* and *w*. 
The reduplication initial is identical to the root initial if it is a single consonant (including ly /l/); otherwise it is always the first consonant that is reduplicated. We find: k for kr, kl, kly; c for cp, cr; t for tr, tw; p for pr, py (cf above), pl; m for mr; s for šp; š for st; s for sn, sp, sr.

The description of the reduplication vowel in Tocharian B is relatively easy: it is a before a (including ai and au standing for {ay} and {aw}), o before o, e before e (including au standing for {ew}) and e before ø (including /øy/ and /œw/, of course). The rules behind the distribution of especially the root vowels e and ø belong to the description of the preterite participle proper.

Just like in Tocharian A, the reduplication initial in Tocharian B is identical to the root initial if it is a single consonant (including ly /l/). However, the rules for clusters are slightly more complicated. If the second consonant is a resonant, it is the first that is reduplicated: k for kr, kl, kly; t for tr, tw; p for py, pr, pl, ply; m for mr; w for wl. If the second consonant is a stop, that is, effectively only when the first consonant is š, s or s, the whole cluster is reduplicated in case of st and its palatalised pendant šc, but the second consonant is reduplicated in case of sp and sp (i.e. p), and possibly sk (i.e. k). A complication is found with the initial w-, since it is lost before the reduplication vowel e in the context wewː: ausu {we-was-(o)w}, aultsu {we-wals-(o)w}, ausu {we-waš-(o)w}. It is preserved in wewinäšsu and weweňu, and in all forms with a-reduplication, e.g. wawlāwau.

2.5.7 Accent49

Accent is only detectable in Tocharian B, where it plays an important role in the morphological distinctions in the verb. There may have been accent movements in Tocharian A as well, but the accent can only be inferred in an indirect way and it is impossible to tell whether there were minimal pairs. A pair such as 2sg.sbj. krasat ‘you will know’ and 3sg.prt.mid. kārsät ‘it was known’ certainly reflects a difference in accent at a certain stage, i.e. /krásat/ from *kārsät vs /kārsät/ from *kāršät, but it is possible that the accent was moved forward or backward after vowel weakening had become phonemic. It is even possible that there were tonal distinctions, for instance in a word like tāš, which has three different meanings: 3sg.prs. ‘(s)he puts’ for {tāš-a-š}; 3sg.sbj. ‘(s)he will be’ of the shortened variant of the subjunctive stem {tāka-}; the obl.f.sg. proximal demonstrative pronoun, apparently tā-š. However, even if there were accentual or tonal differences, there is no way to establish them from the script, so that this must all remain conjecture.

In Tocharian B, the accent is detectable from the spelling of the vowels /a/ and /a/ (not before /y, w/): unaccented /a/ and /a/ are spelled <e> and <a>, and accented they are spelled <a> and <â>, respectively. Several difficulties may arise, as a word

---

48 If šāstru MY.2.8b3 reflects šā-śtar(ā)-w.
may have no a- or a-vowels, or the relevant syllables do not have them; sometimes the quality of the vowels is not known, so that e.g. <a> could be either accented /a/ or unaccented /a/; in a certain group of manuscripts, namely archaic texts, the accent is not expressed (cf Peyrot 2008a: 33-41). However, archaic texts have the advantage that they mostly give unambiguous evidence as to the quality of the vowels /a/ and /a/, so that archaic spellings can be helpful in combination with classical spellings.

A serious complication with the accent is that it has two manifestations: a phonological surface form and an underlying morphological form. This difference is caused by an accent retraction by one syllable from final syllables ending in a vowel or simple n. Thus, it appears that all preterite forms of 'be' have suffix accent, e.g. the morphological stem is {taká-}; this accent is seen in e.g. 1sg. takáwa {taká-wa}, 2sg. takást [taká-sta] or 3sg.suff. taká-ŋ ‘it was to me’ or ‘I had’ {taká-ŋa}. However, in the 3sg. the accent is retracted: taka (s)he was is phonologically /táka/ but morphologically {taká-Ø}. The combination of the limited detectability of the phonological accent and the difference between the phonological and the morphological accent may make it difficult to establish the morphological accent of certain forms. In general, however, the accent has only a limited number of patterns and often it seems justified, therefore, to deduce the accent for forms that do not exhibit it themselves.

Although stem-internal accent movements exist, these are restricted to the phonological level (Margraf 1970: 17). All morphological accent movements distinguish different stems of one verb, or a causative stem from a non-causative one.

When different stems of one verb are distinguished by the place of the morphological accent, it is always the subjunctive that goes together with the imperative in having root (initial) accent, whereas the preterite has suffix (medial) accent; the present stem is never distinguished by a difference in accent. The clearest accent pattern is found with x|a-root subjunctives and preterites and with some subjunctives and preterites with an a-suffix. A typical pair of stems distinguished by a difference in accent is sbj. {táka-} of taka- (prs. nes-) ‘be’ vs prt. {taká-}. In most cases, the endings of the subjunctive and the imperative are different from those of the preterite, but in these classes, the 1pl.sbj. and 1pl.prt. are never distinguished by anything other than the accent: 1pl.sbj. tákam ‘we will be’ {táka-ma} vs 1pl.prt. takám ‘we were’ {táká-ma}. Certainly less frequent were pairs like 2sg.sbj. kautat ‘you will chop’ {káwta-ta} vs 2pl.prt.mid. kautát* {kawtá-ta} ‘you chopped for yourself’\(^{50}\) – often the 2sg.sbj. would have had a-grade vs a-grade in the preterite: 2sg.sbj. kálát {kála-ta} vs 2pl.prt.mid. klát* {kalá-ta}.

Since the 3sg.prs. ending {n} is sometimes not written before e.g. the 1sg. pronoun suffix {ŋa}, the difference may have disappeared in speech, too, so that taká-ŋ {taká-ŋa} ‘I had’ differed only in accent from taka-ŋ {tákan-ŋa} ‘I will have’. In im-

\(^{50}\) Obviously, these pairs were rare because the verb had to have a contrastive middle, and because the 2pl. was rare in general.
peratives to verbs with initial p-, or late forms that have lost the imperative prefix (cf. Peyrot 2008a: 62), some additional minimal pairs must have been there: e.g. sg.ipv. suff. tāka-n’ ‘be for me’ {(p) tāka-ná} vs 3sg.prt.suff. takā-n’ ‘I had’ {takā-ná}; pl.ipv. karsas* ‘know’ {(p) kārsā-sā} vs 2pl.prt. kārsās* ‘you have known’ {kārsā-sā} pl.ipv. mid. kraupat* ‘gather’ {(p) krāwpə-tə} vs 2pl.prt.mid. kraupət* ‘you have gathered’ {krāwpə-tə}. With the late 3pl.prt. ending -r for classical -re we could in addition expect a pair like sg.ipv.mid. suff. kautar-ne* ‘chop it/ him for yourself’ {(p) kāwta-r-ne} vs 3pl.prt. suff. kautār-ne* ‘they have chopped it/ him’ {kautā-r-ne}. As will be immediately clear from the many deduced and typically infrequent forms (such as the 2pl.) among the above minimal pairs, accent only rarely distinguishes different stems by itself.

Not all a-subjunctives and x|a-root subjunctives have initial accent. There seems to be a simple rule: if the root has stable a, the subjunctive has suffix accent; if the subjunctive has a-grade or a:ə gradation, it has root accent. There is a considerable group of verbs with a-vocalism in the root for which this distribution cannot be proved independently, but where possible a-grade forms are not attested; on the basis of the accent, they can be assumed to have had the same pattern. Of yet another group of verbs the morphological accent of the subjunctive stem cannot be established with a deviating pattern. The following subjunctives show a deviating pattern:

kāsk- ‘scatter’, sbj. {kāsk-}{ská-}: the final accent is shown by 3sg.mid. kāskātrā and sbj.ger. kāskāllānē; the a-grade form is 2sg. kāskat;

tōma- ‘grow’: a sbj. stem {tōm-} fits all subjunctive stem forms, e.g. 3pl.mid. tsmāntār, inf. tsmātsi and vn tsmālnē, except the isolated 2sg. tsāmat. Since the latter form is very uncertain, perhaps no a-grade forms are attested at all;

nōwa- ‘roar’, sbj. {nōwa-}: the initial accent is shown by vn nūwalē (2x) and nuwalē (2x), whereas nwalē (2x) is an “accentless” verse form. The problem with this verb centres on an apparent 3sg. nuwam AS7Ma4, but since the syntax is difficult, it might perhaps be a 3pl., in which case the 3sg. could still have been nauwam* with full grade;

tāka- ‘bite’, sbj. {tākā-}: the stem is not well attested, but its ger. tsakāll̄ IT363b2 and tsakālla THT1158a3 seem to point to a-grade combined with suffix accent.

The following two verbs are well attested as middle only verbs, so that it is not very likely that their initial accent can be explained by gradation, since these subjunctives were probably never grading: {rāyta-} of rāyta- ‘seek’ and {wārpə-} of wārpa- ‘enjoy’. Nevertheless, these verbs might in some way have belonged to the same general pattern, even with the crucial forms lacking – perhaps the actual reason for the distribution is something that we can detect only indirectly through the attestation of a-grade.
Thus, the initial accent of the subjunctive and the imperative distinguishes them from the preterite stem, which is otherwise often identical. Generally, it does not distinguish certain subjunctive types from others.

A very similar accent pattern is found in the s-preterite and the x|Ø-root subjunctive. In the preterite, the accent is normally mobile. Since this mobility always follows one pattern, it is not contrastive: it seems that one underlying accent can account for all accent movements, and in some forms the accent moves away from its original locus. This underlying accent seat is the ñ that follows the root, i.e. 1sg. *prekuwa* {prek-ñ-wa}, 2sg. *prekasta* {prek-ñ-sta}, 3pl. *prekar* {prek-ñ-r}. In the 3sg., the ñ is syncopated and the accent is retracted by a specific morphophonological rule that is seemingly independent from the retraction from final syllables: *preksa* {prek-ñ-sa-Ø} > /préksa/. In one form, the medial accent is preserved: *yonmasa* {yonm-ñ-sa-Ø}. The regular retraction in the 3sg. is not “undone” by a suffixed pronoun: *preksa-ne* *(s)he asked him/ her* {prek-ñ-sa-Ø-ne} /préksane/. In the middle paradigm, all forms have the suffix *sa*, but the accent is always on the root, e.g. 1sg. *temtsamai* {tem-ñ-sa-mai} /témtnamai/, 3sg. *temtsate* {tem-ñ-sa-te} /témtnate/, 3pl. *temtsante* {tem-ñ-sa-nte} /témtnante/.

Thus, the s-preterite has underlying suffix accent. The corresponding subjunctives and imperfectives, however, always have consistent root accent. We find stem accent contrasts like sbj.sg. /srek-/ vs prt. /prek-/ of ‘ask’ or sbj.sg. /yop-/ vs prt. /yop-/) of ‘enter’ etc. Since in grading subjunctives the plural has a-grade, we do not find minimal pairs for e.g. the 1pl.: this would probably be sbj. *parkám* {prāk-ñ-ma} vs prt. *prekam* {prek-ñ-ma} with a difference in root grade. The only category where minimal pairs must have occurred, are the non-grading a|Ø-roots, i.e. 1pl.sbj. *kāwām* {kāw-ñ-ma} vs 1pl.prt. *kawam* {kaw-ñ-ma} of ‘kill’ or 1pl.sbj. *plākām* {plāk-ñ-ma} vs 1pl.prt. *plakam* {plak-ñ-ma} of ‘agree’.

The remaining accent patterns all concern the causative. In the causative, the accent does not distinguish stems from each other; rather, it may distinguish a causative stem from the corresponding stem of a non-causative verb. Apart from the preterite participle, all stems show initial accent.

The *šš*|š|ke-present-subjunctive of the causative has root (initial) accent, whereas other *šš|š|ke-presents or present-subjunctives have medial accent. Sometimes this leads to minimal pairs, as in 3sg.mid. *tənməstra* /tənməstrə/ *(s)he is born* from prs. *tənəmāšš*|š|ke-} vs 3sg.mid. *tənnməstə(ř) /tənnməstər/ *(s)he produces* from prs. *tənəməšš*|š|ke-. It is very difficult to find more of such precise minimal pairs, but we can deduce some of them at least: 3sg.mid. *aklástar* /aklástar/ *(s)he learns* vs 3sg.mid. *aklástar* /aklástar/ *(s)he teaches*; 3sg.mid. *aunəstra* /awnəstrə/ *(s)he begins* vs 3sg.mid. *aunəstrə* /awnəstrə/ *(s)he lets begin*. In many other cases, there is not only a difference in accent, but a difference in vocalism, too, cf 3sg. *kəlpāssəm*.

---

51 A different diachronic account is offered in 4.5.5 (p 413).
{kəlpəsə/ske-} ‘(s)he obtains’ with medial /a/ vs 3sg. kalpəsəm {kəlpəsə/ske-} ‘(s)he lets obtain’ with medial /ə/.

Although the causative preterites also have a marked initial accent, this never yields minimal pairs. There are two types: a “strong” type and a “weak” type. In the strong type, the root vowel is a, but this type is only formed with gradable roots, so that normally the corresponding non-causative preterite not only has a different accent, but also a different root grade, i.e. 3sg.suff. sārsā-ñ ‘(s)he has known me’ {sārsā-ñə} vs 3sg.suff. sārsa-me ‘(s)he has let them know’ {sārsa-me}. The only gradable root that has a-grade in the non-causative preterite and for which a causative is attested beside it, lōka- ‘see’, prt. {lakā-}, forms a weak causative preterite {lākāṣṣa-}, so that no strong causative preterite is distinguished by the accent alone. The weak type is formed to non-gradable roots from the present-subjunctive stem. Because this pattern is very rare in non-causative verbs – actually only found in yam- ‘do’, prt. {yamāṣṣa-} – it does not yield minimal pairs either: the initial accent is marked, but there are no corresponding forms with medial accent (a causative of yam-, where one could expect a prt. {yāmāṣṣa-}, is not attested).

On the evidence of pl.ipv. pāñarkas {p(ə)-nārkā-sə}, the imperative to the strong causative preterite also has initial accent, but since the corresponding non-causative imperatives as a rule have initial accent as well, the accent is never distinctive here. In some verbs it seems that the difference with the non-causative imperative is rather initial palatalisation, although exact minimal pairs are lacking: pl.ipv. pkalas ‘bring’ {p-kāla-sə} vs pl.ipv. psalas* ‘let bring’ {p-sōla-sə} (attested is possibly a sālāt, difficult to analyse because of the deviant vocalism). The imperative of non-causative ‘stand’ is not attested, whereas the verb as such is well known, which may point to a systematic gap, probably because of pragmatics. Otherwise, we would have a similar contrast there: pl.ipv. pāstamas* ‘stand’ {p(ə)-stāma-sə} vs pl.ipv. pāscamas* {p(ə)-scōma-sə} ‘let stand’. The imperative to the weak causative preterite has initial accent as well, but it has no non-causative counterpart, so that there are no minimal pairs.

To sum up, accent that distinguishes between verbs is only found between non-causatives and causatives. The causative accent is clearly marked vis-à-vis the non-causative accent, but minimal pairs are only found in the present, and even there the number is relatively small.
2.5.8 GEMINATION\textsuperscript{52}

In both Tocharian languages, a small number of verbs show alternations of simple and double consonants. Three types can be distinguished:

1) double \textit{rr} or \textit{ll}, probably going back to combinations of \textit{r} and \textit{l} with \textit{n}, i.e. \textit{rn} and \textit{ln}, respectively (in some cases an additional consonant is lost before the \textit{n});

2) double \textit{tt} in the \textit{nk}-variant of nasal infix verbs in Tocharian B;

3) double stops reduplicated preterite participles.

Of these three types, 2) and 3) are certainly not morphologically distinctive, but 1) might be distinctive in Tocharian B.

In both languages, we sometimes find the geminates \textit{rr} and \textit{ll} where we expect to find \textit{rn} and \textit{ln}. It seems that the instances in Tocharian A can be analysed as variants of \textit{nā}-presents, since the verb patterns are not different from normal \textit{nā}-presents: gemination can be analysed as a morphophonological rule. However, in Tocharian B some verbs with \textit{rr} and \textit{ll}, which go back to \textit{na}-presents as well, differ from normal \textit{na}-presents in their formation patterns. Thus, apparently the geminates did not function as automatic variants of \textit{rn} and \textit{ln} any longer.

In Tocharian A only three verbs with gemination are attested, all with \textit{ll}:\textsuperscript{53}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{kālā-} ‘bring’: this seems to be a regular \textit{nā}-prs. \{\textit{kālnā-} \rightarrow \textit{kālā-}\} with a grading sbj. \{\textit{kālā}\};
\item \textit{pālā-} ‘praise’: the prs. \{\textit{pāllā-}\} is distinguished from e.g. the sbj. \{\textit{pālā-}\} both by the geminate \textit{ll} and the root vocalism \textit{ā};
\item \textit{wāl-} ‘die’: the prs. \{\textit{wāllāšī/ sa-}\} has a geminate \textit{ll} vs single \textit{l} in the \textit{a}-sbj. \{\textit{wālā-}\}; the stem pattern fits other \textit{a}-subjunctives that form \textit{nāšī/ sa-} presents, so that we can analyse \{\textit{wāllāšī/ sa-}\} as \{\textit{wāl-nāšī/ sa-}\}.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{52} This section is about the position of geminates in verbal morphology only. Actually, there is some fluctuation between geminates and single consonants (predominantly stops) in both languages, and notably in Tocharian B. In most cases, the geminate seems to be original whereas single writings have to be explained, but the opposite is certainly also found. In my view, the spelling variation with double consonants and the phonology and phonetics behind it deserve a special investigation, especially for Tocharian B. In this section, I focus on “certain” geminates, i.e. geminates that are well attested (if not, I discuss the value of the attestations).

\textsuperscript{53} The assumption of \textit{rr} in inf. \textit{yā(ṛn)āssi} or \textit{yā(ṛṛ)āssi} A227/8a2 (Hackstein 1995: 318) is of course uncertain as apparently another form of the same verb shows \textit{rn}: \textit{sāṭ wāryo yārnā} // THT\textsuperscript{1154a3}. 
2.5 morphological distinctions

In Tocharian B we find:

*pala- ‘praise’: the present stem deviates from all others in having ll, {pallā-}, but also in its root vocalism, cf sbj. {pāla-};
skōra- ‘scold’: the present stem {skōrā-} (prs.ptc. skārāmane) is distinguished by its double rr and the a-vocalism in the root vs a in the other stems, e.g. sbj. {skāra-} (inf. skāratsi);
kōla- ‘bring’: this verb resembles the standard pattern of nasal presents, with a grading sbj. {kē/śl-a-}, but the prs. is not only characterised by the doubling of the l (from ln), but also by a *s²/ske*-suffix: {kōlās²/ske-};
tōla- ‘lift’: the paradigm of this verb is only imperfectly known. Apparently the double ll is found in all stems, but it must have arisen through suffixation because the derived causative has only simple l. In this case, the geminate ll does not (co-)distinguish a particular stem, but the non-causative from the causative;
mōla- ‘oppress’: if the prt.ptc. m(a)mālo(s) B159b6 belongs here, the double ll co-distinguishes the prs. and the sbj. from the prt.; the prs. {mōlās²/ske-} is marked with a *s²/ske*-suffix vis-à-vis the sbj. {mōlla-} (probably {mālla-}) and the a-vocalism in the root;
tōra- ‘appease’ (?): the prs.ptc. tārraskemane, probably built from a prs. {tārās²/ske-}, may reflect rr from rn – no further forms are attested so that other stems are unknown;
kalpa- ‘obtain’: this verb deviates slightly because its geminate ll alternates with lp, so that it must go back to lpn, and because the geminate is found in the sbj. {kōlā-} only, whereas the prs. {kōlpās²/ske-} is formed from the root with a *s²/ske*-suffix.

In my view, type 1) is not morphologically distinctive in Tocharian A because the verbs with gemination pattern in exactly the same way as nā- or nās²/sue-presentes, and accordingly, they can be analysed as special variants of these presents. In Tocharian B, the situation is different, as all verbs with gemination deviate in one way or other from standard patterns. I take these deviations to mean that the geminates were no longer felt to contain a morphological element n, so that restructurings were needed. Whether this means that gemination is morphological in Tocharian B is not an easy matter. Gemination was certainly never the only distinctive factor, precisely because the stems in question were recharacterised; however, it was not removed, but kept as a co-distinctive feature. In kōla- ‘bring’, the synchronic derivation of the geminate ll from ln even needs the assumption of an isolated present suffix {nās²/ske}, so that ll is perhaps best analysed as a morphological irregularity.

Type 2) is fully concomitant with the category of ňk-presents and as such it was never morphologically distinctive (see also 2.5.1, p 53).

---

54 The existence of a present {stallās²/ske-}, which would also contain ll from ln, is doubted by Malzahn (forth.b).
Type 3) is again different. It is found in both languages, but the conditions are not fully clear. The consonants concerned are \( k, c, \) and \( t \) before resonants in Tocharian A and principally \( s, s, \) and \( t' \) (not before resonants) in Tocharian B.

In Tocharian A we find reduplication in two categories: the reduplicated preterite and the reduplicated preterite participles. However, gemination of the root-initial consonant is found only with preterite participles and never in reduplicated preterites.\(^5\) “Real” morphologically determined gemination is found with \( kñ, tr, cr \) and once with \( k: \)

\[
\text{kākkñāṇñu A218b4 to knā- ‘know’ with a prt. \{kñāññā\}, attested only once;}
\text{caccṛiku A220b4 to trāyk-caus. ‘confuse’}
\text{tattrāṇku to trānk- ‘hang’ with a prt. \{trānk-\( ^{-1} \)/sā-\}, attested three times with a}
\text{geminate (A456a3, A226a2, A226a5) and two times without (A3ob3, A254a2; the}
\text{preterite is not attested);}
\text{tattripu A455a4 with geminate must be a variant of (ta)triwu A423b1 with simple \( t \)}
\text{(the preterite is not attested).}
\]

The following preterite participles have geminates of a different origin:

\[
\text{pakku- of pāk- ‘boil’ is well attested with geminate \( kk \) and once without: paku}
\text{A154b2. The \( kk \) goes back to \( pk \), as the expected morphological shape is}
\text{\{pa-pāk- \( w \)\} or even \{pa-pak-\( w \)\}, where the /\( ā/ from \{a\} was syncopated;}
\text{kākku of kāka- ‘call’, suppletive to ken-, is well attested with geminate \( kk \) and once}
\text{without: kākurās A396b2. The \( kk \) is to be explained by regular syncope from}
\text{\{kā-kākā-\( w \)\};}
\text{tāppu of tāp- ‘eat’, suppletive to śāwā-, owes its geminate to \( ā \)-syncope in \{tā-tāpā-w\}
\text{and so it goes back to \( tp \).}
\]

The gemination in Tocharian A preterite participles is difficult to capture under one rule. A condition seems to be that the root initial cluster consists of an obstruct (or stop, if this includes /c/) and a resonant, but the few examples we have do not belong to one morphological category and there are many verbs with the same phonological environment that do not have it.

The situation in Tocharian B is different (cf in general Winter 1994a: 302-303). As a phonological pattern, we find that only single obstruents have geminate variants, i.e. \( k, c, t, s, s, t' \). Another important difference is that gemination is clearly centred round the participles to causative preterites. Finally, there are much less variants than in Tocharian A: the gemination seems to be systematic.

\(^5\) A geminate \( ññ \) is found once in the reduplicated preterite \{śaśśām(ā)\} of śām-caus. ‘establish’, 3sg. śaśśām MY1,7b7 vs e.g. 3sg. śaśām A332a4, 2sg. śaśmāst A56a6. This geminate may reflect the length of the unpalatalised \( st \) instead of being morphological – cf also the ipv.sg. pāśśām A256a4.
2.5 morphological distinctions

In the participles to causative preterites we find:

deeecerl (abstr.) B81b5 to tal-caus. ‘lift’ is attested only once, next to ceelu B204a4 with regular preconsonantal degeneration; next to it, a causative preterite {cåła-} is well attested;

deececeku to tawk-caus. ‘hide’ is attested several times, the preterite being the causative type {cåwka-};

deeesarsos IT307a6 to kars-caus. ‘let know’ is attested only once; the causative preterite {sårsa-} is well attested;

deeessuuko(s) B82a1, of which the meaning is hard to establish independently (Adams 1999: 180 suggests ‘bow down’), fits morphologically well to the vn kukåsålyne ‘depression’, which probably combined with a causative preterite {såwka-};

deeessirku to šark- ‘surpass’ is well attested, and it is found next to a causative preterite {šårsa-};

deeetsetstsaromonem (abs.) B181a3 to tər-caus. ‘separate’ is attested only once, but the causative preterite {t'yára-} is well attested.

Good alternative explanations are available for the following items:

kakkąccuwa of katk- ‘be glad’ occurs two times in a late text (B107a10, B107b6), whereas forms with a single k are well attested elsewhere, so that the kk must be a late feature;

deeessamu to stəm-caus. ‘put, establish’ and comparable forms are attested several times, but here the geminate is certainly due to simplification of the cluster šc (Peyrot 2008a: 70-71), itself also well attested, e.g. åcësmon B211b3;

deeessanmu B5b1, B18b8, B29a4 to šäm- ‘bind’ owes its šš to older šc as well, cf åcësša(n)mos THT1350a3.

The following two forms are from poorly attested verbs and they could form an s-preterite:

deeettinor B522a5, abstract of tayn- ‘be dirty’ or ‘defile oneself’ (Malzahn forth.b). The abstract points to a participle tettinu, -oš, but the preterite is difficult to deduce from the few other forms attested of this verb – an s-preterite is a possibility in view of the non-palatalised t_tt;

deeekkärku B142b3 to kark- ‘bind’ is attested only once, the preterite probably being an s-preterite {kark-sa-}.

The following instances are difficult to categorise:

kakkårppassormen (abs.) B374frg.a to karp-caus. ‘let descend’ is attested only once in a fragmentary manuscript, the corresponding preterite being {kárppasša-};
tättāu to tōs- ‘put’ is attested several times in slightly different spellings, but always with a geminate tt. It is a different case because the reduplication and the tt are also found in the subjunctive stem {tättā-}; tättāu certainly does not fit the regular pattern of geminates sketched above; sāsāmpaṣ to sāmp- ‘take away’ is attested twice (AS7Ka4, Cp37.44), both times with a geminate, although sāmp- does not fit the morphological pattern of the other geminates sketched above.

The rule that preterite participles to causative preterites with simple obstruent onsets have gemination has no counterexamples: all other candidates have either initial clusters or resonant initials. Gemination is in this category never distinctive, however, as there are no minimal pairs and these participles are always sufficiently characterised by other features: e-reduplication, o-root vocalism, initial palatalisation and their inflexion type (-u, -oṣ, class 2).

2.6 STEM DERIVATION IN TOCHARIAN A

The analysis of the stem patterns of the Tocharian verb presented in sections 2.6-2.9 is traditional in the sense that it is principally based on only one morphological distinction: suffixing. It deviates from the traditional approach in that it strongly emphasises the derivational relations between stems instead of deriving all stems from the root of the verb. This analysis has great advantages, since it considerably reduces the number of classes and accounts for the patterns of these classes at the same time. However, there are also drawbacks, which centre round two issues: stems that have to be derived from the root, and stems that are identical. A less essential, but nevertheless important problem is posed by root-final a, which may “give way” to other suffixes.

The idea that many stems are derived from other stems and not from the root allows to reduce suffixes to smaller units, which in turn reduces the number of suffixes. Logically, not all stems can be derived from other stems: one undervived stem must be the basis for the derivation of the other stems. This undervived stem will be called the “primary stem” and derived stems “secondary stems”. The problem is that in some cases it is impossible to assign a primary stem because no stem is found at the basis of all others at the same time. In such cases, one is forced to derive at least two stems from the root.56

When stems are identical, the main principle of the analysis can still be pursued: we can say that one of the two stems is derived from the other by means of a zero suffix. The problem with this solution is that it requires a criterion to assign a primary stem and a zero-derived stem. The criterion I have used attaches a function to formation suffixes: a suffix is defined by its stem distinguishing function. For

56 If only one stem were to be derived from the root, it would be the primary stem, of course.
instance, a suffix that distinguishes present stems from other stems is a present suffix. In different verbs, one suffix may distinguish different stems, so that e.g. a suffix with present function may also distinguishsubjunctives from preterites, in which case it has both present and subjunctive function. However, if in one verb present and subjunctive are identical, this does not mean that the suffix found there has both functions: if the suffix is found with present function elsewhere, it is the present stem that is primary and the subjunctive is derived. If present and subjunctive are identical and the suffix is attested in both functions elsewhere, I will assign the primary status to the stem that is most frequently attested as primary.

Zero derivation is found between present and subjunctive stems, between present and preterite stems, but, most of all, between subjunctive and preterite stems. The most important zero derivation category is made up by root subjunctives and root preterites to χ̃α-roots. Since in general preterites are only rarely derived from subjunctives in Tocharian A, but subjunctives frequently from preterites, the identical subjunctives and preterites are analysed as primary preterites and zero-derived subjunctives.

2.6.1 OVERVIEW

For convenience, the stem patterns are presented schematically below. The following symbols have been used:

- → also “↗” and “↘”, derivation with a suffix;
- → also “↗” and “↘”, derivation without suffix or zero derivation;
- root.

The inclined arrows (“↗”, “↘” etc) are used to indicate that more than one stem is derived from a particular base (a stem or the root). For example, the following information is to be read as: “from an s-preterite a χ̃α/α-present is derived, as well as a zero-derived χ|∅-root subjunctive or an ĩa/α-subjunctive”.

```
s-PRT 3 ↗ χ̃a/α-PRS 8
   ↗ χ|∅-verbs 1
   ↘ ĩa/α-SBJ 2
```

The scheme is further to be read as follows. Underived bases – mostly stems, sometimes the root – are found in the first column; all stems in the second column are derived from the bases in the first column; all stems in the third column are derived from the stems in the second column. The classes of the *Elementarbuch* (Krause and Thomas 1960) are given under “TEB”.

2.6.2 Primary Preterites

The preterite stem has a central position in Tocharian A: the vast majority of the
preterites is primary. There are three main types of primary preterites: x|ā-root
preterites, s-preterites, and reduplicated preterites. The different subtypes will be
discussed under the subjunctive and present types that are derived from them;
discussing primary preterites as a separate category is not very useful exactly because
virtually all verbs have them.

2.6.3 Derived Preterites

There are not many derived preterites in Tocharian A and they are all formed with
the ā-suffix. Mostly, the ā-suffix causes palatalisation when possible, but in some
cases it does not, so that we have to assume two different suffixes: {ā} and {ā}. These
suffixes form both derived preterites and imperfects. As it turns out, distinctive
imperfects are exclusively formed with the suffix {ā} and distinctive preterites only
with the suffix {ä}, if the ä-variant of /a/-presents or subjunctives is taken as the basis for the derivation.

The following preterites are derived from the present stem with the suffix {ä}. These preterites are regular in the sense that the unsuffixed 3sg.act. loses the ä, e.g. 3sg. pälk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{pälkä-}</td>
<td>{pälk-} ‘shine, look’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{päykä-}</td>
<td>{päyk-} ‘paint, write’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{läykä-}*</td>
<td>{läyk-} ‘wash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sälpä-}*</td>
<td>{sälp-} ‘glow’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preterites {läykä-} and {sälpä-} are inferred from the respective subjunctives of exactly the same form. In {päykä-} and {läykä-}, the derivation goes together with a full grade ä (witness the preterite participles päpeku and läleku, cf 2.5.6, p 81, and 2.9.1, p 146).

A difficult category is formed by the following preterites that are derived from the subjunctive stem. Since they do not lose the final ä in the unsuffixed 3sg.act., they look more like imperfects. However, they are certainly preterites because the present stems are all different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{äksänä-}</td>
<td>{äksänå/a-} ≠ {äksäyå/sa-} ‘announce’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{okšänä-}</td>
<td>{okšänå/a-}</td>
<td>{oksäyå/sa-} ‘grow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{weñä-}</td>
<td>{weñå/a-}</td>
<td>{tränkä-} ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{klošä-}</td>
<td>{klošå/sa-}</td>
<td>{klošnåå/sa-} ‘hear’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first two verbs clearly follow the same pattern, but the last two are exceptional: {weñä-} is different because it is part of a suppletive system, and its unsuffixed 3sg. not only deviates in dropping the final ä (as a regular preterite), but also the final nasal, which is unparalleled: we (on historical grounds, we would expect *weñ, comparable to the imperative pen etc). {klošä-} is completely parallel to a group of verbs with zero presents, except for two things: it has a secondary present {klošnåå/sa-} beside {klošå/sa-} in relic forms such as the inf. klyossi, and its preterite {klošä-} behaves like an imperfect in keeping the final ä in the unsuffixed 3sg., except for klyos Å436b4, which forces us to set up an imperfect-like {klošä-} with stable ä next to a regular preterite {klošä-} with ä dropping in the unsuffixed 3sg.

Four preterites look like they have to be derived directly from the root because the stem final before the ä-suffix is not palatalised or the present cannot be the basis for another reason. In the case of {entä-}, we have to assume that it is derived from the root because the present has an additional å/sa-suffix. The preterite stem {mewä-} is not totally certain, since it is inferred from the vn mewlune; in any case, its w excludes derivation from the present stem:
In two verbs, a different suffix is found: {sā}.

(The preterite {twāsā-} is inferred from the subjunctive of the same form.) With two verbs only, it is impossible to find a pattern; even these two verbs do not have exactly the same formation.

2.6.4 Zero Preterites

Preterites that are identical to subjunctives are very frequent in Tocharian A, but these are classified as primary preterites with zero subjunctives. Nevertheless, there are some preterites that can be called zero preterites. These concern a small group of verbs with present-subjunctive where no distinction can be made between imperfect and preterite:

These imperfect-preterites behave more like imparctests than preterites in that they do not drop the root-final ū in the unsuffixed 3sg.act. Consequently, they would be derived from the present rather than the subjunctive; however, as noted above, there are also unambiguous preterites derived from subjunctives that show exactly the same “imperfect” characteristics. That {krāsānī/a-} ‘be annoyed’ and {slānkānī/a-} ‘?’ are present-subjunctives as well is inferred from their similarity to the pattern of ‘scold’ and ‘love’; probably they formed the same type of imperfect-preterite.

57 The vocalism ëy instead of e is needed for the preterite participle wālesu.
2.6 stem derivation in Tocharian A

{kloṣa-}, ipf.-prt. of ‘hear’ is completely parallel to ‘protect’, ‘revere’ etc., except for its secondary present {kloṣnāśa/sa-} and one “real” preterite form klyoṣ.

2.6.5 Primary Subjunctives

In the strictest sense, there is only one primary subjunctive in Tocharian A: {āy-}. The subjunctive of āy- ‘give’ is the shortest stem of this root and there is no other stem competing for the predicate “shortest” or primary stem: the present is {āysā/sa-} and the preterite is suppletive, {wā-sā-} (see 2.5.5, p 78). It may be no coincidence that this verb has an isolated suppletion type wherein subjunctive and preterite stem are from different roots.

The vast majority of the subjunctive stems are identical to the preterite and they could theoretically be primary subjunctives with zero-derived preterites. The reason to take the preterites as primary formations and the subjunctives as zero-derived is that derived subjunctives are common-place in Tocharian A, but derived preterites are rare.

2.6.6 Derived Subjunctives

Derived subjunctives are primarily formed from the preterite. We find the suffixes {ā/a}, {ā}, {ān}, {āsā/sa}, and marginally {nā} and {nāk}. In addition, there are two n̥n̥ā/a-subjunctives that are formed from the root.

{ā/a}

Derived ā/a-subjunctives form a limited, closed, heterogeneous category with a striking number of verbs with irregularities. As far as they follow a pattern, they are derived from s-preterites; however, not all have an s-preterite, or lack a preterite altogether. Therefore, the present stems are cited as well:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kawā/a}</td>
<td>{kaw-śa/sa}</td>
<td>cf {kawā/sa}</td>
<td>‘kill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{träyā/kā}</td>
<td>{träy-śa/sa}</td>
<td>{träyā/sa}</td>
<td>‘err’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pāsā/kā}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>‘torment’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yamā/a}</td>
<td>{yam-śa/sa}</td>
<td>{yamā/sa}</td>
<td>‘do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{lāncā/a}</td>
<td>{lānc-}</td>
<td>{lāncā/sa}</td>
<td>‘go out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāmā/a}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>{kswamānsā/sa}</td>
<td>‘come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tārā/kā}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>‘torment’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A relatively coherent group is formed by {träyā/kā}, {pāsā/kā} and {tārā/kā}, also because the subjunctive suffix is very clearly evidenced by the verbal nouns trišlune, plāšlune and tsārīlune. The problem with these three verbs is that they are defective: of the subjunctive, only the verbal noun is attested, whereas other stems are lacking completely for {pāsā/kā} and {tārā/kā}. For {träyā/kā}, the evidence is weak at least,
since the s-preterite is based on one archaic form 1sg. *trikū*, and the present could morphologically also belong to the causative. In short, these three verbs certainly are not part of a productive pattern anymore.

For all the other verbs, assigning the subjunctive suffix is less easy because they do not show stem-final palatalisation and the 1sg. and 3pl. forms are not completely trustworthy evidence. Nonetheless, the subjunctive suffix can be assigned with reasonable confidence. The most straightforward case seems to be {kāwə₁/a⁻}; the remaining verbs all have something irregular. *yāmə₁/a⁻* corresponds to an s-preterite indeed, but the present is suppletive and the preterite has variants: both normal s-preterite forms and sā-less preterite forms are found; {lānə₁/a⁻} corresponds to a sā₁/sa⁻-present, but not to an s-preterite, and it has an additional *n* in the root; *śāmə₁/a⁻* corresponds to a nā₁/sa⁻-present whereas the preterite is lacking (the prt.ptc. *kakmu* could – but need not – point to an s-preterite pattern).

{a}

Derived a-subjunctives form a coherent, but limited and probably closed category. Almost all combine with middle sā-less preterites, with a-grade in the root of the preterite middle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kāna-}</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>cf {kānə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kāsə-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{cāma-}</td>
<td>{tam-}</td>
<td>{tāmnə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nāka-}</td>
<td>{nak-}</td>
<td>{nāknə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pāka-}</td>
<td>{pak-}</td>
<td>{pāknə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāla-}</td>
<td>{wāl₀/sa⁻}</td>
<td>{wāl(ə)ānə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{təāka-}</td>
<td>{təak-}</td>
<td>{təāknə₁/sa⁻}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subjunctives of this group of verbs are all middle only, except for a transitive active form 2sg. *nakāt*; {cāma-} deviates from the rest in having initial palatalisation. The present forms are all of the same type, too, as we could analyse {kānə₁/sa⁻} morphologically as {kān-nānə₁/sa⁻} (on {wāl(ə)ānə₁/sa⁻} see 2.5.8, p 90). The preterites {tamā-}, {nakā-}, {pakā-} and {təakā-} follow the same pattern: they belong to a rare subtype of the s-preterite that has no sā-suffix in the middle. The only other verb that follows this pattern is *yāp- / yām- ‘do’, which forms a second preterite middle stem with regular sā next to it.

The preterite to {wāla-} is different because it is active, so that it cannot be seen whether it would follow the sā-less pattern in the middle. However, it is probably not of the same type, since it does not have the characteristic a-grade in the root.

Perhaps there is a relationship between the loss of the *n* in the present and the preterite type: to a prs. *wālə₁/sa⁻*, a 3sg. *wlās* etc is one of the possible regular preterite formations. The preterites to {kāna-} and {kāsə-} are not known (the verb...
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kās- is only attested with a vn ksalune and the prt.ptc. kaksu: all alleged present forms are uncertain or definitely belong to other verbs.

The verb māsk- ‘be, become’ could belong here, too. It is defective and overlaps in function with nas- ‘be’. It forms a present {māsk-} (witness prs.ptc. māskamām and inf. māskatsi), an s-prt. {māsk-\(\text{O}\)/sā-} and prp.ptc. mamāsku. The problem with this pattern is that it is completely isolated: an a-present is normally paired with a \(x\text{\(ā\)}\)-root subjunctive and a \(x\text{\(ā\)}\)-root preterite **{māskā-} and accordingly, the prp.ptc. would have been **māsko. Since 'become' often has the same future reference as the subjunctive, a subjunctive formation would not be surprising; however, other functions of the subjunctive, such as the conditional, are not attested for {māskā-}. If māska- is actually a subjunctive stem, this would also explain why the verb has no “normal” subjunctive (in -ā), but the problem remains why it has no regular present {māsk-nā\(\text{ā}\)/sā-}, which we would expect on the basis of the other a-subjunctives.

\(\{\text{nā\(\text{ā}\)/a}\}\)

All nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctives combine with s-preterites, and by far the most common subjunctive type to the s-preterite is the nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctive. The formation of the nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctive is straightforward: the initial is not palatalised\(^{\text{58}}\) and the root-grade in ā\(\text{O}\)-roots is ā. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>[grad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā(\text{wā})/a-</td>
<td>[grad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nākā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>[grad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rāyā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>[grad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kārkā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>[grad], [pal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḡāyā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kānā(\text{ā})/a-</td>
<td>irregular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-} is irregular because of its vocalism, since we would expect either sbj. ā-grade next to prt. a-grade or prp. ā-grade next to sbj. ā-grade. Further, the root knā- has no closing consonant, which must historically be related to the “stable” s of the s-preterite, and in principle, we would not expect the kn to be palatalised in the subjunctive. All these peculiarities are beyond synchronic explanation, and they are discussed in the diachronic part (see 4.3.3, p 365).

The problem with the nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctive is not so much how it is formed, but more to which s-preterites it belongs. The nā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctive is certainly the productive formation, the most important alternative formations being the ā\(\text{ā}\)/a-subjunctive and the a-subjunctive, both discussed above. We further find two zero-derived subjunctives:

---

\(^{\text{58}}\) The only exception known to me is 1sg.sbj. lyutnâm, which seems to go together with 3pl.prs. lutseñic etc.
tives and a nā-subjunctive. The distribution between these formations is not very clear: the a-subjunctive clearly patterns with the sā-less preterite, whereas the ā/a- and zero-derived subjunctives are obviously relics; the nā-subjunctive is a unique case.

\{āṣā/sa\}

āā/sa-subjunctives are very frequent and they belong to one rigid causative pattern with reduplicated preterites. All verbs that form these causatives have ā-grade in all stems; the reduplicated preterite may have initial palatalisation, but the initial of the āā/sa-subjunctive is in principle never palatalised. The present is always identical to the subjunctive, except for the vowel ā which corresponds to zero in the present, e.g. prs. lmāštār ‘(s)he puts’ from {lāmāṣā/sa} vs sbj. lmāštār ‘(s)he will put’ from {lāmāṣā/sa}. Some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kārnāṣā/sa</td>
<td>-pal</td>
<td>kārnā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kālnāṣā/sa</td>
<td></td>
<td>kālnā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tālāṣā/sa</td>
<td>+pal</td>
<td>ca-cālā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lāmāṣā/sa</td>
<td></td>
<td>lā-lāmā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ștāmāṣā/sa</td>
<td></td>
<td>șa-șşāmā-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two verbs are irregular because they have ā|x-roots: wārp- ‘urge’ and spārtw- ‘turn (tr.)’. For both verbs the existence of a ā/sa-present and ā/sa-subjunctive is ascertained, but because of the heavy root vowel it cannot be established with the forms we have whether there was a contrast between the present and subjunctive stems. Of both, a prs.ptc., wārpāsmām and spārtwāsmām, and a vn, wārpāslune and spārtwāslune, are attested. The present stems are therefore certainly {wārpāṣā/sa} and {spārtwāṣā/sa}, but 3sg. sbj. forms like wārpaṣ or spārtwaṣ, which would prove sbj. stems {wārpāṣā/sa} and {spārtwāṣā/sa} with weakened middle ā, are not attested.

\{nā\}

There is one nā-subjunctive attested: {yomnā-} of ‘reach’ next to an s-preterite {yom-ō/sa} and a āā/sa-prs. {yomnāṣā/sa}. This combination of stems is so peculiar that the verb is an exception in all listings: it has the only nā-subjunctive, and logically, it is the only s-preterite to combine with a nā-subjunctive; additionally, it is one of the few āā/sa-pres. Its preterite participle yomu matches the s-preterite.

\{nāk\}

The nāk-suffix is by all means peculiar, and it is not even directly attested. It is peculiar because it occurs in only two verbs with an isolated pattern and because, unlike most other suffixes, it is not composed of known elements: a final -k does not occur elsewhere. It is not attested directly because it is found in two optative forms
only: 3sg.opt.mid. pāknāši(t)rā of pākā- ‘intend’ and 3sg.opt.mid. (yā)knāsītrā of yākā- ‘be careless’. In these forms, we would rather expect a nā-sbj, even if this brought the total number of that type only to three. In view of the formation of the optative elsewhere, we would have expected the optatives to be {pāknāy-} and {yāknāy-} (with deletion of the ā of the sbj. {pāknā-} and {yāknā-} as in 3sg.opt. tākiṣ ‘may (s)he be’ to 3sg.sbj. tākaṣ) – perhaps the ś is a kind of hiatus-filler.\footnote{On this option, cf in particular Winter (1965a: 207-210), who compares the “intrusive” -k- in e.g. Tocharian A lwākis, gen.sg. in -is of the word lu ‘animal’.} The preterites are ā|ā-root preterites: {pākā-} and {yākā-}; the presents are nā|sa-presents: {pāknā|sa/}_{sa} and {yāknā|sa/}_{sa}.

\{nānā/}_{a}\}

There are two types of nānā/_{a}-subjunctives, one being identical to the present and the other having a sā|sa- or āyā|sa-present beside it. The first type is analysed as a primary subjunctive in 2.6.5 (p 99); the second type consists of two verbs only:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{ākšānnā</td>
<td>a/}_{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ōksānā</td>
<td>a/}_{a}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since sā|sa-presents are very frequent, it would be attractive to derive the presents from the subjunctive, i.e. something like {ākšānnā|sa/}_{sa} \rightarrow {āksāyā|sa/}_{sa}, but apart from the fact that a change nā|sa > sā|sa lacks parallels, this is not possible because of the unpalatalised s in the present stem. Thus, we have to assume that both the present and the subjunctive are derived from the root.

2.6.7 ZERO SUBJUNCTIVES

Since verbs with an identical preterite and subjunctive stem are analysed as primary preterites with zero-derived subjunctive, the number of zero-derived subjunctives is relatively large. However, the number of types is limited. The largest group consists of zero subjunctives with root preterites to x|ā-roots, and a small group of zero subjunctives to x|Ō-roots with s-preterites. In addition, there is a limited group of present-subjunctives.

\(ā|ā\)-roots

This is the group of verbs with both gradation (in the subjunctive and the preterite) and palatalisation (in the preterite) of which many examples have been cited in 2.5.4 (p 66). The singular active of the subjunctive and the plural active of the preterite have ā-grade and all other forms have ā-grade; the singular active of the preterite has
initial palatalisation if the initial is palatalisable. This subjunctive-preterite type corresponds to a-, nā- and n- -presents, and a-grade zero presents. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBJ.SG./PRT.PL. ACT.</th>
<th>PRT.SG.ACT.</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kalā-}</td>
<td>[+pal]</td>
<td>{ślālā-}</td>
<td>{kālā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{krašā-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{kręsā-}</td>
<td>{krāsnā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tarkā-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{tārkā-}</td>
<td>{tārnā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{t’awkā-}60</td>
<td></td>
<td>{śawkā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kalkā-}</td>
<td>[-pal]</td>
<td>{kālkā-}</td>
<td>{y-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{klaysā-}60</td>
<td></td>
<td>{klāysā-}</td>
<td>{klāysnā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{prawtkā-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{prāwtkā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{t’alpā-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{t’álpā-}</td>
<td>{śalpā-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between tsālp ‘(s)he passed away’ and kālk ‘(s)he went’ on the one hand and śuk ‘(s)he drank’ and ślil ‘(s)he brought’ on the other suggests the existence of two subtypes among verbs of this type with a palatalised initial. Verbs with a palatalised initial seem to be transitive and those with an unpalatalised – but palatalisable – initial intransitive (Winter 1980a, e.g. 434). With palatalisation we find:61 kāttā- ‘cross’, krāsā- ‘know’, tarkā- ‘let go’, lawā- ‘send’, t’awkā- ‘drink’; without palatalisation we find: kalkā- ‘go’, laytā- ‘go away’, sātkā- ‘spread (intr.)’, spāntā- ‘trust’, t’alpā- ‘pass away’. The only exception is lāmā- ‘sit’ with a 3sg.prt. łyām, which is semantically intransitive (on syntactic transitive use, cf Winter 1980a: 435-437 and Thomas 1988).

One verb with a derived preterite has the same gradation pattern: pānw- ‘stretch’. The combination of the 3pl.prt. panwar and the prt.ptc. pānwo suggests a 3sg.sbj. panwaš*, 3pl.sbj. pānweĩc*, 3sg.sprt. pnu* etc.

ā|ā-roots

With ā|ā-roots we find exactly the same patterns as with ā|ā-roots, but without gradation and palatalisation. Some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE-PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kākā-}</td>
<td>cf {kenā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kātkā-}</td>
<td>{kāt-n-kā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kotā-}</td>
<td>{kotnā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tāpā-}</td>
<td>{śāwā-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A group of x|ā-root verbs with stable ā-grade in the subjunctive and preterite follows exactly the same pattern, cf sbj.-prt. {pālā-} vs prs. {pāllā-} of ‘praise’; sbj.prt.

---

60 Only sbj.sg.act. attested.
61 Of suppletive verbs, the subjunctive-preterite roots are cited.
{päykä-} vs prs. {päykä-} of ‘write, paint’ or sbj.prt. {mäntä-} vs prs. {mäntä-} of ‘scoold’. All of these are discussed under derived presents in 2.6.9 (p 115).

A small number of verbs with a monosyllabic sbj.-prt. ä-stem have no major irregularities in the subjunctive or preterite: kläw- ‘fall’, yä- ‘go’, lä- ‘wipe off’, and possibly plä- of unknown meaning, have stable sbj.-prt. stems {klä-}, {yä-}, {lä-}, and {plä-}; äk- ‘lead’ has a stable suppletive sbj.-prt. {wä-}. Understandable peculiarities are a w-glide in the optative, e.g. 1sg.opt. wäwim, and the preservation of root-final ä in the unsuffixed 3sg.prt., e.g. klä, yä; understandable, since according to the rules the “regular” forms would have been **wim, **käl and **y or **i (!). The same w-glide is found in the optative to the subjunctive {tä-} of ‘put’, which has a different preterite type.

For a large number of verbs no gradation variants are attested, and many of them could be of the regular grading type of älää-roots, since the a-grade forms or the forms with palatalised initial are just incidentally not attested. However, there may exist a non-grading type with ä-vocalism in the root. I have found the following ä-grade form that should have a-grade in the grading pattern of the älää-roots: 3sg. skäš of unknown meaning. If this form cannot receive a different explanation, it proves the existence of a non-grading älä-type; otherwise, there are many forms that could belong to such a type, but none that proves it.

x|Ø-roots

Zero subjunctives to x|Ø-roots are rare: most s-preterites combine with derived subjunctives. Nevertheless, a small group of verbs belongs to this category:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{tä-}</td>
<td>{cä/täš-Ø/šä-}</td>
<td>cf {täšä/sä-} ‘put’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tänk-}, {tänkšv/a-}</td>
<td>{cank-Ø/sä-}</td>
<td>cf {tänkšä/sä-} ‘check’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tränk-}, {tränkšv/a-}</td>
<td>{tränk-Ø/sä-}</td>
<td>cf {tränkšä/sä-} ‘hang’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{präk-}</td>
<td>{prāšk-Ø/sä-}</td>
<td>cf {präkšä/sä-} ‘ask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{märk-}</td>
<td>{mark-Ø/sä-}</td>
<td>cf {markšä/sä-} ‘smudge’?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tšäk-}</td>
<td>{tšäk-Ø/sä-}</td>
<td>cf {tšäkšä/sä-} ‘glow’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of these verbs have something peculiar. ‘ask’ and ‘put’ stand out in being the only s-preterites with gradation in Tocharian A; ‘put’ is further irregular in having no “closing” consonant at the right and an isolated gradation pattern with ä : a : ä (cf knä- ‘know’). The verbs ‘check’ and ‘hang’ have variants for the subjunctive stem, which clearly shows that this pattern was not vivid anymore. For ‘check’, the zero subjunctive is only attested in the verbal noun tänklune, a category where we also find isolated ä/a-subjunctives; {märk-}, too, is only attested in the vn märklune. The subjunctive stem of ‘glow’ seems to be unproblematic, as it is attested with a

---

62 No active forms attested.
pl.opt.mid. *tśāsintrā*, where the palatalised ś proves that the subjunctive stem had no vowel following the -k: \{tśāk-\}.

*kłāy-* ‘be necessary’ could theoretically also belong here: the attested *klintār* and *klyintār* are ambiguous as to whether they represent [klāyān-tr] or [klāyn-tr]; only in the latter case would it be parallel to the other verbs listed here. However, with its -n, a root final not found with the other verbs, it is more probable that the two forms are to be analysed as [klāyān-tr] (see 2.6.9, p 114), which is confirmed by the comparison with Tocharian B (see 4.8.2, p 472).

A group of at least three ā|ō-root presents is completely parallel to the zero subjunctives above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>IMPERFECT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{trānk-}</td>
<td>{crank-ō/śā-}</td>
<td>cf {weṅā/ā-}</td>
<td>cf {weṅ-ā} ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāw-}</td>
<td>{saw-ō/śā-}63</td>
<td>{swāsā-}</td>
<td>{swāsā-} ‘rain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tśāyp-}</td>
<td>{śayp-ō/śā-}</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>? ‘dance’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘say’ is the clearest case, since here the preterite and subjunctive stems are suppletive and the prs. and ipf. can be analysed as an independent verb morphologically, thus making it completely parallel to the zero subjunctives above. ‘rain’ is a complicated case because the āsā-extension for the preterite and subjunctive stems is completely isolated: the morphological relationship to the present comes close to suppletion. To what extent ‘dance’ can be analysed as a morphological subjunctive with corresponding preterite is unclear because no syntactically subjunctive or preterite forms are attested so far. In fact, I would not be surprised if these stems were from another root, the verb ‘dance’ being suppletive, too.

**present-subjunctives**

Most present-subjunctives have the suffix \{ā/a\} and derivatives of it. They are analysed as primary presents with zero-derived subjunctives because the ā/a-suffix occurs as a present suffix. It should be noted, however, that the same suffix also occurs as a subjunctive suffix, which could be an argument to analyse these present-subjunctives as primary subjunctives instead.

---

63 Certainly to be set up like this, on the basis of 3pl. *sawr-ām* A298a4. *svawrā* A274a2 must be a mistake. For the lack of initial palatalisation I am unable to offer an explanation on the synchronic level.
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{klos\~}a- ‘hear’ deviates in having a hapax legomenon 3sg. preterite form klyos next to the expected and frequently attested klyos\~a, and a secondary present stem {klos\~n\~a/sa\~}, while earlier present-subjunctive function of {klos\~a/sa\~} is shown by e.g. inf. klyossi. The present-subjunctives {kr\~aš\~n\~/a\~} and {sl\~änk\~n\~/a\~} are inferred on the basis of a prs.ger. kr\~aš\~nl\~a and a vn sl\~änkl\~une. The problem with {en\~a/sa\~} and {w\~än\~n\~a/sa\~} is that there is no simple guideline to define the shape of the root. If the roots are en- and w\~äyn- respectively, we have to assume a special subset of present-subjunctives with the suffix {\~s\~a/sa\~}. If the roots can be set up as en\~a- and w\~äyn\~a-, they could be perfectly parallel to the verbs with a ‘\~a/a-suffix. The verbs with the n\~n\~/a-suffix must be treated separately, and not as special ‘\~a/a-present-subjunctives because their roots are certainly too long and they are denominal formations.

{k\~ač\~k\~a/\~ka\~} ‘be glad’ (if the stem has to be set up like this) certainly functions as a present (cf prs.ptc. k\~atkm\~am\), but it could be a prs.-sbd. of the type discussed above; as a ‘\~a/a-present, it would be isolated (since all others have a-grade in the root).

The verb täkw\~a- of unknown meaning seems to have a prs.-sbd. {täkw\~a-}, witness inf. täkw\~atsi, vn täkw\~al\~une. {pota-} ‘flatter’ seems to be another case of a present-subjunctive. For structural reasons, and because of the comparison with Tocharian B, one would expect that this verb forms a subjunctive in ã (which is weakened to a after o) and a present in a with root grade a (which is not distinct from a̱ before w). A third verb that could have a prs.-sbd., krop- ‘gather’, is peculiar, since it has a clear n\~a-present and ã-subjunctive, both well attested, but there are indications for a prs.-sbd. stem {krop\~a/sa\~} next to it.

2.6.8 Primary Presents

Even when ‘\~a/a-present-subjunctives are analysed as primary subjunctives with zero-derived presents, the number of primary presents is relatively large. There are principally two groups to be distinguished: presents in suppletive patterns and presents with derived preterites and subjunctives.

\[64\] Inferrred from the ipf.
Presents in suppletive patterns fall into three categories: $\emptyset$-presents, `ā/a-`presents and ā-presents.

{$\emptyset$}

Since $\emptyset$-presents are well attested in non-suppletive paradigms, the following that are found in suppletive verbs can in principle be considered “real presents”. However, $\text{tränk}$- has an imperfect beside it that is formed like a preterite, so that it is morphologically rather a subjunctive; completely parallel to $\text{tränk}$- is $\text{täyp}$- ‘dance’, to which no suppletive preterite-subjunctive root is attested. It must be stressed that there is nothing in the formation of the present $\text{tränk}$- itself that leads to an analysis as a morphological subjunctive – it is only its imperfect that suggests it. Thus, other verbs where the imperfect is not attested could theoretically belong to the same pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE ROOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kāl-}</td>
<td>cf $\text{stämaa}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ken-}</td>
<td>$\text{kākā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ṭrānk-}</td>
<td>$\text{weēn}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{y-}</td>
<td>$\text{kālkā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yok-}</td>
<td>$\text{ṭāwkā}$-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{$`ā/a$}

There seems to be no way to know whether suppletive `ā/a-`presents are morphologi- cal presents or subjunctives because this suffix is attested in both functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE ROOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{āā/kā-}</td>
<td>cf $\text{wā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nas-}</td>
<td>$\text{tākā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pār³/a-}</td>
<td>$\text{kāmā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yā/pa-}</td>
<td>$\text{yāmā}$-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sām³/a-}</td>
<td>$\text{lāmā}$-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two of the presents above have special irregularities. ‘do’ is relatively easy to de-scribe: it has two variants, {ya-} and {yapa-}, which are distributed like ā- and a-variants of `ā/a-`paradigms but have no further resemblance to ā- or a-variants at all. ‘be’ is difficult to describe because it has many variant forms. The longest stem seems to be {naśā/sa-}: nasā-forms are unambiguously attested in 1sg. nasām and 1pl. nasamās, but the nasā-forms could theoretically also be nas-forms: 2sg. nasāt, 3sg. nasā, and 2pl. nasā. A shorter stem {n(ā)-} or perhaps {nā/a-} is found in short 3sg. forms nā- $m$ (with 3sg. suffix), nā-$m$ (with pl. suffix) and 3pl. neńc and neńci (with 2sg. suffix). A typical problem is that we also find a suffixed long 3sg. form nas-ā$m$, naś-
ño without geminate, so that the analysis seems to be {na-š-} instead of {nas-ā-š-} or {nas-š-} (for parallels of nas- to a non-suppletive pattern, see 2.6.9, p 110).

\{ā\} 

Only two suppletive presents have a root-final ā and since this is otherwise only found with preterites and subjunctives, these presents are best seen as morphological subjunctives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE ROOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{lākā-}</td>
<td>cf  pālkā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāwā-}</td>
<td>tāpā-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘see’

‘eat’

Primary presents with derived preterites or subjunctives next to them are predominantly of one type: ā-presents with ā-preterites or subjunctives. This pattern is attested with certainty for the following verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{pālk-}</td>
<td>(ā-grade)</td>
<td>= {pālkā-} ‘shine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sālp-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>= {sālpā-} ‘burn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pāyk-}</td>
<td>(ā-grade)</td>
<td>{pāykā-} ‘paint; write’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{lāyk-}</td>
<td>{lāykā-}</td>
<td>{lāykā-} ‘wash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāl-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{sālā-} ‘jump’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāyp-}</td>
<td></td>
<td>= {sāypā-} ‘anoint’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preterite to {sāl-} is not attested directly; a fragmentary //slu[-]t A344a5 is likely to be the preterite participle, and because of the final vowel u it must have been either saslu or sāsλu. Since the first type only fits šāi/ša-presents, we must probably restore (sā)slu(m)t [sā-sālā-w-nt]. If these assumptions are correct, the preterite-subjunctive stem was {sālā-}. The preterites {lāykā-}, {sāypā-} and {sālpā-} are also inferred from preterite participles, but these are attested undamaged (or only slightly damaged in the case of {sālpā-}).

The ā : ą gradation of pāyk-, lāyk-, sāl- and sāyp- is exactly parallel to zero-presents in -ā that are discussed in 2.6.10 (p 115).

One verb has a comparable pattern but a different preterite-subjunctive stem: prs. {sāw-} ‘rain’ combines with a prt.-sbj. {sāw-āsā-}.

Of the root plāw- ‘float’ only two forms are attested: prt. ptc. plumānn and 3pl.prt. plawar. If these are from one verb, they suggest the same basic pattern as the primary presents with ā-preterite-subjunctives above, but with root gradation in the latter: sbj. {plāw-āwā-}, prt. {plāw-āwā-} vs prs. {plāw-}.

The following Ø-presents could belong to the same pattern, or to the pattern of the suppletive verbs, as only the Ø-present is attested (and even the Ø-present is not in all cases certain): {kāln-} ‘sound’, {knāsw-} ‘approach’, {krāw-} ‘?’, {tārm-}
‘tremble’, {pāšt-} ‘lure’, {prānk-} ‘?’, {mlok-} ‘?’, {smāy-} ‘smile’, {tɔp-} ‘?’, {tɔpɔ-} ‘suck’ (?)

2.6.9 DERIVED PRESENTS

The vast majority of the presents is derived. We find the following suffixes: {ā/a}, {a}, {nā}, {sā/sa}, {nāsā/sa}, {nāsā/sa}, and the infix -nā.

{ā/a }

A small group of verbs forms a ā/a-present next to a derived ā-preterite-subjunctive. Since the preterite-subjunctive cannot be derived from the present stem, both have to be derived from the root. The pattern is attested directly for pānw- ‘stretch’ and wās- ‘dress’ and probably wal- ‘cover’; it can be inferred for mālw- (malw-) ‘press’. nas-, the present root of the suppletive verb for ‘be’, could be a further parallel, but since it displays several irregularities, caution is called for (see 2.6.8, p. 108).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{nāsā/sa}</td>
<td>{nāsā-}* ‘be’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pānwā/a-}</td>
<td>{pānwā-} ‘stretch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{mālwā/a-}</td>
<td>{mālwā-} ‘press’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wālā/a-}</td>
<td>{wālā-} ‘cover’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāsā/sa}</td>
<td>{wāsā-} ‘dress’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although a subjunctive is only attested for wās-, i.e. {wāsā-}, based on the opt. {wāsā-}, it is very likely that an ā-subjunctive was regular next to the ā-preterite. The alternative, namely a ā/a-present-subjunctive with derived ā-preterite, seems impossible because we would then expect palatalisation and no change of root grade, i.e. **{pānwā-}, **{walā-}, **{wāsā-}. The pattern of the derived preterite-subjunctive is not easy to establish: 3pl.prt. panwar proves a grading stem, and 1sg.prt. wee etc could belong to the same type, but it seems to be middle only. {wālā-} clearly deviates, but it probably has a parallel in nāmtsu, the prt.ptc. of the root nas- + tākā- ‘be’. This preterite participle presupposes a prt. {nāsā-}, with a gradation pattern parallel to that of ‘cover’; however, this remains hypothetical because {nāsā-} is not attested as a preterite: the preterite of ‘be’ is {tākā-}.

The pattern of the present itself is also problematic. In {pānwā/a-} and {mālwā/a-} the palatalised ň and ŋ are certainly found throughout the paradigm, but {wālā/a-} and {wāsā/sa} are not attested well enough to be certain. Probably, palatalisation spread in the first two verbs because the root-final w was unaffected, whereas the other two verbs had normal ā/a-variants. (On the stem variants of nas-, cf above under 2.6.8, p. 108.)

The assumption that the present was originally alternating would lead to setting up the root of {mālwā/a-} as mālw- by analogy with pānw-. The only counter-argument could be the 3sg. mālywā, which is normally classified as an imperfect
although the context hardly allows to prove this. It cannot be a preterite for morphological reasons, however, since the root grade is aberrant, as is the preservation of root-final -ā. If, unlike the other verbs, malw- is a present-subjunctive, malywā would be a morphological imperfect, possibly (but not necessarily) functioning as a preterite. In that case, the root would need to be set up as malw-. Since with the forms attested {malwā₁/ā₁} could be perfectly parallel to pānw-, I prefer to set up the root as mālw-; accordingly, I would expect a subjunctive {mālwā₁}* and a preterite {mālwā₂}* (prt.ptc. mālwo*).

The present of spārtwā- ‘turn’, {sparcw(a)-}, is parallel to pānw- and mālw- in having palatalisation before the final w and in the root grade; however, it also shows forms that have root-final ā (surface a) in the present, so that it is discussed in 2.6.10 (p 116) under zero-finals with root-final ā and a-grade in the root.

{a}

a-presents form a coherent, and probably open, category of intransitive verbs with a middle only present. All non-present stems have a root-final ā, and the present is probably to be analysed as derived from the preterite-subjunctive. Of some verbs only forms with ā-vocalism in the root are attested, but others display root gradation in the preterite-subjunctive, and of this class, no verb offers counterexamples against the assumption that all belonged to one grading type (see 2.6.7, p 103). Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{yāwa-}</td>
<td>no gradation attested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rāytwə-}</td>
<td>{rāytwə-} ‘be connected’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāyka-}</td>
<td>sbj. gradation attested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāyka-}</td>
<td>{sāyvəkā-} ‘perish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sāyka-}</td>
<td>prt. gradation attested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{spāntə-}</td>
<td>{spāntə-} ‘trust’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since all verbs in this class are intransitive, we do not expect initial palatalisation in the prt. act.sg. according to the rule formulated and discussed in 2.6.7 (p 103); indeed, it is not found.

{<n>}

The n-infix has two variants: the nā-variant and the ŋk-variant (see also 2.5.1, p 50). Nasal infix presents are formed to xḷā-roots (with preterite-subjunctives ending in -ā) and they are mostly transitive. The nā-variant is in complementary distribution with the ŋk-variant: the former is the default formation, whereas the latter is found in verbs with roots ending in Ćkā, i.e. root-final ā preceded by k and another consonant. The nā-variant assimilates several different preceding consonants: tn → n, rkn → rn, rpn → rn, rstå → rstå, ln → ll. However, sometimes assimilation is not
found: *tn is preserved in {kotnā-} and possibly in {wātnā-}* (based on a damaged imperfect A295a3 wātnā//), but changed to *n everywhere else; *p is preserved in {wārpnā-}, but lost in {kārnā-}; and the cluster lpn is preserved in {kālpnā-}. One is tempted to assume that an inserted *ā before the n could explain the preserved clusters, but with the examples of the nasal presents only, this leads to the complicated rule that insertion took place after the heavy sequences āRC, āC and oC, but not after the light sequence āC. Moreover, after āRC it was lost again (if it was inserted at all).65 Some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kārp-nā-}</td>
<td>{kārnā-} *→ {kārpā-} ‘descend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kāl-nā-}</td>
<td>{kālā-} {k3//ālā-, šālā-} ‘obtain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kāt-nā-}</td>
<td>{kānā-}66 {k3//tā-}67 ‘strew’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tārk-nā-}</td>
<td>{tārnā-} {t3//ārkā-, cārkā-} ‘let go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wārp-nā-}</td>
<td>{wārpnā-} {wārpā-}68 ‘enjoy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{skāy-nā-}</td>
<td>{skāynā-} {skāyā-} ‘try’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since nā-presents are formed to predominantly transitive verbs, the preterite has initial palatalisation if it is grading, following the rule discussed in 2.6.7 (p 103).

Two verbs display irregularities. knā- ‘know’ forms a nā-prs. {knā-nā-}, but combines with an s-prt. {khas-} and a derived subjunctive {knānā//a-} instead of a preterite-subjunctive in -ā (see 2.6.6, p 101). krop- ‘collect’ has some unambiguous nā-present forms, but it has forms with ā beside them, e.g. prs.ptc. kropnmâm, kropnmâm vs kropmâm. Since this short stem is also found in subjunctive function, it is best set up as {kropā//a-}. Although *p is not palatalisable and the medial *a of the a-variants is in many cases reduced to ā, and medial *a could be identical to the weakened root-final ā of the subjunctive {kropā-}, a ‘ā//a-stem is preferable since this is the only type attested in present-subjunctive function.

The nk-variant of the nasal infix presents is completely parallel to the nā-variant: it is formed to x//ā-roots of transitive verbs and grading preterites have initial palatalisation. The difference with nā-presents is that nk-presents are formed to roots in Ckā; the n is infixed between the k and the consonant that precedes it. Examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kāt-nkā-}</td>
<td>{kātkā-} ‘rise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kāt-nkā-}</td>
<td>{k3//ātkā-, kāckā-} ‘cross’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

65 See Kim (2007a) for this theory in general, for the historical explanation, and for many related matters.
66 The ā is always found in an open syllable, so that the present is in fact knā-.
67 Active singular of the preterite not attested.
68 Middle only.
PRESENT                PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE
{pälsn-kâ-}         {pälskâ-}       'think'               
{mrosn-kâ-}         {mroskâ-}       'feel weary'          

In nûk-presents, the root-final â is never weakened because it is preceded by an extra â-syllable, cf weakened kâtkâ- or kâtkâ- vs non-weakened kâtânkâ-.

\{sâ/_{sa}\}

The sâ/_{sa}-suffix is by far the most frequent present suffix. With only a few exceptions, the sâ/_{sa}-presents are formed to reduplicated preterites (with ââ/_{sa}-subjunctives) and s-preterites (with mostly nâ{\;â/_{a}}-subjunctives, see 2.6.6, p 101, and 2.6.7, p 105). If the preterite has initial palatalisation or gradation, the sâ/_{sa}-present has no palatalisation and â-grade. Some examples:

PRESENT                PRETERITE
{tânkâš/_{sa}-}          \leftarrow \text{s-preterite}          \{cank.-} /_{sa}\-\}       'check'
{nâkš/_{sa}-}              \{nâk.-} /_{sa}\-\}       'destroy'
{prakš/_{sa}-}              \{prâ-} /_{sa}\-\}       'ask'
{kâlnš/_{sa}-}         \text{reduplicated preterite} \{ka-kâlnâ-\}       'make resound'
{tâlš/_{sa}-}               \{ca-câlâ-\}       'lift'
{wâykš/_{sa}-}           \{wa-wâykâ-\}       'remove'

The following sâ/_{sa}-presents follow different patterns:

PRESENT                SUBJUNCTIVE            PRETERITE
{âksâyš/_{sa}-}          \leftarrow \text{root, cf}       \{âksâññâ/_{a}-\} cf \{âksâññâ-\}       'announce'
{oksâyš/_{sa}-}            \{oksâññâ/_{a}-\}       \{oksâññâ-\}       'grow'
{lântš/_{sa}-}                  \{lâñcâ/_{a}-\}       \{lâcâ-\}       'go out'
{entrâš/_{sa}-}          \leftarrow \text{root, cf}       \{entrâ-\} = \{entrâ-\}       'seize'
{tâwš/_{sa}-}                \{twâsâ-\}       \{twâsâ-\}       'light'
{lâš/_{sa}-}              \leftarrow \text{prt.-sbj.}       \{lâ-\}       \{lâ-\}       'wipe off'
{âyš/_{sa}-}          \leftarrow \text{sbj.}       \{ây-\} cf \{wâs.-} /_{sa}\;\}       'give'
{yomnâš/_{sa}-}           \{yomnâ-\}       \{yomn.-} /_{sa}\-\}       'obtain'

It is difficult to see a system in this list: most verbs seem to have a sâ/_{sa}-present only to "solve" irregularities of other stems. This seems to be true especially of 'seize', 'wipe off' and 'obtain', but possibly for 'light' as well. 'announce' and 'grow' are peculiar because of the i /ây/ that precedes the suffix (cf also under 2.6.6, p 103). 'give' is suppletive: the present and subjunctive stems follow a pattern where otherwise an s-preterite would have been regular. 'go out' is almost completely irregular, but the preterite participle lâltu, next to more frequent lântu, could fit together with an s-preterite, which in turn would fit to the sâ/_{sa}-present. Except for
the nasal in the subjunctive root, the preterite could be a normal ā-preterite derived from the subjunctive.

\{nā́sā/sā\}

nā́sā/sā-presentes are rare, and found in isolated patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{pāknā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{pākā-}</td>
<td>{pāknā́k-}</td>
<td>‘intend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yāknā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>{yāknā́k-}</td>
<td>‘be careless’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ynā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{yā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>‘go’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parallelism between the three nā́sā/sā-presentes given here depends of course on the explanation of the nā́k-subjunctives (see 2.6.6, p 102) and the subjunctive type of yā-. If yā- is compared with the verbs it resembles most, one would rather expect it to have a prt.-sbj. {yā-}, just like {klā-}, {lā-}, {wā-} etc (see 2.6.7, p 104). If the k of the nā́k-subjunctives can receive an alternative explanation, the presents could be lined up with \{yomnā́sā/sā-\} (see above).

\{nā́sā/sā\}

In addition to the small group of verbs with a-subjunctives, there are only two other verbs that form a nā́sā/sā-present. It is not easy to generalise over nā́sā/sā-presentes: whereas they all seem to form an s-preterite (with or without sā-suffix), the subjunctives are from different classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRT.PTC.</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{tāmnā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{tam-}</td>
<td>{cāma-}</td>
<td>tatmu</td>
<td>‘be born’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nāknā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{nak-}</td>
<td>{nāka-}</td>
<td>nanku</td>
<td>‘perish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pāknā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{pak-}</td>
<td>{pāka-}</td>
<td>pakku</td>
<td>‘boil; ripen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāl(ł)aśā/sā-}</td>
<td>{wāl-ō/sā-}</td>
<td>{wāla-}</td>
<td>walu</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tšāknā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{tšak-}</td>
<td>{tšāka-}</td>
<td>tsatsku</td>
<td>‘burn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kwāmnā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>{śāmnā́/a-}</td>
<td>kakmu</td>
<td>‘come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rāynā́sā/sā-}</td>
<td>{rāy-ō/sā-}</td>
<td>{rāynā́/a-}</td>
<td>raryu</td>
<td>‘give up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{klāynā́/sā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>{klāynā́/a-}</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>‘be necessary’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next to {kwāmnā́sā/sā-}, no preterite is attested, but the preterite participle kakmu is compatible with the s-preterites of the other verbs. {māskā-} ‘be’, which was tentatively added to the a-subjunctives, functions as a present and has no nā́sā/sā-present beside it. The appurtenance of rāy- to this group of presents is relatively

69 The inflexion of this present is discussed in 4.3.1 (p 351).
70 Next to secondary {klāynā́/a-}.
clear because the preterite and the preterite participle have no \( n \). Two verbs that are parallel to \( r\tilde{a}y- \), however, are not easy to classify because one has an \( n \) in the preterite and the other has an \( n \) in the preterite participle (the appurtenance of \( k\tilde{a}y- \) or \( k\tilde{a}yn- \) is not completely certain exactly because no other stems than the present and the subjunctive are attested):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PRESENT} & & \text{SUBJUNCTIVE} & & \text{PRETERITE} & & \text{PRT.PTC.} \\
\{r\tilde{a}yn\tilde{a} /sa\-\} & & \{r\tilde{a}yn\tilde{a} /a\-\} & & [-n] & & \{r\tilde{a}y- ^o /\tilde{a} s\-\} & & [-n] & & raryu \ ‘give up’ \\
\{s\tilde{a}yn\tilde{a} /sa\-\} & & \{s\tilde{a}yn\tilde{a} /a\-\} & & [+n] & & \{s\tilde{a}yn- ^o /\tilde{a} s\-\} & & [-n] & & sasyu \ ‘satisfy’ \\
\{\tilde{a}wn\tilde{a} /sa\-\} & & \{\tilde{a}wn\tilde{a} /a\-\} & & [-n] & & \{\tilde{a}w- ^o /\tilde{a} s\-\} & & [+n] & & onu \ ‘hit; start’
\end{align*}
\]

The difficulty with \( s\tilde{a}y- \) and \( \tilde{a}w- \) is that the \( n \) seems to be part of the root in the prt. \( \{s\tilde{a}yn- ^o /\tilde{a} s\-\} \) and the prt.ptc. \( \text{onu} \) respectively, which would make the presents \( s\tilde{a} /sa-\) presents. However, if this analysis is followed, the missing \( n \) in the prt.ptc. \( \text{sasyu} \) and the prt. \( \{\tilde{a}w- ^o /\tilde{a} s\-\} \) is unexplained. Thus, there seems to be no other way than to view these roots as “hybrid” \( s\tilde{a}y-n\) and \( \tilde{a}w-n \), respectively; unfortunately, this notation gives no clue as to where the \( n \) is found and where it is not.

\[\text{2.6.16 ZERO PRESENTS OR INTERNALLY DERIVED PRESENTS}\]

The analysis of stem patterns presented in this whole section 2.6 (p 94) is fully based on suffixes. This means that if the suffix of two stems is the same, but there is another distinctive feature, they are still analysed as zero-derived stems. As it turns out, quite a few Tocharian A zero presents have such a distinctive feature: a different grade of the root; that is, the present and the preterite-subjunctive have the same suffix, but differ in root grade, so that we could also term them “internally derived”. Logically, if the present and subjunctive stems do not have another distinctive feature, they are the same and thus they are present-subjunctives. Most present-subjunctives do not have a root-final \( \tilde{a} \), so that the preterite is different as it is derived with an \( \tilde{a} \)-suffix. In spite of the bad attestation of the verbs in question, we can assume that if the present-subjunctive ended in \( \tilde{a} \), all stems of the verb were identical (cf \( t\tilde{a}kw\tilde{a} \) and \( w\tilde{a}yp\tilde{a} \) below). We find present-subjunctives with the suffixes \( \{\tilde{a} /a\} \) and \( \{\tilde{n}\tilde{a} /a\} \); presents that differ only in root grade from the subjunctive have the suffix \( \{\tilde{a}\} \) (some of these could also be analysed as having a suffix \( \{a\} \), cf below).

\[
\{\tilde{a}\}
\]

Of some verbs, we know the present and subjunctive stems and we can be certain of the pattern. Since there are no presents derived from preterites or subjunctives by means of an \( \tilde{a} \)-suffix, all isolated forms which prove the existence of a present stem in \( \tilde{a} \) have been ranged here, too, assuming that the preterite-subjunctive also ended in \(-\tilde{a}\) and the present therefore was a zero-present. If there is a difference in root grade, it is the present that has \( \tilde{a} \)-grade in the root whereas the preterite-subjunctive
has ā-grade. This pattern is reminiscent of that of some verbs with primary presents discussed under 2.6.8 (p 107).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRT.PTC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{pāywā-} : (ā-grade)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>cf pāpey(u) ‘blow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{plānkā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>pāplāńku ‘pinch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{māntā-}</td>
<td>{māntā-}</td>
<td>māmāntu ‘hurt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rāpā-}</td>
<td>{rāpā-}</td>
<td>rārpu ‘dig’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rāpā-}</td>
<td>{rāpā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pāllā-}</td>
<td>{pāllā-}</td>
<td>pāplu ‘praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tākwā-}</td>
<td>(ā-grade)</td>
<td>tākwā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāypā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>wipo ‘be humid’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rāwā-}</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{skāytā-}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the verbs ‘hurt’ and ‘dig’ the gradation pattern is attested directly and for ‘blow’ and ‘pinch’ it can be inferred from the preterite participle, which presupposes a prt.-sbj. with ā-grade. The verb for ‘make music’ is uncertain altogether: attested are a 3pl. rpeīc and a restored agent noun rā(pā)ntān. If these two forms are to be united in one stem pattern, they must belong here, as ā : ā gradation in ā|ā-roots is found only in this group of verbs. pālā- must be mentioned here because of its gradation pattern, but it has a difference between l in the present versus l in the preterite-subjunctive, too, which points to a nā-suffix in the present (cf 2.5.8, p 90). {tākwā-} and {wāypā-} are certainly presents because of the infinitives tākwātsi and wipāsi; the vn tākwāluné proves the non-grading pattern for the first verb, and it is suggested for the second by the prt.ptc. wipo. {rāwā-} is also certain because of an inf. rwātsi, but since no other stems are attested, its pattern is further unclear. skitā(ntrā) A58a6, apparently with a stem {skāytā-}, is tentatively analysed as a present and would then belong here, but it is a restored form of unknown meaning.

{ā} with a-grade in the root

Zero-derived or internally derived presents of this class have a root-final vowel a and they are traditionally seen as presents with a suffix a, but this analysis is clearly based on Tocharian B parallels. Within Tocharian A, the only parallelism with a-presents is that both are middle only. They also agree in having a preterite-subjunctive in -ā, but this is so common that it can hardly be considered important enough. Synchronically, the only difference between the present and the preterite-subjunctive is a difference in root grade: the present has a-grade, the preterite-subjunctive ā-grade. Since some verbs with ā|ā-roots have a preterite-subjunctive in ā, it is the easiest to analyse all stems with final -a as having underlying ā weakened to a after a
heavy vowel.\textsuperscript{71} Some examples of the commoner type with an ālā-preterite-subjunctive:

\begin{verbatim}
PRESENT  PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE
{asā-}    > {asa-}   : {āsā-}    > {āsa-}      ‘dry’
{plantā-} > {planta-} {plāntā-} {planta-} ‘be pleased’
{sakā-}   > {saka-}   {sākā-}   {saka-}     ‘stay behind’
{tārwā-}  > {tārwa-}  {tārwā-} {tārwa-}   ‘be comforted’
\end{verbatim}

A small group has initial palatalisation in the present. It is in this group that we find gradation in the preterite-subjunctive:

\begin{verbatim}
PRESENT  PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE
{samā-}   : {tāmā-}\textsuperscript{72} ‘grow’
{salcā-}  ?
{salpā-}  {tāpā/ālpā-} ‘be redeemed’
\end{verbatim}

{salcā-} is isolated, but structurally it fits well to the other verbs with initial ś-, so that the root is probably to be set up as tālā- or ṭālā-. One verb has a pattern that is completely isolated, but it is without doubt best compared with the three verbs above because it also has initial t that is palatalised to ś in the present: tārtā- ‘weep’ with a preterite {tārtā-} and a present {śertā-}, possibly {śertā-}. On the basis of {samā-} and {salpā-}, we would rather expect {śartā-}; if the uncertain {salcā-} is to be compared, perhaps {śarcā-}. However, the existence of forms with unpalatalised root final {śertā-} is absolutely certain, and even with Winter’s restoration še(rect)ār for the 2sg.mid. in A79b1 (1991a: 47), the c remains hypothetical.

The present of spārtwā- ‘turn’ is difficult to analyse, but it may belong here. Although sparcwś-ām A253b1 seems to point to a ā/a-suffix, i.e. {sparcwś-ś-n}, its well-attested middle counterpart sparcwatrā suggests an ā-suffix weakened to a. The active form suggests appurtenance to the type of pānw- ‘stretch’, whereas the middle form points to {samā-}, {salcā-}, etc; the prt.-sbj. {spārtwā-} would fit both.

\section*{2.7 STEM DERIVATION IN TOCHARIAN B}

For the general principles behind the stem analysis given here see the introduction to the section on Tocharian A, 2.6 (p 94). There are two points to be noted. The first is that for Tocharian A I have analysed preterite-subjunctives as primary preterites

\textsuperscript{71} It is important to note that if the root final is analysed as a instead, this would isolate the preterite-subjunctive since we find a nowhere else; if only the present is analysed as having a, but the preterite-subjunctive as having ā, this would introduce a contrast that is not only invisible, but also superfluous, since this does not account for the distinctive root grade.

\textsuperscript{72} No forms that should have a-grade are attested.
with a zero-derived subjunctive because more subjunctives are derived from preterites than the other way round. For Tocharian B, I follow exactly the same method. However, in this language subjunctives are only rarely derived from preterites, whereas preterites derived from subjunctives are quite common. Therefore, identical subjunctives and preterites are analysed as primary subjunctives with zero-derived preterites, and the combination is called “subjunctive-preterite”. The second point is that like for Tocharian A, I analyse the traditional class 3 s-preterite as a root preterite to x|O-roots, with a sa-suffix as an inflectional peculiarity (see 2.5.1, p 55). This has the advantage that the number of subjunctive-preterites increases drastically, since the combination of s-preterites and x|O-root subjunctives is rather frequent: after all, the most frequent forms of this preterite have no sa-suffix, nor has the related preterite participle. In addition, the gradation variants are the same (even though their distribution is different).

2.7.1 OVERVIEW

The symbols and conventions in the scheme below are the same as those for Tocharian A, see 2.6.1 (p 95).
### 2.7 stem derivation in Tocharian B

**primary preterites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 1 + 2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 3 + 2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 4 + 2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1 + 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 3 + 2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 4 + 2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 5 + 2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1 + 2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### primary subjunctives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### primary presents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(including ʔa²/e-presentes)

### no primary stem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
<th>TEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.7.2 PRIMARY PRETERITES

By definition, only those preterites are primary from which the subjunctive, or in some cases the present, is derived. The following subjunctives are derived from the preterite: \{ˈɔ/ɛ\}, \{ɔ/ɛ\}, \{na\}.

\{ˈɔ/ɛ\}

The ˈɔ/ɛ-suffix derives some subjunctives from s-preterites. The following verbs have this pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{treyk-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{trɔˈtɔ/ke-} ‘err’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pɛʃ/k-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{pəˈtɔ/ke-} ‘burn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{plenk-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{plətɔ/ke-} ‘sell’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{lɛ/swk-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{lawˈtɔ/ke-} ‘light up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{serp-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{səpɔ/ɛ-} ‘point out’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three more verbs most likely belong to the same group, but their preterite is not attested (subjunctive stems cited): \{waɪˈtɔ/ke-\} ‘keep away from’, \{spəˈtɔ/ke-\} ‘disappear’, \{təˈtɔ/ke-\} ‘burn’. It is striking that 7 out of 8 have a root ending in -k and one has another stop, -p.

\{ɔ/ɛ\}

The ɔ/ɛ-suffix also derives subjunctives from s-preterites. These s-preterites are all characterised by a non-grading preterite stem with e-grade, while the roots themselves are gradable; that is, these preterites have e-grade in the middle, where otherwise a-grade is regular. The following verbs have this pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{tem-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{camɔ/ɛ-} ‘be born’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ken-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{kənɔ/ɛ-} ‘come about’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kes-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{kaʃɔ/ɛ-} ‘go out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nek-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{nəkɔ/ɛ-} ‘perish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tek-ɔ/sa-}</td>
<td>{təkɔ/ɛ-} ‘burn’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the verb ‘boil, ripen’ with the subjunctive \{pəkɔ/ɛ-\} no preterite is attested, but it certainly follows the same pattern.

73 The preterite of ken- is probably attested in 3sg. kentsa B522b7, where ‘arose; came to be’ gives a much better translation than ‘on the earth’ of Carling (2000: 79). A further instance might be kentsa TH130044, while the bulk of the other attestations are rather perl.sg. forms of kem ‘earth’ (e.g. B133b5, B304b5, B345b2, B370b1, IT127b1, IT127b2, IT169a1).
2.7 stem derivation in Tocharian B

{na}

The na-suffix is problematic because most na-subjunctives have something irregular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kəryá-}</td>
<td>{kərná-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kəlpá-}</td>
<td>{kəllá-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pəká-}</td>
<td>{pəkná-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preterites of the verbs ‘be careless’, subj. {yəkná-}, and ‘oppress’, subj. {málla-}, are not attested, but the preterite participle of the first proves the same pattern, and if m(ə)məlo(ś) Biσ9b6 is the preterite participle of the second, it fits the pattern, too. The na-subjunctives are a difficult category because in {málla-}, and {kálla-} we find gemination of the l of the root, which is perhaps rather to be analysed as a morphological feature itself (if not a morphological irregularity, see 2.5.8, p 90), and in {kərná-} the final y of the root has disappeared; the only “real” na-subjunctives are {pəkná-} and {yəkná-}.

2.7.3 Derived preterites

Derived preterites are relatively easily described: they are formed with the suffix {a} from subjunctives or from the root; if the subjunctive has a grading suffix, it is formed to the a-variant of it. These secondary preterites fall into two basic categories: those derived from a subjunctive with a grading suffix and those derived from ‘ay-subjunctives. A large number of the subjunctives with a grading suffix are present-subjunctives, but since there are quite a number with a derived present, too, it is clear that the preterite is derived from the subjunctive, not from the present.

The only exception is the preterite of ‘do’, {yamášš-a-}, which is clearly derived from the present {yamášš<sub>ske</sub>-} instead of the subjunctive {yam-}. {yamášš-a-} is further peculiar in having a prt.ptc. yámu, yámos and an ipv. {-yam<sub>0</sub>/sa-}, where **yamasaśu, yamasəs and **{-yamasəsa-} would have been regular.

Preterites derived from subjunctives with a grading suffix are numerous and some examples will suffice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(only) subj.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ak&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;/&lt;sub&gt;sc&lt;/sub&gt;-}</td>
<td>{akš-á-}</td>
<td>‘announce’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{weñ&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;/e-}</td>
<td>{weñ-á-, wñ-á-}</td>
<td>‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ya&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;/&lt;sub&gt;ske&lt;/sub&gt;-}</td>
<td>{yašš-á-}</td>
<td>‘beg’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prs.-subj.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ka&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;ke/cci-}</td>
<td>{kacc-á-}</td>
<td>‘be glad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{klew&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;/&lt;sub&gt;sc&lt;/sub&gt;-}</td>
<td>{klewš-á-}</td>
<td>‘hear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kʷya&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;peñ&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;/e-}</td>
<td>{kʷya&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;peññ-á-}</td>
<td>‘be ashamed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yəta&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;/&lt;sub&gt;ske&lt;/sub&gt;-}</td>
<td>{yətašš-a-}</td>
<td>‘tame’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preterites derived from 'əy-subjunctives are not very well attested, just like the 'əy-subjunctives themselves. Nevertheless, the general pattern seems to be clear. Four preterites are attested:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{akłáy-}</td>
<td>{akłáy-a-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kəlpåy-}</td>
<td>{kəlpåy-a-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ləlåy-}</td>
<td>{ləlåy-a-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wəςåy-}</td>
<td>{wəςåy-a-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, we find the subjunctives {awkšåy-} of ‘grow’, {kəršåy-} of ‘chop’, and {šəršåy-} of ‘hunt’, which are very likely to match the four verbs above completely, although their preterites are unfortunately not attested.

One substantial category of preterites, that of the “strong causative preterites”, is not derived from the subjunctive, but from the root instead. Since the suffix found in the present and subjunctive, {⁸⁸⁵/ske}, is more salient than the -a-suffix of the preterite, one could be tempted to derive the present (-subjunctive) from the preterite rather than the latter from the (present-) subjunctive. A good argument to actually do so is the existence of present-subjunctive forms with a medial a (see 2.7.9, p 133). However, the most frequent pattern clearly has no such medial a and since there is no (synchronic) rule to let it drop, we have to derive both the preterite and the present-subjunctive from the root. This preterite is formed with the preterite suffix a, it has a-grade in the root, and initial palatalisation. The palatalisation patterns of this class are peculiar as they include several palatalisation products that are attested only here (see especially 2.5.4, p 72). Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAUSATIVE PRETERITE</th>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>PRESENT-SBJ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kyána-}</td>
<td>kən-</td>
<td>cf {kánə⁸⁸⁵/ske-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{cála-}</td>
<td>təl-</td>
<td>{tələ⁸⁸⁵/ske-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nårka-}</td>
<td>nərk-</td>
<td>{närkə⁸⁸⁵/ske-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.4 ZERO PRETERITES

“Zero preterites” are preterites that have the same stem as the corresponding primary subjunctive. Zero preterites divide into four types: 1) the s-preterite, which matches the x|Ø-root subjunctive, whereas the other three are x|a-root preterites, which may have 2) initial palatalisation in the active if they combine with grading subjunctives, 3) initial palatalisation and a-grade in the root, or 4) a stable root grade (a, a or o).

sub 1) The s-preterite to gradable roots generally has e-grade in the active and a-grade in the middle, and its corresponding x|Ø-root subjunctives have e-grade in the active singular and a-grade in the active plural and the middle. Some examples are:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{awn-}</td>
<td>{awn⁰/sa-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kew-}</td>
<td>{kew⁰/sa-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tek-}</td>
<td>{tek⁰/sa-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pre/-ra}</td>
<td>{pre⁰/-ra}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A different full grade vowel but essentially the same gradation pattern is found with sbj. {y⁰/p-}, prt. {yop⁰/sa-} of ‘enter’.

sub 2) Initial palatalisation in the active singular of the preterite is only found in gradable roots. All subjunctives attested to this pattern have gradation, a : a (before a): a in the active singular and a in the active plural and the middle. Some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{ká/-sta}</td>
<td>{ká/-sta}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tá/-rk}</td>
<td>{tá/-rk}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{lwa-}</td>
<td>{lwa-}⁷⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{stá/-ma}</td>
<td>{stá/-ma}⁷⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sub 3) Initial palatalisation in the preterite combined with a-grade is found only with a handful of verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prs.-sbj.</td>
<td>{pálwa-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{sáwa-}⁷⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prs.-sbj. ~ sbj.</td>
<td>{láká-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To a fourth preterite of this kind, {lwa-} of ‘rub’, no subjunctive or present-subjunctive is attested, but it displays exactly the same gradation pattern and probably belongs here (cf the preterite participle in abs. lyeljuwormem with the characteristic 3-grade in the root, and no root-final a; see 2.9.2, p 148).

sub 4) Zero preterites to a|a-roots are extremely frequent, with around 120 instances. Here are some representative examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{káwta-}</td>
<td>{kawtā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kláya-}</td>
<td>{klayā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{plánta-}</td>
<td>{plantā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wáya-}</td>
<td>{wayā-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁷⁴ No middle attested.
⁷⁵ In this verb the palatalisation is not visible, of course. When I studied the variation between 3sg.prt. šáwa and šuwa, I had overlooked the parallelism to ‘see’ and ‘complain’ (Peyrot 2008a: 145-146). However, the explanation of the late stem form {šáwa-} given there is still valid.
In the majority of cases, we find a systematic difference in accent: the subjunctive has initial accent and the preterite has suffix accent. As described in 2.5.7 (p. 85), most subjunctives have initial accent, except for those with only ø-vocalism in the root. Thus, the zero preterites to the grading subjunctives under 2) and the subjunctives with ø-grade under 4) are no zero derivations in the strict sense because the accent shifts.

One could be tempted to extend the general rule for preterite derivation, namely ø-suffixing, to include these zero preterites, too: a sbj. {kláya-} could perhaps move its accent because another ø is suffixed, i.e. {kláya-ø} > {klay-}. Such an analysis is problematic because there is no independent evidence for a ø becoming a, and we do not see the accent move in other derived preterites, like {kal páy-ø} → {kál páy-a-} or {yátäøskč-} → {yátosš-a-}. A further problem is that this rule fails to capture a very similar accent movement in the s-preterite: cf. {täšk-ø} → {tek-Ø/ø} with {tek-’} or {prššk-ø} → {prššk-Ø/ø} with {prek-’}. Therefore, I will just treat the subjunctive and preterite stems as identical, except for a difference in accent that is inexplicable in synchronic terms.

Since subjunctives with stable ø-vocalism have suffix accent, we find exact matches with the preterite under 4).76

One verb has a unique pattern, ‘come’. It forms a preterite and a subjunctive with the same suffix, but with different root grades: sbj. {šą(n)mø/ø-}, prt. {šemš-, kəmø-}, prt.mid. {kəm(ø)sa-}.

2.7.5 PRIMARY SUBJUNCTIVES

The largest group of subjunctives is formed by primary subjunctives, i.e. subjunctives of which the present and the preterite are derived (the latter mostly through zero derivation, see 2.7.4, p. 122). There are four main types, according to the four root types distinguished in 2.4 (p. 44): to 1) ø|Ø-roots, 2) ø|Ø-roots, 3) ø|a-roots, and 4) a|a-roots.

sub 1) Primary subjunctives to ø|Ø-roots have ø-grade in the active singular and ø-grade in the other forms, and they seem to have initial accent, as far as can be determined. They correspond to s-preterites (with gradation). Some examples:

---

76 In type 2), the accent is not distinctive either, but there the preterite has a distinctive root grade a.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>‘touch’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{tʰ/sk-}</td>
<td>{tek-]/sa-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pr̥/sk-}</td>
<td>{pr̥/k-]/sa-}</td>
<td>‘ask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{p̥l̥/s}</td>
<td>{p̥lew-]/sa-}</td>
<td>‘float’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One verb has o-grade where we would expect e-grade: sbj. \{y̥/₃p-\} and prt. \{yop-]/sa-\} of ‘enter’.

sub 2) Primary subjunctives to a|O-roots also seem to have initial accent and they correspond to s-preterites without gradation, e.g.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>‘hit; start’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{awn-}</td>
<td>{awn-]/sa-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{plak-}</td>
<td>{plak-]/sa-}</td>
<td>‘agree’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sayn-}</td>
<td>{sayn-]/sa-}</td>
<td>‘rest on’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb ‘do’ has a different preterite, irregularly derived from the present: sbj. \{yam-\}, prt. \{yamāss-a\}; however, its preterite participle yāmu, -oš is clearly not derived from \{yamāss-a\}, whereas it would fit well to an s-preterite **\{yam-]/sa-\} (see 2.9.2, p 150). An exception could be sbj. \{klyn-\} of ‘be necessary’ if it has a gradable prt. \{kleyn-]/sa-\}. The subjunctive of ‘go’, \{y(ən)-\}, is not grading either, but the stem pattern of this verb is difficult to compare because it has only a prs.-sbj. and an ipf. stem (see 2.5.5, p 78). With two verbs we find o-vocalism in the root, which could point to a variation of the pattern of the gradable subjunctives, but the number of o-grade forms attested is too small to be certain: sbj. \{o/₃r-\} and prt. \{o/₁r-]/sa-\} of ‘abandon’; sbj. \{k₀/s-\} and prt. \{kaw-]/sa-\}, kow-]/sa-\} of ‘kill’.

sub 3) Primary subjunctives to a|a-roots have a-grade in the active singular and a-grade in the other forms, as well as initial accent. They correspond to a|a-root preterites with initial palatalisation in the active (if possible), e.g.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>‘bring’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{k³/sśa-}</td>
<td>{k³/hśā-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{t³/srka-}</td>
<td>{t³/hrkā-}</td>
<td>‘let go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{m³/sṛsa-}</td>
<td>{mṛrsā-}</td>
<td>‘forget’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{s³/slka-}</td>
<td>{sālkā-}</td>
<td>‘pull out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{t³/sńka-}</td>
<td>{t³/ńkā-}</td>
<td>‘rise’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A very large group of subjunctives with a-vocalism in the root could display the same gradation formation pattern, while the relevant forms that would have a-grade are

77 No active forms attested.
lacking, mostly – but not always – for structural reasons, such as with middle only subjunctives.

**SUBJUNCTIVE**  |  **PRETERITE**
--- | ---
{kárka-}  | {ʃ/karká-} ‘rob’
{krampá-}  | {krampá-} ‘be disturbed’
{manká-}  | {manká-} ‘be inferior’
{sparká-}  | {sparká-} ‘disappear’
{tʃaŋka-}  | {tʃəŋká-} ‘rise’

However, some of these do not display the expected palatalisation in the corresponding active preterite forms: sbj. and prt. {kʷˈlá-} of ‘fail’, sbj. and prt. {pləŋká-} of ‘be sold’, sbj. and prt. {sətká-} of ‘spread’.

    sub 4) Primary subjunctives of ∫/a-roots have a systematic difference in accent, the subjunctive having initial and the preterite suffix accent. Otherwise the stems are identical and unchangeable, e.g.:

**SUBJUNCTIVE**  |  **PRETERITE**
--- | ---
{kárpa-}  | {karpá-} ‘descend’
{táka-}  | {taká-} ‘be’
{páyka-}  | {payká-} ‘paint; write’
{pála-}  | {palá-} ‘praise’
{wláwa-}  | {wlawá-} ‘control oneself’

### 2.7.6 Derived Subjunctives

A minor group of subjunctives is derived from the preterite. There are four suffixes: {ˈ/ɛ}, {0/ɛ}, {na}. For a discussion and examples, see 2.7.2 (p 120).

An even smaller group is not derived from the preterite, but from the root, whereas the preterites to these verbs can best be seen as derived from the subjunctive. The suffixes for this type of derivation are {ˈ/ɛ}, {ˈəy}, {a}.

    {ˈ/ɛ}

The ˈ/ɛ-subjunctives that are not derived from the preterite follow one pattern: they all have a ʃʃʃ/ske-present next to them that seems to be formed from the root because neither the a-variant nor the e-variant of the subjunctive stem can have served as a base:

**SUBJUNCTIVE**  |  **PRESENT**
--- | ---
{akʃʃ/ske-}  | {aksʃʃ/ske-} ‘announce’
{aʃʃ/ske-}  | {ásʃʃ/ske-} ‘fetch’
{yaʃʃ/ske-}  | {yaskʃʃ/ske-} ‘beg’
In *weñ-*, the verb for 'say', we cannot decide whether the present is formed to the root or to the subjunctive because the root-final *ñ*/*e* is suppressed completely: sbj. *{weñ*y*/e-} : prs. *{weñ(n)*}*. The verb 'come' seems to fit the same pattern, except for the additional *n* in the root of the present. If the subjunctive stem with *n* in the root is taken as the basic one, the set sbj. *{sø(n)*}*: prs. *{kømø**}.* is parallel to the three verbs above. However, the *n* is certainly not part of the root proper, as it is not found in the preterite and the preterite participle. Consequently, 'come' must owe its root-*n* in the subjunctive to exactly this pattern, but originally followed another one. Synchronously, therefore, the *n*-subjunctives belong here, while *n*-less forms belong under 2.7.9 (p 135; cf Peyrot 2008a: 147-148).

{ʾøy-}

ʾøy-subjunctives follow one pattern: they all pattern with *ø**-* presents that clearly lack the subjunctive suffix, so that both must be derived from the root:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{akløy-}</td>
<td>{aklø**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{awksøy-}</td>
<td>{awksø**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kælpøy-}</td>
<td>{kalpø**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{laløy-}</td>
<td>{lalø**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wøsøy-}</td>
<td>{wøsø**}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To the subjunctives {kørsøy-} 'chop' and {sørøy-} 'hunt' no presents are attested, but otherwise they conform to the pattern.78

{a-}

*a*-subjunctives are formed to the root of some verbs with *y*/e-, *ø*/e-, *ø**-*, or *ññ*/e- presents. We find:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{pø/anna-}</td>
<td><em>y</em>/e-prs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tráska-}</td>
<td><em>trø</em>*/e-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yáwka-}</td>
<td><em>ø</em>/e-prs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{lówpa-}</td>
<td><em>løwpø</em>/e-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yønmá-}</td>
<td><em>øømø</em>*-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sámø-}</td>
<td><em>sømø</em>*-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

78 It must be admitted that *kørsøy-* could also be an opt. to a *y*/e-present (Winter 1977: 140).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a-grade)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>náytt-</td>
<td>náyttánnŋ²/c-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mánt-</td>
<td>mántánnŋ²/c-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>máyw-</td>
<td>máywánnŋ²/c-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wásk-</td>
<td>wáskánnŋ²/c-²⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>táyk-</td>
<td>táykánnŋ²/c-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(grading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k³/ská-</td>
<td>kn₂/nn³/c-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klántₐ-²⁸⁰</td>
<td>klántₐnn³/c-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the sbj. róssa- ‘tear out’ has a regular present formation, it belongs to the group of ²/c-presents above. However, there are problems with a present stem {ra₅₃/c/s₅₃-} and perhaps an irregular stem {rasṣay-} accounts best for the forms attested. To the present {rasnnŋ²/c-} ‘stretch’ no subjunctive is attested, but otherwise it fits the above pattern, cf the preterite participle in abs. rsormem (since no secure example of non-grading a in the subjunctive root is attested, the subjunctive may have been {rå₅/s₃sa-}.

2.7.7 ZERO SUBJUNCTIVES

A large number of subjunctives seem to be derived from the present through zero derivation: the subjunctive and present stems are identical, hence “present-subjunctives”, but the suffixes otherwise derive only presents, so that the presents are likely to be primary. There is a very large group with the ³skₕ-suffix, among which many causative present-subjunctives, and two smaller groups with ²/c- and nw²/c-suffixes.

Yet a fourth group of present-subjunctives could theoretically be analysed as primary subjunctives with zero-derived presents because their suffix {a} does not otherwise form presents. However, such a derivation path is not found otherwise and historically these present-subjunctives are just presents that end in -a (see 4.4.3, p 393, and 4.4.5, p 395), so that they are better analysed as regular primary presents with zero-derived subjunctives.

\{₅₃ₙ-skₕ\}

The ³skₕ-present-subjunctives are divided into two groups: causatives and non-causatives. A causative ³skₕ-present-subjunctive may be recognised through the existence of a non-causative verb next to it, but it is also characterised by its initial accent, which allows us to set up “causatives only”. Another difference is that causative ³skₕ-present-subjunctives generally have no a directly before the ³skₕ-suffix, whereas non-causatives may have such an a (see Malzahn forth.a and 4.4.6, p 398). Some examples:

---
²⁹ On present forms with the stem {wáskánnŋ²/c-}, see Peyrot (2008a: 154-155).
²⁸⁰ Possible a-grade forms are not attested.
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non-causative  \{alá\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘be ill’
\{satá\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘exhale’

causative  \{káltka\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘please’
\{kér\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘make laugh’
\{parák\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘please’

\{\textsuperscript{s}/e\}  

The ‘\textsuperscript{s}/e’-present-subjunctives form a limited group:

\{ana\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘breathe’  \{na\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘bathe’
\{ay\textsuperscript{ss2}/ke-\}  ‘know’  \{pa\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘protect’
\{ka\textsuperscript{cc2}/e-\}  ‘play’  \{yər\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘revere’
\{ka\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘be glad’  \{lan\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘carry out’
\{kə\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘shoot; throw’  \{lə\textsuperscript{ss2}/ke-\}  ‘lie’
\{klew\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘hear’  \{waynə\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘honour’
\{cəmp\textsuperscript{ss2}/e-\}  ‘can’  \{šəy\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘live’
\{nə\textsuperscript{ss2}/skê-\}  ‘desire’  \{soy\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘be saturated’

\{nə\textsuperscript{s}/e\}  

The ‘nə\textsuperscript{s}/e’-present-subjunctives form a homogeneous group of denominative verbs, mostly – but not exclusively – denoting emotions:

emotion verbs  other verbs
\{aňmənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘love, have a wish’  \{arccənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘have to’
\{kawənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘desire’  \{celeň\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘appear’
\{k\textsuperscript{w}əyeňə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘be ashamed’  \{təreň\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘cheat’
\{tank\textsuperscript{w}əňə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘love’
\{pak\textsuperscript{w}əňə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘trust’
\{ykanənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘loathe’
\{lareň\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘love’
\{waynənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘enjoy’
\{sklošənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘doubt’
\{sək\textsuperscript{w}ənə\textsuperscript{s}/e-\}  ‘feel happy’

present-subjunctives in -a

Although the following present-subjunctives have a subjunctive-like structure, they are best analysed as regular primary presents with zero-derived subjunctives:

\{pəlwə-\}  ‘complain’
\{pr\textsuperscript{s}/ska-\}  ‘fear’
\{ləkə-\}  ‘see’ (present-subjunctive in the middle only)
{āṣwa-} ‘eat’
{yāya-} ‘lead’

2.7.8 PRIMARY PRESENTS

Primary presents are all presents from which subjunctives are derived through zero derivation; they are listed above in 2.7.7 (p 128). In addition, suppletive presents can be considered primary presents because they have no other stems beside them. We find:

{kwa-} ‘call’
{nes-} ‘be’
{āṭ₃/-animate} ‘lead’
{kāḥ₃/animate} ‘stand’
{pāḥ₃/animate} ‘carry’
{ṣām₃/animate} ‘sit’
{ṣṭ₂/ske-} ‘be’

{nes-} has an irregular paradigm with ṣ/₃-forms next to ū-forms, so that it is difficult to classify.

2.7.9 DERIVED PRESENTS

As was stated already in 1.2 (p 15), most preterite and subjunctive stems are shorter than the corresponding present stems and many presents are derived. Consequently, the category of derived presents is rather large. We principally find the following affixes: the suffixes {ā₃/er}, {e}, {o}, {ṭ₂/se}, {ṭ₂/ske}, {ṇāṭ₂/ske}, {ṛṇāṭ₂/er}, and possibly {nāṭ₂/ske}, and the infix <n>.

{ā₀₃/er}

All clear cases of derived ṣ/₃-presents have e-grade in the root and it seems that all palatalisable initials are palatalised. Not all subjunctives or preterites to this class are attested, but as far as can be seen, it corresponds to two types of subjunctives: x|O-root subjunctives and a-subjunctives. In the case of x|O-root subjunctives, the ṣ/₃-presents can be derived from the subjunctives, but in the case of the a-subjunctives they cannot: we have to assume that both are derived from the root.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʰ/eps-prs.</td>
<td>Ø-sbj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ceʰs/ke-}</td>
<td>{tʰ/sk-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{cenʰs/ke-}</td>
<td>{tʰ/ənk-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{pleʰs/ike-}</td>
<td>{plʰ/ətk-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʰ/eps-prs.</td>
<td>a-sbj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{kleʰs/ε-}</td>
<td>{tráska-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{treʰs/ske-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{peňʰs/ε-}</td>
<td>{pʰ/ənna-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʰ/eps-prs.</td>
<td>no sbj. or prt. attested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{perʰs/ke-?}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{melyʰs/ε-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{reʰs/ske-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{šewʰs/ke-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The e-grade of ‘shout’ is not directly attested, as we find only 3sg. šaušām etc, which could theoretically also be {šawʰs/ke-}, but it is the best explanation for the formation of this verb: a-vocalism seems to be no alternative (if it is correctly identified, the 3sg.prt. kusi is particularly strong evidence, see 4.7.3, p 458).

{e}

The e-present corresponds to a subjunctive and a preterite in a. Since the subjunctive and preterite stems behave like ʰa-roots, it is attractive to analyse the present as derived from the subjunctive. It must be noted, however, that there is no parallel for a development ae → e; the assumption that the present is derived from the subjunctive is only supported by the argument of morphological simplicity. e-presents are formed to ʰa-roots and they are in complementary distribution to o-presents, which are formed to ʰa-roots. Most of the verbs form a homogeneous category with a-vocalism in the root, suffix accent, and middle inflexion in the present. Some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{manké-}</td>
<td>{mänká}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{maršé-}</td>
<td>{mâ/srâ-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{srâwké-}</td>
<td>{srâ/swâka-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A small group follows a different pattern with e-grade in the root and initial palatalisation if possible (see also Winter 1988: 218):

---

81 a-variants are not attested.
PRESENT                SUBJUNCTIVE
{t’enke-} ← {t’sÕ/nka-} ‘rise’
{ñewe-}   {náwa-}82  ‘roar’
{lewé-}    {lwa-}  ‘send’

lyuketrai B46a7 ‘shines’ also has initial palatalisation, but x-grade: the initial palatalisation probably belongs to the root in this verb (lukatsi Cp40b5 would be a late form).

{0}

o-presents are completely parallel to e-presents, except that they are formed to a|a-roots instead of a|a-roots. In this case, the derivation from the subjunctive is easier as ao would very probably result in o, which is the actual shape of the present stem. The accent pattern of o-presents cannot be determined because the o-suffix causes o-affection of a preceding a, so that the surface accent cannot be established; ay and aw-diphthongs are not affected, but they do not show the accent effects either.

PRESENT                SUBJUNCTIVE
{korpo-} ← {kápa-} ‘descend’
{klawtke-}   {kláwtka-} ‘turn away from’
{plonto-}   {plánta-} ‘be pleased’
{layto-}    {láta-} ‘fall off’

A small group of verbs with trisyllabic roots undergoes double o-affection and subsequent syncope of the third o, so that we find:

PRESENT                SUBJUNCTIVE
{kolok-} ← – ‘follow’
{porok-}   {paráka-} ‘be pleased’
{wolok-} ← – ‘stay’
{sonop-}   {sanápa-} ‘put ointment on’

{52/52}

52/52-presents form a rather homogeneous category: with only two exceptions, they are all derived from s-preterites. Consequently, they mostly correspond to x|O-root subjunctives, but not always, since next to s-preterites we also find some derived subjunctives (i.e. notably with the suffixes {52/e} and {52/e}). In a|O-roots, the regular root grade is x, but we find e in three cases, too. Initial palatalisation seems to be

82 Because of the initial accent, I expect gradation in this stem, but it is not attested (see 2.5.7, p 85).
secondary in some forms of layk- ‘wash’; otherwise, initials are not palatalised, cf especially prs. [lɔwɔr̥s-kɔ-/sɛ-] of ‘light up’ vs sbj. [lɔwɔs-kɔ-], prt. [fɔ>/swak-O-/s̥a-] and prt.ptc. lyleyku, -ɔʃ. In sɔrp- ‘point out’, palatalised s- has spread over the whole verb (see 2.5.4, p 73).

\[
\text{\textit{sɔ}s-/s}_c\text{-PRESENT} \quad \text{PRETERITE}
\]

\[
a|\ddot{O}\text{-root} \quad \{nək\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad s\text{-prt.} \quad \{nək-O-/s\ddot{ɛa}-\} \quad \text{‘rebuke’}
\]

\[
\ddot{a}\text{-grade} \quad \{nək\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{nɛk\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛa}-\} \quad \text{‘destroy’}
\]

\[
\ddot{t}\text{-grade} \quad \{tək\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{tək\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛa}-\} \quad \text{‘burn’}
\]

\[
\ddot{e}\text{-grade} \quad \{kəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{kes\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛa}-\} \quad \text{‘extinguish’}
\]

\[
\ddot{a}\text{-grade} \quad \{yəwk\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad a\text{-prt.} \quad \{yəwk-\ddot{a}-\} \quad \text{‘conquer’}
\]

\[
\ddot{l}\text{-grade} \quad \{law\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{lawp-\ddot{a}-\} \quad \text{‘smear’}
\]

\[
\{\text{s}s/s\ddot{ɛ}c\}
\]

The \textit{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-suffix is the most common present suffix: it derives presents from subjunctives, from preterites, and directly from the root. Its patterning is hard to describe: there are some regular patterns, but also many isolated cases. At least the following \textit{s}s/s\ddot{ɛ}-presents are derived from subjunctives in \textit{a} (\{yənmə-\} is a derived subjunctive – the others are primary):

\[
\text{\textit{s}s/s\ddot{ɛ}-PRESENT} \quad \text{SUBJUNCTIVE}
\]

\[
\{əkəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{əks-\} \quad \text{‘wake up’}
\]

\[
\{mləwtəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{mləwtə-\} \quad \text{‘rise’ (?)}
\]

\[
\{yənməs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{yənmə-\} \quad \text{‘obtain’}
\]

\[
\{wətkəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{wətkə-\} \quad \text{‘decide’}
\]

The following \textit{s}s/s\ddot{ɛ}-presents are derived from subjunctives in \textit{na} (see 2.7.2, p 121):

\[
\text{\textit{s}s/s\ddot{ɛ}-PRESENT} \quad \text{\textit{na}-SUBJUNCTIVE}
\]

\[
\{kərnəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{kərnə-\} \quad \text{‘deal’}
\]

\[
\{pəknəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{pəknə-\} \quad \text{‘intend’}
\]

\[
\{məlləs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{məllə-\} \quad \text{‘oppress’}
\]

\[
\{yəknəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} \quad \{yəknə-\} \quad \text{‘be careless’}
\]

The isolated present \{tərəs\ddot{s}s-/s\ddot{ɛ}-\} of ‘appease’ (?) could also belong here, if the geminate r̥r goes back to \textit{rn}.

A larger category is made up of \textit{x}|\ddot{O}\text{-root subjunctives (and the corresponding preterites):}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$ PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{ay$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{ay-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{alא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{al-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{awnא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{awn-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{enקא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{enk-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{קארקא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>--$^{\ast}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{קליאן$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{klayn-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{טֵרֶנֶק$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{trenk-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{יָמָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{yam-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{וָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{was-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{רַאָן$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{rayn-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{לֵוֹתָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{lawt-}?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{סָיָן$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{sayn-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{סָיָנ$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{soyn-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$-presents derived from the preterite fall into two groups: one group with only two verbs that does not allow for any generalisation, and one group of causative presents to $a$x-roots. The problem with the latter group is that the exact derivation pattern is not very easy to describe. The present is clearly secondary, and the subjunctive is zero-derived from the present, so that the only candidate primary stem is the preterite. However, the preterite stem ends in a, and this a is generally (but not completely!) absent in the derived present. If the preterite is a derived $a$-preterite, than the present and the preterite are both derived from the root. On present forms with medial a that would make derivation from the preterite easier, cf. the argumentation in Malzahn (forth.a) and 4.4.6 (p 398).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{קָאָנ$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{ken- $^{\mathcal{O}}$/sa$^-$}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{קַלְפָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{kalfá}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caus. prs.</td>
<td>root or caus. prt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{קָאָנ$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{kána}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{תָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{cála}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{נַרָק$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$}</td>
<td>{nárka}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{kánא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$} is an isolated formation, since the other verbs of its class, i.e. with a $^{\mathcal{O}}$/e-subjunctive, form $^{559}$/sce-presents, and once a נַהֲרָא$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$-present. {käpä$^{559}$/ske$^\ast$} is isolated because the subjunctive of this verb, {kalla-}, is one of the gemination subjunctives (see 2.5.8, p 90).

The following $^{559}$/ske$^\ast$-presents seem to be derived from the root because neither the preterite nor the subjunctive stem can be the basis. A small group of only four verbs has an $^2$/e-subjunctive beside it; the $^3$ay-subjunctives are not numerous, but

---

$^{83}$ Cf. $x$|$^{\mathcal{O}}$-root preterite {kark- $^{\mathcal{O}}$/sa$^-$}. 

---
2.7 stem derivation in Tocharian B

they fit into a regular pattern, so that only two examples are given (see also 2.7.6, p 127). The two $s^{s}_s/ske$-presents corresponding to $a$-subjunctives and preterites might be parallel to the causative presents discussed above because there we also see that an $a$ disappears before the $s^{s}_s/ske$-suffix. However, they are clearly different in having medial accent instead of the initial accent regular for causatives ($a$ subj. {spálka-} is not attested, but can be inferred on the basis of the prt. {spalká-}).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{aksā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>'3/e-sbj. {ak$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{āsā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>a$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yaskā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>{ya$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{we(n)í$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>{wēn$^{s^{s}_s}$/e-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{awkṣā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>'ay-sbj. {awkṣāy-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{wāsā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>{wāsāy-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{sompā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>a-sbj. {sāmpā-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{spalkā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>prt. {spalká-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{nā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske}

Striking about $nā$ $^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-presents is that all three certain examples have a root-final $m$ and metathesis of $mn$ to $nm$; all seem to be derived from the preterite (or perhaps from the root in case of the irregular preterite of ‘come’):

{nā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-PRESENT}  | PRETERITE  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{kānnā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>'y/e-prt. {sēm-, kāmē-, kōm-฿/sa-} ‘come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{tānnā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>s-prt. {tem-฿/saa-} ‘be born’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{yānnā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-}</td>
<td>{yop-฿/saa-} ‘enter’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another candidate for this present class is {lānnā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-} of ‘go out’, but this verb forms a subjunctive that could also be the basis for an ordinary $s^{s}_s/ske$-present: {lānn-.} Especially if ‘go out’ belongs here, a further generalisation seems to be that at least three denote verbs of motion; possibly ‘be born’ could be seen as a movement, too (i.e. “into the world”).

{nā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske}

Strictly speaking, there is only one $nā$ $^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-present: {kāllā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-} of ‘bring’, next to a sbj. {kā$/lā-}$ and a prt. {kā$/kōlā-}$. It is striking that exactly in this one example the $n$ of the suffix is assimilated to the $l$ of the root. An alternative analysis could take {kāllā$^{s^{s}_s}$/ske-} as a normal $s^{s}_s/ske$-present derived from the subjunctive with irregular gemination of $l$ to $ll$. 

\{\textit{ññ}³\textsubscript{e}\}

There are only a handful of derived \textit{ññ}³\textsubscript{e}-presents, which follow more or less the same pattern. Differences are only found in the subjunctive and preterite types: one type has \textit{a}-grade throughout, and apart from the present, they behave like \textit{a}\textit{a}-roots, whereas the other type has a grading subjunctive which behaves like a \textit{a}\textit{a}-root. In all cases, the present has \textit{a}-grade and no root-final \textit{a}, so that all verbs must be classified as \textit{a}\texttt{[O]}-roots:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{\textit{ññ}³\textsubscript{e}-PRESENT} & \text{\textit{a}-SUBJUNCTIVE} \\
\{\text{\textit{kaskán̈ññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \{\text{\textit{k}³/\textit{sk}á-}\} \quad \text{‘scatter’} \\
\{\text{\textit{klant}³\textsubscript{e}-}\} & \{\text{\textit{klant}³\textsubscript{a}-}\}, \quad \text{‘sleep’} \\
& \text{prt.} \{\text{\textit{klant}³\textsubscript{á}-}\} \\
\{\text{\textit{rassánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \text{abs. \textit{rsormen}} \quad \text{‘stretch’} \\
\{\text{\textit{nayttánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} : \text{with \textit{a}-grade} & \{\text{\textit{náyta}-}\} \quad \text{‘break down’} \\
\{\text{\textit{mántánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \{\text{\textit{mánta}-}\} \quad \text{‘destroy’} \\
\{\text{\textit{máywánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \{\text{\textit{máywa}-}\} \quad \text{‘tremble’} \\
\{\text{\textit{waskánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \{\text{\textit{wáská}-}\} \quad \text{‘move’} \\
\{\text{\textit{tyákánññ}³\textsubscript{e}}\} & \{\text{\textit{tyáyka}-}\} \quad \text{‘form’}
\end{array}
\]

The verbs for ‘sleep’ and ‘stretch’ must be of the grading subjunctive type because they show \textit{a}-grade where the other verbs have \textit{a}-grade. For ‘sleep’, additional proof for a grading subjunctive is the initial accent in the subjunctive and the initial palatalisation in the preterite. Since there is no way to account for a morphophonological process \textit{a-ññ}³\textsubscript{e} \rightarrow \textit{a-ññ}³\textsubscript{e}, we have to assume that the present and the subjunctive are both derived from the root.

\{\textit{n}\}

The \textit{n}-infix has two variants: the largest group is formed has the infix directly before a root-final, “\textit{na}-presents”, and a smaller group of verbs in -\textit{k} has the infix directly before the -\textit{k}, “\textit{nk}-presents”.

The \textit{na}-presents, which form a large class, all correspond to subjunctives and preterites in \textit{a}. In grading roots, the present always has \textit{a}-grade. Some examples:

\begin{verbatim}
PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE
\{\textit{karsáná-}\} → \{\textit{k}³/\textit{rsa}-\} \quad \text{‘know’} \\
\{\textit{tarkáná-}\} \quad \{\textit{t}³/\textit{rka}-\} \quad \text{‘let go’} \\
\{\textit{plaskáná-}\} \quad \{\textit{pl}³/\textit{ská}-\} \quad \text{‘think’} \\
\{\textit{mráwskáná-}\} \quad \{\textit{mráwská}-\} \quad \text{‘feel weary’} \\
\{\textit{skayna-}\} \quad \{\textit{skáya}-\} \quad \text{‘try’}
\end{verbatim}

\textit{nk}-presents are only formed to roots ending in -\textit{k} and mostly -\textit{tk}. However, the distribution is not perfectly complementary, since roots in -\textit{k} are also found among
verbs that form *na*-presents. In addition, many verbs in -*k* have present forms of both types (cf Peyrot 2008a: 144-145). A peculiarity of *n*-infixed presents is that the root-final *a* disappears; otherwise all attested roots are of the *q*-*a*-type, with grading subjunctives and initial palatalisation in the preterite. Only ‘write’ stands out in having *a*-grade in all non-present forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-<em>tk</em></td>
<td>{pʰw̥tʰn̥k̥-}</td>
<td>{pʰw̥ttʰänk̥-}</td>
<td>{pʰi̞w̥tk̥-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-<em>k</em></td>
<td>{sʰr̥m̥k̥-}</td>
<td>{sʰr̥ttänk̥-}</td>
<td>{r̥sʰw̥tk̥-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pʰyk-</em></td>
<td>{sʰl̥m̥k̥-}</td>
<td>{sʰl̥änk̥-}</td>
<td>{sʰl̥l̥k̥-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ <em>na</em>-prs.</td>
<td>{kʰt̥m̥k̥-} ~</td>
<td>{kʰt̥tänk̥-,}</td>
<td>{kʰsʰt̥k̥-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{kʰt̥kn̥-}</td>
<td>{kʰt̥k̥n̥k̥-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{nʱt̥m̥k̥-} ~</td>
<td>{nʱt̥tänk̥-,}</td>
<td>{nʱsʰt̥k̥-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{nʱt̥kn̥-}</td>
<td>{nʱt̥k̥n̥k̥-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gemination of *t* in *n*-infixed presents to *tk*-roots is regular (cf 2.5.8, p 90). In the classical Tocharian B period, forms with *e*-vocalism according to the pattern of the *s/*-presents arise, e.g. prs.ptc. *pʰi̞k̥m̥n̥e* or 3pl.prs. *pʰu̞i̞k̥m̥n̥e* (Schmidt 1985: 426-429; Peyrot 2008a: 136-138).

2.8 THE IMPERATIVE

In both languages, the imperative stem is very close to the preterite stem and the subjunctive stem. The main differences are gradation and, in Tocharian B only, accent. As the basic classification principle in this chapter is affixation, we can say that these differences are inflectional characteristics of the preterite-subjunctive and imperative stem, and not stem-distinctive. Since the imperative is prefixed with TA *p*-, TB *p*(*)*-*, one could theoretically argue that this prefix derives the imperative from the preterite or subjunctive.

A shared characteristic of the Tocharian A and B imperatives is that they are not very well attested and some verbs have isolated formations: some of these are certainly irregular, whereas others may in fact follow a pattern that is difficult to recognise because certain key forms are not attested.

2.8.1 TOCHARIAN A

The Tocharian A imperatives are classified according to the preterite they correspond to. In the case of the *xʰl̥*-root preterite, the lack of initial palatalisation in the imperative, even when the corresponding preterite does show a palatalised initial, would rather suggest derivation from the subjunctive. However, for the *s*-preterite the suffix *sَا, found both in the preterite and in the imperative, is a strong
argument to derive the imperative from the preterite instead. Moreover, the reduplicated preterite and the corresponding imperative are also closely related: if the preterite has initial palatalisation, it is also found in the imperative. Unfortunately, the pattern of the imperative corresponding to the "ā"-subjunctive is particularly difficult to establish.

**x|ā-root preterite**

The imperative to the x|ā-root preterite is identical to that preterite, except for one important exception that has been discussed in 2.2.1 (p 29): the root-final ā is deleted, and “replaced” by a stable ā in the endings that is not subject to vowel weakening; only the pl.act. ending has no ā. This means that in the imperative the difference between x|Ø-roots and x|ā-roots, that plays such an important role in verbal morphology elsewhere, is neutralised. The ā|ā-root preterite is still recognisable despite this neutralisation because of its gradation pattern, which is the same as in the corresponding subjunctive: a-grade in the active singular and ā-grade in the active plural and the middle. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
<th>ACT.SG.</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+grad]</td>
<td>{-kras-} {-kras-}</td>
<td>{-sīrā/kraśā-, krāsā-}</td>
<td>{-kraša-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{-tark-}</td>
<td>{-tarkā-}</td>
<td>{-tīarka-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{-stām-}</td>
<td>{-stāmā-}</td>
<td>{-stāmā-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-grad]</td>
<td>{-ents-}</td>
<td>-ents-</td>
<td>-entā-</td>
<td>-entā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{-kām-}</td>
<td>{-kāmā-}</td>
<td>{-kāmā-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{-skāy-}</td>
<td>{-skāyā-}</td>
<td>{-skāyā-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two verbs show unexpected a-grade in the act.pl.: *plos* MY2.5b6 {pā-law-s} ‘send!’ (matched by MayH2.6a30-b1 ḏīnlar ‘send (pl.)!’), has a sbj. {lā/awā-} and aprt. {lā/awā-} beside it, so that we would expect pālwās {pā-law-s}; pl. pālmās A274a4 {pā-lam-s} ‘sit down!’ is the regular plural imperative in view of the sbj. {lā/amā-} and the prts. {lā/lamā-}, but we find the variant plamās MY3.12b5 {pā-lam-s} next to it.84

The verb *tākā* ‘be’ has an irregular imperative stem with an extra element *s*: {-ståk-}, i.e. sg. *pāstāk*, pl. *pāstākās*.

---

84 As pointed out by Winter (1994a: 304-305), the Tocharian A plural imperatives of x|ā-roots with truncated ā are historically unexpected (see also 2.2.1, p 29). As he suggested to me, this is neatly explained with the assumption of an intermediate stage without imperative plural: the plural would secondarily have been formed after the singular (for a typological parallel, compare e.g. Dutch, which expresses number throughout the verb, except for the imperative, see Haeseryn e.a. 1997: 66). Evidently, this view receives strong support from the irregular imperatives *plos* and *plamās*. 
s-preterite

The imperative to the s-preterite has a close affinity to that preterite because it shows the characteristic s-suffix in the middle.\textsuperscript{85} The exact shape of the s-suffix is not evident: in the preterite it is -sā-, but for the imperative -s- is also possible. The only forms where the s-suffix occurs in the imperative are the sg. and pl. middle, whose endings have to be set up as -ār and -āc, respectively. Consequently, the surface combinations -sār and -sāc could be analysed either as -sā-ār and -sā-āc or as -s-ār and -s-āc. On the basis of the parallelism with other classes where the ā clearly belongs to the endings, not to the stem, I set up the suffix as -s-.

The number of verbs attested is small and the gradation patterns cannot be established with certainty: there are a-grade and ā-grade forms, but it is unclear whether a was found in the active and ā in the middle, or the active plural perhaps had ā-grade as well (a being confined to the singular active only). There are two grading s-preterites, \{\textipa{ca}/\textipa{tās}\}/\{\textipa{sā}/\textipa{ār}\} of tās- ‘put’ and \{\textipa{pra}/\textipa{āk}\}/\{\textipa{sā}/\textipa{ār}\} of prāk- ‘ask’, of which the first forms a grading imperative, too: \{-tās\}/\{-tās\}, sg.act. ptas, sg.mid. pātstsār, pl.mid. pātstsāc.\textsuperscript{86} Of the second only middle forms are attested, which have ā-grade: \{-prāk\}/\{-prāk\}. Another relevant form is sg.act. pkanānī with a-grade in the stem \{-kān\} of kān- ‘fulfil’, but a corresponding s-preterite (probably a sā-less preterite) is not attested. Further, pakārkas THT4083e.as may represent [p-kārk-s] with ā-grade to an a-grade s-preterite, but the spelling of the vowels is irregular to such an extent that we can hardly draw conclusions about the root vocalism.

Some examples (the zero variant of the suffix is bracketed if only middle forms are attested):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPV. ACT.</th>
<th>MIDDLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{-ar}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>{ar}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>‘cause’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-āw}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>{āw}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>‘hit; start’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-tās}\textsuperscript{87}</td>
<td>{tās}</td>
<td>{\textipa{ca}/\textipa{tās}}/{\textipa{sā}/\textipa{ār}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-prāk}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>{prāk}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>‘ask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-yām}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>{yām}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>‘do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-rāy}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>{rāy}/{\textipa{sā}}</td>
<td>‘give up’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To the verb kwām- ‘come’ we find a pl.act. ipv. pukmās [p-kwām-s]. This form is difficult to classify because the preterite of kwām- is not attested, but it might belong

\textsuperscript{85} Active forms are rare, but the s-suffix occurs only in the middle, as is made clear by sg.act. pyām, pl.act. pyāmās vs sg.mid. pyāmtās, pl.mid. pyāmtāc.
\textsuperscript{86} <tsts> \textipa{t\dot{s}:\dot{s}} represents the length of the two phonemes /t/ and /s/ that merge into /t\dot{s}/.
\textsuperscript{87} The pl.act. is not attested; it is on the basis of the dichotomy active : middle in the preterite that I assume that it lines up with the act.sg. rather than with the middle (as in the subjunctive).
here. In any case, it cannot be derived from the subjunctive without difficulties, since there the initial is palatalised: \(\{\text{sám}^5_{/a^r}\}\).

**reduplicated preterite**

The patterns of the imperative to the reduplicated preterite are not completely clear due to the absence of sufficient attested forms. In any case, although it is not reduplicated, it is closest to the preterite, as evidenced by \(\text{pášám}\) with initial palatalisation further found only in the preterite. \(\text{pálmásâr}\) is the only form derived from the subjunctive, whereas we would expect \(\{-ūm\}\), i.e. \(\text{pálymâr}^\ast\). The following imperatives are formed to reduplicated preterites:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{-kâl}</td>
<td>{ka-kâlâ}</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-yâr}</td>
<td>{ya-yârâ}</td>
<td>{yârâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-wâtk}</td>
<td>{wa-wâtkâ}</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-wâyk}</td>
<td>{wa-wâykâ}</td>
<td>{wâykâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-šârs}</td>
<td>{ša-šârsâ}</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-š(Ś)âm}</td>
<td>{ša-śâmâ}</td>
<td>{śâmâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\acute{\text{a}}/a^r\)-**subjunctive**

Again, the number of forms is too small to draw firm conclusions about the formation of this imperative type. Since any final \(\acute{a}\) of the preterite stem is deleted in the imperative, it is impossible to see whether these imperatives are derived from the subjunctive with \(\acute{\text{a}}/a^r\)-suffix or the preterite derived from it; in both cases we would expect \(\acute{a}\)-variants with palatalisation. The examples are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{-âksânn}</td>
<td>{âksânnâ}</td>
<td>{âksânn^5_{/a^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-enṣ}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>{enâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-klâwš}</td>
<td>{klâwšâ}</td>
<td>{klâwâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-pâṣ}</td>
<td>{pâṣâ}</td>
<td>{pââ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-w(ł)âyś}</td>
<td>{wlâyśâ}</td>
<td>{wlâyâ^5_{/sa^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-lâc}</td>
<td>{lâcâ}</td>
<td>{lânc^5_{/a^r}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-en}</td>
<td>{weñâ}</td>
<td>{weñâ^5_{/a^r}}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A remarkable case is \{-lâc\} because the corresponding subjunctive has an \(n\) in the root. If the verb had not been so irregular, this could be taken as an argument that the imperative is derived from the preterite and not from the subjunctive. \{-en\} is irregular because it does not have the palatalised \(n\) found in most other stems.

\footnote{88} The variant \(\{eñ^5_{/a^r}\}\) is attested once, in the verbal noun \(\text{enlune}\).
formed by this root (the present root is suppletive tränk-); perhaps this phenomenon can be connected with the extra short 3sg.prt. we (weñä-Ø). Both {en-} and {läys-} have lost the initial w of the root, i.e. we find sg.act. pem and sg.mid. plesär instead of e.g. **pwem and **pulesär (see 2.4.6, p 47).

irregularities

Apart from the irregularities already noted, there are two verbs that are so irregular that they cannot be ranged under one of the categories above.

‘give’ has a sg.act. ipv. pas and a pl.act. pac, which are impossible to analyse in terms of the morphemes encountered in other stems of ‘give’, i.e. sbj. {ay-}, prt. {wäs-Ø/(y)ə-} etc (see 2.5.5, p 78); even the endings do not fit the normal pattern for the imperative. The initial p- is probably the imperative prefix, but -as resists further analysis; the final -c of pac may be compared with the middle 2pl. ending -c of the preterite and imperative, or with the active 2pl. of the present.

‘go’ has a sg.act. pīs, a du.act. pīnes and a pl.act. pīc next to pīcās. The initial p- is probably the imperative prefix, and the medial i could reflect the present root {y-} (the suppletive ppt.-sbj. root is kālkä-); the finals are clearly the same as for ‘give’ above (pīcās evidently has the regular pl.act. ending -s added).

2.8.2 Tocharian B

In general, the Tocharian B imperative is close to the subjunctive. In the x|a-root subjunctive it has the same accent and gradation; in the x|Ø-root subjunctive it seems to have the same gradation (although it goes together with the preterite in having a sa-suffix in the middle); and the active imperative forms to */c*-subjunctives conform to those subjunctives in lacking the preterite suffix a. However, the middle forms to the latter category seem to actually have this preterite suffix a, and the causative preterite is closest to the imperative found next to it because both lack the prs.-sbj. suffix {şşoş|ške}.

x|a-root subjunctive

The imperative to the x|a-root subjunctive is easy to describe: its stem is identical to the subjunctive. With a|a-roots, the only indication for a close relationship with the subjunctive rather than the preterite is the initial accent of the imperative, which is also found in the subjunctive, but not in the preterite. With a|a-roots, an additional argument is that the characteristic initial palatalisation of the preterite is not found in the imperative, whereas the gradation pattern is identical to that of the subjunctive. Some examples are:
\[x|O\text{-root subjunctive} \sim s\text{-preterite}\]

As far as can be established with the forms attested, the imperative to the s-preterite seems to be close at least to the preterite, since it has its characteristic \(sa\)-suffix in the middle. It is sometimes assumed (e.g. Marggraf 1970: 34) that it has the gradation pattern of the subjunctive, which would rather suggest a close relationship to the latter category, but the evidence is meagre (see below). That the \(sa\)-suffix is confined to the middle, whereas the active has no suffix, is shown by two verbs of which active and middle imperative forms are attested: sg.act. \(pau\text{ṃ} \{p-awn-}\) 'hit' vs pl.midd. \(pa\text{ṃ}ts\text{at} \{p-awn-sa-t\} and sg.act. \(py\text{ām} \{p-yam-\}) 'do' and pl.act. \(py\text{āmtso} \{p-yam-sa\} vs sg.midd. \(py\text{ām}ts\text{ar} \{p-yam-sa-r\} and pl.midd. \(py\text{ām}ts\text{at} \{p-yam-sa-t\}.

Gradation is more difficult. Of two verbs with a grading subjunctive only sg.act. forms are attested, where we would expect full grade on any account: \(p\text{kel} and \(p\text{yop}\). If the plural is parallel to the subjunctive, we would expect \(p\text{kaltso} or \(p\text{kalās} and \(p\text{ipso} or \(p\text{ip}\text{ās},^9 if it is parallel to the preterite, \(p\text{keltso} and \(p\text{yopso} etc. The pl.midd. \(p\text{arksa} \{p-pr\text{āsk-sa-t\}} is of no further help because it is middle, where we would expect e-grade in any case. The only verb that suggests e-grade in the act.sg. only and a-grade for all other forms for the whole type is \(t\text{s}s- 'put': sg.act. \(p\text{tes} \{p-tes-\}) vs pl.act. \(p\text{tāsso} (arch.) \{p-tās-sa\} and sg.midd. \(p\text{tās} (arch.) \{p-tās-(s)a-r\}. Since \(t\text{a}s\)-forms an irregular subjunctive, it does not have this gradation pattern anywhere else; it is on the basis with the parallelism with the subjunctives of other verbs that we have to assume that this gradation pattern is identical to that of the subjunctive.

Some examples are:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{IMPERATIVE} & \text{PRETERITE} & \text{SUBJUNCTIVE} \\
{\{-awn.\text{-}O/\text{sa}\}} & \{aw\text{n-}\text{-}O/\text{sa}\} & \{aw\text{n-}\} & \text{hit; start'} \\
{\{-enk.-\text{-}O/\text{sa}\}} & \{enk.-\text{-}O/\text{sa}\} & \{enk-\} & \text{seize'} \\
{\{-t\text{\textasciitilde}s.-\text{-}O/\text{sa}\}} & \{t\text{\textasciitilde}s.-\text{-}O/\text{sa}\} & \{t\text{\textasciitilde}s.-\text{-}\} & \text{put'} \\
{\{-yam.-\text{-}O/\text{sa}\}} & \{yam\text{-\textasciitilde}s\text{-}-\text{-}a\} & \{yam-\} & \text{do'} \\
\end{array}
\]

---

^9 This last form is probably attested in B375b4, but since the first akṣara is restored, we still cannot decide between \(p\text{i}p\text{ās} and \(p\text{yo}p\text{ās}.
2.8 the imperative

In view of the clear distribution of the sa-suffix described above, the well-attested sg.act. peñaśa {p-enk-sa-Ø} next to peñaśar {p-enk-sa-r} once is irregular: the regular active form would have been peńk*. I would now assume that the presence of the sa-suffix, characteristic of the middle, suggests that peñaśa goes back to peñaśar through loss of r, probably by an incidental sound change. If so, the r can have been restored at any time to fit it into the regular pattern again (this complements Peyrot 2008a: 159).

causative preterite

Most of the imperatives to causative preterites follow a regular pattern that is closest to the preterite, but not identical to it: it shares the initial palatalisation and the final a of the preterite stem, but instead of a-grade, it has ā-grade in the root. The following verbs display this pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{-ccāpa-}</td>
<td>{tápaśsa-}</td>
<td>cf {tápaśša!/ške-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-ńarka-}</td>
<td>{ńárka-}</td>
<td>{ńarka!/ške-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-yātkā-}</td>
<td>{yā̞kā-}</td>
<td>{wātkəššə/ške-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-yāra-}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>{wāra!/ške-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{-ścāma-}</td>
<td>{ścāma-}</td>
<td>{stāma!/ške-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these verbs, {tápaśša-} has an unexpected a-preterite; we would rather expect {cāpa-}*. To the causative preterite {cāwka-} we find an ipv.sg. pācćauk with a-grade instead of the expected pāccuka {pə-cćwka-}. sālāt B575a7 could have the same a-grade if it is the pl.mid. ipv. to the causative preterite {śálə-} (for expected pšalat {p-śala-ta}).

There are also a few verbs with causative preterites that form a different imperative from the present-subjunctive stem, cf under a- imperatives.

\'/-e/-imperative

Next to \'/-e/-subjunctives we find two imperatives with exactly that subjunctive stem, i.e. a palatalised root final just like in the ā-variant of the subjunctive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPV. SG.</th>
<th>IPV.PL.</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pāklyaus</td>
<td>pāklyaussə</td>
<td>= {klewə!/ške-}</td>
<td>cf {klewšə-} ‘hear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poñi</td>
<td>pontso, late poñes</td>
<td>{weñə!/e-}</td>
<td>{weñə-, wñə-} ‘say’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of pāklyausə, late poñes must be secondary, whereas pontso must have lost the palatalisation of the ň before the s of the plural ending. For the e of poñes see directly below.
**e-imperative**

In a number of imperatives we find an ending *e* that is difficult to understand. Four occurrences in imperatives to */e/-subjunctives suggest that it is somehow to be connected with the *e*-variant of that type. However, on the basis of *pāklyaus* and *pāklyausso*, we would rather expect only *a*-variants; likewise, the distribution of those variants in the present and subjunctive paradigms suggests an *a*-variant for the 2sg. and the 2pl. Moreover, three other verbs, each from a different class, are certainly to be explained differently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPV.SG.</th>
<th>IPV.PL.</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pokse</td>
<td>pokses90</td>
<td>{\textit{a}k\textit{se}^\text{-}}</td>
<td>{\textit{akša}^-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptānwānne</td>
<td>plakāškes</td>
<td>{tank\textsuperscript{w}ōn\textsuperscript{ā}n\textsuperscript{-}}</td>
<td>{tank\textsuperscript{w}ōnā\textsuperscript{-}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peplyanke</td>
<td></td>
<td>{plān\textsuperscript{c}/\textit{ke}^-}</td>
<td>{plēnk\textsuperscript{-}/\textit{sa}^-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pśā(y)\textit{e}?</td>
<td>pśaiso</td>
<td>{ś\textit{ay}\textsuperscript{-}}</td>
<td>{ś\textit{ayā}^-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pete</td>
<td>p\textit{e}tso, petes90</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>{\textit{ay}^-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptālle-ńā</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pirpe</td>
<td>pirpso</td>
<td>{yārp\textsuperscript{-}}</td>
<td>{yerp\textsuperscript{-}/\textit{sa}^-}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since these verbs form various different subjunctives and preterites, they certainly need not form one imperative type. If they form one type indeed, the sg. seems to be best attested: it always has the ending *-e* following a non-palatalised consonant. The plural is less well attested, with three times *-es* against three times *-so* and *-sa*. The evidence of *p\textit{e}tso*, *petes* suggests that the plural in *-es* is a late development of the plural in *-so*, which is in line with *pokses* being late, too, but contradicted by classical *plakāškes* (however, the late form *pōtes*, cited above, is a nice parallel to *petes*). The classification of *ś\textit{ay}*- ‘live’ is uncertain altogether because the sg.ipv. is restored and the pl.ipv. could also be of the type *pāklyausso*. *Peplyanke* is very difficult to analyse because it seems to be reduplicated (cf the pr.tpc. *peplyanka*); if it is in fact prefixed, it would have a prefix *pe* instead of the usual *p\textit{a}* or its *pe*- is somehow to be compared with *pete* etc. The analysis of *ptālle-ńā* is hampered by the fact that the verb is only very imperfectly known, whereas *pete* etc are completely irregular and etymologically unrelated to the other stems of the same verb. The subjunctive to *pirpe* could in fact also be of the */e/-type; although in most of the other verbs the preterite is derived with an *a*-suffix, such a pattern would have a parallel in *peplyanke* (if the initial *pe*- can be explained).

---

90 It seems that the *-e* ending is regular in the singular only, especially since *p\textit{e}tso* is an older variant of late *petes*. The same explanation can be applied to *pokses*, which is also attested in a late text, but unfortunately *plakāškes* is attested in a classical text so that this form would need a different explanation.
2.8 the imperative

*a*-imperative

The existence of imperatives derived with a suffix *a* is problematic: all classes discussed above either have a final *a* in the active and the middle (the *x*-root preterite and the causative preterite type), or they have a final *a* in the middle only (the *s*-preterite type), or they have no middle forms (the *3*-*e* and the *e*-imperative). Strikingly, no middle forms without final *a* are attested, e.g. **pāklyańsk̑or** or **plakāsker** (admittedly, none of the verbs with these imperative types has a suitable meaning). Since all imperative stems cited below are attested with middle forms only, there is a possibility that they form in fact one type with either the *3*-*e*-imperative or the *e*-imperative; cf especially sg.act. *ptānwañne* vs sg.mid. *porcañna*, pl.act. *plakākses* vs sg.mid. *maskašsarr* {(*pa*)-māskašša-r} and pl.act. *pāklyausso* vs pl.mid. *pāsśat* {pa-pāṣṣa-ta}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
<th>SUBJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-kātkāṣṣa-</td>
<td>cf a.o. {kātkāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>caus. {šātka-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-māskāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{māskāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘make pass’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-stānāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{tālpāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘exchange’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-awnaṣṣa-</td>
<td>a-prt.</td>
<td>‘make silent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-orcān̑na-</td>
<td>{arccān̑n9/e-}</td>
<td>‘make start’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kātkāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{kātkāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘have to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-klāwtkāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{klāwtkāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘please’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{pāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘turn away’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-plānts̑a-</td>
<td>{paṣṣa-}</td>
<td>from (tr.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t̑ārwāṣṣa-</td>
<td>{t̑ārwāsk̑a/ske}</td>
<td>‘console’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Schmidt (1974: 25), *psaina* B527a1, next to a *x*-O-root subjunctive {sayn-} and an *s*-preterite {sayn-O/sa-} could indeed have to be restored as *psaina(r)*, but for exactly this stem pattern there is no parallel.

irregularities and further uncertainties

Apart from ‘give’, listed above, the verb ‘go’ has an irregular imperative: sg. *paš*, pl. *pīso*, late *cisso* is not analysable in terms of the other stems prs.-sbj. *y*- or prt. *mas*-*, meyt-. The initial *p*- is probably to be identified with the imperative prefix and the *s* or *so* of the plural with the plural ending -s, but the other elements fit no pattern.

To ‘go out’, which forms an *3*-*e*-preterite, only one imperative form is attested: pl. *plattsıso*. The only thing we can note is that it does not have the palatalised *c* found in some persons of the preterite, nor the *n* characteristic of the subjunctive. The form could be parallel to the *e*-imperatives, i.e. with a sg. *plate* and a late pl. *plates*, but this is all conjecture. The causative sg.mid. *plyatsısar-me* is difficult to understand
altogether, as it seems to be built on an s-preterite with sa-suffix in the middle, but the only other causative form attested shows a prs.-sbj. stem [lantəsə]/skt-].

Winter (1984: 119) argued that kamp B312b3 is an error for an sg.ipv. pkm of kəm- ‘come’, and Schmidt (1994b: 273, 2000: 226) restored a corresponding plural [k]/(a)m(ts)ə in B1o8a10. These forms would fit well to the preterite stem variant {kəm-} (next to {šem-} and {kəm-sa-}), but of course they remain uncertain as one is corrected, the other restored, and the whole pattern of the verb without parallels.

2.9 THE PRETERITE PARTICIPLE

In principle, the preterite participle can be completely derived from the preterite. However, in some cases the derivation rules are delicate and in some others the preterite is enlarged by a suffix that is not found in the preterite participle. For the shape of the reduplication syllable and the root vocalism, see 2.5.6 (p 81).

2.9.1 TOCHARIAN A

Apart from the shape of the reduplication syllable and the root vocalism, a description of the Tocharian A preterite participle has to address the following variables: presence or absence of a reduplication syllable; presence or absence of initial palatalisation; ending -u {w} or -o {aw}. These points are addressed below.

reduplication syllable

In principle, all preterite participles are reduplicated. Reduplication is lacking
1) in all verbs starting with a vowel;
2) in some verbs starting with y- or w- (see in particular Winter 1977: 157);
3) in all preterite participles formed to ə|ə-root preterites.

sub 1)

This peculiarity has also been noted in 2.4.5 (p 46). Some illustrative examples are: aru ‘called forth’ ~ prt. {ar-/ə/ə}- vs nānku ‘criticised’ ~ prt. {nāk-/ə/ə}- or ārtu ‘praised’ ~ prt. {ārtə}- vs nānāsku ‘spun’ ~ prt. {nāskə}.

sub 2)

For this phenomenon, one may compare for instance yāmu ‘done’ ~ prt. {yām-/ə/ə}- or walu ‘died’ ~ prt. {wāl-/ə/ə}- with balyuku ‘illuminated’ ~ prt. {bəלק-/ə/ə}- However, it is not a rule without exceptions. Most cases of absence of reduplication with initial y- and w- are found next to s-preterites, while preterite participles to ə|ə-root preterites are normally reduplicated. However, some s-preterites with initial y- or w-do combine with reduplicated preterite participles.

Without reduplication we find with s-preterite: yāmu ‘done’, yomu ‘obtained’, watku ‘commanded’, walu ‘died’, wasu ‘dressed’ (preterite not totally certain); with

91 Cf in general also Peyrot (forth.a).
reduplicated preterite: *watu* 'set up'; with ālā-root preterite: *wāmpu* 'decorater'; with unknown preterite: *yāmsu* 'let done', *waltsu* 'reduced' (next to *wolsu*).

With reduplication we find with ālā-root preterite: *yātyu* 'controlled', *wāwu* 'covered', *wāwāsku* 'moved', *wāweku* 'decayed', *wāweku* 'lied', *wāwesku* 'tormented', *wāwru* 'woken up'; with s-preterite: *yaiw* 'entered', *wawu* 'given'; with ā-preterite: *wāwlešu* 'worked', *wewn* 'said'; with reduplicated preterite: *yetu* 'decorated', *wotku* 'commanded', *wawru* 'trained' (preterite not completely certain), *wawiku* 'removed'; with unknown preterite: *yāyru* 'bathed', *wāwāskāšu* 'moved', *yayāšku* '?', *woru* 'filled', *worku* '?', *worpu* 'surrounded', *wawārshu* 'smelled', *wawimšu* 'revered'.

sub 3) This category is homogeneous and the rule seems to have no exceptions. Some examples are: e.g. *kālk* 'gone', *kālpo* 'obtained', *tārk* 'let go', *lmo* 'sat' vs *kākropu* 'gathered' (prt. *krāwpā*), *tātwāṅku* 'squeezed in' (prt. *twāṅkā*), *māmrōsku* 'wared' (prt. *mrāwskā*).

An exception is *lantu* 'gone out', the usual form next to *laltu* once and *lalntu* twice. Possibly, *lantu* developed out of *lalntu* through sound change.

**initial palatalisation**

Initial palatalisation is found in two categories: preterite participles to 1) reduplicated preterites (with initial palatalisation) and 2) some s-preterites.

sub 1) This pattern is rather clear and regular, e.g. *cach* 'lifted' to *ca-cālā-1* or *lyalmy* 'placed' to *la-lāmā-. Probably, we can deduce the same preterite type on the basis of the following preterite participles with initial palatalisation: *cacrīku* 'confused', *cacp* 'announced', *cacpku* 'hidden', *cacrāŋku* 'let hang', *nānārku* 'kept away', *nānike* 'supported',92 *nānu* 'bent' (next to *nammu*), *lyalyn* 'let hang', *šāšātk* 'made pass', *šaš* 'redeemed'. The only drawback for setting up reduplicated preterites to these participles is that some (especially those with *l-*., perhaps also those with *nl-*) could also belong to the s-preterite type, cf below.

sub 2) This pattern is unclear. On the evidence of *ca*tās-1* *aš-a*}, {wak-1*/sā-1*}, {šark-1*/sā-1*} vs to 'put', *watku* 'separated', *kakārku* 'bound', initial palatalisation of the s-preterite is not matched by initial palatalisation in the corresponding preterite participle. However, we do find two cases: *lawk-1*/sā-1* ~ *lyalmy* 'shone' and *layp-1*/sā-1* ~ *lyalypmy* 'remained; resulted' (mostly in the noun *lylmpy* 'karma'). Possibly, these are to be seen in the light of the tendency of *l* to be over-palatalised (see 2.5.4, p 76); otherwise, it could be that the verbs in question had a causative with reduplicated preterite next to them.

---

92 The unpalatalised reduplicated preterite *nanāktā*, cited only by Thomas (1964: 110), may well be a ghost form.
final -u or -o

If forms like kākku ‘called’ are analysed as having three underlying ā-vowels of which two are weakened, i.e. {kā-kākā-w}, the only suffix is -w and -o is a variant of it. However, it seems practical to give the rules to derive the surface endings -u and -o as well.

-o is regular in all preterite participles formed to ā|ā-root preterites. Since the stem clearly ends in -ā, these can be analysed as -ā plus the preterite participle suffix -w. To illustrate this, we can take the same examples as above: kāklo ‘gone’, kālpo ‘obtained’, tārko ‘let go’, lmo ‘sat’, i.e. {kālkā-w}, {kālpā-w}, {tārkā-w} and {lāmā-w}. Since according to the rules formulated above these participles are never reuplicated, participles like kāko ‘killed’ cannot be of the same type. All reduplicated participles ending in -o have a monosyllabic stem in -ā or a stem in -w, cf with -ā: pāplo ‘?‘ (sbj. {plā-}), yāyo ‘driven’ (prt. {yā-}), lyālyo ‘wiped away’ (sbj. {lā-}), wāwō ‘carried’ (prt. {wā-}), and probably kāklo ‘fallen’ (prt. {klā-}), but the prs. has w in the root: {klawā-}); with -w: kāko ‘killed’ (prt. {kāw-O/šā-}), šāso ‘lived’ (prt. {šawā-}). The first type is to be analysed {pā-plā-w} etc, the second {kā-kāw-w} etc. Accordingly, isolated kākso ‘blinded’ (Carling 2009: 185) suggests a root kśa- with a prt.ptc. {kā-ksa-w} or kśaw- with a prt.ptc. {kā-ksaw-w}. to ‘put’ is parallel in having the ending -o and a subjunctive {tā-}, but deviates because it is not reuplicated.

All other verbs have -u. This -u can be “original”, i.e. a x|O-root directly followed by the preterite participle suffix as most probably in such forms as onu ‘hit’, rarku ‘covered’ or wawu ‘given’, which have no stem in -ā beside them. In most cases, however, the -u has arisen by vowel weakening, which weakened the -ā which would otherwise have combined to -o. All ā|ā-root preterites have this weakening, e.g. kākmu {kā-kāmā-w} ‘taken’ with reduction of both the final ā and the root ā, or pāpeku ‘written’ or kākotu ‘cut up’ with the root ā preserved before y or w.

In some categories it is unclear whether the root-final ā is reduced or whether its was never there, e.g. caelu, which is paired with a reduplicated preterite {ca-cälā-} with final ā, but a present {tālās/-sa-} without.

not formed from the preterite

The preterite participle kākkāānī of the verb ‘know’ is not formed from the preterite {knas-0/ā-sa-}, but rather from the subjunctive {kānā-}. A similar problem holds for to ‘put’, which seems closer to the subjunctive {tā-} than the preterite {ca/sās-0/ā-sa-} (see also above). It is certainly no coincidence that these verbs have other irregularities such as a-grade in the s-preterite combined with ā-grade elsewhere, and an -s- throughout the preterite active (not only in the 3sg.).

2.9.2 Tocharian B

Apart from the shape of the reduplication syllable, a description of the Tocharian B preterite participle has to address the following points: presence or absence of the
reduplication syllable; presence or absence of initial palatalisation; the root vowel; the inflexion class. These points are discussed below.

reduplication syllable

Like in Tocharian A, the normal situation seems to be that the preterite participle is reduplicated. Although more types lack reduplication than in Tocharian A, a general rule can be formulated: if the preterite has only a-vocalism, reduplication is lacking. Instances of this rule are e.g. *l̥tu, -uweš to {l̥e isi ke-} ‘go out’ or *ktau, -oš to {l̥e isi t̥a-} ‘strew’. We further find reduplication missing in all roots starting with a vowel and in two starting with y-.

Preterite participles to roots starting with a vowel are e.g. *enku, -oš ‘taken’, aipu, -oš ‘covered’, aiwau ‘turned to’, åksau ‘woken up’. The two preterite participles to roots starting with y- that are not reduplicated are yāku, -oš ‘drunk’ and yāmu, -oš ‘done’. Although both are formed to irregular preterite types, there is no other rule to explain the lack of reduplication: it must be due to the initial y-. Usually, verbs with y- have reduplicated preterite participles if the preterite does not have only a-vocalism, cf yayašaš ‘boiled’, yayašos ‘begged’, yaytu {ye-yat-(a)w}, -oš ‘decorated’, yainnu {ye-yənm-(a)w}, -oš ‘obtained’, yaiwu {ye-yəwp-(a)w}, -oš ‘entered’, yayaukaš ‘used’.

initial palatalisation

Initial palatalisation is regularly found in preterite participles to causative preterites with initial palatalisation, e.g. keklyutku, -oš ‘turned into’ ~ prt. {kláwtka-}, ceccuku, -oš ‘hidden’ ~ prt. {cákwa-}, l(y)elyamos ‘placed’ ~prt. {láma-}. However, on the evidence of abs. tsettsaromeš ‘having separated’ vs prt. {t̥y̥a-}, the secondary palatalisation series ky, py, my and t̥y is not found in the preterite participle.

The a-grade ąa-preterites (the lyaka-type), which are formally very close to the causative preterite, also have palatalised initials both in the preterite and in the preterite participle, cf abstr. pepāływör ‘complaint’ to {plaw-}, (lye)lyaku, -oš to {lak-} and abs. lyelyuwormem ‘having rubbed’ to {law-}.

ąa-root preterites, which may have initial palatalisation in the act.sg., never have initial palatalisation in the preterite participle; even if the palatalisation is (irregularly) found in the whole preterite, it is not found in the participle, cf {ňakt-} vs nātkau, -oš ‘prompted’.

root vowel

The root vowel of the preterite participle is in principle the same as that of the preterite, and if the preterite is grading, the root vowel is a. This rule is illustrated with e.g. keklyausu, -oš ~ prt. {klewša-}, triku, trikos ~prt. {tryk-}, tetem, -oš ~prt. {tem-ø/sa-} (e-grade also attested for the middle), peparku, -oš ~prt. {prø/k-ø/sa-}, yaku, yakoš ~prt. {ya ø/si ke-}. It needs the assumption that active only
verbs such as *yaipu, -oš ~ {yop-∅/sa-} belong to the same type as *peparku with a-grade in the middle.

Two classes are excepted from this generalisation: the causative and *a-preterites with a-grade (the *lyāka-type) mentioned above.

**inflexion class**

There are four inflexion classes: 1) -u, uweš; 2) -u, -oš; 3) -au, -oš; and 4) -au, -aš. The division between 1) and 2) on the one hand and 3) and 4) on the other is principally between x[∅]-roots and *a*-roots. *a*-preterites are counted as x[∅]-roots in this respect, except for the type *mamāntau, -aš*. Basically, the rule is that if the *a*-preterite is matched by an a-subjunctive, the preterite participle is of class 3) or 4) and if the *a*-preterite is derived from a different subjunctive type, it is of class 1) or 2). Here again a subtlety has to be noted, as the *a*-root preterites with a-grade (the *lyāka*-type) behave like *a*-∅-roots.

The difference between classes 3) and 4) is relatively simple: the former has no reduplication and the latter has; accordingly, class 3) is stressed on the suffix, but class 4) on the root. Evidence from roots starting in a vowel is meagre, but it seems that although these roots are never reduplicated, they count as reduplicated if they had been reduplicated according to another rule.

The difference between classes 1) and 2) also seems to be related to the presence of a reduplication syllable, but the number of examples of especially class 1) is too small to set up reliable rules. In any case, verbs with vowel initials that would have been reduplicated by another rule and the two verbs with initial y- that likewise resist reduplication count as reduplicated: they are not automatically taken up by class 1).

A special group of verbs with inflexion class 1) and reduplication have roots ending in -w, so that this inflexion compensates for that fact that the preterite participle suffix obscures the final -w of the root. Two verbs seem to have this inflexion in combination with reduplication although their roots do not end in -w (see the scheme below); for these verbs I have no explanation.

Class 4) is principally filled with *a*-root preterites; class 3) is filled with *a*-root preterites; in class 2) we find s-preterites, causative preterites and *a*-preterites to *y/e*-subjunctives. Class 1) consists of such a small number of members that the verbs are given below:

| [-red] | tāŋkuwes | ‘checked’ | s-preterite | sbj. {t̥/snk-} |
|        | putkuwes | ‘closed’   |            | sbj. {pawtk-} |
|        | plātku, plātkwes | ‘increased’ |            | {pletk-∅/sa-} |
|        | ltu, ltuwes | ‘gone out’ | *y/e*-preterite | {læcɔ-te-} |
|        | puttuweremem | ‘ascended’ | prt. unknown | – |
|        | plutku | ‘?’ |            | – |
|        | sānuwes | ‘bound’ |            | – |
|        | snātku, snātkwes | ‘pervaded with’ |            | – |
|        | yku, ykuwes | ‘gone’ |            | suppletive |
2.9 the preterite participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[+red]</th>
<th>kekuwer</th>
<th>‘poured’</th>
<th>s-preterite</th>
<th>{kew-\textcircled{O}/sa-}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(final -w)</td>
<td>abs. rerūwermen</td>
<td>‘opened’</td>
<td>sbj. {r\textsuperscript{s}/sw-}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sēšu, abstr. sēšuwér,</td>
<td>‘eaten’</td>
<td>(a-grade; lyāka-type)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abs. sēšuwērmen,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sēšwěrmen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(no final -w)</td>
<td>tetarku, abs.</td>
<td>‘turned’</td>
<td>prt. unknown</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(te)tārkuwermen?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>peprukwēsā</td>
<td>‘leapt over’</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*not formed from the preterite*

Although the preterite participle is very close to the preterite, there are some cases where the preterite participle cannot be derived from the preterite in a straightforward way, even if cases of suppletion are left out of consideration. Mostly, this is because the preterite has a suffix that is not found in the preterite participle.

The largest group consists of a-preterites. As already mentioned above, these behave like \(x\text{[O-roots and form participles of classes 1 and 2]}\). Some examples are: prt. \{kaccā-\} \(\sim\) kakāccu ‘(become) glad’, prt. \{klesā-\} \(\sim\) keklyausahaan ‘heard’, prt. \{nāwtōssa-\} \(\sim\) nanautāssos(s) ‘destroyed’, prt. \{sārka-\} \(\sim\) šessirku ‘surpassed’. A special case are the a\text{|a-root preterites} with a-grade (the lyāka-type) because these have a final a in the prs.-sbj. and the prt., but not in the preterite participle: prt. \{plawā-\} \(\sim\) abstr. pepālywor ‘complaint’, prt. \{lakā-\} \(\sim\) lyelyaku ‘seen’, prt. \{lawā-\} \(\sim\) abs. lyelyuwermem ‘having rubbed’, prt. \{šawā-\} \(\sim\) sēšu ‘eaten’.

Of the additional instances with a difference between preterite and preterite participle, only the ʻay-subjunctives form a category; the other instances are all isolated. Next to ʻay-subjunctives we find derived a-preterites, and according to the rules described above, we would expect a prt.ptc. without that a, i.e. sbj. \{lālāy-\} \(\rightarrow\) prt. \{lālāy-\-a-\}, but prt.ptc. **lalaliyyu \{la-lāl-ʻay-\-aw\}. In fact, not only the prt. suffix \{a\}, but also the sbj. suffix \{ʻay\} is dropped in the preterite participle: lalalu, -oš. This pattern is well established, but in most cases the palatalisation remains: [+pal] aiksu ‘grown’, aṣu ‘dwelled’, kekarṣu ‘cut’, kekalypos ‘stolen’ vs [-pal] āklu ‘learned’, lalālu ‘exerted’.

The isolated ūša-prt. of yam- ‘do’, i.e. an a-prt. irregularly derived from the present instead of the subjunctive, is not matched by the prt.ptc. yāmu, -oš, which rather requires the s-preterite that we would expect next to the x[O-root subjunctive yam-].

t̪as- ‘put’, perhaps the most irregular verb of the language, forms a prt.ptc. tāttāu, which is clearly related to the subjunctive {tāttā-} and not to the preterite {t\textsuperscript{s}/s-\textcircled{O}/sa-}.

The two ʻy/c-preterites \{lāc\textsuperscript{c}/lc-\} and \{yās\textsuperscript{c}/kc-\} are matched by participles without palatalisation, i.e. ltu, -uweš and yāku, -oš, whereas preterites to ʻy/c-subjunctives always have palatalisation (cf e.g. keklyausu cited above). Possibly, the preterite participle is not derived from the preterite stem in these cases, but both are derived from the root.
The causative preterite {šánmya-} of ‘bind’ is completely isolated in having an extra y in its preterite stem. This y is not found in the corresponding participle šeššanmu.

2.10 SUMMARY

In view of the large number of different patterns for both languages, only some general tendencies can be observed here. As stated in 2.1.2 (p 23), the central questions of this chapter were 1) whether the subjunctive can be seen as a second present and 2) whether the subjunctive stem can be equated with the preterite stem. For the first question, the most important point to be addressed was to what extent the suffix inventories of present and subjunctive are identical.

stem inventory

In Tocharian A, primary presents are essentially root presents without root-final -ā next to derived ā-subjunctives and ā-preterites; the other types discussed in 2.6.8 (p 107) are generally found in suppletive patterns and are of no relevance to us. Derived presents are formed with the suffixes -ā, -a, -ā, -ā, and the infixed n (see 2.6.9, p 110; marginal -ā can be discarded for the moment). Derived subjunctives are formed with the suffixes -ā, -ā, -ā, -ā, -ā, and ŋā. Focusing on primary subjunctives, it serves our purpose now best to include zero-derived subjunctives from primary preterites, which yields the following types: root preterite-subjunctives (both to x|O- and x|ā-roots) and ŋā- and ŋā-subjunctives. So far, the formation inventory shared by the present and the subjunctive consists only of the x|O-root type and the suffixes -ā and -a. The latter could perhaps be eliminated on the basis of one subjunctive form, 2sg.act. nakāt (compared to 2sg.mid. nkatār), that shows that the actual shape of the subjunctive suffix is -ā; this would set it apart from the present suffix, because the latter is only -a-. Additional shared stems are found as soon as we include zero presents: x|ā-root preterite-subjunctives with x|ā-root presents (2.6.10, p 115). Although the root presents (both of the x|O- and the x|ā-type) blurs the delimitations of the stem inventories in an important way because the same formations are salient among the subjunctives, it must be stressed that root presents are small in number. In any case, shared suffixes are strikingly few.

In Tocharian B, primary presents all end in -ā (2.7.7, p 128), that is, we find verbs in -ā, -ā, and ŋā, but since these elements are found in all stems of the verb, they can hardly be called suffixes. Derived presents are generally formed with one of the suffixes -ā, -ā, -ā, -ā, -ā, or the infixed n. Primary subjunctives are all identical to the root (2.6.4, p 98), but unlike the present this root never ends in -ā. Leaving na-subjunctives out because they are marginal and often irregular, derived subjunctives show the suffixes -ā, -ā, -ā, -a, and -a (2.7.2, p 120, 2.7.6, p 126). So far, the formal inventories of present and subjunctives are sharply distinct, both for primary and derived formations: the only shared suffix is -ā. Only in zero-formations is there a significant overlap: there are
present-subjunctives both with root-final -a and with the element -‘/-e-. However, these can be analysed as primary presents with zero-derived subjunctives: the suffixes they are formed with are not used to derive presents as well as subjunctives, and they do not prove that the present and the subjunctive stem make use of the same formal inventory.

**subjunctive vs preterite stem**

In both languages, subjunctive and preterite stems are closely related indeed: most differences are not found in suffixation, but in other morphological distinctions, principally gradation, palatalisation and accent.

In Tocharian A, suffix contrasts between the preterite and the subjunctive are found with \( ^{\text{‘a}}/_a, a \), and \( ^{\text{‘a}}i/_a -_a \)-subjunctives derived from root preterites (2.6.6, p 99), and with \( a \)-preterites derived from subjunctives ending in \( -^{\text{‘a}}/_a \) and \( -^{\text{‘a}}a_/a \) (2.6.3, p 96). In addition, causatives show the peculiar suffix \( -^{\text{s‘a}}*/s’/a \), which derives subjunctives from the root (or perhaps from the reduplicated preterite). Only a minor set of the root preterite-subjunctives are of the \( x|O \)-type: in that class, the preterite stem differs from the subjunctive in showing its element \( -s\) in some forms (2.6.7, p 105), and often it has \( a \)-grade and initial palatalisation vs \( \dot{a} \)-grade without initial palatalisation in the subjunctive. All other root preterite-subjunctives are of the \( x|\dot{\text{a}} \)-type. Whereas for \( \dot{\text{a}}/\dot{\text{a}} \)-roots the stems are completely identical, \( \dot{\text{a}}/\dot{\text{a}} \)-roots show initial palatalisation only in the preterite, and root gradation in both stems, but with a complementary distribution (2.5.2, p 56).

In Tocharian B, the only suffix contrast between preterite and subjunctive is found in \( ^{\text{‘g}}/e \)- and \( O/e \)-subjunctives derived from root preterites (2.7.2, p 120), and in derived \( a \)-preterites (2.7.3, p 121). In addition, the large class of causatives shows a peculiar pattern of a subjunctive that is zero-derived from the present, while the present is derived from the root (or perhaps from the preterite stem) with the suffix \( -^{\text{s‘a}}*/ske_\). In all other cases, the subjunctive and the preterite are not differentiated by a suffix, but by their inflexion (2.7.4, p 122). For instance, \( s \)-preterites show an element \( -s\) in part of their forms, which is not found in the corresponding subjunctive. Further, the subjunctive has root accent, whereas the preterite has suffix accent, like in the deduced minimal pair 1pl.sbj. \( a\text{n\‘am}^*/\text{\‘awnam}/ ‘we will hit’ vs 1pl.prt. \( a\text{n\‘am}^*/\text{\‘awnam}/. \(_{\text{a}}\text{O \-root presents and subjunctives both show the root grades} e \) and \( a \), but the distribution is slightly different (see 2.5.2, p 56). \( a\text{\‘}/a \)-root preterites and subjunctives show a double inflexion contrast: the subjunctive has root gradation and the preterite has initial palatalisation. Additionally, with \( a\text{\‘}/a \)-root preterites and subjunctives they have in common that the subjunctive has initial accent and the preterite suffix accent, e.g. 1pl.sbj. \( t\text{\‘akam}/t\text{\‘akam}/ ‘we will be’ vs 1pl.prt. \( t\text{\‘akam}/ \text{\‘akam}/. \)
Conclusion

With the help of zero-derivation as an analytical tool, the overlap between the inventories of the present and the subjunctive stems can be reduced considerably. Whereas the present has a large suffix inventory, that of the subjunctive is only limited, the subjunctive being mostly formed from the root. Thus, the subjunctive is a kind of present because of its endings, and not because of its stem.

The subjunctive and preterite stems are similar indeed: most differences are part of the inflexion, not of stem formation. These differences are not found in the domain of suffixation, but in gradation, palatalisation and accent. Tocharian B root preterite-subjunctives show great similarities between the $x|\emptyset$- and $x|a$-type, where the most important contrast between preterite and subjunctive is apparently the suffix accent of the former versus the root accent of the latter. In Tocharian A the situation is slightly different: whereas the $x|\acute{a}$-type often shows no difference between preterite and subjunctive at all, the $x|\emptyset$-root type is only marginal; evidently, it was replaced by categories where the contrast was better marked.
3 SYNTAX AND MEANING

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to establish the meaning of the subjunctive, its use in both languages will be investigated.

3.1.1 FORMER DESCRIPTIONS

In the grammar of Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931), all we learn about the meaning of the subjunctive is that there is a “Konjunktiv, der zugleich das Futurum vertreten muß” (p 324). Couvreur argued against the use of the term “Konjunktiv” because in his eyes it is too limited.

“Conversely, the term «future-subjunctive» is advisable because it denotes the double use of the form correctly. After all, it has a temporal (future) as well as a modal (subjunctive: voluntative, real condition, consequence and goal) meaning and presumably the second use has developed out of the first.” (1947: 73, translation mine)

The first serious account of the syntax of the subjunctive is that by Krause because he gives example sentences in order to prove his analysis (he discusses only Tocharian B).

“Der Konjunktiv steht in Haupt- wie in Nebensätzen mit der Funktion der Vermutung, Erwartung, Annahme, also der Ungewißheit, woraus sich die Funktion des reinen Futurs entwickelt hat, sowie als Jussiv.” (1952: 30)

Krause illustrates the main clause uses expectation and presumption, pure future and jussive separately, but for subclauses the reader has to extract the different uses from a couple of example sentences.

Lane, in his seminal paper about the formation of the subjunctive, takes an agnostic stand in matters of syntax, saying that

“the syntax of the Tocharian subjunctive has not yet been written. But we can say with confidence that one of the functions, perhaps the chief function of the so-called Tocharian subjunctive is to express futurity.” (1959: 158)

In a footnote he adds that “subjunctive” may not be a suitable term, and the relation between subjunctive and present should perhaps be evaluated differently:
“I do not mean to exclude the possibility that some other name may be more appropriate – even that a difference in aspect or ‘Aktionsart’ may better describe the relation between the two formal categories here.” (l.c.)

Unfortunately, he does not refer to Couvrer or Krause, so that we can only guess that he found their accounts unsatisfactory.

The first treatment of the syntax of the subjunctive in Tocharian A and B is that in the *Elementarbuch* (Krause and Thomas 1960: 180-181), which in many respects continues the work of Krause for Tocharian B alone. The principal division of the *Elementarbuch* is between the subjunctive “in rein futurischer Funktion”, which they think is found in both main and subclauses (p 181), and the one “in modaler Funktion” (p 180).

The latter category is subdivided into several smaller categories. In main clauses, they distinguish the uses 1) expectation and presumption, 2) volunative and jussive, i.e. will and command (addressed to non-second persons), and 3) preventive prohibitive, i.e. (future) negative command. In subclauses, they find the subjunctive in 1) relative clauses, 2) local and temporal subclauses, 3) modal subclauses, i.e. in metaphors (see 3.3.9, p 208), and 4) conditional subclauses.

Although the *Elementarbuch* is an important step forward, it suffers from being too concise. For a number of uses, an example of only one language (A or B) is given, and they make no effort to avoid clear calques on Sanskrit constructions. Worse, they do not describe the categories any further, but just label them and list examples. For instance, no attempt is made at clarifying which relative clauses have a subjunctive and which have e.g. a present or an optative, and the same is true of the other subclause types.

In his *Introduction* and *Chrestomathie*, Pinault’s short characterisation is generally in line with the *Elementarbuch*, yet he adds a precision for subclauses, where the subjunctive has a “valeur éventuelle”, especially in conditional (“hypothétiques”) and temporal subclauses (1989: 124; 2008: 571). He further adds a functionally descriptive note on the expression of future tense:

“Le futur n’a pas de tiroir propre: il est exprimé en partie par le présent (avec valeur illocutoire d’une action future donnée comme certaine), surtout par le subjonctif, et aussi par une périphrase propre aux phrases négatives: gérondif II, exprimant la possibilité, avec présent de la copule (exprimée ou non).” (2008: 569-570; similarly 1989: 124-125)

Apart from these remarks about the meaning of the subjunctive as a whole, there are detail studies that treat the uses of the subjunctive and functionally neighbouring categories in subclauses. Iterative subclauses are treated by Thomas (1970), who shows that they are in the subjunctive when they have present reference and in the optative when they have past reference. Pinault (1997) contains a study of essentially
the conditional conjunctions TA *krip* and TB *krwi*, both ‘if’,93 but in passing he gives an overview of conditional types that is an excellent introduction to the subject.

Most of the descriptions mentioned above focus on the various uses of the subjunctive, and little effort is made to distinguish between the way the subjunctive is used and the semantic value it contributes. In other words, the focus is primarily on different contexts in which it occurs and much less on its inherent meaning. Nevertheless, Couvreur claims that the modal value has developed out of its future meaning and Lane suggests that futurity may be its chief function; conversely, Krause makes a very clear statement, claiming that all non-future uses can be unified as “uncertainty”, which is also at the base of the future meaning (see above).

Besides, there is one generalising notion about the function of the subjunctive, to my knowledge first voiced by Couvreur, and recurring from time to time, namely that the subjunctive is actually a perfective present formed to the preterite stem, the “normal” present being imperfective or progressive.

“The future-subjunctive [...] is originally a present (primary endings!) of the perfective preterite stem, hence (like in Slavic) the future meaning. Therefore, the future-subjunctive (perfective stem + primary endings) is the reversal of the imperfect in A (imperfective stem + secondary endings).” (Couvreur 1947: 73, translation mine)

Probably Lane’s feeling that the difference between present and subjunctive might rather be one of aspect or Aktionsart (see above) is to be interpreted along the same lines.

The most elaborated version of this idea is that by Winter, whose argument is essentially the same, “The so-called subjunctive is simply the nonpast of the punctual aspect” (1982: 9). Importantly, he further supported the aspect theory with the observation that present-subjunctives have a durative (or imperfective) Aktionsart. In other words, present-subjunctives are actually presents without a subjunctive, and since they are inherently durative (or imperfective), they do not have the punctual (or perfective) subjunctive next to them (most explicitly 1994a: 286-287, cf further Peyrot 2008c: 251).

Winter’s version seems to be accepted by Pinault (2008: 570), who adds yet another argument from the distribution of the different roots in cases of suppletion:

“La distribution des lexèmes dans les verbes supplétifs montre que le prététit et le subjonctif ont la même valeur aspectuelle, celle de perfectif ou non-duratif, par opposition au présent.” (l.c.)

However valuable the notion of an imperfective present versus a perfective subjunctive and preterite may be, none of its defenders has shown that there is anything like an aspectual difference between present and subjunctive with examples from the

---

93 Pinault argues for a different older meaning; cf 3.7.5 (p 314).
texts. Instead, all arguments adduced are morphological: they concern the present endings of the subjunctive and the close relationship between preterite and subjunctive stems versus the present stem (Couvreur), semantic properties of verbs with a present-subjunctive (Winter), and the root structure of suppletive verbs (Pinault). In fact, the only syntactic aspectual difference that is commonly acknowledged is the one between the imperfective imperfect and the perfective preterite (Thomas 1957; Pinault 2008: 569; see also 2.2.3, p 32).

As none of the proponents of the “aspect theory” has argued with syntactic arguments, it is far from clear where one should start a syntactic investigation of the problem. In my view, the aspect theory has only a morphological and historical value. Although I feel that the burden of proof rests with the proponents, I offer arguments against it at the end of this chapter (3.8.4, p 325); the whole matter is further left out of the description of the use of the subjunctive.

3.1.2 AIM

As pointed out in the preceding section, there are many unclear points in the description of the use of the subjunctive. Further, no systematic distinction between use and meaning has been made, nor have the different functions in main and subclause been unified. Tocharian A and B have always been treated together, thus obscuring the view on possible differences. Finally, the idea that the subjunctive is a perfective present is based on morphological arguments instead of syntax.

Thus, the aim of this chapter is

a) to give a detailed description of the various uses of the Tocharian A and B subjunctives;
b) to extract the meaning of the Tocharian A and B subjunctives from their uses and to give a unified account of their meanings in main and subclauses;
c) to review any differences in meaning between the Tocharian A and B subjunctives;
d) to investigate possible syntactic proof for the aspectual value of the Tocharian A and B subjunctives.

3.1.3 METHOD

Describing the use and meaning of a modal verbal form such as a subjunctive is not at all easy. The situation is a good deal worse if the language is dead, as in the case of Tocharian: there is no native speaker to explain meaning nuances and often even a general idea of the sense of a passage would be welcomed by many scholars of Tocharian. Strictly speaking, there is no way to be certain of the meaning of any piece of text: the writer has long passed away and even if we had a parallel text in another language we could not be completely certain about the identity level of the content.

For Tocharian, an additional problem is that there are hardly any texts that continue for more than a leaf: a whole lot have only a few complete sentences
without lacunae preserved (if we leave fragments with only isolated words or parts of words aside for the moment). All this means that for frequent grammatical phenomena it will mostly be possible to find a reliable sample of useful examples, but for less frequent forms or constructions it is not rare to eventually depend on only one or two good instances for an analysis. This in turn implies that the value of the conclusions may vary: if there are many instances, the level of certainty is much higher than if there are only a couple of them, and in the latter case it is sometimes necessary to be creative when it comes to finding arguments for an analysis.

Although one may often find oneself on the verge of despair, the whole undertaking is in fact by no means hopeless. Without doubt the most valuable help for interpreting fragmentary Tocharian texts are parallels in other languages. These come roughly in three variants:

1) Sanskrit originals for Tocharian texts translated from Sanskrit, or Sanskrit texts so close to those originals that they can be used as if they were originals;
2) Old Uyghur translations of the Tocharian text;
3) parallel texts in other languages.

All these parallel texts have their peculiarities, also per individual text, but nevertheless it is possible to give short characterisations.

sub 1) Sanskrit originals are known for a limited number of texts in both Tocharian A and B. It is certain that many more texts were translated from Sanskrit, but those originals have not been identified yet, or, as in most cases, they have been lost. The problem with the text offering most bilingual matches, the Udānāvarga, is that the language of the Tocharian translation is a demonstrably artificial “translationese” that is of limited value for many types of syntactic matters. If, however, the Tocharian text deviates from the Sanskrit in spite of its being very faithful to it in other respects, we can take this as an important indication for the rules of genuine Tocharian grammar. Finally, there are many parallel Sanskrit texts that are probably not the original the Tocharian was translated from,\(^94\) and caution is always due when comparing a Tocharian text with a Sanskrit parallel.

sub 2) There is only one Tocharian text with an Old Uyghur translation: the Tocharian A Maitreyasamitīnāṭaka, translated into Old Uyghur as the Maytrisimit nom bitig.\(^95\) Although many portions of the Tocharian A text are fragmentary, and many others are lacking altogether, whereas for the portions preserved we do not always have the Old Uyghur text, this parallel text corpus is of inestimable value, radically improving our understanding of Tocharian A. The text genre of the Old Uyghur is different, as it is running prose, whereas the Tocharian is conceived as a play with

\(^94\) An example is the story of the last meal of the Bodhisattva before his enlightenment (B107), which has a close, but not exact match in the Sanghabhedavastu of the Vinaya of the Mūlasarvāstivādins (Gnoli 1977: 109-110), cf Schmidt (2008) and Pinault (2008, especially 159-162).

\(^95\) On (possible) other Old Uyghur translations from Tocharian, cf Schmidt (2001), Peyrot (forth.e).
narrative intermezzi and many variegating songs, which means that especially for lyric passages the Old Uygur may deviate considerably. But even if the texts are parallel, the baroque literary style of the Old Uygur, with many repeated synonyms and explanatory additions, may make it hard to compare the texts adequately. The advantage of all this is undeniable, however: the Old Uygur translator generally understood the Tocharian perfectly and has made a serious effort to produce a good translation in “real” Old Uygur. Consequently, the Old Uygur is in principle reliable and calques on the Tocharian constructions are rare (Wilkens 2008: 426 adduces an interesting example).

3) Parallel texts in other languages than Sanskrit and Old Uygur are mostly in Chinese or Pāli, sometimes also in Tibetan. Only very rarely do these parallels give direct evidence for the meaning or function of a Tocharian form, and in most cases they can only clarify the general context. Although even the latter is often of great help, a pitfall is obviously that the parallels are indirect, as no Tocharian text is translated from Pāli, and no Tibetan from Tocharian. Chinese is a slightly different matter since we know that the translators of some Chinese texts spoke Tocharian. Although the translations themselves were probably made from Sanskrit or Prākrits, Chinese translations are sometimes remarkably close to the Tocharian version, which may suggest that both were translated from the same source. Especially Pāli is a clear opposite to this, as these texts are from a completely different Buddhist school and they can only rarely be used fruitfully. However, Pāli has the great advantage over Sanskrit that the texts are well preserved and studied, which makes their evaluation easier.

Once the gist of a passage is known and the philological work is done, the linguistic analysis can be undertaken. The essential problem is that often various different translations give a coherent interpretation and there is no objective way to verify which interpretation is correct. Although the number of translation possibilities is certainly increased because we are working with texts in a dead language, the essence of the problem is probably the difference between use and meaning, or between the effective sense of a form in its context and the inalienable kernel of it.

As an example of the difference between meaning and implicature (by-meaning or inference), Comrie gives the example it’s cold in here (1985: 23). This sentence is normally used not just to state the temperature, but implies another idea, for instance that it is too cold, which should be changed. According to Comrie, the implicature can be cancelled, whereas the meaning cannot. For instance, it’s cold in here. please don’t close the window, I enjoy the cold is fine, but it’s cold in here. please don’t close the window, it’s hot in here is incoherent. Then he continues,

Winter’s idea (1955: 18) that the “poems” we find in this text genre (and in others too, for that matter) are in fact songs seems to be generally accepted now (e.g. Pinault 2008: 400-401). Obviously, as readers of the texts, we cannot experience the songs as such, as there is no music to it: we read them as poems with a rigid metrical pattern.
“Although the principled distinction between meaning and implicature is crucial to a
correct semantic analysis of linguistic items, carrying out the distinction in practice is by
no means easy, since it often requires the construction of subtle situations to distinguish
between the meaning of a form and its implicature.” (1985: 24)

One cannot but fullheartedly agree, all the more since any type of “construction”,
even of less subtle situations, is of course impossible for Tocharian.

Nevertheless, the importance of this distinction can hardly be overestimated. For
instance, how can we decide between future and voluntative meaning of the sub-
junctive in sentences like TA waštıš läncam ‘I leave (sbj.) the house’? In most
contexts, both a future ‘I will leave the house’ and a voluntative ‘I want to leave the
house’ seem to be possible interpretations. My approach to this problem is based on
the assumption that a basic meaning cannot be self-contradictory, nor can it be
contradictory to any inference without explicit marking. For example, if I could find
an instance of the subjunctive where it is clear from the context that the “I” person
does not want to leave the house, but is forced to do so and protests, the same waštıš
läncam cannot, without explicit marking, at once mean ‘I do not want to leave the
house’. If such contradictory instances were indeed found, I would conclude that
‘wanting’ and ‘not wanting’ cannot be part of the meaning of the subjunctive, but
must be inferences based on context knowledge (implicatures).

In practice, examples are unfortunately seldom as clear-cut as they are in theory,
and even if the general approach seems to be correct, the statistics may give a very
ill-balanced picture. For main clauses, I investigate the relation between future uses
and other uses bordering future, such as will, wish, expectation, and so on, by
evaluating a number of possible modal sources. For instance, if indeed the subjunc-
tive is volutative in first person clauses (‘I want to leave’), the next question is of
course if there is any relation between speaker or subject for other persons, too.
Would ‘He leaves (sbj.) the house’ mean ‘I want him to leave the house’ or ‘He wants
to leave the house’?

The possible modal sources that I consider are the speaker, the subject and the
hearer; the first person is discussed separately because it unites speaker and subject.
These are of course by no means all sources that are theoretically possible, but they
are the ones that I have distilled from the various descriptions of the use of the sub-
junctive (see 3.1.1, p 155). Thus, the claim of voluntative use invites the question
whether speaker or subject are a modal source, and so does that of jussive use. I have
not found the uses promise or permiss in those descriptions, but as there are
actually quite seducing examples for these subcategories, too, I have included the
hearer as yet another possible modal source.

Expectation and presumption, the other uses that have been mentioned in the
literature, form no special research focus, as these are much more subtle than volun-
tative and jussive. I understand expectation as a subjective form of future in the
sense that the speaker has personal reasons to think that a future event will take
place. On the other hand, expectation is neutral as to whether the speaker wants the
event to happen or not: we may expect good or bad weather without the one
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expectation being more typical than the other. As a (linguistic) future event is always expressed by a speaker, pure non-subjective futures can probably only exist in contrast to subjective ones (a contrast certainly not there in Tocharian), i.e. a kind of special form where the speaker stresses that his reasons to think that the event will take place are not personal; on a certain level, however, such a claim must remain in vain, as the hearer is always dependent on the judgment of the speaker.

Presumption\textsuperscript{97} is close to expectation, but here the focus seems to be on the process of inferencing from indications for a future event, and the uncertainty that results from it. In the same way as expectation, presumption is subjective, but in addition it has its element of uncertainty. Obviously, both expectation and presumption are only possible in situations where the speaker does not control the event. Thus, they are theoretically compatible with second and third person subjects, but with first person subjects only when the verb is without control: 'I will leave the house' cannot be an expectation or presumption of the speaker. Although it is my conviction that expectation and presumption are no components of the meaning of the subjunctive, they do not, in fact, lack grammatical form: especially Tocharian B has a rich system of particles, but Tocharian A is not devoid either (see 3.4.5, p 222, and 3.7.5, p 287).

The uses in subclauses are less controversial and the problems are of a different kind. The meaning of the subjunctive is often quite well recognisable, but the various uses are sometimes difficult to delimit. This does not necessarily mean that the categories do not really exist in Tocharian, and are only imposed: there are always some clear examples with overt marking at the basis. The fact that there are other examples that could belong to more than one category is actually strong evidence for the function of the subjunctive in those clauses. Apparently it could be used in different ways, and without explicit marking, it could be interpreted according to the respective context.

Perhaps the most salient function of the subjunctive in subclauses is conditionality. For the examples that I have collected, I have found two parameters helpful. The first parameter is the distinction between conditionals based on consequence on the one hand, and on inference on the other. Although "consequence" is not to be understood in a very strict sense as perhaps in physics, these conditionals connect two events of which the occurrence of the second is somehow dependent on the first (in Sweetser's terminology, the two events are related in the "content domain", 1990: 113-116). This dependency can be real causality, as in If it rains, the streets get wet, but

\textsuperscript{97} I have chosen this term for Krause's "Annahme". He mentions both "Annahme" and "Vermutung", which in my understanding differ principally in how the presentation of the information is meant to be used: Vermutung is neutral, but Annahme suggests that the information is used for a follow-up. At the same time, Annahme is more neutral (empty, so to say) in its degree of certainty, whereas Vermutung has an inherent level of a particular half-certainty. I fear that differences of this kind are beyond the limits of philological feasibility in Tocharian.
it may also be much less strict, as in *If you go there, I will go with you.* In conditionals based on inference it is not the occurrence of the second event that follows from the first, but rather its truth (the events are related in the “epistemic domain”, according to Sweetser 1990: 116-117). In this type of conditionals, reversal of causality, for instance, is very common, as in *If the streets are wet, it has rained* (evidently, such a reversal is logically only valid with *if and only if* conditionals).\(^{98}\)

The distinction between consequential conditionals (based on consequence) and inferential conditionals (based on inference) is important because in English as well as in Tocharian the verb forms of the latter are much more variable than those of the former (Dancygier 1998, e.g. 25-29). In consequential conditionals, it turns out to be useful to distinguish generic, real, potential and unreal conditionals. Generic conditionals, which have no specific time reference, are in Tocharian formed with a subjunctive protasis and present apodosis, e.g. *If you do (sbj.) good deeds, you gather (prs.) merit*. Real conditionals, which are specific and have future reference, are formed with a subjunctive protasis and a subjunctive apodosis, e.g. *If you do (sbj.) good deeds, you will gather (sbj.) merit*. Potential conditionals denote possible but not very probable events, formed with an optative protasis and an optative apodosis, e.g. *If you did (opt.) good deeds, you would gather (opt.) merit*. Unreal conditionals denote purely imaginary events, expressed with a periphrasis of subjunctive gerund and imperfect copula in protasis and apodosis, e.g. *If you had done (sbj. ger. + ipf. cop.) good deeds, you would have gathered (sbj. ger. + ipf. cop.) merit*. Of course there are individual cases where these rules are difficult to apply, but as a general guideline they may be helpful. Compare the following scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROTASIS</td>
<td>PROTASIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential</td>
<td>optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unreal</td>
<td>sbj.ger.+ipf.cop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>past perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A major pitfall in the study of Tocharian syntax in general is the real possibility that it is coloured by the syntax of other languages.\(^{99}\) The first language to think of is obviously Sanskrit, the source language for many texts that were translated, and the model of many others that were recomposed, elaborated or adapted. Indeed, some

---

\(^{98}\) Sweetser distinguishes yet a third type of conditionals in the “speech-act domain” (1990: 118-121). In this type, it is the relevance of the second event that follows from the first, e.g. *If it interests you, Dancygier and Sweetser (2005) treat this type extensively*. I have no reason to assume that this type did not occur in Tocharian, but I have found no instances in the corpus.\(^{99}\) It is characteristic of the philologist Werner Thomas that this problem seems never even to have occurred to him in an impressive number of syntax case studies; any linguist, I believe, would have been worried about this point in his position.
texts where the Sanskrit original is known show an astoundingly high level of syntactic matches, continuing well into the morphological domain. At the same time it is a relieve that those texts are also strange compared to other Tocharian texts, so that we can be certain that many texts are better, less literally translated. Of course, it is nearly impossible to verify to what extent the latter category of texts exhibits influence of Sanskrit constructions.

A much more delicate matter is that of the syntactic similarities between Tocharian A and B. As we know that Tocharian B has influenced Tocharian A in the script and in the lexicon, it is probably influence of Tocharian B on Tocharian A that caused these similarities, if they are caused by mutual influence at all (on this problem, cf in detail Peyrot forth.c).

Unfortunately, there is not much we can do about the problem of possible “calque syntax” when we do not have the exact models, e.g. the Sanskrit original of a Tocharian text. In some cases, infrequent and deviating constructions can indeed be attributed to calquing, but in most instances we will have to describe the language as it is attested in our corpus: after all, we can hardly exclude that Sanskrit patterns had become linguistically real features of the language. I will therefore be very careful with the “calque argument”: as long as it cannot be shown that one construction is due to calquing and another is not, the argument remains ad hoc. And even if a particular construction is a calque, it was apparently acceptable according to Tocharian grammar: if we are not in the centre of Tocharian grammar, we must nevertheless be in the margins, not outside.

3.1.4 PRESENTATION OF EXAMPLES

There is no essential difference between the presentation of the Tocharian A and B passages, and it conforms to general usage:
- a (narrow) transliteration is only given if necessary: in principle, Fremdzeichen are rendered by their regular counterparts, virāma is not indicated etc, and square brackets for uncertain readings are left out;\(^{100}\)
- round brackets indicate restorations in the Tocharian text, as well as in the translation;
- square brackets in the translation are used for non-trivial additions that make the English readable;
- “.” indicates an unreadable part of an aksara; “—” an unreadable aksara; “///” the damaged edge of a manuscript.

My deviations from the traditional system concern the presentation of the manuscript lines, the metrical structure, and the addition of interlinear glosses.

---

\(^{100}\) I do not use arcs over non-syllabic vowels, as these are sufficiently marked by their subscript, i.e., \(k\text{r}_{\text{i}}\), not \(k\text{r}_{\text{di}}\).
3.1 introduction

It is often extremely important to know whether it is certain that a clause or a sentence is complete, or whether it might continue left or right of the respective margin. Therefore, I have inserted line breaks in square brackets in subscript in the Tocharian text, e.g. “[a1]”, “[a2]” etc, giving the reader the opportunity to see whether words from a sentence may be missing or not. If I know or suspect that a clause is not complete, I indicate this with three dots “…” in the translation.

A very large portion of the corpus is metrical and this is vital for the identification of syntagms and the recognition of the size of lacunae. Moreover, the language of metrical passages is often slightly different, most of all – obviously – in word order. Therefore I have indicated the metrical structure of a passage as much as possible, as well as the fact that it is metrical when I could not identify the metre. The system used is the same as that of Sieg, i.e. when he noted “4 x 14 Silben im Rhythmus 7/7”, I give the metre as “4 x 7 1 7”, with further subdivision, e.g. “(4+3 1 4+3)”. In the Tocharian text itself, I indicate the caesurae with the symbol “1”, but only between the larger units, e.g. between two units of 7 syllables, while the smaller subdivision into 4 and 3 is left unmarked. The end of pādas (strophe lines) is noted with the strophe number and a letter indicating the pāda in square brackets after the pāda (e.g., “[1a]”, “[1b]”, etc), since the last pāda is usually followed by the strophe number (of the strophe just preceding) in the Tocharian text itself (it is taken as self-evident that e.g. 1 in the Tocharian text is pāda 1d).\(^{101}\)

For convenience, I have chosen to give interlinear glosses for all Tocharian and Old Uyghur examples in this chapter, even if this is relatively space-consuming. By contrast, examples in other chapters are not glossed because the argumentation will be possible to follow without. To save some space nevertheless, not all grammatical information is given in the glosses. For instance, I do not indicate voice for verbs, or gender for adjectives and pronouns; however, I hope to give all information needed for an understanding of the use and meaning of the relevant verbal forms.

The presentation of the Old Uyghur parallels to the Tocharian A Maitreya-samitiṇaṭaka is sometimes problematic, too. One difficulty is that they are scattered over a large number of publications so that the transcription used is not uniform; worse still, Tekin’s edition (1980) contains only transliterations. I have chosen to uniformise following the system used by Röhrborn (1977etc), which has gained general acceptance in the last decades.\(^{102}\) The grammatical terminology follows Erdal (2004), and for Old Uyghur grammar in general, the reader is referred to that book.

Another difficulty concerns the transliteration and transcription conventions for Old Uyghur, which confusingly deviate from, and interfere with those for Tocharian. The main difference is the usage of brackets: square brackets are used for restorations in text and translation, and round brackets are used to add defective vowels, i.e. vowels that are assumed to have been there but are not written in the

\(^{101}\) On Tocharian metrics in general, see especially Pinault (2008: 397-409).

\(^{102}\) In checking and uniformising the Old Uyghur, I have made extensive use of VATEC.
manuscript, mostly a and ā. As a compromise between the Tocharian and
turkologist systems, I have left the defective vowels in brackets, but put them in
subscript. Thus, turkologist t(a)ŋri t(a)ŋrisi burhan ‘Buddha, god of gods’ has
become t(ā)ŋri t(ā)ŋrisi burhan. In a word [bur]han the first syllable is completely
restored (for Tocharian A, the same would be noted e.g. (ptā)ṅkāt).

3.1.5 STRUCTURE

The general lay-out of the chapter is as follows. I describe the use of the subjunctive
in main clauses first, then that in subclauses, and then there is a section on other
uses, which includes periphrastic constructions, the present-subjunctive and parti-
cles etc. Tocharian A and B are treated separately, so that the main clauses are
discussed in 3.2 (p 166) for Tocharian A and in 3.5 (p 231) for B, the subclauses in 3.3 (p
191) for A and in 3.6 (p 250) for B, and the other uses in 3.4 (p 216) for A and in 3.7 (p
276) for B. The last section of the chapter, 3.8 (p 321), contains conclusions about the
use of the subjunctive, a comparison between Tocharian A and B, and a discussion
of its meaning.

3.2 THE TOCHARIAN A SUBJUNCTIVE IN MAIN CLAUSES

In main clauses, the subjunctive principally denotes future events. In some cases,
other readings seem possible too, such as intention, wish or promise, but in others
such interpretations can be excluded with certainty because the event has negative
consequences for the subject, the speaker or the hearer. In the following sections, I
will first present a literal translation from Sanskrit (3.2.1, p 166), and then I will
explore the relation between the event on the one hand and the subject (3.2.2, p 167),
the speaker (3.2.4, p 171), and the hearer (3.2.5, p 174) on the other, in order to show
that the subjunctive does not entail any necessary relation with any of these (the first
person is discussed in 3.2.3, p 168). I will continue with samples of “neutral” pre-
dictions (3.2.6, p 175). The section on main clauses is concluded by an overview of
moods in (rhetorical) questions (3.2.7, p 177), and by sections on neighbouring
verbal categories, i.e. the present (3.2.8, p 180), the optative (3.2.9, p 185), and the
imperative (3.2.10, p 189).

3.2.1 BILINGUALS

The number of literal or almost literal translations from Sanskrit must be
considerable, but of course they can be of use only if the Sanskrit original is known.
Only in a modest number of cases do we have good matches, and the yield for a first

---

103 I.e., the manuscript has tin̄ky ťñkryśy pwrq‘n v.s., without <t> in the sequence <tnk>, but
that spelling is thought to stand for täŋri täŋrisi burhan.
outlook on the use of the Tocharian A subjunctive in main clauses is not impressive. However, the following example is very clear, and intriguing at the same time. The Sanskrit future hanīṣye ’I will beat’ is rendered by a Tocharian A subjunctive, as we expect, but the preceding gamisyāmi ’I will go’ by a present. In other words, the Sanskrit would have to be translated as a neutral ’I will go and beat’ (as below), but the Tocharian with ’I am going to Benares and I will beat the drum [there]’. In a literal translation such a deviation is significant, of course, and the issue will return in 3.2.9 (p 185). The speaker, i.e. the Buddha, can probably use the present for ’go’ because he is about to go, but he will arrive in Benares only after his journey, so that his action there is necessarily in the subjunctive.

A218a3-4\(^4\)

\[(bārānas)\(y\)(a)c yām; koṣṭam onikraci; kumpāc – [a₄] /// ʂ\]
Benares:ALL go:1SG.PRS beat:1SG.SBJ immortal drum
sāspārtwśīnt: 14\(^5\)
turn:PRT.PTC
’I am going to Benares and I will beat the drum of immortality; (I will turn the wheel of the law) that has (not) been turned (in the world before).’

Uv21.6

bārānasīṃ gamisyāmi [a] hanīṣye ’mṛtadundubhim [b]
Benares go:1SG.FUT beat:1SG.FUT drum.of.immortality
dharmačakram pravartayiṣye [c] lokeṣy apratīvartitam [d]
wheel.of.the law turn:1SG.FUT world:LOC.PL not.turned.before
’I will go to Benares and beat the drum of immortality; I will turn the wheel of the law that has not been turned in the world before.’\(^6\)

3.2.2 SUBJECT

Although they are not frequent, examples of subjunctive events with positive effects for the subject (other than the first person) can be found next to others that will turn out negatively. This shows that the subjunctive does not entail a wish or an intention of the subject: the attitude of the subject is of no importance for the use of the subjunctive.

In the following example the subjunctive is used in a clause where the king gives his permission to leave the house (and become a monk), at last. In this context, a rendering by English will yields an unnatural translation.

---

\(^4\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).

\(^5\) Restoration after Sieg and Siegling (1933: 171); for the context, cf Beal (1883: 170).

A74b6

/// tärkör täš mäškite länčäš waštäš
permission be:3SG.SBJ prince:GEN leave:3SG.SBJ house:ABL
‘... the prince will have permission: he may leave the house.’\textsuperscript{107}

In the example below, however, a permission reading can easily be excluded, since
the event is clearly not to the advantage of the subject:

A77b6

camas wä(tkös) tāpärk) cem ānäs nāmtsûş
DEM:PL separate:PRT.PTC now DEM:PL miserable be:PRT.PTC
wekantrā täśśi kälkeñc :
break.down:3PL.SBJ where.PCL go:3PL.SBJ
‘Having been separated, they have now become miserable and will fall apart.
Where will they go?’\textsuperscript{108}

3.2.3 FIRST PERSON

First person subjunctives, in which of course subject and speaker coincide, are well
presented in the corpus. As it turns out, most examples concern events that are in
some way profitable for the first person and the subjunctive forms can in many cases
receive an intentional reading. Accordingly, we usually find a voluntaive form in the
Old Uyghur parallels to the MaitreyasamitinâTaka. However, there are also some
examples where Maitreya predicts something about himself in a “neutral” way; in
those cases, we find Old Uyghur futures. In conclusion, we can say that the intentional
reading so often found is only based on inference: the fact that a neutral prediction
exists next to it makes it unlikely that “intention” is an inherent feature of the sub-
jective.

In most cases, a Tocharian A subjunctive corresponds to an Old Uyghur volitional
in the MaitreyasamitinâTaka.

MY1.8b4

/// shînek nu waltsurâ weñam pâklyos
however but in.short tell:1SG.SBJ listen.IPF.V.SG
‘However, I will tell in short. Listen!’\textsuperscript{109}

\textsuperscript{107} Cf Sieg (1952: 23).
\textsuperscript{108} Cf Sieg (1952: 16).
\textsuperscript{109} Cf Ji (1998: 57).
MayH1.14b20 = MayT13b10-1

\[ \text{[nä] } y(_a)mä \ t(_a)vrak \ ygṿrak \ ayu \ berāyin} \\
\text{what and quick concise say:CVB BEN:VOL:1SG} \\
\text{‘I just want to tell something in short.’}^{110}

In the following example, the additions in the Old Uyghur make it especially clear that the first person has the wish to carry out the event. In other words, the intentional reading is obvious, even though the volitional suffix in the Old Uyghur is lacking because the sentence is presented as unfinished and ongoing:

MY2.2a8

// (käššina)c'1 waštāš lāńcam : 1} \\
\text{teacher:ALL house:ABL leave:3SG.SBJ} \\
\text{‘I will leave the house towards (the Buddha), the teacher.’}^{112}

MayH2.2b2-5

\text{amti t(_a)yrí [b3] bahši bošuyu y(_a)rlikazun kim t(_a)yrí t(_a)yrísi [b4]} \\
\text{now god teacher let:CVB RESP:3SG.VOL that god.of.gods} \\
\text{burhanka yakin barip ävig barkíy [b5] kodup} \\
\text{Buddha:DAT close go:CVB house home give.up:CVB} \\
\text{toyn bolup} \\
\text{monk be:CVB} \\
\text{‘Jetzt möge der göttliche Lehrer zu erlauben geruhen, daß ich nahe zum} \\
\text{Göttergott Buddha gehe und, Haus und Habe aufgebend, Mönch werde und} \\
\text{...!’}^{113}

In the passage below, princess Bhadrā announces her selection of a husband; although this follows an agreement with her father, it is clearly her own wish to do so:

A66b1

\text{(tā)my(o) ŋuk p(e)nu sveyamparam tsālp̣rās śiṇi mānwā} \\
\text{therefore I:F too sveyaṇvara:LOC be.freed:ABS REFL will:PERL} \\
\text{pats yāmmār} \\
\text{husband do:1SG.SBJ} \\
\text{‘Therefore I too will choose a husband for myself in the sveyaṇvara, free and} \\
\text{according to my own will!’}^{114}

---

111 Verse: metre 4 x 7 ; 7 ; 4 (4+3 ; 4+3 ; 4).
112 Cf Ji (1998: 75).
The following example is more complex because the first person expresses a wish involving his own death, a thing not usually desired. However, within a Buddhist context, the speaker, Bādharī, will be relieved from his sorrows when he dies. Moreover, the wish element could also apply to the rest of his life, as the “clinging-free mind” is clearly desirable (in any case, the Old Uygur has a volitional as if the speaker wanted it).

MY1.4a8
\[
\text{tāpārk nāś tsāss aci sne trāṅklune pāḷtsākyo ṣom wлalune}
\]
now I DEM:ABL EMPH without clinging mind:INS only death
\[
pālkō tām
\]
look:PRT.PTC be:1SG.SBJ

‘Now I will, from this point on, with a clinging-free mind look forward only to (my) death.’

116

MayT12a23-25
\[
\text{amti bu ...rU bu tūnte [a24] ... ilıgsiz tutugsz}
\]
now DEM DEM night:LOC without.clinging without.clinging
\[
kōṇīlīn [a25] ...Um kīnīmin kūdāyin
\]
mind:INS day:POSS.1SG await:VOL.1SG

‘Now I will ... tonight ... with a clinging-free mind await my ... [last] day.’

A prediction by Maitreyā about his own future is apparently more neutral, and in the Old Uygur it is rendered not by a voluntaive, but by a future form. Otherwise, first person futures are rare in the Old Uygur Maitrisimit. See also A257a2 (3.2.6, p 175).

A257a3
\[
\text{wlesmām puttiśparśsām sne (lyutār) w(ā)km(tsām) wl(es)}
\]
work:PRS.PTC Buddha.rank:ADJ unsurpassable excellent work
\[
k(a)lkam nervān(aṃ)
\]
go:1SG.SBJ nirvāṇa:LOC

‘Carrying out the unsurpassable and excellent task of the Buddha rank I will go to the nirvāṇa.’

117

114 Literally: ‘make’.
115 Cf Sieg (1952: 9).
116 Cf Ji (1998: 37). Possibly, the combination pālkō nas- means something different from ‘look’, i.e. ‘wait for’ or ‘look forward’: a literal ‘will have seen’ gives a strange sense here and is contradicted by the Old Uygur translation with kuḍ- ‘wait’.
3.2.4 Speaker

In most cases, the stand of the speaker towards the event is not very clear: often it can be understood as a promise, without it being clear whether the speaker himself has a positive or a negative attitude towards the event. Only in a limited number of cases do we find clear wishes. As above, I argue that the wish element is inferential and not an inherent component of the subjunctive: there are other examples where a wish is impossible and so it is cancelled out as a feature of the meaning of the subjunctive.

The first example is of an isolated type, but its interpretation is very clear already on the basis of the Tocharian A alone, and it is further strengthened by a close Old Uygur parallel with a 3sg. volitional in -žUn:

A342120a5-b1121

{oṣī cmolši rākṣat(s sām) | kalkaš lo ymār caš
human birth:ADJ rakṣasa DEM go:3SG.SBJ PCL quickly DEM
ypeyāš : 1
country:ABL
'This rakṣasa of human birth must quickly go away from this country.'122

PeOuilib.b5-7[56-58]
inēp körksüz körkülğ yāk mānįzlīg ayag kilmči:og
so ugly appearance yakṣa appearance:ADJ bad deed:ADJ
bram(a)n ketip barzun biziŋ uluš balıkta
brahmin leave:CVB go:3SG.VOL we:GEN country town:LOC
turmażun
stay:3SG.VOL
'Then the brahmin with the ugly appearance, with the looks of a yakṣa and of bad deeds must go away, and not stay in our country and our towns!'123

120 To be turned over.
121 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
122 Cf Sieg (1952: 36); Schmidt (2001: 305).
For the following short expression we a precise parallel in A214a3 = MY2.1a7, and probably it was a fixed formula. It introduces an announcement of the speaker, and a rendering by English will is strange.

A9a5

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{tås} & \quad \text{nåtkis} \quad \text{kårsor} \quad \text{tås} \\
\text{DEM} & \quad \text{lord:GEN} \quad \text{knowing} \quad \text{be:3SG.SBJ}
\end{align*} \]

‘The lord should know this.’\textsuperscript{124}

In the following example, some women have requested permission to listen to the preaching of the Buddha, and it is granted to them. Therefore, the first clause below is not a real wish (it is strange to wish something that is granted already), but still the event is desirable for the women.

MY3.3a8

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{naš} & \quad \text{nu} \quad \text{må} \quad \text{nåkåntår} \quad \text{tåmyo} \quad \text{picåkk} \quad \text{ats} \quad \text{was} \\
\text{blame} & \quad \text{but} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{reproach:3SG.SBJ} \quad \text{therefore} \quad \text{go:IPV.PL} \quad \text{EMPH} \quad \text{we}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{mårkampal} & \quad \text{kly}_0[b3](ssf) \\
\text{law} & \quad \text{hear:INF}
\end{align*} \]

‘He will not put blame on us, let us therefore go to listen to the law!’\textsuperscript{125}

MayH3.3b8-11

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{antag} & \quad \text{oguri} \quad \text{tåñjii} \quad \text{bolgay} \quad \text{.b} \quad \text{bizinä} \quad \gamma(\text{c})\text{må} \quad \text{nom} \quad \text{nomlayu} \\
\text{so} \quad \text{opportunity} \quad \text{possibility} \quad \text{be:FUT} \quad \text{we:DAT} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{law} \quad \text{preach:CVB}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\gamma(\text{c})\text{hkagay} & \quad \text{.b} \quad \text{ann} \quad \text{könì} \quad \text{baralim} \quad \text{nom} \quad \text{ešidålim} \\
\text{RESP:3SG.SBJ} & \quad \text{therefore} \quad \text{truly} \quad \text{go:1PL.VOL} \quad \text{law} \quad \text{hear:1PL.VOL}
\end{align*} \]

‘This will be an opportunity; he will deign to preach us the law! Let us therefore truly go and listen to the law!’\textsuperscript{126}

The next example is more complicated because the first person expresses a peculiar wish, namely to be killed. In the context of the story, however, this is understandable, as the mother (the speaker) does not want to live to see her own son killed by the same çândålah (low caste executioners). A further difficulty is that kåwe(ṅc) (or just kåwe, as both forms are possible) is probably to be understood as the content of the wish: possibly its usage here is rather to be compared with the final subclauses

\textsuperscript{123} Cf Hamilton (1986: 5, 10).

\textsuperscript{124} Cf Sieg (1944: 12); Pinault (2008: 261).

\textsuperscript{125} Cf Ji (1998: 157), who translates slightly different “May he not put blame on us!”

\textsuperscript{126} So rather than with Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 181; cf further 180, 182-183) desiderative “Möge dies eine Gelegenheit (Hend.) (für uns) sein, möge er auch uns die Lehre zu predigen geruhlen!” (their reference to von Gabain 1974: 334, §270 is misleading because her desiderative is not a bare volitional form, but a combination of volitional forms with a past or future copula, ärö or ärögy).
under 3.3.10 (p 209). Anyhow, that kāwe(ṅc) in some way expresses her wish is of course clear from the preceding ākāl ‘wish’.

A56b1\(^{127}\)

\[\text{k}_{1}{p}r(\text{em})\text{e šakk ats raryu ci} \, \text{ți pkanā řy ākāl} \]
\[\text{when really give.up:PRT.PTC you come.about:IPV.SG my wish} \]
\[\text{caŋdaľānĩ řuk}^{128} \, \text{neš kāwe(ṅc : t)} \]
\[\text{caŋdaľa:PL. I:F before kill:3PL.SBJ} \]

‘If he is really given up by you, fulfil my wish [that] the caŋdaľas will first kill me.’\(^{129}\)

In the next two examples, a wish of the part of the speaker is excluded. In the first, the speaker is the mother of Mūgapakkha who is about to be killed by the caŋdaľas on the order of her husband: she mourns her son’s fate. In the second, the word for ‘danger’ is partly restored, but the context is clear enough: the speakers certainly mention something that is bad for them.

A56b2\(^{130}\)

\[\text{(o}nĩ \text{c)m(o)l m̥ ŕry uprašṭamĩ kăreyo kōkōstu nkatăr [1a]} \]
\[\text{human birth not long time:LOC sword:INS kill:PRT.PTC perish:3SG.SBJ} \]

‘... human birth ... before long he will perish, killed by the sword.’\(^{131}\)

A395b1-2

\[\text{klānkọš kausalṣim wārtam ane tsalpar·t mā} \]
\[\text{argue:PRT.PTC Kausala:ADJ forest:LOC into be.freed\(^{132}\):3PL.PRT then} \]
\[\text{āsuk ysi kuc yārmām mā campār pālskānt kupre} \]
\[\text{further go:INF any measure:LOC not can:3PL.PRT think:3PL.PRT whether} \]
\[\text{ṣrāvasi ṛiyām anne ymāś šakk atsek --- --- --- --- (nā)\text{[b2]tse} \]
\[\text{Srāvasti town:LOC into go:1PL.PRS really EMPH danger} \]
\[\text{klāś-ām tāmyo cam kausalṣim wārt āssuk mā} \]
\[\text{bring:3SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF therefore DEM Kausala:ADJ forest further not} \]
\[\text{katkar cross:3PL.PRT} \]

\(^{127}\) Verse: metre 4 \(x\) 7 / 7 / 4 (4+3 / 4+3 \(\mid\) 4).

\(^{128}\) So to be corrected for nuk in the manuscript; the mistake may have to do with the ligature with ř: \(<\text{nū}\rangle \) instead of \(<\text{nū}\rangle\).

\(^{129}\) Cf Sieg (1952: 19).

\(^{130}\) Verse: metre probably 4 \(x\) 7 / 8 (apparently 3+4 \(\mid\) 3+5) or 8 \(\mid\) 7.

\(^{131}\) Cf Sieg (1952: 19).

\(^{132}\) Here obviously in a slightly different meaning ‘get through, enter’.
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... (so) arguing they entered the Kausala forest. Then they could by no means go any further and thought, «Will we enter the town Śrāvasti? Certainly ... (this road) will bring danger on us!». Therefore they did not cross the Kausala forest any further.¹³³

3.2.5 HEARER

If the hearer has a special interest in the event expressed by the subjunctive, it is often a positive one: the speaker makes a promise to the hearer or gives permission for something.

A typical fixed expression is tāmne tāṣ ‘so it will be’. Of course it is literally a promise, but without doubt its meaning was bleached out and ‘yes madam; yes sir’ or the like would perhaps be a more appropriate rendering in English. In the example below, it seems to correspond to Skt. tathā, literally ‘so’, but used in the sense of ‘yes; alright’.

A⁵⁹b⁶

/// (brā)mnāssī śvāṭsī pāk pyām || tāmne tāṣ wewṇurāṣ brahmī:3SG.SBJ say:ABS
 tnāṣ unmādaya(nṭi) ... then Unmādayanti
 '«Give¹³⁴ the brahmanas a piece of the food!» Having said, «so it will be!», Unmādayanti ...'¹³⁵

A typical promise is the following, which is preceded by a request in the imperative. This example is interesting because otherwise the verb ‘give’ is especially frequent as a present used for a future action near at hand.

A³⁴a³³

paś-ṇi klyomīm śvāṭsik caṃ : 89
give:3SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF noble food something

kulīyī weṇā-ṁ em-ci ///
woman say:3SG.PRT-3SG.SUFF give:1SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF

'«Give me, o noble one, something to eat!» The woman said: «I will give you [something], ...'¹³⁷

¹³³ Restoration and translation after Thomas (1957: 127).
¹³⁴ Literally: ‘make’.
¹³⁵ Cf Skt. (Hannis 2005: 1, 116, lines 5-7): ... unmādayantim uvāca | bhadre svayam brāhmaṇaḥ pariveśayeti | sā tatheti pratisṛtya ... pariveśayitum upacakrame || ‘... and asked Unmādayanti to attend to his guests. She said she would and promptly set about serving them refreshments.’ (Khoroch 1989: 89).
¹³⁶ Verse: metre: a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3 | 4+3), c: 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3).
The next example is not a promise because the speaker cannot determine or control the event, or at least so it seems. Nevertheless, the event is clearly to the advantage of the hearer and the speaker is reassuring him.

A79a3

/// onikälmän nätse mä kleñc(i)
elephant:PL danger not bring:3PL.SBJ:2SG.SUFF

“The elephants will bring you no distress.”

With the word for ‘permission’ preceding, the next example can confidently be classified as a permission, after the son has insistently requested his father the king for permission to leave the house and become a monk.

A81a3

tärkor tāš-štī māskit plāc w(aštāś) ///
permission be:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF prince leave:IPV.SG house:ABL

“You will have permission, prince. Leave the house!”

3.2.6 Neutral Prediction

A substantial number of future subjunctives can be classified as predictive: in the large corpus of the Maitreyasaminātaka, we naturally find several passages relating the advent of the future Buddha Maitreya and connected events. As Maitreya himself also appears in the nātaka, he is sometimes addressed about his future actions and even tells about them himself. Consequently, the third person is best represented among predictives, but the second and first person are attested, too. All three regularly correspond to gAy-futures in the Old Uygur, which is especially striking for the first person: in the first person, the Tocharian A subjunctive is normally not predictive, and it corresponds much more frequently to an Old Uygur volitional.

Below, I give a third person predictive subjunctive, followed by two second person predictives, and then one first person.

A288a6

some meträky(āp) klyoseñc märkampal tsälpeñc
some Maitreya:GEN hear:3PL.SBJ law be.freed:3PL.SBJ

---


138 Cf Sieg (1952: 13), whose deontic “sollen dir nicht Not bringen” can be discarded.

139 Verse: metre usually 4 × 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4? | 4+3), but the unit of 8 is one syllable short in this pāda.
klopā(n)twās yomneñcı̂ puttišparnc vyańkarit : [1c]
sorrow:ABL reach:3PL.SBJ Buddha.rank:ALL prophecy
'Some will hear Maitreya’s law, be redeemed from sorrow [and] reach the prophecy of the Buddha rank.'

MayH1.6a28-30
... tŋlayu kaninčsiz nomlug ɨ(r[ligka tāgin]gāylār .. amarī
hear:CVB not.tiring law:ADJ doctrine:DAT obtain:FUT.PL some
tüz-kārinčsiz burhan] kutna alkiś bulgay[lar]
incomparable Buddha rank:POSS.DAT praise reach:FUT.PL
'They ... will obtain the word of doctrine, never tiring to listen to. Some will reach
the praise of the incomparable Buddha rank.'

A25a6
(ā)rkišo(ss)į(s) s(e)m (wā)ste pākār tāt
world:GEN protection refuge manifest be:2SG.SBJ
'You will appear as help and stay of the world.'

A25a7
tāt sakkats tu tanā (sārki)
be:2SG.SBJ certainly you here after
'You will certainly appear (in the world) hereafter.'

MayT185a1-3
kālmis̄ ayagka tāgimlīg kōn̄ [a2] tāz tuyugh burhan
come:PTC reverence:DAT worthy true complete enlightened Buddha
yer-suva [a3] b(ā)gürgāy s(ā)n
world:LOC appear:FUT 2SG
'... als [so]-gekommener, verehrungswürdiger, vollkommen wahrhaftig erleucht-
eter Buddha wirst du in der Welt erscheinen.'

A257a2
///t tām pu(k)iś dakṣinak
be:1SG.SBJ all:GEN worthy.of.gift
'... I will be (a monk), worthy of gifts for all.'

---

140 Geng and Klimkeit read [burhan]; Yüsüp, Xoja and Qāmbirī (1988: C, 126): b[urhan].
142 Sieg (1944: 29).
144 Cf Tekin (1980: 217).
MayH11.11a6-8

bol[gay]146 m(ə)n kop kamag tin[l]ag{larn}(ə) tüz.gärinçizí dentarí
be:FUT I all all being:PL GEN incomparable monk:POSS
'I will be the incomparable monk of all beings.'147

In the following example, it is less certain that we have to do with a prediction, but it
remains a good possibility. Alternatively, but less likely, I think, pāda 1d could have
to be taken together with 1c, as a postponed final clause.

A21b2-3148

pkāmār māntak sālyp sāt wār | pālkār kāśim ūny
bring:IPV.SG self oil warm water see:IPV.SG teacher REFL
ašānyo : [1c]
eye:DU.INS
ṣl̲ ṭo ke(ṇci |  ṭl̲ ṭo ko tās-sī
with fruit eye:DU be:3PL.SBJ=2SG.SUFF with fruit be:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF
oni cmol : 1
human birth

'Bring oil and warm water yourself, and look at the teacher with your eyes. Your
eyes will be succesful and your human birth will be succesful.'149

3.2.7 QUESTIONS

Rhetorical questions deserve a special treatment because they show a bewildering
range of moods: subjunctive, preterite participle with subjunctive copula, present,
and optative. Although it is difficult to classify all examples with confidence, and cer-
tainly impossible to grasp all nuances, it seems feasible indeed to discover some
patterns.

A nice pair of subjunctive and present sentences with ‘say’ is the following. In the
first example with a subjunctive clause, the words have not been said yet and the
subjunctive can be understood as a future. In the second example with a present
clause, the speaker comments on what he has just said and denies being a liar, i.e. the
present can be taken to refer to a steady trait of his character, and to be tenseless in a
way. Otherwise, we could take the present as referring to a situation that still holds at
the moment of speaking, i.e. although in a strict sense the words have already been
spoken, they are still actual.

146 In view of several exactly parallel gAy-futures preceding and following, the restitution
bol[gay] in the Old Uygar passage is certain.
148 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
149 Sieg (1944: 25).
MY2.2a5

klyom upâdhyâ kuc škaṃ mâk weñam

noble teacher what and much say:1SG.SBJ

'Oh noble teacher, why would I say much?'\(^{150}\)

MY1.6b5

kuylal škaṃ smale trânkâm

why and lie say:1SG.PRS

'And why should I be telling a lie?'\(^{151}\)

MayH1.12b13 = MayT11a11-12

kaçan nâx äzôk sôzlâmâči m(â)n

when INDF lie say:NEG.PUT.PTC 1SG

'I will never tell a lie.'\(^{152}\)

The difference between the following two examples is difficult to establish: in both cases, the speaker does not know what to do. Probably, yal tâkiš 'should be done' with a gerund plus an optative copula has a stronger reference to what *ought* to be done, rather than for instance what the speaker wants or deems best to do: both the optative and the present gerund imply this nuance. *kuc y pam* with a simple present is surprising, but it just cannot mean 'what am I doing?'

A10a4

mât yal tâkiš

how do:PRS.GER be:3SG.OPT

'How should one act?'\(^{153}\)

A343a1

kuc y pam

what do:1SG.PRS

'What should I do?'

The following two examples have different verbs, but since they concern the same situation, the parallelism is nevertheless instructive. In the first example with a subjunctive clause the speaker has received a kind of ultimatum and the event (of not having the requested money) lies in the future. In the second example with an optative clause the speaker is demanded to hand over the money immediately (cf

\(^{150}\) Cf Ji (1998: 75). The Old Uygur parallel is not completely literal: MayH2.2a23 tözün bahši öküš sav k(â)rğâk ârmâž 'Edler Lehrer! Viele Worte sind nicht nötig.' (Geng and Klimkeit 1988: 120-121).

\(^{151}\) Cf Ji (1998: 45).


\(^{153}\) Cf Sieg (1944: 13).
tāpārk ‘now’), which is impossible because he does not have it. In other words, the subjunctive clause is about an unrealistic event but probably expresses only future tense, whereas the optative clause is about an impossible event, and this is indeed expressed by that optative form. The Old Uygur confirms this as it has a neutral ḡAy-<ref>future as a translation for the subjunctive, but a periphrasis with ṭuk- ‘can’ (ukay is \{uk-gAy\}) for the optative.

\[A215a6 = MY1.6b5\]
\begin{align*}
sāṃ & \text{ okāk} \quad \text{tinār} \quad mā \text{ škām naš-} & 
\text{ni} \quad \text{kuc} \quad \text{škām pān} \\
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{one including} \quad \text{gold.piece not and} \quad \text{be;3SG.PRS-1SG.SUFF} \quad \text{how} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{five} \\
kānt & \text{ ṭakte-} & 
\text{ni} \\
\text{hundred} \quad \text{be;3PL.SBJ-1SG.SUFF} \\
\text{‘I do not have a single gold piece – how am I going to have five hundred?’}^{154}
\end{align*}

\[MayH1.12b14-15 = MayT11a12-14\]
\begin{align*}
\text{bir} & \quad \text{bākār} \quad \text{tājīncā} \quad \text{ādim} \quad \text{tavārim} \\
\text{one} \quad \text{copper.coin} \quad \text{like} \quad \text{possession:POSS.1SG} \quad \text{possession:POSS.1SG} \\
yōk & \quad \text{beš} \quad \text{yūz} \quad \text{bākār} \quad \text{takī} \quad \text{kanta} \quad \text{bulgay} \\
\text{there.is.not} \quad \text{five} \quad \text{hundred} \quad \text{copper.coin} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{where} \quad \text{find:FUT} \\
\text{‘I do not have as much property as one copper coin – where will one find five hundred copper coins?’}^{155}
\end{align*}

\[MY1.6b2 = A215a3^{156}\]
\begin{align*}
pān & \quad \text{ksān} \quad mā \text{ neuçc} \quad \text{tāpārk} \quad k_ičās strikes \text{ pān} \quad kānt \quad \text{tī-} & 
\text{five} \quad \text{copper.coin} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{be;3PL.PRS} \quad \text{now} \quad \text{how} \quad \text{five hundred} \quad \text{you.GEN} \\
\text{āyīm} & \quad \text{tinārās :} & 
\text{1} \\
\text{give:1SG.OPT} \quad \text{gold.piece:PL} \\
\text{‘[I] do not [even] have five copper coins – how could I now give you five hundred gold pieces?’}^{157}
\end{align*}

\[MayT117+10b16-18\]
\begin{align*}
m_{(\ddagger)n} & \quad \text{beš} \quad \text{bākār} \quad \text{tājīncā} \quad \text{tavārim} \quad \text{yōk} \quad \text{kanta} & 
\text{I} \quad \text{five} \quad \text{copper.coin like} \quad \text{my.ownership} \quad \text{there.is.not how} \quad \text{and} \\
\text{beš} & \quad \text{yūz} \quad \text{yaratmak berū} \quad \text{ukay} & 
\text{m}_{(\ddagger)n} \\
\text{five} \quad \text{hundred} \quad \text{gold.piece} \quad \text{give:CVB} \quad \text{can:FUT 1SG} \\
\text{‘I do not [even] possess five copper coins – how will I be able to give you five hundred gold pieces?’}^{158}
\end{align*}

---

154 Ji (1998: 45).
156 Verse: metre 4 x 7 \( \frac{1}{7} \) (4+3 \( \frac{1}{3} \) 4+3).
3.2.8 COMPARED TO THE PRESENT

Although the subjunctive principally denotes future tense in main clauses, and future tense is expressed by the subjunctive, the present may also be used for events that take place after the moment of speaking. The traditional view is: “das toch. Präsens bezeichnet eine als sicher vorgestellte zukünftige Handlung” (Krause and Thomas 1960: 177; cf also Pinault 2008: 569). Even if this is not untrue, it lacks precision because it invites the question what “presented as certain” means, especially in contrast to other future types. In view of the large number of predictive subjunctive futures, which are definitely meant to depict future events as certain, the truth must be a bit more complicated.

In search for a demarcation between future present and future subjunctive I have noticed that the present may be used:
- in (rhetorical) questions concerning future events;
- to denote events that take place at the moment of speaking and continue in the future (clauses that fulfil this condition are typically negated);
- in clauses where the difference between moment of speaking and event is so small that a present can be used without causing any ambiguity: especially frequent are verbs of motion (‘go’, ‘go out’, ‘come’), verbs of speaking (‘say’ etc), and ‘give’;
- with the verb ‘become’, which has no subjunctive and carries an element of future in its lexical meaning.

Although this list is not exhaustive, it gives a good impression. I will illustrate these uses below. Whether the Old Uygur, which usually has an aorist when the Tocharian A has a future present in the Maitreyasamitātaka, is of great help, is difficult to decide, but the correspondences are not always neat, which suggests that the Old Uygur translation is, in this respect too, not slavish.

In the example below, we find a beautiful contrast between present and subjunctive, definitely denoting the same event. In between, the speaker, the Buddha, thinks of two persons just deceased, and five still alive, and he decides to teach the law to the latter.\(^{159}\) Possibly, the question renders the event vague and indefinite so that the present can be used, but when the matter is decided, the event has become concrete and a subjunctive is required.

\(^{159}\) Compare the Chinese translation of Aśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacarita in the English translation of Beal (1883: 167-168): “then he deeply pondered, who first should hear the law; he thought at once of Ārāda Kālāma and Udraka Rāmaputra, As being fit to accept the righteous law; but now they both were dead. Then next he thought of the five men, that they were fit to hear the first sermon. [...] so went he on towards Benares".
A21745-6

\[ \text{pālskāt pūk knānmām  ke maltw āksisam \(\text{lyāklām}\), think:3SG.PRT all knowing who:GEN first teach:1SG.PRS fine} \]
\[ kāpā[46] (rāṃ krant mā)rkampal  [9a] \quad \text{deep good law} \]

"The omniscient thought, «Whom do I first teach the fine, deep [and] good law?»"\(^{161}\)

A21747

\[ \text{cesmy āksiṇām krant mārkampal metās ārbišwāyās} \quad \text{they:GEN teach:1SG.SBJ good law set.out:3SG.PRT Urubilvā} \]
\[ bārānasyac  [9d] \quad \text{Benares} \]

"To them I will teach the good law!», [and] he set out from Urubilvā towards Benares."\(^{161}\)

Although the question in the example below is embedded, it is probably the reason why a present can be used for an event that with utmost certainty lies in the future, and not even necessarily a close one.\(^{162}\)

MY3.1a7

\[ \text{tāmyo tāpark skamat prakāstār kupre asīi ptāṅkāt kāssī} \quad \text{therefore now always ask:3SG.PRS whether PCL Buddha teacher} \]
\[ \text{lo kumnā[48](s)} \quad \text{PCL come:3SG.PRS} \]

"Therefore she now keeps asking whether the Buddha, the teacher is about to arrive."\(^{163}\)

MayH3.1a24-25

\[ \text{ann basa basa mini \(t(\text{a})\text{yrî}\) \(t(\text{a})\text{yrî}\) burhanag aytgâlt udur} \quad \text{therefore again again me god.of.gods Buddha ask:GER send:AOR} \]

"Deshalb schickt sie mich wiederholt, um nach dem [Götter]gott Buddha zu fragen."\(^{164}\)

An event that starts or has started at the moment of speaking and continues in the future is illustrated below. In this case, the verb is negated; for the same pattern with-
out negation, one could imagine a change of state that takes place at the moment of speaking.

**MY2.7a8**

\[kāntsāsamträ mank ↓ mā śkaṃ ypamās omāsken \] [3a]

confess:1PL.PRS fault not and do:1PL.PRS evil

'We confess our sin[s]; we will do no more evil.'\(^{166}\)

**MayH2.8a16-18**

\[āmti bilinūr biz kāntū yazokumuzni büküntā maru ayag\]

now confess:AOR we self sin:POSS.1PL today:LOC further bad

\[kidnēttn tidilur biz\]

deed:ABL be.held:AOR we

'Now we confess our own sins. As from today we will be held from bad deeds.'\(^{167}\)

The following unique example must have a present because death is as close as it can come without the dying one no longer being able to speak; the inference that this is not the exact moment of dying is completely unavoidable.

**MY1.10a8**

\[(wā)lāśmār : 1\]

die:1SG.PRS

'I am dying.'\(^{169}\)

**MayH1.16b4-7**

\[kim kop muṇta kutgardači [b5] kutlug tinlg körmādīn alku\]

that all misery:LOC redeem:PRS.PTC blessed being see:NEG.CVB all

\[adata arlaguči [b6] aṁnēg t(a)̄nṛi t(a)̄nṛisi burhanag körmādīn\]

danger:LOC intercede:AG.N special god.of.gods Buddha see:NEG.CVB

\[ölür [b7] m(a)̄n\]

die:AOR 1SG

'Ohne das glückliche Wesen, das (die Lebenden) aus aller Not befreit erblüht zu haben, ohne den wunderbaren Göttergott Buddha, der aus allem Unglück befreit, erblüht zu haben, sterbe ich.'\(^{170}\)

---

\(^{165}\) Verse: metre \(4 \times 5 \div 7 \div 5 \div 4+3\).

\(^{166}\) Cf Ji (1998: 103).


\(^{168}\) Verse: metre of unequal pādas, a, b: 8 \div 7 \div 6, c: 9 \div 9, d: 7 \div 6 (a, b: 5+3 \div 4+3 \div 6, c: 9 \div 9, d: 4+3 \div 6).


Below, an example of a verb of motion is given. Of course, ‘leaving the house’ is lexicalised as ‘becoming monk’, but the movement may still have been tangible (however, the second verb, artmār, is of course no verb of motion). The Old Uygur is only helpful for the general content, but at least it has an aorist among parallel aorists (parallel examples are found in MY2.12b2, MY2.12b5).

MY2.14b1

waštāš lantūnā | cwā sārky āšānik | waštāš lāntsām
houseABL:ALL left:ALL you:ALL after venerable house:ABL leave:1SG.PRS

nās | artmār tiŋ ārtunt wkām [1a]
I attach:1SG.PRS your attached way

‘Following you, who has left the house, oh venerable one, I am leaving the house; I am embracing the way that you have embraced.’

May’T18a6-7

toym bolup v(a)žanpat [a7] kilu tāginür m(ā)n
monk be:CVB ordination do:CVB HUMIL:AOR 1SG

‘Ich werde Mönch werden und ehrerbietigst die Weihe dazu vollziehen.’

An example with the verb ‘say’ is the following, where the event is very close, but not identical to the moment of speaking.

MY3.4a7

trānkām-ci

say:1SG.PRS-2SG.SUFF

‘I am telling you this, «...’

Perhaps we have to understand the next example in the same way; i.e. the act of the invitation is presented as taking more time, and the fact that it is not exactly at the time of speaking can lead to no misunderstandings.

---

173 In the next line we find a fragmentary parallel: MY2.14b2 /// *is yām semāšwām ‘I am going to the protector of...’ (Ji 1998: 135).
172 The parallel passage MayH2.16a26-b3 (Geng and Klimkeit 1988: 285-286) = Turpan18a1-7 is not exact; parallel aorists are found in MayH2.16a27, a28, a29, a30, b3.
173 Verse: metre of unequal pādas, a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7, c: 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7 (b: 4+4 | 4+3 | 4+3, d: 4+4 | 4+3).
175 Cf Tekin (1980: 58).
176 This particular phrase lacks in MayH3.4b10.
MY3.11b

\textit{konaṃ} wu nāṣ pissaṅkāṣ | śāmnās kenmār
\text{day:LOC} two I community:ABL monk:PL call:1SG.PRS
\textit{pim(\textit{twātac} :)} [1c]
\text{alms:AOR}

'Today I am inviting two monks from the community (to give them) alms ...'\textsuperscript{179}

MayT118b4-9

\textit{anûm} amtn kamag bursaṃ kuvragdīn iki toyn ötünû
therefore now whole community community:ABL two monk request:CVB
\textit{tāginûr} \textit{m(ā)n}
\text{HUMIL:AOR} 1SG

'Therefore I am now respectfully inviting two monks from the whole community.'\textsuperscript{180}

In the next example future reference is ascertained by the content, but nevertheless a present is used. In this case, it is probably the verb \textit{māsk}- ‘become’, which has no subjunctive, that can do with a present because the future meaning is already part of its lexical semantics. Alternatively, it might be the question that makes a subjunctive superfluous (see above). In any case, the Old Uygur deviates in having a future instead of an aorist.

MY3.5a6

\textit{\text{/// ḳụp̣re ạṣ̣i} sạ̄m praṣt māskatrā • āntāne ŋuk caṣ̣ wsạ̄ṣ̣i ŋ̣eṃ} when Q DEM time be:3SG.PRS then I DEM garment:ADJ jewel
\textit{putti(śpaṛamiṣi)}
Buddha.rank:ADJ

'When is the time going to be, when I ... with the rank of Buddha ... this jewel of a garment ...'\textsuperscript{181}

MayH3.5b10-13

\textit{ol antag ōd kolu kačan bolg̣} [b11] āṛki .. \textit{kim} \textit{m(ā)n} bu \ textit{ton}
DEM such time when be:FUT Q that I DEM garment
\textit{ārdiniṃin burhan} [b12] \textit{č̣(a)kr(ā)V(ā)rt} elig \textit{hanṇṇ} kādmịṇ
jewel Buddha cakrabartin king king:GEN put.on:PTC

\textsuperscript{178} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \( \frac{7}{7} \) (4+3 \| 4+3).
\textsuperscript{179} Ji (1998: 193).
\textsuperscript{180} Cf Tekin (1980: 74-75) and Erdal (2004: 529). The sentence continues: \textit{kim kūntāmāk mānịn āviṃta} ašaṇẓlṇlar .. \textit{m(ā)n} \textit{y(ā)ṃa} küč̣im yetmišč̣a tap̣mp aẓuṇlug aẓuk ‘damit sie täglich in meinem Hause speisen, und ich will (sie), soweit meine Kraft reicht, verehren und [mit] irdischem Mundvorrat [versorgen] ...’ (cf Clauson 1972: 264).
\textsuperscript{181} Ji (1998: 165).
3.2 the Tocharian A subjunctive in main clauses

*köräyn [b₁₃] ärđi
see:ISG.VOL be:PRT
"Wann wird wohl jene Zeit sein, da ich sehen werde, daß der Buddha, der cakra-
vartin-König, dieses Juwel von Gewand anzieht?"¹⁸²

3.2.9 COMPARED TO THE OPTATIVE

In main clauses, the Tocharian A optative is always modal: it has a deontic value, expressing either the speaker’s wish that the subject carries out an event, or the speaker’s opinion that the subject should carry it out for some external reason. It seems that the regular negation is, in both uses, the prohibitive negation mar rather than the “normal” negation mä. In Old Uygur, we may find volitional forms, but more often than not periphrases are used, which give more insight in the different nuances of the Tocharian A optative forms.

The examples below are clear wishes. The first is rendered with a volitional form in the Old Uygur, albeit with an infinitive with a volitional copula. In the second example, it is used with the respective auxiliary yarlıka-, ca. ‘deign to’, which probably does not follow from the wish function, but neatly goes together with it, since wishes are often addressed to or expressed about people higher in rank (as in this case).

MY2.7b¹⁸³
/// (kly)m₁ sakkats šmimtrā cwaśšāl șyak : [3c]
noble certainly come:1PL.OPT you:COM together
kārsimās samsār₁ tśälpmās puk klopāntwāš : 3
know:1PL.OPT samsāra be.freed:1PL.OPT all sorrow:ABL.PL
‘... oh noble one, may we definitely come together with you, may we understand
the samsāra and be freed from all woes!’¹⁸⁴

MayH2.8a21-23
ažun ažunta sizni birlā tusušup sansardin ozmakm(0)z
existence existence:LOC you together meet:CVB samsāra:ABL flee:INF.1PL
bolzun
be:3SG.VOL
‘Mögen wir in allen Existenzformen mit Euch zusammentreffen und aus dem
Samsāra entfliehen!’¹⁸⁵

¹⁸³ Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
MY3.6b2
(tä)m*yo e*mtsitär caş ń*om kâlywâts kâruń*ik kâş*ši
therefore seize:3SG.OPT DEM named famed compassionate teacher
wasam* tuń*kiń*lu(n*ey*o)
we:LOC love:INS
'May he therefore take it, the renowned compassionate teacher, (out of) love for us.'\(^{186}\)

MayH3.6b16-17
am* amt* y*(a)rlikančuč* biligin bizin* biram*na[b*17]*kin tutup
DEM now compassionate wisdom us:DAT love:INST take:CVB
kâdâ y*(a)rlika*zu*n
put.on:CVB RESP:3SG.VOL
'Jetzt möge er ruhen, mit Barmherzigkeit und mit Liebe zu uns (ihn) zu
nehmen und anzuziehen!'\(^{187}\)

In the following wish we find two optative forms, one negated with mar, the other
positive. The Old Uygur translation has a second person volitional that also serves as
imperative, but need not imply a significant difference in the strength of the wish.

MY2.15a2\(^{188}\)
mar was mär*si*t ts*ki*ń*är-*äm\(^{1} \) pu*k klo*pa*ńw*äš : 2
not.PROH we forget.OPT.2SG pull.out:OPT.2SG-PL.SUFF all woe:PL.ABL
'May you not forget us, may you deliver us from all woes!'\(^{189}\)

MayH2.17a7-8 = MayT18b20-21
ol ődün bizni y*(e)mâ unum*na*
DEM time us and forget:NEG.VOL.2SG
'At that time do not forget us!'\(^{190}\)

Strictly speaking, the following expression is a wish, too, but of course in practice it
is rather obligatory because of the negative content of the wish; we can probably
equate the opt. tâ*ki*š with the volitional bol*zu*n.\(^{191}\)

---

\(^{186}\) Cf Ji (1998: 169); his permissive interpretation “Therefore he may take it” is wrong.


\(^{188}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).

\(^{189}\) Ji (1998: 139).


\(^{191}\) The fixed formula hist tâ*ki*š also occurs A254b3, MY1.4b8, MY.N3a8 = A295a4-5, which are
not cited in this study.
3.2 the Tocharian A subjunctive in main clauses

**A353b5**

/// yä(š suḳ kākmurā)̣ s : tämnēk šukšạ š risaḳ ̣̣̣̣̣̣̣ kāḳ ḳ iš : 4
...ABL juice take:ABS just.so village:ABL wise go:3SG.OPT
‘... taking the juice [away], just so the wise should go [away] from the village.’

Skt.

yathāpi bhramaraḥ puspād varṇagandhāv ahēthayan
like:EMPH bee flower:ABL appearance.and.fragrance not.harming
paraītī rasam ādāya tathā grāmām muniś care 4
fly.away:3SG.PRS juice taking.away so village wise go:3SG.OPT
‘Like the bee flies away from the flower, taking the juice without damaging the appearance and the fragrance (of the flower), [so] the wise one should go out of the village.’

**A354a5**

kapśiṇno śkaṃ omāśken mar yāmiś
body:INS and evil not do:3SG.OPT

---

192 TA šākkrukkešši is a hapax legomenon: its translation is based on this Old Uygur parallel.
194 According to Tekin (1980: 186).
196 The Sanskrit text of Uy7.12 is corrupt, the opt. kuryāt being the result of a wrong sanskritisation of an original participle *kuvne (Bernhard 1965: 160), but this has no bearing on the correspondence between the Tocharian A and the Sanskrit.
197 So to be corrected for rik in the manuscript.
Uv7.12b
kāyena caivākušalām na kuryāt
body:INS and evil not do:3SG.OPT
‘With the body one should do no evil either.’\textsuperscript{199}

In the following two examples, we see that the obligative optatives of Tocharian A are rendered by periphrastic constructions in the Old Uyghur version: in the first, it is the an irreal or past optative kilayn ārdī, in the second it is an irreal apodosis with the respective auxiliary yarlika- ‘deign to’.

MY3.4a3
/// (märk)mpalšım pruccamnës[y] korpā • akämtunëš pruccamnë
law:ADJ advantage:GEN in.return property:ADJ advantage
yämi(mär)
do:1SG.OPT
‘... in return for the advantages of the law, I should offer\textsuperscript{200} advantages in property.’\textsuperscript{201}

MayH3.42a4–26
amti [a25] bu m(a)n y(e)mä nā ārsär ād tavar üzä
now DEM I and what be:COND possession possession by
sävinč [a26] ıtti törüsinčâ tapag udiq kilayn ārdi
thanks thanks law:EQU reverence reverence do:1SG.VOL be:PRT
‘Sollte ich jetzt nicht mit Hab und Gut Verehrung (Hend.) darbringen gemäß dem Gesetz der Dankbarkeit (Hend.)?’\textsuperscript{202}

MY3.7a2\textsuperscript{203}
wāṛpitār-‐nī wsitār-‐nī | mācarsi tuñk
receive:2SG.OPT-1SG.SUFF put.on:2SG.OPT:1SG.SUFF mother:ADJ love
pālko(rāš •) [1c]
see:ABS
‘You should accept (it) from me, you should put (it) on because of me, having recognised the love of a mother.’\textsuperscript{204}

\textsuperscript{199} Uv7.12 väcānuṣaṇi manasā susaṃvṛtaḥ [a] kāyena caivākušalām na kuryāt [b] etām śubhāṃ karmapathāṃ viśodhayan [c] ardhan mārgaṃ ṛṣipraveṇitaṃ [d] (Bernhard 1965: 160) ‘Guarding one’s words, keeping the mind well controlled, one should do no evil with the body either. These splendid paths of deed are to be purified in order to reach the path preached by the wise.’ (cf Chakravarti 1930: 82; Hahn 2007: 37).

\textsuperscript{200} Literally: ‘make’.

\textsuperscript{201} Cf Ji (1998: 161), whose “I want to offer” is not completely adequate.


\textsuperscript{203} Verse: metre probably 4 × 7 6 7 (4+3 4+3).

\textsuperscript{204} Ji (1998: 173).
3.2 the Tocharian A subjunctive in main clauses

MayH3.7a7-10

amtti [a8] birök analarka sāvinč utln [a9] tāgūrmāk tōrū bar
now if mother:DAT.PL thanks thanks do:INF law there.is
ārśār alp [a10] kādā y(a)rijkagay ārđi
be:COND take:CVB put.on:CVB RESP:FUT be:PRT

"Wenn es ein Gesetz gibt, daß man den Müttern Dank (Hend.) abstatten müsse, dann würde es sich geziemen, (den Stoff) zu nehmen und anzu ziehen."\(^{205}\)

For the use of the optative as a dubitative in questions, as below, cf further 3.2.8 (p 180).

MY.N3b1 = A295a5-6

kuyal mà nāś sōl raryurāś ksaluneyām kālkim
why not I life abandon:ABS extinction:LOC go:1SG.OPT

"Why shouldn’t I, having abandoned life, go into nirvāṇa?’"

3.2.10 COMPARED TO THE IMPERATIVE

The imperative is the pre-eminent deontic mood: it is principally used for commands. In positive commands, it does not interfere with the subjunctive, but the imperative cannot be negated, and the present and the subjunctive are used for negated commands instead. The former is used for events that have already started, i.e. “inhibitive”, and the latter for events that are still to take place, i.e. “preventive”. In Tocharian A, these uses are easily recognised because the inhibitive and preventive are construed with the special prohibitive negation mar.

Another common ground between subjunctive and imperative is the hortative use of the imperative. In its morphology, the imperative has only second person forms (singular, dual and plural; active and middle), but the dual and plural forms can be used to include the speaker.

The preventive is regularly formed with a second person subjunctive form and the negation mar, as in the example directly below.

A256a4\(^{206}\)

āpas pācrāssi; ṣaśmunt slyi cam mar katkat: [1b]
ancestor:PL father:GEN.PL established rule DEM PROH cross:2SG.SBJ

"Don’t break the rule established by ancestors and fathers!"\(^{207}\)


\(^{206}\) Verse: metre 4 × 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).

3 syntax and meaning

MY2.7b2

(kä)su sewăn maškañ yas umpar yac
good son:PL PROH/and you:PL evil do:2PL.PRS
'Good, my sons! Do no more evil deeds!'

MayH2.8a26-27

ädğü ädü oglanım ayğ yavlak kilmañ[az27]lar
good good son:POSS.1SG evil evil do:NEG.IPV.PL
'Gut, gut, meine Kinder, Schlechtes (Hend.) tut nicht (mehr)!'

MY1.10a8

bâdhari mar klopesu našt
Bâdhari PROH sorrowful be:2SG.PRS
'Bâdhari, do not be sorrowful!'

MayH1.16b8-9

ämgâklig [ba] busušlug bolmañ
sorrowful sorrowful be:NEG.VOL.2SG
'Do not be sorrowful!'

There are two isolated examples of mar followed by a third person subjunctive. Since we have no parallels for this construction, we cannot be totally certain about its meaning, but it is very probable that mar is responsible for the negative deontic content, whereas the subjunctive adds future reference.

A79a1

mar c(es) tâlon)tâp cami ñatse kleñc
PROH DEM:PL miserable:GEN DEM:GEN distress bring:3PL.SBJ
'They must not bring distress onto the miserable one!'

A230a5

krañčän märkampal špärkâslune mar ñi tšañ (nā)ntsû
good law destruction PROH I:GEN DEM:LOC be:PRT.PTC

tâš : [56b]
be:3SG.SBJ
'In this, may there not be destruction of the good law by me.'

---

208 mar škam is regularly fused to maškañ.
213 Cf Sieg (1952: 13).
214 Verse: metre usually a, c: 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3), b, d: 7 | 8 (3+4 | 5+3), but this pāda deviates in its subdivision.
3.3 the Tocharian A subjunctive in subclauses

The example below illustrates the hortative use of the imperative. The difference between this hortative and a first person plural subjunctive is probably that the hortative is a suggestion to do something together, whereas the 1pl. subjunctive is used when the action is already agreed. In other words, with a hortative, the speaker wants to involve the hearer in the event and the latter still has the option to refuse, whereas the 1pl. subjunctive is addressed to yet a third party (and the speaker assumes that the other part of the ‘we’ agrees and will not refuse to take part).

MY3.11a6 = A446b6

\[\text{su piṣ rṣiwatam saṅkrāmanc pines} \]
\(\text{here come:IPV.2SG } \) Rṣivadana monastery:ALL go:IPV.2DU

‘Come here! Let us both go to the Rṣivadana monastery!’\(^{216}\)

MayH3.11a6-7

\[\text{antag ārsar } \text{yu- } \text{[77] arṣvadān } sāṉrāmkā } \text{barālm} \]
\(\text{thus be:COND } \) Rṣivadana monastery:DAT go:VOL.1PL

‘If it is thus, ... let us go to the Rṣivadana monastery!’\(^{218}\)

3.3 THE TOCHARIAN A SUBJUNCTIVE IN SUBCLAUSES

In subclauses, the Tocharian A subjunctive expresses uncertainty, including conditionality. First, conditionals are discussed, with subjunctive (3.3.1, p 191), present (3.3.2, 195), and imperative apodoses (3.3.3, p 198) respectively. Several other subcategories follow: eventual clauses (3.3.4, p 201), iterative (3.3.5, p 202), indefinite (3.3.6, p 203), \textit{kosne}-clauses (3.3.7, p 204), concessives (3.3.8, p 206), comparison clauses (3.3.9, p 208), and final clauses (3.3.10, p 209). In conclusion, the subclause subjunctive is compared with the present (3.3.11, p 211), nominal clauses (3.3.12, p 213), and the optative (3.3.13, p 213).

3.3.1 CONDITIONALS WITH SUBJUNCTIVE APODOsis

Subjunctive conditionals with a subjunctive apodosis are well attested. In principle, the condition is specific and its fulfilment realistic; since it refers to an as yet unrealised event, it has future reference. The relation between the condition and the consequence may, but not need to be logical, i.e. sometimes the consequence logically follows from the condition, and sometimes it does not. First and second persons are especially frequent since they typically occur in specific conditionals, but third persons are well attested, too.

\(^{215}\) Sieg (1937: 134).


\(^{217}\) Or \textit{arsvadan}; Yūsūp, Xojā and Qāmibiri (1988: C, 188) read \textit{arsvdan saṅramkā}.

\(^{218}\) Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 210-211).
In Old Uygur, Tocharian A subjunctive conditionals are usually rendered with a sAr-conditional, but the evidence for the consequence is meagre. For third person consequences, we have gAy-futures, just as in main clauses. In view of the correspondences found for main clauses, we would expect different patterns for at least the first person (3.2.3, p 168), and maybe also for the second, but good examples are lacking.

In the first example, the relation is certainly one of logic (kārsāl tāṣ probably has no special periphrasis value; it is just the subjunctive – in future function – of kārsāl). In the second, the relation is also based on logic, but that logic seems to depend more on the judgment of the speaker: at least for the speaker, the consequence follows logically from the condition.

A15a2-3
ántā(ne wa)s ālu ype kālkāmās tmann ats
when we other:GEN.PL country go:1PL.SBJ then EMPH
sākkats wasām weīlune kārsāl tāṣ
certainly we:GEN saying know:SBJ.GER be:3SG.SBJ
'When we go into another country,\textsuperscript{219} then it will be possible to check our statement[s].'\textsuperscript{220}

MY1.9a4
(ku)pr(e)ne nu waṣṭāṣ lāṅcāṣ ktsets puttiśparām
when but home.ABL leave.3SG.SBJ perfect Buddha.rank
kālpātṟā
obtain.3SG.SBJ
'If, however, he leaves the house, he will attain the perfect Buddha rank.'\textsuperscript{221}

MayH1.15a24-26
kačān birāk [ə25] āvīg bārkīg kodup dentar išin išlāsār [ə26]
when however house home abandon:CVB monk act:POSN work:COND
tüz-kārinčīsiz yeg burhan kutin bulgay
incomparable excellent Buddha worth:POSN find:FUT
'If, however, he gives up the house and carries out the duties of a monk, he will attain the incomparable Buddha rank.'\textsuperscript{222}

\textsuperscript{219} Literally: ‘into the country of others’.\textsuperscript{220} Cf Sieg (1944: 18). Literally: ‘our saying can be recognised’. The rationale of this sentence is that the princes have such good renown in their own country that they will not be able to prove the value of their skills objectively if they do not go abroad.\textsuperscript{221} Ji (1998: 61) slightly different.\textsuperscript{222} Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 104-105).
In the below example, the consequence does not follow logically from the condition: it reflects an expectation of the speaker.

**MY1.6b4 = A215a5**

\[\begin{align*}
  & k_\text{uprene} \ m_\text{ä} \ et-\text{nī} \ w\text{tāk} \ ș\text{akkats} \ d_\text{hanike} \\
  \text{if not} \ & \text{give:2SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF again certainly rich.man} \\
  & \text{protkam̄} \ pr\text{utkās-\text{nī}}. \ \text{223} \\
  \text{prison:LOC} & \text{shut.up:3SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF} \\
  '\text{If you do not give me (the money), the rich man will surely have me shut up in prison again!}' \text{224}
\end{align*}\]

**MayH1.12b8-10 = MayT11a4-7**

\[\begin{align*}
  & \text{birökın} \ b\text{ermâz} \ ők \ ärsär \ sîz\text{225} \ mini \ i\text{kilā} \ tūnārīg \\
  \text{if} & \text{give:AOR.NEG EMPH be:COND you:PL me again dark} \\
  & \text{kmn(\text{o})kta} \ b\text{äklāgāylar} \ tūnīn \ kūnīn \ tokīgāylar \\
  \text{prison:LOC} & \text{lock.up:FUT.PL by.night by.day beat:FUT.PL} \\
  '\text{Wenn Ihr [nicht gebt], dann werden sie mich wiederum im [finsternen Gefängnis] einschließen. Nachts [und tags werden sie (mich) schlagen].}' \text{226}
\end{align*}\]

In the following example, the condition is obviously set by the speaker; it is followed by an alternative condition and a long threat in **MY1.6b7-8** (‘If you don’t give it, then ...’).

**A215a7 = MY1.6b6**

\[\begin{align*}
  & \text{kuprene} \ et-\text{nī} \ k\text{āsu} \ ș\text{awaṃ} \ ă\text{kālāntu} \ knāsam-\text{ci} \ · \\
  \text{if} & \text{give:2SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF good great wish:PL fulful:1SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF} \\
  '\text{If you give me (the money), then it is good and I will fulfil your great wishes!}' \text{227}
\end{align*}\]

**MayT11a16 = MayH1.12b17-19**

\[\begin{align*}
  & \text{birökın} \ altūn \ yara\text{t}mək \ bersār \ s(\text{a})n \ k[ūsū]şû'nin \ \text{kantəči} \\
  \text{if} & \text{gold coin give:COND 2SG wish:POS.2SG fulfil:PRS. PTC} \\
  & \text{m(\text{a})n?}\text{228} \\
  \text{1SG} & \\
  '\text{If you give the gold pieces, I will fulfil your wish[es].}' \text{229}
\end{align*}\]

---

223 With Sieg and Siegling (1921: 104) to be read so rather than <1> (pace Ji 1998: 44); the preceding text seems to be in prose, not verse.

224 Cf Ji (1998: 45).

225 MayH reads (a wrong) sîzîn.


227 Cf Schmidt (1999: 283; see also Ji 1998: 45).

228 The restoration of the damaged Old Uygur text to kūsūşû'nin is plausible, but that of a future kantači is less certain.

The passage cited below is interesting because it contains one clear first person conditional where the apodosis cannot be understood as a consequence in the strict sense, but it is rather the intention of the speaker. Then this intentional apodosis is continued by the company of the speaker (his brothers), so that the difference between subjunctive apodoses and main clause future subjunctives is blurred.

A11b4-5

{kuprēne} {waluntāp} ēni āyantu {(p̣kā)nt} pkānt {penu} kāklońcās
if deceased:GEN refl bone:PL apart apart also fall:PRT.PTC
kālpāmār cesām nās wtā kašal tswāsam
obtain:1SG.SBJ dem:PL I again together fit:1SG.SBJ
‘If I find the bones of a deceased, even [if] they have fallen apart, I will put them together again.’

A11b5-6

nās nu ce(smā)k āyantu pikāk puskāsyo kašal
but dem:PL bone:PL completely sinew:INS.PL together
malkam-ām
join:1SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF
‘But I will join the bones completely with the sinews.’

A11b6-A12a1

nās nu cesmāk āyantu swāl ysār yats krām yoko māmtne
but dem:PL bone:PL flesh blood skin outer skin hair:INS like
nes tāmnek salu pyutkāsmār-ām
before just.so whole realise:1SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF
‘But I will restore the bones with flesh, blood, skin, and outer skin, exactly like before.’

A12a1-2

nās škām wtāk šāmānām y(āmmā)r-ām
and again living do:1SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF
‘And I will make him living again.’

Although they are rare, reversed conditionals are found, too. In this particular example pāštā(r) is a present-subjunctive, but its function is ascertained if indeed it is protatic; the apodotic wīkās is certainly a subjunctive.

230 Cf Sieg (1944: 14). Preceding: A11b4 sas trānkās ŋi amokyo tāś cāmplunę ‘One [the first] says, «Through my art this is my ability».’
232 For this translation, see Carling (2009: 171).
234 Cf Sieg (1944: 15). Preceding: A12a1 šārt trānkās ‘The fourth says:’.
3.3 The Tocharian A subjunctive in subclauses

A229a7\textsuperscript{235}

\textit{surmant mā wikāš | omāškenāš mā pāštā(r) [46a]}
cause:PL not drive.off:3SG.SBJ evil:ABL not protect:3SG.PRS/SBJ

'He will not drive off the causes if he does not protect himself against evil.'\textsuperscript{236}

\textbf{3.3.2 Conditionals with Present Apodosis}

Subjunctive conditionals followed by present clauses are of a number of different types, which seem to have in common that the apodotic present clause does not have future reference (for Tocharian standards). Types we find are:

- general conditionals that do not refer to a specific future event, but to a "tenseless", principal truth;
- conditionals with specific referents, but an iterative aspect, which makes the event itself non-specific;
- conditionals based on inference, i.e. deducted conclusions and philosophical reasoning;
- conditionals with an apodosis that meets one of the conditions for a present with future reference, i.e. a negligibly close future or one of the verbs ‘go’, ‘become’, ‘give’, etc (see 3.2.8, p 180).

Not for all these types do we have good Old Uygur parallels from the Maitreya-samitinaṭaka, but the ones we have seem to follow the Tocharian A system: the subjunctive protasis is rendered by a \textit{sAr}-conditional clause, and the present apodosis by an aorist clause.

In the following example, the general character of the conditional is ascertained, but unfortunately the apodotic verb is \textit{y}- ‘go’, which by itself could perhaps be a reason for the present. However, it is used in a fixed expression and it does not denote motion here.

A14a2-6

\begin{verbatim}
(ku\textsubscript{a3}pre) škam ne wrasom wlal lakeyaṃ kliso puk
if and REL being die:SBJ,GER bed:LOC lie:PRT,PTC all
wraskentuyu worpu : sne ime sne kā(pñē)\textsuperscript{a4}š
illness:INS.PL surrounded without consciousness without love
ālakāṃṭ) ārkiśos(y)ac ymāṃ tāṣ tām praṣṭaṃ mā cami
other world:ALL go:PRS,PTC be:3SG.SBJ DEM moment not DEM:GEN
škam tsaṛṣuṇe wramaṃ yāṣ mā amo(k \textsubscript{a5} mā knānmune m)ā
and energy case:LOC go:3SG.PRS not art not wisdom not
kāwāltuṇe mā pācar mā mācar mā šar mā pracar mā sāṃi
beauty not father not mother not sister not brother not wife
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{235} Verse: metre a, c: 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3), b, d: 7 | 8 (3+4 | 5+3).

\textsuperscript{236} Cf Schmidt (1974: 306).
mā sewān mā waṣt mā nispa(l) cami wramāṃ yāṣ
not children not house not possessions DEM:GEN case:LOC go:3SG.PRS
sas pīk škām tām prasṭāṃ cami wramāṃ yāṣ
one merit and DEM moment DEM:GEN case:LOC go:3SG.PRS

'And when a being lies dying in bed, surrounded by all illnesses, and is going to (another) world without consciousness and without love, at that moment [its] energy is not of any use,\textsuperscript{237} nor are [its] art, [its] wisdom, [its] beauty, [its] father, [its] mother, [its] sister, [its] brother, [its] wife, [its] sons, [its] house, or [its] possession[s] of any use\textsuperscript{237} – only and alone [its] merit is of use\textsuperscript{237} at that moment.'\textsuperscript{238}

An example with an Old Uygur parallel is the following, but here again the apodotic verb is y- 'go'; moreover, the Old Uygur is far from literal.

MY.2.11b4\textsuperscript{239}

\\( /// (wraṣ)om \} \tri \ ſemintwaŋ \} wsokoneyāṣ : [1a]\\
being three jewel:LOC.PL joy:ABL
letatār yāṣ \} muskalune \} kotluneyāṃ : [1b]
fell:3SG.SBJ go:3SG.PRS vanishing destruction:LOC

'If a being falls from the joy in the three jewels, he goes to vanishing and destruction.'\textsuperscript{240}

MayH.2.13a6-11

kim kayu tmlog \[a7\] ōṛrā ūč ārdnikā sūzūlūp \[a8\] ken yana
who which being before three jewel:DAT purify:CVB later again
anča munča tīltagın \[a9\] aklap sūzūk köylı iśilsär \[a10\]
.a.bit such cause:INST hate:CVB pure heart decrease:COND
korasar bu ārūr .. töpūdin taymak \[a11\] tūšmāk
decrease:COND DEM be:AOR skull:ABL slip:INF fall:INF

'Wenn ein Wesen früher die drei Juwelen verehrt hat\textsuperscript{241} und danach wiederum aus irgendeiner Ursache (sie) verachtet und sein Herz (an Glauben) abnimmt (Hend.), so ist dies das 'Herabgleiten vom Scheitel'.'\textsuperscript{242}

A sharp line between iterative clauses and iterative conditionals is not always easy to draw: in Tocharian, a conditional conjunction need not be there and then it becomes

\textsuperscript{237} Literally: 'goes in the case' or 'comes in the case' etc.
\textsuperscript{238} Cf Sieg (1944: 17).
\textsuperscript{239} Verse: metre apparently 4 x 4 \| 4 \| 4, but påda 1d does not fit.
\textsuperscript{240} Ji (1998: 121).
\textsuperscript{241} Literally "is purified" according to Clauson (1972: 863); by Geng and Klimkeit (1988) often rendered as "ehrfürchtig". Erdal translates sūzūl- as 'have faith' (1991: 244).
\textsuperscript{242} Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 160-161).
a matter of interpretation what the function of the subjunctive subclause is. In the first example, the indefinite or iterative value follows from pkānt pkānt ‘one by one’; in the second, it is only the present of the apodosis that leads to the iterative interpretation. In both cases, the apodosis evidently has no future reference.

A7b5-6\textsuperscript{243}

\begin{verbatim}
ka(pšīm)ḥ[bē]nāsās pākāntu ; pkānt pkānt potkama\textsuperscript{244} ṭsam
body:ADJ part:PL apart apart divide:1SG.SBJ\#not DEM:LOC

naṣ i ; āṅcām ṃnomā : [i]c
be:3SG.PRS self name:PERL

‘If I examine\textsuperscript{245} the body parts one by one, there is nothing called “the self”.’\textsuperscript{246}
\end{verbatim}

A6a1\textsuperscript{247}

\begin{verbatim}
rasāṣ poke pāmā ypmān \# sumnāṭr o ki cwaṅkeyaṃ : [1b]
stretch:3SG.SBJ arm PAM\textsuperscript{248} do:PRS.PTC pull:3SG.PRS like lap:LOC

‘[But] anytime she stretches her arm when she serves me, she pulls [me] onto her lap, as it were.’\textsuperscript{249}
\end{verbatim}

The clearest example of a conditional based on inference that I have found is the one directly below, where the truth of the condition automatically leads to the conclusion in the consequence, which in itself has no strict relation to tense, and certainly not to the future.

\begin{verbatim}
MY1.5a8

(ma)dhyadeśaṣṭi tāt sne parnākk ats naṣṭ
Madhyadesa be:2SG.SBJ without glory EMPH be:2SG.PRS

‘If you are from Madhyadesa, you will indeed be without glory.’\textsuperscript{250}
\end{verbatim}

Closer to a general conditional is the following, from a philosophical explanation of several types of eras or world periods.\textsuperscript{251}

\textsuperscript{243} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \# 7 \# 4 (4+3 \# 4+3 / 4).
\textsuperscript{244} For potkam mā.
\textsuperscript{245} Literally: ‘divide’.
\textsuperscript{246} Cf Sieg (1944: 11); Pinault (2008: 260).
\textsuperscript{247} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \# 7 (4+3 \# 4+3).
\textsuperscript{248} On this particle, see footnote 349.
\textsuperscript{249} Cf Sieg (1944: 9); Pinault (2008: 258).
\textsuperscript{250} Jī (1998: 41).
\textsuperscript{251} The restoration of a present for māsk- is certain because this verb has no subjunctive.
A18a3-4

okoš antarakalpañ kätkeñ c saš mahâkalp mä(mkatä)r
eighty antarakalpa:PL cross:3PL.SBJ one mahâkalpa be:3SG.PRS
'If eighty antarakalpas pass, it is one mahâkalpa.'

The next two examples are definitely specific and one could therefore expect a subjunctive apodosis, but as the verbs y- ‘go’ and ëy- ‘give’ are among those that are more often found as future presents, this may be the reason why they are in the present. In the second example, the finite verb forms of the Old Uygur are unfortunately restored, so that instead of a volitional, we could perhaps also restore an aorist berü tâginür m(a)n.

MY3.11b4

šmeñic ats daksïnakï tmâk korpac yš-âm
come:3PL.SBJ EMPH receiver.of.alms:PL then towards go:3SG.PRS-PL.SUFF
'When the receivers of alms arrive, he goes to meet them.'

MY3.10b2 = A446a5

/// tâšš âšânik pissañkac el esam
be:3SG.SBJ venerable community:ALL gift give:1SG.PRS
'(If this) is (so), I will give a gift, o venerable one, to the community.'

MayH3.10a22-23

antag [a23] [ärsär m(a)n] kuvrag ärdnikâ bušî berü [a24]
so be:COND 1SG community jewel:DAT alms give:CVB
[tâgäyin]
RESP:1SG.VOL
'[Wenn] es so [ist, will ich] dem Juwel der Mönchsgemeinde eine Gabe geben.'

3.3.3 CONDITIONS WITH IMPERATIVE APODOSIS

An imperative clause may be preceded by a conditional clause. As it happens, the pattern of a preceding subjunctive conditional clause followed by an imperative clause is well attested, and in quite some cases there are good Old Uygur parallels to the examples from the Maitreyasamitânaśaka. Grammatically, there seems to be little difference between conditionals that would in English be rendered by if-clauses, i.e. probable but uncertain circumstances, and when-clauses, i.e. future events that are so likely to take place that it is merely a matter of time.

---

252 Cf Sieg (1944: 22).
I would expect that imperative clauses can also be preceded by optative conditionals, but I have found no examples; in principle, there is nothing wrong with ‘if by chance you should be in the neighbourhood, please do drop in’ or the like, which I would expect to have the structure optative – imperative in Tocharian A. Counterfactual conditionals with following imperative are not attested either, but that is certainly to be explained with the incompatibility of the imperative with past tense.\(^{256}\)

In the first two examples below, it is still uncertain whether the condition will be fulfilled. In the second, we have a nice Old Uygur parallel with the OUy. cond. \(y_{(a)}{\text{rlikasar}},\) corresponding to the TA conditional sbj. \(\text{wätkäšš}-,\) and OUy. 2pl.vol. \(\text{ukuylar}\) in the apodosis, which corresponds to the TA ipv. \(\text{pkärsäš}.

A71b2\(^{257}\)

\[\text{կվրինե րակ մակը ատ երնաշ} | \, \text{պատշակ-ամ առ կարեյո}
\]

\[\text{if word not: EMPH PCL say:3SG.SBJ pull.out:IPV.PL life sword:INS}
\]

‘If he does not say a word at all, take the life out of him with the sword!’\(^{258}\)

MY2.547-8 = A213b3-4

\[\text{kuprene sām yasām caș penu pārklnue sne} | (tā)nklune
\]

\[\text{if DEM your:PL DEM also questioning without hesitation}
\]

\[\text{atānkāt wātkāšš-ām cam yas wāspā wā(tkāltś)
\]

\[\text{unchecked distinguish:3SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF DEM you indeed certainly}
\]

\[\text{tānmē} | \, w(ā)knā kākmunt puk knāmānānt pțānkāt pkārsās\(^{259}\)
\]

\[\text{DEM:REL way come:PRT.PTC all knowing Buddha know:IPV.PL}
\]

‘If he also understands your questioning immediately and without hesitation, then you are indeed to recognise him surely as the (Ta)hāgata and the all-knowing Buddha.’\(^{260}\)

MayH2.648-12

\[\text{bu muntag tōrlig aynt[^a9]misā seziklāriņizni adartlayu [^a10]}
\]

\[\text{DEM thus ADJ ask:PRT your.questions distinguish:CVB}
\]

\[\text{y_{(a)}{\text{rlikasar}.. őtrī siļzar inčā ukuylar [^a11] seziksiz}
\]

\[\text{RESP:COND then you:PL so understand:VOL.2PL doubtless}
\]

\(^{256}\) In fact, Dutch has a counterfactual imperative, e.g.

\[\text{had dat gedaan!}
\]

\[\text{had that done}
\]

\[\text{ca. ‘you should have done that’ (see Haeseryn e.a. 1997: 66-67).}
\]

\(^{257}\) Verse: metre a: 20, b: 22, c: 10, d: 15 (a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7, c: 5 | 5, d: 4+4 | 4+3).

\(^{258}\) Cf Sieg (1952: 18).

\(^{259}\) Here A213 seems to deviate. The photo of the damaged manuscript is not very clear, but instead of Sieg and Sieglings’ \(<{t}ām\rangle\) (1921: 103) where we actually expect to find \(\text{pkärsāš},\) we can probably also read \(<{s}ām\rangle\) (\(<{s}_\text{̈}\text{̈}\rangle\) with a virâma seems to be no option).

tükäli bilgä t(ə)ŋri t(ə)ŋrisi burhan [a12] ärmis
completely wise god.of.gods Buddha be:PTC

Wenn er dieses derartig von euch Gefragte zu unterscheiden geruht, dann möget
ihr es so verstehen: Ohne Zweifel ist es der völlig weise Göttergott Buddha.’

In the two examples below, it seems that the protases are best rendered as when-
clauses: in the first, it is the OUy. conjunction kačan ‘when’ that indicates this, in
the second it is the meaning, combined with the Tocharian A conjunction äntâne
‘when’. Although the TA protasis is incomplete in the first example, we have a
perfect correspondence between the TA sbj. yomnäc ‘you reach’ and the OUy. cond.
tägsär sizlär ‘if you reach’, and in the apodosis between the TA ipv. plos ‘send!’ and
the OUy. idnîlar ‘send!’ In the second, the TA sbj. šmäc ‘you come’ corresponds to
the OUy. cond. tägsär sizlär ‘if you reach’ in the protasis, and the TA ipv. pâskâyäs
‘make effort!’ to the OUy. 2pl.vol. kataglantîlar ‘make effort!’ in the apodosis.

MY2.5b6

/// yomnäc onkraci : šakkats škam ni tmäš pâk
obtain:2PL.SBJ immortal surely too I:GEN DEM:ABL part
plos ymä(r škârâ)
send:IPV.2PL quickly back

‘When you reach immortal (bliss), surely send also part of it quickly (back) to
me!’

MayH2.6a28-b1

kačan [a29] sizlär mänülîg mänikä tägsär sizlär [a30] mana
when you:PL eternal joy:DAT reach:COND you:PL I:DAT
y(ə)mä ädgülîg ülîš yanturu idnî[ɔ]lar
too good part back send:VOL.2PL

‘When you reach eternal joy, send also a good part back to me again!’

MY2.4b3 = A216b4-5 = A212b5

(änt)äne tsopatsâm krop wartsyaŋ lmont ptänkät kâssinac
when large crowd community:LOC sit:PRS.PTC Buddha teacher:ALL
kâtse šmäc tmäk yas cami kâspînînâm taryâk (wepi
close come:2PL.SBJ then you:PL DEM:GEN body:LOC thirty-two

262 Possibly metrical, but the passage is too fragmentary to establish the metre.
264 Wilkens translates this as a more specific “Heilsanteil” (2008: 420).
266 To be turned over.
3.3 the Tocharian A subjunctive in subclauses

lakṣaṇās lkā)tsi pāskāyās
mark:PL see:INF make.effort:IPV.PL

'When you come close to the Buddha, the teacher, sitting surrounded by a large crowd, then you must try to see the thirty-(two marks) on his body.'

MayH2.5a1-5

tört törlüg terin [a2] kuvrag ara olorur ārān t(ā)nyri four ADJ crowd community between sit:AOR while god
iki kirk irū b(ā)lgū kutn buyann [a5] adirtlagalī269 thirty.two omen mark worth:POSS merit:POSS distinguish:CVB
ukgahl katagłānnlar understand:CVB make.effort:2PL.VOL

'When you come close to the Buddha while he is sitting amidst the fourfold community, then you must first try to recognise the thirty-two marks of worth and merit.'

3.3.4 EVENTUAL

Eventual clauses add uncertain information to a main clause: the information may or may not be correct, or the situation may or may not be the case. This uncertainty is expressed by the subjunctive. In the example directly below, for instance, there seems to be no other way to interpret the use of the subjunctive form tāš ‘is’: it is certainly not temporal or conditional, for instance, and the preceding māntne ‘how’ indicates that the content is uncertain. In a literal translation, this type of clauses should be rendered with English may, but it seems that in the Tocharian the subjunctive form does not have a comparably strong emphasis.

A432a2

śomim pārkmar-ci māntne wram tāš tämne
girl ask:1SG.PRS/SBJ-2SG.SUFF how thing be:3SG.SBJ so

268 The interpunction is wrong.
269 Yüssüp, Xoja and Qāmbirî (1988: C, 148) read adirtlagalī.
pe̱n̄ mar nṣac smale·
say:IPV.SG not:PROH I:ALL lie:GER
'Girl, I ask you, how the matter is, so say it! [You are] not to lie to me!'\textsuperscript{271}

The following example is rather fragmentary, but because of the good match with the Old Uygur version it is nevertheless possible to give a reliable interpretation. Here the eventual subjunctive seems to emphasise that it is as yet unknown which field it is that has the required qualities to grow cotton for a garment for the Buddha.

\textbf{MY3.4a5}

\\/// \textit{k(ə)knu miʃi təʃ cam tu kəsu âneći plešər}
\\provided field be:3SG.SBJ DEM you good careful work:IPV.SG
\\'(Which) field is provided with ..., that you must till well and carefully!'\textsuperscript{272}

\textbf{MayH3.4a31-b3}

\textit{kayu kābāzkā ya[ra]ʃi sākiz törliŋ [b1] adrokin tükəllig yer}
\textit{which cotton:DAT quality eight ADJ special completely land}
\textit{ârsər anı sizlər suvap [b2] sip sapanlap anok uruŋlar}
\textit{kim m(ə)n t(ə)ŋrəi [b3] t(ə)ŋrəisi burhan üçün kābāz taryur m(ə)n}
\textit{that I god.of.gods Buddha because.of cotton plant:AOR 1SG}
\textit{'Dasjenige Land, das für Baumwolle geeignet ist und insgesamt achterlei Qualitäten aufweist, das bewässert, pflügt, beackert und bereitet, damit ich für den Göttergott Buddha Baumwolle pflanze!'\textsuperscript{273}}

\section*{3.3.5 \textit{Iterative}}

Present iterative and indefinite clauses require a subjunctive finite verb; if they are past, an optative is used instead (see 3.3.13, p 213). The difference between iterative and indefinite clauses is sometimes small. In principle, an iterative clause denotes a repeated action, whereas an indefinite clause presents an action as not entirely clear, but in any case irrelevant for the main clause. However, the two become close to each other if the indefinite clause stresses the irrelevance of the number of instances of an event, or its degree. As typical iterative clauses I take those where the main clause takes up the number of instances, as in the two sentences below. The first is damaged, but its type is ascertained by the reduplicated \textit{tmanək tmanək} ‘in each of them’ on the one hand and by the Old Uygur parallel on the other. A more literal translation for the second would be ‘as often as ..., exactly so often ...’.

\textsuperscript{271} Cf Schmidt (1974: 377).
\textsuperscript{272} Probably so rather than Ji’s: “(when) this field has become ..., then you work it well and carefully.” (1998: 161).
3.3 The Tocharian A subjunctive in subclauses

**MY2.7a1**

/// (y[e]y)am śmāś tmanāk tmanāk wāltsantuyo
land:LOC come:3SG.SBJ in.each.of.them thousand:INS.PL
‘... in every land (of Madhyadeśa) he comes to, in each of them (the beings honour him) by thousands.’

MayH2.7b15-20

anta ötrū burhanlig ē(m)kr(m)V(m)rt elig han[b16]nin ulug ē ogli tözün
then then Buddha:ADJ cakravartin king:GEN great son noble
maytrī bodi ś(a)vt [b17] d(a)kšanap(a)rt eltin mattyadeš uluška [b18]
Maitreya Bodhisattva Dakṣināpatha land:ABL Madhyadeśa domain:DAT
tāginčā kayu kayu uluška tāgsār sans(i)z [b19] öküš turlgūr
reach:EQU whichever land:DAT reach:COND countless many being:PL
ulug ē agar ayagū ētrū [b20] ünärlär ērdī
great honour honour towards come.out:AOR.PL be:PRT
‘Als der bedeutendste Sohn des Buddha-cakravartin-Königs, der edle Bodhisattva Maitreya, von Dakṣināpatha-Reich zum Land Madhyadeśa kam, da erwiesen ihm in jedes Land, das er erreichte, zahllose, viele Wesen tiefe Verehrung (Hend.) und hießen ihn willkommen.’

**A2b4-5**

kospreṃ kospreṃ śkam ne amokātś amo(kšim) wram pyutkāštār:
anytime and REL artist art:ADJ thing create:3SG.SBJ
tāprenāk tāprenāk pān pārkowāntu māskamṭr-ām
just.so.often five advantages be:3PL.PRS-3SG.SUFF
‘Anytime an artist creates a work of art he has five advantages [from it].’

### 3.3.6 Indefinite

For the similarities between iterative and indefinite clauses, see above. Below, I give three examples that are difficult to analyse as iterative clauses. Importantly, they all have a present main clause. For the second and the third example this is certain because it contains an overt present form; in the first it is plausible, but not certain because praskmār is a present-subjunctive.

**A1ob5-6**

kunse rāmes praskmām tāc (nāś mā)
who Rāma:GEN fear:PRS.PTC be:2PL.SBJ I not

---

276 Cf Sieg (1944: 5).
prasmār-ām
fear:1SG.PRS/SBJ-3SG.SUFF
'Whoever of you is fearing Rāma, I don’t fear him.'

A444-5
āntām tkanā ne sām tsmār kārkāṇāś tmāṣṣ aci
where earth:PERL REL DEM root bind:3SG.SBJ there:ABL onwards
kroṣā [tka]nam lok or oktsiś-ām
kroṣā earth:LOC far wood grow:3SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF
'Where on earth it strikes root, from there its wood grows on on earth for kroṣas.'

A218b3
mā ni wāsklune mā rake pāltsāk paramāṇū kṣam yārman
not I:GEN movement not word thought atom moment measure:LOC
nāṣ kusne ālu sukac mā tāṣ : 17
be:3SG.PRS which other:GEN.PL happiness:ALL not be:3SG.SBJ
'There is no movement, no word or thought of mine, [not] even within the measure of the smallest moment, which would not be for the happiness of others.'

3.3.7 KOSNE ‘AS’

Adverbial clauses with the conjunction kosne ‘as’ are attested in two types: nominal, and with subjunctive finite verbs. It seems that the subjunctive depends on kosne, making the clause indefinite, i.e. no matter how long the event in the subclauses goes on, or no matter how much of it is done, the main clause still holds. However, it is also possible that the subjunctive is caused by the future reference of these sentences instead, as I have found no subjunctive kosne-clause with a present main clause.

---

277 The construction prasmām tāc, with a prs.ptc. and a copula, is unusual; perhaps it is a calque on a Sanskrit construction.
278 Rather than Sieg’s conditional “Wenn ihr den Rāma fürchten solltet, (ich) fürchte ihn (nicht).” (1944: 14).
279 Literally: ‘binds’.
280 A large distance measure, “Indian league” (Monier-Williams 1899: 322, col.2).
281 Cf Sieg (1944: 7).
282 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
283 Cf Sieg and Siegling (1933: 173; see also Hackstein 1995: 198). The Chinese translation of Aśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacarita offers only an imprecise match; perhaps we should compare Beal (1883: 170): “I have no name – nor do I seek profit or pleasure, But simply to declare the truth; to save men (living things) from pain, and to fulfil my ancient oath, to rescue all not yet delivered.”
In view of the different nuances of *kosne*, it is probably best to say that it actually means no more than ‘as’ in the non-causal sense. In English, we often need to translate ‘as much as’, ‘as far as’, ‘as long as’, and so on, but these precisions form no part of the meaning of the Tocharian word.

A71a5

/// tp(u)käsi yātaś kosne šolšim praskiyām mā śmāś
hide:INF be.able:3SG.SBJ as life:ADJ fear:LOC not come:3SG.SBJ

‘Will he be able to hide himself as long as he does not come into danger of life?’\(^{284}\)

A218a5\(^{285}\)

\(\text{\{}\) weīam tāpārk šlokaśśi wram \(\text{\{\)} kosne ime
say:1SG.SBJ now strophe:GEN.PL thing as memory
kalkas-\(n\)ī : [14b]
go:3SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF

‘I will now state the sense\(^{286}\) of the strophes as far as my memory goes.’\(^{287}\)

Nominal *kosne*-clauses are much better attested, even next to subjunctive main clauses.

MY.1.2a4\(^{288}\)

/// (nākcyā)s napemšās \(\text{\{}\) yomnās s\(_{u}\)kuntu kosne kri : [2b]
divine human reach:3SG.SBJ\(^{289}\) happiness:PL as desire

‘He will aquire (divine) and human happiness as much as he wants.’\(^{290}\)

\(^{284}\) Cf Sieg (1952: 18).

\(^{285}\) Verse: metre 4 \(x\) 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3). The preceding /// tti might be for *utpatti* ‘origin’.

\(^{286}\) wram, normally ‘matter, thing’, is here as a calque used in another meaning of Skt. artha, o.a. ‘thing; sense’.

\(^{287}\) Cf Sieg and Siegling (1933: 172).

\(^{288}\) Verse: metre 4 \(x\) 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).

\(^{289}\) This form could theoretically also be a present, i.e. prs. {yomnāsā-\(s\)} instead of sbj. {yomnā-\(s\)}, but as it should be one of the two, the stem is not present-subjunctive.

\(^{290}\) Ji (1998: 29).
A62b1-291

tšam spārtweñ; kālêteñ ńaiktas napemșam : [5a]
DEM:LOC turn:3PL.SBJ go:3PL.SBJ god:PL man:LOC.PL
sne kaś suku -- -- /// [5b]
without number pleasure[s]
(kusne) piktrā mārkampal; kritāñ yaş sām
who write:3SG.PRS law gratitude do:3SG.PRS DEM
ptāñāktes : [5c]
Buddha:GEN
kosne postkam aḵṣari; tpreñā wyărās sas yāmtrā : 5
as book:LOC aḵṣara:PL so.many monastery:PL one do:3SG.SBJ
‘Here they [= the possessions of the law] will turn round and go among men and
gods; countless pleasures ...; he who writes down the law, shows his gratitude to
the Buddha;292 as many aḵṣaras as there are in a book, so many monasteries will
the first293 make.’

The pattern with a negated present main clause and a very short kosne-clause is well
attested, too. Here, kosne is very close to being a preposition.

A71a4
mā tšam tāpreñ kāpne ālak wram naš kosne šni šol
not DEM:LOC so dear other thing be:3SG.PRS as REFL life
‘There is no other thing as dear as one’s own life.’294

The fact that no present kosne-clauses are attested in my view leaves room for the
possibility that the conjunction requires a subjunctive. The nominal examples would
then form a special category, or kosne has to be viewed as a preposition there.

3.3.8 CONCESSIVE

In concessive clauses the information is presented as irrelevant to the statement of
the main clause. A typical concessive clause gives factual information that is
irrelevant, but clauses that give possible irrelevant information may be closely related

291 Verse: metre 4 x 7 \ 7 (4+3 \ 4+3). The first four syllables of șa belong syntactically to the
preceding (with a considerable lacuna; for the restoration cf Thomas 1957: 153): A62a6-b1
māmtne pācar nispalntu ; wla(luneyam sewāšī [4c] lipāș ūmnek sām ḫāṣi ; mārkampal)sās
nispalntu : 4 ḫeypās wāṣam ‘Like a father who leaves his possessions to his sons when dying,
thus the teacher has left to us the possessions of the law.’
293 Literally: ‘the one’.
294 Cf Sieg (1952: 18).
to conditional clauses. The factual concessive would be ‘even though A, B’, the possible concessive ‘even if A, B’; the difference with ‘if A, B’ is only the word “even”, which roughly corresponds to *penu* ‘also’ in Tocharian A.

In the first example, the concessive clause is factual, i.e. speaker and hearer take its truth for granted. The second example concerns a general principle that could be applied to many specific cases, and, consequently, its concessive clause is possible. (A third good example is A5a2-4, given further below in 3.3.9, p 208.)

A65a1

*pëntwiss oko nispalntu₁ tâkeńc penu nutont șol₁ mâ merit:GEN.PL fruit possession:PL be:3PL.SBJ also perish:PTT.PTC life not șkaṃ ștâmeœnc [ib] and establish:3PL.PRS

‘Even though possessions are the fruit of merits, they do not [re-]establish life when it has perished.’

MY2.6b1-2

aryu penu wârpâtrë₁ [b2] /// [1a] long also receive:3SG.SBJ

/// (ce)smaššal aryu pe₁ plântâš äkaṃ șralune₁ tmâkk they:COM long also be.pleased:3SG.SBJ end:LOC separation then ats kunnâš : [ib]

EMPH come:3SG.PRS

‘Even if for a long time (one) enjoys … even if for a long time he is pleased with them, in the end separation will come for sure.’

MayH2.7a11-17


---

295 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).
296 Cf Sieg (1952: 25).
297 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).
'Wie lange auch die Kinder der Lebewesen diese fünf Arten von lieblichen Freuden (pañca kâmagunâh) genießen (wrtl.: erreichen), indem sie wie Salzwasser trinkende (Wesen sind), die nicht gestillt und befriedigt werden, wie lange sie sich (auch) freuen (Hend.) mit (ihrer) geliebten Gemeinschaft, so kommt doch letztlich das schmerzliche Leid der Trennung von den Geliebten.'

3.3.9 COMPARISON

There are three instances of subclauses in a metaphorical comparison where a subjunctive is used. In the English translation, it is necessary to express the fact that the comparison clause is not actual with a were-conditional. Normally, such irreal clauses are formed with the optative in Tocharian, so that it is surprising to find a subjunctive instead. However, the interpretation is beyond doubt and so we are forced to add this category to the use of the Tocharian A subjunctive. It is striking to note that in the first case, the main clause is even past, whereas the subjunctive is normally not used in past contexts (the same is true of A312a, not cited here, but see 3.3.13, p 213). In the second example, the main clause is a general present. Apparently, the tense of the main clause did not affect the finite verb of the comparison clause – a clear relative tense feature (see footnote 11). The structure of the second example is a bit more complicated, the first two subjunctives tâš being part of concessive subclauses; the finite verb of the main clause is pâlkâš.

A12b2-3

tâmne sâm tâm prastâm pâlkâl tâk mâmnte spânyo
so DEM DEM moment see:SBJ.GER be:3SG.PRT like sleep:INS
klisne wâsâklune készâr šišâk tâš
lie:PRT.PTC without motion Kesara lion be:3SG.SBJ

'At that moment it looked like it were a motionless Kesara lion, lying asleep.'

A5a2-4

tâš penu (wra)[a3]som arâmpâtyo kaknu lkâtsi kâswe knâmâmune
be:3SG.SBJ also being figure:INS provided see:INF lovely wisdom
ats mâ tâš-âm tâprém ats pâlkâš mâm(tne) [a4] tsekeši
just not be:3SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF then just look:3SG.PRS like fashioned
pekeši pat arâmpât tâš
painted or figure be:3SG.SBJ

'Even if a being is provided with a [beautiful] figure [and] lovely to look at, [but] it has no wisdom, then it looks exactly like it were a fashioned or painted figure.'

---

300 Cf Sieg (1944: 15).
3.3.10 Final

The usual way to express purpose and goal is with an infinitive clause, mostly preceding the main clause: the infinitive has a strong final value. Besides, finite final clauses are also found, which rather follow the main clause. In all certain cases this main clause is an imperative clause, and the final clause is a subjunctive clause.

In quite a number of cases the word mäntne (or mäntne) introduces the final clause, and in these sentences it is attractive to view it as a conjunction ‘so that’, ‘in order to’. However, because the word has other functions, too, mostly translating as ‘how’ or ‘like’,\(^{302}\) we have to bear in mind that splitting its function is perhaps only imposing distinctions on the Tocharian that are not actually there. Having said that, the word mäntne is very helpful for the interpretation of these sentences, as it shows that smaller clauses have to be taken together as longer sentences.

Alternatively, it seems that mäntne may also be absent, but in those cases it is often difficult to exclude that the clauses are merely juxtaposed.

In the first two examples, the final clause is introduced by mäntne, which is in the second rendered by the Old Uygur conjunction kim ‘that’; the construction with gAlI-forms and bol- ‘be’ expresses ability,\(^{303}\) whereas the volitional ending -alm can be compared with the Tocharian subjunctive.

A340b7

ōsem pkāmār šiksāpat mäntne tmākyok mā nkatār
by.night bring:IPV.SG moral so.that DEM:PERL~EMPH not perish:2SG.SBJ
‘Keep the moral by night, so that you will not perish by that same thing!’

MY3.2b1

pyām ske mäntne kālpāmtār krant mārkampal klyosnąši
do:IPV.SG effort so.that obtain:1PL.SBJ good law hear:INF
ptāṅkā(t kāssi lktāsī)
Buddha teacher see:INF
‘Make an effort so that we get to hear the good law, (and see) the Buddha, the teacher.’\(^{304}\)

MayH3.2b7-10

amtī siz inčā[b8] kataglanŋ305 kim biz y(e)mā siz[b9]iŋ
now you so make.effort:IPV that we and your

\(^{301}\) Cf Sieg (1944: 8).

\(^{302}\) These two meanings are closely connected, cf Gm. wie, It. como, both ‘how; like’.

\(^{303}\) The construction is well attested (Erdal 2004: 259); therefore, there is no need to read bul- ‘find’ instead, which could theoretically render kālpā- ‘obtain’.

\(^{304}\) Cf Ji (1998: 151).

\(^{305}\) So to be corrected for kataglanną in the manuscript.
In the example below, still translated as juxtaposed sentences, there is a strong causal connection between the imperative and subjunctive clauses, which makes a final reading of the latter attractive. The Old Uygur translator has definitely understood it that way, as he has added *kim* ‘that’, making the larger structure explicit.

MY1.6a6

(pat-ści  pāñ kā)nt tinārās | lyutnām pare
give:IPV.2SG-1SG.SUFF five hundred gold.piece:PL drive.away:1SG.SBJ debt
tām skassu 1 be:1SG.SBJ happy

‘(Give me five hundred) gold pieces. I will get out of [my] debts and be happy.’

MayH1.121a9 = MayT117+10b1-2

tēš yūz yaratmak b(ɔ)rgil .. kim birimin min őtāp
five hundred gold.piece give:2SG.VOL that debt:POS.1SG pay.debts:CVB
enčin ārāyiği
peace:INS be:1SG.VOL

‘Give five hundred gold pieces, so that I can pay my debts and be in peace.’

In the below appeal by a king (or a herald) to suitors for his daughter, a final reading is certainly possible, but since again overt marking is lacking, we cannot be totally certain (Sieg has translated them as independent clauses).

A66b5

ārwar yāmurās cam kōm tām ḫkanā puknās
ready do:ABS DEM day DEM place:ALL come:IPV.PL
knat-rām rito ākāl plāntac kuleñin
come.about:3SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF cherished wish enjoy:2PL.SBJ woman:ADJ

307 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
308 Cf Ji (1998: 45).
309 Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 280-281), Tekin (1980: 47). In the Turpan version, the beginning is slightly different: *beš yūz yaratmak kim biriminim ...*
3.3 the Tocharian A subjunctive in subclauses

ñənəmiyo
pearl:INS
'Make yourself ready and come to the place that day, so that your cherished wish will be fulfilled [and] you will enjoy yourself with the pearl of women.'

In the example below, it seems possible to take waṣtāś länçāš as a final clause, but other options are certainly available, too. It could be a permissive main clause ‘he may leave the house’, or perhaps the content of tārkor ‘permission that he leaves the house’, i.e. ‘permission to leave the house’.

A74a4-5

kuprene māškit waṣtāś lāntāssi mā kālpāl tāš...///
if prince house:ABL leave:INF not obtain:SBJ.GER be:3SG.SBJ
(tā)rkor pyāmā-m waṣtāś lānçāš
permission do:IPV.SG house:ABL leave:3SG.SBJ
‘If the prince cannot get to leave the house, ... Give him permission that he may leave the house!’

3.3.11 COMPARED TO THE PRESENT

There are no conditionals with a present in the protatic clause. On the basis of general patterns in conditionals (as exemplified by English, see 3.1.3, p 158), and the evidence of Tocharian B (see 3.6.10, p 265), I would expect that inferential conditionals could have taken present protatic clauses, but I have not been able to find examples.

In some cases, a Tocharian A present subclause corresponds to Old Uygur conditional sentences. However, this is certainly a subtype of a relative clause with who etc., where a conditional is needed in Old Uygur only: in Tocharian, these clauses are simply construed with a present. In the first example, the Tocharian A subclause is reasonably well preserved, including the word for ‘who’. In the second, the word for ‘who’ is unfortunately lost, but it can safely be reconstructed on the basis of the Old Uygur parallel (MY3.10a6, not cited here, is probably construed in the same way, but no Old Uygur parallel is preserved).

MY2.3b2

\( (ke)ne^{311} \)
\( kri \ n-ām \ cam \ lkātsi : [2c] \)
who:GEN wish be:3SG.SUFF DEM see:INF

pālčās waṣtāś ptānāktac \( kene \) kri \ n-ām
leave:IPV.PL house:ABL Buddha:ALL who:GEN wish be:3SG.SUFF

---

311 Verse: metre 4 x 7 \( 4+3 \) \( 4+3 \).
312 Because of the parallel construction, probably rather (ke)ne than Ji’s (k₁pre)ne (1998: 78).
śalpāṣṭi: 2
free:INF
‘... whose wish it is to see him. Go away from the house to the Buddha, (you) whose wish it is to become freed!’

MY3.10a5 = A446a1
/// s(o)mm (o)kāk sāmaṃ kentrā · camaṃ kālyméyā
one including monk call:3SG.PRS DEM:LOC correctly
sparcwātār · puk pissaṅkāntu
behave:3SG.PRS all community:PL
‘... (who) invites only one monk ..., and treats him correctly, all communities ...

MayH3.10a5-8
incep kamag kuvsradin bir yaluṣu [a] toying ötünüp
then all community:ABL one only monk invite:CVB
āvā kä elitip ayap čiltąp agar[a]lap buši
house:DAT lead:CVB honour:CVB honour:CVB alms
bersār.. alku kuvsragka tapnmiś udu[n][a]miś bolur
give:COND all community:DAT honour:PTC honour:PTC be:aOR
‘Wenn man von der ganzen Mönchsgemeinde nur einen Mönch ins Haus bittet, ihn verehrt und beeht (Hend.) und ihm eine Gabe gibt, dann wird die ganze Mönchsgemeinde verehrt (Hend.).’

In A361.2, the editors have transliterated kāvre ne knānat, which looks like a conditional present ‘if you know’ (Sieg and Siegling 1921: 202), but in fact we have to read kāvre te: it is not an example of a conditional present (the Tocharian A clause is difficult to translate because it seems that Skt. pratijānāsi ‘you claim’ has been interpreted as jānāsi ‘you know’):

A361.2
[SKT:] | kārsakam pratiṣṭānaśi | [TA:] pate kāvre te
ploughman claim:2SG.PRS plough whether Q
knānat |
know:2SG.PRS
‘You claim to be a ploughman? | You know how to be a ploughman, don’t you?’

Compare the Pāli parallel in the Samyutta Nikāya, kassako paṭṭijānāsi na ca passāmi te kāsim (Feer 1884: 172) ‘A ploughman by thine own confession thou? No plough-

ing I can see!” (Rhys Davids 1917: 217) or “Du behauptest ein Säemann zu sein, aber ich sehe deine Außsatt nicht.” (Geiger 1930: 270). Cf also the Chinese parallel zi shuō gēng tiān zhē 自説耕田者 ‘You say yourself that you are a ploughman’ adduced by Enomoto (1997: 97).

3.3.12 COMPARED TO NOMINAL CLAUSES

The example below is fragmentary, but nevertheless instructive. The clauses are evidently parallel, but only the first has an eventual subjunctive tāṣ ‘who may have the wish’. Apparently, the following clauses could be nominal because the structure was sufficiently clear.

A226b6-7\textsuperscript{316}

\begin{verbatim}
ke pat nu kri tāṣ ; ēnāreyāntwas /// [2a] [b7] ///
who:GEN or but wish be:3SG.SBJ hell:ABL.PL
ke pat nu saṃ kri ; ēnākci suk nāṣ kālpīmār : [2c]
who:GEN or but DEM wish divine happiness I obtain:1SG.OPT
ke pat nu ākāl ; ēnākci napēṃṣi ā /// [2d]
who:GEN or but wish divine human
\end{verbatim}

‘Who may want to (be freed?) from the hells, or who has this wish, «may I obtain divine happiness!», or who has the wish, «... human and divine ...»’

3.3.13 COMPARED TO THE OPTATIVE

Whereas the subjunctive in subclauses denotes events that are as yet uncertain, or not completely known or defined, the optative in the same clauses denotes events that are perhaps theoretically possible, but improbable. Further, the optative replaces the subjunctive in iterative or indefinite subclauses in a past rather than a present or future context.

On the basis of examples in Tocharian B, and the value of the optative in subclauses and main clauses in Tocharian A, one would expect that irreal, but not counterfactual conditionals are formed with an optative plus optative pattern, i.e. an optative subclause and an optative main clause (this is in my view suggested, though not explicitly stated, by Krause and Thomas 1960: 182-183 and Pinault 1997: 475). Strikingly, it is very difficult to find good examples of this type. Irreal protatic clauses are well attested, but I have not found pure irreal apodotic clauses.

In the often cited example below, the optative subclause indeed denotes an event that is not realistic (in the eyes of the speaker), and not impossible either, but the following optative main clause can hardly be taken as the consequence: it is rather a wish.

\textsuperscript{316} Verse: metre a, c: 5 \textbar 7, b, d: 7 \textbar 8 (a, c: 5 \textbar 4+3, b, d: 3+4 \textbar 5+3).
A23a4-6

\[ k_{\text{upprene} \, \text{āšāni})} \, \text{āšām} \, \text{tākiṣ} \, \text{nāš-wāknum} : [1a] \\
\text{if \, venerable \, worthy \, be:3SG.OPT \, like.me} \\
\text{parnoı̈ntsā(}m \, \ldots \, \text{tēni} \, \text{kapša}̄ni) \, \text{(ts)i(nāts)i) : [1b] \\
\text{worthy \, you:GEN \, body \, touch:INF} \\
\text{tārkor \, kālpimā}̄ \, \text{şēni \, tsar \, ptānkāt \, yrāsimār} : [1c] \\
\text{permission \, obtain:1SG.OPT \, REFL \, hand \, Buddha \, wash:1SG.OPT} \\
\text{If \, [some]one like me, o \, arhat, were worthy of touching your dignified body, may} \\
\text{I obtain the permission that I may wash the Buddha with my own hand!}^{318} \\
\]

For the other example that is often cited, and where indeed a conditional reading is 
very likely, see A25a2-3 further below; in that example, the apodosis is nominal and 
we could be tempted to supply an optative copula, but in view of the scarcity of the 
type, we should be careful. Below, I interpret the apodosis not as an apodotic clause, 
but as a normal present clause.

The past iterative use is well illustrated and described by Thomas (1970: 454-458). 
Of the following two examples, the first, extensively elaborated, contains imperfects 
in the first main clause, as we would expect for a repeated action. Although the 
following preterite is less clear, we can probably still suppose that the second 
example, where the finite verb of the main clause is not preserved, had an imperfect, 
too.

A31a1-3

\[ tmāṣ \, ptānkāt \, kāṣṣi \, māmtne \, y. \, \ldots \, šul \, tāṣ \\
\text{then \, Buddha \, teacher \, like \, mountain \, be:3SG.SBJ} \\
\text{tmaṣsāl \, tāskmām \, taryāk \, we \, pi \, lakṣanā(yso) \, o(ktuk) }^{[a2]} \, \text{cānčra}̄m \\
\text{DEM:COM \, comparable \, thirty-two \, marks \, eighty \, gentle} \\
\text{yetweso}̄ \, (yetu) \, wāmpu \, kospreme \, šik \, tāwiś \\
\text{jewel:PERL.INS \, decorated \, decorated \, how:many \, step \, put:3SG.OPT} \\
\text{tāprenïk \, sās \, tkam-ńkāt \, nusā \, kāl(ńnā \, oki) \, kāckeoyo \, ·} \\
\text{so.many \, DEM \, earth:god \, roar:3SG.IPF \, resound:3SG.IPF \, like \, joy:INS} \\
\text{tāprem \, tāprenāk \, mrācās \, šuṅkā̄}^{319} \, \text{swaṅcenān \, nā(ktas \, na)}^{[a3]} \text{penās} \\
\text{so.many \, so.many \, skull:ABL \, mouth \, beams \, gods \, men} \\
\text{kāksont \, oki \, (puk) \, šāk \, kālymentwa}̄ \, ām \, satkar \, ·} \\
\text{blinded \, like \, all \, ten \, direction:LOC.PL \, spread:3PL.PRT} \\
\text{'Anytime the Buddha, the teacher, (decorated) and adorned with the 32 marks} 
[of the great man] and the 80 gentle jewels, took a step, like he were a … 
mountain, just as many times the earth roared and resounded as if out of joy, and

\[\text{Verse: metre } 4 \times 5 \mid 7 \mid (5 \mid 4+3). \]

\[\text{Cf Sieg (1944: 27).} \]

\[\text{To be corrected to } šuṅkā̄ (abl.)} \]
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319
just as many times rays spread from his skull and mouth towards all ten cardinal points, [which] blinded gods and men, as it were.'\textsuperscript{320}

A341b2\textsuperscript{321}

\textit{kucnê ŏûk : šwâtsi yoktsi tâsy âyim-âm ca(m) ///}
what I:F food dring put:INF give:1SG.OPT-3SG.SUFF DEM

'Anytime I gave her food and drink to stock up, that ...'\textsuperscript{322}

Thomas also adduced a good example of an irreal concessive clause (1970: 463). In this type of construction, we do not expect an optative in the main clause either, but rather a present, a subjunctive or, as in this case, a nominal clause. The function of the optative clause is to underline that even in such an unrealistic case, the proposition expressed in the main clause would still hold.

A346a3-4

\textit{tmânantuyo kom-nîktañ kâmpo tâkiñc tmâş lyutâr ces}
ten.thousand:INS.PL sun.god:PL circle be:3PL.OPT then more DEM:PL
\textit{wañitse}
brilliant\textsuperscript{333}

'Even if suns by tens of thousands were forming a circle, those [gods] are more brilliant.'\textsuperscript{324}

As Thomas remarks (1970: 463-465), the following example, often cited as an irreal conditional with an optative subclause and a nominal main clause that would have been optative, too, may have to be interpreted rather as an irreal concessive with a “normal” present clause: ‘no matter how worthy they are, all have to bow’. The latter interpretation may be supported by the aorist in the apodosis of the Old Uygur parallel.

A253a2-3\textsuperscript{325}

\textit{ârkišossam puk wrasañ \| kîprenê tâkiñc bra(m-nâ)ktañ : [1c]}
world:LOC all being:PL if be:3PL.OPT Brahmâ.god:PL.

\textsuperscript{320} Cf Sieg (1952: 26-27) and Carling (2009: 185). Thomas (1970: 457) also cites A59a6-b1, where we find a compound tense \textit{kakmus tâkiş ‘anytime she had come’} in the subclause.

\textsuperscript{321} Verse: end of pâda 95a and beginning of pâda 95b of a metre a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3 | 4+3), c: 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3).

\textsuperscript{322} Cf Sieg (1952: 40) and the Chinese parallel (Chavannes 1910-34: II, 252): ‘quand je lui donnais des aliments à porter à Mahâkâtyâyana, tantôt elle les mangeait elle-même, tantôt elle les donnait à d’autres personnes’.

\textsuperscript{323} If for \textit{wañitse} (Thomas 1970: 463).

\textsuperscript{324} Cf Carling (2009: 132).

\textsuperscript{325} Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
puk cemm äsāṃ mrāc špāl-yo ṭ nmässi caši šalpenac
all DEM:PL worthy skull head:INS bow:INF DEM:GEN sole:DU.ALL
‘Even if all beings in the world were Brahmā gods, all these are worthy to bow
with skull and head at his feet.’

MayT38b4-7
yer-suवdaksi tml(ā)glar āzrua t(ā)yri tāg bilgā biliglī bolslar alku
world:LOC.ADJ being:PL Brahmā god like wise wise be:COND.PL all
olar munuy adakinta āṅtgāli yūkāngāli tāgim ārūlār
DEM:PL DEM:GEN foot:POSS.LOC bow:CVB bow:CVB worthy be:AOR.PL
‘Even if the beings in the world were as wise as Brahmā, they are all worthy to
bow at his feet.’

3.4 OTHER USES OF THE TOCHARIAN A SUBJUNCTIVE

In this section, I briefly discuss some other functions of the Tocharian A subjunctive.
First, I discuss compound tenses and moods (3.4.1-3.4.4, p 216). Second, I discuss
adverbials and particles (3.4.5, p 222). Third, I briefly go into the problem of the
usage of the present-subjunctive (3.4.6, p 230).

3.4.1 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH IMPERFECT COPULA

The construction with a subjunctive gerund and an imperfect copula often denotes
counterfactuality, both in subclauses and main clauses. This is easily illustrated with
conditionals that suggest an alternative development for the past, which is, of course,
contrary to fact. Consequently, the content of counterfactual conditionals must be
specific, as they are bound to a real moment in the past to which an irreal alternative
is offered.

A typical example is the following, where the Buddha has already left the house,
so that it is not possible to return to the situation where he had not left it, and still
had the possibility to become a worldly king instead of an enlightened one.

---

326 Cf Tekin (1980: 112) and Müller and Sieg (1916: 405).
327 I have no reason to assume that present or future counterfactuals were impossible in
Tocharian, i.e. of the type If John had come to the party tomorrow, he would have met you
(Dancygier 1998: 33). Although that type is important to show the character of the con-
struction in English, I would insist that the prototypical counterfactual conditional is past. Not
included are fragmentary MY3.7a8 ~ MayH3.7a23-4 and MY3.7b2. Another good example is
328 Thomas also adduces A21a4 sām tāpuṛē waṣṭās lantu ‘he has now left the house’ to illustrate
that this conditional is indeed contrary to fact (1970: 467).
3.4 other uses of the Tocharian A subjunctive

A21a2-4

kuprene waštás mā láncāl šeš štwar dvipāntwā
if house:ABL not leave:SBJ.GER be:3SG.IPF four continent:PL.PERL
kākmārtik spā(t ňem)ntuyo kaknu cakravartti wāl
ruler seven jewel:INS.PL provided cakravartin king
nasāl šeš nāš penu tu penu camī spaktānikān
be:PRS/SBJ.GER be:3SG.IPF I too you too DEM:GEN servant:PL
nas(l)ye še)mās
be:PRS/SBJ.GER be:1PL.IPF

"If he had not left the house, he would have become a cakravartin king, endowed with the seven jewels, a ruler over the four continents, and I too, and you too, we had become his servants."329

A313b4-6

kuprene nāš nešā kārsāl šem pracar tanne śpalmēmn
if I before know:SBJ.GER be:1SG.IPF brother so excellent
tam puttišparām pām try asamkhēsam kusne kṣaṇa(nī)
DEM Buddha.rank PAM330 three asamkhīyeyā:LOC.PL which moment
som) [b5] som kṣaṇā try asamkhēs kānt kalpas
one one moment:PERL three asamkhīyeyā:PL hundred kalpa:PL
nāš wlesāl šem sālpmaṁ kapṣiṇo aviśanākk ats
I work:PRS/SBJ.GER be:1SG.IPF glow:PRS.PTC body:INS Avīci:LOC EMPH
puttišparśim ākālās cam mā o(ntaṇ loṭka)[b6]l šem
Buddha.rank wish:ABL DEM not ever turn.away:SBJ.GER be:1SG.IPF

"If I had known before, brother, that the Buddha rank is so excellent, and that for each moment, for as many moments as there are in three asamkhīyeyās, I had had to work three asamkhīyeyas and hundred kalpas in the Avīci [hell] with glowing body, then I would never have returned from my wish for the Buddha rank."331

In the example below, a painter considers several options but then decides that the girl that he finds in his room cannot be another guest because she is there to serve him and guests are not to serve other guests; thus, he discards that option as impossible (i.e. counterfactual, since the event is past).332

---

329 Cf Sieg (1944: 25).
330 On pām, see footnote 349.
331 Cf Sieg (1952: 33).
332 Pace Thomas (1970: 471), this is not a question or something similar ("Fragesätze u. dgl.").
A6a3-4

mā (nu yā)n[a4]talyi šēs lokit lokitāpāk[^333] yārk yatsi
not but be:able:SBJ.GER be:3SG.IPF guest guest:GEN honour do:INF
wātkāssi
command:INF

"But a guest would not have been charged to pay honour to a[other] guest."[^334]

In the following example, the construction with a subjunctive gerund plus imperfect copula is again found in a subclause, whose counterfactuality is governed by the negation in the main clause.

A62a[^335]

(tāmne šnī ārī)n pdfānkāt[^1] pālskāt ke nes yārk
thus REFL heart Buddha think:3SG.PRT who:GEN before reverence
yā(m)im : [3c]
do:1SG.OPT
mā kālpāt cam yārk yāmlām[^1] kuncē yārka yāmlāl
not obtain:3SG.PRT DEM reverence do:SBJ.GER that reverence do:SBJ.GER
šēs : [3d]
be:3SG.IPF

"Thus the Buddha thought by himself, «to whom shall I first make reverence?», [but] he found no one worthy of reverence he could have made reverence to."

Finally, a rhetorical question of the Bodhisattva who has suffered not for his own sake, but for the sake of others, also refers to the past and offers an irreal alternative to it (for more questions, see 3.2.7, p 177).

A67a

māt nu nās šnī kloypo siṇāl šem
how but I REFL sorrow:INS satisfy:SBJ.GER be:1SG.IPF

"How could I have had satisfaction from my own sorrow?"

3.4.2 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH PRESENT COPULA

A periphrastic construction with a subjunctive and a present copula, principally found in main clauses, denotes future events. All few clear examples are negated. The expected notion of possibility, the basic meaning of the subjunctive gerund, is in most cases not very clear, but the notion of future is easily derived from it. Not with

[^333]: So to be corrected for lotāpāk in the manuscript.
[^334]: Sieg (1944: 9); Pinault (2008: 258).
[^335]: Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
Thomas (1952: 38-39) can this construction in any way be shown to be emphatic (see also 3.7.2, p 279). Only two examples are given below; for a few more, see Thomas (1952: 41). In both, the copula is left out, but it is there in A70b4, A144b2, and A313a8.

A70a3

mā ontaṃ ūk cwā sārki ymān kārāsān ștare
not ever I:F you:PERL after go:PRS.PTC wilds:LOC hardship
kaš wālyi
attention put:SBJ.GER

'Not in any way will I care about the hardship in the wilds if I follow you.'

A99b3

/// șolās pkānt kapsaṇī oki cwās pkānt mā ștmāl
life:ABL apart body like you:ABL apart not stand:SBJ.GER

'... like the body without life ..., [so] I will not exist without you.'

3.4.3 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH SUBJUNCTIVE COPULA

A rare construction is that of a subjunctive gerund with a subjunctive copula, termed the “periphrastische Konjunktiv” by Thomas (1952: 41). In two examples, the construction is clearly conditional, and the added value of the subjunctive gerund is not easily recognised: the meaning seems close to a simple subjunctive protasis. If any difference in meaning should be noted, the most probable is in my view possibility because that is what the subjunctive gerund expresses with e.g. a present copula. It must be admitted, however, that the possibility meaning is not imposed by the material.

A74a4-5

kuprene māșkit waștās lāntāssi mā kālpāl tāş ///
if prince house:ABL leave:INF not obtain:SBJ.GER be:3SG.SBJ
(tā)rkor pyāmā-ṃ waștās lāncās
permission do:IPV.SG house:ABL leave:3SG.SBJ

'If the prince cannot get to leave the house, ... Give him permission that he may leave the house!'

---

336 Cf Sieg (1952: 43). The corresponding passage of the Sanskrit parallel of the Viśvāntara-Jātaka is not precise: naiva ca khalu me deva vanavāso duḥkha iti pratibhāti (Hanisch 2005: 1, 82, line 9) ‘Nor does life in the forest seem to me such a hardship, my lord.’ (Khoroché 1989: 63).

337 Cf Thomas (1952: 41).
A67b1-2  
(k₄prene) k(är)m(e) rakeyo sarās puskās ānkarās  
if true word:INS vein:PL nerve:PL tusk:PL  
rsunāmāṃ nī: nāresiṁśī klopās pkant klopyo  
pull.out:PRS.VTC I:GEN hell:ADJ.GEN sorrow:ABL apart sorrow:INS  
pāltsāk (ārīc nī mā sasyu tāṣ₃₈ canāk  
mind heart I:GEN not satisfy:PRT.VTC be:3SG.SBJ DEM  
kā)rm(e)tsuneyo k₄pre pat šakk ats kālpāl tām  
truth:INS whether or certainly obtain:SBJ.GER be:1SG.SBJ  
puttisparāṃ: šakk āṅkari puk salu šītrāk pākār  
Buddha.rank six tusk:PL all completely again? manifest  
tākī-nī neśīṃ sā(rki)  
be:3PL.OPT-1SG.SUFF before:ADJ after  
'(If) truly I (have not satisfied) my mind (and heart) with sorrow beyond the  
sorrow of the hell-beings by pulling out my veins, nerves and tusks, or whether  
[?] by this truth I can attain the Buddha rank, may all my six tusks completely  
reappear, like before.'³³⁹  

The example below is damaged, but it is clearly of general didactic content, giving an  
answer to the question what is to be understood by “grain consumed at the root”.  
This general content makes any sort of future reading very unlikely, and therefore  
the apodosis is probably a present clause.³⁴⁰ However, there is clearly something  
going on with the subjunctive gerund plus subjunctive copula construction in the  
subclause because the fruit can no longer be obtained if the root has already been  
consumed. The only explanation that I can offer is either that tāṣ marks this  
subclause as an eventual clause, or that it is to be taken together with the comparison  
clauses discussed in 3.3.9 (p 208), where tāṣ clauses are unreal (in terms of their  
English translation). As there are no independent indications to take kālpāl tāṣ  
together as a kind of counterfactual, I suggest that kālpāl adds a possibility meaning.  
Even though such a reading is not directly imposed by the context, it gives a  
plausible interpretation indeed.

³³⁸ So Thomas (1964: 28); Sieg restituted siṃsāve.  
bolur ārsār m(a)n . . . ///[azi]gmin tartar ārkān keyiķī ārkā bir k₄ʃan ődtā y(ε)mā óvkā  
kōnjulim yī͘gūri bolmayuk ārsār bu kōni kertii uzā alti azglimm ᵃ₃ŋrāki tāq /////////////  
liq bolzun ‘If I have become a guide in the deep darkness of the passions in the sansāra ..., and  
if there has not, not even for one moment, risen anger in my heart when the hunter pulled out  
my tusks, may because of this truth my six tusks be ... like before.’  
³⁴⁰ Pace Sieg, who switches from a normal real protasis to an unreal one (1952: 26, italics mine):  
“Denn wenn der Mensch vor der Zeit das Getreide verzehrt, [dann] (würde er) die Frucht, die  
er [bestimmt] daraus bekäme, [schon] (vorher verzehrt haben).”
A6šb5-6

\[ k_1 u_y a l t e \ y u s a r \ p r a \-'\ t a \ w r a s o m \ w s a r \ t a p a s \ k u c n e \ t m a s \ \\
\text{because new? time:PERL being grain eat:3SG.SBJ what DEM:ABL} \]
\[ o k o \ k a l p a l \ t a s \ \\
\text{fruit obtain:SBJ.ERG be:3SG.SBJ} \]

'Because if a being consumes the grain before the [right] time, the fruit that he might have been able to obtain from it,'\textsuperscript{341}

The last example is fragmentary and its precise context remains unclear. The subject is without doubt Rāma, who has laid siege to the town Lāṅkā, where he wants to get the captured Sītā back from. Sieg (1944: 13) and e.g. Krause and Thomas (1960: 191) have taken the clause with kālkāl as a main clause, which makes good sense indeed (Sieg l.c.): "(Rāma) aber wird, wenn er seinen Zweck erreicht hat, freudig von selbst gehen." However, a conditional reading is certainly possible, too (I have suggested a possible apodosis just to make clear how I would understand kālpāl tās as protatic):

A10b1

\[ (r\-a m^{342}) \ n u \ s\-n i \ w r a m \ k a l p o r a \ k a t k m a m \ k a l k a l \ \\
\text{Rāma but REF.L thing obtain:ABS be:glad:PRS.PTC go:SBJ.ERG} \]
\[ s\-\-n ī n a \ t a s \ \\
\text{self:PERL be:3SG.SBJ} \]

'But if (Rāma) can go [away] of his own accord, glad after reaching his object,\textsuperscript{343} (then we will avoid this damage to our own town).'

3.4.4 PRETERITE PARTICIPLE WITH SUBJUNCTIVE COPULA

The preterite participle can be combined with a subjunctive copula, both in main and subclauses. Although examples are few, they comply with our expectations. Whereas the preterite participle expresses a state, in main clauses the subjunctive may express that this state will hold at a future moment, or in subclauses that the state is the condition for another event etc. See also on the usage in Tocharian B (3.7.4, p 283).

In the first example below, the subjunctive copula probably expresses future tense; in the second and the third, it denotes a condition.

\textsuperscript{341} Instead of Sieg’s (l.c.) restoration cam sā(m nesā tāppu tākis) it is probably better to restore a normal conditional, i.e. cam sā(m nesā tāppu) ‘he has eaten [already] before’, i.e. ‘Because if a being consumes the grain before the [right] time, he has eaten the fruit that he might have been able to obtain from it [already] before.’

\textsuperscript{342} Or sām ‘he’.

\textsuperscript{343} Literally: ‘thing’.
3.4.5 Adverbials and particles

Unlike Tocharian B (3.7.5, p 287), Tocharian A has only a limited number of number of modal particles. This is not to say that the language has a shortage of particles, and even less so that they are rare. On the contrary, especially the emphatic clitic -k and the emphatic particle ats (and atsam) are very frequent, also combined, e.g. nāś ‘I, nšāk ‘me’, i.e. ‘I, not you’, nšākk ats348 ‘just me; exactly me’; quite some words do not even occur without -k, or only rarely (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 302-303, 306-307).

344 Verse: metre normally 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3), but this line deviates.
345 Cf Ji (1998: 189). Thanks to the identification of the parallel fragment A446 (Burlak and Itkin 2004: 30), his translation can be revised slightly: it is now clear that the following ā(nant) ‘Ānanda’ starts a new clause. The OUy. parallel in MayH3.10a26-28 is too damaged.
346 So to be corrected for tātrās in the manuscript.
347 Cf Sieg (1944: 8).
348 ats entails gemination of the preceding consonant, i.e. nšāk ats becomes nšākk ats automatically.
307). However, since these particles have no special connection to the verb or the clause, they are of no relevance for an understanding of the modal system.

Particles that could or do have modal uses are ašši and kar;\(^{349}\) not considered are interjections like ote ‘o’ and hišt ‘hey’ (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 319-321).

\(\text{ašši} \ ‘\text{perhaps}\ ‘\)

According to Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 302), ašši is “meistens Frageartikel, den Schlußkonsonanten des vorhergehenden Wortes verdoppeln, überwiegend direkt hinter Interrogativpronomen und Interrogativadverbium”. It is further attested a couple of times after a verb in questions, and once “mitten in der Erzählung, wo für eine Frage kein Platz ist” (1931: 190). Since the context of the latter example is rather clear, I take that as a starting point: a master mechanic has fooled his guest, a master painter, by giving him a mechanical girl servant. When the painter found out, he was so mad that he in turn fooled the mechanic by painting himself hanged on the wall. The nuance ašši introduces here is thus very probably one of assumption, i.e. the mechanic has not seen himself that the painter touched the girl out of love, but only sees him hanging and concludes it.

\(\text{A9a1}^{350}\)

\begin{align*}
\text{tu}^\text{n}k\text{yo} & \quad \overset{\text{ašši}}{\sim} \quad \text{tsit}^{351} \quad \overset{\text{śominām} \, \|}{\text{wekat}} \quad \overset{\text{yaṃtār}}{\text{mechanism}} \\
\text{love:INS} & \quad \overset{\text{ašši}}{\text{touch:3SG.PRT}} \quad \overset{\text{girl}}{\text{break.down:3SG.PRT}} \quad \overset{\text{mechanism}}{\text{mechanism}} \\
\text{cam} & \quad \overset{kipyo}{[\text{inc}]} \\
\text{DEM shame:INS} & \\
\overset{sruksāt}{\text{die:3SG.PRT}} & \quad \overset{\overset{\text{sām}}{\overset{\text{pekant}}{\text{self}}}}{\text{DEM painter}} \quad \overset{lānkāṣ}{\text{nail:ALL}} \quad \overset{\overset{\overset{\overset{\text{spinac}}{\overset{\overset{\overset{\overset{\overset{\text{pālkāc}}{\text{see:IPV.PL}}}{\text{good:PL}}}}{\text{hang:3SG.PRS}}}}{\text{see:IPV.PL}}}}{\text{see:IPV.PL}} \\
\overset{kraṣī}{[\text{I}]}
\end{align*}

\(^{349}\) \(\text{paṃ},\) listed among particles in Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 309), is called an “Adv. od. Part. von unbestimmter, aber jedenfalls wohl intensiver Bedeutung” by Thomas (1964: 113). He thus ignores Sieg’s proposal that it means ‘dear’ (1944: 8). Although I have the feeling that both are wrong, I do not have a ready solution. In any case, paṃ does not seem to add anything modal, and the idea of an “intensive” meaning can be discarded. Together with yatsi ‘do’, it seems to mean ‘serve’ indeed (Ji 1943: 323; Sieg 1944: 8), which hardly points to intensivity – nor to modality, for that matter – and Thomas’ proposal to render paṃ māsk-with “im tiefsten Wesen da sein” (1964: 113) follows from the same idee fixe. I suspect that the particle entails a certain type of reciprocity or distributivity: A7b6-A8a1 māṃnte kratṣwsam ni tuṅk tāk | (tā|A8a1|m)n(e)k kapsēnāṃ mskatār paṃ ‘As my love was towards rags, just so it is to the [living] body in turn.’

\(^{350}\) Verse: metre 4 X 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).

\(^{351}\) So to be corrected for tsis in the manuscript.
‘Presumably out of love he touched the girl and the mechanism broke down. Out of shame the painter killed himself: he is hanging from the nail – look, o good ones!’

All other (possible) non-interrogative examples of *aṣṣi* are too fragmentary to be of any use, except for one from the Maitreyasamitiniṭaka, unfortunately without Old Uygur parallel. In the preceding, somebody – probably the sacrificial assistant – concludes that the brahmin Nirdhana is without glory (see MY1.5a8 ‘If you are from Madhyadeśa, you will indeed be without glory’), and then the same speaker continues with an explanatory strophe, introduced with *kualte* ‘why that?’. At the end of the strophe, Nirdhana speaks again, so that it is very improbable that Nirdhana is also the speaker of that strophe; more probably, it is the same sacrificial assistant. The fact that the strophe elaborates on an assumption makes it very likely that *aṣṣi* has approximately the same value as in the above example.

MY1.5a8-b1

\[ \text{sakkat}ṣa \ aṣṣi \ tu \ [b1] // [1a] \]
\[ \text{certainly} \ Aṣṣi \ you \]
\[ (mā\text{535}) \ kāṣwone \ kaklyuṣu ; \ naṣṭ \ mā \ tuṅk \ našśi \]
\[ \text{not} \ \text{virtue hear} : \text{PRT.PTC be:2SG.PRS not love be:3SG.PRS:2SG.SUFF} \]
\[ \text{metraknaṃ} ; \ tāmyo \ tṣaṃ \ mā \ kakmu \ šet : [1b] \]
\[ \text{Maitreya:LOC therefore here:LOC not come} : \text{PRT.PTC be:2SG.IP} \]
\[ ‘\text{Certainly you must ... ; you have (not) heard of [his] virtue, [and] you have no love for Maitreya, so that not why you have come here.}’\text{354} \]

An intricate, but nevertheless helpful example is also the following, where the speaker insults the hearer, blaming him of stupidity, for which he suggests a reason, likewise insulting.

MY1.5a7

\[ \text{hai} \ tālo \ k\text{u}cim \ naṣṭ \ aṣṣi \ talke-māṃñe \ okāk \ trāṅktsi} \]
\[ \text{hey} \ \text{miserable} \ \text{idiot? be:2SG.PRS Aṣṣi sacrificial.site until say:INF} \]
\[ mā \ kārsnāt \]
\[ \text{not} \ \text{know:2SG.PRS} \]
\[ ‘\text{Hey, miserable one! You must really be an idiot, [as] you do not even know [how] to say “sacrificial site”!’}\text{355} \]

---

352 Verse: metre a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 8 | 7 (apparently 5+3 | 5+3 | 4+3), c: 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7.
353 Plus one more aḵṣara; perhaps *nu* ‘but’ or *pe* ‘and’.
355 Cf extensively on this passage Pinault (2002a: 322, 324-325 and passim).
When *aṣṣī* follows an interrogative pronoun or adverb, its function is very difficult to assess, and it must have been bleached out substantially. In some questions without question words, or where at least *aṣṣī* does not directly follow a question word, it seems that it adds an assumption indeed: it introduces a possible answer to the question, ca. ‘perhaps, by any chance’. Two good examples follow below. In the first, the Bodhisattva elephant wonders why the hunter is crying, and asks him whether it may be because he hurt him with his heavy body.\(^ {356} \)

A₇₉b₂

```plaintext
///pāślune ypamāṁ wraṣāl ślā aṣṣī

protection do:PRS.PTC harm bring:1SG.PRT AṢṢī

‘Have I perhaps brought [you] harm in offering\(^ {357} \) [you] protection?’\(^ {358} \)
```

Even if its meaning after question words is difficult to assess, it is striking that *aṣṣī* is frequently found in reported or embedded questions, as the following (attestations are conveniently assembled by Carling 2009: 18).\(^ {359} \)

MY₃.₁₈⁷

```plaintext
tāmyo tāpārk skamat prakāṣṭār kupre aṣṣī ptāṅkāt kāṣṣī

therefore now always ask:3SG.PRS whether AṢṢī Buddha teacher

lo kumnā(ṣ)

PCL come:3SG.PRS.

‘Therefore she now keeps asking whether the Buddha, the teacher is about to arrive.’\(^ {360} \)
```

A₃₁₁b₄

```plaintext
kuₚre saṁce yāmtrā kuₚyall aṣṣī tāpprem mārkampalṣi pṇī

whether doubt do:3SG.SBJ why AṢṢī so law:ADJ merit
```

---

\(^ {356} \) Compare the parallel from the Chinese version of the Sūtrālaṅkāra in the translation of Huber (1908: 406): “Je t’ai invité à te cacher sous mon ventre, parce que je craignais que les autres éléphants ne te fissent du mal. Est-ce que le poids de mon corps t’écrase?” Without this parallel, the Tocharian A passage can hardly be understood, and I do not agree with Lühr, who claims that the Tocharian question has an “Antworterwartung NEIN” (1997: 113) – it is just one of the possible explanations the Bodhisattva can think of at that moment.

\(^ {357} \) Literally: ‘doing’, ‘making’.

\(^ {358} \) Sieg (1952: 13).

\(^ {359} \) This reminds me of an informal use of Dutch of ‘whether’, which may follow the question word in embedded questions (apparently with emphatic effect), e.g.

```
Ik weet niet wanneer of hij komt.

I know not when whether he comes

‘I don’t know when he comes.’ (Haerseryn e.a. 1997: 319).
```

\(^ {360} \) Cf Ji (1998: 145). For the Old Uygur parallel see 3.2.8 (p 180).
tsopatsám weñár
great say:3PL.PRT

'Whether he will question why they have said [that] the merit of the law is so great?'\textsuperscript{361}

I can only guess that in non-embedded questions the particle has a softening function, which I would derive from the fact that it includes possible answers in the question, and so makes it less “wild”. This function is perhaps present in the example below, where clearly the question is not totally open, but the speaker has already several options in mind:\textsuperscript{362}

A6a2-3
kuss ašši sās yamtrācā(res [a3] mā)skatār šar ckācar epe
who AŠŠI DEM mechanic:GEN be:3SG.PRS sister daughter or
šām epe spaktānik epe nšākk ŏki lokit kakkāmus nām
wife or servant or I:EMPH like guest come:PRT.PTC be:3SG.PRS

'Who may she be? Is she the sister, the daughter, or the wife, or the servant of the mechanic, or has she come as a guest, just like me?'\textsuperscript{363}

kar ‘just’

“kar hängt sich in den meisten Stellen unselbständig an eine finite Verbalform an, ohne daß irgendwo seine besondere Funktion sich deutlich offenbarte”, according to Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 307). For two deviating examples where they could not establish its grammatical function either, Sieg later proposed “schon” (1944: 10), in a sense ‘only, already’ that invites a comment ‘can you imagine!’ (i.e., ‘can you imagine what would happen in another situation!’).\textsuperscript{364}

A21b3-4
o(t)e tāpremā aṇumāski oñi cmol kar tanne wānyo
so wonderful human birth KAR that way:INS

kāswonēyo kāknu tās
virtue:INS provided be:3SG.SBJ

'O so wonderful is the human birth already, if its endowed with such virtue!'\textsuperscript{365}

\textsuperscript{361} Cf Thomas (1957: 239), Schmidt (1974: 343).
\textsuperscript{362} Evidently, I agree with Lühr (1997: 112-114) that ašši is not a question particle.
\textsuperscript{363} Cf Sieg (1944: 9).
\textsuperscript{364} Cf Krause and Thomas (1960: 172): “doch, schon”.
\textsuperscript{365} Cf Sieg (1944: 25): “Ach, wunderbar ist schon die Menschengeburt, wenn sie mit solcher Art Vorzug ausgestattet ist.".
A7b1-2

(h)ai šokyo nu kakātwu tākā yamtrācārem
o very now deceive:PTC be:1SG.PRT mechanic
kāśšinā ote tāpreṃ enklis tampewātsune o(te tā[b2]preṃ)
teacher:PERL o so passion:GEN power o so
āṅtsuneyis empelune kratswāṃ kar wrasom tāpreṃ prākār
ignorance:GEN horror rags:LOC.PL KAR being so firm
tunik yāmtrā
love do:3SG.SBJ

'O dear! I have been terribly deceived by the master mechanic! O such [is] the power of passion! O such [is] the horror of ignorance! If a being loves even rags so intensely!'366

Although from these two examples one could get the impression that kar introduces the following subjunctive clause, it rather bears on the words directly preceding, and in most cases it is indeed found just before the punctuation mark “;” and after a finite verb, which is several times in the subjunctive, but may also be in the present or the preterite.367 The Yāngqi fragments of the Maitreyasamitinātaka have yielded four certain and two restored new examples, most of them with good parallel Old Uyghur passages. Strikingly, in two instances, no trace of it is seen in the Old Uyghur version, but in two other instances, Old Uyghur modal markers have been added: ārmīš among others ca. ‘apparently’ (Erdal 2004: 273-275) in the first, and ārkī ca. ‘I wonder’ (Erdal 2004: 350) in the second.

MY2.1a8 = A214a4-5

bā(dhari trānkās māgatsin)ās ypeyāntwāṃ pāśānak śulam
Bādhari say:3SG.PRS Magadha:ADJ land:LOC.PL Pāśānika mountain:LOC
māskatrā kar
be:3SG.PRS KAR

'Bādhari says, «He is on mount Pāśānika in the lands of Magadha».'368

MayH2.1b3-4

ōtrū badari braman inčā tep tediī (;) [b4] magit eltā
then Bādhari brahmin thus say:CVB say:PTC Magadha land:LOC
paśan(a)k tagda y(a)rlikar ārmīš
Pāśānika mountain:LOC RESP:AOR ĀRMĪŚ

---

366 Sieg (1944: 10, cf also Pinault 2008: 259): “... ach die Macht der Dummheit, wenn ein Mensch schon zu Lappen so heftig Liebe faßt!”
367 Cf A108a5, A157b4, A376b1; before “;” in A157b4; before a clause starting with māṃt in A149b3, with kosne in A159b5, with a punctuation mark and āntāne in A269a5.
"Then Badhari the brahmin said, «Apparently he is on mount Pashanaka in the land of Magadha!»"  

MY3.1b7

(kus) ṣurm tāpārk šākkeṣi lāts māccāk kar kappās sāryā
what reason now Śākya:ADJ queen herself KAR cotton sow:3SG.PRT
'What is the reason now that the queen of the Śakyas has sowed the cotton just by herself?'  

MayH3.1b23-26 (= MayT121a1-4)
nā sav ārki .. nā üčün öz iligín kābāz-z tarīp
what thing ĀRKI what for self hand:INS cloth plant:CVB
toḍ toli-1 kisi osuglug böz tokudī-1 ārki
completely completely woman like cotton weave:PTR ĀRKI
'Was ist das wohl für eine Sache? Warum hat sie mit eigener Hand die Baumwolle gepflanzt und wie eine niedrige Frau den [Baumwoll]stoff gewebt?'  

However, the evidence of these Old Uygur passages is not univocal, and worse still, it does not fit the meaning established so far very well. In MY3.1b7, the example directly above, kar seems to reinforce māccāk ‘she herself’ rather than modify the whole sentence. Therefore, I would side with Ji, who takes ‘only’ as a default translation, which yields a credible interpretation in the following example.

MY1.7a5

(śuddhavāṣīṇaṁ niikta)ṇ bram niikat saśārsār kar
Śuddhāvāṣa:ADJ god:PL Brahmā god let.know:3PL KAR
'... (the Śuddhāvāṣa gods) told only God Brahmā.'  

---

369 Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 116-117). ārmiś is not translated by Geng and Klimkeit, if it is not “sein” in “Im Reich Magadhā auf dem Pāṣāṇaka-Berg ruhet er zu sein.” (1988: 117; they mark the form as uncertain, “ārmiś”, but Yüsüp, Xoja and Qambilri 1988: C, 143 read the same); nor is it by Yüsüp, Xoja and Qambilri (1988: U, 48; C, 32). Erdal (2004: 528-529) makes special mention of the use of yarlka- with a locative complement, which “signifies ‘to come a certain place’” (p 528). However, ‘come’ is far off from the Tocharian text, and it does not fit the Old Uygur parallel very well either. Therefore I have tentatively translated simply ‘is’ instead.


372 Ji (1998: 51). In the Old Uygur parallel, the verb is restored, but the next clause is completely parallel: MayH1.3a21-22 šudāvas tuiyri yerini[t] [a22] tuiyrilār äz[r]ua tuiyrikā u[ktims] ‘Die Götter im Götterhimmel Suddhavasa [teilten es] dem Gott Brah[m]a mit.’ (Geng and Klimkeit 1988: 96-97; Yüsüp, Xoja and Qambilri 1988: C, 134 read uktims).
Although the example below is fragmentary, it can receive a meaningful interpretation with the help of the Old Uyghur; we can interpret ‘if as one [human] being he has already so many virtues’, etc.

MY1.9b6

\[\text{o te}\ \text{tåpreń weyem sas wrasom kar tanne [b7] (wkånyo)}\]
\[\text{o so wonderful DEM being KAR such way:INS}\]

‘Oh how wonderful! this one being ... thus only’\[\text{373}\]

MayH1.16a1-4

\[\text{bir [a2] kisi yalnok bolup bu munča törľüg ülgüşüz [a3] sansiz}\]
\[\text{one person human be:CVB DEM such ADJ measureless countless}\]
\[\text{ädgü ärdmkä tükaľ (jig ärsär .. muntada [a4] yi(mä tän}\]
\[\text{good virtue:DAT completely be:COND here and wonder?}\]
\[\text{nägü bolgay}\]
\[\text{how be:FUT}\]

‘Wenn er ein Mensch geworden ist und derartig unermessliche, zahllose gute Tugenden völlig besitzt, wie wird (einer) ihm auch gleichartig sein?’\[\text{374}\]

Finally, although the content remains unclear, \textit{kar} is likely to reinforce the preceding \textit{som} ‘one’ in the following example:

A108a5

\[\text{/// [stå]nçam pat wunås som wil lawat-åm kar :}\]
\[? \text{or two:ABL one WIL send:3SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF KAR}\]
\[\text{‘... or if from the second he sends her just one wil.’}\[\text{375}\]

As for MY2.1a8 ‘just’ is not satisfactory, I assume that \textit{kar} is to be interpreted in the light of Bādhari’s amazement about the appearance of the Buddha (ārmīś can have a sense of amazement, too). Perhaps the particle originally meant ‘only, just, already’, but it was often used in “admirative” contexts to express surprise and amazement, and this admirativity became a slightly independent part of its meaning.\[\text{376}\]

I would propose the following pathway:

\[\text{373 Ji (1998: 61).}\]
\[\text{375 Without doubt it is Nanda, who, having left his wife Sundari, is to give her some sign or message.}\]
\[\text{376 Needless to say, my little investigation fully confirms Hilmarsson’s etymological connection with Tocharian B ka } \text{‘just’ (1996: 82-83); yet I see no evidence for a meaning like German “doch”, nor for one like English ‘indeed’. Neither have I found confirmed Carling’s ‘yet, really, for sure’ (2009: 102; although her characterisation “downgrading particle” is}\]
3.4.6 THE PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE

The present-subjunctive is only a minor category in Tocharian A, certainly in comparison to Tocharian B. Therefore, the number of verbs that qualify for a syntactic investigation of the present-subjunctive is rather small, and, evidently, the number of useful text passages is even smaller. As far as can be judged from this limited corpus, there is no special usage of the present-subjunctive: it can be used in exactly the same way as presents and subjunctives, and the precise function has to be inferred from the context. Whereas examples of present-subjunctives used like presents can actually be found, certain instances of subjunctive usage are lacking almost completely. Below, I cite two passages: the first is a main clause where it seems that a subjunctive is required because of the future reference, and the second is a subclause where the indefinite meaning would probably need a subjunctive.

MY3.2b3

täprem377 komśā parmā kulewān klyoseñc
thus day:PL.PERL surely woman:PL.NOM hear:3PL.SBJ
"Thus women may surely hear (it) as from today."

MayH3.2b14-15

bükiāntā maru kunčular nom t[i]ŋlaz[un]
day:LOC further princess:PL law hear:VOL.3SG
"May the women hear the law as from today!"

A274b7380

/// r kälymentwās wināse  ślub ańcālyī : [1c]
\ direction:ABL.PL revere:3PL.PRS/SBJ with ańjali

---

377 The preceding /// (märka)mpal pāklyosās 'Listen to the law!' is missing in the OUy. version.
379 Cf Geng and Klimkeit (1988: 176-177). The Old Uygur translation is somewhat short, and it is not totally clear whether this is a grant (which it should be according to the development of the drama), or rather a command or a wish (which it seems in the German translation of Geng and Klimkeit “Von heut an mögen auch die Frauen das Gesetz hören!”) or even a kind of prediction (‘they will here the law’). Logically, the TA should be translated either as ‘may the women listen to the law’ (a wish) or as ‘the women may listen to the law’ (a grant), with a preference for the second. It cannot be excluded that the OUy. translator misunderstood this function of the TA subjunctive.
380 Verse, metre probably 4 x 7 7 4 (4+3 4+3 4).
3.5 THE TOCHARIAN B SUBJUNCTIVE IN MAIN CLAUSES

In main clauses, the Tocharian B subjunctive principally denotes future tense. It has many semantic nuances and often a rendering by an English will future is not satisfactory, but these nuances probably follow from inferences. I first adduce bilinguals in order to show that these suggest nothing but future for the Tocharian B subjunctive (3.5.1, p 231). Then I present some examples in which the subjunctive clearly functions as a mirror to the past in stylistics, and so clearly was used to express the notion of future tense (3.5.2, p 233). I then continue to focus on evidence from the relation between the event and the subject (3.5.3, p 236), the speaker (3.5.5, p 238), and the hearer (3.5.6, p 239; first persons are discussed in 3.5.4, p 236). This evidence shows that the subjunctive is free of modal value. Good examples of neutral, predictive subjunctive futures are given in 3.5.7 (p 242), whereas the use of the subjunctive and other moods in (rhetorical) questions is discussed in 3.5.8 (p 243), and its use in 1pl. address in 3.5.9 (p 245). The relation between the subjunctive and other verbal categories is investigated in 3.5.10 (present, p 245), 3.5.11 (optative, p 247), and 3.5.12 (imperative, p 249).

3.5.1 BILINGUALS

A rich collection of Sanskrit - Tocharian B bilinguals is offered by the Udānavarga. As noted in 3.1.3 (p 158), these bilingual correspondences are to be treated with much care. First of all, the Sanskrit is versified and formulaic, it contains many metaphors

---

and style figures, and it is written in the artificial classical language that replaced earlier Prākrit versions. Second, the Tocharian B translation is not a real translation, but a very precise word-for-word translation, full of calques; in fact, it comes very close to interlinear glossing as it is usual in modern linguistics. In view of all this, we have to be very cautious with evidence from these Udānavarga bilinguials. However, as a first hint, they give clear results. The majority of the Tocharian B subjunctives translates a Sanskrit future, chiefly in main clauses, but sometimes in subclauses, too. Only in a very limited number of cases does a Tocharian B subjunctive render another Sanskrit category; this other category is exclusively the present, and never in main clauses. I have found no examples of Sanskrit futures not rendered by a Tocharian B subjunctive.\(^{382}\)

IT862b1, U2b4

/// plāśk(u) tumeṇ ni mā tākat

think:1SG.SBJ therefore me not be:2SG.SBJ

Uv2.1c-d

na tvāṁ saṃkalpayāmi tato me na bhavisyasi

not you imagine:1SG.FUT therefore I:DAT not be:2SG.FUT

'I will not imagine you, so you will not arise from my [imagination].’ \(^{383}\)

THT1333a1

(kār)ṣ(u)ca takt\(^{384}\)

knowing be:2SG.SBJ

Uv33.6od

hy akṛtañño bhavisyasi

PCL knowing.the.uncreated be:2SG.FUT

'you will be knowing the uncreated [nirvāṇa]’ \(^{385}\)

Other persons than the 1sg. and the 2sg. are attested as well, but only with present-subjunctive forms in the Tocharian B translation, so that they are useless as proof here.

---

\(^{382}\) There are Sanskrit futures translated by present-subjunctives, but as I argue, that is just a morphological, not a syntactic category. Consequently, we can just take them as subjunctives when they render Sanskrit futures.

\(^{383}\) Uv2.1a-b kāma jānāmi te mūlaṁ [a] saṃkalpāt kāma jāyase [b] ‘O desire, I know your root: you, desire, are born from the imagination.’ (Bernhard 1965: 112; Chakravarti 1930: 19).

\(^{384}\) Sic, for regular classical tākat.

\(^{385}\) Uv33.6oa-c chindhi srotāḥ parākramya [a] kāmāṁ pranuda brāhmaṇa [b] saṃskārānāṁ kṣayam jñātvā [c] ‘Cut off the stream with energy, drive off the desires, o brahmin. Knowing the end [destruction] of the cycles [of birth], ...’ (Bernhard 1965: 494; Hahn 2007: 154).
In other bilingual texts, we find the same correspondence; because of the fragmentary contexts, it is difficult to decide how automatic the rendering of the Skt. future by the TB subjunctive is:

B189b4

[SKT:]  /// (vista)reṇa vakṣyāma • [TB:] taisaktuka postaṃ  ·  tane
  in.detail say:1PL.FUT likewise afterwards here
  ortsesa weñem
  in.detail say:1PL.SBJ
  ‘... we will say in detail · likewise we will afterwards say here in detail’

B542a1

[SKT:]  (utsā)dayiṣyāmi • [TB:] neku-me •
  destroy:1SG.FUT destroy:1SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF
  ‘I will destroy · I will destroy them ’

The fragmentary passage below can receive a reliable interpretation thanks to its identification by Waldschmidt as the translation of vṛjikarāṇīyāni kārisyanti ‘[as long as] they will carry out the duties of the Vṛjī’s’ MPS1.22 (1951: 110; 1955: 16).

B542a5

///līne yamantār •
  do:3PL.SBJ
  ‘they will do ...’

Although the future has some modal value in classical Sanskrit, i.e. it may express a wish, possibility or intention (Renou 1996: 461), it is the principal form to denote future events. At least the passages cited above clearly suggest that the Tocharian B subjunctive denotes future tense.

3.5.2 NOTION OF FUTURE

The notion of future is often conveyed with the adverb postaṃ ‘afterwards; in the future’; sometimes it is also expressed in contrast to a past action. In the latter case,

---

386 For postaṃ.
387 For classical aurtesa.
388 Mahāpārinirvāṇasūtra 1.3 or 1.6, see Waldschmidt (1955: 16; cf also Schmidt 1985: 430-431), who gives the context as: “König Ājātaśatravon Magadha ist seinen nördlichen Nachbarn, den Vṛjīs, verfeindet und verkündet: „Ich will sie vernichten, ich will sie ins Verderben bringen, ich will sie in Unglück und Elend stürzen“”.
389 I have found no correspondences with the Skt. periphrastic future (Renou 1996: 491-493), although this formation is (rarely) attested in Buddhist Sanskrit, too (Edgerton 1953: 1, 152).
the past is sometimes marked with the adverb *naus* ‘before; in the past’. As a stylistic device, past, present and future may be mentioned all three to cover “all times” and underline the definiteness of a statement.

In the first example, the present is lacking, and the context is fragmentary, but the formula is known from Sanskrit. The Tocharian B preterite *weča* corresponds to the Sanskrit past participle *uktam*; the Tocharian B subjunctive *wem* renders the Sanskrit future *vakṣyate*.

B173b6

(bhavāṅka)nta nauš past weča • somona ŋke postām
bhavāṅgas before PCL say:3SG.PRT single:PL then afterwards
wem •
say:3SG.SBJ
‘... he has stated the bhavāṅgas [elements of existence] before; he will state the single things afterwards.’\(^{390}\)

In the following example, all three tenses are expressed: past, present and future.

B597b\(^{1391}\)

\(w(e)ṁāre \mid weskeṁ wat te postā(m) w(e)ṁēm : \) [69a]
say:3PL.PRT say:3PL.PRS or DEM afterwards say:3PL.SBJ
‘... they said before, or they say [now, or] will say after this.’\(^{392}\)

In the below fragment from the casuistics of lying, we find a beautiful example of crossed tenses, i.e. before uttering the words that may or may not have to be classified as a lie, this utterance was in the future, at the time of uttering it was the present and afterwards it had become the past.

NS58a4 = B336a7

/// s(e)\(^{393}\) possibilità waike wečau • weske mane aišrā
which think:3SG.PRS lie say:1SG.sbj say:PRS.PTC know:3SG.PRS-SBJ
waike weskaũ • postām aišrā waike wečau wa
lie say:1SG.PRS afterwards know:3SG.PRS-SBJ lie say:1SG.PRT

\(^{390}\) Cf a Sanskrit parallel in the Abhidharmakośa of Vasubandhu: “Les autres membres de l’existence ne sont pas expliqués ici. Les autres ont été expliqués ou seront expliqués plus loin.”, where the relevant formula is *uktam ca vakṣyate cānyat* (de La Vallée Poussin 1980: III, 116).

\(^{391}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 8 (4+3 | 3+5).

\(^{392}\) The adverb *nake* ‘now’ is certainly not used, but since 4 aksaras are missing at the beginning of the pada, *w(e)ṁāre* was probably accompanied by *naus* ‘before’.

\(^{393}\) Relative.
'which (monk) thinks, «I will tell a lie», [and] telling it he knows, «I am telling a lie», [and] afterwards he knows, «I have told a lie», ...'

B336b1 (first part) and NS58a5 (second part)

\[\text{wai}(k)\text{e} \quad \text{w}(e)\text{i}(i)\text{au} \quad \text{weske} \quad \text{mā \ aištā} \quad \text{waike} /// (po)\text{stä}m \]

\text{lie} \quad \text{say:3SG.SBJ} \quad \text{say:PRS.PTC} \quad \text{know:3SG.PRS-SBJ} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{afterwards}

\text{mā \ aištā} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{te} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{sāi} \text{60}^{394}

\text{not} \quad \text{know:3SG.PRS-SBJ} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{be:3SG.IPF}

... «I will tell a lie», [and while] speaking he knows, «(I am telling) a lie», [but] afterwards he does not know it [anymore], then it was no lie.'

NS58a5 = B336b2

\[\text{nauš \ mā} \quad \text{pālškanām} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{w}(e)\text{ṃtsi} \quad \text{tetekāk} \quad \text{spā} \quad \text{(we)śśā(m)}^{395}\]

\text{before} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{think:3SG.PRS} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{say:INF} \quad \text{suddenly} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{say:3SG.PRS}

\text{weske} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{wēnāk}^{396}

\text{waike} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{waike}

\text{say:PRS.PTC} \quad \text{know:3SG.PRS-SBJ} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{say:1SG.PRS} \quad \text{say:3SG.PRS EMPH}

\text{cau \ wāntare} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{no} \quad \text{sū} \quad \text{wāntare} \quad \text{māskētrā} \text{60}^{394}

\text{DEM} \quad \text{thing} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{thing} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS}

... [if] speaking he knows, «I am telling a lie», [and] indeed he says that thing, then that thing is not a lie.'

NS58a6 = B336b3

\[/// \text{weskēma}(n)e \quad \text{a}i\text{štā} \quad \text{waike}^{396} \quad \text{weskau} \quad \text{wēnāk}\]

\text{say:PRS.PTC} \quad \text{know:3SG.PRS-SBJ} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{say:1SG.PRS} \quad \text{say:3SG.PRS EMPH}

\text{cau \ wāntare} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{no} \quad \text{sū} \quad \text{wāntare} \quad \text{waike} \quad \text{māskētrā} \text{60}^{394}

\text{DEM} \quad \text{thing} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{thing} \quad \text{lie} \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS}

... [if] speaking he knows, «I am telling a lie», [and] indeed he says that thing, then that thing is not a lie.'

For edition, commentary and analysis, cf Pinault (1994: 136-184, especially p 166). Apparently, the main verbs are all in the present: with the situation “before” we find the prs. \text{pālškanām}, with the situation “now” we find the prs.-sbj. \text{aištā} and for “afterwards” again \text{aištā}; on the basis of the unchanged tense of \text{pālškanām}, I assume that \text{postaŋ}, too, goes together with a present. As a parallel, Pinault adduces the Pāli \text{pubbev’ assa hoti musā bhanissan ti bhanantassa hoti musā bhanāmīti bhanītassa hoti} musā mayā bhanītān ti ‘Before he has lied he knows, «I am going to lie»; while lying he knows, «I am lying»; having lied he knows, «I lied.» (Pinault 1994: 166, citing Horner 1940: 167 and Oldenberg 1882: 2, lines 29-31).

Although the grammar of Sanskrit or Indian models certainly played an important role, these examples show very clearly that if the notion of future had to be expressed, it was expressed with the subjunctive in Tocharian B. Whether the reverse relation holds as well, is discussed below; at this point, it is still possible that the future notion is inferenced from a more basic meaning of the subjunctive.

\[394 \text{<60>} \text{is here used as a punctuation mark.}\]
\[395 \text{B336b2: wesām}.\]
\[396 \text{B336b3: waike te}.\]
3.5.3 SUBJECT

Unambiguous examples where the future event is advantageous or disadvantageous for the subject (other than 1st person subjects) are rare. I have found only one good example where the event is clearly to the advantage of the 2nd person subject.

B286a397

tune ḳe ṭwē 1 wina kāḷḷāt 1 mō āklyilāne 19

therein then your pleasure obtain:3SG.SBJ not in study

'For therein you will find pleasure, not in study.'398

3.5.4 FIRST PERSON

First person subjects are discussed separately because speaker and subject coincide. For first person subjects, conflicting examples as to the desirability of the event are easily found. With events that work out positively for the subject and the speaker, a translation with 'want' or 'wish' is often possible, and in some cases it yields a much more natural translation than a neutral will future.

In the example directly below, the first subjunctive tākam 'we will be' refers to an action the speaker, the god Guṇasampada, wishes to see fulfilled. As I argue in 3.7.5 (p 288), the particle nai probably signals that Guṇasampada seeks the agreement of the addressee.

B77.1-2

c(ām)p(a)mñeccu tus(ā)ks(a) nai ṃak(e) ārw(e)r tākam ente se

mighty:VOC therefor CL now ready be:1PL.SBJ when DEM
kr(e)ntaunatt(e) sunetra wāl(o) p(a)ṁ(ā)kt(e) śaiśsen(e) ṭsāṅka(m) ot

virtuous Sunetra king Buddha world:LOC rise:3SG.SBJ then
cwi sp(aktaniki alā)12lācī tākam mapi kca sū cāmpan-m(e)

DEM:GEN servant:PL indefatigable be:1PL.SBJ PCL any DEM can:3SG.PRS/SBJ
laklēně waste nesti

sorrow:LOC refuge be:INF

'O mighty one! That is exactly why from now on we will be ready, won’t we? When this virtuous king Sunetra rises as a Buddha in the world, then we will be his indefatigable servants. He can somehow be a refuge in our distress, can’t he?'399

397 Verse: metre 4 x 4 | 4 | 4.
399 Cf Couvrer (1954b: 99). Schmidt’s translation (2001: 303) is not very different, but to my mind “sollten” suggests an obligatory flavour that it is too strong. “Hochmögender! Eben des-
3.5 the Tocharian B subjunctive in main clauses

The following example from the ordination ritual, the Karmavācanā, is as clear as can be, but there are two drawbacks. First, this text is mixed with many Sanskrit formulae and the Tocharian is demonstrably very close to the Sanskrit, also where the Sanskrit version of a particular passage is not found in the text itself. Thus, the use of the subjunctive yāmu may be due to calquing or to the fixed formulaic style of the whole ritual. Second, the translation given below consists of very short sentences, but in terms of content they are connected. Thus, we cannot completely exclude that yāmu is in fact part of a final clause: 'please be my upādhyāya, so that I will be ordained with you as my upādhyāya'.

THT1109b5-1110a1
aiśai te pyāmtsar śaulasu ſi(ḥ)[layer 1] (te-ñemtsa) ci śaulasontā
attention DEM dō:IPV.SG reverend I DEM-name:PERL you reverend
upādhyāyēṃ yaskaske[mar t]w(e śaulasu ſi upādhyāye ptā)k(a)
upādhyāya request:1SG.PRS you reverend me upādhyāya be:IPV.SG
ci śaulasotsa upādhyāyētsa ſiś wasanpāt yāmu
you reverend:PERL upādhyāya:PERL I ordination dō:1SG.SBJ
'Pay attention, reverend! I (of this name) ask you [to be] my upādhyāya. [Please]
be, reverend, my upādhyāya! With you, reverend, as upādhyāya I will be or-
dained.'

In contrast, the following examples clearly describe events that work out in a negative way for subject and speaker. In these passages, a translation with ‘want’ or ‘wish’ is certainly not possible. However, it is rather unfortunate that all three examples are damaged to the left, so that in theory they could be apodoses to a conditional with a preceding subjunctive protasis. This possibility is real especially in the second and the third example, but in the first ṇake, whose restoration is probable, can be taken as an indication that it is an independent sentence indeed.

halb sollten wir doch jetzt bereit sein: Wenn sich dieser tugendhafte König Sunetra als Buddha in der Welt erhebt, dann sollten wir seine unermüdlichen Diener sein. Er kann uns doch irgendwie im Leid Schutz sein."


401 This was suggested to me by Prof G.-J. Pinault in February 2009.
3 syntax and meaning

IT69b3, B94a4
\( \text{ñ(a)ke nke ñäš śle witsakai pāst nkema(r)} \)
now for I with root PCL perish:1SG.SBJ
'For now I will perish with the root.'\(^{402}\)

B367a6
\( \text{(trānko)ssoñc tākam} \)
guilty be:1PL.SBJ
'We will be guilty.'\(^{403}\)

IT105a2
/// (wai)pte larem šaulā ce nkemā wetane i0
apart dear life DEM perish:1PL.SBJ battle:LOC
'We will each lose this dear life in battle.'\(^{404}\)

3.5.5 speaker

It is not evident that the speaker can be eliminated as a possible modal source. Examples with an event obviously to the advantage of the speaker, which could be seen as expressing a will or a wish, can be found, but for disadvantageous events I have found no examples.

The example below can hardly be seen as a prediction about the future, as it is clearly meant to coordinate a discourse situation, and apparently between unequal partners: the addressee is higher in rank. This type of acute wish, a wish that will very probably be fulfilled in a couple of seconds after it has been uttered, is not expressed by the optative: the optative denotes wishes whose realisation is more difficult and more distant.

B81a2
\( \text{spantai kāṣṣi weṇ} \)
trustfully teacher say:3SG.SBJ
'May the teacher speak trustfully.'\(^{405}\)

The following example is likewise from a discourse situation, but not from a natural one: it is from the ordination ritual, known to have artificial formulae. Possibly, we can compare the Skt. formula šrṇotu bhadanta saṅghaḥ “Es höre, ihr Ehrwürdigen,

\(^{402}\) Schmidt (2001: 326).
\(^{403}\) The restoration is based on B367b3 (tā)kam trānkossoñc.
\(^{404}\) Cf Hackstein (1995: 85). The by-meaning 'lose' of nāk- posited by Hackstein seems to occur only when the object is related to the subject: it is a special reading of 'destroy'. In any case, it seems reasonable that šaulā ce is the life of the subject (i.e. 'we will each lose our life').
\(^{405}\) Adams (1999: 715).
die Gemeinde!” (Härtel 1956: 83, §35; 85, §36). Alternatively, the largely restored formula *samanvāharatāyūṣmantaḥ* “Bedenkt, Ehrwürdige” (Härtel 1956: 109, §69) could be considered, but the context is slightly different.

THT113a4

*ce aiśai te yāmtrā* (aśānike sāṅk)

 DEM attention DEM do:3SG.SBJ worthy saṃgha

'May the worthy saṃgha pay attention!'\(^{406}\)

The example below can in fact be translated as a future, but the event is clearly desirable for the speaker: the fact that his father will do that thing for him, follows from the former’s benevolence, and underlines it at the same time.

AS17Db4-6\(^{407}\)

*pācer walo saṇṇauke | aiśamṇesa kekenu (1) [5a]*
father king wise? wisdom:PERL provided

šaitsy epastye ś(ai)śempre | yāknes(a) spā snai wace : [5b]
live:INF skilful world:COM way:PERL and without second

aśānikeṃs ne – ks- | mā cwy amarśse tseṅketār - [5c]
venerable not DEM:GEN miscontent rise:3SG.PRS

̄nī yāṃṣāyle wāntare | pācer walo tu yāmāṭ 5
me do:PRS.GER thing father king DEM do:3SG.SBJ

‘Father king, wise (?) and provided with wisdom, [is] fit to live with the world in a way without equal; for the venerable … his [i.e., the king’s] miscontent does not arise. The thing I have to do will do father king.’

Strictly speaking, negated commands also belong here: it is the speaker who wants that the addressee does not carry out the event. Examples can be found in 3.5.12 (p 249).

3.5.6 HEARER

Although again examples of events that turn out positively for the hearer are much more easy to find than negative ones, the hearer certainly cannot be a parameter for modality: we find both promises with good effects for the hearer and threats with bad effects for the hearer.

The typical ‘yes sir’ expression in the example below is well attested in Tocharian A, but for Tocharian B it is only found in AS12. Because this limited distribution of the type is alarming, it may be a calque on Sanskrit tathā ‘so’, i.e. “yes”.\(^{408}\)

\(^{406}\) For the restorations and the translation cf Schmidt (1986: 54, 89).

\(^{407}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 \(\mid 7 (4+3 \mid 4+3)\).
AS12Ba1

\[ o(roc)cu \ w(a)lo \ mā(m)t \ tāk(ām) \]

great king so be:3SG.SBJ

'Great king, so it will be!'

Although in the example below the speakers want to give the bowl away, receiving it is certainly to the benefit of the hearer (according to the rules of alms-giving, the speakers, the two sisters, may not take the gift back).\(^{409}\)

B107b9

\[ aṣaṇika \ rerinu \ star-me : \ onkorno \ ese \ nomyeše \]

venerable give up:PTC COP-PL.SUFF porridge together jewel:ADJ

\[ bhājaṇmpa \ taṅ \ ka ś ekalymi \ tākam \]

bowl your EMPH and control be:3SG.SBJ

'Venerable one, it is left by us. The porridge, together with the jewel bowl, will be in precisely your possession!'

In the passage below, the Buddha asks a ferryman to bring him to the other bank of the Ganges on his way to Benares where he will deliver his first sermon. In return, the Buddha promises to redeem the ferryman.

B296b3-5\(^{410}\)

\[ gāṅkne \ olyita \ nes \ twe \ epastyə\(^{411}\) \ [1a] \]

Ganges:LOC boatman be:2SG.PRS you skilful

\[ lyamne \ saṃrtsārṣe \ ti[b₄]kṣne \ nīś \ nesau : \ [1b] \]

lake:LOC saṃsāra:ADJ zealous I be:1SG.PRS

\[ gāṅkne \ olyisa \ tseṅe \ kātkāṣar\(^{412}\) \ [1c] \]

Ganges:LOC boat:PERL stream cross:IPV.SG

\[ lyu[b₅]mmen \ santsārṣe \ nīś \ ci \ salkamar : \ [1d] \]

lake:ABL saṃsāra:ADJ I you pull out:1SG.SBJ

'You are skilful as a boatman on the Ganges; I am zealous on the saṃsāra lake. Cross the stream with [your] boat on the Ganges [and] I will pull you out of the saṃsāra lake.'\(^{413}\)

\(^{408}\) See also AS12Da5 and AS12Db4.

\(^{409}\) The parallel in Gnoli (1977: 110, l. 14) is not exact: bhagavann eṣāpi parityāktā 'Venerable one, precisely this [bowl] is left [by us to you]'.

\(^{410}\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 \| 5.

\(^{411}\) For epastyə; cf also ita b₂ for ite.

\(^{412}\) We would rather expect late katkāṣar /kātkāṣar/, for classical pkatkāṣar. Although it is morphologically the causative of kotka- 'cross', 'cross' seems to be the only possible translation here, too.
The following example is delicate because apparently it is ironic, if the interpretation of kraigayate is correct (as it seems to be). Rather than being commanded, the benefactor would in fact like to order himself, whereas the nun should remain silent. Like in English, the Tocharian imperative is normally not accompanied by a subject pronoun, which strengthens this interpretation. Because of the supposed ironic value, ām lamam is grammatically probably to be interpreted as a promise to the hearer, i.e. to the benefit of the hearer; the overall negative pragmatics must be inferred.

IT248b4-5

tusa tanāpate kraigayate · twee pitka wes ām lamam · therefore benefactor be:upset:3SG.PRT you order:IPV.SG we calm sit:1PL.SBJ

'Because of that the benefactor was upset, [and said], «You order! We will remain quiet.»'

Examples with negative consequences for the hearer are also found; the first cited here is a real threat because the speaker, the brahmin Rudramukha, who plans to avenge himself on king Aranemi, wants the event to be carried out, whereas in the second example it is rather a kind of warning of the speaker, the vidūṣaka, to the hearer.

B81a6-b1

cwi lkālloṇa lākletna ūni (utta)[bla]ri mncuṣkente lātiṣi

DEM:GEN see:PRS.GER sorrow:PL I Uttara:GEN prince:GEN see:INF

āyu :
give:1SG.SBJ

'The sorrows he should undergo I will let undergo Uttara the prince [instead].'

B78b4-5

brahmaṇiṣka mākcepī ūke kektseṇe krama[bla](rtsa)

little.brahmin:VOC self:GEN for body heavy

klautkañ-cā
turn:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF

'Little brahmin, after all your body will become heavy for yourself!'

---

44 Cf the rendering of the Chinese version of this pratideśanīya 2 by Rosen (1959: 216), "Die Haushalter schelten die Nonnen".
45 An isolated ām lamam could probably also be taken as an exhortation, 'please be silent' (see 3.5.9, p 245), but the preceding twee pitka rules out this possibility.
46 In IT137b3 we find the addition of weṇa-nes' 'and then said to her'.
47 Cf Couvreur (1954b: 100) and Schmidt (2001: 310).
48 For kramartsa.
3.5.7 NEUTRAL PREDICTIVE

Although pure futures are rare cross-linguistically and there often is at least a slight modal value, there are quite a number of examples of predictions in Tocharian B, always expressed with (a series of) subjunctive clauses.

In the first example, the god Pūrvottara makes a prophecy about the cakravartin king Supriya; the clauses are evidently parallel.

AS17Ab4\textsuperscript{420}
\begin{verbatim}
tā twē rîne šmemane \| pikwalasa wī tmane \[2a]
DEM you town:LOC sit:PRS.PTC years two ten.thousand
šak-(y)āmorṣṣai ytārine \| stamāst wnolem m ce preke \[2b]
ten.deeds:ADJ path:LOC put:2SG.PRS/SBJ beings DEM time
ā(n)ākṣye(ṁ) šāmēm šaiśṣentso \| rewāt yenme emparkre \[2c]
divine human worlds:GEN.PL open:2SG.SBJ door wide
nrai lwāsa šle prete(nne \| nekā)t lakle enšketstse \[2
hell animal:PL with preta:LOC.PL destroy:2SG.SBJ sorrow completely
'Staying twenty thousand years in this town, you will at that time put the beings on the path of the ten deeds; you will open wide the door to the worlds of gods and humans; you will completely destroy sorrow among the hell-[beings], the animals and the pretas.'\textsuperscript{421}
\end{verbatim}

The following example, even if it is fragmentary, is certainly from the prophecy of Asita the wise who foretells Buddha’s future just after his birth (on this scene, cf e.g. Foucaux 1884: 91-102).

AS12Ca5\textsuperscript{422}
\begin{verbatim}
kārsaù te mānt emprentsā \| kālām klāwi šaiśse ne \[1
know:PTT.PTC thus truth:PERL obtain:3SG.SBJ fame world:LOC
'Thus having understood it for truth he will obtain fame in the world.'\textsuperscript{423}
\end{verbatim}

The classic examples of predictions or prophecies in Buddhist literature are the advent of the future Buddha Maitreya and descriptions of the ideal future city Ketumati. Below, a small extract of a poem about Maitreya is given, with the characteristic series of subjunctive clauses.

\textsuperscript{420} Cf Schmidt (2001: 308): “Brahmanlein! Dein Körper wird dir selbst doch schwer werden.”
\textsuperscript{421} Verse: metre \(4 \times 7 | 7 \ (4+3 | 4+3)\).
\textsuperscript{422} For text, translation and commentary, see Pinault (1984c).
\textsuperscript{423} Verse: metre \(4 \times 7 | 7 \ (4+3 | 4+3)\).
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THT1859b3
(prati)//harinta₁ kašyape aim šamnats (I)katsi₁
miracle:PL Kāśyapa give:3SG.SBJ people:GEN.PL see:INF
klutkaśāmm-me akteke [63a]
make:3SG.PRS/SBJ-3PL.SUFF amazed
‘Kāśyapa will give the people ... miracles to see, and make them amazed.’

The last example is different in that the Buddha prophesies his own future, but nevertheless the interpretation is quite certain: his knows his destiny and future well (a comparable example is AS12Hb3-4, see 3.7.4, p 283).

B107b10
se ŋi posa postanu prāṭhagiaññene pinwāt warpalñe
DEM me all:PERL last state.of:unenlightened alms receiving
tākam
be:3SG.SBJ
‘This will be my last receiving of alms of all in the state of the unenlightened.’

3.5.8 QUESTIONS

The reasons for the interchange of present, subjunctive and optative in rhetorical questions are difficult to understand in full detail. With our knowledge about the use of these categories elsewhere, we can tentatively suggest that the subjunctive is used for questions asked to oneself in aporia that are not rhetorical in the strict sense, but refer to future situations with an uncertain development and outcome.

AS12La3
koce saim yāmmār ·
what protection do:1SG.SBJ
‘What protection should I offer?’ or ‘What should I protect?’

B93a4 (= NS36+20a2)
mākte ŋake tākam mā ŋi pele ste waike wemtσi
how now be:3SG.SBJ not I:GEN way be:3SG.PRS lie say:INF
‘How shall it be now? It is not my way to tell lies!’

424 Verse: metre 4 | 5 | 5 | 7 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
425 Cf Couvreur (1964: 246; see also Schmidt 2001: 325).
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AS12Eb3

\[ kce\ śāp\ yāmu\ se\ Ńāke\ yumāne\ tākau\ nau /// \]
what and do:1SG.SBJ DEM now ripen:PRS.PTC be:1SG.SBJ

‘And what shall I do? It is maturing now. I will…’

B81a4\(^{426}\)

\[ su\ ke\ Ńem\ walo\ yāmṣate\ Ňiśś\ erkatte\ mākte\ š\ tem \]
DEM name king do:3SG.SBJ I badly how and DEM

kelu : [id]
bear:1SG.SBJ

‘This king by that name\(^{427}\) has treated me badly: how will I bear that?’\(^{428}\)

The present, on the other hand, seems to be used for situations that call for immediate action. In the example below, it is striking that the main verb is again ‘give’, which is also more often in the present in main clauses with future reference and apodoses to specific conditionals (the restoration \(ai(\text{sk})\text{au}\) is certain; the subjunctive would be \(āyu\), the optative \(āyim\)).

B85a6 = NS355a4

\[ mākte\ ai(\text{sk})\text{au}\ (\text{uttarem} \ Ńā)kte-yokām\ sās(uw)e(rśk)e(ṁ) \]
how give:1SG.PRS Uttara of.divine.appearance dear.son

amāskai\ rilye ·
difficult give.up:SBJ.GER

‘How can I give [away] Uttara, my dear son of divine appearance that is difficult to let go?’\(^{429}\)

The optative, in turn, is used for “real” rhetorical questions that expect no answer (quite like the others above), but are only used for a stylistic effect (unlike the other examples above): not only does the speaker not expect an answer, he also assumes that the hearer knows exactly that.

B224a1\(^{430}\)

\[ ket\ no\ cāmpāmēne\ sem\ takoy\ alyekepi [3c] \]
who:GEN but ability DEM be:3SG.OPT other:GEN.SG

‘Who else then could have that ability?’

\(^{426}\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 | 5 (5 | 4+3 | 5) or 6 | 6 | 5.

\(^{427}\) The word \(ke\) is analysed as an intensifier by Adams (1999: 188), whereas Schmidt (see footnote 428) follows Sieg and Siegling’s correction into \(te\) (1953: 19).

\(^{428}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 100, see also Schmidt 2001: 310 “Der so benannte König hat mich verächtlich behandelt: wie aber soll ich das ertragen?”).

\(^{429}\) Cf Couvreur (1964: 240; see also Schmidt 2001: 314).

\(^{430}\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
3.5.9 1PL ADDRESS

It seems that in a very small number of cases a 1pl. subjunctive is used for direct address. If correctly identified, this marginal use could be compared with the “doctors’ we” found in English as well as in other European languages, e.g. How are we today? in the meaning ‘How are you today?’ In the example directly below, I suspect that yenme ruwâm ‘we will open the gate’ is an order because the reply mânt tâkam ‘so it will be’ presupposes one. King Vaiśravaṇa, who speaks in the preceding line, may be the speaker of this order, too; it would be addressed to the yakṣas Pramardana and Gardabhaga. For other possible examples of 1pl. address, see B331a4 kwri mā cimpem ‘if we cannot’ and B331b3-4 ārwe(r ya)mâsantte mā wât ‘have we made ourselves ready, or not?’. An alternative interpretation of the example below could be that yenme ruwâm is a suggestion of one of the persons who partakes in the opening of the gate.

AS12Ga2
/// y(e)nme ruwâm • pramardane weśśaṃ mā(ṇ)t tâkam •
gate open:1PL.SBJ Pramardana say:3SG.PRS so be:3SG.SBJ
‘«... we will open the gate.» Pramardana says: «So it will be!»’

3.5.10 COMPARED TO THE PRESENT

The present can be contrasted in two ways with the subjunctive, as 1) the present may refer to close or certain futures, and 2) the present may sometimes have modal values. In contrast, the subjunctive is never used to refer to the present in main clauses. For Tocharian B in particular, the comparison between the present and the subjunctive is complicated because of the relatively high number of examples with present-subjunctives: some of them are pre-eminent high frequency verbs, such as ‘go’ (which is one of the verbs that is often in the present in future contexts in Tocharian A, see 3.2.8, p 180).

There is one verb, ‘become’, that has no subjunctive, but its present is sometimes used as such, which without doubt follows from the future sense that is already part of its meaning. Probably, the use of the present instead of the subjunctive depicts the future event as more certain.

B496a1–2

\( (mā) \ n(e) \ ci) \ sa \ nos \ | sōmo \ n(e)m \ [a2] \ (wno)lme \ | \ (l)\are \)
not \ me \ you:PERL \ before \ human \ name \ being \ dear

\(^{431}\) Cf Couvreur (1953b: 282).
\(^{432}\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
tāka ma ra postam | cisa lāre māsketār-ā : [2c]
be:3SG.PRT not and afterwards you:PERL dear be:3SG.PRS-1SG.SUFF
‘No human being\(^{433}\) has [ever] before been dearer to me than you, and none will be dearer to me than you afterwards.’

Another verb that is frequently in the present is ‘give’. I suppose that this use is due to discourse situations in which the event of giving is so near at hand that a present cannot cause any ambiguity. There are also some present apodoses in conditionals where the same principle seems to be at work. For the example below, contrast the construction following in B81a6-b1 (3.5.6, p 239).

B81a6
sū no walo paṅktāmī (perne)še akālksa po (aiṣeṇca
dem but king Buddha:ADJ worth:ADJ wish:PERL all give:AG.N
tenmce)k cau uttārem mi(ću)skeṃ yesāmān āiṣām
certainly dem Uttra prince you:GEN.PL give:3SG.PRS
‘Now this king is giving away all out of his wish for the Buddha rank and certainly he will give Uttra the prince to you.’\(^{434}\)

The most important modal use of the present is in negated commands. In Tocharian, the imperative cannot be negated. Instead, the present or the subjunctive is used; the former is used to make the hearer stop carrying out an event (inhibitive), the latter to prevent the hearer from carrying out a future event (preventive). Thomas (1958a) gives examples of both inhibitives (p 301-303) and preventives (p 306-307; unfortunately he cites mainly present-subjunctives here). See the inhibitive example below:

B85a2 (also NS3s5a1)
ṣarya ammakki poṇī āppai mā niś cempaṇts rakṣatsents
dear mum tell:IPV.SG dad not I DEM:GEN.PL rākṣasa:GEN.PL
aīṣām
give:3SG.PRS
‘Dear mummy, tell dad that he mustn’t give me to those rākṣasas!’\(^{435}\)

---

\(^{433}\) Literally: ‘being called “man”’ or ‘being with the name “man”’.

\(^{434}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 100).

\(^{435}\) Cf Couvreur (1964: 240); Schmidt (2001: 314).
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B123b1436
\[ pkel \quad twē \quad erkātōne \quad mā \quad rinast(a)(r) \quad /// \]
bear:IPV.SG you displeasure not give.up:2SG.PRS
‘Endure the displeasure, do not give up!’

B88b4
\[ mā \quad trankō \quad yamās-ne \]
not guilt do:2SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF
‘Do not blame him!’437

Although in the example below future reference seems to be ascertained by \textit{tu postām} ‘after that’, \textit{kāskan-me} ‘disperses them’ is probably a present. This present could be caused by \textit{nemēk} ‘certainly’, which indicates that it is certain; 438 alternatively, one could take it as a general description without explicit reference to a specific future event, which would also allow for the use of the present.

B555.2
\[ /// \quad (ne)mc(e)k \quad tu \quad postām \quad cem \quad srūkalyne \quad kāskan-me : \]
certainly DEM after DEM death scatter:3SG.PRS-PL.SUFF
‘Certainly death will disperse them after that.’

3.5.11 COMPARED TO THE OPTATIVE

The widest use of the optative in both main and subclauses is found in the Udānavarga bilinguals; however, since they are copied from optatives in the Sanskrit original, this wide use does not reflect genuine Tocharian grammar, but rather the modal system of Buddhist Sanskrit.

The principal uses in independent main clauses in Tocharian B are optative, obligatory, and dubitative. The usage in dependent main clauses in conditionals is briefly described in 3.6.11 (p 266).

In optative use, the speaker wishes that the subject carries out an event, either to the benefit of the speaker or to the benefit of the subject; the fulfilment of the wish may, but need not be in the hands of the subject. In this usage, the optative is clearly

---

436 The beginning of pāda 39b of a versified text with the metre a-c: 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3), d: 7 | 8 or 8 | 7.
437 Cf Couvreur (1954b: 102; see also Schmidt 2001: 318); alternatively, one could consider a translation ‘don’t consider it his sin!’.
438 A complicating factor is that the manuscript is archaic, so that the \textit{a}-vowels are not completely reliable. Consequently, \textit{kāskan-me} could theoretically stand for a pl.sbj. \textit{kaskan-me} \{kśaka-n-me\}. However, since this yields the strange interpretation ‘they will disperse their death[s] after that’, \textit{kāskan-me} must be a regular sg.prs. \{kāskōnān-\textit{n-me}\}. 
distinct from the subjunctive, since the subjunctive does not express wishes (for wish-like subjunctives, confined to specific discourse situations, see 3.5.5, p 238).

B107b7-8439

ce pintwättsa \ kärtsomsñenta \ po yātoye-ś : [1c]
DEM alms:PERL virtue:PL all realise:3PL.OPT-2SG.SUFF
wesi [b8] rano \ rita\̥u akālk \ kānīyoṭār • 1
we:GEN also bind:PTT.PTC wish fulfil:3SG.OPT
'May through these alms all benefits become possible [be realised] for you, and may our cherished wish be fulfilled!'

In obligative use, the speaker claims that the subject should carry out an event according to general rules or principles. The event need not be beneficial to the subject nor to the speaker; the success of the event is generally in the hands of the subject. Although this use is not rare in the corpus, most examples look like they result from calquing on Sanskrit originals (for instance B30b4 wināṣi ‘one should honour’, which translates Skt. namasyeta ‘id’ Uv12.16d). Even of the example below one could claim that is not probative because on the one hand the Karmavibhaṅga has evident traits of a translation from Sanskrit, and on the other, a nominal subclause precedes, so that the optative clause is not independent.

AS7Jb6440

nākcye nirvāṇa:ADJ spā sak warpatṣy ānme ket • sū
divine nirvāṇa:ADJ and happiness receive:INF wish who:GEN DEM
šw(a)tsi āyi 5
food give:3SG.OPT
'Who has the wish to receive happiness of gods and the nirvāṇa, he should donate food.'

In dubitative use, the optative expresses a high degree of uncertainty on the part of the speaker about the realisation of a future event, or about the truth of a present situation. Especially in questions, including rhetorical ones, dubitative optatives may be difficult to keep apart from presents and subjunctives, as these occur in comparable types of questions (see 3.5.8, p 243).

B99a4

nākteṁts saswa k, se pi ksa ayi-ne pelaiṅke
god:GEN.PL lord:VOC who PCL INDEF give:3SG.OPT-3SG.SUFF law

439 Verse: metre 4 x 4 | 4 | 4.
440 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 | 5 (5 | 4+3 | 5) or 6 | 6 | 5.
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klyauṣṭsi
hear:INF
'O lord of the gods, will anybody give him to hear the law?'

3.5.12 COMPARED TO THE IMPERATIVE

The imperative is the pre-eminent deontic mood, and since the subjunctive is not deontic, the overlap between the two is negligible. There are two ways in which the subjunctive and the imperative touch: in the prohibitive and with certain particles (see especially 3.7.3, p 282).

As explained above, the imperative cannot be negated and its negative (prohibitive) counterparts are the present for ongoing actions (inhibitive) and the subjunctive for future actions (preventive). Thus, as a negation of the imperative, the subjunctive has a clear modal value.

B128b5

\[ \text{waśāṁñéśe pālksosā ci} \text{ weskau mapi mārsat} \]
friendly mind:PERL you say:1SG.PRS not forget:2SG.SBJ

\[ te \cdot [10b] \]
DEM

'I say to you with a friendly mind: do not forget this.'

B77.4

spakk anaisai epiyac kalatsi porcaññar cwi araṇemīn
more careful memory bring:INF deign:IPV.SG DEM:GEN Araṇemi:GEN

lānte krent yamanlḗ
king:GEN good activity

'Please remember the good activity of king Araṇemi more carefully!'

B588b6

mā twe prāskat
not you be.afraid:2SG.PRS/SBJ

'Don’t you be afraid!'

---

441 Thomas (1954: 730).
442 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
443 On the particle mapi, see in detail 3.7.5 (p 300).
444 Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99; see also Schmidt 2001: 303).
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THT1103b2
mäkte kca two ce te-yäknece ike mä kätkat
how INDF you DEM such place not cross:2SG.SBJ
“You mustn’t cross this point on any account!”

In the Udānavarga bilinguals, and in the corresponding passage of the Udānālān-kāra, too, there is one instance of a Skt. 3sg.ipv., which is rendered by an optative in Tocharian B. (Both in the Udānavarga and the Udānālān-kāra, the 3sg. astu is rendered with the 2sg.opt. tākoyt because of the different construction of dhik and hišt. In the Udānālān-kāra, mā klyomo was added for metrical reasons.)

IT233+368a3 (= Uv1.29a)
[SKT:] dhik tvâm (a)'stu jare grāmye • [TB:]
shame you be:3SG.IPV old.age:LOC vulgar:LOC
hištwe⁴⁴⁶ tākoytä ktsai(tšānñe) ///
shame you be:2SG.OPT old.age
‘Shame be upon you, vulgar old age!’

Bṣb8⁴⁴⁸
hišt t(w)e tākoyt (kts)aitsānñe kārpye-yakne mā
shame you be:2SG.OPT old.age of.a.mean.kind not
klyomo : [75a]
noble
‘Shame be upon you, old age! You are of a mean kind [and] not noble’

3.6 THE TOCHARIAN B SUBJUNCTIVE IN SUBCLAIUSES

In subclauses, the Tocharian B subjunctive expresses uncertainty, which includes conditionality. First, conditionals are discussed, with subjunctive (3.6.1, p 251), pres-
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ent (3.6.2, p 253), and imperative apodeses (3.6.3, p 259) respectively; deviating types are discussed in 3.6.4 (p 260). Several other subcategories follow: eventual clauses (3.6.5, p 261), iterative (3.6.6, p 261), indefinite (3.6.7, p 262), concessive (3.6.8, p 263), and final clauses (3.6.9, p 264). Then, the subclause subjunctive is compared with present (3.6.10, p 265), nominal (3.6.11, p 266), and optative clauses (3.6.12, p 268). Because of the wide variety of conditional types in prātimokṣa texts, these are treated separately in 3.6.13 (p 272).

3.6.1 CONDITIONALS WITH SUBJUNCTIVE APODOSIS

Subjunctive conditionals with a subjunctive apodosis denote two future events that may possibly take place. The relation between these two events is not fixed: I have found some typical examples where the apodosis is the logical consequence of the protasis, but the protasis may also be a condition for another event that does not logically follow from the fulfilment of the condition.

The first example is a clear conditional, since it has the conjunction kruī; however, the relation between protasis and apodosis is only logical if the speaker is not promising instead of prophesying. In fact, since the Buddha is the speaker, we have to take into account the possibility that the speaker promises the apodosis. If not, the Buddha may just give guidelines, so to say, and the apodosis is indeed to be seen as a logical consequence of the protasis.

B128b4

krul twe wrocqu wlo1 yūmt ū ni rekisa1 kāl(ā)t
if you great king do:2SG.SBJ I:GEN word:PERL obtain:2SG.SBJ
yñ(ak)t(ēm) sale yśāmna1 kāre-perne lantuñne [10a]
among.gods with among.men glory royal

‘If you, o great king, act according to my word, you will attain great glory and kingship among both gods and men.’

The example below certainly contains a logical relation between three events, but since the conditional conjunction is omitted or lost, it is theoretically possible that it is a series of independent main clauses. Nevertheless, taking the whole utterance as one sentence gives a coherent interpretation.

B375a5

/// (ṣre)ṣṭhinmeṃ peri yāmmar śwer oroccem mahāśrā(manemś)
distinguished:ABL debt do:1SG.SBJ four great mahāśramaṇa:ALL.PL
kalymisa spārttau ce tallāṛnemeṃ mlutkāmar
direction:PERL turn:1SG.SBJ DEM misery:ABL get.out:1SG.SBJ

449 Verse: metre 4 x 5 ∣ 5 ∣ 8 ∣ 7 (5 ∣ 5 ∣ 4+4 ∣ 4+3).
'If I borrow money\textsuperscript{450} from the distinguished [Priyadeva, my neighbour] and behave correctly towards the four great mahāśramaṇas, I will get out of this misery.'

The following set of clauses is definitely logically related, but since it is fragmentary, we cannot be totally certain about its interpretation.

\textbf{AS12Eb2}

\begin{verbatim}
/// k aklyi mā yāmtār nānakā ḋik mā kca kārsā(t)
\end{verbatim}

exercise not do:2SG.SBJ still then not INDF know:2SG.SBJ

‘... if you don’t learn [it], then you still don’t know anything ...’

Since the following passage is taken from the ordination ritual, the relation between the protases and apodoses is not entirely logical: it is based on the rules of this ritual.

\textbf{THT1113a2-3}

\begin{verbatim}
krū yi somo s(ān)k  (warpatrā ām lmorsa) ka wasanpāt
\end{verbatim}

if whole sangha receive:3SG.SBJ silent sit:ABS just ordination

\begin{verbatim}
yātānī-c  ṣe ṣamāne postānī teṅkān-c
\end{verbatim}

realise:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF one monk even stop:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF

\begin{verbatim}
wasanpāt mā yāt(ānī-c ·)
\end{verbatim}

ordination not be.able:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF

‘If the whole sangha agrees, [even if] only through remaining silent, you will be ordained. If only one monk stops you, you cannot be ordained.'\textsuperscript{451}

If the last example still contained a sense of logic, the following is clearly a condition set by the speaker (with a slightly deviant Paris parallel, AS18Ab3, see Pinault 1984b):

\textbf{B337b1}

\begin{verbatim}
kampāl mā pāst kalatar temeńce pāstā
\end{verbatim}

mantle not away bring:2SG.SBJ because.of that away

\begin{verbatim}
lyutem-cā ·
drive:1PL-SBJ-2SG.SUFF
\end{verbatim}

‘If you don’t give away the mantle, then we will drive you away because of that.’

\textsuperscript{450} I have tentatively translated \textit{peri yam-} with ‘borrow money’, although literally it means ‘make debt’; alternatively, it would be ‘make debts with sb.’ or the like.

\textsuperscript{451} For the restorations and the translation cf Schmidt (1986: 54, 88); his restoration of the moods is without doubt correct. Parallel formulae are cited by Härtel (1956: 86, §37.5) and Chung (2004: 88, §13.2).
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AS18Ab3

\[
\begin{aligned}
kampāl & \text{ mā pāst kalatar matsisa kauc laṅkām-c} \\
& \text{mantle not away bring:2SG.SBJ hair:PERL up hang:1PL.SBJ-2SG.SUFF}
\end{aligned}
\]

‘If you don’t give away the mantle, we will hang you up by your hair.’

Likewise, in the example below Indra, who puts the pious king Subhāṣitagaveśin to the test, who says he is prepared to die for one Buddha strophe.452

B100a4

\[
\begin{aligned}
/// & \text{ mrauskāšeñcai empelyai pwārśsai koṣkain(e yaptsi} \\
& \text{making.feel.weary horrible fire:ADJ hut:LOC enter:INF} \\
campalle\text{453)} & \text{ tākat ta\text{454} niś tañ\text{455} paṅaktāñe ślauk}\text{456} \\
can:PRS/SBJ.GER & \text{ be:2SG.SBJ then I you:GEN Buddha:ADJ strophe} \\
aksau\text{457} & \text{ tell:1SG.SBJ} \\
& \text{‘If you are able to enter this horrible fire hut that makes feel weary, then I will recite your Buddha strophe.’458}
\end{aligned}
\]

3.6.2 CONDITIONALS WITH PRESENT APODOSIS

Subjunctive conditionals with a present apodosis typically do not denote concrete possible future events, but rather general principles. If a concrete event is expressed, the apodosis does not contain the logical consequence of the protatic event.

Many good examples of general principles expressed by this type of conditional can be found in the Karmavibhaṅga, which deals with the consequence of deeds in another rebirth. In this type, it is more about several different scenarios of general causal or temporal relations than about a particular future event conditioned by another.

---

452 Two more comparable examples of the same text are B99a5 and B100a1-2 (3.7.3, p 282).
453 Inf. + campalle is restored after B100a1.
454 Sieg and Siegling (1953: 36) correct to tane ‘here’, but see 3.7.5 (p 287).
455 tañ lacks in Sieg and Siegling’s edition (1953: 36), but can be read very clearly in the manuscript.
456 For ślok.
457 The following aksara ka may the beginning of a new clause, or otherwise it may be the emphatic particle ka ‘just’.
458 Thomas (1952: 42). ‘your strophe’ is to be understood roughly as ‘the strophe that you requested to hear’ or ‘the strophe that you talked about’.
AS7Eb2459

cai krəi nta yəmənə | cmenträ onolmi | snaiсe
DEM:PL if ever among.humans be:born:3PL.SBJ being:PL poor
ostn tənnmaskentrə | ekənïнəsə menikcə: [8b]
house:LOC be:born:3PL.PRS possession:PERL lacking

‘If these beings are ever re-born among humans, they are born in a poor house that lacks possessions.’

AS7Jb2460

taka벼 yokaitse | krəi pəkri məsketar-ne | yoktsi enepre 2
be:3SG.SBJ thirsty if manifest be:3SG.PRS drink before

‘If he is thirsty, drink appears in front of him.’

In the following example, the conditional is a complement to məksu no yəmor ‘what is the deed’, but otherwise it is regular: cmenträ (for cmentrə) introduces the condition and səyəm (prs.-sbj.), tsəlpentre (for tsəlpentrə) and klinəsən-ne give the consequence.

AS7Ca1–2461

məksu n(o) yəmor | məkcewsa tne onolmi: [10a]
which but action which:PERL here being:PL
nraiye cmenträ462 | ywərtsa omte š(au)l š(a)y(ə)m: [10b]
hell:LOC be:born:3PL.SBJ half there life live:3PL.PRS/SBJ
tsəlpentre463 naušak | ləklenatem nre[ə2]yəsana: [10c]
be.freed:3PL.PRS before sorrow:ABL.PL hell:ADJ
mə solme ləkle | klinəsən-me warpatsi 10
not complete sorrow have:to:3SG.PRS.-PL.SUFF receive:INF

‘But what is the deed through which the beings here, if they are re-born in hell, then live only half of their lives there, are freed earlier from the sorrows of hell, and do not have to endure all the sorrow.’

There is one such example from the Udānālaṃkāra, where the Sanskrit Udānavarga original has no modal marking, but apparently it was deemed necessary in the Tocharian, in spite of the artificial character of that text (for “modal calques” on Sanskrit, see 3.1.3, p 158, and e.g. 3.6.9, p 264). The two Sanskrit presents bhavati ‘is’

459 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
460 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 | 5 (5 | 3+4 | 5).
461 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
462 Certainly for cmentrə. The preceding unit is one syllable short; perhaps one should read nraiýtane instead.
463 Certainly for tsəlpentrə.
are rendered by Tocharian subjunctives tākam (conditional in the first instance, concessive in the second correspondence).

B31a7

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kwri} & \quad \text{tane} \mid \\
\text{swātsinse} & \quad \text{šle} \quad \text{yoktsinse} \mid \\
\text{klpaucə} & \quad \text{tākam} \\
\text{wnolme : [40a]} & \\
\text{being} & \\
\text{yolo-wāntre} & \quad \text{ra} \quad \text{kwri} \quad \text{tākam} \mid \\
\text{of.bad.nature also if} & \quad \text{be:3SG.SBJ} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{DEM:GEN.PL} \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS} \\
\text{yarkesa}^{465} & \mid [40b] \\
\text{reverence:PERL} & \\
\text{’If a being is obtaining food and drink here, even if he is of bad nature, it is} & \\
\text{[worthy of] reverence for them’} & \\
\text{Uv13.14} & \\
\text{sa} & \quad \text{cet} \quad \text{tv} \quad \text{ihannapānasya [a]} \quad \text{lābhi} \quad \text{bhavati} & \\
\text{DEM} & \quad \text{if} \quad \text{PCL} \quad \text{here=food.and.drink:GEN} \quad \text{obtain:AG.N} \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS} \\
\text{pugdalah [b]} & \\
\text{person} & \\
\text{pāpadharmāpi} & \quad \text{ced} \quad \text{bhavati [c]} \quad \text{sa} \quad \text{teśām} \quad \text{bhavati} & \\
\text{of.evil.character=even if} & \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{DEM:GEN.PL} \quad \text{be:3SG.PRS} \\
\text{pūjitaḥ [d]} & \\
\text{honoured} & \\
\text{’If someone is obtaining food and drink here, even if he is of evil character, he is} & \\
\text{honoured by them.’}^{466} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

The conditional type with a present apodosis is very often used in all kinds of metaphors where two principles are compared, so that both can have the same structure:

B407a1-3

\[
\begin{align*}
tāttātār & \quad \text{tana} \mid \quad \text{(tan)āmotāsai} \quad \text{koyne} \mid \\
\text{put:3SG.SBJ seed tanamoda:ADJ} & \quad \text{mouth:LOC} \quad \text{here} \quad \text{being} \\
\text{ma te} & \quad \text{tsatsa}^{[a2]} \quad \text{ltarmem} \mid \quad \text{naukān-ne} & \\
\text{not DEM} & \quad \text{chew:ABS} \quad \text{swallow:3SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF} \quad \text{completely} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{taste}
\end{align*}
\]

---

464 Verse: metre a-b: 8 \ 7 \ 6, c: 18, d: 7 \ 6 (a-b: 5+3 \ 4+3 \ 6, c: 4+5 \ 4+5, d: 4+3 \ 6); line 40a is cited from the 6th syllable and line 40b contains 6 more syllables.

465 So to be read for yarkasa in the manuscript.

466 Bernhard (1965: 205); cf Chakravarti (1930: 106).

467 Verse: metre 4 \ 5 \ 7 \ 5 \ 5 \ 4+5 \ 5 or 6 \ 6 \ 5.

468 The manuscript reads n instead of t (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 272; restorations after them).
mā ṣyṣṭār-ne [23b]
not know:3SG.PRS/SBJ-3SG.SUFF
mā(n)ṭr(ā)kk(a) ạklä¹ pelaiyke [a3] ompalkoññe¹ krai no mā
just.so learn:PRT.PTC law meditation if but not
lama(ṇi) [23c]
sit:3SG.SBJ
aklilyñe su cpi¹ māsketra tanamot ramt¹ solme
teaching DEM DEM:GEN be:3SG.PRS tanamoda like completely
nukowa 23
swallow:PRT.PTC
‘If a being here puts a tanamoda-seed into its mouth and swallows it as a whole
without having chewed, then it does not notice the taste. And likewise, if
someone who has learned the law does not sit down in meditation, the teaching
is for him like a tanamoda-seed swallowed as a whole.’

There are also some examples which clearly cannot be explained as conditionals
based on general principles. In most of these cases, there is no logical relation
between protasis and apodosis, and probably we have to take the present in the
apodosis as the present that may be used for close and certain futures in main
clauses. In all clear instances, the main clause contains a present form of the verb ay-
give’ (cf apart from the example below also B107b1-2: 3.7.3, p 282).

Cp32.8-9
ce⁴⁶⁹ sem kamāte pās [9] aiyñ ce⁴⁶⁹ peri
what DEM bring:3SG.PRT away give:3SG.SBJ/1SG.SUFF what debt
neseṃ tu pās aiskem-ne
be:1PL.PRS DEM away give:1PL.PRS-3SG.SUFF
‘If he gives back to me⁴⁷⁰ what he has carried off, we [will] give back to him what
we owe.’⁴⁷¹

The following example contains a present form in the apodosis, but it is a specific
condition with a logical relation indeed. Here, the explanation may be that the

⁴⁶⁹ Relative.
⁴⁷⁰ Since the ni of aiyñ is a first person singular whereas aiskem is a first person plural, it could
be that we have to read aimi without suffixed pronoun, but with samdhí before the following ce,
i.e. ‘if he gives back what he has carried off’.
⁴⁷¹ For text, translation and commentary, cf Pinault (1984a). He had translated the four clauses
as two sentences, i.e. with aiyñ as part of a main clause: “Ce qu’il a pris, il doit me [le] rendre;
ce dont nous sommes redeveáveis, nous le lui rendons.” (1984a: 31-32). However, an interpreta-
tion as a conditional yields a coherent, and probably better, translation.
3.6 the Tocharian B subjunctive in subclauses

apodosis contains a subjunctive gerund *knelle*, which might provide for the future reference.

B100165-6

\[ \text{kəšši snai nerkə yän-maskau}^{472} \text{ pwəršaι koʃkaιne} \]

\[ \text{teacher without hesitation enter:1SG.PRS fire:ADJ hut:LOC} \]

\[ \text{(puwa)rine naus yopu mə ʃpə akəlk knelle} \]

\[ \text{fire:LOC before enter:1SG.SBJ not and wish fulfil:SBJ.GER} \]

\[ \text{star-ə paŋaktə[ə] (ũñe šloksa) laɾem pəlaike} \]

\[ \text{be:3SG.PRS-1SG.SUFF Buddha:ADJ strophe:PERL dear law} \]

\[ \text{klyautsi}^{473} \text{ pəlaike klyautsi naus pete-ə} \text{ tak(əɾʃkəm} \]

\[ \text{hear:INF law hear:INF before give:IPV.SG-1SG.SUFF faithful} \]

\[ \text{palskosa) mind:PERL} \]

'Teacher, without hesitation I enter into the fire hut ... (but) if I enter into the fire first, my wish to hear the dear law with a Buddha-strophe cannot be fulfilled. First give me the law to hear with faithful mind!'^{474}

One example from a philosophical text from the abhidharma could be a conditional on the basis of inference, but it cannot be excluded that it just discusses different states of mind; in the latter case, it is not different from the examples based on general principles given above.^{475}

B19723-4

\[ \text{inte toyne}^{476} \text{ warpalənenta mə təkaMi pəlskoMe ne[a4]mcek} \]

\[ \text{if DEM:PL experience:PL not be:3PL.SBJ mind:LOC certainly} \]

\[ \text{upeks məsketər} \]

\[ \text{indifference be:3SG.PRS} \]

'If these experiences are not there in the mind, there is certainly indifference.'

Although the default order of the clauses in a conditional is certainly the conditional subjunctive subclause first and then the present main clause, there are some examples where the order is reversed. In the example below, the reversed order is certain because of the conjunction *krəi*, but the line is problematic because *wəntrə*

---

^{472} The present may depict the event as very close and certain.

^{473} For *klyautsi*.

^{474} Thomas (1952: 29).

^{475} The passage in Vasubandhu’s *Abhidharmakośa* (de La Vallée Poussin 1980: 1, 153) given by Sieg and Siegl (1953: 114) is not precise enough to settle the matter.

^{476} Sieg and Siegl (l.c., see footnote 475) suggest to correct into *toy no* ‘these however’.
seems to be a subjunctive morphologically, whereas we would syntactically expect a present.

B255a6\(^{477}\)

\[
\text{kem ma tällam yoloytä} \,sek\, \text{wäntrå no wotkäm kr(a)i [10a]}
\]

‘The earth does not support the evil one, but it always covers him if it decides so.’

AS\(^{478}\)

\[
\text{cmela tu wästrå} \,yämtrå \,krenta yämrona : [4c]
\]

‘It makes ripe for rebirths if one does good deeds; through this deed he is not certainly reborn.’

B291a.4

\[
\text{• m(a)nta äke weskau-ne kr(a) (nraimem) entwe never end say:1SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF if hell:ABL then}
\]

\[
\text{tsälpaträ • be.redeemed:3SG.SBJ}
\]

‘I will\(^{479}\) never tell his end if he is redeemed from hell then.’\(^{480}\)

Very similar to the conditional pattern with a present apodosis is a pattern with a nominal apodosis:

B280.1\(^{481}\)

\[
\text{(nerväm)še yänmän ike} \, (o)nuwañe : [21c]
\]

‘If he reaches the immortal nirvåña place, then from that moment the time of sorrow [lasts] no longer.’

\(^{477}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 \(4+3\, 4+3\).

\(^{478}\) Verse: metre 4 x 5 \(5\, 4+3\).

\(^{479}\) A present in the Tocharian original.

\(^{480}\) Cf Schmidt (1983: 278).

\(^{481}\) Verse: metre a, c, d: 7 \(4\), b: 6 \(8\) (a, c, d: \(4+3\, 4\) or \(3+4\, 4\); b: \(6\, 4+4\)).
3.6 the Tocharian B subjunctive in subclauses

The living rules of the prātimokṣa-sūtra come in a variety of different structures (see 3.6.11, p 266), but many of them follow the conditional pattern with a subjunctive protasis and a present apodosis, or a nominal apodosis, as below.

IT247a6-b1

*omte se yarmā pārkarñesa wi rsoñcā· pañāktentse*
there DEM measure length:PERL two span:DU Buddha:GEN
*rasosa· pkantesa šle ywārcā· ūrets raso· tumem*
span:PERL crosswise with half fringe:GEN,PL span DEM:ABL
*ōṃṣap yāmtrā· ṭipāṣeṇa ||*
more do:SG.SBJ pātayantikā

‘There is that measure: in length two spans according to the Buddha span, crosswise one and a half;\(^{482}\) and one span for the fringes. If he makes [it] more than that, [it is] a pātayantikā offence.’

3.6.3 CONDITIONAL WITH IMPERATIVE APODOSIS

The relatively independent character of the conditional subjunctive subclause is shown by the fact that it can also be followed by an imperative clause. Of course, these concern specific conditionals, not general principles.

In the example below, the conditionals are used to reason about possibilities. We find two times a subjunctive protasis followed by an imperative apodosis, of which the last is followed by a final clause in the present.

B107b3-4

*maharsinta posa kreš tākacer mant purwat*
great:SBJ all:PERL good be:2PL.SBJ so receive:2PL.IPV
*ōnikarñī· mā tākacer wesi pokesa posa šālmeṃ*
porridge not be:2PL.SBJ we:GEN tell:IPV,PL all:PERL excellent
*rṣāke intsu ste cwi ka ś mant [b₄] klāskem*
sage which be:3SG.PRS DEM:GEN EMPH and so bring:1PL.PRS

‘O great sages, if you are better than all, then receive this porridge! If you are not, tell us who is the sage that is better than all, so to him that indeed we bring it.’\(^{483}\)

The following is said by king Arāṇemi to the animals in the forest. It is reported by the two tree gods that are watching the whole scene of Uttara’s “kidnapping”. This conditional really concerns a possible future event.

\(^{482}\) `šle-ywārcā ‘with half’ is a calque on Skt. sārdham ‘one and a half’, literally ‘with half’.

\(^{483}\) In the Gilgit parallel, it is the Śuddhāvāsa gods who ask, *kim āsmākam anuprayacchatha āhosvid yo ‘smadviśiṣṭatamah ‘Do you offer it to us, or to him who is better than us?’* (Gnoli 1977: 100, l. 4-5).
3 syntax and meaning

B88b2-3484
\[ \text{ñásumeñ wátkos} \] \text{kr} \text{ílkácer} \ [\text{ñí} \text{so(m)ske} : [2c]}
\text{ñí} \text{yker} \text{[5b]ne} \ [\text{ytařin} \text{empelyai} 2]
\text{If you see my little son, who is separated from me, console him on [his] awful road instead of me!'}485

3.6.4 OTHER CONDITIONALS

One example from an oneiromancy clearly is not concerned with a possible future event, but rather gives a possible interpretation of a certain dream type. The fact that this conditional subjunctive is part of reasoning may explain the optative apodosis that is otherwise unexpected. (The second part, with the possibilitive optative clause, returns in every line of this leaf, but the condition with a subjunctive is found only here.)

B511a3
\[ \text{inte násumeñ nišácare tákam wate dhvaje larenámpa} \]
when before jackal be:3SG.SBJ second crow dear:COM.PL
\text{śinmalñešse palskalñe šarpi}
coming:ADJ thought point.to:3SG.OPT
\text{If a jackal is first and a crow second, this may point to thinking of coming together with the dear ones.'}

The following example does not contain a subjunctive conditional, but it is best compared with the preceding. In this case, the conditional is in the optative and the apodosis is in the present, a combination that is not attested otherwise. The unusual combination of moods is certainly to be explained with the relation between conditional and consequence that is based on reason.

B197a2
\text{tákauy sak (w)ai lakle warpalñenta svabháptsə}
be:3SG.OPT happiness and sorrow experience:PL nature:PERL
\text{upeks warpalñe mákte aišalle ste}
indifference experience how know:GER be:3SG.PRS
\text{If by nature there were experiences of happiness and sorrow, how is the experience of indifference to be understood?'}486

484 Verse: the metre has unequal pādas, allegedly a-b: 8 | 7 | 6, c: 9 | 9, d: 7 | 6. However, in this poem, many pādas are one syllable too long.
485 Cf Coulvreur (1954b: 102; see also Schmidt 2001: 317-318).
3.6.5 EVENTUAL

A large number of subjunctive subclauses are not straightforward conditional clauses: they introduce extra information that is not verified or certain, but may possibly be the case. These clauses, here termed “eventual”, are typically adnominal (the formula of the second example is analysed in detail by Pinault 1987: 80486).

B107a6

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{pilycalınê} & \text{laralû} & \text{laukito} & \text{ršêke} & \text{tâkañ} & \text{ršâkenê} \\
\text{penance} & \text{make.effort:PRT.PTC} & \text{foreign} & \text{sage} & \text{be;3SG.SBJ} & \text{sage:LOC.PL}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{spâlnemên} & \text{cwî} & \text{wes} & \text{tâ} & \text{oñkorñai} & \text{pintwät} & \text{aïskem} \\
\text{excellent} & \text{DEM:GEN we} & \text{DEM porridge alms} & \text{give:1PL.PRS}
\end{array}
\]

‘A foreign sage who is trained in penance and best among the sages – to him we [will] give the porridge as alms.’

LP11a1

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{se}^{488} & \text{tesa} & \text{sap} & \text{tâkañ} & \text{tu} & \text{mâ tärkanat}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{what} & \text{DEM:PERL more} & \text{be;3SG.SBJ} & \text{DEM not let.go:2SG.PRS}
\end{array}
\]

‘What is more than this, don’t let it [pass].’

3.6.6 ITERATIVE

In iterative clauses, at least the event of the subclause may take place several times, and often that of the main clause as well. Without specific tense reference, or with present reference, the main clause is in the present, while the subjunctive is in the subjunctive. With past tense reference, the subclause has an optative and the main clause an imperfect. The present iterative is close to the indefinite subclause type if the number of repetitions in the subclauses is irrelevant.

B241b1-2489

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{kos} & \text{kos} & \text{plaskau} & \text{arânc} & \text{têñ} & \text{snai [bzl] & \text{– t}^{490} & \text{yâmos}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{as.often.as} & \text{think:1SG.SBJ} & \text{heart} & \text{your} & \text{without} & \text{do:PRT.PTC}
\end{array}
\]

---


487 “Formule d’autorisation de passage”, type 3. Cf also Couvrer (1953a: 91). After Pinault, the formula can be restored in LP21.4 (se tensa sap tâkarnañ • t(u) parra mâte tär(k)arnañ); LP28.1-2 (se tesa) sap tâkañ • tu mâ tärkanat; LP52.1 • se t(e)sa sa(p tâkañ • tu mâ tärkanat); LP101.1 (se tesa sap tâkañ • tu mâ tärkanat); and LP102.1 (se tesa sap tâkarnañ • tu mâ tärka(nañ).

488 Relative.

489 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).

490 Hardly (ke)t, a variant of keta ‘harm’, if that word exists; in my view, certainly not (ya)rm (pace Pinault 2008: 330) because the t is very clear.
karuntsa : [23a]
compassion:PERL
tot yam-c ņakta šaranne ă
so.often go:1SG.PRS/SBJ-2SG.SUFF god protection:LOC bone:LOC.PL
eške mrestiwešeć : [23b]
until marrow

'As often as I think of your heart made without ... by compassion, so often I go into your protection, o god, until the marrow in the bones.'

IT4b2
(mä)kte oroce lyamne oramotsai yašine meñantse šcirınts
how large lake:LOC dark night:LOC moon:GEN star:GEN.PL
laktsauña kos ālpaṃ warne entwe entsi tot ///
light as.often.as touch:3SG.SBJ water:LOC then seize:INF so.often
(l)k(ă)śśām
see:3SG.PRS

'Like the light of the moon and the stars in a large lake in a dark night: as often as one touches in the water in order to seize it, so often one sees (that it is an illusion).'</n
3.6.7 INDEFINITE

Closely related to the eventual usage discussed above is indefinite usage. Here the subjunctive also expresses something not known precisely, but the unknown information is presented as irrelevant (or precise knowledge about it as irrelevant).

B108a7-8
se493 yesi šaraṃ ärtaštне tākam cau yes terine
who you:GEN.PL refuse praising be:3SG.SBJ DEM you:PL rule:LOC
rittātā caune (ya)k494 [a8] wes ritemtār
bind:2PL.SBJ DEM:LOC still we bind:1PL.PRS

492 TB alpa- is traditionally translated with ‘reflect’, but this translation by Carling (2000: 304, after Werner Winter), makes good sense. The content of the lacuna before (l)k(ă)śśām is uncertain – Carling suggests “wie oft man im Wasser tastet, um es [sic! das Licht] zu ergreifen, so oft (hat man keinen Erfolg) [und] (so) sieht man, (dass es eine Täuschung ist).”
493 Relative.
494 As an alternative for (ya)k ‘still’, which I have not included in the translation because it does not fit very well, one could restore cau ne(mce)k (Thomas 1957: 254; 1964: 46). This, too, does not yield a smooth translation either, and has the additional disadvantage of a difference in syntax between loc. terine and obl. cau.
'Whoever may be praised by you as refuge, to which doctrine you bind yourself, to that we bind ourselves too.'

B591a2-3

\(\text{śuddhāvāśnttāne} \mid \text{kosā} \: \text{kca} \: \text{sāṃkām} \text{paramārth}\)

\(\text{Śuddhāvāsā} \: \text{how.many INDF rise:3PL.SBJ? highest.truth}\)

\(\text{sak} \: \text{pās} \: \text{kālpaśśām} \mid \text{nervvānā(ṣṣe emi)}[a3jšśkace}\text{39}\)

No matter how many \(\text{Śuddhāvāsā}\) gods rise here, [each] obtains happiness of the highest truth of the eternal nirvāṇa.'

3.6.8 CONCESSIVE

Concessive subjunctive clauses seem to be just another subtype of the eventual usage discussed in 3.6.5 (p 261): the information of the subclause is presented as irrelevant for the main clause.

A good example of a concessive subjunctive is offered by the Udānavarga translations, since the Sanskrit original has a present, which apparently the translators did not want to keep in the Tocharian. This correspondence is attested both for the very literal Udānavarga bilinguals (IT579) and for the Udānālaṅkāra, where the language is artificial, but nevertheless closer to normal Tocharian (B31).

B31a4 = IT579b3

\(\text{totkāts} \: \text{aiiku} \: \text{kwri} \: \text{tākam}\)

little know:PRT.PTC if be:3SG.SBJ ‘if he is [someone who] knows little’

Uv13.12a

\(\text{alpajñato} \: \text{’pi} \: \text{ced} \: \text{bhavati}\)

of.little.knowledge even if be:3SG.PRS ‘even if he is someone of little knowledge’

\(\text{Verse: metre 8} \times 5 \mid 5 \mid 8 \mid 5 (4+4) \mid 4+3).\)

\(\text{Sieg and Siegling correct to tsāṃkām} (1953: 376). \text{Although the leaf is clearly late, a sound change of initial ts to s can be dismissed with certainty, as this initial is very well attested in all late manuscripts. If the correction is alright, the problem is why the verb form tsāṃkām is singular whereas śuddhāvāśnttāne seems to stand for śuddhāvāsānta tne, i.e. a plural (metrically shortened śuddhāvānta tne). Perhaps both problems can be solved together, if we assume that a syllable (tsam) in the original was damaged or wrong, so that the (t) could be taken to be a length stroke, i.e. (ā).}\)

\(\text{For nervvānāṣa emškace.}\)

\(\text{Uv13.12b-d śileṣu susamāhitah [b] vidvāmsas tam praśamsanti [c] śuddhājīvam atandritam [d] ‘if he practices the morale, the sages honour him because his life is pure and free from lassitude.’ (Bernhard 1965: 204; Chakravarti 1930: 160).}\)
3 syntax and meaning

3.6.9 FINAL

There are some cases of subjunctive clauses that denote events that are definitely to the benefit of the speaker, but can hardly be considered certain enough to classify them as futures, so that one could be tempted to characterise them as wishes. In my interpretation, however, these can be explained as postponed subjunctive subclauses with final value. mākte 'how; so' may be used as a final conjunction, but it may also be lacking. These final clauses are always postponed; much more frequent are infinite final clauses that precede the main clause, the normal type being an infinitive clause (see Thomas 1954).

IT5b1499
karuṇaśe tr(o)ṇk prutk(a)rā tune taukauc
compassion:ADJ hollow fill:up:IPV.SG therein hide:1SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF
saim pācerā lāma-ñ prosko 13
protection father sit:3SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF fear

'Fill up the hollow of compassion! Therein I will hide, in your protection, father, so that my fear will rest!'500

Cp32.11-12
nāke aṣari teri plāšaṁ-mē mākte saṅkrām wtetse
now acārya rule think:3SG.SBJ-3PL.SUFF how monastery secondly
keta mā - k. saṅkantse [12] ayāto nesaṅñe mā karsnatar
estate? not community:GEN proper state not cut:3SG.PRS

'May the acārya now think about a way [approach] for us,501 so that the monastery will not (lose estate?)502 for a second time, and the proper situation of the community will not be terminated.'503

In 3.7.5 (p 294), I argue that the particle mai is exclusively used in questions to express doubt, so that one could translate the example below as a question. If that analysis of mai is not accepted, the subjunctive clause of pāda d below could be analysed as a final clause. In any case, knetār-mē is not a wish-subjunctive.

499 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).
501 This is without doubt a polite third person address.
502 Perhaps we can complete (tār)k(a)m, but the meaning of keta remains problematic, too. Alternatively, keta could be related to Tocharian A kat 'harm'.
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B107b1

\[ \text{purwar ce pinwät} \] mā nai ŋakta praŋkās-me : [c]

receive:IPV.SG DEM alms not PCL god reject:2SG.PRS/SBJ-PL.SUFF

\[ \text{mai no knetār-me} \]

MAI but fulfil:3SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF bind:PRT.PTC wish long

'Accept these alms and do not reject us, god, so that the wish [we] long cherished will be fulfilled!'

3.6.10 COMPARED TO THE PRESENT

There are hardly any examples of present conditionals. Most instances I have found are from Udānavarga and Udānālankāra texts, where they can easily be explained as slavish copies of the original, since Sanskrit has no modal form in those cases, i.e. they would be instances of “modal calques”.

The example below is from Mātrceṭa’s Śatapaṅcāsatka 83, where the Sanskrit is immediately preceding. There are two possibilities: the protasis is a temporal and not a hypothetical clause, which caused the present, or, perhaps more likely, the Tocharian B present is a slavish copy of the Sanskrit present.

B251a2

\[ \text{[SKT:] (matam) yadi vigorha(m)ti (• [TB:] pelaikne) kwri} \]

doctrine if contemn:3PL.PRS law if

\[ \text{nākse(nt)rā} \]

blame:3PL.PRS

'If [fools] contemn your teaching • If they blaim the law.'

The following example from the Abhinīṣkramaṇaṇāṭaka can probably not be explained in the same way (although this text has some constructions that seem to occur only there, possibly copied from a Sanskrit original, see mānt tākaṁ ‘so it will be’ in 3.5.5, p 238). In this case, the present may be due to the type of the conditional, since the relation is clearly one of inference, i.e. the speaker knows that there is no self (cf also 3.6.4, p 260).

AS121b5

\[ \text{krūi aṁme mā nesām kete ŋāke tsālpālne pālskanātrā •} \]

if self not be:3SG.PRS who:GEN now deliverance think:3SG.PRS

\[ \text{sāmmassālne wa (•)} \]

fetter PCL

---

504 Verse: metre 4 × 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
'If there is no “self”, by whom now is deliverance imagined? Nevertheless [there is] a fetter.'

3.6.11 COMPARED TO NOMINAL CLAUSES

Nominal clauses are normal in Tocharian B, and they occur quite frequently. However, mostly only the present copula can be left out, whereas past or modal forms are kept; or, in other words, nominal clauses can only be used if a parallel, isofunctional verbal clause has a present. This means that if a subjunctive protasis is combined with a nominal apodosis, they are most likely to be of the subjunctive plus present type, cf for instance:

B255b3

yamor kešā tasseña| se krui sraukam šamane 12
action number put:AG.N DEM if die:3SG.SBJ alive

'He who is alive takes the deed into account [only] when he dies.'

In the Karmavibhaṅga, we find some pairs of parallel nominal and subjunctive clauses. In the first pair, the sentences are very parallel, and the difference apparently has only a metrical cause. This freedom of construction may be explained with the fact the subjunctive subclause of AS7Ea2 (the first example) is reduced to only an apposition in AS7Eb3 (the second example).

AS7Ea2 = B521b6

naušāk skwassońc510 tākam| skwasso(ńc p)ostām511 māskentra : [5a]
before happy be:3PL.SBJ happy after afterwards be:3PL.PRS

'(But what is the deed through which beings), if they are happy first, become happy afterwards [too]?

AS7Eb3

se se yamor ste| kucesa tne wnolmi| nauš
DEM DEM deed be:3SG.PRS what:PERL here being:PL before
laklessońc postām rano| laklessońc sek mās(kentra 8) :
sorrowful afterwards also sorrowful always be:3PL.PRS

---

506 Or: ‘whose deliverance is thought of?’
507 Cf Couvreur (1953b: 281).
508 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
509 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
510 B521b6 ///sońc.
511 B521b6 skwassońc postā.
512 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
'That is the deed through which beings here, sorrowful before, become always sorrowful afterwards too.'

The second pair, on the other hand, may really be due to a difference in meaning, since the first example with the subjunctive clause (AS7Gb2) is clearly concessive, whereas the second example (AS7Gb6) is not.

**AS7Gb2**

(kuše no) su yāmor; iñcewsa wnlmi; cmentār ranō  
what but DEM deed which:PERL being:PL be:born:3PL.SBJ also  
ette ymainne; kreńc no lkātsi māškentrā: [21a]  
low state:LOC.PL good but see:INF be:3PL.PRS  
'But what is the deed through which beings, even if they are born in lower states, become good to look at, …'

**AS7Gb6**

(intsu no yā)mor; mā(kc)e(wsa) wnlmi; ette ymainne  
which but deed which:PERL being:PL low state:LOC.PL  
tetemošā; yolo-were māškentrā: [23a]  
be:born:PRT.PTC of.bad.smell be:3PL.PRS  
'But what deed is it through which beings, born in lower states, are of bad smell?'

Although it follows a lacuna, the following seems to be a certain example of a nominal indefinite subclause; unfortunately, it is isolated and it is difficult to offer an explanation.

**AS12Ea2**

/// kos tānwā tot tānwāntse sārmtā sālkwer.  
as.much.as love so.much love:GEN cause:PERL milk  
'As much as [there is] love, so much [is there] milk because of the love.'

The following example is usually translated as if it had a nominal protasis with a subjunctive apodosis, a combination that is unique and difficult to explain. However, this translation requires the correction of tānwamnēncā (thus the manuscript) into tānwamnēnečaṃ, itself in turn for tānwaňnečaṅ ‘loving (nom.pl.)’ (Sieg and Sieglind

---

513 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
514 Continued in pāda 21b: takarkšān eršeňcañ | esnaisān wina | šm(a)re-yetse šmare-ere | š(mare) /// ‘causing faith, [who become] a pleasure to the eyes, of fine skin, of fine appearance, of fine …’.
515 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).
1953: 17\[516\]). Since there is no problem whatsoever with an analysis of tänwaṃñeñcā as a 3pl. prs.-sbj. (here in subjunctive function) with a 2sg. pronoun suffix, it is clearly preferable to keep to the original reading of the manuscript, which allows the elimination of this alleged nominal protasis with subjunctive apodosis:

B78a3
\[kra\i \, nke \, cai \, tänwaṃñeñ-cā \, ot \, nke \, niš \, ysape\]
if then DEM love:3PL.PRS/SBJ-2SG.SUFF then then I close
ykāk kāllāt
still obtain:2SG.SBJ

'Since if they are kind to you, then you will find me close (to you) all the same.'

3.6.12 COMPARED TO THE OPTATIVE

Conditionals with optative protasis and optative apodosis are rather frequent; often, they are used in metaphors. Mostly they denote unlikely – but still possible – future events.

B284b5-6\[517\]
\[kəkteñ\i \, mā \, takomī \, ōnolmentso \, šaiššene \, : [8a]\]
body not be:3PL.OPT being:GEN.PL world:LOC
mānta wāpºontrā; \[kəkteñšana \, [b6]\]
not.at.all receive:3PL.OPT body:ADJ sorrow:PL
pālsko mā tākoī; pālskoššana lāklenta : [8c]
mind not be:3SG.OPT mind:ADJ sorrow:PL
cek wārñai rano; mānta takomī šaiššene 8
DEM including also not.at.all be:3PL.OPT world:LOC

'If the beings in the world had no bodies, they would not undergo bodily pains at all. If there were no mind, pains of the mind would not be there at all in the world either.'

B407a5-b\[518\]
\[snai \, preñke \, takoy \, sa \, kenā \, yke \, postām \, po \, [a6]\]
without island be:3SG.OPT DEM earth place after all water:PERL
ite [24b]\[519\]
full

\[516\] Followed by Couvreur (1954b: 100) and Schmidt (2001: 308): “Wenn diese aber mitleidig sind, dann wirst du mich doch noch in (ihrer) Nähe finden.”
\[517\] Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
\[518\] Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 | 5 (5 | 3+4 | 5) or 6 | 6 | 5.
\[519\] This pāda is two syllables short.
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ésnesa menkitse; tákoy kacáp ompá; párkre sáyeńca [a7] [24c] eye:PERL.DU lacking be:3SG.OPT turtle there long live:AG.N
pyorye şáp tákoy; cew warnæ somo lyautai; lánktsa má yoke and be:3SG.OPT DEM water:LOC one hole light not
kly(e)ńca 24 [b1] stand:AG.N
kántı pikwala; epińkte kaccap su no; tálalší aśco [25a] hundred year:PL within turtle DEM but lift:3SG.IPF−OPT head
rámoytárme[b2]520 ka; cpi aśce lyautaiyne tâu; sākoýtär bow:3SG.OPT−quickly just DEM:GEN head hole:LOC DEM pull.out:3SG.OPT kevcă [25b] up

‘If this earth were without island and full of water all over, and there were a turtle without eyes that lived there for a long time, and there were also a yoke521 in this water with only one hole, light and not steady, and in hundred years this turtle lifted its head and pulled522 it in quickly only once, and then its head would be pulled up in that hole.’

This multiple protasis with simple apodosis illustrates how rare it is that animal beings are reborn as humans.523

I have found one example with an optative protasis and a nominal apodosis, but since the interpretation is a bit shaky and the structure of the poem is unclear, it must remain uncertain.

B78a1−2524

krúi ňke tetékā sānmeym yaśśūcañ larem sauly ňi if now suddenly come:3PL.OPT beggars dear life I:GEN yaśmyentrā sāw ňi wrotstä [a2] katkaunā má cakrawārtñe beg:3PL.OPT DEM I:GEN great joy not cakravartin.rank

‘Even if now suddenly beggars came and begged for my dear life, this is [still] a great joy for me, not the cakravartin rank.’525

---

520 For rámoytár rmer.
521 The identification of pyorye as ‘yoke’ is based on this passage. In Chinese parallels, the expression is rather ‘floating piece of wood with one hole’ or ‘hole in a floating log’ (Allon 2007, especially 246).
522 Literally: ‘bowed’.
523 B407b2-3 tusā amáškai; lwa[bj]sāmnem onolmentsa; yšamna cmetsi [25c] ‘So difficult is it for beings to be reborn from the animals among men’ (the last unit of this pāda is one syllable short; perhaps we have to read isamna instead).
524 Verse, but metre not totally clear.
B278b1

\[ k_{ise} \quad su \quad tākoy \quad śle-palsko \quad k_{ise} \quad mā \quad kalloy \quad ce \]
\[ \text{who} \quad \text{DEM be:3SG.OPT with.mind who not obtain:3SG.OPT DEM} \]
\[ \text{ykene} \quad \text{ymetse} \quad śmōniṅñai \quad 16 \]
\[ \text{place consciousness:GEN basis} \]

'Who would he be who, endowed with reason,527 would not attain the basis of consciousness in that place.'

In one text praising the merits of confession, we find a mixture of optatives and subjunctives in a pattern that is otherwise rather strict. The strophes first mention a certain number of meritorious deeds, and then they conclude that these are nothing compared to the meritorious deed of confession. Thus, the first clauses are indefinite: they present information that is presented as irrelevant for the truth of the conclusion. Now it seems that (more or less) realistic meritorious deeds are in the subjunctive, but fantastic ones are in the optative.

B290.1–2

\[ (aśvame)\text{t} \quad wārñai \quad yāmā(ṁ) \quad wrotstana \quad telkanma \cdot [3a] \]
\[ \text{aśvamedha including do:3SG.SBJ great sacrifice:PL} \]
\[ paṇcvarṣikānta \quad kakonta \quad wrocem \quad stamāṣāṁ\text{529} [3b] \]
\[ \text{paṇcavarṣika:PL invitation:PL great establish:3SG.PRS/SBJ} \]
\[ celāmāṅñana \quad ain \quad wat \quad āyornt\text{–} \quad asta \quad yettte \quad [3c] \]
\[ \text{prominent? give:3SG.SBJ or gift:PL bone:PL skin} \]
\[ (yu)_{12}kṣām \quad yarposa \quad āstreṁ \quad 3 \quad [e]^{530} \]
\[ \text{surpass:3SG.PRS merit:PERL pure} \]

'One may carry out great sacrifices such as the aśvamedha, one may establish paṇcavarṣikas and great invitations, or one may give prominent (?) gifts [such as] bones, skin, ... (– if one confesses, then this) surpasses [it] through its pure merit.'531

---

525 Couvreur (1954b: 99; see also Schmidt 2001: 307).
526 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).
527 śle-palsko looks like a calque on a Sanskrit word; according to the SWTF (II, 247, col. 2), an adj. sacittaka- is indeed attested. 'endowed with reason' tentatively follows Monier-Williams (1899: 1130, col. 3 - 1131, col. 1 under sacitta-).
528 Verse: 5 pādā metre 4 x 5 | 8 (5 | 5+3 or once 5 | 4+4) + 1 x 8 | 8 | 5 (4+4 | 4+4 | 5).
529 For stamāṣāṁ /stāmaṣāṁ/.
530 Of line 3d only the fragmentary beginning mā /// is preserved.
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B290.2-3\textsuperscript{532}

\begin{verbatim}
yarke ṣe yāmi | kiṭanmasa\textsuperscript{533} arhantento · [4a]
honour one do:3SG.OPT koṭi:PERL.PL Arhat:GEN.PL
pārkrem prekenta | mant ra pratyakapudāktets · [4b]
long time:PERL.PL so also pratyekabuddha:GEN.PL
eritār- // [4c]
evoke:3SG.OPT
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
[yāmṭār deśit | su ceu yukṣāṃ yarpọs> aurce]
do:3SG.SBJ confession DEM DEM surpass:3SG.PRS merit:PERL broad
meṭe ścirīṃ ra 4[e]
moon star:PL like
\end{verbatim}

'One might honour koṭiś (tens of millions) of Arhats, and likewise during a long
time pratyekabuddhas, one might evoke ... – if one confesses, this surpasses it
through extensive merit like the moon the stars.'\textsuperscript{534}

B290.3-4\textsuperscript{535}

\begin{verbatim}
ptanma wrotsoana | ṣe śarīrsoana yanītṛā [5a]
stūpa:PL great one relic:PL do:3SG.OPT
akessont āstre | kātkoṣ wat yāmṭār deśito · [5d]\textsuperscript{536}
final pure cross:PRT.PTC or do:3SG.SBJ confession
su yarpọ po yukṣāṃ noswet | kaumṇākte ra /// [5e]
DEM merit all surpass:3SG.PRS early sun like
\end{verbatim}

'One might bestow relics [unto] great stūpas,\textsuperscript{537} ... – if one confesses that one has
broken the pure prescriptions, this merit surpasses all earlier [merit] like the sun
(the clouds (?) ...'\textsuperscript{538}

First, meritorious deeds such as aśvamedha sacrifices, bone relique offers, etc
(strophe 3) are represented as realisable with the subjunctive, and then the rhetorical
style builds up to continue with fantastic things like countless reverences to Arhats
e tc in the optative. The conclusion contains a simple general conditional with a sub-
junctive protasis and a present apodosis. Possibly, the rare 5 line metre reflects this
rhetorical structure with a break between four lines about the “irrelevant” merits and
the fifth line with the merit of confession that is to be highlighted.

\textsuperscript{532} Verse: 5 pāda metre 4 x 5 | 8 (5 | 5+3) + 1 x 8 | 8 | 5 (4+4 | 4+4 | 5).
\textsuperscript{533} For kotanmasa.
\textsuperscript{534} Schmidt (1974: 412).
\textsuperscript{535} Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 8 (5 | 5+3) | 1 x 8 | 8 | 5 (4+4 | 4+4 | 5).
\textsuperscript{536} Line 4 starts with the fragmentary end of pāda 5c: /// śikṣapāt ‘... moral precept ...’.
\textsuperscript{537} Schmidt (1974: 462): “Möge einer grosse Stūpas mit Reliquien anlegen, ...”.
\textsuperscript{538} Hackstein (1995: 98).
3.6.13 CONDITIONALS IN PRĀTIMOKṢA TEXTS

The prātimokṣasūtra contains living rules for monks and one could expect that the syntactic structure of these rules is rather standard and repetitive. Indeed, we find repetitive texts with very standardised syntactic patterns, but there are quite a few of such patterns, it seems. Of course, this has to do in part with the varying character of the texts: some contain only rules, some also a commentary, some discuss the casuistics of a rule in detail. However, we also find differences among texts that are of a similar type. Moreover, prātimokṣa conditionals can be very complex and sometimes they seem to reach the upper limit of what is syntactically practicable. Perhaps that is the reason why there are some rare patterns that seem to occur only in this text genre. Therefore, I present some examples of these patterns below.

The basic pattern seems to be following, where a present relative clause is followed by the type of offence:

IT246a2

se\(^{539}\)  śamāne  sañ  šarsa  keṃ  rapanāṃ  rāpatsi  wat
which  monk  REFL  hand:PERL  earth  dig:3SG.PRS  dig:INF  or
watkāssāṃ  pāyti  73
command:3SG.PRS/SBJ  pātayantikā

‘Which monk digs up the earth with his own hand, or commands [somebody else] to dig it up – pātayantikā.’

Usually, the last part is completed as a nominal clause, ‘[this is] a pātayantikā [offence]’, or a verbal one, ‘[commits] a pātayantikā [offence]’, but also in the Tocharian original, the style is somewhat telegraphic. This pattern is a direct copy of Sanskrit, cf yah punar bhiksuh prthivim khanyat khānayed vā pātayantikā 73 (von Simson 2000: 228). Von Simson translates “Wenn ein Mönch die Erde aufgräbt oder aufgräbt lässt, so ist es ein Pātayantikā-Vergehen.” (p 298), but a more literal translation could be ‘Which monk digs up the earth or has it dug up – pātayantikā.; in the Sanskrit sentence, there is no conditional construction. If the Tocharian construction is translated as a conditional, as is sometimes done, this yields the problem that the conditional is not marked, i.e. one would expect a subjunctive conditional under all circumstances.\(^{540}\)

---

\(^{539}\) Relative.

\(^{540}\) A strange mixture of moods was usually assumed for IT124a4-5 = IT246a1-2 se ṣamāne meñki ikāṃ pikwalamṇepi onolmentse wasampāt yamaṣāṃ pāyti su mā wasampamā tākaṃ · cai samānī pa nakṣalyi 72 ‘Which monk ordains a person under twenty – pātayantikā. He will not be [sb.] ordained. The monks are all to be reproached.’ (cf Couvrer 1954a: 47, 49). However, this interpretation was based on a wrong reading of the passage. The correct reading is su mā wasampamāṃnāke ·, i.e. ‘he [is] not ordained’ (Peyrot 2007a: №124, №246).
To this basic pattern, additional eventual or conditional clauses may be added, which are then in the subjunctive.

**IT246a4-b1**

se[^43] ṣaṃāne saṅkantse pelaiykneṣe wāntare wātkau
which monk saṅgha law:ADJ matter decide:PRT.PTC
tākaṃt amplākātте parra tseṅketār pāyti 77
be:3SG.SBJ without.permission outside rise:3SG.PRS pātayantikā
‘Which monk stands up without permission when a law matter of the saṅgha is decided – pātayantikā.’

Regular conditionals are also found, mostly – but not exclusively – in the casuistics of a rule, i.e. in the discussion of special circumstances, exceptions etc. Simple types are the following:

**B326a2**

aitār naissargi māsketār
take:3SG.SBJ niḥsargikā be:3SG.PRS
‘If he takes it, it is a niḥsargikā pātayantikā offence.’

**B333a4-5**

su no cwi speltke[as]sa srukalyñe yamnmam su mā spā
it but DEM:GEN effort:PERL death obtain:3SG.SBJ DEM not and
ṣaṃāne māsketār
monk be:3SG.PRS
‘If by his effort it attains death, he is no longer a monk.’

The apodosis of this condition is elaborated with a description of all that the offending monk loses because of this offence (his monkhood, dignity, etc).[^42]

In the following fragmentary example it is clear that the subjunctives are also copies of the Sanskrit; in this text, conditional subjunctives are used to render conditional optatives of the original.

**B317a2**

/// (trī)ṭ(e)sa alaṣsālle klautkā[^43] kā(rtse) mā
third:PERL keep.away:PRS.GER turn.away:3SG.SBJ good not

[^43]: Relative.
[^42]: To me it seems probable that it belongs to pārājika 3 about killing, but in B333a8 there is a formula which seems to belong to pārājika 4 about lying instead, which could point to ap- purtenance of the whole leaf to that rule.
[^43]: For klautkāṃ.
klaut)kās44  pā 5
turn.away:3SG.SBJ  pātayantikā

‘He is to be kept away for a (second and a) third time. If he turns away [from his heretic viewpoint], it is good; if he does not turn away, it is a pātayantikā offence.’

Cf the Skt. parallel (dv)ir api trir api samanuśīsyamāṇas tad vastu pratiniḥśṛjed ity evaṃ kuśalaṃ no cet pratiniḥśṛjent pātayantikā 55 ‘If after having been admonished two or three times it gives up the point of view, then it is good; if however he does not give it up, it is pātayantikā offence. 55’ (von Simson 2000: 220, 296). In this example, we can clearly see that the Sanskrit conditional optative pratiniḥśṛjet is rendered by the conditional subjunctive klautkā in Tocharian, and the nominal apodosis is kept as such (which results in good Tocharian grammar).

In one text, however, we find three examples of such a Sanskrit conditional optative that is rendered by a Tocharian optative as well:

IT247b4-5
māksu no ṣamāne • paṇāktentse wāstsintse yarmtsa
which but monk Buddha:GEN garment:GEN measure:PERL
wastsi yanitirā • omūṣap waṭ paṇāktānē wāstsimen •
garment do:3SG.OPT more or Budda:Adj garment:ABL
ipāšeņca •
pātayantikā

‘Which monk would make a garment according to the measure of the garment of the Buddha, or exceeding the Buddha garment – pātayantikā.’

Cf from Sanskrit pātayantikā 90: yah punar bhikṣuḥ sugatacīvaraprayamāṇena cīvaram kārayed uttaraṃ vā sugatacīvarat pātayantikā “WENN sich ein Mönch ein Gewand nach dem Sugata-Gewandmaß anfertigen lässt oder eines, das die Sugata-Gewand (größe) Überschreitet, so ist es ein Pātayantikā-Vergehen.” (von Simson 2000: 235, 301). Apart from the causative kārayed vs the non-causative yanitirā (the unattested causative would have been yāmāṣṣitirā), the Tocharian construction is an exact copy of the Sanskrit model. It seems advisable, therefore, to attribute this peculiar usage of the optative in Tocharian to a “wrong” rendering of the Sanskrit optative where actually a subjunctive should have been used, as in the example cited above. (That the Tocharian optative was seen as the equivalent of the Tocharian optative is clear from a.o. the Udānavarga bilinguals.)

There are some examples of present clauses that interrupt a series of conditional subjunctives. In all cases, the conditional structure is very complex and the best solution seems to assume that a very long conditional can be interrupted by presents

544 For klautkām. Thus to be read pace Sieg and Siegling (1953: 204).
that give further detailed information. In one leaf, B₃₃₄, this pattern occurs all over, so that the identification of the verb forms is very clear.

B₃₃₄₄₃-6

\[\begin{align*}
\text{sa\'amānentse} & \quad \text{yēlmi} & \quad \text{pālškone} & \quad \text{tsa}_{[a_4]}\text{ā}kām & \quad \text{kwipe-ike} & \quad \text{ke}_{wco} \\
\text{monk:GEN} & \quad \text{lust.feeling:PL} & \quad \text{mind:LOC} & \quad \text{rise:3PL.SBJ} & \quad \text{shame.place} & \quad \text{high} \\
kalltārr-ne & \quad \text{tu mašne enkastār} \\
\text{stand:3SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF} & \quad \text{DEM fist:LOC} & \quad \text{take:3SG.PRS} \\
nuskaśśāmn-ne & \quad \text{tune swāralyṇe yamastār krāke} \\
\text{squeeze:3SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF} & \quad \text{therein pleasure do:3SG.PRS} & \quad \text{filth} \\
lān-ne & \quad \text{sanghā-trāṇ(k)ā} & \quad \text{kātā}_{[a_6]}\text{ākān} \\
\text{go.out:3SG.SBJ-3SG.SUFF} & \quad \text{samghāvāṣeṇa.offence cross:3SG.PRS} \\
\end{align*}\]

"If lust feelings arise in the mind of a monk\textsuperscript{545} – his shame [i.e. penis] stands high, he takes it in his fist, he squeezes it and he enjoys that – and his filth [i.e. sperm] comes out, then he commits a samghāvāṣeṇa offence.\textsuperscript{546}"

Alternatively, one could try to read the whole sequence as two conditionals, but this does not yield a very convincing interpretation: ‘If lust feelings arise in the mind of a monk, then his penis stands high, he takes it in his fist, he squeezes it and he enjoys the pleasure. If filth comes out, then he commits a samghāvāṣeṇa offence.’

Illustrative of the complicated structure of prātimokṣa commentaries is also the following:

IT₁₂₇b₄-6

\[\begin{align*}
\cdot \text{enestai} & \quad \text{yāmu} & \quad \text{tākam} & \quad \text{tesa} & \quad \text{warṇai} & \quad \text{ce} & \quad \text{ra} & \quad \text{tsa} \\
\text{secretly do:PRT.PTC} & \quad \text{be:3SG.SBJ} & \quad \text{DEM:PERL} & \quad \text{including DEM also PCL} \\
\text{alyekepi} & \quad \text{karep} & \quad \text{yamaśām} & \quad \text{yāmtsi} & \quad \text{wat} & \quad \text{watkāśām} \\
\text{other harm do:3SG.PRS} & \quad \text{do:INF or command:3SG.PRS/SBJ} \\
wāstu & \quad \text{ite} & \quad \text{tākam} & \quad \text{pāra} & \quad wāstu & \quad \text{ite mā tākam} \\
\text{dwelling? full be:3SG.SBJ pārājika dwelling? full not be:3SG.SBJ} \\
stu & \quad k_ucesa & \quad \text{saumanmeṇu} & \quad \text{kramacėsa: para} & \quad tusa \\
\text{somehow man:ABL heavy:PERL pārājika thus} \\
amānuṣenmeṇu & \quad lwāmeṇu & \quad stu & \quad k_ucesa & \quad \text{saumanmeṇu} & \quad \text{lanwce} \\
\text{non.human:ABL animal:ABL somehow man:ABL light} \\
waipecesa & \quad stu & \quad tusa & \quad \text{amānuṣenmeṇu} & \quad lwāmeṇu & \quad du & \quad \text{possession:PERL sthūla thus non.human:ABL animal:ABL duṣkṛta} \\
\text{If it is done secretly, [and] he does in some way harm to another in a comparable manner, or causes [somebody else] to do [so], and it is inside a dwelling [?].}\textsuperscript{547}
\end{align*}\]

\textsuperscript{545} I.e. ‘if a monk gets lust feelings’.

\textsuperscript{546} Cf Schmidt (1997b: 240); he makes no mention of the interchange of present and subjunctive forms.
then it is a pârâjika offence. If it is not inside a dwelling, then it is a grave (sthûla) offence. [If it is] somehow from a human with respect to an important [possession], then it is a pârâjika offence. [If it is] like that, [but] from a non-human or an animal, then it is a grave (sthûla) offence. [If it is] somehow from a human with respect to an unimportant possession, then it is a grave (sthûla) offence. [If it is] like that, [but] from a non-human or an animal, then it is a duškṛta offence.’

The intervening details may be in the present, even in a protasis complex, as long as the key sentences are in the subjunctive. In the repetitive offence classification the subjunctive can be left out, so that the sentences can be nominal.

3.7 OTHER USES OF THE TOCHARIAN B SUBJUNCTIVE

In this section, I briefly discuss some other functions of the Tocharian B subjunctive. First, I discuss compound tenses and moods (3.7.1-3.7.4, p 276). Second, I discuss adverbials and particles (3.7.5, p 287). Third, I argue that the usage of the present-subjunctive is not different from that of the present and the subjunctive: the ambiguity of the forms has no repercussions on their use (3.7.6, p 317).

3.7.1 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH IMPERFECT COPULA

The subjunctive gerund can be combined with a finite imperfect form of the copula to denote irreal events (Thomas 1952: 43-47, Krause and Thomas 1960: 192, Pinault 1997: 476). When used as a conditional, this construction seems to form counterfactuals, but in non-conditional clauses this is certainly not a necessary component of the meaning. Therefore, counterfactuality cannot be the core meaning of this construction.

In conditionals, the counterfactual meaning follows from the past tense reference: it is about a past event that could have resulted in another past event, but now neither the conditional event nor the consequence event can take place anymore.

B33a7-8

\[
\text{kwri yarke peti} \quad \text{şey-me} \quad \text{kurpelle}^49 \quad \text{ost}
\]

if reverence flattery be:3SG.IPFL-PL.SUFL be.concerned:SBJ.GER? house

\[
\text{ołypo şaicer}^1 \quad \text{makli lamalyi : [4a]}
\]

more be:2PL.IPFL self sit:SBJ.GER

---

\(^{47}\) wástu ite is unclear; I assume that wástu is borrowed from Skt. vástu, but ‘if the dwelling is full’ yields no sensible interpretation, so that I tentatively translate ‘inside’.

\(^{48}\) Verse: metre a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | b: 8 | 7 | 7; c: 5 | 5 | d: 8 | 7 (b: 4+4 | 4+3 | 4+3, d: 4+4 | 4+3).

\(^{49}\) This form looks like a prs.ger. next to a sbj.ger. kurpelle*, but such a subjunctive stem is not attested and apparently kurpelle is used as a sbj.ger. here (see also Thomas 1952: 45).
śnār  śnār  mañyeṃ  mañyanamen 1  nemcekyarke
REFL:DISTR  REFL:DISTR  slave  female:slave:ABL  certainly  reverence
kāllāyi [a8]  waipeccenta kraupalyi : [4b]
obtain:SBJ:GER  possession:PL  gather:SBJ:GER

‘If you had been concerned about reverence and flattery, and you had yourselves
further stayed in your [own] house[s], then each would certainly have obtained
reverence from his male and female slaves, and gathered possessions.’550

The following example certainly contains a complex construction, but its under-
standing is made difficult by a lacuna in pāda 30c. Because ot ‘then’ in pāda 30b is
followed by krūtī ‘if’ in pāda 30c, it is very likely that this strophe contains two condi-
tionals. I think the first is logically reversed, i.e. from the logical conditional ‘if there
had been great need, another Buddha would have arisen’ follows the inferential con-
ditional ‘if another Buddha had arisen, there would have been great need’.551 The
second conditional probably forms a chiasmus with the first: we know that no other
Buddha has arisen, so there cannot have been great need. Moreover, had there been,
then the Buddha had stayed longer (instead of going to the nirvāṇa).552

550 Sieg and Siegling (1949: 11, 55) slightly different.
551 In terms of logic, this reversal is only possible with “if and only if” conditionals, of course.
552 Krause and Thomas offer a completely different interpretation, but this is only possible
because they leave out the difficult part in the middle (1960: 192): “wenn innerhalb von
hundert Jahren ein anderer Allerkenner aufgestanden wäre, dann eben ... hättest du wohl
schnell erlöschen können”. Much better is Thomas’ earlier translation (1952: 45): “(Wenn)
innerhalb von 100 Jahren ein anderer Alleswissender aufgestanden wäre, dann auch der
großen Not würdig, ... [dann] wärest du wohl nicht [so] rasch erlöschen”. My translation is
only tentative: the precise meaning of snekī, which I rendered as ‘need’ is unknown, and I
stretched the meaning of ynāṁmā from ‘desired, appreciated’ to ‘want’.
553 Verse: metre 4 × 4 1 / 4 1 / 4.
554 So transliterated by Sieg and Siegling (1953); in fact, a slight rest of the arc of the <uₙ> can be
seen, too.
555 The lacuna certainly contains a metaphor, probably something like udumbarśśai
pyāpyaisa ‘with the [rare] udumbara flower'; although, admittedly, this expression is
common only in Tocharian A.
māka sneški; mā pi rā(me)r556; kṣelle sāitā 30
great need not PCL. quickly extinguish:SBJ.GER be:3SG.IPFP

'If another omniscient [Buddha] had arisen within hundred years, then there
[would have been] great need and want because if there [had been] great need
comparable to [the raresness of] the (udumbara)-flower, then you would not have
been extinguished [so] quickly, would you?'

As Thomas points out (1952: 46), the subjunctive gerund with imperfect copula is
used in relative clauses to main clauses with negation, i.e. the item negated in the
main clause is further described in the relative clause. Of course, this usage also fits
the counterfactual meaning very well. Note, however, that it is only counterfactual
within the scope of the main clause, i.e. the truth of the latter must be accepted; the
event in the relative clause itself need not be impossible.

B375a3

(mā)r557 no nta māškitār-ne ekaññe • kṣēcesa su
not but ever be:3SG.IPFP-3SG.SUFF possession which:PERL DEM
āyorś milykauce yarpa • kraupalle sēy
giving:ALL based.on merit gather:SBJ.GER be:3SG.IPFP

'However, he had no possessions by which he might have accrued merit based on
gift.'r558

In the following example, we see very clearly that the counterfactual reading depends
on the main clause: king Aranemi has in fact come in great misery, only it cannot
have been brought about by a human being.r559 If the construction is the same as in
the preceding example, what it seems to be, the tense of the subclause is the same
whereas that of the main clause is different, which could be taken as an argument
that Tocharian has relative, not absolute tense (see footnote 11).

NS36+20b3, B93b6, IT69a5

mā sū ksa nesām ce śaīšene560 kṣē niś maīyyasa
not DEM INDF be:3SG.PRS DEM world:LOC who I power:PERL

556 So to be corrected for rār in the manuscript
557 It is unfortunate that the crucial word mā 'not' is restored, but the context of this passage is
well known and the restoration is without doubt correct.
559 NS36+20b4 (IT69a6) — — — tā kentsa kṣē ni tāńci cimpamē : could present a counter-
example, if the first four syllables of the line are to be restored as mā ksa nesām (Schmidt 2001:
324) '(there is nobody) on earth who could stop my power'. However, with Couvreur (1964:
247), it could also be a question: 'will there be somebody on earth who could stop my power?'.
560 ce śaīšene lacks in NS36+20.
3.7 other uses of the Tocharian B subjunctive

\begin{align*}
\text{cāmpalle} & \quad \text{ṣai} & \quad \text{ce}^{561} & \quad \text{erkatñene} & \quad \text{kalatsi} \\
\text{can:GER} & \quad \text{be:3SG.IPF} & \quad \text{DEM} & \quad \text{misery} & \quad \text{bring:INF} \\
\text{’There is no one in this world who could have brought me in this misfortune by his power.’}^{562}
\end{align*}

However, in the example below, the same construction cannot be counterfactual, since the porridge has not yet been eaten by somebody else: it is still there and it is not impossible to eat it (the same speaker even asks to eat it in the following, as if he thinks he can really get it).\textsuperscript{563} Since this example – the only one in an independent main clause – is not counterfactual, counterfactuality cannot belong to the basic meaning of the construction.

\begin{align*}
\text{B107a3} & \\
\text{akāl} & \quad \text{tsānkā-ne} & \quad \text{mākte} & \quad \text{pi} & \quad \text{kca} & \quad \text{tā} & \quad \text{oṅkorñai} & \quad \text{ñīś} \\
\text{wish} & \quad \text{arise:3SG.PRT-3SG.SUFF} & \quad \text{how} & \quad \text{PCL} & \quad \text{INDEF} & \quad \text{DEM} & \quad \text{porridge} & \quad \text{I} \\
\text{swātsi} & \quad \text{kāllāle} & \quad \text{ṣeym} \\
\text{eat:INF} & \quad \text{obtain:SBJ.GER} & \quad \text{be:1SG.IPF} \\
\text{’Then there arose to him the wish: ‘How could I in any way get to eat this porridge?’}^{564}
\end{align*}

Although it is tiny basis indeed, I have to assume on the basis of the last example that the probability expressed by this construction is very low, but it does not have counterfactuality as its core meaning.

### 3.7.2 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH PRESENT COPULA

The combination of a subjunctive gerund with a present copula, or the subjunctive gerund as predicate without copula, as in nominal clauses, always has future reference. Accordingly, it is called “das periphrastische Futur” by Thomas (1952: 38-39). He remarks (1952: 39) that this construction seems to occur only in main clauses,

---

\textsuperscript{561} B93 has \textit{cem}.

\textsuperscript{562} Couvreur (1964: 246; Schmidt 2001: 325). Pinault (2009: 227) offers a different interpretation, taking the preceding \textit{akaṅc ҫconiye} as syntactically connected: “Finally, there is not any enmity that could lead me in such a state of anger.” I do not think that \textit{akaṅc ҫconiye} is to be taken with this sentence: the construction is difficult to understand and ҫconiye ‘hatred, enmity’ is probably feminine, which excludes it being taken up with masculine \textit{su} (it follows a lacuna and could belong to a preceding sentence). However, if Pinault’s translation of \textit{erkatñe} with ‘anger’ is correct, this changes the interpretation of the whole construction because it is likely indeed that king Aranemi feels no anger, whereas he has in fact experienced great misfortune (still, one may compare e.g. B993 in 3.7.5, p 288, where ‘anger’ is not very plausible).

\textsuperscript{563} This was suggested to me by Prof. G.-J. Pinault in February 2009.

\textsuperscript{564} Cf Gnoli (1977: 109, l. 25-26) \textit{yannv aham etat prārthayeyam} ‘that now would I desire.’
whereas Kraus and Thomas (1960: 191) claim that it is almost exclusively found with negation.

Despite some exceptions, both observations have certainly uncovered two important tendencies. However, Thomas’ suggestion (1952: 39) that the “periphrastic future”, unlike the regular future expressed by the simple finite subjunctive, is used to emphasise or highlight a future event is unverifiable. If the simple subjunctive and the subjunctive gerund with present copula are different, this difference is probably rather that the latter stresses the possibility, or in negated clauses, the impossibility of the event. Of course, this is in line with the possibility meaning Thomas established for the subjunctive gerund in other syntactic contexts.

**B85b6**

\[
\text{wesān} \quad \text{ṇake} \quad \text{ṣarnene} \quad \text{kekamu} \quad \text{nest} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{ṣ} \quad \text{pāṭrā} \\
\text{our} \quad \text{now} \quad \text{hand:LOC.DU} \quad \text{come:PRT.PTC} \quad \text{be:2SG.PRS} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{father} \\
\text{(lkål)le} \quad \text{nest} \\
\text{see:GER} \quad \text{be:2SG.PRS} \\
\text{’You have come into our hands and you can/ will not see your father [anymore].’}^{565}
\]

**B107b5-6**

\[
\text{comtsa} \quad \text{ṣpālem} \quad \text{dakṣi[6b]nākem} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{kālālyana} \quad \text{nescer} \\
\text{DEM:PERL} \quad \text{excellent} \quad \text{worthy.of.gifts} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{obtain:SBJ.GER} \quad \text{be:2PL.PRS} \\
\text{cwim} \quad \text{nai} \quad \text{tām} \quad \text{oṅkorānai} \quad \text{kalas} \\
\text{DEM:GEN} \quad \text{PCL} \quad \text{DEM} \quad \text{porridge} \quad \text{bring:IPV.PL} \\
\text{’You can/ will not find anyone better and worthier of gifts than him there; bring him the porridge!’}^{566}
\]

**THT1554b3**

\[
\text{mā} \quad \text{ṣ} \quad \text{lalaścer} \quad \text{mā} \quad \text{yes} \quad \text{cimpalyi} \quad \text{nescer} \\
\text{not} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{make.effort:2PL.PRS} \quad \text{not} \quad \text{you:PL} \quad \text{can:GER} \quad \text{be:2PL} \\
\text{’And you do not make effort, [and] you will not be able.’}
\]

However, with first persons, there are quite a number of examples where it seems that the event is intended by the speaker (so mostly negated, i.e. *not* intended):

---

565 Cf Couvreur (1954b: 102, see also Schmidt 2001: 315); cf the parallel B86a4 /// (wesān ṇake) māhiye nes mā ṣp pāṭrā lkāle nes ‘you are now our servant and you can/ will not see your father [anymore]’.

566 The crucial expression lacks in Gnoli’s parallel (1977: 110, l. 7-8) eṣo ‘smadviśīṭatamāḥ ; asmāy anuprayacchatam ’He is better than us; offer it to him!’.
B23b5-6

ñāś mā yesaṅñe₁ wase yokalle rekaunašše : [23d]
I not you:PL.ADJ poison drink:GER word:PL.ADJ
mā tañ kc∴ ayor aille nesaú₁ m∴ āyeke[b6]pi ten
not you:GEN INDF gift give:SBJ.GER be:1SG.PRS not other:GEN DEM
nai pākarsa₁ pāst pāś Ṋy ostameṃ 23
PCL know:IPV.SG away go:IPV.SG I:GEN house:ABL
‘I won’t drink the poison of your words; neither you nor anyone else will I give a
gift. Know this! Go away from my house!’

B100b2

mā ṇiś pratinmem klyautkalyñe₆₆ nesaú
not I resolution turn.away:SBJ.GER? be:1SG.PRS
‘I can/ will not be put off my resolution.’

AS12Hb4-5

rāmer wāko spécrtse₆₇ ante kante pākentāsā [1c]
soon burst:3SG.OPT sky:GEN surface hundred part:PERL.PL
(mā₆₇) [b5] nāno ṇāś ostasšai₁ wšeṅnaine
not again I house:ADJ dwelling:LOC
nesewšille₆₇ nā 1
be:1SG.PRS=dwell:SBJ.GER ever
‘Sooner may the surface of the sky burst into a hundred pieces! I will never live in
a housey place again!’₆₇

B107b10

mā tot ṇiś pintwāt warpalle nesaú kossa
not so.long I alms receive:SBJ.GER be:1SG.PRS as.long.as

₆₇ Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 8 (5 | 5+3) + 8 | 8 | 5 (4+4 | 4+4 | 5).
₆₆ For klyautkalle.
₆₅₆ Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 8; apparently predominantly 4+3 | 3+5, but 4+3 | 4+4 in pāda 1c.
₆₇ For wāko spécrtse.
₆₇ Thomas’ mā (1952: 40) is to be preferred to Pinault’s kr₄ (2000: 151) since all other
instances of this construction are found in main clauses. As far as the context is concerned,
one could be tempted to interpret ‘Sooner may the surface of the sky burst into a hundred
pieces than that I will ever live in a housy place again’. However, I know of no parallel for
such a construction (none is mentioned by Thomas 1958b); consequently, it is unclear
whether that interpretation would require e.g. a conjunction kace instead of the negation mā.
₆₇ For nesew wšille.
₆₇ For the translation, cf Couvreur (1953b: 282).
wāsaṁ  kleśanma  mā  wīkāskau
false.conception  kleśa:PL  not  drive.off:1SG.PRS.—SBJ
'I will not receive alms as long as I do not drive off false conception and kleśas.'\textsuperscript{574}

The following example is the reaction of Ulkamukha on his father’s sending him and his three brothers away (Rockhill 1884: 11). The problem with this example is that it is damaged to the right, so that we cannot be certain whether all is to be taken together with heavy inversion indeed (instead of \textit{wes}  \textit{sān}  \textit{sāul}  \textit{mā}  \textit{āppantse}  \textit{rilyi}). Cf with different syntactic units “Das eigene Leben werden wir aufgeben, nicht (den Befehl (?)) des Vaters ...” (Thomas 1952: 40).

B589b4
\begin{center}
\textit{rilyi}  \textit{wes}  \textit{sān}  \textit{sāul}  \textit{mā}  \textit{āppantse}  [b5]
abandon:SBJ.GER  we  REFL  life  not  dear.father:GEN
\end{center}
'Ve, his own life, cannot be abandoned by [our] dear father!

3.7.3 SUBJUNCTIVE GERUND WITH SUBJUNCTIVE COPULA

Thomas (1952: 41) claims that the combination of subjunctive gerund with subjunctive copula is parallel to the subjunctive gerund with present copula: while the latter is an “emphatic future”, the former is an emphatic variant of the subjunctive in “konjunktivischem Sinn”. In the \textit{Elementarbuch}, the description is quite different, as they claim that the construction usually serves to denote possibility in conditional clauses (Krause and Thomas 1960: 191). Of course, the second characterisation has the advantage that it fits well with the meaning of the subjunctive gerund elsewhere, and that it is much clearer than the first, but the problem is that there is only one good example:

B107b1-2
\begin{center}
\textit{cisa}  [b2]  \textit{kremnt}  kālālyana  tākam  cwi  aiskem  ci  emške
you:PERL  good  obtain:SBJ.GER  be:1PL.SBJ  DEM:GEN  give:1PL.PRS  you  while
tārkanaṃ
let.go:1PL.PRS
'If we can find somebody better than you, we will give it to him while we leave you [alone].\textsuperscript{575}

\textsuperscript{575} This construction lacks in Gnoli (1977: 110, l. 2) \textit{yas tāvāntikāt prativiśṭatamaḥ} ‘[We offer it to him] who is better than you’. 
The other two Tocharian B examples Thomas cites contain the verb *comp-* ‘can’, so that it is difficult to show a possibility meaning of the construction:576

\[ \text{Bī00a1-2} \]

\[
kr\_i \ no \ tu \ ri(m)tsi \ campalle \ tākat \ ta_{[a2]} /\!/577 \ (klyau)\_tsi
\]

\[
\text{if \ but \ DEM \ give.up:INF \ can:PRS/SBJ,GER \ be:2SG.SBJ \ hear:INF}
\]

\[
ayu-c
\]

\[
give:1SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF
\]

‘If you are able to give this up, ... I will give you (the law) to hear.’

### 3.7.4 Preterite Participle with Subjunctive Copula

The preterite participle can be combined with the copula, in both main and subclauses. Thomas studied combinations of the preterite participle with present, imperfect and preterite copulas, but, probably because they are really no past tenses, he left out subjunctive and optative copulas. According to the *Elementarbuch*, the latter two are completely parallel to the other combinations: “Die Kopula tritt in den Konjunktiv oder Optativ, wo auch bei synthetischen Verbalformen diese Modi erforderlich sind” (Krause and Thomas 1960: 191). To check this, we need to know how the preterite participle is used with present and past copulas.

Whereas the preterite denotes an event in the past that may still hold in the present, the preterite participle with present copula really focuses on the present result of a past event. The preterite participle with imperfect copula is mostly used in subclauses to express a situation prior to the event in the main clause. The preterite copula is only rarely found combined with the preterite participle; according to Thomas (1957: 287), it expresses a “Konstatierung”, an observation.578

If we transpose this to the subjunctive, we would expect that the preterite participle with a subjunctive copula denotes future situations, or future results of (future?) events in main clauses, and uncertain or (partly) unknown situations in subclauses.

As it turns out, all clear examples of this construction are found in subclauses, and of different types: conditional, concessive, eventual. The conditionals all have a present in the apodosis and they are non-predictive, i.e. they do not denote possible

---

576 For some examples from Tocharian A that are a bit clearer, but which I do not want to use here, cf 3.4.3 (p 219).

577 After Thomas (1983: 252), the object is perhaps to be restored as *paṅaktāññe* (in this manuscript apparently *paṅaktāññe*, cf a4) 3lok ‘Buddha-strophe’, i.e. ‘to give a Buddha-strophe to hear’.

578 The key passage may be B22a5-6 tañ (mai)yyane ŋiś sanaṁ au(n)u takāwa ‘In your power I have hit the enemy’. Since it is strange to observe one’s own action, this could be taken to mean that the observation concerns tañ maiyyane ‘in your power’, i.e. ‘It is apparently in your power that I have hit the enemy’.
future events, but they always give information about the present as possible or uncertain.

B492a1-4
śilarakite āryawarmem ūsamo yuwhara prekṣāṁ sessatatte rine
Śilarakṣita Āryavarman very friendly ask:3SG.PRS Ėśādatta town:LOC
me[ā2]śkeṣṣem cânem aṭīyī tākam parso ette paīya
joint:ADJ coin:PL give:PRS.GER be:3SG.SBJ letter down write:IPV.SG
śka plāwa sessatatem yaka [ā3] lypaś tākam mā
hither send:IPV.SG Ėśādatta still send:PRT.PTC be:3SG.SBJ not
planksām meskī šito579 ni stare parso lywāwa-ś
sell:3SG.PRS join:PL price I:GEN be:3PL.PRS letter send:1SG.PRT-2SG.SUFF
plāś aṣkā[ā4]ṛ mā lywāsta
speech back not send:2SG.PRT
Śilarakṣita asks Āryavarman very friendly: Ėśādatta has to give the coin
strings580 in town. If [you have] the letter, sign it and send it [to me]! If Ėśādatta
has sent them nevertheless, he should not sell them: the strings are my price. I
have sent you a letter, [but] you haven’t sent an answer.’581

The following example is from the Karmavibhāṅga, where this construction is
frequently found.

AS7Ba3-4582
śuk pel(ai)knentaṁ ompte cĕmānē spārttaskem : [77b]
seven law:PL there birth turn:3PL.SBJ

---

579 Probably to be corrected to pito.
580 The correct interpretation of meski (and the adj. meskessem) is certainly
given by (Pinault 2008: 377–378), after a lecture by Ching Chao-jung;
calque on Chin. guăn qiăn 買錢 ‘string of 1,000 coins’. I would rather expect canešsem meskeni ‘strings of coins’, but probably
we have to interpret ‘coins in strings’.
581 Pinault (2008: 380) translates this passage as: “Śilaraksita demande très aimablement à
Āryavarman: Ŗèśādatta, en ville, devra donner les pièces des ligatures. Il a signé une lettre.
Sollicite Ŗèśādatta, qu’elles (scil. les pièces) doivent encore être envoyées. Ce n’est pas lui qui
vend. Les ligatures sont le prix qui me revient. Je t’ai envoyé une lettre; tu n’as pas envoyé de
réponse en retour.” Although he has improved the interpretation in several crucial points
(certainly compared to Peyrot 2008a: 151), his translation still copes with some difficulties:
aṭīyī tākam can hardly be “devra donner”; to translate śka plāwa as “sollicite” is rather far
away from the well-established basic meaning of the verb lwa- ‘send’: I have found no
parallels for a rendering of lypaś tākam as “doivent être envoyées”; finally, it is strange not to
have any mark of contrast (i.e. for instance a pronoun) in mā planksām if it should mean “ce
n’est pas lui qui vend [but me instead]”.
582 Verse: metre 4 x 5 । 8 (5 । 5+3).
ompalskoñenta \| nesām  \( sūkt \)  \(  śpālmeñ \)  wrotsana : [77c]  
meditation:PL be:3SG.PRS seven excellent great 
tū yairu tākam\| sū cem ñaktemnne tänmasträ 77  
DEM practise:PTT,PTC be:3GS.SBJ DEM DEM god:LOC.PL be:born:3SG.PRS  
'If seven laws lead [determine?] the birth there – these are the seven great and excellent meditations – if he has practised that, he will be born among these gods (scil. without form).'

The following is a (rare) example of concessive usage:

AS7Cb2-3\textsuperscript{583}  
empelona ra\| yāmwa tākam\ yāmornta : [17a]  
horrible also do:PTT,PTC be:3PL.SBJ deed:PL  
ānm n(ā)kālñesa\| nuttsāna pest klautkontrā : [17b]  
self reproach:PERL nugatory\textsuperscript{584} away turn:3PL.PRS  
pākri yāmorsa\| wläwalñesa tumem\ spā : [17c]  
manifest do:ABS control:PERL because.of.that and  
emsketse witskai\| rassalñe tunte tusekau 17  
within root tearing.out DEM:GEN say:1SG.PRS  
'Even if horrible deeds are done, by self reproach they become nugatory (?), [and] by making [them] public and by [self] control; and because of this I tell [about] tearing it out, the root inclusive.'\textsuperscript{585}

The example below is not easily analysed as a conditional, so that we probably have to categorise yāmu tākam\ as eventual; cmetār, on the other hand, seems to give an extra condition.

AS7Cb3\textsuperscript{586}  
se(m) t(e)-yāk̑nesa\ yāmor yāmu ket tākam\ : [18a]  
DEM such deed do:PTT,PTC who:GEN be:3SG.SBJ  
cmetār ra nraiyne\ ramer no pestā tsālpetrā : [18b]  
be:born:3SG.SBJ also hell:LOC quickly but away be:freed:3SG.PRS  
'By whom such a deed may be done, even if he is reborn in hell he is redeemed soon.'\textsuperscript{587}

\textsuperscript{583} Verse: metre 4 × 5 \( \times 7 \) (5 \( \times 4+3 \)).  
\textsuperscript{584} Adams (1999: 341).  
\textsuperscript{585} For text and translation, cf Pinault (2007: 210-211).  
\textsuperscript{586} Verse: metre 4 × 5 \( \times 7 \) (5 \( \times 4+3 \)).  
\textsuperscript{587} For text and translation, cf Pinault (2007: 210-211).
The only example where the construction seems to occur in a main clause is the following.

\[\text{ASi2Hb3-4}^{588}\]

\[
\text{klainamp} \text{ eše } \text{ wīnasā } | \text{ lāmānē } \text{ ŋī } \text{ ak(essu) [b4] se [1a]}
\]

woman:COM.PL together pleasure:PERL staying I:GEN final DEM

\[
\text{sāk ŋī wšēnā ostāssa } | \text{ postānā tākām } \text{ auṣūsā [1b]}
\]

DEM:EMPH I:GEN place house:ADJ later be:3SG.SBJ live:PRT.PTC

'Staying in pleasure together with women, that has come to an end for me: this is the last housy place that I will have lived in!'\(^{589}\)

It is very difficult to take this clause as a conditional: either it would have to be construed with the following (cf 3.7.2, p 279) 'if this is the last housy place that I have lived in, than the surface of the sky may quickly burst into a hundred pieces', or with the preceding 'Staying in pleasure together with women has come to an end for me if this is the last housy place that I have lived in.' The first is certainly wrong because the Buddha wants to leave the palace and its harem himself, and the second is true, but does not seem coherent in the context: as the Buddha is leaving the palace, it seems to make no sense to talk about it in conditionals.

Unlike the construction with a preterite participle and a subjunctive copula, the construction with an optative copula does not seem to be a real Tocharian category. The only example Krause and Thomas give (1960: 191) is from the same text where a "calque usage" of the optative has been observed (cf 3.6.13, p 272):

\[\text{IT248b5-6}^{6}\]

\[
\text{šamānī } \text{ no masār } \text{ ostuwaiwentane } \text{ kakākaš } \text{ tākōm}
\]

monk:PL but on.the.way? dwelling:LOC.PL call:PRT.PTC be:3PL.OPT

\[
\text{śwātsīsco } \text{ • omte kr₄₁ ašīya } \text{ śār(ps)emanēnā } \text{ stmausa}
\]
eat:INF.ALL there if nun point.out:PRS.PTC stand:PRT.PTC

\[
\text{tākōy } \text{ • tane klu } \text{ pete } \text{ • tane smañāne } \text{ pete } \text{ • tane}
\]

be:3SG.OPT here rice give:IPV.SG here soup give:IPV.SG here

\[
(\text{spa})k } \text{ pete } \text{ • } \text{sāw } \text{ a(ši)ya } \text{ šamānent(s) } \text{ māntrākka } \text{ tākōy } e-
\]

more give:IPV.SG DEM nun monk:GEN.PL thus be:3SG.OPT

'If monks were invited into dwellings to eat on the way [?], and a nun were standing there giving instructions, «Give rice here!», «Give soup here!», «Give more here!», [then] this nun should be [addressed] by the monks like this ...'

Compare the Sanskrit version of pratideśāniya 2: bhiksavah punah saṃbahulāh kulesūpanimantritā bhūṣijirams tatra ced bhikṣuṇi vyapadiṣamānā sthitā syād

\(^{588}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 8 (4+3 | 3+5); sometimes also 4+3 | 4+4.

\(^{589}\) For the translation, cf Couvreur (1953b: 282).
ihaudanaṃ dehi iha sūpaṃ dehi iha bhūyo dehīti sā bhikṣunī bhikṣubhir evaṃ syād

“Angenommen, eine Anzahl Mönche, die bei den vornehmen Familien eingeladen sind, sind beim Essen. Wenn dann eine Nonne dasteht und Anweisungen gibt: „Gib hier Reisbrei, gib hier Soße, gib hier mehr!”, dann sollen die Mönche zu dieser Nonne sagen ...” (von Simson 2000: 236-237, 302). The Tocharian is very literally translated from the Sanskrit, the correspondences being upanimantaritā (ptc.) ~ kakākas tākōm (ptc. + opt.), shhitā syād (ptc. + opt.) ~ stmausa tākoy (ptc. + opt.), evaṃ syād (`so’ + opt.) ~ māntrākka tākoy (`so’ + opt.). Since the verb constructions are clearly calqued, we can dismiss this example of a preterite participle with optative copula; in the first correspondence, the Tocharian optative tākōm was probably added against the Sanskrit to make the syntax clearer, but following the pattern of the other optatives.590

3.7.5 WITH ADVERBIALS AND PARTICLES

Tocharian B disposes of a large set of adverbs and particles that are at home in direct speech and structure the discourse. As this study is primarily concerned with the subjunctive, I cannot address the problem of these particles in full here,591 but some remarks are necessary as they are sometimes used together with the subjunctive to give deontic readings that are otherwise rare or absent. The particles discussed are nai ‘isn’t it?’ (p 288), mai ‘perhaps’ (p 294), pi ‘please’ (p 297), mapi ‘isn’t it?’ (p 300), wa ‘still’ (p 303), rai ‘ol!’ (p 306), and arai ‘hey!’ (p 307).

The Tocharian B particles may be used combined, as for instance in Dutch, which makes it even more difficult to assess the meaning.592 Here I will only cite some of the strings that I have found without attempting to render the nuances they must express: ente nai ňake THT1552a.b7, THT1552a.b8, ate nai kca ňke IT464b2, /// w nai kca ňke B238a3, kse nai ňk(e) p(i) B93b1.

Further, some conjunctions and adverbials relevant to the study of conditionals are discussed: ňke ‘now’ (p 308), ot ‘then’ (p 310), ente ‘where’ (p 312), and krai ‘if’ (p 314).

Although it is usually corrected to tane ‘here’, a word ta probably exists, as argued by Ching and Ogihara (forth.; this was pointed out to me by Prof G.-J.

590 Although it is not especially our concern here, the strange feminine present participle sār(ps)emeiniña is clearly calqued on Skt. vyapadiśamāna, which further proves the artificial character of the translation.

591 In my view, it deserves a thorough investigation like for instance a PhD thesis.

592 For Dutch, one example has become classical (Haeseryn e.a. 1997: 457):

Geef die boeken dan nou toch maar eens even hier.
give:IPV DEM book:PL PCL PCL PCL PCL PCL PCL PCL PCL here

‘Just hand over those books, will you?’

Although this sentence is more or less grammatical, it is nearly impossible to indicate the semantic nuances of all of the particles in this combination.
Pinault). In B1004, it seems to introduce the apodosis of a conditional, but the other attestations (a.o. THT1115b3) suggest a more neutral ‘this; here; now’: apart from THT400145, Ching and Ogihara further adduce NS152b3, THT1112b2 and THT13742.b3. As the number of attestations is limited and there does not seem to be a special link to conditionals or modality, I will not discuss ta any further.

\[ nai \text{ ‘isn’t it?’} \]

In the majority of its attestations, the particle nai combines with an imperative. It clearly strengthens the imperative without making it less polite. It certainly does not make the imperative more polite either: we find clear and impolite commands, next to friendly suggestions. It is often found at the beginning of a quote, or at the beginning of the part where the command or suggestion is found. It thus introduces and underlines an imperative. It is mostly found before the imperative verb form, and always in the same syntactic unit; it is not found, for instance, modifying a vocative.

If it is not used with an imperative, nai seems to express an element of doubt or an assumption. In all examples, the speakers seeks to coordinate what he says with the hearer: the questions are not completely open, but invite a reaction of the hearer, and in non-interrogative statements the speakers shares his uncertainty with the hearer.

The following examples with imperatives are clearly friendly suggestions, since they contain positive vocatives:

\[
\text{AS171a3593} \\
\begin{array}{l}
{\text{yetwe} \quad po \quad cmeltse} \\
\text{ornament all birth:GEN}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{palkas-ne} \\
\text{see:IPV.PL.-3SG.SUFF}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{nai} \\
\text{NAI}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{tānwaṃñai} \\
\text{love:VOC}
\end{array}
\]

‘Look at the ornament of all rebirth, o love!’

\[
\text{B88a4-5} \\
\begin{array}{l}
\text{lari(ya} \quad \text{pā}ɔ\text{)ka} \\
\text{dear see:IPV.SG}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{nai} \\
\text{NAI}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{mā-ṣekāṃñe [a5]} \\
\text{impermanence thing:GEN.PL}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{wāntarwats} \\
\text{disappearance}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{l}
\text{sparkālye} \\
\text{end}
\end{array}
\]

‘O dear!, look at the impermanence of the things [and their] ultimate disappearance594!’595

In two answers to Nandā and Nandabalā’s question to whom they should give the porridge, nai seems to go together with good counsel.596

---

593 Verse: metre 4 x 5 \( \uparrow \) 7 (5 \( \uparrow \) 4+3).
594 Literally: ‘disappearing end’.
595 Cf Couvreur (1954b: 102; see also Schmidt 2001: 317).
B107a10

\textit{cwim nai kalas}

DEMG:GEN NAI bring:IPV.PL

'Bring it to him over there!'

B107b6

\textit{cwim nai tāṃ oṅkorṇai kalas}

DEMG:GEN NAI DEM porridge bring:IPV.PL

'Bring that porridge to him over there!'

The following two examples are from the same leaf and probably concern requests (although a command is also possible): king Prasenajit asks for a demonstration of two types of miracles during a competition in magic between the Buddha and the heretics (tīrthyas).

IT178b3

/// (tī)ṛθemī ṭeṣām • se paṇāktentse raddhi • ņake nai
tīrthya:ALL.PL say:3SG.PRS DEM Buddha:GEN rddhi now NAI

yes (p)ā(k)r(i) pyāmtsat

you:PL manifest do:IPV.PL

'(King Prasenajit) says to the tīrthyas: «This is a rddhi (miracle) of the Buddha. Now you show [one]!»'\textsuperscript{597}

IT178b5

/// w(ɑ)lo ṭeṣām • se paṇāktentse pratihāri • pyāmtso nai

king say:3SG.PRS DEM Buddha:GEN prātihārya do:IPV.PL NAI

yes •

you:PL

\textsuperscript{596} Pinault (2008: 157, §19 and 158, §28 translates systematically “donc”, but Schmidt (2008: 332, 333) translates the first with “doch” and the second with “nur” without explaining the difference. The relevant detail lacks, as so often, in the Gilgit parallel, where we find just anuprayacchatam ‘offer!’ (Gnoli 1977: 109, line 36; 110, line 8).

\textsuperscript{597} A nice match is offered by the Prātihāryasūtra of the Divyāvadāna, vidarśitaṁ bhagavatottare manusyadharme riddhiprātihāryam yūyam api vidarśayata, which occurs four times with only very slight differences, cf Burnouf (1844: 177-178), “Voilà Bhagavat qui vient d’opérer un miracle supérieur à ce que l’homme peut faire; opérez-en donc un aussi à votre tour.” (p 177; cf also Rotman 2008: 272-273, “You should display one as well.”). The difference between vidarśayata (Cowell and Neil 1886: 157) in the first two attestations and nidasrśayata (p 157-158) in the second two is not reflected in these two Tocharian B sentences. On the other hand, there is no basis in the Sanskrit for the Tocharian difference between the rddhi and the prātihārya miracle.
'King (Prasenajit) says: «This is a prātiḥārya (miracle) of the Buddha. Now you make [one]!»

The following example certainly is a command, as the word yaitkor ‘command’ itself is used:

B81a5

\[\text{brāhm} \text{an} \text{e} \text{śām} \ (\text{tusā})\text{k} \ \text{sa} \ \text{ni} \ \text{yes} \ \text{ñī} \ \text{yaitkorsa} \n\]
brahmin say:3SG.PRS therefore NAI you:PL I:GEN command:PERL

\[\text{pcīso} \n\]
go:IPV.PL

'The brahmin says: «Therefore get going according to my command!»^{598}

The following example is clearly not polite, nor can nai have a softening value:

B23b5-6^{599}

\[\text{mā} \ \text{taṇ} \ \text{kc̄} \ \text{āyor} \ \text{aille} \ \text{nesau} \ \text{mū} \ \text{ālyeke}[\text{bē}]\text{pi} \ \text{ten} \ \text{nai} \n\]
not you:GEN INDF gift give:SBJ.GER be:1SG.PRS not other:GEN DEM NAI

\[\text{pkārsa} \ \text{pāst} \ \text{paṇ} \ \text{ñy} \ \text{ostamen} \ 23 \n\]
know:IPV.SG away go:IPV.SG I:GEN house:ABL

'Neither you nor anyone else will I give a gift. Know this! Go away from my house!'

More examples with the imperative can be found in for instance: AS13a8, B83a2, B36b3, B36b2, B36b5, B19b2, B19a4, B19b3, B19b2.

There are two cases with a negated present next to an imperative; since the imperative cannot be negated, this is clearly a prohibitive.

B107b1^{600}

\[\text{purwar} \ \text{ce} \ \text{pinwāt} \ \text{mā} \ \text{nai ņakta} \ \text{prāṅkās-me} : [c] \n\]
receive:IPV.SG DEM alms not NAI god:VOC reject:2SG.PRS/SBJ-PL.SUFF

'Accept these alms [and] do not reject us, god!'^{601}

B78a2

\[\text{mā} \ \text{ś} \ \text{nai ņake} \ \text{āyorsa} \ \text{plāc} \ \text{aksast} \n\]
not and NAI now giving:PERL speech tell:2SG.PRS

'And now don’t utter a word about giving!'^{602}

^{598} Cf Couvreur (1954b: 100, see also Schmidt 2001: 310).

^{599} Verse: 5 pāda metre 4 × 5 \( \{ 8 (5 \{ 5+3) + 1 \times 8 \{ 8 \{ 5 (4+4 \{ 4+4 \{ 5) \) \)

^{600} Verse: metre 4 × 5 \( \{ 7 (5 \{ 4+3) \) \)

^{601} This time Schmidt chooses “doch nur” (2008: 332), cf footnote 596.
The remaining examples worthy of interpretation are much less homogeneous: we find it combined with various tenses and moods. What they seem to have nevertheless in common is an element of doubt that can be paraphrased in different ways: 'I presume', 'isn't it', or 'I think so, do you agree?'. This also accounts for its (relatively) frequent occurrence in questions. However, the element of doubt does not seem to be very strong, compared with for instance pi and mapi, discussed below.

B46b2\textsuperscript{603}

\[ \text{sklok ket ra nai mà tsänkau ste | k}_i\text{se tne} \]

\text{doubt who:GEN also NAI not arise:PRT.PTC be:3SG.PRS who here}

\[ \text{cmiträ mà srūko(y 36)} \]

\text{be.born:3SG.OPT not die:3SG.OPT}

'Presumably nobody has got doubts whether who is born here would die.'\textsuperscript{604}

Because of the interrogative pronoun \textit{k}_i\text{se}, the following two examples are certainly questions (we can probably add the more fragmentary AS17F2 and B90a5):

B89b5

\[ \text{k}_i\text{se nai tamp ainhalaške palwam sáswemtse aranemiñ} \]

\text{who NAI there pitiful complain:3SG.PRS/BJ lord:GEN Arañemi:GEN}

\[ \text{lante špá ňem šausám} \]

\text{king:GEN and name call:3SG.PRS}

'Who might be wailing so pitifully, calling the name of the lord, king Arañemi?'\textsuperscript{605}

B93b1

\[ \text{k}_i\text{se nai ňk(e) š(ai)\textsuperscript{606} su | aknā(ťsa šaumo Ť) [1c]} \]

\text{who NAI then be:3SG.PF DEM foolish man}

'Who was this foolish person?'\textsuperscript{607}

In one passage from the Udānālaṅkāra, Sieg and Siegling (1949: II, 49) corrected \textit{wat nai} of the transliteration (1949: I, 50) into \textit{wa nna}, but it seems that a translation

\textsuperscript{602} Schmidt (2001: 308).

\textsuperscript{603} Verse: metre a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3 | 4), c: 5 | 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3) or 7 | 8 (4+3 | 3+5).

\textsuperscript{604} Literally: 'Not to anybody has arisen the doubt nai [that] who might be born here would not die.'

\textsuperscript{605} Cf Schmidt (2001: 319).

\textsuperscript{606} So read by Couvreur (1964: 242) after the Paris parallel NS36+20 (k\textit{is}) \textit{naik ke šai} ///; the editors give \textit{p(i)} (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 31). Unfortunately, the manuscript is missing and the reading cannot be verified.

\textsuperscript{607} Verse: metre a: 5 | 5 | 5 | 5, b: 8 | 7 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3 | 4+3), c: 5 | 5 | 5, d: 8 | 7 (4+4 | 4+3).
with *wat nai* is possible at least: the monks are in doubt about the sorrows in the world and fear that there is no way to make them disappear.

B30a1-258

```
mā wat nai [a2] său tne nesām | ytārye ksa lakle
not or NAI DEM here be:3SG.PRS way INDF sorrow
nautššena : 22
make.disappear:AG.N

'Or isn't there any way here that makes sorrow disappear?'609
```

In one example we find the beginning of a clause with *nai* preceded by the words *mā aikemar* 'I don’t know', which seem to point to uncertainty, too:

B52ob7

```
tane imâne weššam (-o) mā aikemar ente nai ŋake ///
here IMÂNE say:3SG.PRS not know:1SG.PRS/SBJ where NAI now
'Here the imâne says: «I don’t know where (the prince is) now ...»610
```

In the following example we do not have a clear question, but the speaker, Sumanâ, makes an assumption about the state of mind of the hearer, Priyaratî, which cannot, of course, be done with certainty.

AS17a5611

```
palsko plural - nai \ katkaunaisa suketsse : [1a]
mind float:3SG.PRS-2SG.SUFF NAI joy:PERL taste:ADJ

'Your mind, full of savour, must float out of joy!'
```

Without much context is the following example, but it is very likely that somebody thinking the wrong way is portrayed, and that it represents the content of his thought (i.e., with a wrong assumption).

---

608 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 8 (4+3 | 3+5) or 8 | 7.
609 Sieg and Siegling (1.c.): “Es gibt ja hier noch keinen Weg, der das Leid schwinden macht.”
610 The same string of words is found in the next line: B52ob8 *tumem purohithe p(r)e(kṣa)n-ne* -o-e – pala ente nai ŋake māṅc(uskə) /// ‘then the purohita asks him: «... where [is] the prince now?»’. Unfortunately, Sieg and Siegling’s restoration (*p)*o(ks)e(ḥ) for -o-e (1953: 323) is impossible; in any case, we would be left with an enigmatic *pala*.
611 Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
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B278b1-2612

(\texttt{kete} \\texttt{palsko}^{613} \texttt{ne}) [b2]mcek nai | tremassana arsâklants | kule \texttt{maiyyo} [17a]

who:GEN thought certainly NAI anger:ADJ snake:GEN.PL fail:3SG.PRS

power

‘(Who has the thought), «certainly the power of the snakes of anger fails».’

The example below is completely preserved and its content is very clear, but the function of \texttt{na} in \texttt{påda} \texttt{4b} is not easy to establish; it cannot have more than a slight “reminding” effect to the hearer as it is lacking in the parallel clauses before and after.

B284a4-6614

\texttt{laremnnem} trelle | \texttt{anaiwaccempa} s\texttt{mâly\texttt{n}}}e : [4a]
dear:ABL.PL separate:PRS.GER unpleasant:COM reunion

\texttt{ritos} w\texttt{ändrentse} | m\texttt{à k\texttt{äl}}la[a5]lle post\texttt{än} nai : [4b]
bind:PRT.PTC thing:GEN not obtain:SBJ.GER afterwards NAI

\texttt{yainmwa w\texttt{äntarv\texttt{ânts\texttt{a}}}^{615}} | nemcek post\texttt{äm} nkelle
achieve:PRT.PTC thing:GEN.PL certainly afterwards perish:SBJ.GER

\texttt{ste} : [4c]
be:3SG.PRS

ton | cmelants şärnts \texttt{måskent\texttt{r}}}a [a6] 4
DEM:PL sorrow:PL here birth:GEN.PL cause:PERL be:3PL.PRS

‘Having to be separated from the dear; reunion with the unpleasant; eventually not being able to obtain a thing [long] cherished; [the fact that] things achieved are certainly to perish afterwards – these sorrows come about here because of the rebirths.’

In one example we find it combined with the optative. The whole sentence clearly is a wish, but this value is of course expressed by the optative itself: we can safely assume that \texttt{na} adds an element of doubt.

B89a3616

\texttt{lare\texttt{n}} \texttt{onolmi} | \texttt{lkoycer} nai \texttt{ni} tallärnë | erka(t)\texttt{âne}
dear ... being:PL see:2PL.IPF--OPT NAI I:GEN misery misfortune

\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{612} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \texttt{| 7} \texttt{| 4} (4+3 \texttt{| 4+3} \texttt{| 4}).
\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{613} Other restorations are also possible.
\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{614} Verse: metre 4 x 5 \texttt{| 7} (5 \texttt{| 4+3}).
\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{615} According to the metre to be read \texttt{wäntarvânts}.
\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{616} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \texttt{| 7} \texttt{| 4} (4+3 \texttt{| 4+3} \texttt{| 4}).
\(\text{spā :)} [3a] \\
and \\
‘Dear (forest?) beings!, may you see my misery and misfortune!’\textsuperscript{617}

In view of the values found above, I interpret the following example with a subjunctive also with an element of doubt, i.e. the speaker wishes to coordinate and agree with the hearer.

\textbf{B77.1} \\
\(c(\dot{a}m)p(a)m\ddot{e}ccu\ t\ddot{u}s(\ddot{a})k\ddot{s}(a)\ nai \ \ddot{n}ak(\ddot{e})\ \ddot{a}\ddot{r}w(\ddot{e})r\ \ddot{t}\ddot{a}\ddot{k}am\) \\
mighty:VOC therefore NAI now ready be:1PL.SBJ \\
‘O mighty one! That is exactly why from now on we will be ready, won’t we?’\textsuperscript{618}

The frequent occurrence of \(nai\) in the poem about the land of the āryamarga in B553-B556 is without parallels whatsoever. As a special problem of that text, it is not discussed here.

\textbf{B365b}\textsuperscript{619} \\
\((p\ddot{a})[b]\ddot{a}s\ddot{o} \ (m)\ddot{a}nt\ nai\ \ddot{p}\ddot{t}\ddot{n}m\ddot{a}m\ddot{e}m\ y\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{p}\ddot{a}\ \ddot{s}\ddot{a}n\ \ k\ddot{ek}\ddot{t}\ddot{se}\ddot{n}\ddot{m\ddot{e}}m\ ce\) \\
know:IPV.PL so NAI stūpa:ABL.PL merit REF.L body:ABL DEM \\
y\ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{p}\ddot{a}sa\ \ddot{p}\ddot{\ddot{a}}\ddot{r}\ddot{l}\ddot{e} \ ste \ (\ddot{onol}\ddot{m\ddot{e}}nts\ddot{a}) \ [92a] \\
merit:PERL carry:PRS.GER be:3SG.PRS being:GEN.PL \\
‘Know [this]: «Thus the people have to get the merit from the stūpas through the merit from their own body»!’

\(mai\ ‘\text{perhaps}’\)

The particle \(mai\) occurs much less frequently than \(nai\) and it is not attested together with the imperative, but it seems to combine rather with the subjunctive. However, it is also found with the preterite and the optative (each once). Because of the limited number of examples, it is difficult to establish the meaning of \(mai\), but it seems to be used predominantly in questions; the attestations that are no obvious questions are nevertheless possible to interpret that way – a possible paraphrasis is ‘by chance’ (cf Adams 1999: 470-471, ‘perchance’).\textsuperscript{620}

Although some examples suggest that \(mai\) adds to the optative value of wishes, there are very clear counterexamples where the element of wish is certainly absent.

\textsuperscript{617} Cf Schmidt (2001: 318). See also footnote 562.

\textsuperscript{618} Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99; see also Schmidt 2001: 303: “Hochmögender! Eben deshalb sollten wir doch jetzt bereit sein.”).

\textsuperscript{619} Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (apparently here 5 | 5 | 4+4 | 3+4).

\textsuperscript{620} Two attestations in the Aranemijātaka are not of any use for our purpose: B91a2, B92a3; one may compare Schmidt’s translations (2001: 321, 322).
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AS17a2-3
kä twee klyomai allek-pälso taisa mäsketar mai ksa\textsuperscript{621} tane
why you noble other.mind so be:3SG.PRS MAI INDF here
pälskontse mä ayáto tåde-c\textsuperscript{622} [a3] t(e) ní pokse
thought:GEN not suitable be:3SG.PRT-2SG.SUFF DEM I:GEN tell:IPV.SG
’Why, o noble one, are you so distracted? Have you had anything that is not
suitable to your mind? Tell it to me!’

B5a4\textsuperscript{623}
mai ní tåkañ laitalñe ; wrocč³ asánmem lamntuñe : [67c]
MAI I:GEN be:3SG.SBJ falling great throne:ABL royal
epe wät no šautantse ; ŋyáte ní sté nesálle : 67
or or but life:GEN danger I:GEN be:3SG.PRS be:PRS/SBJ.GER
’Will I fall down from my great royal seat? Or will there be danger of my life?’\textsuperscript{624}

B28a1\textsuperscript{625}
spelke mai tarkacer ; kólatsi cek wärñai ra níš ; epyac
zeal MAI let:go:2PL.SBJ fail:INF DEM until and I memory
pakalat • [71b]
bring:IPV.SG
’Will you let [your] zeal fail? Remember me, this including!’

The following example is usually not interpreted as a question (cf e.g. Schmidt 1974:
304, 501\textsuperscript{626}), but such an interpretation is possible at least.

B255b\textsuperscript{627}
ce pi šaiše ályntrå ; ŋyáte kwipe rrmtår mai [15c]\textsuperscript{628}
DEM PI world keep.away:3PL.SBJ danger shame bow:3PL.PRS MAI
’Will they ward off this world and not bow for distress and shame?’

---

\textsuperscript{621} mai ksa is also attested in the fragmentary line IT259b3.

\textsuperscript{622} For takä-c.

\textsuperscript{623} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \(\downarrow\) 7 (4+3 \(\downarrow\) 4+3).

\textsuperscript{624} Preceding: B5a2-4 walo (ranò) \textsuperscript{[a3]} cea preke \(\downarrow\) šautsa tåka sklokatstse 66 jetavamne
puðnäkteš \(\downarrow\) masa yarke ynáñmiñesa : [67a] kokalentse kautalñe \(\downarrow\) preksa poýšim (ot) \textsuperscript{[a4]} walo : [67b] ‘At that time the king was in doubt about his life. He went into Jetavana towards
the Buddha. With honour and reverence the king then asked the omniscient about
the breaking of the car.’

\textsuperscript{625} Verse: metre 4 x 6 \(\downarrow\) 6 \(\downarrow\) 5.

\textsuperscript{626} “Diese fünf [Mächte] sollen [zwar] die Welt fernhalten, sollen sich aber der Not [und]
Schat beugen.”

\textsuperscript{627} Verse: metre 4 x 7 \(\downarrow\) 7 (4+3 \(\downarrow\) 4+3).

\textsuperscript{628} Pāda 15d starts with a fragmentary piš an–, probably ‘The five skandhas ...’.
Although the following strophe misses only the first four syllables of its first pāda 39a, it is difficult to interpret because it contains two hapax legomena: raka- and tappa-. The first may mean something like ‘spread’ (Krause 1952: 277), even though its stem form is morphologically incompatible with rak- ‘cover’.629 tappa- is usually given as ‘consume’ (Krause 1952: 246 “verzehren”), but this is clearly based on Tocharian A tāpā- ‘eat’ and does not fit the context here (see also 4.7.1, p 454).

B271a1-b1630

\(\text{(ke)}[\text{a1}]k\text{t}se\text{i}}\; rāko\text{yent}ār-\text{n}
painene;\; \text{po}
body:PL spread?:3PL.OPT-1SG.SUFF foot:LOC.DU all
\(pū\text{dnhākemt}ts\; (\text{I})\) [39a]
Buddha:GEN.PL
araṇcāssī uppālta\; [a2]
pākri tākoñ
heart:ADJ lotus:PL manifest be:3PL.OPT\#1SG.SUFF bit.by.bit all
yke-postān;\; \text{po}
samsārēn;\; [39b]
samsāra:LOC
\(tūsā \; tāppom\; sa\text{i}[\text{a3}]m-wāst};\; \text{ma} \; \text{no}
therefore appear?3PL.OPT help.and.stay:PL MAI but
nautāñ
empelē;\; araṇcāntṣe\; [39c]
disappear:3SG.SBJ\#1SG.SUFF horror heart:GEN
se kārtsēsse sāmvār[bl,r] ū(ī);\; \text{po} samsārṣṣeṁ wnolmēmpā;\; \text{mā}
DEM good:ADJ vow I:GEN all samsāra:ADJ being:COM.PL not
karstoytār 39
cut.off:3SG.OPT
‘... may ... the bodies ... spread [?] for me at the feet of all Buddhas;631 may the lotuses of the heart bit by bit become manifest to me in the whole samsāra; may therefore the help and stays appear, so that the horror of my heart disappears; may this vow of the good not be cut off for me and all samsāra beings!’632

ITs56-6633

\(tā\; \text{ka} \; spā\; sāmnai\; kektēnṣtsa;\; nraišśi\; s\text{e}mi\; pannom\; ūniś;\)
DEM just and human body:PERL hell:ADJ flame:PL stretch:3PL.OPT I

629 The meaning of rarākau B56s5a5, which is certainly from the same verb raka-, is unknown, so that raka- need not have anything to with ‘cover’.
630 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4).
63 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 | 4 (4+3 | 4+3 | 4); the first unit of pāda 12c is one syllable long and we should probably read sp for spā.
enšky  āwišne : [12c]
within  Avići:LOC
empelona  klešanma [a]6  mai  no  pāls(k)o  soyi  pāstā  |
horrific  passion:PL  MAI  but  mind  satiate:3SG.OPT  away
sañāt  tākoy 12
under.control?  be:3SG.OPT

‘Would the flames of hell drag me with this human body until the Avići hell? But
may my mind be satiated with terrible passions;634  may it be completely under
control’635

B107b1636
purwar  ce  pinwāt  |  mà  nai  ńakta  praṅkās-me : [c]
receive:IPV.SG  DEM  alms  not  NAI  god  reject:2SG.PRS/SBJ-PL.SUFF
mai  no  knetār-me  |  ritau  akāl  laukaññe : [d]
MAI  but  fulfil:3SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF  bind:PRT.PTC  wish  long

‘Accept these alms and do not reject us, god – will the wish [we] long cherished
be fulfilled?’637

Although there is some overlap with the particle nai discussed above, the differences
are obvious: mai  is not focusing in any way on the hearer, but expresses the
uncertainty of the speaker about a future event, or, less frequently, a current
situation. mai  has no directive value, i.e. it is not used to influence the actions of
the hearer in any direct way.

pi  ’please’

The particle pi  is used in orders, wishes, and questions. It seems that in all cases, it
has a softening function. The orders are mostly addressed to friendly hearers or to
hearers the speaker cannot actually command, so that it could be translated with
‘please’ (see also Winter 2001: 136, who claims that it is used as a “politeness
particle”). At the same time, it does not seem to weaken the command, it only turns
it into a request. Likewise, in wishes with the main verb in the optative, pi  seems to
add to the strength of the wish while the tone remains polite; here, too, the person in

634  I understand: ‘may it have had enough of them; may there be no more’.
635  Cf. Pinault (2008: 328). The beginning of the strophe is 1Γ2a4-5  onmišsa  pwārasa  |
tsaksemene  marmanma  |  tronkste  stām  ra  :  [12a]  sālpīn  cītsa  wot[as]lokmar  |  nuskaskemar
marmanma  |  inkaum  kāstwev  :  [12b]  ‘While my vessels are burnt by the fires of remorse, I
dwell like an empty tree with glowing spirit, [and] I press my vessels day and night.’
636  Verse: metre 4 x 5  |  7 (5  |  4+3).
637  If the analysis as a question is not accepted, another option is to take the second clause as a
final clause, see 3.6.9, p 264).
charge cannot be commanded by the speaker. Finally, its value in questions is the most difficult to assess, but it seems to be used to make the address less direct.

Not counting loosely connected vocatives and interjections, *pi* normally takes the second place of the clause, e.g. *au! .. watkaṣṣi pi, wasama! .. epiyac pi, ŋaktemts saswa! .. *ka*se pi*. The same rule is valid for strings of grammatical elements, like *ka*se *pi ksa, màkte pi kca.*

In the examples with imperative, the friendly and polite vocative addresses are striking (cf also fragmentary AS13Ga5):

**B53a2**

\[
\text{saswa pstināṣar pi mcuškantò á ///}
\]

lord make:silent:IPV.SG *pi* prince:PL

'Lord, make the princes keep silent!'

**IT40b1-2**

\[
/// (kl)ıy(o)mai p(ā)lka pi wesān la押pi sā[ba](suwerskentse)
\]

noble:VOC see:IPV.SG *pi* we:GEN dear:GEN little.son:GEN

'... noble one!, look at the ... of our dear little son!'

**B77.2**

\[
\text{wasama epiyac pi tu pkalar}
\]

friend:VOC memory *pi* DEM bring:IPV.SG

'Friend, remember it!'\textsuperscript{638}

The clearest example with a wish optative is the first, where Buddha’s disciple Kālodāyin speaks; in the other two, it is likely that the wishes are directed towards the Buddha, too (cf fragmentary AS12Db5).

**IT247a5-6**

\[
\text{tumëni weña au · watkaṣṣi pi paŋākte niṣidam [a6]}
\]

then say:3SG.PRT o order:3SG.OPT *pi* Buddha sitting.mat

\[
\text{ñremëm kālymi raso tsamtsi ·}
\]

fringe:ABL direction span grow:INF

'Then he said, «O!, may the Buddha order to make the sitting-mat one span larger from the fringe!»'

\textsuperscript{638} Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99).
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B134b3639

\[\text{wordsyaine} \ wrottsai} \ \text{weñi} \ p\text{i} \ s\text{u} \ \text{tontsa} \ p\text{ä(st)} \ [15a]\]

assembly::LOC large say:3SG.OPT PI DEM DEM:PERL.PL away

‘May he in a large assembly speak about those things!’

B341a7

/// (we)ñā kārtse pi ñäktā aksit ñī ceu yākñ= a ///

say:3SG.PRT good PI god:VOC tell:2SG.OPT I:GEN DEM way

‘... (s)he ... said, «Good god!, may you teach me ... in that way ...»’

The example below is special because it is preceded by te akālñ ēussalle ‘this wish is to be wished’ in a2:

NS48+258a3-4

po o(n)olmi pi tuk-yā(k)n(e)[a4][8a] po yolaiñentants ākesa

all being:PL PI in.this.manner all evil:GEN.PL end:PERL

sänmiyem

come:3PL.OPT

‘May in this manner all beings come to the end of all evil.’640

Two short questions with subjunctive and present verbs seem to be softened by the particle:

B79.6

yesāñ pi ekalymi tākam sem ///

you:GEN.PL PI control be:3SG.SBJ DEM

‘Is he perhaps under your [pl.] control?’

B91b4

w(e)sk(e)m kāse pi se eñwe ste

say:3PL.PRS who PI DEM man be:3SG.PRS

‘They say, «Who may this man be?»’

There are two examples with dubitative and irreal constructions combined with questions. In the first, one could imagine that the god Vībhūṣanaprabha, watching the scene of king Subhāṣitagavesin who is prepared to give his life in order to hear the law, hopes that the wish of the king can be fulfilled. In the second, it is clear that the speaker wishes to eat the porridge himself.

---

639 Verse: metre 4 × 517 (514+3).
3 syntax and meaning

B99a4

\[\text{vibhu}\text{ša\text{n}a\text{pr}abhē \text{weśśūm} \text{nākte\text{mts} sas\text{wa} \text{kṣ}ē \text{pi} \text{kṣa}}\]

Vibhūsanaprabha say:3SG.PRS god:GEN.PL lord:VOC who PI INDF

\[\text{ayi-ne} \text{pelaikne klyauś\text{ts}i}\]
give:3SG.OPT-3SG.SUFF law hear:INF

'Vibhūsanaprabha says, «Lord of the gods!, would anyone give him the law to hear?»'

B107a3

\[\text{akāl} \text{tsānkā-ne} \text{mākte \text{pi} \text{kca} \text{tā} \text{onkornai nīś}}\]

wish rise:3SG.PRT-3SG.SUFF how PI INDF DEM porridge I

\[\text{śwātśi kāḷālle <sēym>}\]
eat:INF obtain:SBJ.GER be:1SG.IPF

'Then there arose to him the wish: «How could I in any way get to eat this porridge?»'

\[\text{māpi} \text{‘isn’t it?’}\]

The form of the particle \textit{māpi} is not self-evident: in its classical form, it could be either \text{/māpōy/} or \text{/māpōy/}. While an arch. \textit{māpi} could in fact be read \textit{mā pi}, i.e. the negation \textit{mā} plus the particle \textit{pi}, the phonemic form \text{/māpōy/} is proved by arch. \textit{māpi} in AS12Fb4, B295b6 (consequently, arch. \textit{māpi} B273b5 is to be read \textit{mā pi} instead).

In most of the examples, \textit{māpi} is found at the beginning of a clause, which fits well with its being accentuated:{\footnote{AS12Fb4 klyomai klauctā ŋāke māpi ‘O noble one, he has now returned, hasn’t he?’ is worth citing only because māpi is found at the end of the clause; otherwise the context is too fragmentary (pace Thomas 1979: 45, klauctā is not an ipv. because there is no initial p–).}}\footnote{If Sieg and Siegling’s restoration of B127b1 (1953: 61) is correct, it would be an example without a clear second person, but the passage is rather damaged: \text{su m(a)p(i) kāllo y s(e pi)lsko ‘he would not attain this thought, would he?’ (in this archaic manuscript, both <ā> and <a> are used for /ā/, so that m(a)p(i) is in fact a possible restoration; m(a)p(i) is unlikely because the m is not a Fremdeichen <n>>.}}\footnote{There is one canonical example with an imperative, but the word \textit{māpi} is restored there: B85b3-4 saswa appakk(a mā)pi psāmpar nīś cem rakṣatsemmem loke (cf NS355b4 /// cenā(n) rakṣat(s)e(nmen) ///) ‘Dear father, please take me away from these rākṣasas!’ (Couvreur 1964: 240). Since the element of appeal is very strongly present here, and not in the other examples of \textit{māpi}, it is perhaps better to read simple \textit{pi}, which in turn fits very well. The missing ākṣāra might have to be restored as \textit{twe} ‘you’.}}\footnote{\text{641}} its scope seems to be the whole following clause. It has a very strong tendency to combine with second person predicates (including imperatives and hortatives)\footnote{\text{642}} and the speaker evidently wants to coordinate his suggestion or suggestive question with the hearer.\footnote{\text{643}}

A difficult matter with \textit{māpi} is that it mostly seems to be positive – it can even combine with a negation – but sometimes also negative. This strongly reminds of
suggestion strategies in questions like English *It is expensive, isn’t it?* or French *C’est cher, n’est-ce pas?*, but it remains enigmatic why the value of this suggestion seems to be labile, i.e. why it wouldn’t be marked for being positive or negative.

I will first adduce examples that illustrate the coordinative and suggestive usage of the particle, before I embark on a discussion about its seemingly incidentally inherent negative value.

The two questions given below can only be answered by the hearer, but the speaker clearly has a strong expectation as to what the answer will be like.

**NS36+20a1**

(\(\text{ta})\)ne \(\text{candramukhe}\) walo \(\text{weśśām}\) auspa \(\text{poks(e)}\)ñ \(\text{mapi}\) twe

here Candramukha king say:3SG.PRS truly tell:IPV.SG MAPI you nest

be:2SG.PRS

‘Here king Candramukha says, «Truly, say it! It is you, isn’t it?»’\(^{645}\)

**NS35b2**

\(\text{mapi}\) \(\text{ike}\) \(\text{ñāstār}\) twe \(\text{pūdñāktamñē}\) (perne) ///

\(\text{MAPI}\) then desire:2SG.PRS you Buddha:ADJ worth

‘For you desire the Buddha rank, don’t you?’\(^{646}\)

In the below example, we can interpret *mapi* as introducing a suggestive question as above, but it has a strong rhetorical value and is used as a kind of argument:

**B77.1-2**

\(\text{mapi}\) \(\text{kca\ sū}\ \text{cāmpan-m(e)}\) laklene waste

\(\text{MAPI}\) any DEM can:3SG.PRS/SBJ sorrow:LOC refuge

‘He can somehow be a refuge in our distress, can’t he?’\(^{647}\)

The uses illustrated above fit very well with the evidence from a fragmentary bilingual, where it corresponds to Skt. *nanu*, “empthische Partikel zur Einleitung einer Frage, die eine zustimmende Antwort erwartet” (SWTF: III, 6, col. 2).

**B196b6**

\(\text{SKT:}\) /// *nanu* \(\text{dṛṣṭaṃ}\) \[\text{TB:}\] \(\text{m(a)}\)pi \(\text{ka}\) lelyako(ś)

isn’t it see:PRT.PTC MAPI EMPH see:PRT.PTC

---

\(^{644}\) B93a3 deviates slightly: *nano candramukhe walo weśśām auspa poñ mapi twe ///.

\(^{645}\) Cf Couvreur (1964: 246).

\(^{646}\) Cf Couvreur (1964: 239).

\(^{647}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99; see also Schmidt 2001: 303: “Er kann uns doch irgendwie im Leid Schutz sein.”).
That the expected answer is positive seems further confirmed by the example below, where *mapi* is combined with the negation *mā*, which suggests, of course, that negation is not part of the meaning of *mapi* itself (see also Lühr 1997: 102).648

B100a1

```plaintext
/// (yākše) weššām mapi mā ca(mpāt) c(e)u pito
yakṣa say:3SG.PRS *MAPI* not can:2SG.PRS/SBJ DEM price
rintsī ḵeš paš=kau-cmen :
give.up:INF what I request:1SG.PRS-2SG.SUFF:ABL
'The yakša says, «you cannot give the price I request from you, can you?».'649
```

In the following two examples, we find unambiguous modal forms, instead of the presents *nest* and *niastar* and the present-subjunctive *campāt* in the examples cited above. It is very difficult to give these instances an interpretation along the lines of the meaning establish so far. Rather, a negation seems required in the first, and a final reading makes the translation much more sensible in both.

B128b5650

```plaintext
| yatt yolye yamai | wasāmnešše pālksosa ci | weskau
go:2SG.PRS bad way friendship:ADJ mind:PERL you say:1SG.PRS
mapi mārsat te • [10b]
MAPI forget:2SG.SBJ DEM
'... you are going the wrong way. Because of my friendly mind I am telling [it] to you so that you won't forget this.'651
```

B295b6652

```plaintext
papāssorņe eñcitara | māpi lyñitve653 lāklemem [3d]
morals seize:2SG.OPT *MAPI* go.out:2SG.OPT→you sorrow:ABL
'You should keep to the morals, so that you get out of sorrow.'654
```

648 Another passage of the same text seems to require a similar interpretation, but here a positive interpretation seems preferable (i.e., without restored negation in the lacuna): B10oa6-b1 yā(ks)e weššām oroccu walo amāskaimem amās(k)aî [b1] [4 aks] /// puwarne yaptsi mapi tserentar-ī 'The yakṣa says, «O great king, (it is) more than difficult – you fool me [about] your entering the fire, don’t you?»
649 Cf Krause (1952: 206).
650 Verse: metre 4 x 5 ; 5 ; 8 ; 7 (5 ; 5 ; 4+4 ; 4+3).
651 An interpretation /mā pāy/ with archaic <a> for class. <ā> seems excluded because in this manuscript only /a/ is written in the archaic way (<ā> even under the accent): we expect /mā pāy/ to be written <mā pǐ>.
652 Verse: metre 4 x 7 ; 7 (4+3 ; 4+3).
653 For lyñit tve, i.e. lñit tve.
3.7 other uses of the Tocharian B subjunctive

For a series of questions introduced with *mapi* where very clearly a negative answer is expected there are solid Sanskrit parallels. Even though in the following example there is a mismatch between ‘sold’ in the Sanskrit version and ‘bought’ in the Tocharian and Chinese versions, the overall structure is clear: questions where a positive answer is expected are left unmarked and all those where a negative answer is expected are preceded by *mapi* in Tocharian, *bù* 不 in Chinese and *mȃ* in Sanskrit.\(^{654}\)

THT1111b1

*mapi* käryau  nestȃ

MAPI buy:PRT.PTC be:2SG.PRS

‘You have not been bought, have you?’\(^{656}\)

Skt. *mȃ vikritakȃ* ‘Du bist nicht verkauft worden?’ (Härtel 1956: 79)

Chin. *bù mȃ dê bù* 不買得不 ‘Bist du nicht käuflich erworben worden?’ (Chung 2004: 87, 110)

It is certainly ad hoc to suppose that *mapi* in this interrogation is a bad copy of Sanskrit *mȃ* and that normally it translates *nanu*. Nevertheless, it must be noted that *mapi* normally has a positive value, also in questions, and it can even be combined with the negation *mȃ*. Only in the karmavācānā questionnaire and one other example do we find *mapi* with a negative value.

*wa* ‘yet; for’

*wa* is attested only a few times and its meaning can hardly be established with certainty. In the first three examples cited, the particle seems to have a light adversative value, underlining that something is different than expected, or something is the case in spite of other things that could lead one to expect that it is not the case. In German, it is therefore often rendered with ‘doch, aber’, and in English, ‘yet, still’ or ‘nevertheless’ (Adams 1999: 575) would seem appropriate. However, in the last two examples a light causal value seems to give better interpretations; I have rendered this tentatively as ‘for’, while Adams opts for ‘therefore’ (i.c.). If the two senses that have postited are approximately correct, and one were to provide a

\(^{654}\) Cf Lühr (1997: 101). The preceding pādas of the strophe are clear enough: B295b4-6 samsārā[b]nte šāṅnāṅñe | ptēs tve keśā anāișai [3a] śamñe cmeltse yāṁmalyñe | olypotse spā waimene [b6] [3b] kucë tve mentsi yamāstā | kucēne yes mā câmpāmoṇ [3c] ‘Pay careful attention to the nature of the samsāra and the fact that the human birth [form] is very difficult to attain. What have you caused? Wherein have you been powerless?’ (cf Thomas 1952: 52).

\(^{655}\) Contrary to the rules of classical Sanskrit grammar, the present is negated with *mȃ* instead of *na*. For this particular use of *mȃ* in questions in Buddhist Sanskrit, see Edgerton (1953: 1, 202, §42.12). In a special note on the karmavācānā ritual he writes that the nun is supposed to reply *na hi* ‘no!’; i.e., the expectation is that the answer is negative.

\(^{656}\) The other questions with *mapi*, 7 in total, are found in THT1111b1-2 and b4.
semantic link between them, this may be that in both uses it highlights the information: either it is contrary to expectation, or it is known in principle, but receives special relevance in the context.

B46b5 and GQa1.2 (Pinault 1987: 160, 163) are left out because they are too fragmentary; for B3oa1, which rather reads *wat*, see above (p 288).

B88b1

\[\text{pilko(s-} \text{ā-nmālaškem} \text{lkāssān-me} \text{| taũsə səm mıcuchsia} \text{look:PERL pitiful look:3SG.PRS-PL.SUFF love:PERL DEM prince} \text{larem pātār ramt : [1c]} \text{658} \]
\[\text{dear father like} \text{mā wa ksa} \text{ʃ} \text{cwimp [b1] māsketra} \text{| waste comp} \text{not WA INDF and DEM:GEN be:3SG.PRS protection DEM} \text{la(klene} \text{1}} \text{sorrow:LOC} \]

‘With a pitiful look the prince looks at them with love, like at a dear father. Yet there is not any protection for him in his sorrow.’ \text{659}

AS12lb5

\[\text{krāl aũme mā nesam kete ŋake tsālpālne pālskanātra · if self not be:3SG.PRS who:GEN now deliverance think:3SG.PRS} \text{šāmmasālne wa (·)} \text{fetter PCL} \]

‘If there is no “self”, by whom now is deliverance imagined?’ \text{660} Nevertheless [there is] a fetter.’

B246b4

\[\text{ňās} \text{| ykāk wa šāyau} \text{I still WA live:1SG.PRS/SBJ} \]

‘... still I live nevertheless ...’ \text{662}

---

\text{657} Verse: metre a, b: 8 | 7 | 6, c: 9 | 9, d: 7 | 6.
\text{658} Apparently one syllable long.
\text{659} Cf Couvreur (1954b: 102).
\text{660} Or: ‘whose deliverance is thought of?’
\text{661} Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 | 8 | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3). Cited is pāda 8od from the 10th until the 14th syllable.
\text{662} Adams (1999: 575).
B231a

[663] twe nervāmne † ynešne ram no klyaušit te [1c]
you nirvāna:LOC manifestly like but hear:2SG.OPT DEM
cai wa ņakti toštisši † kase tañ seyem sañ șanna • 1
DEM:PL WA god:PL Tūsiṭa:ADJ who you:GEN be:3PL.IPF REFL people:PL
'You (have gone?) into the nirvāna – may you listen attentively to this! For these are Tūṣa gods who were your relatives.'

B273a5-b3

snai keš wā wes † cī saim yāmos †
without number WA we you refuge do:PRT.PTC

tallānciaškam [28a]
miserable:PL
pētār matār † rintsānte pest † cīsc ıkā [28b]
father mother abandon:1PL.PRT away you:ALL
(mūsta) [b1] no twe † rine rāme(r) † n(e)rvvānsai pest [28c]
go:2SG.PRT but you city:LOC quickly nirvāna:ADJ away
orāsta wes † klešānmāsemen † sānānts šwātsi 28
leave:2SG.PRT us kleša:PL.ADJ enemy:GEN.PL food

(woināskevt) [b2]cā † erepāte † tsāsaikarne [29a]
honour:1SG.PRS/SBJ beauty form
tsānkmā nno ttwe † te mānt pārmānk † māšketār ūn [29b]
arise:3SG.SBJ but you DEM like hope be:3SG.PRS I:GEN

cāsnai (tne † yolai[b3]n mākā † yekte perni [29c]
we WA PCL here evil very little glory

yust-me wā nnakā † tallānciaškam † mā
make.ripe:2SG.PRS-PL.SUFF WA PCL miserable:PL not

west-mešcā[667] 29
say:2SG.PRS-PL.SUFF:ALL

'For in countless numbers we miserable ones have made you to our refuge [and] we abandoned our father and mother for you ..., but you quickly went away to the nirvāna city [and] you left us as food to the kleša enemies. I (honour) you in [your] beauty and form. «May you but arise», thus is my hope. For we are very

---

663 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
664 Cf Thomas (1957: 74).
666 So to be corrected for tnaei in the manuscript.
667 Written <šća>.
668 This part is difficult because ttwe ‘you’ does not fit together with tsānkam, a 3sg. Perhaps the construction is to be compared with spanṭai kāsśi wem ‘may the teacher speak trustfully’
evil here and of little glory; you make us miserable ones ready, [but] you don’t speak to us."⁶⁶⁹

rai ‘o!’⁶⁷⁰

The existence of a particle rai is ascertained, but its meaning can hardly be established: there are very few examples, and most of them are fragmentary to such a degree that a reliable interpretation is not possible. As far as the syntax is concerned, the particle is sometimes – but not always – sentence-initial and it combines with nouns or adverbs rather than verbs.⁶⁷¹

From the context of the following example we can deduce that rai combines well with a high volume of the voice (but what follows is obscured by a lacuna):

AS17Ka6

tume(m) b rahmadat t(e) walo a(r)w(ā)r(e) kerciyenne yopsa

then Brahmadatta king ready palace:LOC.PL enter:3SG.PRT

eikauca weśšām așkār rai w(r)occi lānc cemeṃ [b1]

out.loud say:3SG.PRS back RAI great king:PL DEM:ABL

‘Then king Brahmadatta, [who had become] ready, entered the palace and says out loud: «[Go] back from there!, [you] great kings!»’

And a comparable example from the story of Ulkāmukha and his brothers (Rockhill 1884: 11):

B589b3

/// ūnc. weškiṃ aškār rai : pyāmtso sāsventse yaitkor mcuśkanta⁶⁷²

say:3PL.PRS back RAI do:IPV.PL lord:GEN command prince:PL

‘... say: «[Go] back!, act according to the command of the lord.» The princes ...’

Once, it is found with a vocative (pālskoṣṣu):

(see 3.5.5, p 238), where a 3sg. is used in direct address. Alternatively, ttwe might have to be read ntwe for entwe ‘then’, but in that case it is unclear what the subject of tsānkam is.


⁶⁷⁰ With two out of four occurrences after aškār, it is conceivable that rai is in origin a variant of nai after -r (cf 2.5.8, p 90), but with the small number of attestations this must remain just a suggestion.

⁶⁷¹ B26b7 mākte kca tān rai /// might contain a further example of the particle, but rai could also start a new word.

⁶⁷² The rest of the line is too fragmentary for a translation: ak - - ka [b4].
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IT36b2

(|| taru)ṇadivākarne || rai pälskošu ///
taruṇadivākar LOC RAI spiritual

‘In the taruṇadivākar tune: «O spiritual one!, ...»’

About the next late example from a cursive (non-calligraphic) text, we can only say that if the metre 4 x 5+7 that Sieg and Siegling have supposed (1953: 184) is correct, rai stands after the caesura.

B294a7

///−j yenmēm spa rai miyaške warpatai · [ib] and RAI miyaške receive:2SG.PRT

‘... and ... from ... you have received miyaške ...’

arai ‘hey!’

The grammar of arai is very simple: it is an interjection, close to ‘o’ or ‘hey’. In all its occurrences it does not seem to belong to the clause itself, but it introduces it; apparently, it does not interfere with any part of the syntax of the clause. In a grammatical fragment it is used to make the vocative explicit – without doubt this is quite artificial, as it is in English to render a vocative of another language consistently with ‘O!’ (it translates the Sanskrit interjection he, artificial itself):

B550a2

(a)r(ai) oks̄o · arai o(ks)ai(n)ə · arai o(kaïn)673

RAI ox RAI ox:DU RAI ox:PL

‘O ox! · o oxen (du.)! · o oxen (pl.)!’

B550b5

· he suhaviša · ar(ai) ///

O good.offer:PL RAI

‘O good.offerings (pl.)! · o ...’674

AS12Da6

(yu)l(yk)a n(ā)yake weššāṃ arai mākte ūke tāne yamāšālle clever hero say:3SG.PRS RAI how now here do:PRS.GER

‘The clever hero says: «O, what should we do now?»’

Fragmentary examples are B78b1 and B410b5; the poem on death, B298, where the interjection occurs two times, is cited in 3.7.6 (p 317).

673 A restoration o(ksaim) is also possible (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 346).
674 Without doubt, the TB voc.sg. kärtse-šälype followed.
ñke ‘now’

ñke is a sentence particle\textsuperscript{675} with little semantic content that is regularly found in the second position of a clause (for particle strings, see the note in the introduction to 3.7.5, p 287). It has no modal value and is probably best classified as a “discourse particle”; still, it deserves a short comment because it is frequent in apodoses. Sieg and Siegling have proposed to render ñke with “doch” (in their glossary, 1949: II, 199), or with “jedoch” (next to “doch” in the translations, 1949: I, passim). However, the adverbialistic doch ‘yet’ and the inferential doch ‘as you must agree’ account only for a part of the attestations, and the same is true of Adams’ ‘then’ (1999: 248). In fact, these translations are incompatible to a high degree, but together they cover the usage of ñke to a very large extent.

English ‘then’ seems a good way to render the use in apodoses, frequent indeed. However, it is not obligatory in apodoses at all and it can combine with other elements marking the apodosis, especially of (see below). There are many examples of that kind, which do not seem to require any explicit rendering in the translation; after all, Tocharian does not need to mark protasis and apodosis explicitly, and ‘if’ and ‘then’ can freely be added in the translation of any conditional.

Bṣa\textsuperscript{676}

\begin{verbatim}
 toṃ mā tākomū śaiśene; mā nke tsāko(y)
 DEM:PL not be:3PL.OPT world:LOC not NKE rise:3SG.OPT

 pudnākte : [69a]
 Buddha

 ‘If these were not there in the world, then the Buddha would not arise.’
\end{verbatim}

I am tempted to connect this weak semantics on a much more general anaphoric level, which can be shown with a.o. the following type of examples:

AS7Ba5-\textsuperscript{677}

\begin{verbatim}
 kace te ma[aši]nt wēnawā; tu nke weñau anaiśai : [2b]
 what DEM like say:1SG.PRT DEM NKE say:1SG.SBJ careful

 ‘What I said like that, that I will say in detail.’
\end{verbatim}

Here it is clear that tu is the anaphoric pronoun that takes up the relative kace, and ñke seems to coordinate this: it shifts the attention from the preceding to the way it is continued and establishes a kind of forward link. In paraphrasis, this could be

\textsuperscript{675} Thus Sieg and Siegling (1949: II, 119); Adams’ classification as a conjunction (1999: 248) is contradicted by its frequent combination with conjunctions and the fact that its semantics seem too weak for a conjunction.

\textsuperscript{676} Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).

\textsuperscript{677} Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3).
illustrated with ‘now’ or ‘well’ as in what I said before, well, I will say ... or what I said before, that now I will say ... I presume that the apodotic *néke* is a special type of this anaphoric use (of still weaker semantics): if A, well, in that case B or if A, at that moment B. Of course, this is perfectly expressed by then in English, but the tricky thing is that then can also be used in a translation if Tocharian has no *néke*.678

What makes it even more difficult to view *néke* as a ‘then’ is that it may occur also in protases, or even in both protasis and apodosis (evidently, such difficulties would not arise if one just accepted different functions of the particle instead of trying to unify them in one description). In the example below, the second *néke* may be the ‘meaningless’ apodotic-anaphoric *néke*, whereas the first links back to the preceding and presents this conditional as a reason not to worry – this I have rendered by ‘since’ in the translation.

B78a3

\[
\text{krul} \quad \text{néke} \quad \text{cai} \quad \text{tänwámñeñ-că} \quad \text{ot} \quad \text{néke} \quad \text{niś} \quad \text{ysape}
\]

if \quad NKE \quad \text{they love:3PL.PRS/SBJ-2SG.SUFF} \quad \text{then NKE I close}

\[
ykāk \quad kāllāt
\]

still \quad \text{obtain:2SG.SBJ}

‘Since if they are kind to you, then you will find me close (to you) all the same.’

A similar example is the following, where it seems necessary to let *néke* refer to the first clause with *pyāmtso* and take *niś yesám pānto* as an intervening addition:

B29a8679

\[
(pō \text{spe})l(k)ē \quad \text{pyāmtso} \quad \text{warkšāltsa} \quad \text{niś} \quad \text{yesām} \quad \text{pānto} : \quad [15a]
\]

all \quad \text{zeal} \quad \text{do:IPV.PL energy:PERL I you:GEN.PL help}

\[
mā \quad \text{walke} \quad \text{nēke}680 \quad \text{niś} \quad \text{ksemar} \quad \text{tu} \quad \text{postām onnim}
\]

not long \quad NKE \quad I \quad \text{extinguish:1SG.SBJ DEM} \quad \text{after regret}

\[
tākām-me : \quad [15b]
\]

be:3SG.SBJ-PL.SUFF

‘Exert all zeal energetically [with] me as your help, since before long I will go to extinction and after that you will have regret.’681

---

678 In a very limited number of cases, and seemingly only in verse, *néke* may come very late in the apodotic clause or even close it. As far as I can see, this is possible only with the apodotic *néke* and its preferred position is then directly following the finite verb (e.g. B384b4, IT233+368b5).

679 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 8 (4+3 | 3+5; here apparently 3+4 | 3+5).

680 *mā walke* is normally transcribed as two words, but *mā* often serves as a nominal negation, yielding a kind of compounds: *néke* would then still stand in second position.

681 Cf Sieg and Siegling (1949: II, 48).
In the above example, one could be tempted to take *ńke* as a strong adversative “jedoch”: ‘exert all zeal: I am your help. But before long I will go to extinction’. In other cases, this temptation may be even stronger, but I find it hard to believe that such strong adversivity would combine with the weak meanings elsewhere. Even in an example as the one below, it is possible to do without a ‘but’; if needed, it could perhaps be taken from *ńake* ‘now’ rather than *ńke*:

B85b4 = B86a1

\begin{verbatim}
ykak tv(e) šāmane nest ńake ńke cai ń(ī)ś pās
\end{verbatim}
still you alive be:2SG.PRS now ńKE DEM:PL I away

\begin{verbatim}
śuwaṃ
eat:3PL.PRS/SBJ
\end{verbatim}

‘You are still alive, now that these eat me up.’\(^{682}\)

However, strong and weak meanings may occur side by side, and it cannot be excluded that in certain contexts *ńke* means ‘but’ or “jedoch”.\(^{683}\)

In my view, all nuances are in line with the evident etymology of *ńke*, which as the only word starting with *ńk*- must derive from *ńake* ‘now’ with assimilation of *ńk* to *ńk* (Adams 1999: 248). Its co-occurrence with *ńake*, as in the example above, shows that not only its form was weakened, but its meaning, too. I think that the linking value of *ńke* is very similar to developments found in e.g. Greek for vō(v) or even in English for *now*.

Further support for this semantic derivation is the striking fact that among the examples that I have assembled past tenses do not occur at all: all finite verbs are present (here I include nominal clauses), subjunctive, or optative.

\begin{verbatim}
.ot ʻthenʼ\(^{684}\)
\end{verbatim}

The adverb *ot* is frequent in apodoses: it then starts the clause and we may assume that it was accented. When used in conditionals, little difference can be noted vis-à-vis *ńke*, but if there is any, *ot* is without doubt the stronger of the two. That they are not isofunctional is clearly shown by the fact that they may co-occur (see above). Just like *ńke*, *ot* certainly is not a pure apodosis marker: in its other functions the differences with *ńke* become immediately apparent.

---

\(^{682}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 101, see also Schmidt 2001: 315).

\(^{683}\) In admitting this, I think of Dutch *maar*, the regular adversative conjunction, but at the same time an adverb meaning ‘only’ and a particle softening imperatives to well-meant suggestions (deriving from ‘only’ through ‘there is nothing better to do – only that, so just consider doing it’). The account of Haeseryn e.a. (1997: 457) is unsatisfactory.

\(^{684}\) I do not discuss *entwe* ‘then’ because its meaning is not disputed. It may occur in the apodosis of conditionals, but it is an adverb that can also connect a main clause to a preceding text unit, ‘thereupon’ (Adams 1999: 85; Sieg and Siegling 1949: lii, 98).
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ot is a temporal adverb and it can be used in future and past contexts alike (unlike ńke, which is not used in past contexts); I have found no good examples of present usage, nor co-occurrence with ńke ‘now’. The relatively high semantic content of ot vis-à-vis ńke is in my view also demonstrated by the fact that it is never repeated: one token suffices. If it is used in non-conditional contexts, it may anaphorically refer to a preceding subclause, i.e. at that time, and its syntactic behaviour then does not seem to be different from conditionals.

B77.2-3
ente se krentau(nattse əl)a]ranemi ĕmetsa walo șai ot
when DEM virtuous Araņemi by.name king be:3SG.IPF then
rano sū ololyesa ąkteke wantare yamașa:
too DEM extremely wonderful thing do:3SG.PRT
‘When this virtuous one was a king called Araņemi, then he did an even more wonderful thing.’\(^{685}\)

It may, however, also mark an important turn in a narrative, or start a new episode. In that function, it is rare at the beginning of the clause, but rather tends to be placed towards the end of it.

B5a1-2\(^{686}\)
\(nānok\) pudñakt(e māskitrā; šrā)\_[3]vasti spe sānkampa: [66a]
again Buddha be:3SG.IPF Śrāvasti close community:COM
kokaletstse iyoy su; prasenacī walo ot · [66b]
driver drive:3SG.IPF DEM Prasenajit king then
šem kautāte koklentse | waiptār pwenta kāskānte: [66c]
axis break:3SG.PRT car:GEN apart spoke:PL scatter:3PL.PRT
‘Again the Buddha stayed close to Śrāvasti with the community. As a driver then drove king Prasenajit. The axis of the car broke and the spokes were scattered apart.’

B23b6\(^{687}\)
\(a(l)(o)nkn≥\) ostwačo mas≥ ānande ot pintwāto: [24a]
other house:ALL.PL go:3SG.PRT Ānanda then alms
šēswēr ompostām masa pudñaktentse tw ākṣa: [24b]
eating after go:3SG.PRT Buddha:GEN DEM announce:3SG.PRT
‘Then Ānanda went to other houses for alms. [But] he went after eating [and]
this he told to the Buddha.’

\(^{685}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99).
\(^{686}\) Verse: metre 4 x 7 7 (4+3 4+3).
\(^{687}\) Verse: 5 pāda metre 4 x 5 8 (usually 5 4+4) + 1 x 8 8 5.
B42b4

śrāvastin= osta-(ş)me(ñca) ; (sn)ai (ke)ś ſāśṣīṛ
Śrāvastī:LOC householder without number desire:3SG.IPF
ākāl ; seyi cmelņese : [26b]
wish son:GEN birth:ADJ
tumen wnolms= aleksa śnoy kātsane ot ;
then being other:INDF DEM:GEN wife:GEN womb:LOC then
camel wārpa : [26c]
birth receive:3SG.PRT

‘In Śrāvastī a householder incessantly cherished the wish for the birth of a son.
Then another being received birth in the womb of his wife.

Examples of apodotic ot can be found throughout this study. I have not been able to establish a clear rule that explains its presence or absence in conditionals, but I have noted some points. The conjunction krəi does not seem to combine with ot very often, as I have found only B78a3. If we leave fragmentary protases as in AS15Aa5, B273b3-5 or B326a1 aside, we see that the protasis is unmarked in B273a2-3 and B331b2-5 and formed with ente (inte) in B77.1-2 and THT.4092b2. Present and subjunctive apodoses are both found, but it may be telling that in spite of that present, B590a6-7, B590a8-b1 and THT.4092b2 seem to have future reference.

Given the mixed statistics, we have to be very careful with conclusions. Nevertheless, since ot can also be used in the past tense, I would expect that it correlates with when-protases rather than if-protases (cf two times ente vs one time krəi): it clearly refers to real tense rather than hypothetical situations. However, the material does not afford to apply such a classification too rigorously: it is found in the notoriously general prātimokṣa conditionals (e.g. B331b2-5, B326a1) as well as in stotra poetry of general content (e.g. B273a2-3).

ente ‘where’

The basic meaning of ente must be ‘where’; probably, it was in origin only interrogative, but it is often used as a relative (Adams 1999: 85). From its original local meaning it was shifted to a temporal meaning ‘when; when?’. As a relative temporal conjunction it may occur in conditionals, functionally close to krəi ‘if’. Whereas past tense use of krəi, i.e. like English when, is exceedingly rare, it is well attested for ente, e.g.

688 Verse: metre 4 x 6 ; 6 ; 5.
689 For alek ksā.
690 On the variant inte, see Peyrot (2008a: 172).
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B77.2-3
ente se krentau(nattse a)[as]ranemi ŋemtsa walô šai ot
when DEM virtuous Aranemi by.name king be:3SG.IPF then
rano sô ololeyeša âkteke wantare yamašâ:
too DEM extremely wonderful thing do:3SG.PRT
‘When this virtuous one was a king called Aranemi, then he did an even more wonderful thing.’\(^{691}\)

Probably it means ‘when’, not ‘if’ in conditionals with future reference. That is to say, it refers to a specific and not a hypothetical future point of time.

B77.1-2
ente se kr(e)ntaunatts(e) sunetre wal(o) p(a)ŋ(n)kt(e) sâišen(e)
when DEM virtuous Sunetra king Buddha world:LOC
tsâńka(m) ot cwi sp(aktaniki alâ)[al]läcci tâkam
rise:3SG.SBJ then DEM:GEN servant:PL indefatigable be:1PL.SBJ
‘When this virtuous king Sunetra rises as a Buddha in the world, then we will be his indefatigable servants.’\(^{692}\)

Derived from the conditional use is the indefinite use of reduplicated ente, as illustrated below.

IT305b3
ente ente wirotânta weñaũ te kâršanalle ||
when when incompatibility:PL say:1SG.SBJ DEM know:PRS.GER
‘Whenever I recite the incompatibilities, this is to be understood.’

Interestingly, ente is also frequent in abhidharma texts, of philosophical content. It is unclear whether much value must be attached to this use, since the texts are often very close to Sanskrit originals (which are unfortunately mostly lost). If one would insist that this use cannot be captured under a when-meaning, it is theoretically possible that in the latest phase of Tocharian B, where these texts are from, ente had further shifted to ‘if’. In this particular example, we could even translate ente with ‘where’, especially since it is taken up with omte ‘there’.\(^{693}\)

---

\(^{691}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99).

\(^{692}\) Cf Couvreur (1954b: 99).

\(^{693}\) Cf the parallel in the Abhidharmañśa of Vasubandhu, where we read “L’espace a pour nature de ne pas empêcher (avârnoti) la matière (rûpa) qui, en effet, prend place librement dans l’espace; et aussi de ne pas être empêché (avriyate) par la matière, car l’espace n’est pas délogé par la matière.” (de La Vallée Poussin 1980: 1, 8).
B178b3
ente rūpašše svabhap tsāṅkau tākaṃ mā omte
when matter:ADJ nature arise:PRT.PTC be:3SG.SBJ not there
akāśānte pkante māsketār
space:GEN hindrance be:3SG.PRS
’When (where?) the nature of the matter\textsuperscript{694} has come about, it is no hindrance
for ākāśa [space].\textsuperscript{695}"

\textit{kr}_ui ‘if’

The conjunction \textit{kr}_ui has been studied in detail by Pinault (1997: 473-479). He noted
that \textit{kr}_ui is an important element in conditional constructions, where it marks
the protatic clause of all types of conditionals. However, it need not be there, and,
importantly, it is also attested in non-conditional past temporal subclauses.

The most frequent non-conditional type is the past iterative clause, which is
formed with an optative subclause and an imperfect main clause (the imperfect
being preferred for repeated past actions). This type can easily be unified with the
conditional type because in many languages such clauses take the same conjunction
as conditionals, e.g. German \textit{wenn} or Dutch \textit{als}: both ‘if’, but used for past iteratives,
too.\textsuperscript{696}

B246a1-3\textsuperscript{697}
lkoym-c \textit{kr}_ui ynemané | ypauna kwšainne ci\textsuperscript{698} | plu[\textit{a2}]sśi-ñ
see:1SG.OPT if go:PRS.PTC land:PL village:LOC.PL you leap:IPF.3SG
saksā palsko\textsuperscript{699} ārańce | yapit wat no
happiness:PERL mind heart enter:2SG.OPT or but
wersytayne [79c]
community:LOC
ńakty āńcāl-[\textit{a3}]šarne | keműñi rāmnoyem | ... [79d]
god:PL ānjali-hand:DU knee:DU bow:3PL.IPF
’Everytime I saw you going through lands and villages, my mind and heart leapt
for joy, or everytime you entered the community the gods bowed their knees
with ānjali hands.’\textsuperscript{700}

\textsuperscript{694}It seems that this should mean ’matter in a natural way’ (cf footnote 693).

\textsuperscript{695}Thomas (1967: 267).

\textsuperscript{696}Cf Thomas’ translation of the following example with “[Immer] wenn ich dich sah” and
“[immer wenn] du in die Versammlung eintratest” (1957: 69).

\textsuperscript{697}Verse: metre 4 x 5 | 5 \textsuperscript{1} | 8 \textsuperscript{1} | 7 (5 | 5 | 4+4 | 4+3).

\textsuperscript{698}ci is added later in the manuscript, but it is difficult to understand, since \textit{lkoym-c} already
contains the 2sg. suffixed pronoun \textit{-c}.

\textsuperscript{699}In the manuscript corrected to \textit{palskw}, the form needed to arrive at the correct number of
syllables in this unit.
There is one completely isolated example of a non-iterative krₐᵢ clause in a past context. If it is not due to a calque on a Sanskrit model (which is, admittedly, an ad hoc solution), I can only think of the following alternative interpretation. The most straightforward, traditional interpretation takes the two krₐᵢ clauses as indicating the moment at which the event of the main clause occurred. Thus, the three actions – being born, roaring for friendship, seeking to understand – have apparently taken place in a negligibly small time span and are equated with the realisation of happiness. It is theoretically possible to take the krₐᵢ’s as if’s and make the whole strophe an inferential conditional. Of course, the content of such a reasoning is rather surprising, but this might have served a stylistic purpose; i.e., perhaps the overall sense is not ‘if A, B, C, then D’, but ‘since A, B, C, therefore D’. In any case, the two clauses of the first krₐᵢ complex make up one set of events, the first indicating the background and the second the action.⁷⁰¹

B224a2-bi⁷⁰²

if you first  go.out:SG.PRT mother:GEN body:ABL
metār pontāṁts |⁷⁰⁵ kārteṣc | nawaṭa | ṣāp | [4b]⁷⁰⁶
maitri all:GEN.PL good:ALL roar:SG.PRT and
lākḷentants | (ṛ)-rma ṣāp |⁷⁰⁷ ritātai  | krₐᵢ [b₁] kārṣatsi | [4c]
sorrow:GEN.PL seed? and seek:SG.PRT if know:INF
thus virtuे:GEN.PL all end happiness:fulfil:SG.PRT.

⁷⁰⁰ Cf Thomas (1957: 69, 213).
⁷⁰² Verse: not very regular metre 4 x 5 | 7 (5 | 3+4) or perhaps (5 | 4+3).
⁷⁰³ For pärweṣṣe.
⁷⁰⁴ The preceding unit is one syllable short; perhaps one should read lāco, if the subdivision is 5 | 4+3. If pāda 4b is correct, the subdivision is rather 5 | 3+4, i.e. the unit kekteṣeṁen should then become one syllable longer.
⁷⁰⁵ The preceding unit is one syllable short; perhaps one should read pontāṁtsō.
⁷⁰⁶ The preceding unit is one syllable short; perhaps one should read kārteṣco.
⁷⁰⁷ The translation ‘seed’ follows Thomas (1957: 175, 234). It requires a reading lākḷentatsarma ṣāp or lākḷentatsarma ṣāp (with arch. sarm for classical sārm*). As an alternative, lākḷentatsarman na śaś can be proposed (the singular sārm is not attested elsewhere), but this would require a reading sp for śaś to make the metre fit.
⁷⁰⁸ For sak kyānasta.
'If [when] you first left the body of [your] mother, you have roared friendship (maiträ) for the benefit of all, and if you have sought to understand the seed of the sorrows, then you have achieved happiness, the ultimate of the virtues.’

I must admit that my interpretation may seem far-fetched, but the complete isolation of this type calls for an explanation: it is not economical to give up the analysis of krul as an if-conjunction because of just one example.

Although the example below is fragmentary, it clearly contains kwri in a non-iterative past context. In this case, an inferential interpretation is unproblematic.

\text{ASi7Kb5} \textsuperscript{709}

\begin{verbatim}
  i – cek warñai kwr(i) kālpāsta kos rā tsa : [2a]
    DEM until if obtain:2SG.PRT as.much also EMPH

    pālka temp ņake mākte ynāñ(m)o tākañ-cā (t) [2b]
    look:IPV.SG DEM now how worthy be:3SG.SBJ-2SG.SUFF

    ‘Even if you have obtained as much as that, look at that now, so that it will be worthy to you!’
\end{verbatim}

Pinault adduces yet another example to show that krul does not mean ‘if’, as it seems superfluous; he would rather see it as indefinite adverb of time, ‘anytime’ (1997: 478-479).

\text{B284a2-3} \textsuperscript{710}

\begin{verbatim}
  cmetār ka ksa [a3] krul nemcek postām sruketrā [3b]
    be.born:3SG.SBJ EMPH INDF if certainly afterwards die:3SG.PRS

    ‘If someone is hardly born, certainly he dies afterwards.’
\end{verbatim}

I agree that it is not easy to put an if in the translation, but I would insist that it is a regular general conditional indeed, where in Tocharian B the conjunction krul may always be used. That it is a general truth and not a specific conditional is of no relevance, in view of the striking frequency of krul in texts of general content, such as the Karmavibhaṅga. Needless to say, my synchronic analysis of Tocharian B krul as an if-conjunction is wholly independent of, and not in any way disadvantageous for Pinault’s arguments on Tocharian A kupre and kuprene, and his reconstruction of these words.

Interestingly, Pinault also noted that the word patterns of krul are remarkable (1997: 474): it is often placed at the beginning of the protatic clause, and regularly so in prose, it seems, but very often in the middle or towards the end of it in verse. Although word order is much more flexible in verse than in prose, this phenomenon

\textsuperscript{709} Verse: metre 4 x 5 \l 7 (5 \l 4+3).

\textsuperscript{710} Verse: metre 4 x 5 \l 7 (5 \l 4+3).
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definitely cannot be explained from “lax” word order alone, as the tendency is much stronger and more regular than other specifically metrical word order patterns.

3.7.6 PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE

Since the difference between present and subjunctive plays such an important role in the syntax of Tocharian B, it is striking that a large number of verbs do not make the distinction: counting attested stems only, I found that the ratio between subjunctive stems and present-subjunctive stems was approximately 3 to 2.\(^{711}\) Moreover, most productive classes have a difference between present and subjunctive, whereas the verbs with present-subjunctive follow patterns that are less frequent, so that it is not unexpected that some rather frequent verbs of the basic vocabulary are found here, such as ‘go’, ‘live’, ‘eat’ and ‘drink’. In view of this, the present-subjunctive is not only an interesting morphological category, but it is important on the syntactic level, too.

Of course, the present-subjunctive is useless if the difference in usage between present and subjunctive needs to be described. Rather, the question to be answered is whether the usage of the present-subjunctive is different from that of distinct presents and subjunctives. In particular, one might wonder whether the lack of a distinction is compensated by certain adverbs, particles, different construction patterns, or perhaps a shift in the usage of neighbouring moods, such as the optative, which could theoretically take over part of the function of the subjunctive.\(^{712}\)

Although it is not easy to prove that present-subjunctives are used exactly like normal presents and normal subjunctives, regardless of the ambiguity, I have found no positive indications for a different syntactic behaviour.

In the Udānavarga bilinguals and the Udānālaṅkāra, no attempt at a distinction is found. These bilinguals are valuable because the correspondences for normal presents and subjunctives are clear, but of course they cannot serve as evidence for genuine Tocharian syntax. Below, I first give two examples of present-subjunctives rendering a Skt. present, followed by a passage from the Udānālaṅkāra where a present-subjunctive translates a Sanskrit future.

\(^{711}\) Two caveats are due: 1) as the present stem is better attested than the subjunctive stem, the ratio of present vs present-subjunctive stems would be more in favour of the present stem, and 2) I have counted attested present-subjunctive stems, but these are not necessarily attested in subjunctive function – were all deducible subjunctive stems to be counted as well, then the ratio would also be much better for the subjunctive stems.

\(^{712}\) One may compare the tendency in German to use Konjunktiv I only when it is different from the present, but Konjunktiv II when Konjunktiv I and present are identical, i.e. 3sg. Konj.I habe ‘has’ vs 3sg. prs. hat, but 3pl. Konj.II hätten vs 3sg. prs. haben (= 3pl. Konj.I haben).
THT1355b3, IT164b3

$papātkarmen \ yāṃ$
dissociation:ABL go:3SG.PRS/SBJ

‘He goes in dissociation.’

Uv32.19c

$viśreṇayitvā \ carati$
in.dissociation go:3SG.PRS

‘He is/lives dissociated.’\textsuperscript{713}

THT1350\textsuperscript{714}b1

$(olya)\textit{potse} \ sākw \ śayem$
very happiness live:1PL.PRS/SBJ

‘Very happily we live.’

Uv30.44a

$susukhāṃ \ bata \ jīvāmaḥ$
very.happily INT live:1PL.PRS\textsuperscript{715}

‘Ah, so happily we live.’\textsuperscript{716}

B27b6\textsuperscript{717}

$kakārpaś \ wikāṣkem | \ pālskaucāṅ \ marantse |$
descend:PRT.PTC drive.away:3PL.PRS/SBJ think:AG.N.PL Māra:GEN

$śanmāu \ kleśāsce : [\textit{69b}]$
fetter kleśa:ADJ

‘The thinkers that have descended [it] will drive away the kleśa-fetters of Māra.’

Uv12.11c-d

$pratipannakāḥ \ prahāsyanti | dhyāyino \ mārabandhanam\textsuperscript{718} |$
practising drive.off:3PL.FUT thinker:PL fetters.of:Māra

‘The thinkers that have practised it will drive off the fetters of Māra.’

\textsuperscript{713} 32.19 yas tu punyaṃ ca pāpaṃ ca [a] prahāya brahmacyrayāvān [b] viśreṇayitvā carati [c] sa vāi bhikṣur nirucyate [d] ‘whoever abandoning good and evil, living chastely, dissociated, he verily is called an elder (monk).’ (Bernhard 1965: 437; Edgerton 1953: 11. 502).

\textsuperscript{714} To be turned over.

\textsuperscript{715} Although this form could theoretically also be a subjunctive, this would be extremely surprising in the text and the possibility is better neglected.

\textsuperscript{716} 30.44b-d yeṣām no nāsti kiścanaṃ [b] mīthilāyāṃ dahyanānāyāṃ [c] na no dāhyati kiścanaṃ [d] ‘[we], who have not any possessions; if Mīthilā burns down, no possession of ours is burnt’ (Bernhard 1965: 404; Hahn 2007: 122). This line is repeated in THT1350b5 = Uv30.47a, THT1350b6 = Uv30.48a, THT1368b2 = Uv30.45a.

\textsuperscript{717} Verse: metre 4 x 6 | 6 | 5.

\textsuperscript{718} Uv12.11a-b eṣa hi mārgo nāsti anya [a] darśanasya viśuddhaye [b] ‘This is the path to purity of vision, there is no other’ (Bernhard 1965: 195; Hahn 2007: 48).
In the following example, it seems that the Sanskrit future is rendered by a Tocharian B present-subjunctive with the addition of the adverb ňke ‘then’. Possibly, ňke is used to disambiguate lyāṣāṃ, but we have to be very careful with conclusions because the passage is extremely fragmentary and this usage of ňke has no parallels elsewhere.

IT233+368b5

/// (lya)šā(m) ňke
lie:3SG.PRS/SBJ then
‘... will lie then ...’

Uv1.35b

prthivim adhiśeyate
earth lie.on:3SG.FUT
‘[This body] will lie on the earth.’

Apparently with no special marking, the present-subjunctive can be used to render the notion of future, just like the regular subjunctive (see 3.5.2, p 233).

B45a5

mā tn+ onuwaññe śāya nauś; mā ra śaiṃ
not here immortal live:3SG.PRT before not also live:3SG.PRS/SBJ
ksa t+ omposṭāṃ; [32b]
INDF DEM after
‘No-one has lived immortally before here, and no-one will live [immortally] hereafter.’

The following lines are from the casuistics of pātayantikā 1 about lying (Skt. mṛśā), cf the detailed commentary and parallels in Pinault (1994: 136-184), who cites the following structural parallel from Pāli (p 169): aṅñaḥ bhaṭṭissami tīt aṅñaḥ bhaṭṭatī ‘[if he says], «I will say this» [and] he says another thing’. In the first line, we have a neat contrast between āyu ‘I will give’ and āyṣam- ‘he gives’, but in the other three the present-subjunctives yam, šū and yoku are used as subjunctives without special marking.

NS58b1 = B336b5

se721 śamāne te wem te ňiš taṅ ā(y)u
which monk DEM say:3SG.SBJ DEM I you:GEN give:1SG.SBJ

720 Verse: metre a, b: 8 | 7 | 6, c: 9 | 9, d: 7 | 6 (a, b: 5+3 | 4+3 | 6; c: 4+5 | 4+5; d: 4+3 | 6).
721 Relative; B336b5: k, se.
m<r> āyšam-ne 6a722
not give:3SG.PRS-3SG.SUFF

'Which monk says this, «I will give this to you», [but] does not give it;'

NS58b1 = B336b6

cimpa wa(t ya)m723 mā yaḵ 6a722
you:COM or go:1SG.PRS/SBJ not go:3SG.PRS/SBJ

'or, «I will go with you», [but] he does not go;'

NS58b2 = B336b7

weṣṣām724 mā șpā šū nano šūwam 8o722
say:3SG.PRS not and eat:3SG.PRS/SBJ again eat:3SG.PRS/SBJ

'... (which monk) says, «I will not eat anymore», [but] eats again;

NS58b2
mā șp yoku nano yokām 6o722
not and drink:1SG.PRS/SBJ again drink:3SG.PRS/SBJ

«I will not eat anymore», [but] he eats again ...

In the example below, the different functions of the present-subjunctive prāskau 'I fear' etc are very clear. The first occurrence in pāda a is almost certainly a present. Since the not-fearing of pāda a is in direct conflict with the fearing of pāda c, the latter must be a conditional subjunctive. The rhetorical question in pāda b could be a present, but this is less certain (see 3.5.8, p 243).

B298725

arai srukalyñe,i cisa nta kca mā prāskau [a]
INT death you:PERL ever INDEF not fear:1SG.PRS/SBJ

pontas srukelle,i kā niš šeske taṅ prāskau [b]
all:GEN.PL die:PRS.GER why I always you:GEN fear:1SG.PRS/SBJ

s<r> ārai ni pałske,i cisa prāskau pon prekenne [c]
DEM INT I:GEN idea you:PERL fear:1SG.PRS/SBJ all time:LOC.PL

twe ni ke kalatar-n,i apiš wāršai nreyentane: LOC.PL
you then bring:2SG.SBJ-1SG.SUFF Avīcī until hell:LOC.PL

'O death, I do not fear you at all: all have to die, why would I fear you always? O, this is my idea: «if I fear you in all times, then you will bring me to the hells, including the Avīcī»

The present-subjunctive aištrā can probably be compared to the subjunctives of the type mām tākam 'so it will be' in 3.5.6 (p 239), from the same text.

722 <6o> and <8o> are here used as punctuation marks.
723 B336b6: yāmā.
724 B336b7: weṣṣā(n).
725 Verse: metre a-b: 5 | 7 (5 | 4+3), c-d: 5 | 8 (5 | 4+4).
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AS12Hb2

arwer se ņâke kanthâke yâkwe • mâkte säswentse soy preke
ready DEM now Kanthaka horse how lord:GEN son time
aiśtrâ •
know:3SG.PRS/SBJ

'The horse Kanthaka [is] ready now! The son of the lord may know the [right] time [to leave].’

In the conditional of general content below, both the protasis and the apodosis contain the present-subjunctive form yānem ~ yanem. Whereas the first in pāda 3b is certainly used as a subjunctive because it is conditional, additionally marked with krui ‘if’, the second in pāda 3c must be used as a present because it is parallel to mâskentrâ. In any case, in such a general conditional we would expect a present apodosis.

B295a4-5

sportomâne sâmsarne 1 šâññe somo kâse kat728 ra : [3a]
turn:PRS.PTC sāmsâra:LOC relative man who whose INDF
sârmânsa šeśšânmos 1 alyaucempa yānem krui [3b]
cause:PERL.PL bind:PRS.PTC one.another:COM.PL go:3PL.PRS/SBJ if
nanauta(r)’mem [as] sârmânmats 1 nâno yanem waiptâr
disappear:ABS cause:GEN.PL again go:3PL.PRS/SBJ apart
cai : [3c]
DEM
sâññem sâmnâmmts enâlyne 1 mă ŕpâ pâlkoș mâskentrâ 3
relative:PL man:GEN.PL clinging not and look:PRS.PTC be:3PL.PRS

‘Who is in the turning sâmsâra the relative of someone else? When they are bound by causes, they go together with each other, [but] when the causes have disappeared they go separate ways again and have no eye for the clinging of their relatives [anymore].’

3.8 MEANING

There is little difference between the use of the subjunctive in Tocharian A and Tocharian B. In main clauses, the basic meaning is future and in subclauses it is uncertainty.

---

726 For the translation cf Couvreur (1953b: 282).
727 Verse: metre 4 x 7 | 7 (4+3 | 4+3).
728 For ket.
729 Thomas (1957: 274).
3.8.1 The Tocharian Subjunctive in Main Clauses

In main clauses, the subjunctive principally denotes future events in both Tocharian A and Tocharian B. Direct support for this observation is the fact that in both languages the default rendering of Sanskrit futures is a subjunctive, and it is used in predictions (or neutral, pure futures). In addition, in Tocharian B the subjunctive is well attested in contexts where the idea of future is expressed. That I have found no comparable examples for Tocharian A is certainly to be ascribed to chance, as this language has no competing expression for future that Tocharian B does not have, and those contexts are not attested at all, i.e. there is no positive evidence that they would be expressed otherwise.

For first person subjunctives, a volutative reading is often very likely, but this is without doubt the result of inference from the future meaning: if it is not evident that the first person does not want to carry out a future action, it is often possible to assume that (s)he actually wants to do so. In both languages, there are also clear non-volutative examples. In Tocharian A, we find neutral predictions, which are probably lacking in Tocharian B by chance. In Tocharian B, there are good examples of events that are so unfavourable for the speaker that a volutative reading can easily be excluded. Whether the lack of the latter type in Tocharian A is a matter of chance I do not know, but I have found no alternative means to express the same.

When examining the attitude of various other possible modal sources, namely subject, speaker and hearer, the result was mixed. For both languages, it was not difficult to find examples of events with a positive effect: actions to the benefit of the subject; wishes, which obviously relate to an event desired by the speaker; and promises, which normally turn out in a positive way for the hearer. Although in quite some instances a translation with an English will-future is unnatural, these uses can without difficulty be derived from a notion of futurity. First of all, they take place in the future, and second, in the relevant context the intended value can easily be deduced. Finding negative events for the same parameters was more difficult. I have found good examples in Tocharian A for the subject and for the speaker, but not for the hearer. In Tocharian B I have found only one good example for the hearer, and none for subject or speaker. It is not clear to me why these parameters could not be found, but it must be said that the total number of subjunctive clauses that qualifies in the first place is not overwhelming. I can only base myself on the results from the other study foci, namely that of the predictive future and the first person, to argue that the subjunctive is free of modal value with respect to these possible modal sources. There is a possibility that the difference between Tocharian A and B is significant, but the numbers are small and it is more likely that in fact we have to take the two together. Then both languages complement each other perfectly, which further suggests a non-modal future meaning of the subjunctive in main clauses.

The relationship of the optative to the subjunctive is sufficiently clear, and there is no difference between Tocharian A and B. Those few cases where the subjunctive is best translated as a wish all concern discourse situations where the “wish” is not a
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deep-felt, serious wish (as with the optative), but more a formula to stimulate the
hearer to some (mostly verbal) action.

The relationship between the present and the subjunctive is more delicate, and it
seems that Tocharian A offers more examples of presents with future reference than
Tocharian B. Striking similarities are found with the verbs ‘say’ and ‘give’, which in
discourse situations are often used in the present to denote immediate futures. The
same parameter is probably at the basis of the frequent occurrence of ‘go’ in the
present in Tocharian A, but here it should be noted that in Tocharian B this verb has
been left out of consideration completely because it forms a present-subjunctive.
Why other Tocharian B verbs of motion, i.e. ‘come’ and ‘leave’, do not mirror the
situation in Tocharian A, where these are more often in the present than other verbs,
I do not know. The verb ‘become’ may also express futurity with a present form in
both languages, but here the future meaning is inherent in the lexical meaning of the
verb, which is made overly clear by its lacking a subjunctive. For this particular verb,
the match with syntactically identical Sanskrit bhav- ‘become’ is striking, and “tense
calquing” is certainly not excluded.

Understanding the nuances of the use of the subjunctive and other verbal forms,
like the present and the optative, in rhetorical questions seems hardly feasible. There
are only few examples in the various different moods and the semantic differences
can only partially be deduced from those established elsewhere. Suffice it to say that
rhetorical questions must be studied separately as they deviate too much, and that
they can in no way be used to argue against the general picture emerging from
positive clauses.

3.8.2 the Tocharian subjunctive in subclauses

The subclause uses of the Tocharian A and B subjunctives can best be unified as
expressing uncertainty. The two languages behave very similar, but various subtypes
can be distinguished, of which the conditional is probably the most salient.

In conditional sentences, the subjunctive may denote realistic protases and future
apodoses. Thus specific conditionals with future reference have typically a subjunc-
tive protasis and a subjunctive apodosis, e.g. If it rains [sbj.] tonight, you will need
[sbj.] an umbrella. Generic conditionals have a subjunctive protasis, but a present
apodosis, e.g. If it rains [sbj.], the street gets [prs.] wet. Exceptions are mainly of two
types: 1) specific apodoses with a present, which can be compared with the sporadic
use of the present for the future in main clauses, or 2) inferential conditionals. In
inferential conditionals, the apodosis results from the protasis through reasoning,
and the tenses and moods are variable, just like in English, e.g. If the streets are wet, it
must have rained. Inferential conditionals are sporadically attested in Tocharian B,
but not in Tocharian A – presumably by chance. Past, counterfactual and im-
plausible conditionals are expressed with the optative and with periphrastic con-
structions.
Other subjunctive subclause types are eventual, in which the realisation of an event is given as uncertain; iterative, in which an event takes place several times; indefinite, in which the event is not exactly known; and concessive, in which an event is given as irrelevant. All these types are well attested for both languages and in principle they have a present in the main clause. In both languages, a subjunctive clause may also express the goal of a main clause, for instance an imperative clause, e.g. *Make your homework so that you can pass your test*. Only in Tocharian A, a subjunctive subclause is attested in comparisons, e.g. *It looks like it were a fashioned or painted figure*. Since English *would* and *were* etc otherwise often render Tocharian optative clauses, one might have expected an optative in such comparisons (like in Tocharian B).

### 3.8.3 TOWARDS A UNIFIED MEANING

As the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctives in main clauses is future and that in subclauses is uncertainty, I must quote Krause’s description of the meaning of the Tocharian B subjunctive again:

> “Der Konjunktiv steht in Haupt- wie in Nebensätzen mit der Funktion der Vermutung, Erwartung, Annahme, also der Ungewißheit, woraus sich die Funktion des reinen Futurs entwickelt hat, sowie als Jussiv.” (1952: 30)

Although I disagree in some points, his idea is generally correct: if any of the two notions future and uncertainty should be more basic, I would opt for uncertainty and thus follow Krause in his view that the future meaning has developed from that of uncertainty.

However, I cannot agree with his claim that any of the notions presumption, expectation and assumption is a basic component of the subjunctive in main clauses, nor that it expresses uncertainty there. Of course the future is always less certain than the present and the past, and the inference of uncertainty is easily made, but the subjunctive is used for futures that are in no way uncertain, too, and uncertainty nuances find their own explicit form of expression, for instance by means of particles. Also the jussive use he distinguishes – for main clauses only, as is clear from the example sentences that follow – is only inferenced from the notion of future, as it can be shown to be in explicit conflict with other derived notions.

Krause’s formulation is also imprecise as far as subclauses are concerned. Whereas the general characterisation “uncertainty” covers the meaning of the subjunctive there very well indeed, and assumption can succesfully be identified with conditionality, I think, expectation and presumption are no recognisable semantic features of the subjunctive in subclauses. His wording is ambiguous, I would say, as to whether he thinks that future and jussive should also be uses in subclauses, but in any case, these are certainly absent.
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My reason to follow Krause in taking the uncertainty meaning as primary, and to
derive the future from it, is that there is no overlap between uncertainty and future
in subclauses, whereas future and uncertainty can be unified for main clauses. In
other words, the subjunctive has no time reference at all in subclauses, and the
difference between present and future tense is simply left unmarked. Some of the
subclause types describe future events indeed, but they are presented as possible or
uncertain, not as future. Other subclause types have clear present reference that is
incompatible with future tense.

On the other hand, since future events are always less certain than present or past
events, one possible inference about an event that is presented as uncertain is that it
has not yet taken place. Indeed, very few main clause subjunctive types are incom-
patible with an uncertainty reading, and the flexible way in which the subjunctive
can be combined with explicit markers of uncertainty further confirms this. How-
ever, it can hardly be overemphasised that uncertainty is not inherent in the main
clause subjunctive, as there are many cases where uncertainty clearly is subordinate
at most, and in the predictive future type it is even incompatible with it.

To summarise, the uncertainty meaning and the future meaning of the Tochari-
an subjunctive are evidently linked, but they cannot be subsumed under one unified
meaning on the synchronic level: the subclause subjunctive is not a future and the
main clause subjunctive does not denote uncertainty. At a seemingly shallow histori-
cal level, it is probably the future meaning that derives from that of uncertainty.

3.8.4 the Tocharian subjunctive and aspect

There seems to be no special syntactic correlation between the Tocharian subjunc-
tive and aspect. Even the present-subjunctive, a considerable category in Tocharian
B, shows no systematic correspondence with aspect. It harbours a fair number of
verbs with a durative Aktionsart, but next to many that are explicitly non-durative
(especially among causative verbs, but also among non-causatives); worse, there are
also many non-present-subjunctives with a durative Aktionsart. Thus, any cor-
relation based on the Aktionsart of the present-subjunctive must be searched for by
means of diachronic reconstruction – for a synchronic analysis the idea is simply
untenable.

The present and subjunctive stems are rarely found in a simple contrast: mostly,
they are in complementary distribution. If we take derived infinite forms, the infiniti-
tive shows no contrast between present and subjunctive stem because in Tocharian
A it is formed from the present stem only, and in Tocharian B from the subjunctive
stem only: there is no contrast between a present infinitive and a subjunctive infiniti-
ve. The same is true of the verbal noun, the present participle, the TB verbal
adjective in -mo, and the privative. While most agent nouns are formed from the
present stem, there is one formed from the subjunctive stem in Tocharian B, too.
However, I have not been able to find any difference in usage between this subjunc-
tive agent noun and the present agent nouns.
The only derived form where present and subjunctive stem are in contrast is the gerund: both languages exhibit a systematic contrast between a present and a subjunctive gerund. The meaning of these gerunds is clearly distinct, but in my view it does not have anything to do with aspect: the present gerund expresses necessity and the subjunctive gerund possibility. I do not mean to exclude that this difference can be explained from an earlier difference in aspect, but as such, it is clearly one of mood, which is completely in line with the difference in meaning between the present and subjunctive finite categories.

If we continue our indirect approach, we arrive at the contrast between imperfect and optative, which in Tocharian B is morphologically just a difference between the present stem for the imperfect and the subjunctive stem for the optative, and in Tocharian A a combined contrast between the present stem and past endings for the imperfect and the subjunctive stem and present endings for the optative. However, the meanings of the imperfect and the optative are difficult to compare because they differ in several different domains, the imperfect being an imperfective past tense and the optative a deontic mood, mostly with non-past reference. As the imperfect is never modal, it is probably best to compare it with the one function of the optative in past contexts: the iterative past.

In the iterative past, the past tense is expressed by the imperfect, which is the imperfective past tense used for background information and repeated events. If such an iterative imperfect clause has a subclause next to it, that subclause is in the optative. It is not completely evident how we should interpret the different contributions of imperfect and optative. Without doubt, the imperfect provides the past reference, as the optative is not otherwise used in past contexts. It also invites the iterative reading: first, it can be iterative without optative subclause, too, and second, it is the finite verb of the main clause. It seems that not much is left for the optative, apart from marking the subclause. If it should add any meaning of itself, it must be the indefinite or irrelevant number of events in the subclause. Although in this construction the imperfect clearly has imperfective aspect indeed, nobody will be able to maintain that the optative expresses the opposite, perfective aspect. It is just as iterative, and consequently as imperfective, as the imperfect, but contains an element of indefiniteness in addition.

The same contrast is found for the finite present and subjunctive themselves, but in this case without past reference. The distribution of functions is completely parallel: the iterative clause is expressed by the present, and therefore the present can be said to be imperfective. However, the preceding subjunctive subclause is in no way less imperfective, and it expresses, just like the optative, that the number of events is unknown or irrelevant.

As in other types of subclauses present and subjunctive are distributed according to parameters totally different from aspect, namely principally certainty and uncertainty, it makes no sense to look for evidence for a perfective use of the subjunctive there. However, there are some phenomena in main clauses that could in fact point to aspect.
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The point of attack is of course the use of the present for future events: the clear default expression for future is the subjunctive and that for present is the present (the subjunctive is never used for the present tense in main clauses). If we exclude the “technical” future, i.e. events that are so close to the moment of speaking that a present can be used without any risk of ambiguity, there seem to remain two classes of exceptions: events at an undefined point in the future, and events stretching from the moment of speaking into the future. Both of these uses are compatible with imperfect aspect: in the first, beginning and end point are undefined because the whole event is undefined, and the second has no defined end point.

However, if we reverse the question and ask ourselves why the subjunctive is not used in those cases, the answer can hardly be given in terms of aspect, since the subjunctive is abundantly attested for events without clear beginning or end points. Rather, it seems to be just a matter of tense: events starting at the moment of speaking evidently have present reference as a part of their meaning, and of the undefined future it can also be said that it is just not expressed by the subjunctive because it is not a clear future.

Likewise, the contrast between inhibitive and preventive negative commands reminds of a difference in aspect (as found e.g. in Vedic, see Hoffmann 1967: e.g. 105), but it can also be explained otherwise. One could argue that the imperfective present is used for events that have already started (inhibitive), while the perfective subjunctive is used for events that still have to begin (preventive). However, a tense interpretation is at least as good: in a negative command with present reference (inhibitive) a present is used, whereas in a negative command with future reference (preventive) a subjunctive is used.

In conclusion, there is no evidence for a syntactic perfective use of the subjunctive. The present is often imperfective indeed, but the subjunctive is not its aspectual counterpart. In most uses, an aspectual difference is simply not there, and in the few cases where something with aspect seems to be going on, better explanations present themselves.
4 ORIGIN

The aim of this chapter is to trace the origins of the Tocharian subjunctive in Proto-Indo-European; both form and meaning are to be explained, as well as the question whether the subjunctive continues one or more Proto-Indo-European categories, or whether it is a purely Tocharian creation.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The archaic appearance of the Tocharian verb is miraculous in view of the dramatic and eventful prehistory of the language.

The three stop series *T, *D, *DH merged almost completely, leaving only a single series transcribed with voiceless stops; palatovelars and velars merged, and took some labiovelars with them; almost all final consonants were lost; in interconsonantal position, all laryngeals became a; the short vowels *i, *e and *u merged with the vowel of syllabic resonants into a, the first two causing regressive palatalisation; long *ë and short *o eventually merged into e, the former causing palatalisation; the (secondary) vowels *ā and *ō must have merged in many contexts. In addition, all hiatus, including recent instances from lost intervocalic glides, were resolved with contraction; vowels were subject to affection, syncope and apocope; palatalisation caused the rise of new consonants, but as the palatalisation system largely broke down again, more mergers followed; consonant clusters were epenthesised or simplified. Tocharian A, generally preserving consonant clusters a bit better, underwent further simplifications of the vowel system, with apocope of final e and o, and merger of the two into a in many other positions.

Facing such heavy changes in its phonology, any language would be compelled to reorganise its morphology. Yet, the Tocharian verb has a full inventory of different stems, endings, and base verbs and derived verbs.

This is the problem with Tocharian. At first glance, the verb is on a par with, for instance, Latin, in as far as the categories expressed are concerned. However, hardly anything is so old that it can be reconstructed mechanically: there is always a good deal of analogy involved. Apart from arguments of a general nature, as those above, the thick layer of restructurings and reparaiments is betrayed by occasional mismatches between the two languages that can only be understood with the assumption of sound laws that were undone in the majority of cases. Yet a much more alarming indication is the rigid way in which so many verbs pattern: it is the superficial regularity of the system that shows that it is the result of thorough mending. The challenge of Tocharian historical morphology is to find weak points in the system.
Below, I will recount the most important theories on the origin of the Tocharian subjunctive. Although Lane’s 1959 article is not an independent piece of work, as it uses insights of e.g. Pedersen (1941), van Windekens (1944) and Couvreur (1947), it was the logical point of departure for the bulk of later studies. As its title The formation of the Tocharian subjunctive already shows, its merit is first and foremost that it treats the formation of the subjunctive in a reliable and lucid way because Lane is “of the opinion that in comparative linguistics we should attempt to establish an ‘Urform’ before we worry about its ‘Urbedeutung’” (1959: 179), which was a major step forward especially compared to Pedersen. Since scholars have often repeated theories, or altered them only slightly, the sections below are structured according to the possible origins.

4.1.1 SUBJUNCTIVE

Following Pedersen (1941: 191-192) and Hahn (1953), Lane assumed that Proto-Indo-European had no subjunctive, or at least “in that dialect of Indo-European which we may call Pre-Tocharian, there was no subjunctive formally distinguished from the present indicative” (1959: 179). Yet, whereas some scholars have not taken a clear stand on the matter (e.g. Adams 1978: 277), others do derive some Tocharian subjunctive formations from original Proto-Indo-European subjunctives.

The best candidate for an old subjunctive is probably the subjunctive of the Tocharian verb for ‘come’, for which a pre-form */šam'/e- can be reconstructed (see 4.3.1, p. 351), apparently a direct match of Ved. gāmati (so e.g. Pinault 2008: 592; Kim 2007b: 190). In view of the high degree of irregularity of the verb ‘come’ in Tocharian and the isolated type of its subjunctive, it is likely to be old. Being the devil’s advocate, one could try to connect */šam'/e- with the */i/-present represented by Gk. βαίνω and Lat. veniō. To my knowledge, nobody has ever argued for such a derivation, and for good reasons: 1) even though a palatalised */h/ loses its palatal feature in the daughter languages, the */i/ would probably have left a trace in Tocharian, yielding **my, and 2) the zero grade */g"m-/*i/- of the Greek and Latin formations is incompatible with the palatalised initial of the Tocharian, which can hardly be secondary.

Less certain because they form a category, but probable nevertheless, is the */e/-subjunctive of s-transitives (usually called s-causatives, class 8). Although details vary, this connection is supported by a relatively large number of scholars, e.g. Pinault (2008: 592), Kim (2007b: 190), and Ringe (2000: 132-133).730 While I consider this derivation probable, it must be stressed that it involves a good deal of additional argumentation on the s-present and the e-present. The */e/-subjunctive is always

730 Van Windekens (1982: 214) can be added, but his account is complicated. Whereas these subjunctives “sont tous des conjonctifs thématiques secondaires”, whose “origine première [...] doit être située dans des thèmes de prétérit”, he also claims that the type “a pu survivre [...] dans les conjonctifs radicaux athétiques” (l.c.).
found next to an s-present, so that its interpretation is dependent on that of the s-present, which is itself disputed. Further, an intransitive e-present verb (or sometimes an o-present verb) is often found next to it, which was even thought to be primary (see e.g. Krause and Thomas 1960: 174). Evidently, a theory that derives the ā/s/-subjunctive from an old Proto-Indo-European subjunctive would work much better if the intransitive e-present verbs were secondary and the s-transitive verbs primary.

According to Hackstein (1995: 232-233, 240-241; see also Ringe 2000: 132, Kim 2007b: 190), an isolated inherited subjunctive is preserved in B594a1 /// k-(\) knta[rì]- [sa] ///, so read by Sieg and Sieglng (1953: 379). Even if this reading were secured,731 it certainly leaves room for more interpretations than just (akāl)k k(a)ntār n(i) ‘my wish will be fulfilled’, and even if that restoration were correct, the form can only be interpreted with morphological arguments, “denn der sehr fragmentarische Kontext entzieht sich als Deutungsgrundlage” (Hackstein 1995: 232). In the unlikely event that the subjunctive k(a)ntār B594a1 is correctly identified, it need not be old. Hackstein argues that it reflects a Proto-Indo-European subjunctive *ṛēh- ā/s/- with *n ā/s/-nt, but it could also be a backformation from the present {'kanā\s{s}s\s{s}/sk-es} on the basis of the model prs. {awnā\s{s}s\s{s}/sk-es} : sbj. {awn-} of awn- ‘hit’. After all, the regular subjunctive is {kanē-}, but kan- is the only verb of this small class with a ā/s/-present instead of the regular ā/s/-present (only tam- ‘be born’ has something similar, a ḫ\s{s}s\s{s}/sk-es-present, but it displays several other deviations from the type): an adaptation of the pattern is therefore to be expected. In sum, the combination of a severely abraded tiny fragment and a beautiful hapax legomenon that proves the inheritance of an isolated old subjunctive is too much of a coincidence: the whole idea is best abandoned completely.

Strikingly, it has also been argued that certain Tocharian presents reflect Proto-Indo-European subjunctives. For instance, Jasanoff has argued that the Tocharian s-present goes back to a subjunctive of the s-aorist (1987: 101-102; 2003: 181-182), and Ringe (2000: 129-130, 136; Kim 2007b: 190) interprets two ā/s/-presents as original subjunctives: Tocharian B ḫ\s{s}s\s{s}/ke- ‘lie’ and k\/e\s{s} \s{s}/e- ‘stand’. The history of the s-present is too complicated to give even a brief account here, but it is argued in 4.5.6 (p 419) that it rather goes back to the ā/s/-s̪e/- present suffix. The reason why Ringe wanted to derive ‘lie’ and ‘stand’ from a subjunctive is obviously the ā/s/-suffix, for which alternative explanations are available. In any case, it is semantically difficult to derive Tocharian presents from older subjunctives and it runs counter to the well established development of Proto-Indo-European presents to Tocharian subjunctives; with Adams (1994: 4), “This Worm of Ourobouros scenario is hardly compelling.”

731 It can hardly be overemphasised that the reading is not secure, witness the brackets. It is even very unlikely that <ṛi>- is correct; I would rather opt for <ṛāh>. <ṣa> could also be <ṛa> – among others – and as far as can be discerned, it is followed by an aksara in virāma.
In sum, only for a small number of Tocharian subjunctives has it been argued that they derive from Proto-Indo-European subjunctives. Even if in some cases such a derivation is necessary indeed, it cannot be the explanation of the subjunctive category as a whole: many Tocharian subjunctives just have no */e/-suffix.

4.1.2 OPTATIVE

The Proto-Indo-European optative with the suffix */-ieh₁r* ~ */-ih₁r* is directly inherited in the Tocharian optative, as commonly agreed. Nevertheless, Lane (1959: 166) argued that it is also reflected in one Tocharian subjunctive class: class 4 of Tocharian B with the suffix */-ay[e]/<e/. There are two problems with Lane’s derivation: synchronically, the suffixes are different, namely subj. */-ay[e]/<e/- vs opt. */-ay/- (see also 4.8.1, p 469), and the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive is different from that of the Proto-Indo-European optative. Although the semantic difference is perhaps not insurmountable, it adds to the formal problems. Last but not least, it is completely unclear why the optative suffix should have taken on subjunctive function only in class 4, or the other way round, what made class 4 adopt the optative suffix. In 4.8.1 (p 469), the */ay[e]/<e/-subjunctive is rather derived from the present.

4.1.3 PRESENT

In view of the formal similarities between the Tocharian subjunctive and present, it is not surprising that it is often argued that the Tocharian subjunctive goes back to Proto-Indo-European presents. However, the idea that all Tocharian subjunctives reflect earlier presents and that the contrast between present and subjunctive is a recent innovation of Tocharian cannot be maintained, pace Lane (1959: 179), who argues that:

“in that dialect of Indo-European which we may call Pre-Tocharian, there was no subjunctive formally distinguished from the present indicative. In Proto-Tocharian such a distinction was only beginning to be made, as reflected by certain agreements in the two dialects. The distinction, so far as it existed, was made by using an alternate present formation as subjunctive.”

In particular, this view is incompatible with the fact that there are verbs with a contrast between subjunctive and present where the present clearly goes back to an original rather than a secondary present, as for instance in the nasal presents. If Lane had been right, we would rather have expected that a typical present category such as the nasal presents had ended up as subjunctives with derived presents.

A stand similar to Lane’s is taken by Adams (1978), who reconstructs a pre-stage of Tocharian with an independent iterative formation in */-sk[e]/[e/- that yielded presents, while pushing original presents into subjunctive function. However, he leaves open the possibility that the existence of the creation of the subjunctive predated this present → subjunctive shift: “If the category was not inherited from Indo-European,
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this development led to the addition of the subjunctive to the moods of early Common Tocharian” (1978: 277).

Even though one would have wished for somewhat more precision, Jasanoff follows Lane’s ideas, on the evidence of his statement that “The subjunctive in Tocharian is widely recognized to be a repository of older indicative forms that have acquired modal or future value” (2003: 161).

Although Lane’s claim must be wrong in its most radical variant, a large number of individual subjunctives as well as some subjunctive classes have been derived from original presents indeed.

A striking case is the reduplicated subjunctive tatta- in Tocharian B, which is evidently cognate with Gk. τίθημι ‘put’ and Ved. dādhāti (e.g. Adams 1978: 279). Further, there are clear cases of nasal subjunctives with secondary presents, for instance the famous case of the Tocharian B subjunctive karnā- ‘trade’ (with the secondary present karnāssa/ske-), which can be equated with Ved. kriṣṭi ‘buys’, OIr. crenaid ‘id’ etc, see for instance Jasanoff (2003: 161). However, it must be pointed out that, contrary to what Jasanoff suggests, this is an exceptional case (cf the correct formulation of Kim 2007b: 192) for which a good explanation is available (see 4.6.9, p 448). Along the same line of reasoning, we may add all subjunctives with the typical present suffix -sk that have an sk-present (i.e. with sk_sk, as in TB yaskaskemar ‘I beg’) next to them, see in particular Hackstein (1995: 167-202).

Apart from such incidental cases as listed above, the class of e-subjunctives (TEB class 3) has been argued to be of present origin; see for instance Lane (1959: 165), who identifies it with the e-present, which is identical in form. Likewise, present origin of the Tocharian A ūā/a-subjunctive class (TEB class 7) has been argued for, see for instance Lane (1959: 176), Hilmarsson (1991b), or Kim (2007b: 192). In addition, I will argue that the Tocharian B i-subjunctive (TEB class 4) in origin goes back to a present formation (4.8.1, p 469; rather than the optative, as argued by Lane, see 4.1.2 above, p 332).

Last but not least, it is argued in 4.4 (p 377) that present-subjunctives go back to presents. However, as I argued extensively in 2.6 (p 94) and 2.7 (p 117), these present-subjunctives are best analysed as presents with zero-derived subjunctives. Thus, if they can be called subjunctives at all, they derive from presents at a very shallow reconstruction level and they cannot be used as examples of a shift present → subjunctive; nothing is shifted, the usage of the present has only been extended.

4.1.4 “PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE”

Although he does not treat the origin of the Tocharian subjunctive in particular, the 2000 article of Ringe deserves a separate discussion because he makes interesting observations and claims about Tocharian and the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive. Investigating Tocharian thematic presents and subjunctives, he found that Tocharian has relatively few simple thematic presents and subjunctives that continue Proto-Indo-European stem formations. From the fact that in Tocharian thematic subjunc-
tives are better represented than thematic presents, he drew far-reaching conclusions about the structure of the Indo-European family tree and the development of the Proto-Indo-European verbal system.

According to Ringe, Proto-Tocharian original simple *h₁- *-h₂- *-h₃- presents, essentially only *h₁-*k₂-*l₁- ‘lead’, *h₁-*p₂-*l₁- ‘carry’ and *h₁-*s₂-*l₁- ‘live’ are outnumbered by *h₂- subjunctives such as *h₂-*k₂-*l₁- ‘come’, *h₂-*l₂-*l₁- ‘shone’, *h₁-*w₂-*l₁- ‘drive off’, and other members of the s-causative class (TEB present 8, subjunctive 2). Since Hittite has no simple thematic presents nor subjunctives at all, while thematic presents are numerous in all other branches of Indo-European, he claimed that Tocharian may represent a transitional phase in which the thematic suffix was developing. In his view, this supports the communis opinio that after Anatolian, Tocharian was the first branch to split off from the rest of Proto-Indo-European.

Whereas it is likely that Tocharian is indeed archaic in having preserved so few simple thematic presents, Ringe’s conclusion that the function of the thematic suffix was originally only subjunctive is not supported by the Tocharian evidence. The fact that there are more *h₂- subjunctives than *h₁- presents need not be significant because the former are part of a relatively frequent, rigid pattern that may ultimately result from a small common source (see 4.8.4, p 478). Moreover, it is unclear how the semantic development from subjunctive to present should have proceeded; the opposite direction, as defended by e.g. Renou (1925b) and Kortlandt (1983a), seems much more attractive.

4.1.5 Perfect

Since Lane’s groundbreaking 1959 article on the subjunctive and Cowgill’s unification of the e: a gradation in a[Ø]-root subjunctives and the a: e gradation in a[a]-root subjunctives (1967), the Proto-Indo-European perfect has often been considered the most likely source of the Tocharian subjunctive. The argument is based on two points of comparison, as put forward by Winter (1994a: 305-308; cf also e.g. Eyþórsson 1993; Hackstein 2004a: 92-93; Kim 2007b).

The first point concerns the gradation of the Tocharian subjunctive: since its gradation patterns can be unified as an original e: a without initial palatalisation, it is argued that this must reflect *o: Ø gradation in Proto-Indo-European. The PIE perfect displays exactly these root grades with the same distribution, namely o-grade in the singular and Ø-grade in the plural (Lane 1959: 160; Adams 1978: 278, 281; van Windekens 1944: 257; 1982: 192-193). The second point involves the initial accent found in many Tocharian B subjunctives, which is exceptional compared to other verbal and nominal formations. Winter argues that the accent was automatically fixed on the second syllable of each word at a pre-stage of Tocharian B, so that the exceptional initial accent of the subjunctive must be explained with an “extra first syllable” that was lost after the accent was fixed: a reduplication syllable as found in the Proto-Indo-European perfect.

The following extract from Winter’s article contains these two main arguments:
"Es ist seit langem bekannt, daß der sogenannte ‘Konjunktiv’ der tocharischen Sprachen dort, wo sich Ablaut beobachten läßt, die Abstufung des indogermanischen Perfekts zeigt: im aktivischen Singular findet sich die Widerspiegelung der indogermanischen ‘-o-Stufe’, im aktivischen Plural und im gesamten Mediopassiv hingegen die der indogermanischen Schwachstufe. [...]"


Both arguments start from important non-trivial assumptions. First of all, it is assumed that Tocharian non-palatalising e-grade directly reflects PIE *-o-grade and non-palatalising a-grade PIE *-o-grade, despite the high functional load of palatalisation in Tocharian morphophonology, which implies that it was productive and therefore possibly secondarily present or absent in specific contexts. Secondly, although the Tocharian B accent must derive from a simple system with automatic accent assignment, as shown by its great simplicity, it is synchronically morphologi
cal (not phonetic) in the Tocharian B subjunctive, which proves that it was generalised. This raises the question whether other sources are conceivable, too. However, these counterarguments allow for alternative solutions at most: as far as the formal side is concerned, Winter’s reasoning is in itself fully compatible with the data.

Nevertheless, there are serious problems of a different kind that the perfect theory has to address: the function, the endings, and the stem pattern.

As shown in chapter 3, the main function of the Tocharian subjunctive is to denote future events in main clauses and uncertain events in subclauses. Conversely, the Proto-Indo-European perfect had neither of these two functions, but rather an aspectual function: it had present reference, denoting a state resulting from a previous event. In many Indo-European languages, the perfect has developed into a past tense (a development comparable to that underlying the difference between the English perfect, e.g. I have done and the German perfect, e.g. ich habe gemacht ‘I did’), but among the Indo-European reflexes of the perfect, the functions of the Tocharian subjunctive are not found. Consequently, the derivation of the Tocharian subjunctive from the Proto-Indo-European perfect is in need of an explanation for the alleged change in function. Since there are no functional overlaps between the two categories, the only possible path seems to be that the resultative aspect of the perfect was bleached out in favour of its present reference, and that it was pushed to its Tocharian modal function by the present, which must have existed next to it all
the time. How this might have happened is unclear to me, but in any case there is no concrete evidence within Tocharian that it actually happened.

Another problem of the function of the Proto-Indo-European perfect and the Tocharian subjunctive concerns valency. Whereas the Tocharian grading subjunctive is typically found with transitive verbs as found in the Tocharian present classes with an s-suffix or an n-infix, the Proto-Indo-European perfect denoted a state and it was typically intransitive; verbs that were otherwise transitive could be used in an absolute way, without object:

"le parfait note l'état acquis et le mouvement effectué: «il est (actuellement) endormi, irrité, il est arrivé (et il est ici)». Cette valeur apparaît ainsi de préférence là où le verbe est par nature intransitif. Mais elle n'est pas exclue là même où le présent comporte un objet: en ce cas le parfait, conformément à la liberté d'emploi des racines indo-européennes, figure d'une façon absolue." (Renou 1925a: 7-8, based on Wackernagel 1904)

Only a small category of perfects could be used transitivity, typically "Verbes signifiant «avoir, posséder, abandonner, faire»" (Chantraine 1927: 11). Thus, the Proto-Indo-European perfect does not in any way match the marked preference of the Tocharian grading subjunctive for transitive use.

As will be shown in section 4.2 (p 341), the Tocharian present endings, which are also found with the subjunctive, derive from a mixture of the Proto-Indo-European primary and secondary endings of the present-aorist system. By contrast, the endings of the Tocharian preterite derive from those of the Proto-Indo-European perfect. This suggests, evidently, that the Proto-Indo-European perfect became a past tense in Tocharian after all (see above), since it has supplied the endings of a past tense. Likewise, the present-aorist origin of the endings of the Tocharian subjunctive would in the first place suggest an origin of the subjunctive in the present-aorist system, not in the perfect. Thus, if the subjunctive were to be derived from the perfect, we seem to be obliged to assume that both the subjunctive and the preterite derive from the perfect, and that next to the "past tense" perfect with perfect endings a second perfect with present-aorist endings was created, which was to become the subjunctive.732 Subsequently, the perfect features, namely reduplication and gradation, were given up in the past perfect, but preserved in the subjunctive perfect. Although heavy restructurings have certainly taken place, the developments sketched above are complicated and implausible.

The perfect theory is weak in that it makes no predictions about the stem patterns of the subjunctive: it does not explain the distribution of the grading subjunctive, neither compared to other subjunctive types nor compared to the other stems of verbs with a grading subjunctive. Yet, the grading subjunctive is not an independent type, as shown in chapter 2: it is tightly matched to specific present and

---

732 The assumption that the Tocharian subjunctive continues the Proto-Indo-European perfect and the preterite continues the aorist only makes matters worse.
4.1 introduction

preterite types in one-to-one correspondences. As far as I know, nobody has argued that the s-preterite (always found next to an s|O-root subjunctive) or the s|a-root preterite (next to the s|a-root subjunctive) have a special correlation with the perfect, nor, for that matter, s2/œ-s_PRESENTS or na-s_PRESENTS, the respective present types.

On top of these three problems, there is also a difficulty on yet another level: there is virtually no comparative evidence of individual grading subjunctives matching old perfects; to use Jasanoff’s term, there are no “word equations” in support of the perfect theory. It is my firm belief that comparative morphology should compare morphological types rather than set up etymologies, certainly with a language with so many rigid patterns as Tocharian. Nevertheless, a morphological explanation additionally supported by word equations is clearly preferable to one based on morphological types only.

4.1.6 MOLÖ-TYPE

As a variant of the perfect theory, Jasanoff has argued on several occasions that the Tocharian grading subjunctives derive from a slightly different type, which he mostly calls the “molö-type” or the “h2e-conjugation” (e.g. 1992; 2003: 161-165 and passim). In brief, the molö-type is identical to the traditional perfect in its endings, in its o-grade in the singular, and in being a present, while it is different in having e-grade in the plural and lacking reduplication.

A full discussion of the molö-type is clearly beyond the scope of this study, but two points may be noted. First, in spite of Jasanoff’s arguments (2003: 228-233), Ved. ved, Gk. oida ‘knows’ etc (11v2: 665-667) proves the existence of a perfect type without reduplication, as is also suggested by the two 3pl. endings -r(ı) and -er, which must reflect a difference in accent patterns. If the difference between the molö-type and the traditional perfect is not the presence or absence of reduplication, the e-grade in the plural of the molö-type becomes extremely important, should the two types be different at all. This leads us to the second point: the evidence for e-grade in the plural is very scanty indeed, certainly in view of Kloekhorst’s interpretation of the Hitt. šakk- ~ Šekk- class (2008b: 141-143). He convincingly shows that the verb šakk- ~ Šekk- itself was originally of a different type, namely šakk- ~ šakk-, thus offering no proof for an alternation o ~ e. The e-grade of the remaining verbs with ą ~ e, which all have a resonant in the root, is due to restoration of the Schwa ablaut in the plural, i.e. <re> (according to Kloekhorst, phonologically /ri/) replaces older *ar. In fact, this weak point is inherent in Jasanoff’s theory when he admits that “replacements of the type TērT- ~ TRT-’ are common in weak stems everywhere in the family” (1992: 143; similarly also elsewhere).

As far as the Tocharian subjunctive is concerned, the molö-type theory differs in only one important aspect from the perfect: the lack of reduplication. As explained above, one of Winter’s two arguments to derive the subjunctive from the Proto-Indo-European perfect was its initial accent, which would preserve the original
reduplication syllable in an indirect way. Unfortunately, this point is not addressed by Jasanoff.733

Thus, the molō-type theory has no advantages over the perfect theory: it does not account for the initial accent, the initial palatalisation expected from e-grade in the plural is not found, and it offers no better explanation of the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive.

4.1.7 Perfective Present

As recounted in 3.1.1 (p 155), Couvreur and several other scholars have argued for an analysis of the subjunctive as a perfective variant of the present. This analysis was in all cases supported with arguments from morphology instead of syntax. In my discussion of the syntactic evidence in 3.8.4 (p 325), I have arrived at the conclusion that there is no evidence in the syntactic use of the subjunctive that proves or even suggests that it is a perfective present. However, I also suggested that the merits of this theory are rather to be expected on the diachronic than on the synchronic level.

Crucial in the application of the “perfective present” theory is the origin of the perfective stem. In principle, I see two possibilities: 1) the perfective present is a secondary result of the creation of new imperfective present, or 2) the perfective present is a present formed from an originally perfective stem. Unfortunately, in most of the accounts that I have been able to trace (Couvreur 1947: 73; Winter, e.g. 1982: 9, 1994a: 286-287; Hackstein 2004a: 90-92; Pinault 2008: 570), this point was not addressed explicitly.

The first option departs from a development comparable to that in Turkish, compare for instance the Uy. “uncertain present-future tense” in -r-, e.g. mañarmān ‘I will probably walk’ with the “present progressive tense” in -wati-, e.g. kūliwatiṃān ‘I am laughing’ (de Jong 2007: 129, 131): the former is the original present tense, usually termed “aorist” in the literal sense of Gk. ἀρχηγός ‘indefinite’, while the second is formed with an extra imperfective suffix. Evidently, this interpretation requires that the Tocharian subjunctive reflects the Proto-Indo-European present, which is certain for a large number of instances, but untenable as an explanation of the subjunctive as a whole (see 4.1.3, p 332). Based on the typological framework developed by Haspelmath (1998), this option is discussed in detail in 4.9.2 (p 483).

The second option leaves room for the Tocharian present to derive from the Proto-Indo-European present, but it leads to the logical question where the perfective stem goes back to. This point is addressed by Kim (2007b), who makes the interesting – though evidently wrong – suggestion that the Proto-Indo-European perfect supplied that perfective stem (see 4.9.3, p 486). Obviously, Kim was not led

733 As I argue against the derivation of the subjunctive from the perfect, it would have suited me to learn Jasanoff’s opinion on the initial accent of the subjunctive. I have now offered my own explanation of the accent in 4.5.5 (p 413), which could in theory be used by proponents of the molō-type theory.
by semantic clues: his main objective was to reconcile the perfect theory with the
perfective present theory.

The simple solution defended in this study is that the perfective present theory
contains the key to the historical explanation of the subjunctive: the perfective stem
on which it is based is just the old Proto-Indo-European perfective stem, the aorist.

4.1.8 AORIST INJUNCTIVE

If the Tocharian contrast between the imperfective present stem on the one hand
and the perfective preterite and subjunctive stem on the other continues the Proto-
Indo-European contrast between the imperfective present and the perfective aorist
stem, the origin of the Tocharian subjunctive seems to be the Proto-Indo-European
aorist injunctive. After all, there is little evidence of old subjunctives, including aorist
subjunctives, so that the non-past injunctive seems to be the only option. In as far as
the Tocharian subjunctive does continue old *ε/-ε-subjunctives, their semantic
contribution is not so much to be found in their subjunctive suffix, but rather in the
fact that they are formed to the perfective aorist stem.

Thus, the theory defended in this study is identical to the following account of
Pinault with respect to his derivation from the subjunctive and the injunctive. How-
ever, in as far as he includes the present and the perfect stem as possible origins, it is
not:

“L’inventaire des classes de subjonctif montre qu’il est rarement le descendant formel du
subjonctif indo-européen: il s’agit d’une catégorie nouvelle, propre au tocharien, qu’on
286; 1998, p. 164), et qui hérite à la fois du subjonctif (aoriste, parfait) et de l’injonctif
(présent, aoriste, parfait), ce qui explique qu’il reçoit les désinences de présent, issues des
désinences secondaires et primaires.” (2008: 571)

The most explicit derivation from the aorist injunctive is probably that of Kortlandt
(1994: 62), which I cite below. For the technical details of his derivation, I refer to 4.5
(p 403):

“If the asigmatic forms in the s-preterite arose from the phonetic loss of *s, the root
subjunctive is best derived from the sigmatic aorist injunctive, a derivation which
moreover explains the absence of an s-subjunctive.”

As the derivation from the aorist injunctive is in fact a specific application of the
perfective present approach mentioned above (4.1.7, p 338), it is compatible with
most versions of the latter. It can also be reconciled with Lane’s equation of the
Tocharian a-subjunctive with the a-preterite, if this a-stem ultimately reflects an
aorist formation (1959: 172). However, Lane’s intermediate step that the a-formation
with present endings became a present first is unnecessary: probably, such preterite-
subjunctive stems were always accompanied by a derived present.
4.1.9 METHOD

Few methodological preliminaries are required: I try to keep to the generally accepted principles of comparative linguistic reconstruction without adopting a special theoretical framework. Whenever there is a choice between a regular morphological pattern and a morphological irregularity, the preferred solution takes the pattern to be the result of analogy and the irregularity the result of sound change. In my understanding of the historical development of Tocharian, both types of changes have drastically changed the appearance of the Tocharian languages: our basic task is to sort out which changes are due to sound law and which are due to analogy, and to look for independent clues to support interpretations.

As a consequence, I start my historical approach with irregular phenomena rather than rigid patterns. The first choice is only logical: irregular verbs, a selection of which is discussed in length in 4.3 (p 351). The second is perhaps less obvious: present-subjunctives (4.4, p 377). Although present-subjunctives are relatively frequent, certainly in Tocharian B, which does allow to establish certain patterns, the regular situation in Tocharian is that there is a contrast between present and subjunctive. Both the irregular verbs and the present-subjunctive allow to make breaches in the rigid system presented by many other subjunctive formations, for instance the much more regular root subjunctive to $x|\O$-roots (4.5, p 403) and $x|a$-roots (4.6, p 430).

Since I was educated at Leiden University, it will not be much of a surprise that I adhere in principle to the reconstruction of the Indo-European proto-language of Beekes (1995). However, I am well aware of the potential of Tocharian: this branch might have preserved archaisms that force us to change or adapt elements of the reconstruction. Therefore, I will be cautious with the application of “Leiden” views or insights, and try to be open-minded towards the linguistic facts of Tocharian.

4.1.10 STRUCTURE

This chapter is organised as follows. In 4.2 (p 341), the personal endings of the verb are discussed in order to show that the Tocharian present endings continue the endings of the Proto-Indo-European present-aorist system, whereas the preterite endings continue the endings of the perfect. In 4.3 (p 351), a number of important irregular verbs is discussed, which gives important insights in the development of the verbal system as such. The Tocharian present-subjunctive is derived from the Proto-Indo-European present in 4.4 (p 377), which suggests that the subjunctive does not derive from the present. In 4.5 (p 403), the $x|\O$-root subjunctive and the related s-preterite and s-present are discussed, to be ultimately derived from the s-aorist. In 4.6 (p 430), the $x|a$-root subjunctive and preterite and the related nasal presents are discussed. The chapter is concluded with the heterogeneous relic category of $^3/\epsilon$-presents with e-grade in the root (4.7, p 453), minor subjunctive types
4.2 ENDINGS

Whereas the debate about the origin of the different stems is fierce and undecided, the explanation of the personal endings is in broad outline commonly agreed upon (see in general e.g. Kortlandt 1979, 1981; Adams 1988: 51-61; and Pinault 2008: 619-630 with references). As these endings might contain information about the origins of the stems, but certainly need to be considered in any diachronic account of the Tocharian subjunctive, it seems best to start with them.

In a nutshell, Proto-Indo-European must have had three main types of endings: primary endings with present reference, secondary endings without present reference, and special endings for the perfect. The primary endings were of two types: athematic and thematic. In Tocharian, the difference between the Proto-Indo-European athematic and thematic primary endings was lost, as well as that between primary and secondary endings: traces of all three sets can be found in the Tocharian present endings. On the other hand, the perfect endings were kept distinct and came to be used as the preterite endings.

4.2.1 PRESENT ACTIVE

As must be immediately clear from the table presented in 2.2.1 (p 26), already the Tocharian B present endings alone cannot be just projected back to Proto-Tocharian, since they come in three different variants, and a comparison with those of Tocharian A makes a more detailed reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian set necessary. If we focus on the active endings first, the differences between the present sets within Tocharian B concern the three singular persons, those within Tocharian A the third person plural, and those between the two languages all endings.

1sg

The Tocharian A ending is -m everywhere, and this ending is certainly mirrored by Tocharian B -m found in the imperfect-optative subset, and in yam 'I go'. TA and TB -m must continue PT *-m₃, continuing the PIE athematic primary ending *-mi, as the PIE secondary ending *-m would certainly have become -Ø. Another 1sg. ending is found only in Tocharian B: -w. Although it has repeatedly been suggested that PT *-m₃ was in certain positions lenited to -w (e.g. Sieg and Siegling 1921: VI; Couvreur 1938b: 243-247; 1947: 42, 49, 55; Winter 1990b: 15-16), the conditions for such a development have not been stated satisfactorily, and I keep to the alternative derivation of TB -w from the PIE thematic primary ending *-oH through *-Ø > *-u (Pedersen 1941: 141), perhaps preserved in positions where it was covered by a clitic.

The Proto-Tocharian distribution of the two 1sg. endings is not fully clear, but both must have been found in the present and the subjunctive, since the TB relic
form *yam proves that *-mɔ was in use as a present or present-subjunctive ending. The isolated imperfects of ‘be’ and ‘go’ with -m in both languages, and the regular presence of this ending in all other imperfects and optatives of Tocharian B suggests that it was at home there, too. Whether the 1sg. -m and 1pl. -(e)m ever were homophonous in Tocharian B depends on the evaluation of the final -s of Tocharian A *mās. If they were indeed homophonous, this further confirms that the imperfect-optative 1sg. ending was -m in Proto-Tocharian (see under 1pl.). On the other hand, the completely isolated present-preterites latau and kamau cannot possibly have replaced older forms in Proto-Tocharian *-m (i.e., PIE *-mi), since *-m with its past function in the imperfect had certainly been the more regular ending.

In conclusion, it is very likely that *-m was the only ending in the imperfect-optative, whereas in the present and the subjunctive both *-m and *-w were found, but how they were distributed there is uncertain so far. Isolated *yam could indicate that -m was regular in athematic presents as in Proto-Indo-European, but other types of distribution are also possible.

In Tocharian B, the ending -w spread to athematic paradigms and the thematic vowel was restored in thematic ones, but the date of this development is unknown. It is possible that the spread of -m in Tocharian A was triggered by the opaque thematic forms in -u instead of -eu, i.e. original *aym ‘I give’ and *akw ‘I carry’ may have been made transparent as *ay-ɔ-m vs *ak-e-m in Pre-Tocharian A and as *ay-ɔ-w and *ak-e-w in Pre-Tocharian B.

2sg

The normal 2sg. ending is -t in both languages, which suggests a straightforward Proto-Tocharian *-tɔ. The problem is that this *-tɔ can reflect none of the relevant endings usually reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, and it is often supposed to reflect a particle or a shortened form of the pronoun *tuH ‘you’ (e.g. Pedersen 1944: 5; Couvreur 1947: 55). As Pinault suggests (2008: 620), *-tɔ might also reflect the perfect ending *-thɔ that would have yielded *-ta (cf TB -sta), but this needs the assumption that somehow the a was removed, and the question is whether a model 1sg.prt. -w-a : 1sg.prs. -w : 2sg.prt. -t-a : X, X = -t is strong enough.

Another problem is what the new ending *-tɔ replaced exactly. The athematic primary ending *-si is excluded as something should have remained, probably **-s, and if the thematic primary ending was indeed *ehɔi (based on Gk. -eic with analogical -s and Lith. -i from -i; Kortlandt 1979: 57), this ending would probably have become **-ɔy. In fact, nothing seems to be wrong with an ending -s or -'ɔy, although the latter would perhaps have fused with clitic pronouns as 1sg. -n or 2sg. -c, and certainly with a preceding optative suffix. The only remaining candidate is the secondary ending -s, which would certainly have disappeared completely, calling for restoration.

The idea that *-tɔ replaces older -s is nicely confirmed by the present-preterite, where the actual ending is -O in Tocharian B. Of course this ending is normally derived from -es in the thematic aorist directly, but in view of the 1sg. ending -w, the
present-preterite must have been felt as a category on the same level as the present and the subjunctive, which suggests that this zero ending was actually there in the present and the subjunctive, too. Thus, the secondary ending *-s was generalised, and in its non-preterite function replaced by *-to. Perhaps the rationale was that *-to was better marked than the outcome of *-si or *-eh,i or both. In that case, the spread of *-s is only apparent, the generalised ending being in fact the reshaped *-to.

3sg
The 3sg. ending is always -s in Tocharian A, which does not match any of the two endings in Tocharian B: neither -n in the present and the subjunctive nor -Ø in the imperfect-optative and the present-preterite. It is commonly agreed that TB -n represents a particle added to the more original zero ending -Ø (e.g. Winter 1987: 307). This particle can perhaps be identified with the pronominal stem seen in Slav. ono, or otherwise, as argued by Pedersen (1941: 142-143), with the element -n in the demonstrative pronoun TA sam of distal deixis and TB sen of intermediate deixis, as argued by Winter (see Peyrot 2008a: 121-124) or of recognition, as argued by Pinault (2009: 229 and passim).

The TA ending -s has aroused some debate, as it was argued that it could reflect the PIE athematic primary ending *-ti. However, parallels were few and problems manifold, so that this idea is discarded by Pinault (2008: 620). I have difficulties accepting his alternative explanation, however, because the progressive palatalisation he has proposed (in this case *-ed > *-e) is found only in a very limited number of contexts: it has no parallels to other developments in the phonological system, and it defies falsification as the end product is subsequently lost in Tocharian B. Therefore, I would identify -s with the same element in the TA demonstrative pronoun of proximal deixis säs (s e.g. in the n.sg. täs), after Pedersen (1941: 142-143).

The zero ending is commonly derived from the PIE secondary ending *-t, and rightly so, since that would certainly have been lost. However, if one follows Kortlandt’s argument that OCS -e(bo), Lith. -a and Gk. -ei point to a thematic primary ending -e for Proto-Indo-European, since the endings of all other languages can easily be explained by influence of athematic -ti (1979: 61; 1997: 134), that ending is certainly an option, too. In fact, such an ending -e would have merged with secondary -t after the thematic suffix, i.e. -e-t, at an early stage. Since this ending *-e from *-e and *-et would have merged also with the 3sg.pf. ending *-e, the 3sg. may have been a key form for the transition of perfects to present inflexion (see e.g. ayk- ‘know’ in 4.4.1, p 379, yok- ‘drink’ in 4.3.6, p 371, and perhaps tak- ‘touch’ in 4.7.5, p 464).

734 However, his suggestion that the -n is the reflex of the secondary athematic ending *-t assimilated to a following pronoun starting with n- (1990b: 17-19) defies verification and must be discarded.
1pl

The 1pl. ending is -m throughout in Tocharian B, whereas Tocharian A has -mās exclusively. Moreover, there is no difference between present and preterite endings in either language. Although -s is a frequent plural marker in the Tocharian A nominal and pronominal systems, it is not found elsewhere in the verbal endings. If not in some fashion taken over from the 1pl. pronoun was, this -s is probably to be identified with the final -s of the PIE athematic primary ending *-mes (Skt. -mā; Skt. -māsi probably has an analogical -i after -mi, -si, -ti, pace Pinault 2008: 621). However, the -s cannot have been preserved in exactly that form, but must have been covered by a particle or pronoun clitics. The generalisation of the s-form is easy to understand, since the s-less form merged with the 1sg from PIE *-mi (see above).

As the correspondence TA -s : TB -Ø is not regular phonologically,735 TB -m must have another immediate origin. This could be the same ending *-mes, but a variant of it that really lost the -s. If the two variant outcomes of *-mes existed side by side, the s-less form was probably able to survive because it merged with the outcome of the secondary ending **-me (Skt. -ma), or the reflex of an ending *-men (*-menit), if that was the thematic primary ending.736 In conclusion, Tocharian A -mās may continue the athematic primary ending, and Tocharian B -m the same ending, and practically all others (except endings with o-vocalism, such as that probably evidenced by Lat. -mus), but there is no trace of any sort of distribution.

2pl

The problem of the 2pl. is easily stated and difficult to solve. In Tocharian A, we find -c, which could reflect PIE *-te or *-thiē (Skt. -thā). The same ending -c is found in the preterite and imperative middle; the present middle -cār has the present marker -r added to the preterite ending. The problem is the Tocharian B ending -cer, which has a vowel e and a final r that are difficult to explain. The -r is common in the middle endings, but further only found in the 3pl.prt. (active); e is rare altogether, only found in the preterite middle. None of these categories is a likely source for the elements -e, -r, or -er, or of the complete ending -cer. The 2pl. pronoun yes does not give a ready explanation either: if the combination cy was simplified to c, we would still have expected -ces, not -cer. Although yes was at a certain stage analysed as ye-s, as we see from the 2du. ye-ne, this would still leave the -r unexplained (pace Pinault 2008: 621, it cannot be identical to the -r in the TA prohibitive negation mar, since that is likely to reflect -ra, which would of course have given **-cera in Tocharian B).

735 The only comparable correspondence is between TA -s and TB -n, which reflects the cluster *-ns.
736 On the basis of OCS -mōs, Kortlandt rather reconstructs a PIE ending *-omom (Kortlandt 1979: 63-64). Pinault discards -me as a possible source, since this would have yielded TB **-mi through *-mīa (2008: 621). However, the reflex TB i for PIE *e is only found in positions where the “coloured shwa” would have been preserved, i.e. not word-finally.
4.2 endings

But even if we found an explanation for -er, it is not clear altogether why an original -c (which is, after all, expected on the basis of Proto-Indo-European) should have been replaced or extended. Within Tocharian B, there is no ending with which it would have merged, and I do not see which kind of unacceptable problems it could have caused: ambiguity through combination with the 2nd singular clitic pronoun cannot have been too frequent (if only for pragmatic reasons), nor does it seem possible that confusion with the 3sg. ending with the 2sg. pronoun clitic, or phonological problems after palatalised consonants in thematic paradigms a sufficient reason. If the 3pl. ending was (also) -nc, this was close indeed, but probably not close enough.

3pl

The normal 3pl. ending is -n in TB, whereas we find -nc in TA, with a marginal variant -y. Most scholars agree that the “basic” endings TB -n and TA -nc are not reconcilable on the Proto-Tocharian level, and reconstruct PT *-n < PIE secondary *-nt for the former and PT *-nc(ɔ) < PIE primary *-nti for the latter (see Pinault 2008: 621; Pedersen 1941: 144). Since -n is found in TB throughout, also in the “peripheral” imperfect-optative and present-preterite, and, likewise, -nc is found in all categories in TA, it is only on the basis of Proto-Indo-European that we can assume that TA continues the primary ending and TB the secondary ending; there is no proof for such a difference within Tocharian.

The TA ending that needs to be described synchronically as -y, looks in fact completely like a truncated -nc: trānki ~ trānkić ‘they say’, lke ~ lkeć ‘they see’, etc. The distribution of these short endings over the texts is marked, as 16 out of 22 occur in the Maitreyaavadanavāyākaraṇa, and only 2 of these are found in prose (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 326-327). However, any grammatical rule for their occurrence next to the long endings seems to be lacking; their use is “ohne erkennbare Regel” (o.c.: 326).

Most explanations go back to Sieg, Siegling and Schulze’s suggestive reference to the loss of -nc before the 1sg. pronoun clitic -n, and argue that the short ending could have been generalised from there (e.g. Itkin 2002: 14). Possible as this explanation is, it is not supported by the distribution of the forms; at most one can say that the other pronoun clitics are not found after the short endings, but that is hardly significant with these small numbers.

To my knowledge, Pinault was the first to suggest that the short endings are not truncated, but reflect a different ending. Indeed, the distribution between “real” presents and other formations, like subjunctives, present-subjunctives, etc, is not equal: real presents are kumse (2x), tāse, (l)ām(t)se, lotānke (2x), tsākse, whereas kārse, tāke (2x), te, yā(m)e, lānče, lotke, and possibly sālpe are subjunctives; cāmpe and wināse are present-subjunctives, and trānki (3x), ype, and lke are suppletive
presents (the first and the last could be called subjunctives morphologically).\textsuperscript{737} Of course, this distribution, if it is significant at all, is only useful if the ending -y is not the result of secondary truncation.

Pinault suggests that -y reflects the secondary ending -nt with loss of final t (-t# > -d > -z > -Ø) and loss of n with the diphthongisation effect as in TA es ‘shoulder’ vs TB ântse, both from *anse. If one does not accept his development of final -t to -z, the only option remaining is to take recourse to sandhi, either before pronoun clitics or in larger syntagms. The latter context does not look promising as the short endings seem to occur more often before vowels and caesurae (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 326), whereas for the first we end up with the 1sg. and 2sg. pronoun clitics again: *lakan-ńa and *lakan-cə would certainly produce the required e (as if from ay). These forms would both have merged with long ending forms, yielding lkeiti and lkeńci, but again extraction of lke seems only possible in the first.

All in all, it is in my view certain that there were two different 3pl. endings in Proto-Tocharian: *-n and *-nc(ə). However, their distribution must remain uncertain; the evidence from the TA short endings is difficult to evaluate and eventually this ending could be secondarily extracted from the position before the 1sg. pronoun clitic.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Although the differences between the 1sg., 1pl. and 3pl. endings of Tocharian A and B must certainly be projected back to Proto-Tocharian, it is not completely clear how the different endings were functionally distributed. The present-preterite certainly had secondary endings in Proto-Tocharian, even if it has assumed the 1sg. primary ending -w. Further, the 3sg. zero ending of the Tocharian B imperfect-optative proves that this category must have had secondary endings, too. The difference between the 1sg. present-preterite -w and the imperfect-optative -m suggests that the first is secondary; it can perhaps be explained by the thematic suffix in the former. The co-existence of two 1sg. present endings in Tocharian B points to a contrast between thematic and athematic paradigms for Proto-Tocharian. It remains highly doubtful whether there was a difference in the endings of the present and the subjunctive.\textsuperscript{738} In sum, we can draw the following tentative scheme:

\textsuperscript{737} Perhaps it is worthy of note that of the real presents, tāse, (l)ām(t)se and kumse (once) occur outside the Maitreyāvadānavyākaraṇa.

\textsuperscript{738} It cannot be excluded that there was, in fact, a difference between the prs.3du. -ten vs the sbj.3du. -ys in Tocharian B, but the evidence is so meagre and the forms must have been so marginal in the spoken language, too, that we can hardly draw conclusions from this difference.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>them. prs.</th>
<th>athem. prs.</th>
<th>ipf.-opt.</th>
<th>prs.-prt. (them.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg.</td>
<td>-w</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-w &lt;&lt; -Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-t̥</td>
<td>-t̥</td>
<td>-t̥Ø</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ʔ</td>
<td>-ʔ</td>
<td>-ʔØ</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>-mәs</td>
<td>-mәs</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-c</td>
<td>-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ncә</td>
<td>-ncә</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many uncertainties remain. The distribution of the 1pl. and 3pl. endings is entirely based on their supposed origins in Proto-Indo-European. Whereas the zero ending for the 3sg. is secured for the ipf.-opt. and the prs.-prt., it is not clear whether TA -ś and TB -n were already in use in Proto-Tocharian times, and if so, whether one was for instance thematic and the other athematic. If the ipf.-opt. is to be taken together with the prs.-prt., it is likely that the 2sg. had a zero ending, but otherwise it was probably -t̥a, too. As the origin of the TB 2pl. ending -cer is unclear, it is doubtful whether it was, for instance, a variant in the present endings.

In the remaining ending sets, chiefly the present middle and the preterite, only minor differences within the languages are attested, and those between Tocharian A and B are much less prominent, too.

#### 4.2.2 Preterite Active

Tocharian A 2sg. -st, 3sg. -Ø, 1pl. -mәs, 2pl. -s and Tocharian B 2sg. -sta, 3sg. -Ø, 1pl. -m, 2pl. -s evidently reflect Proto-Tocharian 2sg. -sta, 3sg. -Ø, 1pl. -m (see above), and 2pl. -s. The remaining endings deserve more detailed comments. For the 1sg., Tocharian B -wa points to *-wa, matched by the TA relic ending -u. The other Tocharian A endings are remodelled: -ā is contracted from *-awa and *-wā is the original -w- plus the contracted ending -ā, or old -wā as it was preserved before clitics; rare -āwā is formed from the ipf. stem formant ā plus the ending -wā (itself analogical; see Winter 1965b: 206-209). The 3pl. has two forms in Tocharian B, -r and -re, but Tocharian A shows only -r; also before pronoun clitics, we find no variant -ra (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 335). Apart from “normal” levelling, the reason is of course that the expected long ending ra was at home in the a-preterites where it was always subject to vowel weakening.

The Tocharian preterite endings continue those of the Proto-Indo-European perfect. Straightforward are the 3sg. -Ø < *-e (apparently with analogical removal of the palatalisation in e.g. the 3sg.prt. -sa, see 4.5.4, p 411) and 1pl. -m < *-mẽ. The 1sg. -wa goes back to *-h₂ with the addition of an element -u- from the preterite participle or perhaps the present ending -v; note, in any case, that with the spread of -a- as a preterite marker, a 1sg. -a was bound to be replaced by another, distinct ending. The 2sg. -sta goes back to *-th₂, but with an additional s, either from the s-aorist, or otherwise perhaps a relic of the original secondary ending -s.
At least at first sight, the 2pl. ending -s is incompatible with an ending *-e as required by Ved. -a, while it is strongly reminiscent of the element -s- in the Hittite 2pl. endings of the hi-verbs:prs. -štēni andprt. -šten (Kloeckhorst 2008a). Since -štēni and -šten are likely to have been reshaped after the mi-endings -tēni and -tēn, the combination of Hittite and Tocharian leads to the preliminary reconstruction of a 2pl. perfect ending -su (o.c. 498-499). However, the isolated character of the Vedic ending suggests that it is old: it is completely unclear how it should have come to replace an earlier ending *-su, if that ever existed. An alternative explanation of the Tocharian ending could take the -s to be from the s-aorist (which could have a parallel in the sg. -sta, see above), while the expected palatalisation of the ending -e was removed by analogy, similar to what must have happened in the 3sg. -O < *-e.

The difference between the Tocharian B 3pl. endings -r for s-preterites and -re for preterites in -a is difficult to explain: apart from the differences in the 1sg. in Tocharian A, which are clearly secondary (see above), the ending sets are identical. Because of its accentual behaviour, -r has been derived from Proto-Tocharian *-ro (Ringe 1990: 197-206): this would explain why e.g. prekar ‘they asked’ has final accent, i.e. {prekā-ro}. However, such an original underlying shwa is not directly attested, since we never find forms with mobile -o or final -a such as **prekarō or **prekarā. As an alternative, we might consider the possibility of ordinary levelling of the accented ą, which is found in all active forms except the 3sg. prekāsa. This would allow to derive -r from PIE *-r or *-rs (Ved. -uh) in a straightforward way; in any case, Ringe’s reconstruction *-r-nt would not yield the proto-form *-ro that we need, but **-ro instead.

The variant -re seems to reflect a PIE *-ro, but such an ending cannot be reconstructed for the perfect (a typological comparison with Latin -erunt < *-ér-ont fails, again, on the final, which would have been preserved as **-rem). Because -r has a good etymology but -re has not, I suppose that the latter is secondary. However, a model and a motivation are not easy to find. The only motivation I can think of is the homonymy with the sg.mid. imperative ending -r. Before the spread of initial palatalisation in the a-root preterite (on which see 4.6.7, p 446), the difference with the sg.mid. of the imperative was only the prefix of the latter, e.g. sg.mid.ipv. *pā-kālar ‘bring’ vs 3pl.prt.act. *kālar ‘brought’. In the s-preterites, on the other hand, both forms were additionally characterised by a difference in suffix, e.g. sg.mid.ipv. *pā-awn-sa-r ‘hit’ vs 3pl.prt.act. *awnā-r ‘started’. This difference in stem formation between the a-root preterite and the s-preterite explains why only the ending of a-root preterite was substituted. However, I do not know a suitable model for ending -re: it seems to have been reshaped after the corresponding middle end-

739 Synchronically, there is also a difference in accent, i.e. {pā-kāla-r} vs {sōlā-re}. Even if the accentual difference was already there at the time of the creation of the 3pl. ending -re, it may not have been a sufficiently salient distinction.
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ing -nte, but I cannot explain how (possibly, the -e of -nte was analysed as the preterite marker, as explained below).

4.2.3 PRESENT MIDDLE

Tocharian A 1sg. -mär, 2sg. -tär, 3sg. -tär, 1pl. -mtär, 3pl. -ntär and Tocharian B 1sg. -mar, 2sg. -tar, 3sg. -tər, 1pl. -mtər, 3pl. -ntər point to Proto-Tocharian *-mar, *-tar, *-tər, *-mtər, *-ntər (Kortlandt 1981: 132); on the assumption that PT *tˈw yields TA c, TB t, *-tˈwər can be posited for the 2pl. With the -r as a present middle marker, the immediate pre-forms must have been 1sg. *-ma, 2sg. *-ta, 3sg. *-t, 1pl. *-mt, 2pl. *-tˈw, 3pl. *-nt. These formants are so close to those needed for the preterite middle that we can only discuss them after having seen the latter as well.

4.2.4 PRETERITE MIDDLE

Again, the Proto-Tocharian state of affairs cannot have been very different from TA 1sg. -e, 2sg. -te, 3sg. -t, 1pl. -mät, 2pl. -c, 3pl. -nt and TB 1sg. -may, 2sg. -tay, 3sg. -te, 1pl. -nte, 2pl. -t, 3pl. -nte: they point to -ay, -tay, -te, -nte, -tˈw, -nte. The Tocharian A 1sg. ending -e may in fact reflect older *-away (Schmidt and Winter 1992: 55) as the extremely rare ending -we is found in an archaic form, which suggests that is relatively old. However, eventually -we must have been formed after the active -wa, and the ending *-ay that needs to be reconstructed on the basis of the comparison with Tocharian B -may may also be preserved directly in the regular ending -e < *-a + ay. Compared to the present forms, the 3sg., 1pl. and 3pl. seem to contain a preterite marker -e, which was, however, not generalised throughout the paradigm. Perhaps the 2pl. was not affected because it had no -t; of course, the -e could not be added to the 1sg. and 2sg. endings -a and -ta because it would have resulted in hiatus.740

If we combine the findings of the present and the preterite middle, the present marker -r must originate from the PIE 3pl. *-ntro, whereas the preterite marker -e must have been subtracted from the 3sg. *-to and the 3pl. *-ntro (Kortlandt 1981: 133-134). Thus, the 1pl. -mite reflects *-medh₁h₂o with loss of the *h₂ before the o; 2pl. *-tˈw goes back to *-dʰue. The 3sg. and the 3pl. were reanalysed and rebuilt with the 3sg. formant t and the 3pl. formant nt, enlarged with the present marker -r or the past marker -e. The 2sg. points to *-th₂, whereas the 1sg. continues two forms: *-mh₂ for the present and *-h₂ for the past.

740 It cannot be excluded that at some stage ae yielded ai, but I know of no other proof of such outcome.
4.2.5 CONCLUSION

Thus, as already shown by the “building blocks” outlook of the paradigms, the middle inflexions are the result of heavy remodelling: both the element -r and the element -e have been subtracted from old middle endings, but their function as present marker and preterite marker respectively is a complete innovation of Tocharian. On the other hand, the preterite active endings reflect the Proto-Indo-European perfect endings with only slight adaptations. The Tocharian present endings are a mixture of the Proto-Indo-European primary and secondary athematic as well as the thematic endings of the present-aorist system. The developments of the active endings are schematically represented below:

P I E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present-aorist system</th>
<th>PT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>primary</td>
<td>present system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thematic</td>
<td>present-subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athematic</td>
<td>imperfect-optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>present-preterite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>preterite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that primary and secondary endings have merged into the Tocharian present endings has far-reaching consequences. In combination with the augment (the past tense prefix *h₁e-), the Proto-Indo-European primary and secondary endings expressed the contrast between present and past tense, while in unaugmented forms they probably denoted present or actual events versus non-present or non-actual events. Since there is no functional trace of the augment in Tocharian, the distinction between the three Proto-Indo-European categories present, past and non-actual expressed by the endings and the augment was lost.

Evidently, this is the reason why the Tocharian preterite continues the old perfect endings: these were the only sufficiently distinct past endings available. As argued in 4.5 (p 403) and 4.6 (p 430), the stem of the Tocharian preterite generally goes back to the Proto-Indo-European aorist stem. Thus, when the aorist past tense lost its past tense marking through the merger of the primary and the secondary endings (and the loss of the augment), it took over the perfect endings to reintroduce a clear past tense distinction.

The merger of primary and secondary endings also invites the question what exactly is continued in the Tocharian present endings. If the Tocharian present goes back to the Proto-Indo-European present stem (as is argued in 4.3, p 351), is it then a reflex of the “present” with primary endings or of the “present injunctive” with secondary endings? In my view, this question is wrong in that it reverses cause and effect. The Tocharian present is not a mixture of the original present indicative and the present injunctive, but its endings are a mixture of primary and secondary endings: the loss of the present injunctive made the adoption of secondary endings
in the present possible. Although the same development must be responsible for the present endings of the Tocharian subjunctive, it is likely that the latter replaces a category with secondary endings, for details see 4.5 (p 403), 4.6 (p 430) and 4.9 (p 480).

4.3 SOME IRREGULAR VERBS

As mentioned above in 4.1 (p 329), the main problem with the Tocharian verb is that the many rigid patterns it displays are actually the result of countless and drastic mending operations. Therefore, the most promising weak point to attack are irregular verbs, of which a selection is discussed below. Without claiming that the remainder of the verbal system is perfectly regular, I do believe that these verbs represent a good deal of the most important irregularities.

4.3.1 ‘COME’

The verb ‘come’ without doubt belongs to the most irregular verbs, but on the synchronic level its forms are relatively straightforward, the reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian stems being only slightly more difficult. The present forms are the easiest: they unambiguously point to a Proto-Tocharian *nas\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/-suffix. In Tocharian A, the n is dropped in the cluster mns, as in kumse 3pl., but in larger clusters like in kumnaštār it was preserved because the ā was not syncopated; thus, Tocharian A forms a present {kwâm-nâš\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/sā}. Since in Tocharian B the present is {kânm\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/skē}, which regularly goes back to a Pre-Tocharian B *kâmn-nas\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/c-, we can reconstruct the Proto-Tocharian present as *kwâm-nas\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/c-.

The etymology of *kwâm- is evident and the present *kwâm-nas\(\dot{\text{s}}\)/c- can be derived from Proto-Indo-European directly (Klingenschmitt 1982: 64). A PIE sk-present *g\(\text{w}n\)-sk\(\text{e}\)/o- is well attested in Ved. gâcchati ‘comes, goes’, YAv. jasaiti ‘id’, Gk. βάσκει ‘come’ and Alb. n-gah ‘runs, hurries’ (LLIV: 209-210). *g\(\text{w}n\)-sk- must have become *kwâm-sk- at first, after which the root was restored, but the n was kept. The heavy cluster mnsk was resolved with ə-epenthesis to yield the attested *kwâm-nas\(\dot{\text{s}}\). Hackstein (1995: 306-7) rejected Klingenschmitt’s solution because a cluster *-Ns\(\text{k}\)-yields -sk-, as evidenced by e.g. kask- ‘scatter’ from *g\(\text{w}hn\)-sk\(\text{e}\)/o- and nask- ‘be’ from *mn-sk\(\text{e}\)/o-. However, it is evident – as already pointed out by Klingenschmitt – that the n was not lost in this case, exactly because the m was reintroduced: it was saved by the necessary ə-epenthesis.

The Proto-Tocharian subjunctive must have been *ššm\(\dot{\text{t}}\)/e-. In Tocharian B, the n of the present has spread to some subjunctive forms, yielding a couple of variants (cf in detail Peyrot 2008a: 147-148). Although the proof of the ə/e-suffix is not as firm as it would be with an attested alternation between palatalised and unpalatalised rootfinals (m is unpalatalisable, see 2.5.4, p 64), its reconstruction is secured. In Tocharian B, forms like 3pl. šâmner(m) and prs,ptc. šemmane are very clear; even though the 3pl. ending may in fact be [-en], witness yâmeni(yâm-en) ‘they will do’, the 1sg.
šamaṇa definitely proves the stem variant {šame-}. Likewise, the Tocharian A 3pl. šmeñc proves the stem variant {šâma-}.\textsuperscript{741} Mechanically reconstructed, Proto-Tocharian \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}šm\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}³\textsubscript{e} goes back to \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}em\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}-\textsubscript{e}. This is exactly how a traditional thematic subjunctive from a root aorist is reconstructed: with e-grade in the root and the thematic suffix, just as we find it in Ved. gámati << PIIr. \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}jáma- << \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}em\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}e. The important conclusion that Tocharian inherited a system with at least this type of subjunctive is inescapable.

It is especially the preterite of ‘come’ that is intriguing both on the synchronic and the diachronic level. The problems with this preterite concentrate on 2sg. and 3sg. śem in Tocharian B.\textsuperscript{742} (In view of their bad attestation, I prefer to leave the imperative forms out of my treatment.)

It can hardly be overemphasised that the gradation and palatalisation pattern 1sg., 1pl., 3pl. {kəm-} vs 2sg., 3sg. {śem-} is completely isolated in Tocharian and must reflect something old. Although a pattern with e-grade in the singular and a-grade in the plural is found in e|O-subjunctives of the type 3sg. prekām : 3pl. parkām, a contrast between palatalised initials in the singular and unpalatalised ones in the plural is not found there. e|a-root preterites have more or less the correct distribution of palatalised initials in the paradigm, but combining with different root grades: e.g. sg. *cärka- vs pl. *tärka- (see 4.6.7, p 446). The correct match between palatalised initials and root grades, but with a different distribution over the paradigm, is found in the s-preterite of the type TA 3pl.act. casār, 3pl.mid. tsānt, with e in the active and a in the middle. Thus, parallels are found mostly with the s-preterite and the e|O-root subjunctive type, but they are never perfect. More importantly, these parallels offer no explanation for the 1sg. kamau.

Generally, the preterite of ‘come’ is considered to be too irregular to make a search for morphological parallels within Tocharian worth the effort, and explanations are rather sought in Proto-Indo-European directly. As commonly agreed, Proto-Indo-European formed a root aorist \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}em\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}e \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered} \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered} \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}m\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}e, as best evidenced by Ved. 3sg. āgan, 3pl. āgman (IIV2: 209). This formation is usually the source śem is derived from, for instance through a sound law with subsequent levellings.

Pinault, for example, has proposed that the long e needed for śem was actually at home in the 1sg., where it could arise from \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}em\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}m through \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}g\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}em\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}m, by means of a

\textsuperscript{741} Pace Hilmarsson (1991a: 105-6), the Tocharian B privative ekamätte does not prove the existence of a second subjunctive stem kəm- < \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}k\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}wəm-, nor any alternating subjunctive of the type \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}k\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}wəm- \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered} \textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}kəm-. Apparently the privative was, at least in this case, not formed from the subjunctive stem, but from the preterite or from the root.

\textsuperscript{742} The preterite of Tocharian A is not attested. The only form that has been adduced is kmām THT\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}341\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}a\textsuperscript{\textasteriskcentered}a (originally introduction to A399), which is extremely dubious because it lacks any context. If related, it presupposes a 3sg. kām* or a 1sg. kmā* with suffixed pronoun. Such a stem could easily be derived from the Tocharian B preterite, but does not itself add anything to the reconstruction.
variant of Stang’s law743 (1994: 201-204; hesitantly accepted by Hackstein 1995: 164 and LIV: 210). From the first person, the long *ê spread over the whole singular, but just in the first singular șem- was replaced by kom- later; the model would have to be latau ‘I went away’. Since synchronically the paradigm has an */-a/-suffix, a further motivation could be the fact that so all e-variants obtained the root form kom-, i.e., a stem kom: 1sg. kamau, 1pl. kmem, 3pl. kamen.

The problem with this derivation of the long *ê is that, in the end, it does not account for the peculiar distribution of the root form șem; that distribution needs its own additional explanation. More substantial criticism could be drawn from the fact that the required sound law has no exact parallels, let alone for this particular verb. Pinault argues that *ënn > *êm is parallel to an intermediate stage *Vmm of Stang’s law *Vwm > *Vm, but the supposed intermediate stage cannot be ascertained independently.

Alternatively, Kim (2001) has suggested that not only the 1sg. *-m caused lengthening of *e to *ê, but the the 2sg. *-s and the 3sg. *-t, too. In other words, 1sg. *gwe:m-m, 2sg. *gwe:m-s, 3sg. *gwe:m-t would have yielded 1sg., 2sg., 3sg. *gwe:m by sound law (except for restoration of the final -m; for details see o.c.: 131-134). Evidently, this solution makes the derivation of șem easier, but it needs the same additional explanation for 1sg. kamau, and it heavily depends on the questionable sound law proposed, *VRC > *VRC.

To my knowledge, Winter has been the only one to give a phonological explanation of șem in Tocharian terms. However, neither his sound law *e > *ê in monosyllables, nor his alternative development *eme > *êm are substantiated with good parallels, and counterexamples are adduced by Hackstein (1995: 164).

Morphological explanations are surprisingly few. The oldest and most popular is without doubt the equation of șem with Lat. vēnī ‘I came’ (e.g. Krause and Thomas 1960: 253). However, the origin of the Latin type is disputed and the age and origin of the ê of vēnī are disputed. On the basis of apparently parallel Gm. *kwe:m- as in Goth. 1pl. qemum ‘we came’, where the ê is the functional equivalent of Ō-grade in the plural compared to o-grade in the singular, it is often argued that the ê-grade forms replace reduplicated forms with difficult Ō-grades in the root (e.g. Brugmann 1916: 435; Meiser 2003: 153). Evidently, the restriction of ê-grade to the plural does not fit the distribution of our Tocharian “*ê” at all. Consequently, a direct comparison of the stems șem- and vēn- is often rejected (e.g. Pinault 1994: 200-201; Schmidt 1997a: 257).

Based on his theory of the origin of the s-aorist *ê in the 2sg. and 3sg. injunctive (1987), Kortlandt has offered a new interpretation of the vēnī-type. Since his explanation of the s-aorist is phonological, proceeding from automatic lengthening

743 In its narrowest form, *Vwm > *Vm within Proto-Indo-European. The key examples are the acc.sg. *diêm ‘(god of the) day’ and *gôm ‘cow’ as reflected in e.g. Ved. dyâm and gâm vs nom.sg. dyâuḥ and gâuḥ.
in monosyllables, he assumes that the same lengthening took place in the root aorist (in particular Kortlandt 2004). His evidence consists among others of 1) s-aorist-like lengthened grade root aorist forms in Vedic, e.g. adyaut ‘shone’ (2004: 14); 2) the Latin ē-grade perfects like Latin vēnī next to apparently isofunctional e-grade forms like Osc. kūmbened ‘it has been agreed’ (2007: 155); 3) the Germanic type Goth. qemum ‘we came’ mentioned above; and 4), evidently, Tocharian B 2sg. and 3sg. ēm ‘came’, which fit his theory perfectly (2004: 9).

If Kortlandt’s reconstruction is correct, it explains the Tocharian forms neatly. Moreover, if the type survived into Tocharian on a larger scale, it might have influenced the gradation pattern of the s-aorist, which would account for the mysterious zero grade (non-palatalising ə-grade) that I reconstruct for a pre-stage of the Tocharian reflex of the s-aorist, instead of regular *e-grade (see in particular 4.3.2, p 357, 4.5.3, p 408, 4.5.5, p 413). Although Kortlandt’s explanation is attractive in principle, direct evidence for exactly the distribution he argues for is slim. In Germanic, the ē-grade is found in the plural; in Italic, it is found throughout the paradigm in Latin, and although Sabellic has ę, it does not show the alleged distribution either; likewise, the ə-grade preterite of the type Alb. mbloodha ‘gathered’ shows that reflex of *ē throughout the paradigm. Since it is conceivable that the distribution with lengthened grade in the 2sg. and 3sg. of the type Ved. adyaut is due to the fact that these forms could be reanalysed as s-aorists, the only language showing Kortlandt’s pattern beyond doubt is Tocharian with ēm.

In view of the above, it is better to be cautious with the identification of Tocharian ēm with the lengthened grade root aorist reconstructed by Kortlandt. Therefore, I will investigate another option below, but it goes without saying that if his reconstruction is correct, it accounts for the Tocharian facts in a much simpler and better way.

The comparison with the s-aorist made by van Windakens (1982: 159, 185; cf more recently also Schmidt 1997a: 257-258) has remained rather obscure. Van Windakens’ proof consists of the s-preterite actually found in the Tocharian middle,744 the Tocharian ‘e-grade in ēm (PIE *ē) and the formation of the preterite participle TB kekamu, TA kakmu, compatible with an s-preterite. Evidently, a derivation of ēm from a PIE s-aorist has not been and will not be accepted by other scholars because Proto-Indo-European just formed no s-aorist (pace Schmidt p 258; on the secondary middle s-aorist in Vedic, see Narten 1964: 106-107).

744 To my knowledge, Pinault is otherwise the only one to give an explanation for this s-preterite (1994: 193). He opts for an analogy between the present stem and the preterite middle, after the model 3sg.prs. tännastār ‘is born’: 3sg.prt. temtsate, with ə-grade in kamtsate after 3pl. kāmēn in the preterite active. It must be admitted that the present types tännastār and kännastār are relatively close, but, on the contrary, the present and the preterite are not. Moreover, since this match between temtsate-present and s-preterite is only found with e-grade in the preterite middle (as in temtsate), it is disturbing indeed that we find kamtsate* and kekamu instead of **kemtsate and **kekemu.
4.3 some irregular verbs

Nevertheless, all inner-Tocharian morphological parallels point to exactly this formation, and if the explanation of the Tocharian A relic 1sg. s-preterites in -u is correct, this type could offer an explanation for the difference between 1sg. kamau vs 2sg., 3sg. ṝem: the u-forms have á-grade, contrasting with a-grade in other forms of the active paradigm. However, since the alternation between k- and ś- does not receive a ready explanation, the parallel with the s-aorist or s-preterite seems to work only for the root grade. If for some reason the s-preterite alternated not only in root grade, but also between palatalised and unpalatalised initials at a certain pre-stage of Proto-Tocharian, the transfer from the root aorist to the sigmatic aorist can perhaps be understood. The alternation of palatalised and unpalatalised initials was namely (almost) identical.

Since this line of thought requires quite a number of difficult steps, ṝem was an untypical s-preterite, if it was one at all. I will first sketch a scenario of how the transfer to the s-preterite could have worked, and discuss the problematic first person in more detail. Only afterwards will I reframe the problem of the peculiarities of this s-aorist type, and then I will consider the transfer to the s-preterite in a larger perspective.

The mechanism for transfer to the s-preterite that I propose is the distribution of palatalised and unpalatalised initials. In the PIE root aorist, the active singular had e-grade and the 3pl. O-grade. Concerning the 1pl. and 2pl. the comparative evidence is not equivocal, but even within Tocharian, the root grades of these forms are difficult to establish. As I argue (4.6.7, p 446), Tocharian A forms of the type 3pl. tarkar replace PT *torkaré, whereas the palatalised singular TA 3sg. cärk, TB 3sg. carka, was extended to the plural in TB 3pl. cärkäre. But even if the evidence is scanty, the easiest is to assume a simple contrast between *carka- in the singular and *torka- in the whole plural for Proto-Tocharian. Thus, we would expect a root aorist to have yielded the stem form *šam- from *g’em- in the singular, and *kwem- from *g’em- in the plural. On the assumption that – after the loss of the sigmatic s – the s-preterite had the same plural forms, the two paradigms can have differed only in their root grade in the 2sg. and 3sg., and perhaps in the 1sg. The 2sg. and 3sg. *šam could easily be replaced by the s-aorist forms *šem, and sooner or later the 1sg., initially also *šam, was replaced by *kam.

The idea that the s-aorist 1sg. may regularly have had O-grade (without palatalisation) follows from the á-grade s-preterite forms in Tocharian A, which are very difficult to explain otherwise. Although these forms show no unpalatalised initial contrastive to palatalisation elsewhere in the paradigm, it is very likely that their different root grade was the same as the regular O-grade in s-preterites, that is to say, non-palatalising o (4.5.9, p 427).

Whereas the characteristic *e-grade of the PIE s-aorist was originally at home in the singular active (see in more detail 4.5.9, p 427), the weak grade is normally set up as *e, not *O. It goes without saying that this discrepancy is probably the most important drawback to the transfer scenario sketched above. The problem is taken up in another perspective in 4.5.3 (p 408), but I can refer to the root allomorphs in -s
of ‘put’, which, as I argue, must go back to only two root grades *dhēh₁-s- and *dh₃h₁-s-. At this stage of our investigation, we need not be concerned with the origins of this type in Proto-Indo-European, but we may content ourselves with the observation that this peculiar gradation system has parallels among the Tocharian s-preter-ites indeed.

Perhaps the essential question about the preterite of ‘come’ is why it did not remain a root aorist, as the type is continued in Tocharian. Several reasons can be adduced: 1) the verb was anīt, having no root-final laryngeal, and so it did not exactly match the root aorist subtype that eventually survived; 2) it did not have the regular a-subjunctive beside it, but rather the isolated *śem*/₃-e--; 3) it was certainly influenced by lat- ‘go out’.

sub 1) This point is made clearest by asking the reversed question, namely why the root aorist is reflected in the x[a-root preterite. Obviously, the starting point was formed by set verbs, where the a-reflex of the root-final laryngeal came to be analysed as a preterite marker; then, this -a could spread to other verbs, of course. However, ‘come’ just did not become such a preterite, as is most prominently evidenced by its endings, which are of a different set than the regular preterite endings.

sub 2) The x[a-root preterite forms a very solid system with x[a-root subjunctives beside them, and even the present could be of essentially only one of two types: the suffix e ~ o or a nasal infix. ‘come’ never had one of these features and so it was apparently not close enough to the x[a-root preterite type to be lined up with it.

sub 3) The preterite of ‘come’ is thematic, i.e. it has the */₃-e/-suffix, which cannot be inherited from Proto-Indo-European, nor is it possibly due to influence from the s-aorist. Since the semantically close lat- ‘go out’ has an */₃-e/-suffix as well, and it must be old there, ‘come’ must have taken over its suffix from ‘go out’. The adoption of the inflexion of ‘go out’ must be the cause that the preterite of ‘come’ did not adopt the characteristic 3sg. suffix -sa on the one hand, and no preterite endings on the other. Thus, the 3sg. remained śem instead of becoming **śem-sa or **kem-sa, and e.g., the 2sg. did not become **śem-sta.

Admittedly, my derivation of śem involves a large number of assumptions. However, these all have their parallels elsewhere in the Tocharian verbal system, and it is not necessary to have recourse to new sound laws or special morphological types on the Proto-Indo-European level. Its advantage is that it accounts for the existence of the s-preterite middle and the deviating 1sg. kamau, and it opens perspectives on the evolution of the Tocharian s-preterite system as a whole.

---

745 As pointed out above, if Kortlandt’s reconstruction of a root aorist with lengthened grade in the 2nd and 3rd persons singular is correct, it accounts for śem in a much simpler way.
4.3.2 ‘PUT’

The verb ‘put’ displays a number of irregularities, some of which are unique. The most important are:

- *a*-reduplication in the Tocharian B subjunctive;
- *e* : *a* root gradation in Tocharian B, *a* : ā gradation in Tocharian A;
- a root-final *s* that is found only in some stems;
- defective split-off verbs in both languages.

As is so often the case, a number of forms are difficult to analyse, which has long hampered a correct understanding of the structure of the verbs. An extensive account of both the synchronic state of affairs and the diachronic explanation is given by Hackstein (1995: 56-65). Evidently, the following presentation incorporates his results, and I will only make explicit reference in cases of important divergence.

The stem pattern of Tocharian A is irregular, but nevertheless rather straightforward:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sbj. } & \{tā-\} & \text{prs. } & \{tāsā/ sa^*-\} & \text{prt. } & \{c^*/u^*/s^*-O/(s)ā^*-\} \\
\text{prt.ptc. to } & & & \text{ipv. } & \{-t^*/a^*/s^*-\}
\end{align*}
\]

There is only one point where I deviate from Hackstein: he claims that the subjunctive is both \{tā-\} and \{tāsā/ sa^*-\} (the latter stem would be identical to the present stem). However, the 3sg.opt.mid. tāṣitrā A3a4-5, where the second subjunctive stem is based on, is restored from tā-ītrā and can also be read tā(w)ītrā, cf 3sg.opt.(act.) tāwiś A31a2.746 Next to this complete verb, there is an isolated and frozen present participle tāskmām ‘like, as’, which presupposes a present stem \{tāsk-\} or \{tāskā-\} (Hackstein 1995: 187-190).

The stem pattern of Tocharian B requires more detailed comments, especially since there are in fact some competing stems:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sbj. } & \{tattā-\} & \text{prs. } & \{tāsā/ se^*-\} & \text{prt. } & \{t^*/s^*-O/(s)ā^*-\} \\
\text{prt.ptc. tāttās, -ās* } & & & \text{ipv. } & \{-t^*/a^*/s^*-\} \\
& & & 2\text{nd prt. } & \{tasā-\} & 2\text{nd ipv. } \{-tāsā-\} \\
& & & & & 2\text{nd prt.ptc. tatāsau*, -(aš)}
\end{align*}
\]

Apart from the competing stems that call for an explanation, there is a number of individual forms that need special comment: 1) forms that seem to prove – again – a second subjunctive stem identical to the present, and 2) alleged present forms based on a stem \{tāsā/ se^*-\}.

---

746 There is yet another form that could be adduced as proof of the alleged subjunctive stem: “tāṣinār Frgm.” (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 438). Probably, the fragmentary line they referred to is THT1138b2, which reads // rtā sī mā rā //; it could in fact be the caus.opt. to any root in -rt.
In Krause’s index (1952: 245; see also Hackstein 1995: 62), we find the following forms that are to prove a subjunctive stem \( \text{ta}_5^3/\text{se} \)-: 1sg.sbj. \((t)\text{as}u\) B85a6, 3sg.sbj. \(\text{ta}_5^3\text{-ne}\) B255a5-6, 3pl.sbj. \(\text{tas}_5^3\text{m}\) IT92a, 3sg.sbj.mid. \(\text{ta}_5^3\text{r}\) B59b1, 3sg.opt. \(\text{tas}_5^3\text{i}\) IT173b4, inf. \(\text{tasi}\) IT258a1. As I will try to show directly below, none of these forms actually proves such a subjunctive stem.

\[
\text{B85a6} = \text{NS355a4}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{makte aï(}sk\)au} & \ (\text{uttarem} \ | \ ŋa \ )kte-yokâṃ sâs(\text{uw})e(\text{rsk})e \ | \ amâskai riyle} \\
\text{mâ š keś} & \ (t)\text{as}u\ sâñ la(\text{kle})} \ ; ///
\end{align*}
\]

‘How can I give [away] Uttaraya, my dear son of divine appearance who is difficult to let go? I do not pay attention to my own sorrow ...’\(^{747}\)

Alternatively, Schmidt (2001: 314) takes the rhetorical question to continue with \((t)\text{as}u\), which is also possible; it would prove that it is a present, of course, since \(aï(}sk\)au, which would then be completely parallel, is an unambiguous present form. However, even if Schmidt’s interpretation is wrong, there is absolutely no need to take it as a subjunctive. Personally, I find ‘I do not pay attention to my own sorrow, (but I cannot give away my own son)’ or something similar more plausible than ‘How can I give away my son and not pay attention to my own sorrow?’.

Although their overall sense is not completely clear, the following lines evidently express a general truth, very probably in the present; there is no need to take \(\text{ta}_5^3\text{n}-\text{ne}\) as a subjunctive.

\[
\text{B255a5-6} = \text{B254a4})^{748}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{se timi[a6]râ} & \ (\text{saissentse} \ | \ san empelle aëmnântse} \ [9c] \\
\text{orkâmnâna} & \ (\text{na} \text{rintane} \ | \ yâmôr} \ (\text{ëincal} \text{ta}_5^3\text{-ne} \ ; 9
\end{align*}
\]

‘This is the blindness of the world, a terrible enemy for oneself; in the dark hells the deed takes hold of it.’

The example below precedes the threefold refuge request of the Karmavēcanā (\(\text{tri}_5^3\text{rana}\); see Chung 2004: 45), and it probably concerns the five principal interdictions of killing, stealing, sex, lying, and alcohol (o.c.: 46-48). Although I have not been able to identify a precise parallel, and other translations are possible (e.g. ‘how they enter battles, thieves ...’), I see no need to take \(\text{tas}_5^3\text{m}\) as a subjunctive.

\[
\text{IT92a}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
/// & \ -\text{nam} \ (\text{saul} \ per} \ \text{tas}_5^3\text{m} \ (\text{makte} \ ŋke} \ (\text{wetanne} \ (\text{yënnas} _5^3\text{m} \ (\text{lykūn})} \ [a3]
\end{align*}
\]

‘... they put their lives in pledge; how thieves enter battles now ...’

\(^{747}\) Cf Couvreur (1964: 240).

\(^{748}\) Verse: metre \(4 \times 7 \ | 7 \ (4+3 \ | 4+3)\).
The content of the following example is highly enigmatic, though without doubt medical. I cannot make sense of the use of *təs*- here, but again there is no need to take this form as an optative rather than an imperfect.

\[\text{IT173a4} \]

// *nantsa pittākānta təsi *-e - //

‘... he put boils ...

Although the text where the following extract is taken from is very difficult to decipher and understand, this particular syntagm is relatively clear and it must contain an infinitive of *təs*. As it is a colloquial text, *təsi* could stand for *təštəsi* \{təš-tə'ay\} (Peyrot 2008a: 87), which would indeed prove the existence of a subjunctive stem \{təs\/_sɛc\}_.

\[\text{IT258a1} \]

eñcil\[n\]e] təsi yātkast(a)

‘... you ordered to take hold of ...

Apart from the morphological problem under discussion, this analysis has to cope with three additional difficulties: 1) *eñcilān* with “stretching” ā is by no means regular for a colloquial text (we would expect *eñciln*), 2) on the evidence of B55a6, cited above, the construction is *eñcil* *təs*- rather than *eñcilne* *təs*- , 3) although some \(<n>\) and \(<t>\) are close in this manuscript, they are on the whole certainly not identical and \(n[e]\) of *eñcilān* looks more like *t[e]*. Thus, I would propose to read \(t[ā]təsi\) instead: ā-vocalism seems possible as well, and the unusual spelling \(<tā>\) instead of \(<tə>\) may have to be classified as a colloquialism.\[749\]

təstrā B559a1 is evidently a present, since it is parallel to *yamastrā* B559a4.

In conclusion, none of the forms cited by Krause and Hackstein forces us to assume a second subjunctive stem \{təs\/_sɛc\}_. If my explanation of the colloquial text IT258 is not accepted and *təsi* is a linguistically real form nonetheless, it could be a late creation; as such it would not have special bearing on the analysis of the classical Tocharian B verb. Of the remaining forms with the stem \{təs\/_sɛc\}_, many are found in unclear contexts, but some have evidently present function; as no one has claimed that they are subjunctives (or optatives), I will not discuss these here.

In spite of Schmidt’s well-founded refutation (1974: 59; 1975: 289), Hackstein claims that beside the Tocharian B present stem \{təs\/_sɛc\}_, there is also a variant \{təs\/_sɛc\}_ (1995: 62). The relevant forms are *taštər*-ñ B84a1 and *təntər* B197a1 (would be for *tsentər* \{təš-ntəɾ\}). I fully agree with Schmidt that *təntər* is found “in unfürdurchsichtigem Kontext” (l.c.). Unfortunately, the manuscript is lost, but evidently

\[\text{749} \]

It is less likely that an original *təštəsi* should have developed into *tetəsi* with e for ā, but cf *seswa* for *sāsuwa* (Peyrot 2008a: 114; forth.b).
there was a problem with the reading, as the preceding k- ly- p is still waiting for an interpretation, too. Perhaps the word division is wrong: the p is written together with tṣentar-, whereas it is more usual that words are written separately in this manuscript. I would not exclude that the t is epenthetic as in svabhāptsa {svabhāp-sa} in the same line, so that -ptsentar could be the last part of a 3pl.mid. of a */s*/ se-present to a root in -p.

Conversely, it is very plausible that tāṣtar-ń is a 2sg.prs. of tās-, and so it seems to stand for /tāṣṭar-ń/ rather than expected tāṣtar-ń /tāṣṭar-ń/. Although the manuscript is classical and its spelling is quite regular in general, there are some problems with its a-vowels. These concern mainly <ā> for unaccented /a/, and sometimes <a> for unaccented /a/, but still I would like to attribute the spelling tāṣtar-ń to this fluctuation and take it as /tāṣṭar-ń/, despite its spelling.750

As to the competing stems with the root variant tasa-, these are simply there and cannot be explained away. However, their distribution is highly peculiar: they are all middle, and they are not found for all stems. If they formed a split-off verb, that verb would be defective in a very unusual way. For the preterite participle, the distribution is perhaps most striking: tāttāw is well attested, but tatāsau is attested only once in a late text, where it is even partly restored: tatās(āš) Bio8a2. Nevertheless, the restoration in itself is plausible, cf. Pinault (2008: 164). For the preterite middle, the situation is reversed: tasā- is attested at least 6 times, compared to tassā- 3 times. If there is a difference between the two, it is probably one of meaning: tasā- means ‘show’, apparently both transitive and intransitive, whereas tassā- in its three occurrences seems to be normal ‘put’. Probably, the imperative stems -tasa- and -tossa- had the same semantic difference, but with only three fragmentary forms in total, this is difficult to prove.

Now that the synchronic stem patterns have become clearer, the reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian verb is relatively straightforward. The two presents A {təsəŋ} and B {təsəŋ} of course reflect a Proto-Tocharian present */təsəŋ/. With loss of initial reduplication in Tocharian A, the subjunctives A {tə-} and B {tattā-} point to a Proto-Tocharian subjunctive */tata-*. Likewise, the preterite participles must go back to */tata-w/; the geminate tt is more likely to be the result of anticipation strengthening (cf. Hitch 1993: 118-127), than restoration of the reduplication, since it is not at all clear on what basis that unique reduplication should have been restored from */tta-*(pace Hackstein 1995: 63). On the one hand, the palatalisation in the Tocharian A preterite active seems to be primary compared to its lack in Tocharian B, whereas the t- can easily have been restored (e.g. Ringe 1990: 186). On the other, it is striking that the imperative ptaš shows no palatalisation. With the small number of imperative forms attested, it is difficult to decide whether the palatalisation can

750 Schmidt’s explanation is that the short vowel may have been taken over from other forms in the paradigm where it was regularly unaccented. This is difficult to disprove, but such analogies are not frequent in Tocharian B; if so, I would opt for orthographic “Systemzwang” rather than a linguistically real development.
have been removed analogically in the imperative only: in the s-preterite, initial palatalisation is found more often, but it is not clear whether it regularly combines with initial palatalisation in the imperative, too.

The reconstruction of the competing preterite stems *tassa- and *tasā- is more complicated. Hackstein argues that the stem *tasā- is secondarily derived from tes- (with a-mutation), a root variant found in the active of the s-preterite and the singular active of the imperative (p 59-60). However, no motivation or parallel is given; his remark that *tasā- cannot be derived from the present {taʔ/se-} is true in itself, but of no use in this context, since it presupposes that *tasā- is somehow secondary in the first place: it does not prove that *tasā- is secondarily derived from tes-.

In my view, the proposed derivation path is not logical at all, and if the stem is really late, it is doubtful whether we would actually expect a-mutation. Further, it does not explain why the new stem was left like that instead of being accompanied by for instance a sbj. tāsa-, nor does it account for the specialised meaning or its middle inflexion.

Much easier is it to assume that *tasā- is the old middle stem. This explains at once that it is confined to the middle preterite (and the closely related middle imperative), and that its meaning is specialised. The creation of the “regular” middle stem tassā-, on the other hand, is of course exactly what we would expect: it follows the normal pattern of a middle with a-grade next to an active with e-grade. I do not exclude that the introduction of the regular middle forms occurred independently in Tocharian A and B, but it is probable that Proto-Tocharian had two different middles; perhaps the semantic differentiation had already started by that time. Of course, the fact that Tocharian A abandoned the irregular *tasa- does not need further explanation, as in this language the verb patterns are clearly more strict and regular than they are in Tocharian B, and there are virtually no overlaps between verbs or “fuzzy” stems (compare, e.g. the schemes of lākā- and its Tocharian B cognate in 2.5.5, p 78). Apparently, tasa- survived in the imperative as well, but to the isolated preterite participle tataśau we should not attach too much importance, as it is from a late text. At least it proves that the stem tasā- was still productive.

Although the explanation of the marginal stem tasa- may seem a peripheral problem, it receives its due weight in the light of Hackstein’s claim that the present {taʔ/se-} cannot be connected to the preterite because the stem allomorph tas- is not found there (1995: 65). Whereas the ultimate source of the subjunctive *tota- is evidently the Proto-Indo-European reduplicated present, it is exactly the origins of the present and the preterite that are debated.

Apart from the question of the function, the derivation of the subjunctive *tota-is straightforward: the PIE present *dʰe-dʰeh₁-, *dʰe-dʰeh₁- is well attested, e.g. Gk. 1sg.

---

751 Not only in the singular of the preterite active, as he states.
752 See Pinault (2008: 596): “certainement plus ancien, parce qu’irrégulier en synchronie”.
τίθημι, 1pl. τίθεμεν ‘put’ or Ved. 3sg. dādḥāti, 3pl. dādhati ‘id’ (LIV2: 136-138). It is the zero grade variant *dhe-de-dhehr- that would yield the right Proto-Tocharian form, obviously with restoration of the reduplication initial from *ceta- to *teta- (if the preform was rather *dhi-de-dhehr-, the development would have been the same753). The only formal problem is that all forms show the final -a, except for the Tocharian B opt. {təcəy-}. As it is irregular morphologically, this optative formation must reflect some phonologically regular development. Perhaps the preform was *dhe-e-dhehr-, possibly with loss of the first *h₁ through dissimilation, or otherwise with prevocalic loss in the sequence *-dhehr-i-. It is also conceivable that the root had full grade: -dhehr-ihr- would probably also yield the attested stem form.

All other forms are built on a grading root *tas- with different suffixes. The root form *ces- points to *tæs-, in turn from *dhehr-s- or *dhehr-s-, whereas *tas- must go back to *dhehr-s-. Whether Tocharian A ptas requires an old root variant *tes- is unclear, but if so, it is very probably analogical, i.e. from *ces- after *tas-; it can hardly go back to an original *dhehr-os- or something similar. The age of the root form *tas- is uncertain, and it must be analogical: the only pre-form it could be compatible with is *dhehr-es- with analogical depalatalisation.754

Hasseln derives the preterite from an s-aorist and the s-present from a desiderative. His argument to derive the preterite and the present from different sources is based on the idea that the a-vocalism of the present is not found in the preterite, as I mentioned above. He rightly observes that the s-aorist at the basis of the Tocharian s-preterite must replace the root aorist *dhehr- / *dhehr- actually to be reconstructed for the proto-language. He further reconstructs the desiderative as *dhehr-sr- on the basis of Gk. θησω, suggesting that the zero grade that we actually need, i.e. *dhehr-r̥sr- or its outcome, was introduced from the reduplicated present (which became the subjunctive in Tocharian). According to him, the Tocharian s-present was rather a subjunctive that came to be used as a present as well, which enables him to derive that “s-subjunctive” from the PIE desiderative directly.

Hasseln’s argumentation suffers from two internal problems. First, he does not make clear why e.g. *dhehr-r̥sr- is not a possible reconstruction for the Proto-Indo-European desiderative, which would make the derivation of the s-present (s-subjunctive in his conception) much easier. Second, the introduction of the zero grade in the desiderative root after the present is difficult to accept with such different root forms as *dhe-de-dhehr- and *dhehr-r̥sr-, and it falsifies his argument that the s-present cannot be derived from the s-preterite because of the deviating vocalism, since a

753 On the basis of the Tocharian A spl. ending -ınc (see 4.2.1, p 345), we have to assume that *dhi≡ and *dhe both yielded *cet at first.

754 TB tasesm B255b5 is from an archaic text, representing /təsən/, not /təsen/ (Schmidt 1974: 59; Peyrot 2008a, e.g. 33, 220); as argued above, the Tocharian present does NOT show a root variant tases. Thus, Korlantdi’s reconstruction of an athematic s-present form *dhehr-es- (1994: 64; repeated 2008: 228) cannot be substantiated with Tocharian present forms.
similar analogy would account for the “incompatible” difference in the respective root vowels.

Moreover, Hackstein’s analysis is at variance with my own account for two reasons. First, the root vowels of the present and the preterite are not incompatible at all, as the root vowel a of the present is found in the old middle stem of the preterite, *tasa-*. Second, the s-present is only a present, not a subjunctive: *ta²/sæ- is not a subjunctive in Tocharian A, nor in Tocharian B, and most probably not in Proto-Tocharian either. There is no reason to assume that PT *tšta- was anything else than a subjunctive.

Thus, it seems best to rethink the whole matter, considering the following points:

- the Tocharian subjunctive derives from the Proto-Indo-European reduplicated present;
- the Proto-Indo-European root aorist is not inherited as such, and probably it would not have survived, as *ce-/ *ta- is not “fit” for Tocharian inflexion;
- the Tocharian present *ta²/sæ- replaces the old Proto-Indo-European present: either that old present became a subjunctive first and dragged the new present into present function, or the new present pushed the old present into subjunctive function;
- the Tocharian present stem *ta²/sæ- and the preterite stem *ces-/ *tas- are formally very close: they are lacking reduplication, have a root-final -s and share the root grade *tas-.

Although it is not immediately clear from the verb ‘put’ alone, it appears that in general the Tocharian subjunctive has little affinity with the Proto-Indo-European present (see in particular 4.4, p 377). In addition, the Tocharian subjunctive and preterite are normally very close, whereas the present stem contrasts with both. ‘put’ deviates from this general tendency, which calls for an explanation. Thus, I consider it unlikely that the original PIE present first became a subjunctive and then dragged the new s-formation into present function: there is no morphological reason, nor a functional motivation why the present would turn up as a subjunctive. Instead, I would suggest that the original PIE present was pushed into subjunctive function by the newly formed s-present. This, in turn, means that the s-present must contain a present-forming element.

In spite of the archaic outlook of Tocharian ‘put’, the stems in -s must be secondary: at least the preterite must replace an old root aorist and for the present there is no formation to be compared directly at all. Consequently, the s-present and s-preterite must have been formed after the productive pattern of s-presents and s-preterites. As argued in 4.5.6 (p 419), the s-preterite continues the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist whereas the s-present ultimately goes back to a \(sk\)-present through dissimilatory loss of the \(k\). Following Couvreur, I assume that \(k\) was lost in certain clusters, at least in the cluster *kšk, but certainly not when \(sk\) followed a vowel as in tas-. Thus, the s-present ~ s-preterite system must have been taken over after the rise of the s-presents. Since I assume that the s-presents continue sk-presents, that is, a category with explicit present value, it is no problem to assume
that the s-present pushed the old reduplicated present into its new subjunctive function.

In this way, the problem of the explanation of the s-stems of *tas- is for a large part relegated to the s-present and s-preterite system as a whole. Nevertheless, the reconstruction of *tas- is in fact important. First of all, it shows us very clearly that at the time the s-system was adopted, the root grades were *ē and *Ō: *tas- must reflect a real Ō-grade *dʰē₁-s- and cannot result from any kind of secondary depalatalisation of an e-grade stem as could still be a possibility in roots without (internal) laryngeal. Of course, *ces- could theoretically also reflect e-grade, as *dʰē₁-s- and *dʰē₁-s- would both become *tēs- > *ces-, but there the roots without internal laryngeal show that was really *ē, not *e. Second, the fact that the present and the preterite stem are so close in form suggests that they were actually felt like one stem, which is very important for the understanding of the Ō-grade forms of the preterite. Apparently, the s-present stem had become identical with the Ō-grade variant of the preterite; thus, that Ō-grade can have been taken over from the present, where it was regular (on this problem, see in detail 4.5.3, p 408, and 4.5.6, p 419). Third, it raises important questions about the relative chronology of the developments, a point to be explained in more detail.

The fact that the final -s is found throughout the paradigms, and not just in the middle preterite and the 3sg of the active shows that the adoption of the s-system occurred when the s was still felt to be part of the s-present stem, not of the ending. Likewise, the a-reflex of the interconsonantal *h₁ proves that a was still the productive Ō-grade of roots with an internal laryngeal, which in turn suggests that the laryngeal was still preserved either in the Ō-grade or in the ē-grade variant, or perhaps in both. The fact that the present is in -s, not -sk, suggests that it was adopted after the simplification of ksk to sk (see 4.5.6, p 419), but the isolated TA *tāskmām (see above) seems to reflect a stage before the simplification of ksk to ks.

As pointed out by Hackstein (1995: 189), there is a possibility that the stem of *tāskmām is of Proto-Indo-European age because it is mirrored by Hitt. zikke/a-, the imperfective of *dai-i / ti- ‘put’. As shown by Kloekhorst (2008b: 808), the older variant zaške/a- proves that the imperfective was not derived from *dai-i / ti-, but directly from the root. Nevertheless, the imperfective is very productive in Hittite, and the sk-present is certainly not necessarily old. If *tāskmāṃ is inherited from Proto-Indo-European, the Ō-grade a could have spread from there, which would allow for a later dating of the rise of the zero grade in the s-preterite system. If *tāskmām is not directly inherited, it must be relatively old on any account because it seems to reflect the older shape of the s-present suffix. In the latter case, we have to assume that ‘put’ adopted a system with an s-preterite and an sk-present, where the sk-present was at a later stage ousted by the productive s-present, except in this marginalised form. Alternatively, we could hypothesise that the s-system already contained s-present forms, but with sk-forms side by side. Although difficult to prove, this would seem to suggest that *-ksk‘ā’, the ‘ā-variant, lost its second k before it was lost in the e-variant *-kske-.
4.3.3 'KNOW'

PT *kna- ‘know’ is attested in TA knā- ‘know, understand’ and probably in TB nana- ‘recognise’. Both the synchronic situation of especially TA and the history of the verb are complicated and have led to much debate. Hackstein’s study (1993), whose results are incorporated in the following, has been a breakthrough. Best attested is TA knā-, which has a unique stem pattern with a na-prs. and an s-prt.: nā-prs. {knāna-} in 3sg.act. knānās, 3pl.act. knāneć, prs.ptc. knānmān, ū-ipt. {kñāññē-} in 3pl.mid. kñāññānt, ū ā/a-sbj. {kñāññ-} in 3sg.mid. kñāñtār, s-prt. {kñas-} in 1sg.act. kñasu, 2sg.act. kñasāsteš, prt.ptc. kākkñāñnu. Of TB nana-, only a few forms are attested and their interpretation has long been problematic. Tamai’s identification of nanāšale as a gloss to Skt. pariğñeyah in Ori15009/89 (2009: 661) is of utmost importance. pariğñeyah means “zu wissen, zu kennend, zu erkennen” (SWTF, III: 86, col. 2), which proves at once that the present stem was {nanāša/ske-}, since it is only the present gerund that conveys necessity, and it confirms the meaning ‘recognise’ argued for by Schmidt (1994b: 272) instead of, or perhaps next to traditional ‘appear’ (thus e.g. Adams 1999: 333). Consequently, 3sg.mid. nanātār is a subjunctive. A x̱a-root preterite is evidenced by 3pl. nanāmte, whereas 3sg.prss.-sib. nānāssām- must be from a causative 2 ‘show’.

The reconstruction of the Tocharian B forms is fairly straightforward: the v.adj. nānāmo (arch.), normally derived from the present stem, and the medial accent {nāna-} rather than **{nāna-} prove that nana- was originally a present, and the šə/ske-present must be recent. However, in view of the preterite nana-, it is necessary to set up the root as nan- or nana-. As theprt. nana- to a na-prs. nana- cannot be original, the only thing we can reconstruct from the TB forms is a na-prs. nana-; all other stems are secondary. TB nana- can be connected with TA knā- by assuming a development #kn- > #n- for PTB; the meaning ‘appear’ could have been made possible by the middle usage of the verb.

The reconstruction of the TA forms is more difficult. The nā-prs. {knāna-} can hardly have been built on the other stems, and since it agrees with the only stem reconstructable from TB, we can reconstruct a PT prs. *knana-. The other old stem is probably the s-preterite, and for the same reasons: it cannot have been created on one of the other stems, so that we can reconstruct a PT s-prt. *kñes-. All other TA stems are difficult to explain, but they must nevertheless be secondary. It is not clear whether a subjunctive *knā-, in principle expected next to the nā-prs. knāna-, once existed. If so, it would be understandable that this formation was felt to be too short so that it was extended with the suffix of the most productive subjunctive category, the ū ā/a-sbj. If there was no ā-sbj., it is also imaginable that a ū ā/a-sbj. *kñānā/ā was formed to the nā-prs.

The regular ipf. to the nā-prs. would have been *knānā-. Probably the n in these forms assimilated to the following ū to yield kñāñ- and kñāñā-, and the ū of the s-prt. kñas- may have favoured this assimilation. On the basis of the ipf. and the sibj., the prs.ptc., which should regularly be *kakñē or *kaknu, must have been reshaped to
become the attested kākkānānu, i.e. as if it were formed to a prt. kānā-. If the older
prt.ptc. was kaknu, this replacement has a clear motivation, since kaknu is well
attested as the prt.ptc. of kān- 'come about'. If the creation of kākkānānū preceded
the introduction of n in the sbj. and ipf. stems, and it first had the shape *kānānū,
the introduction of the n may have been favoured by this form too, since here n and
n were in especially close contact.

Evidently, PT *kna- goes back to PIE *ǵnēh₂- 'know', attested in all major
branches of Indo-European (11v2: 168-170). *ǵnēh₂- certainly formed a nasal present,
which is attested a.o. in Ved. jānāti 'he knows', YAv. -zānāti 'they recognise' and
Lith. žinoti 'know': PT *knana- is without doubt to be identified with these
formations. The question is how exactly the form *knana- came about, since if it is
projected back, it seems as if it contained two laryngeals instead of the single one we
expect in a regular nasal present *gn-n(ē)-h₂-, which would yield *kna-: This *kna-
can have been reshaped to *knana- because a root k- was too short, but it is not
entirely clear on what model the na would have been reintroduced: either the root
kna- must have been found in other stems as well, so that k in k-na- was replaced by
kna- to yield kna-na-, or the suffix na must have been still visible somewhere, so that
kna- was enlarged with -na to become kna-na- (cf Hilmarsson 1991a: 125). It is also
possible that already in PIE the double mn was simplified, and subsequently the
present was reshaped to *ǵnh₂nh₂-. The same doubling is namely found in Gm.
*kunnan 'know, can' and Ved. jānāti, but similar replacements can of course have
taken place independently and more then once.

The existence of an s-aorist or s-prs. next to the nasal present and the root aorist
(cf Lat. (g)nōvī, Grk. ἔγγυς, Ved. 2sg.opt. jñeyāś) is hotly debated. Sigmatic form-
amtions are attested in Ved. 1sg.aor. ajñāsam and Hitt. kaneszi 'knows'. The Toch. s-
preterite {ḳnas-} has played an important role in the discussion about “Eichner's
law”, which states that PIE long *ē was not coloured by a following laryngeal
(Jasanoff 1988b). Indeed, a palatalising TA a grade normally goes back to a PT palat-
talisng *e grade, which projected back derives from PIE *ē, so that one would
reconstruct (late) PIE *gnēs- for PT *knes-. However, as soon as the laryngeal was
vocalised in the nā-present, the ē-vocalism might have been restored in *knas-, if
that is what one would expect as the phonologically regular reflex of *gnēh₂-s-. On
the other hand, I fail to see why *ēh₃ and *ōH, perhaps even including *ō (?), would
have merged at all in Proto-Indo-European if, with Lubotsky, *o and *hₑ have
different reflexes in Indo-Iranian (1990). From this perspective, not-colouring of
*/ēh₃/ to *[ōh₃] or */ōh₃/ cannot be called a sound law: *ēh₃ > *ē > PT *e could be
just a phonological development of Tocharian.

4.3.4 ‘GO’

The verb for ‘go’ certainly deserves ranking among the irregular verbs. In both
languages, it is part of suppletive systems, and in Proto-Tocharian it was certainly
defective. In Tocharian A, it supplies the present (including imperfect) of kālkā-,
whereas in Tocharian B it is a present-subjunctive (including imperfect; on its suppletive roots, see 2.5.5, p 78).

In Tocharian A, the present is formed from a straightforward \{y-\}, i.e. 1sg. yäm, 2sg. yât, 3sg. yäs etc, but the Tocharian B present is irregular: it has a unique 1sg. ending -m and an alternation between the stems \{y-\} and \{yən-\}:

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
{y-} & {yən-} \\
1sg. yam  & inf. yatsi  & 1pl. ynom  & prs.ptc. ynemane \\
2sg. yat  & ger. yalle  & 3pl. yamen  & ag.n. ynuca \\
3sg. yam  & vn. yalîe  &  & ag.n. yneña \\
2pl. yacer &  &  & v.adj. ynamo
\end{array}
\]

With Hackstein (1995: 304-305), the explanation of this distribution is obviously that the 1pl. and 3pl. forms, which would have merged with the 1sg. and 3sg. respectively, were reshaped. The basis was evidently yən, the synchronic form of the 3sg. and the pre-form of the 3pl. Probably, the 3pl. was reshaped with the new ending -en extracted from 'y-/e-paradigms, yen >> yenen, and then the 1pl. was formed on the new stem yən- after the 3pl. It is a bit surprising that the n spread even to nominal forms, and it is often argued that the forms with n reflect a different formation; on this, see further below.

The etymology of the verb for ‘go’ is clear: it is to be connected with PIE *h₁ei-, which formed a root present, witness Ved. éti, yánti, Gk. ēlû, OLith. eimi, OPruss. eít. Evidently, the original root present is reflected in the Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive yə-; the pl. stem *h₁i-, which regularly became *yə-, was probably generalised, as the sg. stem *h₁ei- would have yielded *yəy- > TB i- (Adams 1999: 61).

As mentioned above, it has been argued that the n-forms found in Tocharian B prove the existence of a second formation with n that was conflated with the root present (e.g. Adams 1999: 61). Although this idea is difficult to disprove, the clear functional load of the n-forms suggests a recent formation instead. If any of the n-forms should be old, I would opt for the nominal forms ynamo, yneñca and ynuca, which are without doubt most distant from the finite verb. However, had they been formed from y-, they would certainly have been rather short and difficult to recognise, i.e. **y(a)mo, **yñca and **yca would have been liable to analogical reshaping.

For some reason, it is often thought that the uca-agent noun is formed from the preterite participle (e.g. Krause 1952: 44), which has led to the conclusion that ynuca points to an older preterite participle *ynu (e.g. Winter 1992: 132). However, forms like sbj. {wāya-}, prt. {wāyā-}, prt.ptc. {wa-wāya-w} and ag.n. wayaucα {waya-wca} prove that there is no special relation between preterite participle and uca-agent noun: the sbj. and prt. are also built on waya- and the agent noun lacks the reduplication syllable of the preterite participle. Thus, ynuca is no evidence for an older preterite participle *ynu. A second locus of the participle ynu is thought to be Tocharian A maltowinu ‘first’ (Winter 1992: 132; 1994a: 299-300). Although the
connection between TA malt*, suggested by the adverb malto ‘first’, and TB melte ‘elevation’ is credible enough, the identification of the second part of maltow-inu as the preterite participle of ‘go’ is by no means self-evident and heavily depends on the identification of the same participle in Tocharian B (against which I argued above). After all, it is even possible that the morphological analysis should rather be maltow-inu, as per Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: e.g. 200).  

The verb for ‘go’ is further irregular because it has an anomalous imperfect, which it shares with the verb for ‘be’. The completely parallel formations in Tocharian A and B show that this formation must be of Proto-Tocharian age at least: TA 1sg. yem, 2sg. yet, 3sg. yes, TB 1sg. yaim, 2sg. yait, 3sg. yai with parallel forms of ‘be’, i.e. TA 1sg. šem, TB šaim etc. (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 384-385). Because of the formant -y-, these imperfects are usually connected to other y-imperfects and optatives, and derived from an old optative (e.g. Pedersen 1941: 206-207; Winter 1994a: 294). As an alternative, Kortlandt has proposed to derive yai etc from an old imperfect *ēit (1996: 172), which accounts for the fact that yai is largely confined to imperfect function, unlike regular imperfect-optatives. However, this derivation depends on the preservation of the imperfect as such, including the augment, for which there is no other evidence. As the explanation of yai and šai involves the discussion of a large number of other imperfects and a good deal of complicated reasoning, I have treated these imperfects elsewhere (Peyrot forth.d).

Further forms of interest are the Tocharian A imperatives sg. piš, pl. pic, picās, which may contain the root y-, but since they are otherwise isolated, they are of no direct relevance for this study. Likewise, the Tocharian B preterite participle yku, ykuwes must contain a different root or some root extension, but the details do not concern us here (for a suggestion, see Adams 1999: 610).

### 4.3.5 ‘GO OUT’

The irregularities of the verb ‘go out’ concern unusual root allomorphs, and the isolated types for the subjunctive in Tocharian A and the preterite in both languages. Although both languages display irregularities, these match only to a limited extent.

In Tocharian B, the root variant for the present and the subjunctive is lānn-, the present being {lānnštu/ske-} and the subjunctive just {lānn-}. The remaining stems have lat-, i.e. prt. {laštu/te-}, prt.ptc. ltu, ltuwes; the imperative is not well attested, but the pl. platssto {pa-lat-sa} has the stem {-lat-}. The preterite is special because it has the shape of a present (see 2.2.2, p 31).

In Tocharian A, most stems are built on the root form lānt-. It is seen clearest in the present {lāntaśa/sa-}, but it is also found in the subjunctive {lāntaśa/-}, where the root-final nt is palatalised. As the most frequent variant of the preterite participle,

---

755 The restoration of o in the expected *maltawinu, after the adverb malto, is plausible in itself.
**4.3 some irregular verbs**

*lantu*, has an unparalleled combination of *a*-grade and lack of reduplication, it probably developed out of *lalntu*, attested twice, by sound change. If the third variant, *laltu*, which is attested only once, is not another simplification of *lalntu*, it could be a regular *[-lát-w]* formed from a root form *lát*-. The root allomorph *lát-* is further attested in the preterite *[lác-, lácã-]*, evidently with palatalised root-final.

The Proto-Tocharian preterite is without doubt the easiest to reconstruct because it is so isolated in Tocharian B that it must be old. On the other hand, the Tocharian A formation can be understood as a straightforward transfer to the more frequent *x|a*-preterite type. Thus, the Proto-Tocharian preterite was *l*₄₃*|a*-e, which was continued in Tocharian B, but reshaped in Tocharian A.

It is commonly agreed that the isolated Tocharian B present-preterite reflects a thematic aorist (e.g. Pinault 1994: 192-203; Lív2: 248), evidenced by especially OIr. 3sg. *luid* ‘went’, Gk. 1sg. ἤλυθον ‘came’, Ved. 3sg. *āruhat* ‘has grown’. The formations just mentioned point to *[(h)ɛ]-h.uddh*-e/-e; this reconstruction receives firm support from Tocharian, whose *l*₄₃*|a*-e must be old, certainly in view of the problems connected with the reconstruction of parallel ‘come’ (see 4.3.1, p 351).⁷⁵⁶

The synchronic analysis of the Tocharian B subjunctive has been clarified by Pinault (1994: 129-135) and Hilmarsson (1991b: 62-63; see also Hackstein 1995: 308).⁷⁵⁷ Pinault discovered the 1sg. *lannu* and Hilmarsson recognised that this form does away with Krause’s misconception of a class 7 *n*₃*-e*-subjunctive (Krause 1952: 140-141; evidently inspired by the *n*₄*-a*-subjunctives of Tocharian A) because it proves a subjunctive stem *[lann-]* instead. In view of the persistent misunderstandings involving this stem, it is perhaps practical to recapitulate the paradigm: 1sg. *lannu* [lann-ew], 2sg. *lant*⁷⁵⁸ [lann-t], 3sg. *lan* [lann-n], 3pl. *lam* [lann-n], inf. *lantsi* [lann-τ-εγγυ], vn *lalne* [lann-lhe]. All forms with *n* or *n̪* are optatives – they do not prove a stem *l*₆₃(ν)*-* for the subjunctive (*lān̪n̪am* IT₄₄₄₂ in a leaf full of errors is a mistake for 1sg.opt. *lān̪nim* [lann-’γy-m]).

Hackstein saw the parallelism of *[lann-]* to the type 3sg.sbj. *aum* [awn-n] : 3sg.prs. *aunassām* (l.c.). The parallelism is even greater than he thought, since *aunassām* has a suffix *ske*-, not *n*₃*-ske* (as the root is *awn*-), not *aw*-). This is, I think, the key to the explanation of the Tocharian B root variant *lann*-: synchronically, the root is *lann-* with a root subjunctive and a *ske*-present, but diachronically the present suffix must have been *n*₃*-ske*. This present suffix *n*₃*-ske* is without doubt parallel

---

⁷⁵⁶ The isolation of the thematic aorist in Proto-Indo-European suggests that this thematic aorist ultimately goes back to a root aorist (according to Kortlandt 2000b: 48 preserved in Arm. 3sg.aor. *el ‘(s)he went out*’), but it must have existed already in the proto-language; for Tocharian, a root aorist can offer no explanation, since there is absolutely no model for secondary thematicisation (pace LIV2 l.c.).

⁷⁵⁷ Pinault’s article is an adaptation of a lecture held at the the 1990 Berlin Arbeitstagung on Tocharian. Although it was published only in 1994, Hilmarsson (1991b) could already make use of its findings.

⁷⁵⁸ Attested TH1451b.a2; B₃₈₄₄₄ is to be read *lantwe*. 
to that found with yap- 'enter', kəm- 'come', and probably also təm- 'be born', and it must have originated in 'come' (see 4.3.1, p 351, and 4.5.7, p 425). In view of the causative root lənt-, I suppose that the suffix nəşt/ske was added to a root lənt-, resulting in lənn- (such a development seems to be commonly accepted, e.g. Hackstein 1995: 309). For Tocharian B, we may even derive the root lənt- from lat-through the suffix nəş/ske, as on the evidence of kəntəm for expected katnəm, tən was metathesised to nt (Peyrot 2008a: 151). Thus, the present [lənnəş/ske] can be derived from lat- with adoption of the suffix nəş/ske and subsequent restoration, even though synchronically the present is [lənn-əŞ/ske] with a Ş/ske-suffix.759

It is commonly accepted that the derivation of the present [lənnəş/ske] from the root lat- needs the assumption of a nəş/ske-suffix at a certain stage: whenever its ultimate origin, this suffix is clearly there in the verbs of motion 'come' and 'enter'. The fact that the suffix was obscured by the phonological development to *ləntəş/ske- is shown by the reanalysis of the root as lənt-, clearly proved by the extension of the latter root variant to the causative. Once the suffix was no longer recognisable, it could be reintroduced yielding the attested lənnəş/ske-. When the root variant lənn-made came about as the result of yet another instance of reanalysis of the present lənnəş/ske as lənn-əŞ/ske- instead of lan(t)-nəş/ske-, it was apparently introduced into the subjunctive, no matter how the subjunctive was formed at that time. It is even conceivable that the subjunctive was completely formed after the pattern aum : aunassām, which is, to be sure, the pattern it follows synchronically. Otherwise, it may have been parallel to yopām : yənmasām, with restoration of the root, either from lat- to lənn-, or from lənt- to lənn-.

The root lənt- may be as old as Proto-Tocharian, since we find it in Tocharian A as well. However, a metathesis tən > nt is without parallels in Tocharian A. Rather, tən yields n, on the evidence of prs. [rāynā-], [tāynā-] and [kn-] of rāytā-, tāynā- and kātā- (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 357; see 2.5.8, p 90). Theoretically, I see two ways to save the metathesis as a common development: 1) metathesis took place and the element nā was restored afterwards, with subsequent cluster simplification, kātnā- > kāntā- >> kātnnā- > kānnnā- > kānā-, or 2) metathesis took place, but was undone, and at a later stage tən became n. I opt for the second possibility because I find it unlikely that with restoration of the nā-element the new root kāntā- would have been kept (the case of lənt- ~ lənn-, for which I assume exactly that, is different because the verb fits no pattern and the periterite is completely isolated). For the second scenario, we could adduce parallels of kn > nk, a metathesis that has certainly left its traces in Tocharian A (4.6.4, p 440).

However one wishes to explain the infixed nasal in Tocharian A (and in Tocharian B; a common pre-form lənt- is probable anyhow), it must be a Tocharian innovation, pace LIV2, where a nasal present is posited on the basis of Tocharian alone

---

759 Thus, the metathesis of tən to nt and subsequent assimilation of ntn to nn is different from the assimilation of tə to ŋ in TB paṅkte 'Buddha' < *pot-ṅkte (pace Winter 1987: 302).
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(p. 248). A derivation of the internal nasal from the *naʔści/ke- suffix is further made likely by the fact that the verb is intransitive ‘go out’, which perfectly fits the class of verbs with a *naʔści/ke- present, whereas we would expect an original nasal present to be transitive (Hackstein 1995: 310).

The fact that Tocharian A {läntäśə/sa-} was not resuffixed with *näśə/sa needs no special argumentation, I believe, but it must be noted that the link between *näśə/sa and verbs of motion is much weaker in Tocharian A: the *näśə/sa-suffix is much more frequent than in Tocharian B, comprising fewer verbs of motion, and the sə/sa-suffix is even more frequent, and therefore more neutral, than the corresponding suffix in Tocharian B.

Evidently, the Tocharian A subjunctive {läńcə/a-} cannot be derived from *läńat-, contrary to what Hackstein argues (1995: 311; slightly adapted Liv: 249). More likely is it that läńcə/a- reflects länə/a- with generalisation of the palatalised variant of the cluster as in pänə- etc (alternatively, the spread of ə may have been favoured by the preterite ləc-). This länə/a- probably reflects an old subjunctive *lənə(te- with introduction of the ubiquitous nasal, possibly after *səmə/e-, the sbj. of ‘come’ (TA {səmə/a-}.

4.3.6 ‘DRINK’

The verb ‘drink’ forms a x|O-root present-subjunctive in Tocharian B, cf inf. yoktsi and prs.ptc.mid. yokamane next to athematic forms attested as presents and subjunctives: 1sg. yok (sbj.), 2sg. yokt (prs.). The preterite is of a completely isolated type: although there are two other present-preterites in Tocharian B, the vowel alternation o ~ a has no parallels: {yašə/ke-} (Schmidt 1997a: 258-261). The preterite participle apparently follows this preterite stem: yäku, yäkos (Peyrot 2007b: 799). In Tocharian A, the verb is poorly attested with a x|O-root present stem in inf. yoktsi only (so next to the noun yoktsi ‘drink’). It is in suppletive relation to the root tsäwka-, which provides the subjunctive, preterite and imperative stems.

Evidently, the agreement between Tocharian A and B leads to the reconstruction of a present-subjunctive *yoka- for Proto-Tocharian, and in view of the isolated character of the Tocharian B preterite we can safely add a preterite *yakə/e-. Tocharian ‘drink’ is related to the root found in Lat. ębris ‘drunk’ and the Hittite verb 3sg. ekusi /ekɔsi/, 3pl. akuanzi /akɔantsi/.

The problem with *yok- ~ *yakə/e- is that it can hardly be derived from a root present as found in Hittite: 3sg. *heγu-hi-ti, 3pl. *heγu-enti would probably have yielded *yoku-, i.e. TB **yak- and TA **yuk-. The present-subjunctive stem *yok- is probably best derived from *eγu- with rounding as in TA okäti, TB okt ‘8’ < *ektu < *oktō (pace Kim 2000).

The preterite stem is not explained as easily. With Schmidt (1997a: 261), we could perhaps derive the a from *ə; the ultimate outcome *yak- can easily contain a restored initial *γ-. *eγu- clearly points to a reduplicated *heγu-heγu-, whereas *eγu- might go back to *heγu-heγu-. As Schmidt pointed out, a 3sg. perfect *heγu-heγu-
might have resulted in the attested 3sg. present-preterite form yāš, and if the paradigm was built on that form, 2sg. yāš was the regular replacement of a “real perfect” *h₁e-h₁ogʷh-th₂e. We may safely assume that any vowel alternation with the plural was eliminated: not only would it have yielded a completely aberrant paradigm, it would also have been disturbingly close to the attested present-subjunctive.

Indeed, the present-subjunctive may even be the result of paradigmatic split of a paradigm with yak- in the singular and yok- in the plural. Such a split would explain at least the x|O-root of the present-subjunctive, as none of the *h₁e-h₁ogʷh- forms would have had a palatalised final: 1pl. *h₁e-h₁ogʷh-me, 2pl. *h₁e-h₁ogʷh-su (the ending apparently needed for Tocharian, see 4.2.2, p 347), 3pl. *h₁e-h₁ogʷh-r. I do not know why yok- became a present (and subsequently a present-subjunctive because there was no separate subjunctive), whereas yak- became a preterite. However, there is evidence from a small number of verbs that the perfect could end up as a present, while it became a preterite in the majority of cases.

4.3.7 ‘GET’ AND ‘DO’

Although some of their stems are obviously secondarily formed according to productive patterns, Tocharian A yom-, Tocharian B yomn- ‘get’ and Tocharian A yām-, Tocharian B yam- ‘do’ are irregular to a very high degree. In fact, it is precisely the presence of secondary stems which proves that the verbs originally were even more irregular. The reason to discuss the two verbs together is that there is a possibility that they are related (as argued by Adams 1999: 492, 498), a matter which is taken up at the end of this section.

The verb ‘do’ is irregular in both languages (see also Winter 1977: 144-145), but for different reasons. Tocharian A yām- ‘do’ is irregular because it has a suppletive present from a root ya- ~ ypa- (not further discussed here) and because it forms two middle preterites, one with sā and one without, while the rest of the stem pattern does not fit that for sā-less preterites at all. Tocharian B yam- ‘do’ is irregular because it forms a preterite {yamšša-}, uniquely derived from the present (not from the subjunctive or the present-subjunctive), while the preterite participle yāmu and the ipv. act.sg. pyām, mid.sg. pyāmtsar do not match that preterite at all. The subjunctives are not especially irregular, but do not agree exactly: Tocharian B has a a|O-root subjunctive {yam-} and Tocharian A a ã|ã-root subjunctive {yāmšša-}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ya- ~ ypa-</td>
<td>{yamšša/ške-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>{yāmšša-}</td>
<td>{yam-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preterite</td>
<td>act. {yamšša/sā-}: 1sg. yāmwā</td>
<td>{yamšša-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mid. {yamšša/sā-}: 1sg. yāmtse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mid. {yam-}: 1sg. yāmwe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preterite participle</td>
<td>yāmu</td>
<td>yāmu, yāmos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Historically, *yam*- must have been a defective verb. First of all, the Tocharian B preterite must be secondary, and it must replace something other than a normal *s*-preterite {*yam*-O/sa-} because such a preterite would certainly have been preserved. The coexistence of the two middle preterites in Tocharian A suggests that a recessive pattern was replaced by a productive one, and it is obviously the sa-less preterite that is old; in Tocharian B, where the sa-less type is not attested at all, such a preterite could indeed have been so irregular that it was replaced by the strange *yamåssa*-. Second, it is utterly implausible that the Tocharian B pattern with a well marked present {*yam%sa/ske-} would have been replaced by the suppletive pattern we find in Tocharian A. At the same time, the Tocharian B pattern is productive and could be secondary on any account. Thus, we have to reconstruct Proto-Tocharian *yam-* as a defective verb with a subjunctive *yam-* and a preterite *yam-* (without sa): the presents are secondary, as are all other preterite forms. The original subjunctive was probably *yam-* without *y*-suffix, as Tocharian A *yaməa*- could easily be a secondary replacement of an original *yam-*: root subjunctives are a residual category in Tocharian A, as they are often extended with an nə/a-suffix. The preterite participle *yamaw* could in fact be original; it fits to the reconstructed preterite *yam*-. Likewise, it is possible that the imperative *-yamO/sa-* is old.

The verb ‘get’ is fully-fledged in both languages, and the two languages agree in all relevant points. The verb is irregular because its stems, in themselves productive, pattern in a very unusual way. Tocharian A shows the extremely rare combination of a nə-subjunctive with a derived present, superficially matched by Tocharian B, although the nasal has become part of the root there. The rare combination of the subjunctive and the present is matched by an *s*-preterite in both languages, which is completely without parallels. Not only does this particular combination of the three stems occur only here, the combinations of preterite and present on the one hand, and of preterite and subjunctive on the other, are also unique.760

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>{yomnə/sa-}</td>
<td>{yanməskə/ske-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>{yomnə-}</td>
<td>{yanmə-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td>{yomO/sa-}</td>
<td>{yomnO/sa-}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite participle</td>
<td>yomu</td>
<td>yainmu, yainmos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>not attested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

760 Except, perhaps, the verb ‘know’, where we also find a nə-present and an *s*-preterite. The fact that the only possible parallel is found in another extremely irregular verb is alarming at any rate.
In Tocharian B, the nasal spread throughout the verb, without doubt because the suffix was obscured after the metathesis if *mn to *nm in, e.g., *yənma- < *yənma-. On the other hand, the root vowel o must have been generalised in Tocharian A, as evidenced by the lack of weakening of the suffix vowel in yomnā- instead of the expected **yomnā- (on Tocharian B yonmāi B432a2, secondary for regular yənəmən /yənman/, see Peyrot 2008a: 152). Thus, TA yomnā- and TB yomnā- go back to *yomnā-, whereas the preterites TA yomnô/sâ- and TB yomnô/sâ- reflect *yomnô/sâ-. The creation of the extended stems TA {yomnā/sâ} and TB {yənma/skô/ske} is difficult to date, but they could easily have been formed independently. At any rate, *yomn-, must ultimately go back to a present, be it in Proto-Tocharian or at a pre-stage of it. For the sake of clarity, I will assume that it was a present in Proto-Tocharian, the sô/sâ- and skô/ske-formations having been created independently, but this matter is only relevant for the dating of the development, not for the understanding of the development itself. The preterite participle is not easy to reconstruct, since Tocharian B yainmu < *yeyənmu presupposes a grade preterite forms which are not attested: at first glance, it cannot have been formed from the preterite yomnô/sâ-. On the other hand, it cannot have been built on yomn-, since we would then have expected yänmau < *yənma-w. The evidence of Tocharian A yomu is difficult to interpret because it is the expected preterite participle next to a preterite yomnô/sâ- and thus it could be secondary. In sum, yom- ~ yom- seems to have been defective as well: it must have had a present *yomna- and an s-preterite *yomnô/sâ-, but apparently it had no subjunctive.

There are two reasons to consider the possibility that yom- ~ yom- ‘get’ and yam- ‘do’ are etymologically related. First, there is an undeniable phonological similarity (see Adams 1999: 492, 498); second, both verbs must have been defective, but the reconstructible stems complement each other almost entirely. However, I am very cautious, calling this etymological relationship only a possibility to consider, because the meanings ‘get’ and ‘do’ are not obviously related and the alternation a ~ o ~ ə is unusual at least.

The complementary distribution of the reconstructible stems is best represented in a scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>‘get’</th>
<th>‘do’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>*yomna-</td>
<td>*yam-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td>*yomô/sâ- (act.)</td>
<td>*yamô- (mid.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite participle</td>
<td>*yomôw?</td>
<td>*yamôw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>*yomô/sâ-</td>
<td>*yamô/sâ-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas the present and the subjunctive can easily be fit in one verb, the preterite is more difficult because it is reconstructible for both ‘get’ and ‘do’. The only way to understand this double stem is to assume that the get-variant was at home in the active and the do-variant in the middle: after all, ‘get’ is active only, while the only
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reliably reconstructible preterite stem for ‘do’ is middle. The preterite participle may have been *yamōw: as noted above, the preterite participles of ‘get’ do not allow for a straightforward reconstruction and both seem to be secondary in one way or another. In addition, if the alternation o ~ a of the preterite suggested by this reconstruction is correct, we would, on the basis of the general pattern of the preterite participle, expect that the vocalism of the participle matches that of the preterite middle, i.e., a as in *yamōw.

Continuing this line of thought, we would expect a similar alternation between o and a in the subjunctive and the imperative. If such alternations ever existed, they have left no traces as far as I can see; it is possible that the imperative of ‘get’ is just by chance not attested, but it could have been made secondarily at any point. The reason why these alternations have left no traces is without doubt that the alternation between o and a was too irregular, so that it was eliminated. If ‘get’ and ‘do’ really go back to one verb, this is the reason why they split in the first place, but it must also be the explanation why no subjunctive forms with o-grade are attested. Probably a-grade was found throughout the subjunctive except in the singular active, so that elimination of the o-grade forms was trivial. This in turn detached the preterite with o-grade from its subjunctive with a-grade and that must have been the beginning of the creation of two independent verbs, at first defective, and eventually supplied with new formations for the lacking stems.

The key question is how the meanings can be reconciled. It is my firm belief that the semantic connection is in principle possible, but the problem is that I cannot prove it; nothing forces us to connect the two verbs on the basis of their meanings. yam- is in both languages used as a semantically rather pale verb ‘do’, often even as a kind of auxiliary in circumscribed denominal constructions as TB desīt yam- ‘confess’, literally ‘make a confession’, but it can also mean ‘make, construct’. Evidently, the latter, fuller meaning is original. The semantics of ‘get’ is more varied: the basic meaning seems to be ‘get, obtain’, as it often translates Skt. adhigam- “gelangen zu, erreichen, erlangen, finden” (SWTF, I: 34, col. 2) and prāp- (a.o.) “erlangen, erreichen, gewinnen” (SWTF, III: 231, col. 1). In his dictionary, Adams gives ‘achieve’ as the first translation (1999: 497), which yields good translations indeed: the verb is always constructed with an object that is desirable, and often the obtaining or fulfilment of such an object requires some action or investment on the part of the subject, though it may also be just granted (often by the Buddha).

Adams must be right that the semantic link between the verbs is between ‘achieve’ and ‘make’, which are close indeed. However, my analysis of the stem patterns is incompatible with his view that yam- is an “ō-grade iterative-intensive” to yam- (1999: 492): I fail to see why ‘make’ should be the iterative-intensive counterpart of ‘achieve’, and the fact that the verbs can be reconstructed as one verb is a much stronger argument for their being related than the meanings or the shape of the roots. As already pointed out above, it is plausible that yam-‘s widespread meaning ‘do’ developed from ‘make’, and as I will insist on ‘obtain, get’ next to ‘achieve’ for yam-., I suppose that ‘get’ is the original meaning, secondarily extended
to 'achieve'. The development of 'achieve' to 'make' may have been favoured by the probable origin in the middle of the latter, but in my view the semantic connection can also be upheld without recourse to a difference in voice.

Unlike Adams (1999: 498), I consider Jasanoff’s derivation of *yam- ‘get’ from *hēm- ‘take’ (1978: 32; see LIV2: 236) very likely, and in any case semantically more attractive than a connection with Skt. yam- ‘hold’ (LIV2: 312). Moreover, *hēm- is very well attested in other languages (e.g. Lat. emō ‘take’, Lith. imū ‘id’, OCS imo ‘id’, Goth. niman ‘id’, with n- through reanalysis of *gan-iman as ga-niman), whereas yam- is found only in Indo-Iranian.

However, the Tocharian stem pattern must be secondary, and the explanation of the vocalic alternations is not made easier by this etymological comparison. Whereas *yamna- represents a regular Tocharian a-grade, that is, with restoration of the initial *y- from forms with initial *e- or *ē- , the alternations of the stems yom- and yam- are unexpected. One of them must represent a reflex of *ēm-, the regular vowel grade in the singular active of the a|ō-root subjunctive and the active of the corresponding preterite. Thus, it is likely that *ēm- is reflected in *yom-, whereas *yam- is a replacement of the expected a-grade form *yam-. In any case, the morphological relation between *yom- and *yam- seems to be parallel to that of e-grade vs a-grade. The problem of o-grade in general is taken up separately elsewhere (4.5.10, p 429), but it must have a special connection with the initial *y-.

4.3.8 CONCLUSION

The scrutiny of some of the most irregular verbs has revealed a number of interesting points, even though many problems remain. The discussion of the verb ‘come’ (4.3.1, p 351) has shown that the Tocharian present may go back to a Proto-Indo-European present, and that a Tocharian subjunctive may go back to a Proto-Indo-European aorist (or root) subjunctive. At the same time, its highly irregular preterite must reflect an archaic type, as well as heavy restructuring; possibly, it reflects a pre-stage of the s-aorist. The derivation of the verb ‘put’ (4.3.2, p 357) has shown that the s-present and s-preterite system needs a Ø-grade stem form somewhere, and really presentive value of the s-present, as it has pushed the old Proto-Indo-European present into subjunctive function. The verb ‘know’ (4.3.3, p 365) reflects an archaic type of a nasal present combining with an s-aorist, as further only found in yam- ‘get’ (4.3.7, p 372). If related to yam- ‘do’, the latter may offer additional evidence that there was a gradation type with o as full grade (normally Tocharian e-grade) next to a as weak grade (normally Tocharian a-grade). The same alternation seems to require a different interpretation in the word for ‘drink’ (4.3.6, p 371), which is very difficult to interpret, but it might show that the Proto-Indo-European perfect could become a present as well as a preterite. At the same time, it suggests that a present became a present-subjunctive if it had no subjunctive beside it. The same functional development is much more evident in y- ‘go’ (4.3.4, p 366), which allows for virtually no other interpretation: its present-subjunctive must
reflect the old Proto-Indo-European root present. The verb ‘go out’ (4.3.5, p 368) has been subject to very heavy restructuring, as its present and subjunctive are for a large part modelled on those of *kʰwam* - ‘come’. Conversely, the isolated present-preterite type of *lat*- ‘go out’ must be original, and its influence on the preterite of ‘come’ is ascertained; probably the preterite of *yok* - ‘drink’ was formed after ‘come’ and ‘go out’, too.

In sum, the discussion of the irregular verbs nicely illustrates that despite the many archaisms preserved, the impact of analogical developments is enormous.

4.4 PRESENT-SUBJUNCTIVE

The existence of the present-subjunctive has received the special attention of Winter, who claimed that if the subjunctive is primary, a secondary present is formed, but if the present is primary, no secondary subjunctive is formed. In other words, present-subjunctives are primary presents, syntactically used as present and subjunctive, but morphologically without subjunctive:


According to Winter (l.c.), the difference between primary subjunctives and primary presents is one of aspect: verbs with a perfective (“momentan”) Aktionsart have primary subjunctives, whereas verbs with an imperfective (“durativ”) Aktionsart have primary presents.

In essence, this analysis is correct. However, as I have argued in chapter 3, the subjunctive is syntactically not perfective, nor is the present syntactically imperfective. Moreover, the distribution is not that clear, as there are many verbs with perfective Aktionsart among the present-subjunctives, as well as many others with imperfective Aktionsart among verbs with a difference between present and subjunctive. Although Winter admits “von diesem Prinzip ist es dem Anschein nach im Laufe der Sprachgeschichte zu Abweichungen gekommen” (1994a: 287), this is certainly not a sufficient explanation for a large category such as the sk-causatives in Tocharian B.

Thus, I take the value of Winter’s analysis to be found essentially on the diachronic level. Of course, the question is what its diachronic value is. If Couvreur claims that the subjunctive is a present of the perfective stem (1947: 73), does this mean the subjunctive was originally a present and a new present was created next to it? Were those new presents only formed to verbs with a perfective Aktionsart? If so, is it correct to equate the primary subjunctives with the present-subjunctives since both are old presents?

In my view, the present-subjunctive is one of the most relevant categories for a better understanding of the Tocharian verb. What I will try to show below is that
both Winter’s and Couvreur’s analyses are correct. However, “primary subjunctive” and “primary present” are not to be understood in Tocharian terms, but in Proto-Indo-European terms: in principle, the perfective stem continues the Proto-Indo-European perfective stem usually called “aorist”, whereas the imperfective stem continues the Proto-Indo-European imperfective stem called “present”. In other words, primary presents, or “underived” or “root presents” (including *e*/o-presents without accompanying aorist) are reflected in the Tocharian present-subjunctive. Its imperfective Aktionsart is a direct continuation of the imperfective Aktionsart of the Proto-Indo-European primary present.

An important consequence of this analysis is that the Tocharian present continues the Proto-Indo-European present whereas the subjunctive continues the aorist.

Below, comparative evidence of the present-subjunctives is reviewed. To this end, they are ranged under the following categories: \( ^{3}_{/c} \)-suffix (4.4.1, p 378), x\( ^{0}_{/} \)-root present-subjunctives (4.4.2, p 389), x\( ^{a}_{/} \)-root present-subjunctives (4.4.3, p 393), \( ^{\text{ni}/}_{/c} \)-denominatives (4.4.4, p 394), the lyaka-type (4.4.5, p 395) and \( ^{s}_{/k} \)-causatives (4.4.6, p 398). The following present-subjunctives are discussed elsewhere: klēw-/‘hear’ (4.7.2, p 457), yam-/‘do’ (4.3.7, p 372), yo-/‘go’ (4.3.4, p 366), and yok-/‘drink’ (4.3.6, p 371).

4.4.1 \( ^{3}_{/E} \)-SUFFIX

Although the \( ^{3}_{/c} \)-suffix forms not only presents, but also subjunctives and preterites, it is most of all a present marker: it is especially frequent with present-subjunctives. PT *klēw-/‘hear’, which also forms an \( ^{3}_{/c} \)-present-subjunctive, is discussed in 4.7.2 (p 457); see further also the \( ^{\text{ni}/}_{/c} \)-denominatives (4.4.4, p 394) and the \( ^{s}_{/k} \)-causatives (4.4.6, p 398), which likewise contain an \( ^{3}_{/c} \)-suffix.

\[ \text{TB } anά\text{-}^{\text{ni}/}_{/sk} \text{-‘breathe’} \]

Although present-subjunctive function of Tocharian B {anā\text{-}^{\text{ni}}_{/sk}} ‘breathe’ (without Tocharian A cognate) cannot be proved definitely, it is highly probable. First of all, subjunctive function is proved by inf. anāst(ś)i THT1324b.b3 (if read correctly by Thomas 1972: 443; the reading is not completely certain) and the vn anāśālīhe B41a1, B41a6 etc. Further, both occurrences of the 3sg. anāśām in B41b2 are most probably presents. At any rate, the \( ^{sk} \)-suffix is a strong indication that the formation was in origin a present, which further suggests that it is a present-subjunctive. Following Schmidt (1982: 367), anā\text{-}^{\text{ni}}_{/sk} is to be derived from a preform *hēnhi\text{-}^{sk}/o-, an \( ^{sk} \)-extension of the root present *hēnhi-, attested in e.g. Ved. ániti (11V2: 267). Although a root anā- is possible in principle (cf also TB onolme ‘being’ < *anā-elmene, see Peyrot forth.), the \( ^{sk} \)-suffix may have been added to make the present formation clearer: otherwise, the Tocharian B present-subjunctive continues the original Proto-Indo-European root present.
TB *ay³²/ke- ‘know’

Tocharian B *ay³ê₂/ke- ‘know’ has no Tocharian A cognate. Its infinitive *aixtsi and prs.ptc. aixêmane together unambiguously point to an *'ê-present-subjunctive; the same formation can reasonably be assumed for Proto-Tocharian. The verb has been connected to the Gm. prt.-prs. *aih in e.g. Got. 3sg. aih, 3pl. aigun ‘possess’ and IIr. *Hít-Hiê- in Ved. īšē ‘I am in command, I rule’ and OAv. īšê ‘id’ (Kümmel 2000: 124; LIV2: 223; Adams 1999: 101-102), which point to a root PIE *'êiêk-. Although the middle inflexion of the IIr. verb is still in need of an explanation (see Kümmel l.c.), it probably replaces an older perfect, as also reflected in the Gm. preterite-present. The meaning of the Tocharian verb obviously derives from ‘possess’ through ‘possess knowledge’.

If we assume that perfect reduplication was inherited in Tocharian, as it is in the preterite participle, we could derive ayê- from the pl. stem *h₂e₃-h₃ik- directly, and probably from the sg. stem as well (perhaps through an intermediate *øyê- or *āyê- from *h₂e₃-h₂oïk-). If perfect reduplication was only inherited in the preterite participle and not in finite forms, ayê- can only be derived from a generalised singular stem *h₂oïk- (see Peyrot 2008a: 58, pace Adams 1999: 102). The Proto-Indo-European verb must have been a perfect with present reference of Chantraine’s type 12 (“Verbes signifiant «avoir, posséder, abandonner, faire»”, 1927: 11) and the fact that it became a present in Tocharian is semantically only natural. Formally, the 3rd singular may have been a key-form: the original *h₂e₃-h₂oïk-e should have become *ayê₃, which was identical with the preform of the 3sg. present aixêtrā < *ayê₃-tr. This explains at once why the perfect should have ended up as an *'ê-present. If it became a present early enough, it can have come to behave like a root present; in any case, there was never an aorist stem next to it, and so the verb became a present-subjunctive.

PT *katk’²/ê- ‘be glad’

On the basis of its morphological structure, it is likely that Proto-Tocharian *katk’²/ê- was a present-subjunctive, but it is difficult to give definitive synchronic proof. In Tocharian A, a present stem {kâêkâ/tka-} is suggested by 2pl. kâckâc and prs.ptc. kâtkmâm, but subjunctive function can only be inferred from the morphology: kâckâc A3143 is likely to be a present (‘don’t be glad about rebirth’), and 3sg. kâckâ(ș) A192+14544 is almost certainly a present in view of the neighbouring presents. In Tocharian B the situation is similar: the prs.ptc. kâtkemane proves that {ka³c²/ïke-} was at least a present, but subjunctive function is not easily proved syntactically, and the relevant forms for a morphological argument (such as the vn or the inf.) are lacking. However, the prt. {kacc-á-} and the prt.ptc. kakâccu presuppose a subjunctive {ka³c²/ïke-}, which in turn implies that that stem was a present-subjunctive. A further argument can be that at least in Tocharian B, there is no attested pattern for a subjunctive next to the present {ka³c²/ïke-}.
The reconstructed Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *katkʰ°/e- was certainly a present in origin, as it must derive from earlier *katśkʰ°/e-, as if from PIE *ghdʰ- sk°/o-, an sk-present from the root preserved in Gk. γηθέω ‘rejoice’ (LIV2: 184).

**TB kamnʰ°/e- ‘play’**

Although Tocharian B kamnʰ°/e- ‘play’ is not well attested, it is probably a present-subjective; in Tocharian A, the verb is not attested at all. An ʰ°/e-formation is proved by 3sg. kaṃmām B613b2 (possibly a prs.) and 3pl. kāṃmem B2b2 (certainly a present because it is parallel to the prs. spānteṃntrā). The inf. kaṃmatyī<sup>⁷⁶</sup> B370b6 can only be from the same stem if it represents /kaṃmātʰ⁹/i/, which would then at the same time prove that the present and subjunctive stems are identical. However, prs.ptc. kaṃmāmāne B18a7 (arch.) must then be assumed to be a mistake for kaṃmemāne /kaṃmēmāne/; ger. k(a)ṃmalonasa B370b2 ‘toys’ can be regular /kaṃmālonasa/.

The peculiar root shape of kaṃ- suggests that it goes back to *kamnʰ°/e- through a metathesis comparable to that in TB kāṃnassām ‘(s)he comes’ from *kwṃnassā- (van Windekens 1976: 194; Adams 1999: 150). *-nʰ°/e- could ultimately be identical with the denominative suffix -nûnʰ°/e- (see 4.4.4, p 394), but further connections are unclear.

**TB kar⁸⁸²/ske- ‘shoot; throw’**

Following Adams (1999: 167; see also Hilmarsson 1996: 93), we can set up a Tocharian B verb kārsk- meaning ‘throw (of flowers)’ and ‘shoot (of an arrow)’. Although no subjunctive forms are attested, the stem pattern proves that it must have formed a present-subjunctive {kar⁸⁸²/ske-}. That this was the present stem is shown by the prs.ptc. kārskemane, whereas its subjunctive function needs to be inferred from the secondary a-preterite attested in 3sg.prt. karṣṣa, prt.ptc. kekarṣṣu.

The same root may be reflected in Tocharian A pārra-krase ‘distance of an arrow-shot’ (Hilmarsson 1996: 177; Adams 1999: 168). Whereas Adams argues that TA -krase presupposes a root *kras- that was apparently enlarged with sk in Tocharian B, Hilmarsson derives it from a Tocharian A root krās°, which could in fact be the direct etymological match of Tocharian B kārsk-. The key question is whether the formation of -krase is so productive that it can have been formed after a development of *kārsk- to kārs-. Since I know of no parallels for the scenario proposed by Hilmarsson, I would rather follow Adams in positing an original root *kras- that was enlarged in Tocharian B.

---

<sup>⁷⁶</sup> Sieg and Siegling transliterated k(a)ṃmatyī (1953: 244), but kaṃmatyī is definitely impossible, whereas other vowels (e, i, u) can probably be excluded, too (ā is excluded, too, in particular because we would expect it to be written <kā>).
If the Proto-Tocharian root was *kras-, the connection with Ved. kirāti ‘scatters, pours out’ etc., from PIE *kerH- or the like (so LIV: 353; see also Adams l.c.), is difficult to maintain. At all events, this etymology had to cope with the difficulty that the set laryngeal apparently failed to vocalise: we would rather have expected something like Tocharian **krask-.

In spite of the difficulties involving Tocharian A pārра-krase and the Indo-European etymology of the verb, the present-subjunctive kar spared/ske- evidently goes back to a present formation as the sk-suffix is a present suffix.

PT *tˈəmpɔposable ‘can’

It is likely that Proto-Tocharian *tˈəmpɔposable ‘can’ formed a present-subjunctive, but the evidence needs some discussion. In Tocharian B, the identity of the present and the subjunctive stem is best shown with the derived imperfect and optative because they occur in usually clearly different contexts, for instance: 1sg.opt. câmpim AS5Cb4, parallel to 1sg.opt. stamo(yi), and 3sg.ipf. campi B44a2, where the past context is indicated by nāus ‘before’, wayā-ne ‘he brought him’ and maitār ‘they set out’. The undervield stem was {cämpɔposable'}, as is shown by 1sg. câmpau and 3pl. câmpem, but it is hard to prove that this stem could be used both as a present and a subjunctive. Whereas present usage is ascertained from instances as 3pl. câmpen-ne AS7Ca3 (parallel to 3pl.prs. yamaskentrā, tārkānām, and cmentrā), assessing subjunctive usage is more delicate because the verb is modal itself. In addition, decisive infinite forms such as the infinitive or the verbal noun lack altogether, the former apparently for reasons of construction. Nevertheless, an additional indication of the present-subjunctive stem is the fact that a distinct subjunctive stem is not attested despite the relatively frequent occurrence of the verb.

The preterite {cämpyá-} is peculiar in that it seems to contain an element -y- that is otherwise only found in preterites derived from *3y-subjunctives. However, unlike those secondary preterites from *3y-subjunctives, the y of câmpyá- is never spelled double, and perhaps it is somehow the reflex of the palatalisation that we historically expect. Although py cannot continue older *p phonologically, a secondary py may have been introduced after the pattern 1sg.prs.-sbj. klyausau* ‘I (will) hear’: 1sg.prt. klyausawa ‘I heard’. If this argument is accepted, the preterite provides further support for the analysis of {cämpɔposable'} as a present-subjunctive because it would be derived from a subjunctive {cämpɔposable'}: {cämp-ˈá}.

In Tocharian A, the difficulties with the present and subjunctive forms are comparable to those for Tocharian B. However, the subjunctive stem is ascertained with the verbal noun câmplune, whereas the plausible restoration (câ)m[a]mlăm A227/8b1 suggests that the present stem was identical to that subjunctive stem. The shape of the stem, {cämpɔposable'}, can be deduced from 3pl.prs.-sbj. câmpe and 1sg. câmpam. An s-preterite and a sā-imperfect are found beside it: 3sg.prt. câmpās, 3pl.prt. câmpār, etc, and 3sg.ipf. câmşā. The imperfect must have been formed from the preterite after the pattern 3sg.prt. kos*: 3sg.ipf. koşā or 3sg.prt. nāksāt: 3sg.ipf.
nākṣāt: The Tocharian A s-preterite is difficult to explain because cāmp-, deviates from the usual s-preterite pattern in that it forms no sā/-sa-present. The combination of a ā/a/-subjunctive with an s-preterite is rare, but it has parallels in at least kāw-'kill', trāyāk- 'confuse' and yām- 'do' (see further 2.6.6, p 99). Thus, it is in principle possible that the s-preterite {cāmp-śā-} was formed after the present-subjunctive {cāmpā/a-}. On the other hand, the Tocharian B preterite follows a much more productive pattern so that it could easily be secondary. The question is, then, which of the two was most likely to have been replaced in the other language.

In view of the good attestation of the pattern “s-preterite plus *i/-e-subjunctive” in Tocharian B, I would expect that it would have been preserved and enlarged with a sā/-sa-present. However, if an a-preterite *cāmpā- had been preserved in Tocharian A, it is likewise troublesome why it should have been replaced: the pattern is found with e.g. prs.-sbg. {pāśā/-sa-} and prt.(ipf.) {pāśa-} (see 2.6.3, p 96). One might think that a replacement was favoured by the loss of the palatalisation of the *p, as all the other verbs except sāwā-, prt.(ipf.) of ‘live’ have palatalisable root-finals.

In sum, the reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian preterite is difficult. One possible conclusion is that there was no preterite (nor an imperfect) at all and that it was created independently. If there was in fact a preterite, I am inclined to think that it was of the type reflected in Tocharian B: although I cannot find definite arguments for its replacement in Tocharian A, this is the pattern we would actually expect. In any case, the reconstruction of *i/-e-present-subjunctive is ascertained, as the two languages agree perfectly and the formation can hardly be secondary.

The Proto-Tocharian *i/-e-present-subjunctive *tāmpāi/-e- is probably related to Lith. tempiu-, tenipti ‘stretch’, with a derived noun jīampa ‘effort’ (Pedersen 1941: 162; LIV2: 626). The stem reconstructions of LIV2, a PIE present *temp-oi/-e- and an s-aorist *tēmps-, are fully based on Tocharian; as the Lithuanian formation is productive, the formation of the Tocharian verb cannot be explained with recourse to comparison. (A connection between the *i/-e-present of Lithuanian and the y-element in the Tocharian B preterite must be discarded because such a suffix should have left a trace in the Tocharian present, too.)

762 Although these verbs do not show the relevant gradation pattern, it must have been present in e.g. 3sg.prt. markās : 3sg.ipf. mārkāt ‘smudged’, where the imperfect is unfortunately not attested.

763 Winter hesitantly suggests that the s-preterite was formed to the ā/a/-subjunctive after the latter had been reanalysed as a root subjunctive (because the a of the suffix had become reanalysed as a part of the endings; 1977: 144). This account has to cope with a chronological difficulty, since the root subjunctive + s-preterite was recessive in historical times, so that it is doubtful whether such a reanalysis could have occurred early enough.
4.4 present-subjunctive

TB ňāssë/ske- ‘desire’

Of the Tocharian B verb ňāsk- ‘desire’ only a stem {Ŷāssë/ske-} and a derived preterite {Ŷāss-á-} are attested, which in itself points to present-subjunctive function for {Ŷāssë/ske-}. However, whereas present forms are attested in abundance, and its present function is further corroborated by the prs.ptc. ňāskemane, unambiguous subjunctive forms are difficult to find. In my view, the best candidate is ňāskau-ne NS32b2, which is preceded and followed by clear subjunctives (lakau, kārsau-ne, see Couvreur 1955: 112), but even here it is not excluded that the present is used to express that the event is about to take place. A further difficulty is the frequency of {Ŷāssëy-} in imperfect rather than optative function: usually the optative is more frequent, but for ňāssy- I have found not one good example. On top of this, the derived preterite seems to have the slightly different meaning ‘summon’, cf for instance B16b5 ňāsça po ti(rthem walo) ‘the king summoned all tirthyas’, which has a parallel in the Pāli Dhammapada commentary “Thereupon the king caused the heretics to be summoned before him” (Burlingame 1921: III, 191).

In sum, there are problems with the present-subjunctive status of {Ŷāssë/ske-}, but we would expect it in principle. If it was one, the explanation is clearly that it was originally a present, as it must contain a present suffix *-ske/ₑ-*. Malzahn (2007) connects the verb to Gk. vēōµai ‘get home safely’ etc from PIE *nes- (LIV2: 454-455; Adams 1999: 267-268). As she points out, this connection requires the assumption of a “Narten” weak grade *nes- because zero grade is regular in sk-presents: the usual formation would have been *ns-ske/ₒ-, which would not yield the attested form. However, apart from the implausible pre-form *nes-skₑ/ₒ-, the real problem resides in the semantics, which is simply too far off to be compelling.

TB naska’_/e- ‘bathe’

naska- ‘bathe’ is attested in Tocharian B only, forming an ’/e-‘ present-subjunctive, witness prs.ptc.mid. naskema(ne) and inf. nāsti. The analysis as a present-subjunctive is further supported by the coexistence of 3sg.opt. nāssi AS3Bb6 and 3pl. nāskem IT52a3, which is probably a present since it translates Skt. snānti ‘they bathe’ U17.8c. Tocharian B nāssë/ske- must be connected to Ved. snāti ‘bathes’, Lat. nāre, Mlr. snaíd, etc., which go back to a PIE root *sneh₂- (LIV2: 572; the connection of an alleged Hittite cognate is rejected by Kloekhorst 2008b: 721). Since PIE *sN- is normally preserved in Tocharian (cf especially smay- ‘laugh’ in 4.4.2, p 389), we have to assume an ad hoc dissimilation sₜ → Òₜ for Tocharian (unless one would want to posit a PIE s-mobile on the basis of Tocharian only). Although PIE *sneh₂- formed certainly a root present (most probably without derived aorist beside it), as shown most clearly by Vedic, it was in Tocharian enlarged with the ubiquitous present formant *-skₑ/ₒ-. The newly formed sk-present had no subjunctive beside it and became a present-subjunctive.
PT *paskʰ₁/ɛ- ‘protect’

Proto-Tocharian *paskʰ₁/ɛ- ‘protect’ can confidently be reconstructed as a present-subjunctive for Proto-Tocharian because it is attested as such in both languages. This can be seen from the vn pāślune, the inf. pāssi and the prs.ptc. pāsmān in Tocharian A, and the ag.n. pāṣseṇca and inf. pāṭisi in Tocharian B. The difference in root shape between TA pās- and TB pask- is explained by the regular merger of s- and sk- presents in the former. Proto-Tocharian *paskʰ₁/ɛ- has clear relatives in e.g. Lat. pāscō, Hitt. pahš- and Ved. pāṭi (LIV2: 460). The Tocharian root clearly goes back to the sk-present *pʰ₂скš/ɛ̂- also found in Latin (where the ā is secondary after the perfect pāvi, see LIV2 1.c.). Evidently, Tocharian *paskʰ₁/ɛ- was a present only – apparently the corresponding aorist was lost – which became used as a present-subjunctive.

PT *parʰ₁/ɛ- ‘bring’

In both languages, the present of ‘bring’ is part of a suppletive system, see 2.5.5 (p 78). It is unlikely that a straightforward suppletive pattern like in Tocharian, with a present pārʰ₁/ɛ- next to a prt.-sbj. stem kāmā-, would have been replaced by the confusing multiple suppletion of Tocharian B (where the subjunctive is taken from the middle of ay- ‘give’ and perhaps the imperative from asa-). Therefore, I suppose that the combination of a prs. *parʰ₁/ɛ- (on the precise shape see below) with a prt. *kama- is old, but that a subjunctive was lacking. In Tocharian A, the preterite root came to be used as a subjunctive, too, but in Tocharian B the verb remained defective until incomplete suppletion from otherwise independent verbs came about.

Although it is certain that *parʰ₁/ɛ- was originally a present, it is difficult to prove that it was also used as a subjunctive in Proto-Tocharian. In any case, the etymology is clear: *parʰ₁/ɛ- goes back to the Proto-Indo-European primary present *bhērʰ₁/ɛ̂-, otherwise attested in e.g. Gk. φέρω (next to aor. ἤφεγκον) or Lat. ferō (next to pf. tuli; the Ved. s-aor. abhār is secondary).

On the basis of the PIE *e-vocalism in the root, one would expect that Proto-Tocharian had a palatalised initial, i.e. *pərʰ₁/ɛ-. However, on the basis of e.g. TB piš ‘s’ < *pənša and TB miti ‘honey’ < *mīta (borrowed into MChin. as ṭɔj > MoChin. mî) we would expect that this *pə- had yielded **pi- in Tocharian B, whereas it seems that the immediate preform was rather *parʰ₁/ɛ- (Ringe 1996: 141). Perhaps the loss of palatalisation is to be attributed to suffix accent or syncope of the shwa in the root, i.e. *pəróm-ne > *paróm-ne or *prón-ne; removal of the palatalisation by analogy always remains a possibility, but Ringe (l.c.) does not offer a model. In any case, I consider it highly unlikely that the absence of i-colouring is to be explained from levelling of root variants with different vowel grades (pace Kim forth.a) – Proto-Indo-European thematic presents were simply not grading.
4.4 present-subjunctive

PT *yōrs̪̱s̪̱/e̱- ‘honour; speak with reverence’

A Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *yōrs̪̱s̪̱/e̱- ‘honour; speak with reverence’ can safely be reconstructed. In Tocharian B, it is the combination of prs.ptc. yā̆rsemane AS12DA2 and the vn yārsaltie (e.g. THT157411, THT406345) that proves a prs.-sbj. {yā̆rs̪̱s̪̱/se̱-}. In Tocharian A, a subjunctive stem {yā̆rs̪̱s̪̱/se̱-} is shown by vn yārslune, whereas prs.ptc. yā̆rs̪[m]ā(ā)m A16742 would prove that the same stem is also a present (Malzahn forth.b). Even if the evidence of the latter form is considered uncertain, present usage is proved by 3pl.mtd. yā̆rsantra A276b6, which is certainly a present in view of the preceding present, e.g. yp(e)ānc and pikiānc – in spite of the OUy. conditional tapinsar MayT16.1444 (Müller and Sieg 1916: 403; Tekin 1980: 142).

A connection of yōrs- with TA yārk, TB yarke ‘reverence’ is semantically attractive, and the -s- must then be a suffix. The original verb is probably preserved in Tocharian yārk- ‘revere’, which forms at least a š̱ṯ-s̱ṯ-present (see the inf. yārkāsśi), and possibly an s-preterite as well, if 3sg.mtd. yā̆rk(s̱)ā t A62a3 is restored correctly. If yōrs- is indeed to be connected to yārk-, the k must have been lost between r and s (*s’s). As a parallel I can adduce TB prekšām, TA prakāś ‘asks’, which must be secondary in view of the root vocalism, so that it is tempting to reconstruct an immediate preform *y̆ors̪̱s̪̱/e̱- from *y̆orkš̱s̪̱/e̱-.764 I assume that yōrs- results from paradigmatic split when the forms where the k was lost had become unrecognisable: apparently, the split-off verb was built on present forms, so that the result was a present only, which then came to be used as a present-subjunctive.

In sum, the present-subjunctive *yōrs̪̱s̪̱/se̱- is likely to be a Tocharian innovation. Ultimately, yōrs- and yārk- go back to Proto-Indo-European *h₁erkw- ‘sing, praise’, attested in Hitt. ā̆rku-zí ‘chant’ and Ved. arc- ‘sing, praise’ (Kloekhorst 2008b: 205; LIV2: 240).765

TB ỉ̆s̪̱s̪̱/ke̱- ‘lie’

The Tocharian B stem {ỉ̆s̪̱s̪̱/ke̱-} ‘lie’ is a present-subjunctive, as can be seen from the combination of the prs.ptc. lykemâne B118a2 and the vn lyshâlîne B106b5 (cf also the priv. elykattte THT1271a2, adduced by Malzahn forth.b). In addition, 3sg. lyâsâm B606.2 is certainly a present in view of the parallel wâskantâr ‘moves’ and lâkâssâm ‘looks’, whereas (lya)sâ(ā)m IT36b5 is certainly a subjunctive because it translates Skt. adhīsēyatē Uv1.35b ‘will lie upon’ (Peyrot 2008b: 85). The Tocharian B present-subjunctive ỉ̆s̪̱s̪̱/ke̱- is directly related to Goth. ligan ‘lie’, Fal. lecet ‘lies’, the Hesychius

764 Although it is probable that the root-final *-k was lost in the Proto-Indo-European present *prkś̱ṯ/e̱- from *prk-ś̱ṯ/e̱- , it must have been restored in Tocharian at an intermediate stage; otherwise the rise of the s-present cannot be explained (see 4.5.6, p 419).

765 Evidently, I disagree with Adams’ (1995: 500; see also van Windekens 1941: 168) connection with Gk. ε̆ρως ‘love’ and ε̆πάω ‘love’, which was phonologically difficult anyhow: a PIE *h₁erh₂- (so LIV2: 240) would certainly have yielded *y̆ora- or the like.
entry λέχεται ‘lies’, and OIr. laigid ‘lies’⁷⁶⁶ (LIv 2: 398). On the basis of these formations, a Proto-Indo-European present *legʰe/o- can be reconstructed, which was probably not accompanied by an aorist: if, with Harðarson (1993: 204-205), Gk. λέχει ‘lied down’ goes back to an s-aorist formation, it must be secondary, and OCS ležati and lēgati are derived from lęgo ‘I lie down’, inf. lešti, where the nasal is probably secondary since it follows a pattern similar to that of sędō ‘I sit down’ and bōdo ‘I will be’ (Stang 1957: 162; Kortlandt 2009: 187).

PT *wōynaskʰ/ᵉ- ‘honour’

A Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *wōynaskʰ/ᵉ- ‘honour’ can safely be reconstructed. In Tocharian A, we find a prs.ptc. wināśmām next to a vn wināślune, and in Tocharian B the inf. wināstsi* (attested are late wənāssī and arch. winastsi) is matched by for instance 3sg. winaššān-cā IT8ob2 (a present parallel to prekšān-cā). With the regular reduction of *-skʰ/ᵉ- to -sʰ/sə- in Tocharian A, we can reconstruct *wōynaskʰ/ᵉ- for Proto-Tocharian.

Although a connection with Ved. vānchati ‘desire’ from PIE *unH-skʰ/ᵉ- (with the n analogically reintroduced; the same sk is seen in Gm. *wunska- ‘wish’, OHG wuns, see LIv 2: 682-683) is attractive, it encounters serious difficulties on the phonological level. In principle, we would expect a preform *unH-skʰ/ᵉ- to have resulted in *womaskʰ/ᵉ-, without ay or i in the first syllable. It is conceivable that the verb wōynask- and the noun wina ‘pleasure’ (as it is attested in Tocharian B) exerted mutual influence, but the vocalism in the noun is not easy to explain either. If we assume that TB wina reflects a root noun of the shape *uenH, we need to assume restoration of the initial w-, which should have become *wʰ > *y-. However, it is not obvious how this could have resulted in colouring of the following *ə to *i, nor does it explain the same vocalism in Tocharian A. Nevertheless, the Tocharian A noun wānī ‘pleasure’, which must replace the original Tocharian A match of Tocharian B wina, shows a root without -y-, thus suggesting that the i of winask- etc is somehow secondary after all.

In sum, the etymology of *wōynask- remains difficult and the relation to the nouns TB wina, TA wānī is unclear. Nevertheless, the origin of the present-subjunctive is obviously an old present formation, as could already be seen from the suffix *-skʰ/o-.

Tocharian A kānṭāśli/əsə- ‘confess’ could be a parallel formation (Hackstein 1995: 100-101); probably, the predecessor of winās- served as a model.

PT *weńʰ/ᵉ- ‘speak’

The Proto-Tocharian verb for ‘speak’ must have formed a present-subjunctive *weńʰ/ᵉ-. This is shown by the suppletive system in Tocharian A, where weń- sup-

⁷⁶⁶ If with aig for older eig.
plies the preterite and the subjunctive stems, whereas the present is formed from a root *trän̂k- (see 2.5.5, p 78). It is highly unlikely that this suppletive system replaces a straightforward pattern as found in Tocharian B, with a prs. {weñ²/₇sk-}, a sbj. {weñ³/₇e-} and a derived preterite {weñ-á-} (on the variant wñā- see Peyrot 2008a: 148-149). The possibility to derive the Tocharian B present from the subjunctive with loss of ň as in the sbj. ger. welle and the vn welnē eliminates half of Krause’s subjunctive class 7 (1952: 141; see Winter 1977: 148 and Hilmarsson 1991b, passim, who also eliminates the other half, namely lann- ‘go out’, see 4.3.5, p 368).\footnote{Winter (1977: 151) claims that “If B weskaũ derives from weñ- plus a thematic suffix -sk-, then a corresponding pre-A present stem should contain *wayñ- plus a thematic suffix -s-.” This overrating of the evidence of Tocharian B leads him to posit remarkable scenarios for the loss of that alleged Tocharian A present, involving homonymy avoidance with wes ‘excrement’.}

Although the palatal ň of the root is regularly depalatalised before dentals, i.e., in TB 2sg. went, 3sg. wem, 3sg. mid. wentar, 3sg. 2pl. mid. wentrā, inf. wentsi, whereas it is unrecognisable in 2pl. weñcer, it is doubtful if this is enough to explain the lack of an alternation between -ňē- and -ne-, in principle expected in an ircraft-\footnote{As argued above, there is no need to assume that one of the two presents had already been formed in Proto-Tocharian times (pace Winter p 184-185 and passim).} stem. The correct solution for this problem, at the same time offering an etymology, was proposed by Winter (1977: 147, after Lane 1953: 287): the simple ň may derive from a geminate ňň, identical with the denominative suffix *-ńň/?/, from earlier *-ńx/- in essence already by Pedersen 1941: 170). Since the connection of weñ- with *wek ‘voice’ (TB wek, TA wak) requires loss of *k before ň (see Winter 1977: 134), the two must have been in direct contact (without an intervening shwa), and I think that the original geminate *ńň was simplified in exactly this constellation: *-ńň > *-ń- > *-ń-. In this particular case, the denominal formation may be directly compared with OHG giwhānen ‘mention’.

As pointed out by Winter (1977: 147), the denominal origin of the verb explains that *weñ²/₇e- was originally a present. In Proto-Tocharian, it had probably become a present-subjunctive before new presents were formed independently in the daughter languages, by means of an sk-suffix in Tocharian B, and a suppletive verb *trän̂k- in Tocharian A.\footnote{The vocalism āy instead of e is needed for the preterite participle wâwleśu.}

PT *wlan²/₇e- ‘carry out’

Proto-Tocharian *wlan²/₇e- ‘carry out’ can safely be reconstructed as a present-subjunctive, as it is attested as such in both languages. In Tocharian A, the combination of the inf. wlessi with the prs.ptc. wlesmâŋ proves a present-subjunctive wḷāy\footnote{The vocalism ąy instead of e is needed for the preterite participle wâwleśu.} in Tocharian B, a subjunctive stem {làn⁵/₇se-} is shown by the inf.
lāṃṣṭsi, whereas present usage is attested with lāṃṣtār IT396b2\textsuperscript{770} in a samghāvaśeṣa rule where we normally find presents and lāṃṣṭār B551a4, which is probably parallel to the prs. māṣketār.

Whereas the reconstruction of the rhyme is straightforward, with TA es \textless *ans as in es ‘shoulder’ \textless *anse (TB āntse), the initial TA wl- \textsim lb- is slightly problematic. For correspondences wl- \textsim wl- as in TA Walton ‘control’ \textsim TB wla-wa- ‘id’ we may probably assume syncope of an initial syllable *wəl-, but TA lānt \textsim TB lānt, obl.sg. of ‘king’, shows loss of w in both languages: the nom.sg. is TA wāl \textsim TB walo. If we reconstruct *wl- for the TA lb- \textsim lb- correspondence in the word for ‘king’, a preform suggested in any case by TA wlaṃnkāt ‘Indra’ \textsim TB ylaṃnākte ‘id’ (Lubotsky 1994\textsuperscript{771}), wl- is still a possible reconstruction for TA wles- \textsim TB lans-, and I will adopt it here.

The verb *wlanś\textsuperscript{2}/e- is clearly derived from a noun *wlanś ‘work’, attested in TA wles ‘work’ (pl. wlesant), TB lāms ‘id’ (pl. lamśāna). Thus, the \textsuperscript{2}/e-suffix could apparently be used to derive denominal verbs, which yielded presents that came to be used as present-subjunctives, just like the other denominal type in *-nī\textsuperscript{3}/e-. Unfortunately, the etymology of *wlanś is unknown.

PT *śaw\textsuperscript{2}/e- ‘live’

The \textsuperscript{2}/e-present-subjunctive of the Tocharian word for ‘live’ is indicated by the inf. šotsi, vn šōlene and 3pl. šāweñc in Tocharian A and the inf. šatsi, ag.n. šayeñca and 3pl. šayem in Tocharian B. At a pre-stage of Tocharian B, the original paradigm must have been *śawe- ~ *śa- from *śawe- ~ *śaw-\textsim *śaw’-, but the w-variant disappeared through levelling in the finite base verb forms (see Krause 1952: 65; Winter 1988; Peyrot 2008a: 138-140). Proto-Tocharian *śaw\textsuperscript{2}/e- has long been correctly connected with Gk. ζω-, Lat. vivō, Ved. jīvati, Sl. žive- and OPruss. giwa, which can be reconstructed as *g\textsuperscript{w}ih\textsubscript{2}u- (LV2: 215-216);\textsuperscript{772} the Tocharian present-subjunctive goes back to a thematic paradigm with Ω-grade in the root. ‘live’ is a clear case of a Tocharian present-subjunctive deriving from a Proto-Indo-European present without aorist beside it.

TB soy\textsuperscript{2}/e- ‘be saturated’

Although it is often so classified, in fact present-subjunctive function cannot be ascertained for Tocharian B {soy\textsuperscript{2}/e-} ‘be saturated’. The prt.ptc. sosoyu, the prt. {soy-á-}, and, most of all, the vn soitne and the inf. soytsi prove subjunctive function,

\textsuperscript{770} And lāṃṣtār IT396b3, IT396b4; in both instances to be corrected to lāṃṣtār.

\textsuperscript{771} Winter, who does not mention all the correspondences given here, assumes that *wl- became l- in both languages (1987: 306).

\textsuperscript{772} The Greek may not fit the picture if a sound development *g\textsuperscript{w}ih\textsubscript{3}u- > ζω- is not accepted. To solve this problem, LV2 posits an e-grade stem *g\textsuperscript{w}iheh\textsubscript{3}u- with athematic inflection.
but in order to prove present function one would have to rely on 2pl. _soycer_ B12b4, for which present use is likely, but hardly certain.

As argued by Hackstein (1995: 299-300) and Adams (1999: 703; see also Kloekhorst 2008b: 691), _soy_ must be cognate with e.g. Hitt. šah-ı ‘stuff’ and Gk. ἀμεν ‘satiate’, from a Proto-Indo-European root *seh₂- (LIV2: 520-521). Tocharian B _soy_- must go back to *seh₂-i/*e/-, a present formation possibly mirrored in Gk. ἀεταί ‘is satisfied’.

Next to Tocharian B _soy-, there is another verb _tsəyn-, TA _sāyn- ‘be satiated’, which is discussed in 4.8.2 (p 472).

### 4.4.2 x|Ø-ROOTS

Although the number of instances is smaller than for 2|v-formations, there were certainly also x|Ø-root present-subjunctives. Additional cases are _yam- ‘do’ (4.3.7, p 372), y- ‘go’ (4.3.4, p 366), and _yok- ‘drink’ (4.3.6, p 371).

TA _ken- ‘call’_

TA _ken- ‘call’ may go back to an earlier present-subjunctive: it supplies the present to the preterite and subjunctive root _kākə-. In principle, _ken- could reflect a preform *kayn- with PTA *ay from Proto-Tocharian *ey, *oy, or *ay. Unfortunately, further connections are unknown and the interpretation of this verb remains uncertain (the scenario sketched by Hilmarsson 1996: 127-128 is highly implausible).

PT _kəln- ‘resound’_

Tocharian A attests a present stem {kəln-} ‘resound’ with prs.pts. (kə)ln[ə]m and 3pl. kəlnənc A299b3 (parallel to the prs. nuseñć). This stem might be matched in Tocharian B, although both forms attested could in fact also belong to an 2|v-paradigm: 3pl. kalnem and 3sg. kalnĩ. The first of these is probably a present and the second certainly an imperfect, which proves present function for that stem. The comparison with Tocharian A suggests a root present {kəln-} for Tocharian B, too, which in turn makes likely that {kəln-} was a present-subjunctive because there is no pattern for a different subjunctive next to it.

As shown by Malzahn (forth.b), TB 3sg.mid. kəlnəte IT19b3, B617a4 must mean ‘resounded’ as well (which excludes a theoretically possible alternative reading kəltsate). However, these forms are extremely difficult to fit together with kalnem and kalnĩ: the only parallels with a root present and an s-preterite are found in Tocharian A trənk-, cəmp- and təyəp- where the s-preterite is unlikely to be of Proto-Tocharian age. The only way out seems to assume that kəlnəte belongs to a transitive verb (cf 3pl. kəlnaskem AS7Mb4), here intransitive because of its middle inflexion.

OIr. *ro-cluinenethar* ‘id’ (LIV2: 334-335; obviously, the unpalatalised root-final of Tocharian must go back to *-nu- and the variant *-neu- disappeared through levelling). Although the change from ‘hear’ to ‘resound’ is not evident, in spite of Schmidt (l.c.), this etymology offers a good explanation for the root present *khl-*, as noted by Hackstein (1995: 322). At the same time, it accounts for its present-subjunctive function, which is uncertain, but plausible if problematic *káinsät* is interpreted correctly.

PT *trānk- ‘lament’

A Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *trānk- ‘lament’ can safely be reconstructed on the basis of Tocharian B [trānk-], present-subjunctive as proved by the combination of the prs.ptc. trāńmane and the vn trāńkalyñe, and further confirmed by the match of the rare preterite type [trāncá-] attested by trāncá-neš THT1507b5 with lyanica to lank- ‘hang’. In Tocharian A, the corresponding stem {trānk-} supplies the present of the verb weñ- ‘speak’, demonstrably a recent case of suppletion in view of the imperfect 3sg. crānkäs, which is formally an s-preterite (see Lane 1953: 284). This s-imperfect is further only found with cámp-, tâyp-, and possibly *khl-.

Unfortunately, the etymology of *trānk- is uncertain, so that we can only hypothesise that the present-subjunctive is to be explained from a root present (for suggestions on the etymology, see Adams 1999: 314 and Malzahn forth.b).

TB *pakw- ‘trust’

A Tocharian B present-subjunctive {pakw-} ‘trust’ is proved by the combination of the prs.ptc. pkwamane /pákʷšmane/ and the vn pkwalne /pákʷšlne/ (for denominal pákʷšnį̂/e-, a different – though related – verb, see 4.4.4, p 394). The etymology of *pakw- is unclear; the suggestion of Janda (2000: 48; taken over by LIV2: 469) to set up a root *pekʷ- ‘trust’ for Ved. páká- ‘guileless, trusting’, Gk. Ὠ πέπον ‘my dear’ and Tocharian pákʷ- is improbable. We might rather think of a connection to *paka- ‘intend’, though the exact derivation pattern remains obscure: if pákʷšnį̂/e- points to a noun pákʷ-, this could theoretically be a derivation from *paka- or its preform *pak-, but I am not aware of parallel cases where a root present is derived from a noun without further change (for a denominal ‘/e-present, see *wlaŋš/ /e- ‘carry out’ in 4.4.1, p 387).

PT *pálk- ‘shine’

Proto-Tocharian *pálk- ‘shine’ is well-attested as an ə[O-root present in both languages: TB 3sg. pálkám (B91b5, B178a2 and B178a3 probably present) and TA 3sg. pálkas, 3pl. pálkinč. Since there is no subjunctive attested next to it in either language, and in Tocharian B no possible subjunctive formation exists, this present may have been a present-subjunctive. In any case, the verb is probably to be connected with Gk. φάλευν ‘burn (tr/intr.); shine’, Lat. fulgō ‘shine’ and Gm. *blakjan in OHG blecchen ‘shine’, which go back to a root *bhleg- or *bhleg-. As
argued by Hackstein (1995: 113), Greek and Latin point to a root present because of the different root grades *bʰleǵʰ- and *bʰlįǵʰ-, which fits the Tocharian perfectly: we only have to assume that the expected root variants with palatalised *l from *le or *s from *ǵe were eliminated. It is probable that pálk- ‘see’ and pálk- ‘burn’ are split-off verbs from the same root (Hackstein p 112-115).

PT *lánk- ‘hang’

The isolated Tocharian B prs.ptc. lànkamane /lánkómane/ presupposes a present stem [lánk-]. No subjunctive to this stem is attested, and there is no pattern by which such a subjunctive could be formed, which points to a present-subjunctive [lánk-]. This interpretation may be further supported with lyānca from the fragmentary line IT102b1 /// – 9 tu lyama tu lyānca – /// (Peyrot 2007a: Nc702) ‘this sat, this hung (?)’. Although the meaning cannot be established with certainty from this passage, it is clearly a 3sg.prt., and the only possible morphological connection is with lánk-. The remarkable preterite formation is without doubt to be compared with {tránca-} to tránk- ‘complain’, a parallelism that further supports the analysis as a present-subjunctive. p.pl. lànkám-c AS18A83 does not seem to be from this verb because it is clearly transitive (see 3.6.1, p 251, and Malzahn forth.b).

In Tocharian A, the same present stem [lánk-] is proved by prs.ptc. lànmám. Although this present stem could theoretically have been matched by an á-subjunctive {lánká-} (which is not attested in any case), it supports the analysis of the Tocharian B verb, whose present-subjunctive must therefore go back to Proto-Tocharian.

Proto-Tocharian *lánko- may have to be derived from Proto-Indo-European *h₁lenkwʰ-, as attested in a.o. Ved. raṁhate ‘is swift, moves swiftly’, YAv. ranjatieti ‘makes fast’, Ofr. lingim ‘jump’ and OHG gi-lingan ‘succeed’ (LIV2: 247-248). The proto-meaning is set up as “sich mührlos bewegen” by LIV2, but ‘be light’ seems better, certainly in view of the obviously related adjective *h₁lenkwʰ-h-u- ‘light’ (Ved. rágvi- ‘fast’, Gk. ἑλάχις ‘small’, and TB lànkʰs ‘light’, which corroborates the reflex ñk from *ngwʰ): the notions ‘easy’ and ‘fast’ etc are easily derived from ‘light’. The meaning of the Tocharian verb, ‘hang’, may derive from an intermediate ‘dangle’, as possibly preserved in the fixed combination e.g. TB lànkamıñane pásıcane NS102b3 ‘dangling breasts’.

Although *h₁lenkwʰ- seems to have formed a primary present (without aorist), which fits the Tocharian situation well, this present might have had a *e/o-suffix as seen in the Indo-Iranian and Old Irish forms cited above. Since the Tocharian root present can hardly be derived from an older *e/o-formation, one would seem to be forced to reconstruct a Proto-Indo-European root present on the basis of Tocharian.

PT *sélp- ‘glow’

The Tocharian B verb for ‘glow’ forms a present-subjunctive [sélp-], as proved by the combination of the prs.ptc. säljmane /sáljómane/ and the inf. sál(p)at(s)į
In Tocharian A, the corresponding stem {sālp-} has only present function, e.g. prs.ptc. sālpmāṁ, whereas {sālpā-} provides the subjunctive, cf especially subj. ger. sālpāyi. Since derived ā-preterite-subjunctives are actually found in Tocharian A (see 2.6.3, p 96), the stem in -ā could be secondary, which would imply that the Tocharian B present-subjunctive can be reconstructed for Proto-Tocharian. However, Tocharian A ā-preterite-subjunctives are relatively rare, and, in view of the absence of a good etymology, the age nor the origin of the present-subjunctive can be established with certainty.

PT *smēy- ‘smile’

In Tocharian B, we find safe indications for a present-subjunctive {smēy-} ‘smile’ with a prs.ptc. smimane and a vn smilñe. In Tocharian A, that stem shape is confirmed by the prs.ptc. smimāṁ, and although it is theoretically possible that there was an ā-subjunctive {smāyā-} beside it, the latter must in that case have been secondary, so that we can reconstruct a Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *smēy-. This present-subjunctive clearly goes back to a Proto-Indo-European root present *smei- as attested in Ved. smāyate ‘smiles’, Latv. smeju, inf. smiēt ‘laugh’, and OCS smējǫ sę, inf. smijati sę ‘id’ (LIV2: 568-569).

PT *tśəyp- ‘dance’

Proto-Tocharian *tśəyp- ‘dance’ can probably be reconstructed as a present-subjunctive, but further connections are unclear. In Tocharian B, it forms a root present which suggests that it was a present subjunctive, but explicit subjunctive forms are not found: prs.ptc. tśipamane /tśipāmame/ and 3sg.prs. ts(i)pām B118a7 (if parallel to rāttānkām). In Tocharian A, a present {tśāyp-} is proved by 3pl. tsipiāc A283a3 (parallel to klyantrā), and an s-preterite in imperfect function is attested in 3pl. šepār A301b3 (parallel to ypār). This peculiar s-preterite-imperfect is found further only for trānk-, cāmp-, and possibly *kāln- (see Lane 1953: 284).

PT *tśop- ‘prick’

Proto-Tocharian *tśop- ‘prick’ may have formed a present-subjunctive, but its etymology is unclear and it is possibly of onomatopoetic origin. In Tocharian A, a root present {tśop-} might be attested with 3pl. tsopiāc (alternatively, it could be an optative, which would also allow for a subjunctive {tśopā/ā-} or {tśopa-}). In Tocharian B, a root present {tśop-} or {tśopā/ā-} is attested with the historical present tsopamne B88a1 and tsopām-ne B127a5 (parallel to the present pauttrā). If TA tsopiāc is really a present, a Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive *tśop- is likely, otherwise it is just a possibility.
4.4 present-subjunctive

4.4.3 With root-final *a*

Good examples of present-subjunctives with root-final *a* are hard to find. The best cases are offered by the *lyāka*-type, which is discussed in 4.4.5 (p 395).

TB *kwa- ‘call’*

Tocharian B {*kwa-} supplies the present to preterite-subjunctive *kaka- ‘call’, cf. prs.ptc. *kwama(ne)*. In view of clear parallel cases like prs. *par- ‘bring’ with preterite-subjunctive *kama-* (see 4.4.1, p 384), it is plausible that {*kwa-} ultimately goes back to a present, perhaps through an intermediate state where it was a present-subjunctive. Whether it was a present-subjunctive at an intermediate stage or not, *kwa- is clearly to be connected to Ved. *huvé, hávate* and OCS *zov, zovati* etc., which go back to a Proto-Indo-European root *(g)heuH(-) (LIV2: 180-181). In all probability, it is a direct continuation of the root present reflected in Vedic: the root-final -a must reflect the root-final laryngeal (probably zero grade *-uH-), whereas the -w- may have preserved in full grade root variants such as *(g)heuH-, where the unpalatalised initial was levelled.

PT *praska- ‘be afraid’*

Proto-Tocharian *praska- ‘be afraid’ probably formed a present-subjunctive, but especially the Tocharian A verb seems to have been subject to restructurings. In Tocharian B, a present-subjunctive is relatively certain, but the problem is that it shows root gradation as otherwise only found with subjunctives: {*prə/ska-}. With unambiguous infinite forms lacking (the alleged vn *pärskal(n)e* B124A6 could also be a prs.ger. *pärskal(le)*), present-subjunctive function of that stem can only be shown syntactically: most forms for which the function can be determined are presents, like 3sg. *praskam* A57C5b (cf yamaskem and tärkānam) or B25Sa1 (cf aiskem), but 3pl. *parskam* A57C5 (parallel to yamantrā) is subjunctive. The other stems of the verb, the prt. {*praskā-} and the prt.ptc. *pärskau, also suggest that {*prə/ska-} had at least subjunctive function.

In Tocharian A, a present stem {*praska-} is proved by the prt.ptc. *praskmām, 1sg.mid. praskmār and 3pl.mid. praskantrā, whereas a stem shape {*praskā-} is shown by the ger. *pärskal. The latter form was classified as a subjunctive gerund by Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 450), in which they were followed by later scholars, but as far as I can see, this decision must have been based on morphological considerations: syntactically it is possible, but not compelling. The analysis of {*praskā-} as a subjunctive stem is supported by the prt. stem {*praskā-} as attested in the 3sg.prt. *pārsāk and the prt.ptc. *pārsko. Finally, the 1sg.prt. *prasku, discovered by Schmidt and Winter (1992), is very difficult to fit in the stem pattern established so far: it rather points to an s-preterite, perhaps of the imperfect subtype.

The relationship between Tocharian A {*praska-} and {*praskā-} is matched by a small group of *a*-grade root presents, e.g. *sama- and sālpa- to tsāmā- ‘grow’ and
tsālpā- ‘pass away’. However, it is not certain whether praska- can be compared to this isolated pattern because its initial pr- cannot bear palatalisation. In addition, it is striking that no present gerund praskal* or subjunctive forms like 1sg. pārskāmār* should be attested. Therefore, the verb could well be what it seems to be at first sight: an irregular present stem, probably also used as subjunctive.

The combined evidence of Tocharian A and B requires both a stem *preska- and a stem *praska- for Proto-Tocharian, and it is most economical to assume that these were found in one grading stem *prə-ska-. The Tocharian A stem must have been lined up with a-grade root presents when PTA *praska- from *preska- became indistinguishable from the type planta- from *plonto-. Possibly, this process was favoured by the existence of a noun *praska from *prosken (~ Tocharian B prosko), as must have stood at the basis of the adj. praskañi ‘fearful’. The 1sg. prasku is probably secondary, despite its archaic outlook. It may have been formed after the subjunctive stem praska- (although the generalisation of this stem form made it parallel to presents), reanalysed as an a-subjunctive (~ Tocharian B e-subjunctive); a direct parallel could have been prs. māśka- ‘be’, 3sg.prt. maskāś (where māśka- < *maske- must at some point have been analysed as an a-subjunctive).

Proto-Tocharian *prask- is evidently to be connected with Gm. *furhtō ‘fear’ as in OHG forhta (Hackstein 1995: 193-194; LIV2: 491). Apparently, it was lined up with roots with final -a, whereby it even took over the characteristic gradation as for instance in plaska- ‘think’, close both in form and in meaning. In view of the Tocharian B pair kɔrsa- ‘know’ (3sg.prt. šarsa < *k’ɔrsa) and kərsta- ‘cut’ (3sg.prt. karsta < *k’rəsta), ultimately from the same root, Ro-roots could develop secondarily from aR-roots if aR was followed by a consonant cluster (cf in great detail Kim 2007a). Thus, there is no reason to project the Tocharian position of the gradation vowel back to Proto-Indo-European (pace LIV2, l.c.). The isolation of this root in Indo-European is remarkable, though one might want to consider a connection with Lat. parco a.o. ‘refrain from’ (neither the etymology by LIV2: 476, nor that by de Vaan 2008: 445 is any better).

4.4.4 *Więi3/E*-DEMONINATIVES

Although there are only few matches between the two languages, the nįi3/e-suffix is a productive denominative suffix in both languages and the relation with the base noun is generally transparent. Both in Tocharian A and B, these denominative verbs have a present-subjunctive with a derived preterite, e.g. prs.-sbj. TA {täwnkäyĩĩñį3/a-}, TB {tankwšñį3/e-},prt. TA {täwnkäyĩĩ-ā-}, TB {tankwšñį-ā-}, both derived from the word for ‘love’, TA tank, TB tankw.

The present-subjunctive function of the nįi3/e-stems is especially clear from the combination of ag.n. tānwanięṛica and inf. tānwantsi of ‘love’ in Tocharian B, and from the prs.prtc. tunkinamām and the inf. tunkintsı vs the vn tunkinlune of the corresponding verb in Tocharian A. Further evidence is offered by the Tocharian B subjunctive stem formations ykānsaiñe (vn of ‘loathe’), winālñe (vn of ‘honour’),
and skwántsi (inf. of ‘be happy’) compared to 3sg.mid. ykāṃsantrā AS7Cb5 (parallel to yamaskem), winǎññentār B11b4 (probably parallel to arsen-ne) and skwaññentār B11b5 (parallel to arsen-ne) with present function. For Tocharian A, one may adduce inf. kāśintsi vs. the opt. kāśintitrā of ‘scold’ and the vn šewiñlute next to 3sg. šewintrā A6a6 (present; parallel to yas).

Evidently, this system of denominal primary *nī̂r*-formations with a present-subjunctive and a derived preterite can be reconstructed for Proto-Tocharian. The system may have been inherited by the daughter languages through the carrier formations *sakʷənǐ- of *sakʷ ‘pleasure’ and *tankʷənǐ- of *tankʷ ‘love’, although the first was replaced by a secondary formation with the enlarged suffix ašiññ in Tocharian A, cf. sokašintār A51b3 (obviously through some metanalysis, where not the noun suk, but its adjective sokaši ‘happy’ was taken as a basis). Striking is the large portion of emotional meanings in both languages like affective ‘love’, ‘be happy’, ‘wish’ or ‘desire’ and negative ‘be ashamed’, ‘express sorrow’ etc. This is also reconcilable with a starting point at *tankʷ ‘love’ and *sakʷ ‘happiness’.

As noted by Pedersen (1941: 170), denominative suffix *-nī̂r*- must go back to a preform *-nîr*-e-, which is strongly reminiscent of Ved. denominatives in -anyá- and Gk. -av-. That similarity may be only superficial though, because that suffix is itself probably the result of metanalysis, since it is often found next to n-stems. If so, one would have to assume that a similar reanalysis has taken place in the prehistory of Tocharian; in view of the ubiquitous traces of nasal suffixes in the nominal inflexion, this is plausible enough.773

Although the suffix is found in a few isolated verbs such as weĩ- ‘speak’ or perhaps Tocharian B kaĩm- ‘play’, it is probably not related to the Tocharian A ŋĩ/a-suffix of subjunctive class 7 (pace especially Hilmarsson 1991b).

### 4.4.5 lyaka-type

A marginal and poorly attested group of verbs that I will call the lyaka-type has no difference between present and subjunctive. Since I have discussed the type in detail elsewhere (Peyrot forth.d), I will here only summarise the most important findings.

The type is best attested in Tocharian B, where we can identify four verbs: plaw- ‘complain’, lak- ‘see’, law- ‘rub’, and śaw- ‘eat’. The type was originally characterised by

1) a present-subjunctive with non-palatalising a-grade and accented root-final a:
   {plawá-}, {lákā-}, {śawá-} (that of law- is not attested);
2) a preterite with palatalising a-grade and accented root-final a:
   {plawá-}, {lákā-}, {śawá-};
3) a preterite participle without root-final a:

---

773 The suffix *-nī̂r*- cannot be directly connected with the intensive suffix Ved. -anyá-, Hitt. -annde- (Oettinger 1994) because the latter has a very different function.
pepälwyorsa, lyelyakormen, lyelyuwormen, šešuwermen, šešwormen (all absolutes).

A number of peculiarities have to be noted:
1) in the active only, lôk- ‘see’ was provided with a secondary present {lôkåsskö} (the middle is present-subjunctive {lôkâ-});
2) śaw- ‘eat’ has a-grade in the present participle śawâńca [sawâńca];
3) śaw- ‘eat’ has created a late preterite with a-grade on the basis of the present-subjunctive, i.e. class. śawa, late śuwa (Peyrot 2008a: 145-146);

Whereas the active present {lôkåsskö} (1) and the a-grade preterite śuwa (3) are clearly secondary, śawâńca (2) and šū (4) seem to be old; however, since šū is a hapax legomenon, it might be just a mistake for the expected śuwa.

Tocharian A śwâ- ‘eat’ and lâkâ- ‘see’ are clear pendants to the Tocharian B verbs, although their morphological patterning is different. śwâ-, which does not show any kind of gradation, supplies the present to tâpâ-, which provides the preterite, subjunctive and imperative stems of the verb. The full grade *śâwa- is preserved in the noun šâlyi ‘left’ (Pinault 2002b: 248-254), originally ‘food hand’, with contraction of *âwâ to â (Winter 1985: 590); although it shows a different root grade, Tocharian B śâlâyai must be cognate. lâkâ- is also part of a suppletive verb, being the present to pâlkâ-, which provides the preterite, subjunctive and imperative stems. lâkâ- further provides the imperfect with a root shape identical to that of the corresponding Tocharian B preterite: {lâkâ-}. That the imperfect is formed from the present stem is the normal procedure, but this particular type is rare; it is called the “strong imperfect” (whether śwâ- was parallel in this respect is impossible to say, as its imperfect is not attested).

Of the remaining two Tocharian B verbs, plôw- ‘complain’ might find a match in the Tocharian A isolated noun plâ ‘complaint’ (?), whereas lôw- ‘rub’ is matched by the thoroughly restructured lâ- ‘brush away’ (on the Tocharian B ghost verb lyyå-, see Peyrot forth.d). Tocharian A plô occurs in a fixed expression sne plâ ‘without plâ’, but its exact meaning is difficult to extract from the texts (for a discussion, see Peyrot forth.d and for other suggestions, see Peyrot forth.e). If its meaning is something similar to ‘complaint’, we have to assume contraction across -w- and reconstruct a form *plôwV with a remarkable non-palatalising a-grade (unlike Tocharian B). Tocharian A lâ- ‘brush away’ is quite well attested; its root form lâ- must go back to *lôwâ- with contraction across -w- and all other stems are built on this root, so that we have little information about the original inflexion of the verb: prt. and sbj. {lâ-}, prs. {lâsâ/sa-}, prt.ptc. {lâlo} (< *lô-lâ-w). An isolated noun lyu-wram ‘brush’, very probably from older ‘brush thing’, presupposes a variant with a different grade: â (< a) with palatalisation, i.e. *lôwV.
Although the evidence from Tocharian A is scanty, it is enough to prove the Proto-Tocharian age of the type as a whole. The fact that lākā- ‘see’ and śwā- ‘eat’ are presents in suppletive verbs suggests that they were defective at a certain stage, which is readily explained with the assumption of a Proto-Tocharian present-subjunctive. The strong imperfect of lākā- proves that the special preterite with palatalising a-grade of Tocharian B was also found in Proto-Tocharian, no matter whether it functioned as an imperfect or as a preterite there.

An historical explanation of the lyāka-type faces two essential questions:
1) what is the origin of the past tense with palatalising a-grade which seems to reflect old *ē-grade?, and  
2) how should one account for the present-subjunctive in -a?

As the explanation of the past tense directly touches upon complicated matters of Indo-European comparison, while it does not seem to be immediately relevant for the present-subjunctive, only the latter question is addressed here.774

Although root-final a is a morphological marker in almost all categories where it occurs, it must ultimately go back to root-final laryngeals of Proto-Indo-European set-roots. Since the lyāka-type is marginal and displays several anomalies compared to other, more frequent classes, it is unlikely that the root-final is merely a morphological marker in this class; therefore, it is only natural to see if the root-final a can be derived from a root-final laryngeal. Indeed, if we take a look at the etymologies of the four verbs, three of them are set, so that the root-final a will actually go back to a root-final laryngeal. The three verbs where the -a could directly reflect *H are the verbs in -w: *plōw- ‘complain’ is plausibly derived from *mleuH- ‘speak’ (e.g. Ved. brāviti, see LIV2: 446); as I have argued (Peyrot forth.d), *lōw- ‘wipe away’ is probably related to Lat. lavō ‘wash’ and Gk. λῶω ‘id’, commonly reconstructed as *leuh₂- (LIV2: 418); and the connection of *śōw- ‘eat’ with e.g. CS źvlati ‘chew’, OHG kiuwan ‘id’ from PIE *gieuH- ‘chew’ is generally accepted (LIV2: 168). For *lok- ‘see’ there are two competing etymologies, which both derive the verb from anit-roots in Proto-Indo-European: either it goes back to *leǵ- ‘gather’ (Lat. legō ‘read’, Gk. λέγω ‘gather’; LIV2: 397), or to *leuk- ‘shine’ (e.g. Hackstein 1995: 251).

If the root-final a belongs to the root, as is very likely in view of the set-origins of three of the verbs, this means that, in Tocharian terms, the present-subjunctive is a root formation: the endings are added directly to the root. This situation may well be

---

774 The moot point is whether the palatalising a-grade can be identified with the long vowel perfect (or preterite) of the Lat. type legō, légī, the Gm. type Goth. bairan, bērum (< *bēr-, *bē饮食), and the frequent Albanian type mbledh, mbloðha (< *leǵ-/r-, *leǵ-), as reconstructed by Brugmann (1916: 433), but the subject of much debate ever since. The recent solution to take these long vowel formations as “Narten imperfekts” offers no explanation for the distribution of the vowel grades (Weiss 1996: 674; Jasanoﬀ 2003: 193), but it does lead to a steep rise of “Narten roots”, of which there can actually have been only very few in Proto-Indo-European, if they existed at all (de Vaan 2004).
old: for *mleuH-* ‘speak’ a root present is ascertained by Ved. 3sg. bráviti, 3pl. bruvánti < *mleuH-ti, *mluH-enti. For *géiuH- an original root present is a good possibility as well because it seems that two root grades *géiuH- and *géiuH- are needed, but the evidence is definitely less certain. The verb for ‘wash’ is a difficult case because Lat. lavō presupposes o-vocalism, as it is also found in Greek. Although the Greek root form λο(φ)ε- is usually derived from *lewo- < *leuh3- through metathesis, there is no ready solution for the Latin formation. Since the formation of *lok-* ‘see’ must at least in part be secondary (because the root-final a cannot be old), it is better left aside for the moment.

The inflexion of the Tocharian present-subjunctive can of course be easily explained from an older root-present; a little bit of paradigmatic levelling is all that is required. That is to say, the non-palatalised initial of the O-grade form of the plural was levelled against the palatalised initial of the e-grade singular allomorph, e.g.: sg. *mleuH-, pl. *mluH- > sg. *plòwa-, pl. *plòwa- >> sg. and pl. *plòwa-. However, this does not yet account for the lack of a distinction between present and subjunctive. In my view, the fact that present and subjunctive are identical is to be interpreted, once again, as a present with no subjunctive beside it, since *mleuH- and *géiuH- probably formed only a present in the proto-language. As long as the o-vocalism of *leuh3- ‘wash’ – which is certainly not reflected by the Tocharian forms – is not explained satisfactorily, the analysis of the original stem pattern of that verb remains difficult.

An additional argument for deriving the four present-subjunctives from older root presents comes from semantics. Two denote inherently iterative actions in Tocharian: ‘complain’ and ‘rub’. Although with the generally recognised proto-meanings ‘speak’ and ‘wash’ the iterative component is perhaps less salient, the first has definitely imperfect aspect whereas for the second, which principally applies to cleaning the body, we can safely assume that it was done by means of repeatedly rubbing the skin. ‘eat’, which is not clearly iterative as such, must derive from the evidently iterative ‘chew’. Whether ‘see’ derives from an iterative verb depends on its etymology, of course; but again, this verb does not fit perfectly to the others that end in -w. We definitely need to reckon with the possibility that these four verbs influenced each other, but all in all, the derivation of the present-subjunctives of these four verbs from a Proto-Indo-European present is plausible.

4.4.6 SK-causatives

Although within the verbal system present-subjunctives generally belong to non-productive patterns, the majority of the Tocharian B present-subjunctives belong to the productive category of sk-causatives.775 In Tocharian A, the situation is different:

---

775 That this category was productive is evident from the statistics: I have counted about 100 instances in Tocharian B (including a small group without base verb), against about 30 certain examples in Tocharian A, to which, however, the bulk of s-presents for which the subjunctive is uncertain must be added.
the s-causative offers a clear match to the Tocharian B sk-causative, but its present and subjunctive are formally distinct. However, as pointed out in 2.5.1 (p 51) and 2.6.6 (p 102), the distinction in Tocharian A is unique in the system, not to say abnormal: superficially, it seems that the subjunctive is derived from the present stem, e.g. prs. *rāytwā-sā/sa- of ‘connect’, with an infix {ā-}, i.e. sbj. *rāytwā-ā-sā/sa-. Since an ā-infix has no parallels elsewhere in the system, I felt compelled to analyse the present as having a suffix {sā/sa-} and the subjunctive as having a suffix {ā-sā/sa-}.

Both the unique subjunctive formation in Tocharian A and the present-subjunctive in Tocharian B need to be explained historically. It has long been noted (e.g. Krause 1952: 86-87, although the way he puts it is not very precise) that in Tocharian B any root-final a of the non-causative verb is dropped in the derived causative: e.g. base verb rāyta- ‘be connected’, prs.-sbj. of the causative {rāyta-sā/sa-}, not **{rāyta-ā-sā/sa-}. Thus, any historical treatment of the causative will need a sound law that accounts for the loss of root-final a in the Tocharian B present-subjunctive, and if possible, the same sound law should offer an explanation for the contrast between ā in the present and ā in the subjunctive in Tocharian A. Since in Tocharian B the causative is systematically accented on the root, whereas otherwise suffix accent is the norm, e.g. anāsān /anāssān/ ‘breathes’ vs ānāsān /ānāssān/ ‘makes breathe’, the loss of the root-final a is to be sought in the initial accent.

Recently, Malzahn (forth.a) has made the important discovery that in quite a number of Tocharian B causative forms – both present and subjunctive – the root-final a is in fact preserved, which allows a specification of the conditions for the sound law. A scrutiny of the 46 forms she lists shows that the vast majority has the suffix variant {sā/sa-} (including the variants š with syncope and s before t); the only forms with {ske-} are prs.ptc. triwaskemanē B322b5, 1sg.prs.-sbj. prutaskau B93b4, 1sg.prs.sbj. rittaskeu AS12F2a, prs.ptc. laṅkaskemanē B322a4, and 3pl.prs.-sbj. spārttaskeṃ AS7Ba4. Therefore, the conditions of the sound law as suggested by the data from Tocharian B are 1) a is directly preceded by the accent and 2) followed by a (heavy) syllable containing e. Without doubt, the phonetic background was that in forms such as 3pl. *ānasken the last syllable had a secondary accent, i.e. [ānasken], which made the middle syllable with a weaker than in e.g. 3sg. *ānasēn [ānaṣṣen] without secondary accent on the ending.

Malzahn also adduced Tocharian B 3sg.sbj. forms with weakening of root-final a to s, e.g. krāstāṃ B33a3 or naukām-nne B407a2. According to her, these forms prove that the conditions of the sound law were 1) a is directly preceded by the accent and 2) it was found in a closed syllable. Although these conditions could in fact account for the 3sg.sbj. forms of the type krāstāṃ, they cannot explain the causative forms. Since no Tocharian B word starts with a geminate, the syllable break in the sequence aṣs must have been halfway the geminate, i.e. aṣ.s, and probably the same was true of aske, i.e., as.še. If in any of the two sequences the ā was in an open syllable, it was probably a.šē. Thus, we would then expect to find remnants of ā-vocalism before sk, not before šś. As to the explanation of the 3sg.sbj. forms, I have no clear-cut solution. Although the phenomenon is probably linguistically real (as Malzahn argues), and
not the result of spelling mistakes, it is very rare indeed, and perhaps not connected to the loss of a in the causatives. My conditioning would in fact work for naukām-mne B40742 (*nawkā*mne) as well, but since that is the only 3sg.sbj. form with weakening that is suffixed, all others would have to be analogical.776

Evidently, the loss of medial a in the Tocharian B present-subjunctive and the Tocharian A present is too similar not to be captured by the same rule. Probably, the sound law took place in Proto-Tocharian, yielding a mixed paradigm with an alternation between ask-forms and ask-forms. On the evidence of the distribution to be gathered from Tocharian B, this mixed paradigm was 1sg. CāCā-ske-w, 3pl. CāCā-ske-ncā, etc with medial ā vs 2sg. CāCā-skā-tā, 3sg. CāCā-skā-, etc with medial a. Apparently, Tocharian A took advantage from this alternation to mark the subjunctive in an unambiguous way. Since ā was the most frequent subjunctive marker, the forms with ā (< *a) were generalised as subjunctives and those with ā as presents. In other words, the unique infix marker ā arose from paradigmatic split of a mixed paradigm with -āsā- : -āsa- allomorphy.

Contrary to what has been argued above, Hackstein rather thinks that the Tocharian A causative subjunctive is old, going back to the Proto-Indo-European desiderative suffix *-h₁śء-array- (2004a: 90; seemingly accepted by Kim 2007b: 193). In my view, his comparison is too rash: it does not explain that the āśa/-śa-suffix is confined to the causative, nor how it could disappear in Tocharian B. If Proto-Tocharian had had such a clear-cut distinction between present and subjunctive as we find in Tocharian A, there would have been no reason why the distinction would have been given up in Tocharian B. Since the causative forms with medial a discovered by Malzahn are equally distributed among presents and subjunctives, but show the salient phonological distribution outlined above, we can now be sure that the causative formed a present-subjunctive as in Tocharian B, and the distinction in Tocharian A is secondary.

The causative preterite has been the issue of a long debate since Schulze (1924). The moot point is whether the Tocharian A reduplicated preterite {ra-rāytw(ā)-} (e.g. 1sg. raritwā, 3sg. raritu ‘connected’) can be reconciled historically with its Tocharian B pendant with palatalising a-grade, but without reduplication, e.g. 3sg.mid. raittate {rāytta-te} (with palatalisation, e.g. 2sg. sāmasta (ś(c)āmā-sta) ‘you put’ of stem-caus). Alternatively, the Tocharian B preterite type was connected with the type lyāka, which also has palatalising a-grade (cf e.g. Pinault 2008: 600). Since the functional match between the Tocharian A and B causative preterites is perfect, whereas the lyāka-type has no causative value whatsoever, and, moreover, the two

776 Forms like mānta B284b7 (arch.) < mā nta /mā nta/, adduced by Hackstein (2004b: 289, referred to by Malzahn l.c.), may be parallel if the combination was unstressed and enclitic nta made mā ‘medial’. It must be noted that the sound law formulated here occurred in Proto-Tocharian and was no longer operative in Tocharian B: in counterexamples such as TB kalatār /kālar/ ‘you will bring’ (adduced by Hackstein 1995: 33), the root-final a was evidently restored, e.g. from other forms with light syllable endings.
4.4 present-subjunctive

types differ in their accent (see Peyrot forth.d and above 4.4-5, p 395), the Tocharian A and B causative preterites must reflect the same formation.

Evidently, the Tocharian A causative preterite type with reduplication is more original than the Tocharian B type without. However, how exactly the Tocharian B type is to be derived from an older reduplicated type is a complicated matter, and it is not our primary concern here; for a detailed account that starts from roots with initial y- and w-, see Kim (2003; 2009: 38-41).

The assumption of older reduplication in the Tocharian B causative type is often used to explain two other phenomena: 1) the consistent initial accent and 2) the gemination in preterite participles with simple obstruent initials, i.e. the type ceccalor to the causative preterite cāla ‘(s)he carried’ (2.5.8, p 90; Winter 1994a: 302-303). The explanation of the initial accents starts from the idea that the accent was fixed on the second syllable – the root – when the reduplication was still there, which became the first syllable when the reduplication was lost, for instance *rV-rýttasṣa- ‘connects’ > rýttasṣa-n <rrittasṣan>. The gemination in the preterite participle is explained by restoration of the reduplication: the geminate represents the original reduplication cocal-, where the a was syncopated, ccal-, and the reduplication restored: ce-ccal- (Schulze 1924: 172-173). Alternatively, one could say that the reduplication vowel was lost in the present-subjunctive, but through an initial geminate: *tālāssan ‘lifts up’ > *ttālāssan. This geminate then spread throughout the causative verb, but it could be preserved only in the preterite participle since it was intervocalic because of the reduplication there.

Although the above account of the preterite had to remain brief, the relationship of the preterite with the present-subjunctive is relevant for the study of the Tocharian subjunctive. Whereas the relationship between the Tocharian A and B causative preterites has always drawn the attention, not many words were wasted on the present-subjunctive. As an exception we can quote Couvreur, who compared the Tocharian present to the Sanskrit causative in áya and the preterite to the Skt. reduplicated aorist (1938a). However, the functional agreement between the present formations is only of typological value as the suffixes are clearly different. Moreover, as it is found in all types of presents, the Tocharian ssk/sκe-suffix has no causative value, pace Couvreur, who claims “c’est avant tout en tocharien que sκe/o revêt une valeur essentiellement causative” (1938a: 96). The correct interpretation is rather that the ssk/sκe-suffix marks presents, whereas the causative is distinguished by its initial accent (Winter 1980a: 440; Hackstein 1995: 3).

Although the identification of the Tocharian preterite with the Sanskrit reduplicated aorist is at first sight attractive indeed, it copes with the problem that the Sanskrit type is secondary (see e.g. Hardarssson 1997; Kim 2003). With Hardarsson (1997: 101), we seem to be forced to derive the Tocharian reduplicated preterite from the imperfect of the transitive reduplicated present that stood at the basis of the Sanskrit reduplicated aorist as well. As Kim puts it (2009: 40), it is likely that “the Tocharian Cl. II preterite and Indo-Aryan (transitive-)causative aorist reflect a common formation, […] although their grammaticalization took place separately”.

In view of the above, a theory of the relationship between the present-subjunctive and the preterite of the causative should explain 1) why the \( s^c \)-suffix marks the present, not the causative; 2) why the causative is characterised by initial accent throughout; 3) why only the preterite has a morphological match outside Tocharian; and 4) why in causatives the present is not distinct from the subjunctive. In addition, the causative system as such needs to be explained: as Proto-Indo-European clearly did not have such a system, why does Tocharian have systematically distinct causative verbs at all?

In my view, the solution is rather simple: Tocharian inherited only a reduplicated formation which came to be used as a causative preterite, and the present was secondarily derived from the preterite with the \( s^c \)-suffix. As there was no subjunctive, the present became a present-subjunctive by default. The old age of the preterite compared to the other stems is shown in the synchronic situation that it is the only primary preterite with a derived present-subjunctive. Normally, it is rather the other way round, namely present-subjunctives have derived preterites. As outlined above, a separate subjunctive was created in Tocharian A, whereas in Tocharian B the original reduplication is reflected only indirectly in the form of the initial accent. Before the addition of the present, the causative preterite may have been defective; afterwards, the “causative system” had been established.

4.4.7 Conclusion

A considerable number of present-subjunctives can be reconstructed for Proto-Tocharian: for isolated verbs and restricted classes, as well as for categories of unlimited productivity such as the \( sk \)-causatives. Although their origins are diverse, all can be derived from present formations, which confirms Winter’s idea that they are presents without subjunctive. \( s^c \)-formations are by far the best represented, but typical “subjunctive classes” are found, too, notably \( x|\bar{O} \)-root and \( x|a \)-root formations. In general, \( x|\bar{O} \)-root and \( x|a \)-root present-subjunctives reflect root presents to anit roots (without root-final laryngeal) and set roots (with root-final laryngeal) respectively, whereas \( s^c \)-present-subjunctives reflect *\( e/o \)-presents without aorist beside them.

Original root present-subjunctives are at least PT *\( p\bar{a}l\)-‘shine’, PT *\( s\bar{m}\bar{a}\)-‘smile’ (both 4.4.2, p 390 and p 392, respectively), PT *\( y\bar{o}\)-‘go’ (4.3.4, p 366) and the whole \( ly\tilde{a}k\)-type (4.4.5, p 395), and possibly PT *\( l\tilde{a}nk\)-‘hang’ (4.4.2, p 391) and TB \( k\bar{\nu}\)-‘call’ (4.4.3, p 393). PT *\( pr\bar{a}\k\)-‘be afraid’ is certainly secondary because it has an added to the \( s-k \)-suffix.

Tocharian B \( ay\alpha/ke \)-‘know’ (4.4.1, p 379) very probably continues an old perfect, and possibly PT *\( y\bar{a}\k\)-‘drink’ (4.3.6, p 371) as well.

Original *\( e/o \)-presents are reflected in at least PT *\( p\bar{a}\k\)-‘protect’, PT *\( p\bar{a}\varepsilon\k\)-‘bring’, TB \( b\alpha\k\)-‘lie’, PT *\( w\bar{a}\k\varepsilon\k\)-‘honour’, and PT *\( s\varepsilon\k\)-‘live’ (all 4.4.1, p 378). The *\( e/o \)-present-subjunctive of PT *\( y\varepsilon\k\)-‘honour’ (4.4.1, p 385) must be a Tocharian innovation, just like the \( sk \)-causatives (4.4.6, p 398) and the denomi-
natives (4.4.4, p 394), including PT *weŋ /s/ - ‘speak’ (4.4.1, p 386). Verbs like PT
*kak /s/ - ‘be glad’, TB olesale ‘desire’, TB nask /s/ - ‘bathe’ (all 4.4.1, p 378) show the
sk-suffix, an innovation of Tocharian, but they could nevertheless go back to original
primary presents.

4.5 A|O-ROOT SUBJUNCTIVE

The prehistory of the Tocharian A|O-root subjunctive and the related s-preterite
system is perhaps the most debated issue in Tocharan historical linguistics. Although
all three important stems, namely preterite, subjunctive and present, have been the
subject of a number of studies, the system as a whole has received little attention,
which is all the more surprising since the patterns were already pointed out by Lane
(1959: 165). There are essentially two types: 1) a type that was originally only active,
with an s-present, a root subjunctive and an s-preterite, and 2) a type that was
originally only middle, with an s-present, an e-subjunctive and a root preterite.
Further, next to the s-present verbs, there is a small category with sk-preterites in-
stead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian B</th>
<th>active</th>
<th>middle</th>
<th>active</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present  s\se</td>
<td>n^k\se</td>
<td>n\k\se</td>
<td>a\k\se</td>
<td>k\k\se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive n\j-</td>
<td>n\k-</td>
<td>n\k-</td>
<td>a\k-</td>
<td>k\k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite  nek-O/sa-</td>
<td>nek-O/sa-</td>
<td>nek-O/sa-</td>
<td>nek-O/sa-</td>
<td>nek-O/sa-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tocharian A</th>
<th>active</th>
<th>middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present  n^k\sa</td>
<td>n^k\sa</td>
<td>n^k\sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctive n^j\ak-</td>
<td>n^j\ak-</td>
<td>n^j\ak-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite  ñak-O/s\a-</td>
<td>ñak-O/s\a-</td>
<td>ñak-O/s\a-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next section, I will briefly introduce the main problems of these stems and
their patterns.

4.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Although the historical explanations of the root subjunctive, the s-preterite and the
s-present all present serious and intricate problems, it can hardly be overemphasised
that it is in the first place the way they pattern, the system, that must be focused on.
The s-present is not an independent category, nor can the root subjunctive and the s-
preterite be analysed without taking the other stems into account. Therefore, it is
striking that most treatments have concentrated on one stem only, proposing
atomistic solutions. Below, I will first discuss some approaches to the root subjunc-
tive, before I proceed to the s-present and the s-preterite, which have received most
attention.
root subjunctive

The root subjunctive is very likely to represent something archaic. First of all, it has no suffix (unlike the preterite, not even a suffix -sa- in the 3sg.): it is a genuine root formation. Second, it displays vowel gradation in the root, with e-grade in the active singular and a-grade elsewhere. Although the e-grade is reminiscent of the e-grade in the preterite, it does not go together with palatalisation in this category: a mechanical reconstruction is inevitably *o, not *e.

For the root subjunctive, not many different explanations have been offered. Mostly, scholars focus on the e : a gradation. As they find no initial palatalisation, they conclude that it reflects a pre-type with *o : Ø gradation, for which in the classical reconstruction of Brugmann only the Proto-Indo-European perfect qualifies (1916: 436). As Winter has argued (1994a: 305-306), the perfect could additionally be used to explain the initial accent of the subjunctive, which would reflect the original reduplication of the perfect in an indirect way.

Others attach more weight to the evidence of Tocharian, arguing that exactly this Tocharian type could preserve something old that was lost in the central branches. For instance, *o-grade is found in the verb for ‘grind’ (Lat. molō, Gm. *malana-); in a number of languages, which has led Jasanoff to set up an inflectional type with *o : *e gradation (e.g. 1988a: 59-60). Whether Tocharian provides reliable evidence for such a type is discussed further below, but evidently the initial palatalisation caused by the *e-grade should then have disappeared through levelling of the unpalatalised initial of the original *o-grade. Such a levelling seems trivial, and perhaps it is indeed, but we should then ask ourselves if there is any good reason to exclude levelling in the opposite direction, which would allow for a reconstruction with *e : Ø gradation, for instance.

Yet a third approach derives the subjunctive from the s-aorist, see below under “s-preterite”.

s-present

The s-present is peculiar as such, as the formation is rare in Indo-European (see e.g. Kuiper 1934), but it is most of all its frequency in Tocharian that is striking. However, compared to the preterite and the subjunctive, it has the simplest root shape (with stable a-grade, without gradation or palatalisation) and a clearly distinct suffix: it does not seem to be the kernel of the s-preterite system.

The s-present has been the topic of an extensive and highly reliable study by Hackstein (1995). His approach was to take a selection of s-present verbs with good etymologies and compare the stem patterns with those in the other Indo-European languages. His main conclusion is that the s-suffix turns intransitive verbs into transitive verbs and that it leaves transitive verbs transitive. He finds no special correlation between the s-present verbs and the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist; the s-present verbs rather seem to correspond to root aorists in Proto-Indo-European.
4.5 a|Ø-root subjunctive

Whereas others have argued that the s-present continues a Proto-Indo-European s-aorist subjunctive (Jasanoff 2003: 180-182, Pinault 2008: 603), i.e. in Tocharian terms an */e/-derivation of an s-stem (probably the s-preterite), Hackstein considers this impossible because the non-palatalising 3-grade of the Tocharian s-present is incompatible with the supposed *e-grade of the s-aorist subjunctive in Proto-Indo-European.

Then he concludes that any scenario for the rise of the s-presents and their connection to the s-preterites must be hypothetical and unverifiable: “Trotz der funktionalen Affinität der s-Morpheme im tocharischen Präsens VIII und Prt. III bleibt eine historische Verbindung beider spekulativ.” (1995: 165). How Hackstein’s objections to the formal side of a derivation of the s-present from the s-aorist subjunctive are to be evaluated is discussed below, but the semantic problems should not be overlooked: although a wide range of Tocharian subjunctives reflect older presents in one way or another, presents do not normally continue subjunctives (see Adams 1994: 4).

s-preterite

Of the three principal stems of the root subjunctive system, it is the origin of the s-preterite that has received most attention. The problem with the s-preterite is that it has some, but not all features of the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist. That is to say, the characteristic */e/-grade reflected in Ved. 2sg./3sg. aprāt ‘asked’ seems to be matched by the palatalising a of Tocharian A 3sg. ȵakās ‘destroyed’, but the s-element itself is found only in the 3sg. of the active and in the middle. The intransitive root preterite counterpart TA 3sg.mid. nakāt ‘perished’ even lacks the s altogether, whereas the root vocalism is at first sight incompatible with any reconstructed root grade of the s-aorist: mechanically reconstructed, it points to */o/.

The history of the s-preterite has been dealt with by a number of scholars. There are essentially three approaches: 1) the s-preterite is a conflation of the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist and the perfect; 2) the s-preterite derives from a special formation of which it is itself one of the best representatives; and 3) it derives from the s-aorist only, but the s-element is lost in most forms.

The first approach has been the standard for decades, cf e.g. van Windekens (1982, especially p 160; Adams 1988: 82-83). The assumption that the s-aorist and the perfect are conflated in the Tocharian s-preterite is thought to explain the mixture of forms with and without s: the s-forms are derived from the s-aorist and the s-less forms from the perfect. The disbalanced representation of the two categories could perhaps be attributed to the stronger resistance of the 3sg., i.e. the s-preterite was originally an s-aorist, but in all forms except the 3sg. (and the middle, apparently) it was replaced by perfect forms. An evident advantage of this approach is that the endings of the preterite derive from the perfect (4.2.2, p 347), but a disadvantage is

---

777 Apparently, his “funktional” refers to their function in morphology, not in syntax.
that the precise mechanism of merger remains mysterious. Moreover, the root grades themselves – which are the same for the 3sg. with s and the other forms without – would then have been adapted from the s-aorist, whereas the suffix part derives from the perfect.

The second approach has principally been advocated by Jasanoff (1988a). It attaches much value to the limited distribution of the s-element and connects it to the Hitt. 3sg. ḫi-preterite ending -š. According to Jasanoff, the correspondence between Hittite and Tocharian points to an original paradigm with -s only in the 3sg., which was the basis for the genuine s-aorist with s throughout that developed in the central branches after Hittite and Tocharian split off. Although his suggestion that the s-aorist developed from a 3sg. with an s-element is difficult to falsify, the evidence for exactly the pattern of inflexion he reconstructs is meagre. As Kloekhorst shows (2008b: 142-143), Hittite offers no proof for a paradigm with *a : *e gradation. The alleged gradation pattern is not proved by Tocharian either because no paradigm displays non-palatalising e-grade contrasting with palatalising a-grade. Needless to say, paradigms of the type 1sg./2sg. *nok-, 3sg. *nēk-s, pl. *nēk- (Jasanoff 1988a: 66) contain enough alternations to produce the attested forms of Tocharian as well as those of the other languages, but no Tocharian morphological alternation, nor any specific stem pattern type points to such distinctions.778

The third approach has been developed by Ringe (1990) and Kortlandt (1994), independently of each other, so it seems.779 Both assume that the s-preterite is to be derived from the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist only and that the s-element is lost in most forms. Apart from salient differences in style (the extremely succinct text of Kortlandt finds its diatematic counterpart in the detailed argumentation of Ringe), the two scholars mainly diverge on the exact principles of the loss of s and the scope of their explanations.

Ringe assumes that the synchronic preterite endings were taken over from the perfect one by one to compensate for several mergers of different persons in the original s-aorist paradigm. This forces him to offer an explanation for the loss (by sound law) or removal (by analogy) of the s in all forms of the paradigm, which is not in all cases easy.

778 While for instance Pinault leaves open the possibility that Jasanoff’s theory contains useful elements (2008: 605), Adams (1994) accepts it in part, but reconstructs an old is-aorist instead. Although one could argue indeed that the Tocharian sa-suffix is preceded by a (I have a different view, expounded in 4.5.5, p 413), Adams’ sound law is > as – without palatalisation – is highly questionable: a suffix is would, in my view, simply not yield the required forms in Tocharian. Moreover, the comparative evidence of at least the Hittite can be discarded (see Kloekhorst 2006 on the dai-type).

779 The chronological difference is explained by the delay in the publication (eventually 1994) of the contributions of the 1990 Berlin Arbeistagung on Tocharian, where Kortlandt presented his paper. He had already assumed loss of -s- in the Tocharian reflex of the s-aorist in earlier articles (1984: 181-182; 1985: 116-117).
Conversely, Kortlandt assumes that the replacement of the Proto-Indo-European secondary endings by the perfect endings is part of a larger process, which allows him to assume that the s-preterite paradigm was built on one or two forms only, so that he does not need to explain the loss of s for all forms separately. As he assumes – unlike Ringe – that the s-aorist had *ē : *e gradation, he is able to link the disappearance of the s to the rise of the root subjunctive with e : a gradation. However, his account is so brief on a number of relevant points that it has not met with many positive reactions (see e.g. Adams 1994: 7-8). Especially his reference to the correlation between initial palatalisation and transitivity (as noted by Winter 1980a) to explain the lack of initial palatalisation in the root subjunctive is unsatisfactory: this correlation is confined to *a-root preterites and has not spread beyond that class.

**main aim**

Below, I will follow Kortlandt's approach because it has the greatest explanatory value concerning the stem pattern. However, his account of the depalatalisation in the subjunctive is untenable and I will argue for an original paradigm that reflects *ē : Ø gradation. Although I will make suggestions for the origin of this peculiar gradation pattern, the main aim of this section is to show how the attested forms can be derived from it.

### 4.5.2 THE PRETERITE-SUBJUNCTIVE

As argued in chapter 2 (especially 2.10, p 153), the s-preterite and the x|Ø-root subjunctive are so closely related that they should actually be analysed as one stem. That is to say, the two stems are identical and one is to be derived from the other by means of zero derivation. For instance, the Tocharian B subjunctive of 'ask', {prēk/-/āk-} has the two stem forms {prek-} and {prak-} and the preterite has the basic stem {prek-} and the extended stem {prek-sa-}; since the extension {sa-} is only found in the 3sg. (and in the middle), we should take it as an inflectional feature of the preterite stem {prek-}. Although in Tocharian A many x|Ø-root subjunctives have been replaced by īx|a-subjunctives, a small number is preserved there as well (2.6.7, p 105) and they allow for the same analysis as the Tocharian B forms. Without doubt this situation can be projected back to Proto-Tocharian: in terms of affixation, a grading root subjunctive C\(\digamma\)/a was matched by an identical preterite stem with an extended variant in -sā-

However, two other morphological distinctions between the subjunctive and preterite stem are found, one in Tocharian A and one in Tocharian B. In Tocharian A, the initial is palatalised in the preterite but not in the subjunctive (2.5.4, p 67) and in Tocharian B the subjunctive has initial accent whereas the preterite has a peculiar accent, mostly on the root, but underlyingly on a root-final shwa. Whereas the initial palatalisation of Tocharian A is part of a larger problem with the initials, discussed
below (4.5.4, p 411), the accent difference in Tocharian B requires a more thorough look at the nature and history of the accent, for which I refer to 4.5.5 (p 413).

4.5.3 Gradation and Palatalisation

Although the gradation patterns of the subjunctive and the preterite are not identical, the differences are in fact slight. To begin with, both stems have two gradation variants: e and a. Thus, if initial palatalisation is not considered, neither of the two stems has a uniquely characterised form. In the middle, both have a-grade throughout, and in the singular active both have e-grade. The difference is confined to the plural active, where the subjunctive has a-grade, whereas the preterite has e-grade.

While gradation does not distinguish the subjunctive and the preterite, palatalisation clearly does. That is to say, in Tocharian B the unpalatalised initial was levelled, without doubt through influence from the middle on the active paradigm, but Tocharian A must represent the original Proto-Tocharian situation, as is commonly recognised (e.g. Ringe 1990: 185-189): the whole subjunctive has an unpalatalised initial, e.g. nak- ~ nāk-, whereas we find in the preterite a contrast between palatalised initials in the active versus non-palatalised initials in the middle. Two verbs with an archaic pattern suggest that the non-palatalised middle had ā-grade: ‘ask’ with act. {prak-} vs mid. {prāk-sā} and ‘put’ with act. {cas-} vs mid. {tāsā}. The s-less middle, only attested in Tocharian A, conformed to this pattern with non-palatalised initials, but diverged with its a-grade (Proto-Tocharian e-grade), e.g. act. ńak-vs mid. nak-.

Although the gradation of the Tocharian A s-less middle is puzzling, all the more in view of the poor attestation of the active a: middle ā gradation type, it is very probable that the regular pattern of the preterite was that of ‘ask’ and ‘put’. This latter pattern is corroborated by Tocharian B: the initial palatalisation in the active has been removed, but the gradation is much better preserved than in Tocharian A.

The picture emerging is that of a correlation between e-grade and initial palatalisation on the one hand, and a-grade and non-palatalised initials on the other. The correlation between transitivity and initial palatalisation as noticed by Winter (1980a) cannot explain this pattern, as it is nowhere as strong as exactly here; obviously, this pattern was one of the sources of that correlation, not the target. Analogical removal of the palatalisation in the middle is further made unlikely by the laryngeal reflex in tasa-, the split-off stem of tas- ‘put’: any kind of depalatalisation would have yielded tas-, not tas- (for details, see 4.3.2, p 357).

The most economical approach to the subjunctive is to take the e-variant and a-variant as originally identical with those of the preterite: the e-variant nek- would derive from an earlier *nek-, while the a-variant nak- would have remained unchanged. In the hypothetic paradigm *nek- : *nak-, we would have to assume that the initial was levelled at the expense of the palatalised variant. I am convinced that such levelling needs no specific motivation: allomorphy reduction is a frequent and
natural process. However, it may be worthwhile to point out that initial palatalisation alternations within paradigms are rare in both languages: usually, palatalisation distinguishes stems, not the active from the plural, for instance. The only other instance of such an alternation was found in the $a$-root preterite, where the unpalatalised variant was levelled in Tocharian B, while it was transformed into a double contrast with gradation and palatalisation in Tocharian A.

The hypothetical alternating paradigm is not attested directly, except for the irregular $i\,^2e$-preterite of *kam- *come in Tocharian B, discussed in detail in 4.3.1 (p 351). As I have argued, the best explanation for this irregular preterite is to assume that it was lined up with the $a$-root preterite-subjunctive. That irregular paradigm could serve as additional evidence for the alternating subjunctive paradigm uncovered here, but the explanation of *kam- is complicated and it might not be accepted by everyone. Therefore, I would like to point out that it offers only additional evidence for the alternating subjunctive paradigm that I reconstruct: in my view, the arguments given above are in themselves sufficient.

The preservation of the palatalised initial in the preterite – at least in Tocharian A – needs no special motivation, since levelling is never compulsory. However, it is striking that the active of the preterite has no $a$-grade. If the plural stem of the preterite active was replaced by the singular, the logical outcome was an $e$-grade stem with initial palatalisation throughout, with little chances of levelling in the first place. If the $e$-grade in the preterite plural is original, it was without doubt matched by initial palatalisation; in that case, the spread of the unpalatalised initial in the subjunctive is even easier to understand because the subjunctive would then have been the only paradigm with palatalisation alternation.

The historical interpretation of the two stems *ńek- and *nək- is not evident. First of all, even apart from all other arguments against a derivation from the Proto-Indo-European perfect, these stems find no ready explanation in the perfect: the palatalised initial of *ńek- cannot be derived from a set *nək- ~ *nək-. Needless to say, Jasanoff’s molō-type has exactly the reverse of what we need: his *nək- ~ *ńek- would yield *ńek- ~ *ńək- in Tocharian, instead of *ńek- ~ *nək-. As seen by many other scholars, *ńek- points to a preform *nək-, found e.g. in the $s$-aorist (on the loss of $s$, see below). The problem is that the only other root variant this category originally had was *nək-$s$, not *nək-$s$.\(^{780}\) Thus, as a reflex of the $s$-aorist we would expect *ńek- and *ńək-, ultimately from *nək-$s$- and *nək-$s$-, respectively.

If Kortlandt’s derivation of Tocharian B šem ‘came’ from a root aorist with lengthened grade in the 2nd 3rd person singular is correct (see 4.3.1, p 351), it is possible that this pattern influenced the $s$-aorist pattern, especially when the $s$-aorist started losing its $-s$. Consequently, the weak grade *$e$ of the $s$-aorist could have been replaced by the weak grade $\emptyset$ of the root aorist. The existence of a Tocharian root

\(^{780}\) Zero grade forms in Vedic ultimately derive from older root aorists, as shown by Narten (1964: 23-28).
aorist type with *e : O gradation (see 4.6.5, p 442) is no counterargument because this type is confined to š̥ rootst. Since Kortlandt’s theory starts from an originally phonetic lengthening in monosyllables, this lengthening cannot have affected š̥ roots since the 2nd and 3rd singular injunctive were not monosyllabic there. However, as noted in 4.3.1 (p 351), it is better to remain cautious with the application of Kortlandt’s theory because the comparative evidence for the expected distribution of *ē in the root aorist is slim.

In my view, the solution to the problem of the weak grade of the Tocharian š̥-preterite system must be sought in the non-palatalising ə-grade of the accompanying š̥-present. As I argue below (4.5.6, p 419), this š̥-present derives from an sk-present with regular non-palatalising ə-grade from Proto-Indo-European zero grade. Even if my account of the š̥-present is not accepted, its root grade may have been the model for the non-palatalised stem variant *nək̑- in the preterite-subjunctive: in both languages, its initial is synchronically unpalatalised. Problems arise only when an alternative solution would need the initial of the š̥-present to have been depalatalised on the basis of the preterite-subjunctive: as far as I can see, there is no other possible source for a non-palatalising zero grade; neither in the Tocharian present-subjunctive system, nor in the Proto-Indo-European š̥-aorist. Why the preterite-subjunctive stem variant *nək̑- was adapted to the š̥-present stem variant *nək̑- I do not know, but the merger of two phonetically close stems of a rigid verbal pattern is in itself plausible enough.

A problem on a different level is the distribution of the š̥-aorist stem forms *nēk̑-š̥ and *nek̑-š̥. It is generally thought that the strong stem *nēk̑-š̥ was at home in the strong stem domain of e.g. the athematic present and the root aorist, i.e. the active singular. The weak stem *nek̑-š̥ must then have been found in the active plural and the middle and in derived forms. However, such a pattern is not directly attested: Vedic, for instance, has the reflex of *ē throughout the active (also in the plural), and *e in the middle. This dilemma was voiced already by Brugmann (1916: 394–281), and the discussion seems to be ongoing (I.IV: 20, for instance, assumes that the active plural had *e, whereas Jasanoﬀ 2003: 175, 205 opts for *ē). 782 The reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European š̥-aorist is not a task set for the present study. However, in view of the structural plausibility of the contrast singular *ē : plural *e and the possibility to derive a pattern active *ē : middle *e from it, I am of the opinion that the evidence from Tocharian presented here tips the scales in favour of the former.

781 Frankly, only if we read “Vollstufe” for “Schwundstufe”: “Dafür, dass im Indik. Plur. Du. ursprünglich die Schwundstufe geherrscht habe, ist demnach überhaupt kein sicherer Beweis zu erbringen, wenn es auch an sich als sehr wahrscheinlich zu bezeichnen ist.”

782 For Kortlandt’s theory that ĕ-grade was original only in monosyllabic forms, namely the 2sg. and 3sg. injunctive (*nēk̑-š̥, *nēk̑-š̥-t), see 4.5.9 below (p 427).
4.5.4 -s- AND -sa-

As Kortlandt has pointed out (1994: 61, 62), the -s- of the s-aorist has been preserved in three archaic s-preterites formed to roots in a vowel: TA kñas- ‘know’, TA cas- and TB tes- ‘put’ and TA wās- and TB was- ‘give’. On the one hand, these verbs prove that the -s- was really there at a certain stage; on the other, they suggest that it was found in all person-numbers, not just in the third singular.

If the ə|O-root subjunctive is derived from an s-aorist, the obvious question is how the -s- could disappear; likewise, the rise of the sa-suffix in the corresponding preterite needs to be explained. In my understanding, the ə|O-root subjunctive is a category with the regular present-subjunctive endings, and the s-preterite is a category with the regular preterite endings. Thus, with Kortlandt (1994), I see no need to explain how the -s- disappeared in all individual forms: after it was lost in some key forms, the s-less stem form could have been generalised if in the remaining forms the s was still analysed as a part of the stem, or the normal endings could have been generalised if in the remaining forms the s had become analysed as a part of the ending. As a consequence, I disagree with Ringe (1990) in his basic approach, but I will start from his detailed discussion of the different possibilities of s-loss.

On the basis of Tocharian A šāk ‘6’ < *sueks, Kortlandt supposes that word-final obstruents were lost, which must have resulted in forms like *prēk < *prēk-s-t (1994: 61). He further argues that s was lost in interconsonantal position, as in tk-roots from *-T-sk- (1994: 62-63). While the first observation is certainly correct, the second is imprecise: it does not follow from the sound law *tsk > *tk (Melchert 1977, Pinault 2006) that *kst became *kt, for instance. Indeed, Ringe rather argues for an outcome *kast with ə-epenthesis, as in TA škāšt, TB škaste ‘6th’ from *sueksto- (1990: 193). Although numerals, both cardinals and ordinals, are certainly liable to heavy mutual influence, the s in the Tocharian ordinal skaste must be relatively old: the restoration of *šāk to skas in Tocharian B not only shows that there was an s in the ordinal, but also that the analysis was *skas-te, not *skas-ste. Ringe assumes two other sound laws without direct parallels, but probable in themselves: *ksm > *km (p 195) and *ksr > *kr (p 205). In view of Kortlandt’s condition “interconsonantal”, we may assume that he would agree on these sound laws, too. Although it is disturbing that good parallels are lacking for the last two sound laws, the pattern is not difficult to grasp: s-clusters were extremely vulnerable, and they were reduced (e.g. tsk > tk) unless they were resolved with ə-epenthesis (e.g. kst > kast).

Assuming that the difference between the subjunctive and the preterite predates the loss of -s-, the loss of word-final obstruents would have yielded the following active forms without -s-: 2sg.sbj. *prek < *prēk-s-s, 3sg.sbj. *prek < *prēk-s-t. ə-epenthesis would have affected at least the 2pl.sbj. *prakas-ca < *prek-s-te and the 2sg.prt. *prekasta < *prēk-s-th2. As noted by Ringe (1990: 207-208), the 2pl.prt. could have lost its stem -s- if the ending was *-sa.

Up to this point I have not worked with unparalleled sound laws, but if in addition Ringe’s *ksm > km is correct, the s was also lost in the 1pl.sbj. *prakma <
"prek-s-remes", the 1pl.prt. "prekmə < "prek-s-mes", and possibly in the 1sg.sbj. "prekm(a) < "prek-s-mi" (if the s was lost before mi became m: synchronically, the reflexes of "mes > ma and "mi > m are different). In fact, a possible parallel for the sound law "ksm > km proposed by Ringe has been adduced by Schmidt (1978: 154), who compares the plural pronoun suffix Tocharian A -m, Tocharian B -me with Hittite -šmaš with the remark, ""s- könnte wohl in Konsonantengruppen ausgedrängt worden sein". Although I have my doubts on the probability of a development 3pl.prt. "prek-s-r > "prekər (even if the ending was rə), it is hard to exclude that the s was lost there, too.

In the active, the following forms must at first have kept their -s-: 1pl.sbj. "prekən < "prek-s-nt, 1sg.prt. "preksəwa < "prek-s-u-h₂. The only form for which we have concrete evidence that the -s- was ultimately preserved is the 3sg.prt. "preksa. The prehistory of this form is discussed below, but it is clearly made up of the -s-, which must have been preserved at a certain stage, and the ubiquitous preterite marker -a-.

Schematically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subjunctive</th>
<th>preterite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>probable loss of -s-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg. *prek</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg. *prek</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible resegmentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl. *prekəs-ca</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg. *prekm(a)</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl. *prekmə</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible preservation of -s-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl. *prekən</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg. *preksəwa</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s-u-h₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg. *preksa</td>
<td>&lt; *prek-s- + a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these forms, the attested stems can be derived in a relatively straightforward way. The subjunctive singular is the easiest, and the rise of the "athematic subjunctive" may have started there. After the 2sg. and the 3sg. had become "prek, the only analogy required was removal of the -s- in the 1sg.; in the course of time, the 2sg. received its historical ending -t, whereas the 3sg. was furnished with -s in Tocharian A and -n in Tocharian B. If -s- was indeed lost in the 1pl., the subjunctive plural may have lost its -s- through similar levelling of the -s- in the 3pl.; although it is by far the strongest plural form, the -s- may well have been ousted by the two other plural forms, aided by the singular. If the -s- was not lost in the 1pl., I see no other way out than to assume that the -s-less stem spread from the singular. This kind of levelling is natural enough, but the delicate detail is that the gradation should have been preserved. As gradation was a frequent and productive morphological marker, this must have been possible: the -s- in the plural could have been felt to be more irregular than the gradation.
In the preterite, the strong 3sg. must have become marginalised formally because it had obtained the suffix -sa-. Once the 3sg. was no longer part of the paradigm, the 1sg. *preksəwa was probably lined up with the 2sg. to become *prekwa; subsequently, the only possible analysis of the 3sg. was *prek-sa (as it is to be analysed synchronically in both languages). The explanation of the preterite plural not only depends on the proposed sound laws *ksm > *km and *ksr > *kr, but also on deeper questions of reconstruction. If the preterite was grading, too, we would probably expect that gradation to have been preserved if the -s- was lost by sound law in all three forms. If on the other hand, the plural stem was just taken over from the singular, a phonological explanation of the loss of -s- is not necessary, and any information about the original root grade is lost. On this matter, see the discussion of the gradation pattern (4.5.3, p 408).

The problem with the 3sg. in -sa is that we would rather expect the regular stem with a zero ending, i.e. **prek rather than preksa. The 3sg. suffix -sa obviously contains the preterite marker -a, and the basis must have been a form *preks. The simplest scenario seems to be the following. First, the 3sg.pf. ending -e became -Ø after -a, the most frequent stem-final element in the preterite (see 4.2.2, p 347). This Ø-ending may have replaced any preform of the 3sg. of the s-preterite, but at a stage when the s was still found in e.g. the 1sg. *preksəwa and the 2sg. *preksətə or *preksəta, the result being *preks-Ø. At a later stage, this zero ending was apparently deemed insufficiently characterised and extended with the preterite marker -a-, a development that may have been favoured by the presence of -a in the 1sg. and 2sg. endings. Alternatively, it is possible that -sa- replaces the regular outcome of *prek-s-e with an original non-zero ending. Perhaps the resulting *preks’ə was analogically depalatalised to become *preksa, which then received the preterite marker -a-.

As the middle paradigm is formed from the secondary stem in -sa-, the loss of -s- there does not need to be explained. The s-less middle is altogether a different matter, since it not only lacks the -s-, but it is also formed from a different stem with e-grade. On this formation, see 4.8.3 (p 476).

4.5.5 ACCENT

One of Winter’s arguments to derive the Tocharian grading subjunctive from the Proto-Indo-European perfect was the initial accent of the former in Tocharian B, which would be an indirect reflex of the reduplication of the latter. The development would have been approximately as follows:

*pe-prok-e > *pə-prešə >> *pə-prekə > [ACCENT ASSIGNMENT] *pə-prēkə >
[LOSS OF REDUPLICATION] *prēkə > TA prakā-ṣ, TB prekā-ṁ ‘(s)he will ask’
While I think that the explanation of initial accent from older reduplication is possible in itself – a good case is presented by the causative preterites discussed in 4.4.6 (p 398) it is in my view not correctly applied here.

My criticism is aimed at two main points: 1) Winter’s theory breaks down the obvious parallels between subjunctive and preterite, and 2) it proceeds from the untenable basic assumption that Tocharian went through a stage with fixed second syllable stress. The first point is based on arguments laid down in detail in a.o. 4.5.2 (p 407) and 4.6.2 (p 431), and need not be dwelled upon here. The gist is that if the subjunctive has initial accent because of earlier perfect reduplication, it cannot derive from the same source as the preterite, since the preterite has no initial accent.783 The second point will be elaborated below.

As explained in 2.5.7 (p 85), accent is only detectable in Tocharian B. It may be difficult to assess because it is not written itself, but reflected in the spelling of the vowels /a/ and /a/. Further, there are accent movements within paradigms that are commonly derived from a fixed (columnar) accent with a one syllable regressive shift (i.e. to the “left”) from certain final syllables (this theory has been worked out in detail by Marggraf 1970, a student of Winter’s784). At first sight, this formulation is not evident: most accent movements within paradigms allow both for a system with regressive shifts and for a system with progressive shifts. If we take a basic example of accent movement, 1sg.prt. takāwa /takāwa/ ‘I was’ vs 3sg.prt. tāka /tāka/ ‘(s)he was’, we could either say that the accent is shifted backward (to the left) in tāka, or that it was shifted forward in takāwa. While both formulations are natural enough, hard proof to give priority to the regressive shift is scarce; both would account for the general observation of Krause (1952: 10):

"Der Akzent der weststochar. Wörter scheint normalerweise auf der ersten Silbe zu ruhen, sofern das betr. Wort ein- oder zweisilbig ist, auf der zweiten Silbe dagegen, wenn es dreisilbig, meist auch, wenn es vier- oder fünfsilbig ist".785

Regressive shift (to the left) instead of progressive shift is suggested by the contrast between e.g. 3sg.sbj. tākam ‘(s)he will be’ and 3sg.sbj. -3sg.suff. tākam-ne ‘(s)he will have’ vs 3sg.prt. tāka ‘(s)he was’ and 3sg.prt. -3sg.suff. takā-ne ‘(s)he had’: whereas the preterite allows for a progressive shift (to the right) interpretation, the subjunctive does not because the accent is not shifted forward in the form with suffix. From the

783 Acknowledging this problem, Winter unconvincingly suggests that the preterite goes back to the perfect indeed, but with the accent of the aorist (1994a: 306).
784 Marggraf’s formulation of the condition for the backward shift is: “Der Akzent steht auf der letzten Silbe eines Wortes nur dann, wenn diese nicht auf einen Vokal auslautet, selten, wenn der auslautende Konsonant l, r oder Anusvara (m) ist.” (1970: 16).
785 As Winter observed earlier, this formulation invites the conclusion that Tocharian B had automatic stress on the penultimate syllable (1970: 95). As mentioned further below, he later changed his view, arguing that the accent was automatically fixed on the second syllable.
nominal domain, one could adduce for example the gen.pl. suffix -ntvə, which “attracts” the accent in e.g. ſäkənteš /ńakténtə/ vs nom.sg. ſakə {ńakə ‘god, lord’, but not in pälškəntəm /palskəntəm/ vs (nom.-obl.)pl. pälškəntə /palskəntə/ ‘thoughts’. Further indications are contrasts of the type šaṃaṇe /šamāne/ ‘monk’ vs brähmana /brāhmaṇe/, which show that accent placement was not automatic. However, the accent type of brähmana is exceedingly rare and it is certainly no coincidence that it is a recent loanword: witness the loan phonemes /b/, /b/ and /n/. Historically, the initial accent is certainly due to the long a of Skt. brāhmaṇa, if the long <ā> of Tocharian B is not even another loan phoneme /ā/.

In spite of the relatively good descriptive value of Marggraf’s regressive shift (to the left) representation, it has internal problems. In particular, it cannot capture the variation between 3sg.prs. äsāṃ /āsān/ ‘(s)he leads’ and 3pl.prs. āken /āken/ ‘they lead’, 3sg.prs.-pl.suff. asan-me /āsāme/ ‘(s)he leads them’ and 3pl.prs.-3sg.suff. aken-ne /ākenne/ ‘they lead him/ her’ and 3sg.prs.mid. āstār /āstər/, which is regular in ‘/e’-presents. As pointed out by Marggraf (1970: 21), the active forms can be explained from a stem {aša/kə-}, with “unshifted” accent in asan-me and aken-ne and “shifted” accent in āsāṃ and āken, but the middle 3sg. āstār cannot: {aša-tr} or the like simply does not yield the attested form.

While the correct approach was already given by Marggraf (l.c.), Winter has tried to patch this defect with a rule that deletes “underlying accented “shwa” before dental” (1993: 197). The problem with this rule is that it is phonologically implausible, synchronically as well as diachronically. When applied to such rare 3sg.prt. forms as otkasa-me 3b66b5 /otkəsame/ {(w)otk-sa-Ø-me} ‘(s)he decided for them’ and yonməsə 2b9a3 /yonmosə/ {yonm-sa-Ø} ‘(s)he obtained’, it even invites the conclusion that the shwa could remain because “it appears that a deletion would have resulted in a three-consonant cluster with two first elements that could not occur in syllable-final position” (1993: 200). The obvious rationale is that the accented shwa was not deleted before dental in forms like 3sg. nekəsa {nek-sa-Ø} ‘(s)he destroyed’, but epenthesis in the longer forms to resolve the difficult clusters -tks- and -nms-, respectively. The historical reversal of Winter’s rule implies a progressive accent shift to explain inner-paradigmatic accent movements, which is exactly what Marggraf had argued for.

From the initial accent of the type āstār Marggraf concluded: “Der Akzentwechsel im thematischen Präsens läßt sich […] nicht nach einer Regel auf der phonologischen Ebene erklären” (1970: 21). In other words, within the framework of his theory of the Tocharian B accent, such forms are simply irregular. He did not just frankly admit this, he also offered a simple historical explanation: the accent was originally fixed on the root, as in āsāṃ and āken, but shifted forward (to the right) when another syllable followed, as in asan-me, aken-ne. For the type āstār he assumed syncope just like Winter would do more than twenty years later, but he noted: “Die Akzentverlagerung von der Wurzelsilbe auf das Stammsuffix ist jünger als die Synkopierung des /s/ in offener Silbe” (p 21). An additional argument for the early syncope of the e of ‘/e’-presents is the variant s before t of the e-variant suffix
\{sk-\} (see 2.5.1, p 54): \(k\)' was dropped in the cluster \(sk't\) only after syncope had taken place (but before \(s\) was affected by palatalisation!, see Couvreur 1947: 63\(^{786}\), i.e. \(sk'at > sk't > st.\(^{787}\)

To sum up, while Marggraf’s regressive shift (to the left) theory is to be preferred on the synchronic level, it cannot be used as a diachronic explanation. Rather, exceptions indicate that historically a progressive shift took place. This historical reversal has the additional advantage that it offers an explanation for the rise of the accentual system as such. Conversely, Winter’s view that the accent was in principle always fixed on the second syllable (1994a: 306) not only needs the assumption of a cross-linguistically rare stress pattern (cf Hyman 1977: 41, 61; Goedemans forth.), it also leaves the development of this pattern from Proto-Indo-European mobile stress unexplained. Possibly, the change of a progressive shift analysis to a regressive shift analysis was “sprachwirklich” to a certain extent, i.e. for some forms or for some speakers: the key forms must have been exactly those that now require a regressive shift analysis.

Now that it has become clear that salient initial stress patterns need not reflect earlier reduplication, it is time to take a look at the accent contrast between subjunctive and preterite stem to see if an alternative explanation can be found. In my view, the ultimate origin of the accent contrast may be very simple: the active present endings generally do not enlarge the number of syllables of the word, whereas most others add a syllable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>no extra syllable</th>
<th>one extra syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present active</td>
<td>1sg. -w, 3sg. -n, 3pl. -n</td>
<td>2sg. -tə, 1pl. -ma, 2pl. -cer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present middle</td>
<td></td>
<td>1sg. -mar, 2sg. -tar, 3sg. -tər, 1pl. -ntər, 2pl. -tər, 3pl. -ntər</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preterite</td>
<td>3sg.act. -Ø</td>
<td>1sg.act. -wa, 2sg.act. -sta, 1pl.act. -mə, 2pl.act. -sə, 3pl.act. -r(ə), 1sg.mid. -may, 2sg.mid. -tə, 3sg.mid. -te, 1pl.mid. -nte, 2pl.mid. -tə?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{786}\) Couvreur’s simple account is to be preferred over Winter’s (1994a: 290).

\(^{787}\) Evidently, the view taken here is incompatible with the complicated scenarios developed by Ringe (1987b, 2003).

\(^{788}\) Pace Winter (1993: 201), lautso B43ib2 can hardly be a 2pl. preterite: apart from the unexpected accent, the unpalatalised initial suggests that it is an imperative form instead, certainly compared to 3pl.prt. lyautar ‘they drove away’ in the same line. I translate (awā)skem pāst lyautar tumem caiy pālskāre wes yes lautso weś [bʒ] ‘they drove away the āvāsikas. Then they thought, ‘Let us drive you away! ...’’. It is not clear how wes should fit into the sentence if lautso was a preterite.

\(^{789}\) This ending is so rare that its accent behaviour cannot be established. For instance, yamasat B35a3 ‘you have made’ is not diagnostic because the accent is fixed on the middle syllable of the stem: {yamāssa}. 
4.5 ə|Ø-root subjunctive

If we assume that the accent of the accented was originally determined by the number of syllables, namely on the first syllable of disyllabic and on the second of trisyllabic words, it is clear that the majority of the forms would have received suffix (medial) accent, except for the 3sg.prt.act., which has no medial accent in historical Tocharian B, and the strong third person forms of the present active. Subsequently, fixed stress must have been introduced, possibly to disambiguate a form like 1pl. (sbj.&prt.) *takáma, the initial accent of the eventual 1pl.sbj. tákam < *tákama could of course easily be taken over from 1sg. tákaw, 3sg., 3pl. *tákan. Possibly only after all person-numbers of the subjunctive had received initial accent, it must have come to cover also forms with a suffix such as tákam-ne ‘(s)he will have’, in my view from earlier *takán-ne.

Admittedly, the number of ambiguous forms of the type 1pl. (sbj.&prt.) *takáma must have been relatively small, and I would welcome additional forms motivating the shift of mobile and phonologically induced accent into fixed and morphologically organised accent. It is possible that this shift was favoured not just by completely ambiguous forms, but that the contrast between the subjunctive and preterite was further enlarged. In a nutshell, this is exactly how the morphological system works synchronically: there are many different types of marking that all make their little contribution to important contrasts, but often combined with other types of marking. In any case, this assumption explains why the accent was not fixed on the root in */e/-formations: these never had an identical preterite stem next to them.

Perhaps unnecessarily, I would like to emphasise that the account of the Tocharian B accent outlined above – we may term it “Marggraf’s theory” – is more economical than Winter’s theory. As already remarked, it explains how the fixed accent could derive from earlier mobile accent, whereas Winter’s fixed accent is an ad hoc introduction into the development of Tocharian. It is further economical in that it remains closer to the actually attested forms. Winter needed to derive a form like pálsko /pálsko/ {pálskó-Ø} from an earlier *pálskó, whereas in Marggraf’s view pálsko reflects just *pálsko. For forms with the accent to the right (“unshifted” synchronically, “shifted” historically) there is no difference, as both would derive pálskonta /pálskonta/ from *pálskónta.

 Whereas the accent contrast between the x|α-root preterite and subjunctive stems is explained straightforwardly with the above account, the complicated accent of the s-preterite needs an additional comment. If we concentrate on the root forms, that is, those without -sa-, there is only one disyllabic form with a deviating accent: the 3pl., e.g. prekar /prekár/. This form can of course without any problem be secondary after regular 1sg. prekuwa /prekáwa/, 2sg. prekasta* /prekásta/, 1pl. prekam* /prekám/ {preká-ma}, 2pl. prekas* /prekás/ {preká-sa} (on Ringe’s reconstruction *-r to account for the final accent, see 4.2.2, p 347). With the 3sg.act. preksa /preksa/ nothing is wrong either: it has the only accent it could possibly have. The only additional assumption we need is that longer forms with the element preksa-, e.g. preksa-ne /préksane/ ‘(s)he asked him/her’ or 3pl.mid. parksante-ne /pórksantene/ ‘they asked him/her’ took over the accent of the unsuffixed 3sg. instead of the ex-
pected phonologically regular mobile accent. In itself, this assumption is not far-reaching, as the whole middle must have been built on the 3sg. active (see the preceding section, 4.5.4, p 411). Also in this respect, Marggraf’s theory is simpler than that of Winter: the derivation of *preksa* from an earlier “*prekása* is not only implausible, it offers no explanation whatsoever for the suffixed form *preksa-ne* /preksane/, which would have to derive from something like “*prekša-sa-ne* with a highly remarkable shift of the accent. In addition, the s-preterite middles tättäte ‘(s)he put’ and wässäte ‘(s)he wore’ are likely to be archaic because they are isolated; their deviant suffix accent is regular within Marggraf’s approach, but for Winter they “show the effects of a very early reduction” of säs to ss (1993: 201) that is unmotivated otherwise.

As Marggraf noted, there are some s-preterites to a|Ø-roots without fixed initial accent (1970: 33-34), for which Winter simply assumed “‘*Konjunktive* ohne Stammabstufung sind in der Regel als reduplikationslos zu identifizieren” (1994a: 307). In as far as the assumption of the lack of reduplication cannot be supported independently, this explanation is evidently circular; it invites the question, for instance, why non-grading a|a-root subjunctives do exhibit fixed initial accent. While the examples given by Marggraf (l.c.) and Winter (l.c.) are in themselves correct, the rule is in need of correction: {ay-} ‘give’, {awn-} ‘hit’, {yam-} ‘do’ and {yok-} ‘drink’ have suffix accent, but stems like {nák-} ‘reproach’, {pyák-} ‘smash’ and {plák-} have root accent. In my view, the stems without fixed initial accent are archaic and have just not morphologised the accent contrast regularly found in other subjunctives. For three of these verbs, the explanation is straightforward: they are highly irregular and even without an accent contrast, the subjunctive stems are sufficiently distinct from the corresponding preterites, cf {wäsä-} ‘give’, {yamäsä-} ‘do’ and {yaínä/kë-} ‘drink’. For awn-, the explanation may be that this verb has two quite different meanings, ‘hit’ in the active and ‘begin’ in the middle, which made it possible that the original – phonologically regular – suffix accent in the subjunctive middle forms was kept.

There is one more problem of the accent that has received little attention. As is well known, intransitive e- and o-preterites are in complementary distribution: e-preterites are formed to a|a-roots and o-preterites to a|a-roots. Both types form a root subjunctive. In the a|a-type of the e-present, the accent is always on the suffix, whereas it is always on the root in the a|a-type of the o-present, i.e. inf. *triwätis* ‘to mix’ with a in the root and medial accent vs inf. *kärpätis* ‘to descend’ with a in the root and initial accent. Obviously, both are subjunctives and both are intransitive, so that the difference cannot have been caused by absence of reduplication in the preform of *triwätis* and presence of reduplication in the preform of *kärpätis*, nor by a contrast between transitive with initial accent vs intransitive with medial accent, as argued for by Winter (1980a, e.g. 439-440).

Within the framework of Marggraf’s theory as elaborated above, the accent of the type *triwätis* is regular because the class was completely middle in the present, and predominantly middle in the subjunctive: there were only trisyllabic and no disyl-
labic forms. Thus, the accent of the type kärpatsi needs to be explained. Obviously, kärpatsi was adapted to the frequent subjunctive type with initial accent because that is the only similar type. In itself, this requires no special argument because the contrast sbj. {kärpa-} vs prt {karpá-} perfectly fits the frequent type sbj. {táka-} vs prt. {táká-}. The question is rather why the type triwátsi could retain an accent that was regular (phonologically) at an earlier stage but had become irregular (morphologically) when most other subjunctives had received initial accent.

To my knowledge, the relevant differences between the two types are the vowel in the root and the fact that there are many more active subjunctive forms in the kärpatsi-type. The latter difference in particular may have favoured the accent shift in the kärpatsi-type: as it has a much larger number of medio-actives than the triwátsi-type, there were many more active subjunctive forms where the initial accent was phonologically regular. As far as the root vowel is concerned, I assume that full grade became associated with initial accent, perhaps when at an intermediate stage the subjunctive active had regularised initial accent, e.g. *térka- ~ *tórika-, but the middle still had the old medial accent, e.g. *törká-. This explains at once the exceptions to the generalisation that e-presents combine with subjunctives with medial accent, cf the e-presents 3sg.prs. märsetär ‘(s)he forgets’ and 3sg.prs. sruketär ‘(s)he dies’, the grading subjunctives 3sg.sbj. märsm ‘(s)he will forget’ and 3sg.sbj. sraukam ‘(s)he will die’, and the initial accent of the subjunctive stem as in inf. marsatsi /mársatʰəj/ ‘to forget’ and srukatsi* /srówkatsʰəj/ ‘to die’ (well attested is vn srúkalñe /srówkálñe/ ‘death’).

4.5.6 THE S-PRESENT

For the explanation of the s-present I follow a scenario developed by Couvreur (1947: 62-63), which takes them as originally dissimilated from sk-presents after root-final stops. Although this scenario works with a considerable amount of prehistoric developments that are not directly verifiable, it is clearly preferable to the alternatives that have been proposed.

The derivation from an s-aorist subjunctive as proposed by Jasanoff and Pinault is fine phonologically, if the lack of initial palatalisation can be explained. However, it fails on the semantics: there is no affiliation whatsoever between the meaning of the Tocharian present on the one hand and the Proto-Indo-European aorist on the other, nor between that of the Tocharian present and the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive.

The derivation from a desiderative, as discussed on several occasions by Hackstein (e.g. 1995: 160), but eventually rejected because of the lack of initial palatalisation, has to cope with the same problems: there is no desiderative component in the meaning of the Tocharian present. It rather seems that in many cases the s-present has explicit present meaning, as it appears to push other formations away to the Tocharian subjunctive; compare in particular the case of the original present *totta-
‘put’, which was functionally shifted to become a subjunctive because of the s-present *tasi*/-e- (see 4.3.2, p 357).

Kortlandt’s derivation from a Proto-Indo-European s-present (e.g. 1994: 63-64) is functionally fine, but his reconstruction with an athematic s-suffix is not supported by the Tocharian material. Moreover, a derivation of the Tocharian s-present from a Proto-Indo-European athematic s-present does not explain much, since the Tocharian s-present is in the end derived from an s-present, while the characteristic athematic inflection would have to be lost in favour of the Tocharian *-c*/-e- inflection.

Couvreur’s solution to derive the s-present from the sk-present is rather simple, but it is not easy to find in his Hoofdzaken: not only because it is in Dutch (cf the English summary 1947: 99), but also because it is formulated in a very concise way. In addition, s- and sk-presents are discussed together under their older class number 9 (see footnote 3), whereas nowadays s-presents (TEB class 8) and sk-presents (TEB class 9) are usually treated separately.

“sk e o - p res e n t s (class IX). The formant is -s- (before IE o) and -s- (before IE e) in [Tocharian] A, [and] in [Tocharian] B [it is] -sk- (before IE o) next to -ss- (before IE e) after vowel stems and similarly -s- next to -s- predominantly (31 out of 36 instances) after consonant stems. In the second case, an original -sk- in B has been reduced to -s- after a consonant (often k).” (1947: 62, translation mine)

Couvreur makes two claims about the distribution of the s- and sk-presents, namely that the former are found after consonant stems and the latter after vowel stems. If these claims are correct, the two types were originally in complementary distribution, which in turn suggests that they go back to one single type. I will first contrast Couvreur’s argument with the material to see whether it can be substantiated with concrete examples, and then I will adduce additional arguments for his theory.

Couvreur’s claim that s-presents are predominantly found with verbs ending a root-final consonant can easily be shown to be correct: with 24 instances, root-final -k is clearly overrepresented, with an additional 5 for root-final -p. The complete lack of verbs with root-final -t is conspicuous, but this, too, receives a meaningful interpretation with Couvreur’s theory: in view of the development of *-T-sk*/e/- to -tk- (Melchert 1977), we would expect not to find roots in -t among s-presents if they go back to sk-presents. However, if they go back to some sort of s-formation, there is no reason why -t should be absent.

With root-final stops we find:


790 He continues the work of Pedersen (1921) and Kuiper (1934; 1937: 36-40).
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Although -k is overrepresented, the distribution is certainly not perfect, since we find also root-final resonants (1 x -n, 2 x -m, 2 x -r, 3 x -l) and vowels: once -a and four times -w (i.e., -u or a u-diphthong):

-n: səmʰ/s̥e- ‘count’;

-m: nəmʰ/s̥e- ‘bend’, tʰəmʰ/s̥e- ‘increase’;

-r: aɾʰ/s̥e- ‘abandon’, eɾʰ/s̥e- ‘evoke’;

-l: kalʰ/s̥e- ‘bear (act.); goad (mid.)’, məylʰ/s̥e- ‘damage’, yəlʰ/s̥e- ‘examine’?


For keʰ/s̥e- ‘extinguish’, we would expect an s-present for structural reasons (see 2.7.9, p 132), but the root must definitely be set up as kas- (cf e.g. prt.ptc. kokesu with -s-), so that the only possible analysis is [kes-ʔ/e-]. Probably an original s-present was obscured after the root-final -s: *kesʔ/ʔ/e- > *kesʔ/ʔ/e-.

The converse claim, namely that sk-presents are predominantly found after vowel stems, is not substantiated so easily. First of all, the sk-present type is less frequent and statistics are therefore less reliable, but roots in -k are relatively well represented in this category, too. However, the situation is markedly different from the s-present type: the majority of the roots ends in -n (6x). -k follows with 5 instances, -t, -y, and -l with one each.


-t: ləwtʰ/s̥e- ‘remove; drive away’;

-y: aɣʰ/s̥e- ‘give (act.); take (mid.)’;

-l: aəgʰ/s̥e- ‘keep away’.

The unequal distribution of roots in -n is striking indeed, and strongly in favour of Couvreur’s theory. As concerns the verbs in -k, the obvious question is whether those in the s-present group are somehow different from those in the sk-present group. The large s-present group is somewhat diverse, but the smaller sk-present group has one common feature: all roots end in -Ck. Indeed, out of 24 instances in
the s-present group, only 6 do not end in a single -k: *tank³/še- ‘stop’, *palk³/še- ‘burn’, *plank³/še- ‘sell’, *rank³/še- ‘rise; lift’, *lank³/še- ‘hang oneself on’, *t*³ank³/še- ‘raise’.

If the distribution noticed above contains the key to a further specification of the sound law responsible for the rise of the s-presents, I would interpret it in the following way. Since single -k prevails before s, we can safely assume that ksk yielded ks. In view of the survival of sk after k-clusters, sk must have remained in some of them at least. Phonetically, the preservation of a larger cluster and the reduction of a smaller cluster was evidently caused by the insertion of an epenthetic vowel in the form. A priori, it is not strange to suppose that some Cksk were epenthised and others were not, but with the few examples listed above, it is difficult to extract a distribution. As nasals are completely homorganic with a following -k, I would opt for nksk to have remained at first, so that it was later reduced to nks, whereas e.g. tksk could have become tkask, where sk could stay. The predominance of -nk among the s-presents with k-clusters supports this hypothesis, but for the 5 sk-presents to roots in -k levelling must be assumed in any case.793

All in all, Couvreur’s dissimilation theory can be substantiated by the material, but several impurities in the distribution force us to assume that the sound change took place at an early stage, with a good deal of reshuffling afterwards.794 Admittedly, the partly imperfect distribution is a relatively weak point in Couvreur’s theory, but it explains several completely independent other matters. This greatly enhances its explanatory value, which is, in my view, decisive proof of its correctness. In addition to explaining the distribution between s-presents and sk-presents to s-preterites, it accounts for:

– the s-present as such, since in any historical account of the Tocharian verb sk-presents must play a major role;
– the fact that the s-present is a subtype of the ʰ*/e*-presents, since all sk-presents belong to that type;
– the lack of initial palatalisation in the s-present because O-grade was regular in sk-presents: in Proto-Indo-European and – as non-palatalising ə-grade – in Tocharian;
– the lack of s-presents to roots in -t because there the sk-present must have been reduced to -k-, yielding tk-roots (as noted above).

In relation to the s-preterite system, the theory has the following advantages:

---

793 In view of the instability of sk-clusters, I wonder whether the exceptional e-grade of TB {prek³/še-}, TA {prak³/še-} could perhaps be due to mending when the cluster rks or even rksk yielded problems in the original present *prks(k)³/š e- from *prk-sk³/š e- (of course, this *prk-sk³/š e- would have to be a restored form itself, as the *k was probably lost in Proto-Indo-European, see LIV2: 490-491).

794 The derivation of tk-roots from roots in a dental followed by an sk-suffix (Melchert 1977), which has become generally accepted, works with a distribution that is often even worse.
it explains why the s-present and the ṥ|O-root subjunctive are affiliated because root-final -k must have been a decisive factor in the rise of both categories: apparently ks-clusters were especially vulnerable;

- if Tocharian inherited an s-aorist with *ē : *e gradation in the root, the ṭ-grade of the s(k)-present may well have favoured the spread of non-palatalising ṭ-grade (as if from *ṛ) at the expense of palatalising ṭ-grade (as if from *e);

- there is comparative evidence for at least some sk-presents next to s-aorists, though this was probably not the situation in early stages of Proto-Indo-European.

Some of these points need more detailed comments, others may seem obvious, but I will treat them all below.

As the sk-presents are ubiquitous in the Tocharian verbal system, any theory that incorporates this productive category is economical. Whatever the ultimate reasons for the spread of the sk-present, the fact that it spread is beyond doubt. Therefore, the derivation of the s-present from an sk-present has no need to explain the existence of such an sk-present, but only the distribution of the s-present subtype. Functionally, it has the great advantage that the sk-present really was a present, and nothing else; it was so present that it could easily have pushed older presents to neighbouring categories, for instance. There is no need to assume any kind of semantic development other than bleaching of the suffix to a general means to form presents.

It may seem evident that the Tocharian s-present is of the ṭ/ṛ-type, but for alternative explanations it is in fact a problem. The Proto-Indo-European s-present as set up by Pedersen (1921) and Kuiper (1934) was a consonant stem with a full grade e moving from the suffix to the ending, i.e. 3sg. *tr-es-ti, 3pl. *tr-s-enti. This s-present theory has been defended explicitly by Kortlandt on several occasions, and Melchert (2000: 146) evidently considers it worth investigating, too. Although one might claim that the addition of an element -ṛ/ṛ- to such a suffix -(e)s- is a trivial matter, ṭ/ṛ-presentes are not at all frequent in Tocharian – unless sk-presents and their combinations are counted as well. In any case, the derivation of the Tocharian s-presents from a Proto-Indo-European s-present needs the unverifiable additional assumption that it was extended with an ṭ/ṛ-suffix. Other problems of the s-present theory are of course that, although the existence of an s-suffix seems ascertained, the exact age, function and distribution of this element remain obscure to a high degree.

The lack of initial palatalisation is only a minor point that could, I am convinced, have come about secondarily in many ways. Nevertheless, the fact that ṭ-grade in the root is normal for sk-presents makes the derivation of the s-present from an sk-present easier than from e.g. a desiderative with e-grade. The latter solution was discarded by Hackstein for exactly that reason.

There are several kinds of distribution “under the surface” of the verbal system; correlations, for instance, between inflexion classes and root types. The s-present has a lacuna for roots in -t, which is neatly explained if it goes back to an sk-present:
roots in -t would never have ended up among the s-presents because the sk-cluster was resolved differently, becoming tk (Melchert 1977).

The condition that s-presents arose after stops, in any case -k, provides a solution for the close link between s-presents and a|O-root subjunctives, at least within the framework of the theory of Kortlandt that the latter arose after stops, principally -k (1994). Evidently, the match between the s-present and the s-preterite receives the same explanation; in this case, the conditioning factor -k was also argued for by Ringe (1990).

I subscribe to Jasanoff’s criticism (2003: 181) of Hackstein’s reluctance to accept palatalisation levelling (1995, e.g. 161; see also Penney 1998: 93-94) in e.g. the s-present; such levelling can be demonstrated to have taken place time and again in different categories, mostly – though not exclusively – at the expense of the palatalised variant. Thus, I attach relatively little weight to the advantage of a O-grade in the root which the sk-present theory offers over a derivation from an e-grade desiderative or an s-aorist subjunctive. Nevertheless, my own explanation of the a|O-root subjunctive system requires (PIE) O-grade instead of *e-grade in the weak form, and it is improbable that the Proto-Indo-European s-aorist had this O-grade in the active plural. The close link between the s-present and the a|O-root subjunctive allows us to assume that the present was instrumental in the spread of the O-grade: it may have been the source of the levelling of unpalatalised initials, not the target.

In view of the overwhelming productivity of sk-presents at different stages of Tocharian, including early ones, I am of the opinion that comparative evidence for the derivation of the s-presents from sk-presents is not of utmost importance. Indeed, as most scholars view the Proto-Indo-European verbal system, primary presents combined with secondary aorists and secondary presents with primary aorists. The s-present ~ a|O-root subjunctive system as it is reconstructed here, reflects a stage with a secondary present derived with the suffix *sk/ synchronous combination with a secondary aorist derived with the suffix *s-. Because such a pattern cannot be old, it is a priori not to be expected that one would find many perfect morphological matches outside Tocharian. Nevertheless, at least one archaic Tocharian verb, prak- ‘ask’ has cognates with sk-presents, a.o. Ved. prčchátí, Arm. 3sg.aor. eharc’, Lat. poscō (see in particular Klingenschmitt 1982: 62).

Continuing this line of thought, I would like to stress that the theory of the s-present developed above accounts for a pattern in the Tocharian verb, for the s-present system. It is not an explanation for each and every individual Tocharian s-present, and such an explanation is not feasible. The Tocharian s-presents form a system that remained productive well into the historical period, and had been productive before. Therefore, the distribution over the root types is not perfect, comparative evidence is scarce, and, perhaps most importantly, the use of these Tocharian s-presents for comparative ends is severely limited.
4.5 ṇā-root subjunctive

4.5.7 ṅask²/ₐᵢ-PRESENTS

Although they are as class 10 treated together with ṅask²/ᵣ-present in the Elementarbuch (Krause and Thomas 1960: 214), ṅask²/ᵢ-present are fundamentally different. While ṅask²/ᵢ-present are extremely rare in Tocharian B, three subcategories can be distinguished in Tocharian A. As one of the Tocharian A subcategories finds good correspondences in Tocharian B, this will be treated first; the remaining two are discussed further below.

In Tocharian B, there are three certain examples of ṅāś₂/ske-present: {kəmnāś₂/ske-} to kəm- ‘come’, {tə mnāś₂/ske-} to təm- ‘be born’, and {yəmnāś₂/ske-} to yəp- ‘enter’. As noted in 2.7.9 (p 135), it is conspicuous that all three show a root variant with -m- and metathesis of -mn- to -nm-. The only conclusion can be, so it seems, that the ṅāś₂/ske-suffix is preserved here because it caused irregularities. In the case of ‘be born’, there are even two analyses possible: on the evidence of the sbj. {cəmē-} and the prt. {tem(0)/ₐᵢ-}, the n is part of the present suffix, but on the evidence of the derived causative təmm- it was rather part of the root. A fourth case that is often cited is similar to təm-: {ləmnāś₂/ske-} to lat- ‘go out’. Although the present clearly contains a nasal – two, to be precise – the sbj. {lənn-} shows that the present suffix is actually -s₂/ske- (see 4.3.5, p 368): the root 会在 of the present and the subjunctive is different from the root lat- of the preterite (the relation between the two roots is “irregular”).

While the verb for ‘enter’ is only imperfectly attested in Tocharian A, the other verbs show similar formations: {kə mwǎmnāś₂/ₐᵢ-} to kə mwǎm- ‘come’, {tə mwənāś₂/ₐᵢ-} to təm- ‘be born’, and {ləntənāś₂/ₐᵢ-} to lənt- ‘go out’. On the evidence of the sbj. {ləncn/sa-}, the present of ‘go out’ is a nā/sa-present rather than a nāś₂/sa-present, but since the root clearly contains an extra nasal, the present must ultimately go back *lat-ṅask²/ᵢ- (see 4.3.5, p 368).

As argued in 4.3.1 (p 351), the ṅask²/ᵢ-present of *kəm- ‘come’ can comfortably be derived from Proto-Indo-European *g₂m-ske/ᵢ-. In view of the similarity in meaning between ‘come’, ‘go out’ and ‘enter’, it is attractive to assume that the ṅask²/ᵢ-suffix originated in ‘come’, spreading to the other verbs afterwards. If ‘be born’ is to be understood as ‘enter the world’ or ‘be born into the world’ (2.7.9, p 135), it can have received the suffix as a part of the same development.

The second subcategory where the suffix is found in Tocharian A is discussed in detail in 4.8.2 (p 472). In these verbs, there is a nasal in several stems, of which it is not always clear whether it belongs to the root or to a suffix. It is argued that the n-root was most probably part of the root in Proto-Tocharian, but it was lost in the s-preterite of e.g. rəy- ‘give up’: risət < *rəysət. As a consequence, the n of the present and the subjunctive could be analysed as a part of the suffix, which led to the rise of the nā/sa-subjunctive. This development was probably favoured by the existence of nā/sa-present elsewhere, and of course it helped creating this small subcategory of nā/sa-present, as the analysis of the present as n-nā/sa- had become excluded.
The third Tocharian A subcategory of nāśī/sa-present, a-subjunctive, sā-less preterite, e.g. prs. {nāk-nāśī/sa-}, sbj. {nāka-}, prt. {nak-} of nāk- ‘perish’ (see also 4.8.3, p 476). The present is attested for {nāk-nāśī/sa-} ‘perish’, {pāk-nāśī/sa-} ‘boil’, {wāl-(l)āśī/sa-} ‘die’, and {tāk-nāśī/sa-} ‘burn (intr.)’. The root of kān- ‘come about’ contains a nasal itself, so that its present {kānāśī/sa-} can probably be analysed both as {kān-śī/sa-} and as {kān-nāśī/sa-} (see 2.6.6, p 100). The present of {kāsa-} ‘extinguish’ is not attested.

In view of the relatively small number of verbs in question, I assume that they took over the nāśī/sa-suffix from tām- ‘be born’. In Tocharian B the e-subjunctive class shows little cracks, notably ś/p/ś/sect presents for some members, namely {nākś/p/ś/sect} ‘perish’, {pākś/p/ś/sect} ‘boil’ and {tākś/p/ś/sect} ‘burn’, but śś/p/sect presents for others, namely {kānāśś/p/sect} ‘come to be’, {tānāśś/p/sect} ‘be born’, while {kēś/p/sect} to kas- is probably out of line because the root ends in s (see 4.7.3, p 458). Conversely, the same class in Tocharian A follows only one rigid pattern. Thus, I assume that Tocharian B preserves the older situation. If the distribution between ś/p/sect presents and śś/p/sect presents can be projected back to Proto-Tocharian (which is argued for in 4.5.6, p 419, above), it is likely that the naskś/p-e-suffix spread to *kān- at first – if that verb did not already allow both analyses – and to the other verbs when the sk- and s-presents merged altogether.

On TA klos- ‘hear’ with its secondary present {klos-nāśī/sa-}, see 4.7.2 (p 457).

4.5.8 HITTITE 3SG. ĥI-PRT. -š

With the derivation of the Tocharian s-preterite from a regular Proto-Indo-European s-aorist (following Kortlandt and Ringe, see above), the equation of the -š of the Tocharian A 3sg.prt. campās ‘could’ with the -š of the Hittite 3sg. ĥi-prt. akkiš ‘died’ (Pedersen 1941: 146; Winter 1982: 9) is reduced to a typological parallel at best. Consequently, the 3sg. ĥi-preterite ending is no longer a problem of the comparative study of Tocharian and Hittite, but a matter to be dealt with in the reconstruction of Proto-Anatolian, or, for that matter, Proto-Indo-European. It is not of immediate concern to the study of the Tocharian subjunctive, nor to Tocharian studies as a whole. Nevertheless, a small note may be justified.

If we take a look at the mi- and ĥi-endings as posited by Kloekhorst (2008a: 498), it is not so much their differences that are striking, but rather the similarities, which betray thorough remodelling:
 Whereas, as commonly agreed, the contrast between present endings with -i and preterite endings without -i is a direct continuation of the proto-language in the mi-endings, it is secondary in the hi-endings. In other words, the difference between hi-present and hi-preterite seems to be modelled after the same difference in the mi-inflection. Indeed, the only two endings where the difference between hi-present and hi-preterite is not expressed by the i-element are the 3sg. and the 3pl. Of these, the latter cannot possibly continue an old contrast between present and preterite, as the present ending -anzi clearly goes back to the PIE present ending *-nti and the preterite ending -er to the PIE perfect ending *-ēr. The only hi-ending remaining, then, with a “serious” difference between present and preterite is exactly our 3sg. -š.

As argued by Kloekhorst (2008b: 688), the expected 3sg. hi-ending without i is zero: the Proto-Indo-European perfect ending *-e would have been apocopated. Therefore, he concludes, the ending must have been restored in one way or another and as a source he proposes the s-aorist, otherwise largely lost.

Thus, the Tocharian and Hittite 3sg. s-endings cannot be compared directly. The Hittite ending -š is a secondary creation to enlarge the formal contrast between the hi-present and the hi-preterite, which is secondary itself.

4.5.9 1SG. PRETERITE

The stem shape of the vast majority of the 1sg. preterite forms in both languages is not different from that of other forms of the s-preterite paradigm. Tocharian A differs from Tocharian B in having initial palatalisation if possible, but in both languages there are no stem changes within the active paradigm: in Tocharian A we find a-grade throughout, e.g. ŏak-, and in Tocharian B e-grade, e.g. nek-. There are two exceptions: the 1sg. kamaū ‘I came’ in Tocharian B and relic u-forms in Tocharian A.

The evidence of kamaū is in itself very clear, but uncertain for a couple of reasons. It is clear because there is no competing form in the same paradigm and the stem variant kam- is also attested in the plural (2.5.2, p 56, 4.3.1, p 351). It is uncertain because kamaū is by no means a “normal” s-preterite form, because it is not well attested, and because it could be secondary. As I have argued above (4.3.1, p 351), the preterite of ‘come’ is perhaps best analysed as an s-preterite, but it must have replaced a Proto-Indo-European root aorist and it was itself replaced by an *\( ʰ/ɛ-\)
preterite, so that it is a very untypical s-preterite. Although the preterite paradigm of ‘come’ is well known for the other forms, it is exactly the 1sg. that is attested only once in a small fragment which makes the mere existence of the form less certain. If kamau is a genuine form indeed, it could have been reshaped after other e-variants of the paradigm after the proportion 2sg. šem-ə-, 3sg. šem-ə- : 1pl. kəm-e-, 3pl. kəm-e-, 1sg. X-e-; X = kəm- (see Pinault 1994: 196). It is questionable, however, if such an analogy is plausible if the preform was šem-e-; it seems that the match with the other singular persons is so strong that there is no need to create a unique irregularity in the sg. stem. All in all, the evidence of kamau is complex, but in view of the highly archaic alternations in its paradigm it should be taken seriously.

Schmidt and Winter have proved the existence of a Tocharian A 1sg. s-preterite ending -u next to well attested, but historically secondary ending -wā (1992). The forms in question are kñasu ‘knew’, campu ‘could’, trikū ‘was confused’, prasku ‘feared’, wīyu ‘was frightened’, to which āwu ‘hit’ must be added (Peyrot 2007b: 800). The problem with wīyu and trikū is that the root grade is “wrong”: in an s-preterite paradigm we would rather expect a-grade throughout, i.e. **wēyu [way-w] and **treku [trayk-w]. It is a little disquieting that no other forms of their respective paradigms are attested, but taken at face value, these two forms seem to require a paradigm trikū, trekast*, trekās*, and so on. Although it can be excluded that trikū and wīyu are in fact preterite participles, an alternative explanation could take the ā-vocalism (in this case, i /āy/) as secondary after the preterite participles; after all, the forms have long been wrongly categorised as preterite participles and for the speakers of Tocharian A such an analysis must have been a very natural one as well. It is remarkable, however, that the forms would have remained in their original domain of use despite a different analysis, and since they must be archaic anyhow because of their ending, the vocalism could certainly be old as well.

Although the evidence is scanty and alternative explanations are available, it is possible that the 1sg. of the s-preterite had another root grade than the rest of the paradigm. If we combine the evidence of Tocharian B kamau with that of Tocharian A trikū and wīyu, it appears that the original root grade was probably *ə without preceding palatalisation. This non-palatalising ə-grade is matched by the zero grade needed for the stem variant tas- of tas- ‘put’ and thus finds a parallel within Tocharian.

Incidentally, Kortlandt has argued on completely independent grounds that the original locus of the lengthened grade *e in the Proto-Indo-European aorist were monosyllabic forms as were found only in the 2nd and 3rd persons of the active singular of the injunctive (1987). Given the fact that in Tocharian the equivalent of the non-lengthened grade is apparently non-palatalising ə-grade, the match between the distribution he assumes and the distribution we actually find in Tocharian B kamau, šem, šem could not be better. I am inclined to see this unexpected match as additional proof for the correctness of Kortlandt’s theory. However, I would like to point out that the root grade of the 1sg. is not essential for my explanation of the s-preterite as a whole: other analyses of the Tocharian data are possible; if one does not
accept Kortlandt’s theory that *ē-grade was originally found only in the 2/3sg. injunctive, this does not affect my derivation of e.g. the grading root preterite from the s-aorist.

4.5.10 O-Grade

Tocharian B o-grade is one of the great puzzles of the verbal system. It seems to occur in two variants: 1) as an alternative full grade next to ṭ in certain contexts, i.e. as a variant of e, 2) next to ṭ, apparently also as full grade.

The first type is found in yop- ‘enter’, which follows a normal gradation pattern except for the full grade yop- instead of expected **yep-, possibly with a parallel in isolated TA yowär ‘entered’; in otk-, the preterite stem of wotk- ‘decide’, where we would rather expect wotk-, but if the immediate preform of otk- is *wotk-, the change wo- to o- has a parallel in ost ‘house’ < *wosta (TA wašt); and in yom- ‘achieve’, which has yom- instead of expected yem-, and the stem yom- is apparently generalised throughout in Tocharian A yom-.

The second type is found in kow- ~ kaw- ‘kill’ in 3sg. sbj. kowän and 3sg. prt. kowsa, where we would expect e-grade in ṭ/∅-roots, although we do not expect gradation at all in this ṭ/∅-root; in or- ~ ar- ‘give up’ in 3sg. sbj. orän-c and prt. 1sg. orwa, 2sg. orasta, 3sg. orsa, where we would expect e-grade in ṭ/∅-roots, although the a-grade in the 3pl. prt. arar is unexpected; in prs. sbj. yok- ‘drink’ vs prt. yak-; and in yom- ‘achieve’ ~ yam- ‘do’, if these verbs are related, as I suggested in 4.3.7 (p 372).

It is striking that we find three roots starting with y-, one starting with a vowel and one starting with w-, that is, initials possibly liable to contraction if they become intervocalic, but it is difficult to discover a system in this range of forms.

Although it does not meet the exact conditions for the sound law we > o as I have formulated them (Peyrot forth.a), 3sg. otkasa is nevertheless strongly reminiscent of that development. Since this would probably require the ad hoc assumption that *wetk- become otk- in sandhi position after a consonant, one might prefer to take otk- to reflect *wotk-, a form possibly analogical after e.g. yopsa ‘entered’.

yom- and yop- look parallel and would seem to need one explanation. Such an explanation should probably depart from rounding of *e before a following labial, even though sound laws of this type have been discussed at length in the literature, and mostly dismissed for Tocharian B. Nevertheless, such a development would explain the Tocharian A forms rather nicely (see in particular Ringe 1990: 222-226), and it seems that the shared context y- is hardly a feasible option for an explanation.795

---

795 Hilmarsson, whose main endeavour was to explain Tocharian o-vocalism, has proposed several solutions. While his suggestion that the o-grades derive from an earlier o-subjunctive (analogous to the class 4 o-present; see 1986: 63) is clearly wrong, he dismisses his own explanation of o from earlier *e through u-affection in the 1sg. of the subjunctive (e.g. 1989:
Although $o \sim a$ gradation in principle allows for a Proto-Indo-European reconstruction with $o < *eh₂$ and $a < *h₂$ (see e.g. Kim 2000), it is questionable whether such an origin would account for any of the attested instances of $o \sim a$. Rather, with Hackstein (1995: 42) and Adams (1999: 48, 208), it seems attractive to view the gradation of kaw- and ar- as neo-gradation, a specifically Tocharian innovation.

Whereas I have hesitantly accepted Schmidt’s idea that yok- ~ yak- ‘drink’ reflects old perfect gradation (see 4.3.6, p 371), I have for yom- ~ yam- rather opted for a analogical zero grade $a$ on the basis of the full grade yom-, in the sense of Ringe (apud Kim 2000: 156). yam- takes the place of $a$-grade forms, compared to yom- for $e$-grade forms, but on the evidence of the stem variant yom- of yom-, the $a$-grade of yam- must be an innovation.

### 4.6 $\mathfrak{A}|\mathcal{A}$-ROOT SUBJUNCTIVE

 Apart from the grading $\mathfrak{a}|\mathcal{O}$-root subjunctive, there is one other grading type: the $\mathfrak{a}|a$-root subjunctive. In Tocharian A, the gradation pattern is identical to that of the $s$-preterite, whereas in Tocharian B it is affected by the following $a$: we find $a : \mathfrak{a}$ gradation instead of $e : \mathfrak{a}$ gradation. Since this subjunctive has initial accent – just like the $\mathfrak{a}|\mathcal{O}$-root subjunctive – it has also been argued that it goes back to the Proto-Indo-European perfect: the $e : \mathfrak{a}$ gradation was seen as a reflex of PIE *$o : \mathcal{O}$ gradation, and the initial accent was thought to be an indirect continuation of the original reduplication syllable. Below, it is argued that the grading $\mathfrak{a}|a$-root subjunctive is an analogical formation after the grading $\mathfrak{a}|\mathcal{O}$-root subjunctive.

### 4.6.1 GRADING SUBJUNCTIVE

There seems to be universal agreement that the $\mathfrak{a}|\mathcal{O}$-root subjunctive and the $\mathfrak{a}|a$-root subjunctive continue one type: the $a : \mathfrak{a}$ gradation in Tocharian B is a secondary consequence of the root-final $a$. Thus, if the one is derived from the Proto-Indo-European perfect, the other should be derived from the perfect, too; if, conversely, one seems to go back to the aorist, the same should be true of the other as well. The problem is that on the one hand the perfect theory can offer no explanation for the systematic match between the $\mathfrak{a}|\mathcal{O}$-root subjunctive and the $s$-preterite, whereas on the other no one will be able to maintain that forms like TB 3sg. tärkäm, 3pl. tarkäm ‘will let go’ are $s$-aorists. Although this is a very serious problem indeed, I think that it can be used to make a breach in the system of grading subjunctives. That is to say, the only way out seems to assume that either the perfect-based subjunctive type spread to the $s$-preterite system, or the $s$-aorist-based subjunctive spread to $\mathfrak{a}|a$-roots.
On the basis of the assumption that the grading subjunctive is original in only one of its subtypes, I will argue that the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive is formed after the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive with the following arguments:

- as set out in the introduction of this chapter in section 4.1.5 (p 334), and further elaborated in 4.9.3 (p 486), the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive is not easily derived from that of the Proto-Indo-European perfect, and the perfect origin of the Tocharian preterite endings seems to suggest that the perfect rather became a past tense;
- just as with the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive, the perfect theory does not explain why the “perfect subjunctive” should be confined to two grading types, nor why the \( \sigma \)-type should pattern the way it does;
- just as with the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive, there is virtually no comparative evidence that the individual grading subjunctives attested continue perfect formations;
- since an explanation of the gradation pattern from the s-aorist is available for the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive, but not for the \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive, the latter is likely to have been shaped after the former.

As the first point has already been treated in 4.1.5 (p 334), I will concentrate on the stem patterns of the grading \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive, on some of the comparative evidence, and on the exact way the transfer of the grading type is most likely to have come about.

### 4.6.2 STEM PATTERN

With only very few exceptions, the grading \( \sigma \)-root subjunctive follows only one pattern: it combines with a \( \sigma \)-root preterite and a nasal present. This nasal present, in turn, divides into two basic categories: the most frequent variant, the \( na \)-present, has an \( n \)-infix directly before the root-final \( a \) (traditionally class 6) and the other, the \( n\hat{k} \)-present, has an \( n \)-infix directly before the last consonant of the root (traditionally class 7). Both types are well attested in both languages. A minor class in Tocharian B is formed by verbs with \( \hat{n}n\sigma/e \)-presents, whereas both languages have a couple of verbs with an \( e \)-present (Tocharian A \( a \)-present).

The nasal present pattern is not one of several ways in which grading subjunctives take their present, but the basic pattern. This is all the more true because there is also a reversed relationship: if possible, nasal presents always take a grading subjunctive. Thus, nasal presents are not a means to form a present to a grading subjunctive, but they correspond in an almost one-to-one pattern; it would be equally correct to claim that nasal presents take a grading subjunctive.

Counting certain and probable instances, I have found 43 \( na \)-presents in Tocharian B and 35 \( n\hat{a} \)-presents in Tocharian A. In Tocharian B, these 43 \( na \)-presents are matched with 10 grading subjunctives, and an additional 2 with the characteristic \( \sigma \)-root preterite with initial palatalisation. While some subjunctive stems are lacking, all other \( na \)-presents are formed to \( \sigma \)-roots, or only forms of the subjunctive are attested where \( \sigma \)-grade is regular in any case. In Tocharian A, we find
7 grading subjunctives and an additional 3 grading preterites corresponding to the 35 na-presents. Whereas most na-presents have no subjunctive attested beside them, others have only regular ā-grade forms or are formed to ā|ā-roots. The only Tocharian A verb that really does not fit the pattern is the irregular verb ‘know’ with a sbj. {kňänāsā}. Thus, although the number of grading subjunctives attested next to na-presents is modest, there are no indications whatsoever that the na-presents are matched with different subjunctive types; at least, if ā|ā-roots are taken as a morphophonological subcategory (which they evidently are).

The nik-present is clearly less frequent in both languages, with 10 instances in Tocharian B and 15 in Tocharian A. Those 10 in Tocharian B are matched with 5 grading subjunctives and 1 additional ā|ā-root preterite with initial palatalisation; next to the 15 nasal infix presents of Tocharian A, 3 grading subjunctives and 1 additional grading preterite are found. Again, all other nik-presents are formed to ā|ā-roots, or the relevant forms might be missing due to chance: the subjunctive-preterite system is of one single type. Moreover, apart from the formation of the present, there is no difference to the subjunctive-preterite type of the na-presents.

The nñ|e presents in Tocharian B seem to match rather with non-grading subjunctives, and this problem will be discussed separately (4.6.10, p 450). Likewise, grading subjunctives next to e-presents are rare; they are also treated below (4.6.8, p 447).

In conclusion, there is a strong affiliation, almost a one-to-one correspondence, between the nasal present, the grading ā|ā-root subjunctive, and the ā|ā-root preterite with initial palatalisation in both languages (and, additionally, gradation in Tocharian A). Consequently, an explanation of the grading ā|ā-root subjunctive must address the problem of this salient distribution.

4.6.3 COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE

Whereas the origin of the grading ā|ā-root subjunctive is debated, that of the na-presents is not: it is generally accepted that the nasal presents of Tocharian go back to nasal presents in Proto-Indo-European. However, there are two important things to be noted: first, the nasal presents have resulted from the generalisation of different types and, second, they have been productive in pre-stages of Tocharian. Yet this does not in any way undermine the ultimate derivation of the nasal presents from Proto-Indo-European nasal presents; moreover, some nasal presents do have good cognates outside Tocharian. Perhaps the definitive argument for the derivation from Proto-Indo-European nasal presents is that there is simply no other source the nasal presents could go back to.

Phonologically, na-presents continue Proto-Indo-European nasal presents to set-roots, where the nasal was infixed before the root-final laryngeal; this root-final laryngeal was then vocalised to a. Thus, Toch. √-na- derives from PIE *√-nH-, where the n was an infix in a root in *H: *√H- → *√nH-. In Proto-Indo-European, a full grade e moved from the root to the ending, i.e. 3sg. *CCnéH-ti, 3pl. *CCnH-énti.
Further, the type was not restricted to roots in \(-H\), but it was originally probably also found with roots in \(-u\), e.g. 3sg. *CCnéuti, 3pl. *CCnuénti; at least, it is suggestive to derive the independent suffix \(-neu-\) from a wrong segmentation of such a nasal present. In Tocharian, na-presents display no traces of older gradation: if any vowel alternation arose, e.g. *no ~ *na < *neh₂ ~ *nh₂, it was ultimately neutralised, as well as consonant alternations like *né ~ *na < *neh₁ ~ *nh₁. The neu-present type has not been preserved as such and at least some must have ended up as na-presents (others may have been extended to become nask-presents).

As in many other Indo-European languages, na-presents must have been productive in Tocharian. There are some Tocharian verbs with a na-present and a good Indo-European etymology, where the Proto-Indo-European verb formed no nasal present. In other cases, Tocharian na-presents are found with secondary roots, so that it is certain that the na-presents are secondary, too. As an example of a na-present that is probably secondary for etymological reasons, we may cite TB kòrsa-, TA kärset ‘know’, which is related to Hitt. karaššiiezi /karsijet /’cuts’ (through ‘distinguish’; see LIV2: 355; Kloekhorst 2008b: 454-455); there is no proof of a nasal present for this verb. Nasal presents to secondary roots are relatively frequent, found to roots in \(-sk\, -tk\, -t\) and to denominative verbs. Verbs in \(-sk\), discussed in detail by Hackstein (1995: 167-202), go back to sk-presents, so that na-presents like TB \{plaska-\} to plaska- ‘think’ must be secondary; the same is true of nasal infix verbs in Tocharian A like \{mâs\n-kâ-\} to mãška- ‘be difficult’ (on which see below). Likewise, verbs in \(-tk\) go back to sk-presents to roots with a final dental, as shown by Melchert (1977). Although most of these have become ñk-presents, TB has na-presents such as \{kãtk-na-\} to katka- ‘cross’; both the na-presents and the more frequent nasal infix presents to these secondary tk-roots are themselves secondary, too. Verbs with a t-extension are not frequent, but TA \{krâst-nâ-\} to krâstâ-, TB \{krast-na-\} to krâsta-, both ‘cut’ are related to korsâ- ‘know’ cited above, and TA \{kot-nâ-\} to kota-, TB \{kawt-na-\} to kawta- ‘chop’, as well as TA \{košt-nâ-\} to kostâ- ‘kill’ are evidently related to TB kaw-, TA käw- ‘kill’. How exactly the t-extensions arose is unclear, but most probably they originally formed a stem, for instance the present; consequently, na-presents to t-roots are very likely to be secondary. In the same vein, TA \{spâlt-n-kâ-\} to spâltkâ- ‘try’ must be a secondary nasal infix present because the verb is obviously derived from the noun spâltâk (TB speltke), a loan word from Iranian (Adams 1999: 719).

Despite the partly secondary character of the na-present (because allomorphy was levelled) and its partly secondary distribution (because many verbs have acquired a na-present at a later stage), there are some convincing etymologies that show that the type as such is old.

TA kátâ- and TB kata- ‘strew’ form a na-present: TA \{knâ-\} (for \{kâtnâ-\}) and TB \{kâtna-\} (with an older variant \{kənta-\}). The verb is to be derived from PIE *(s)kêdhi:z-; the Tocharian na-present is matched by a.o. YAv. scinâišiti ‘breaks, destroys’, OKhot. ha-tcañâtê ‘id’l, Gk. σκιδήννυμι ‘scatter’ and possibly Lith. kedénti, kedinti ‘pick, trouble’ (LIV2: 550).
TA tärkä- and TB törka- 'let go' form a na-present: TA {tärnä-} (for {tärknä-}) and TB {törknna-}. The verb has a good cognate in Hitt. tarna-, 'let go', which also forms a nasal present. Kloekhorst reconstructs the root as *terḫ₂h₂₃₃ (2008b: 846-848; see also LIV2: 635): in principle, one would reconstruct a PIE *TerKH₂, but 1) the velar can only drop in Hittite if it is *k or *k₂, 2) Tocharian excludes *d which would become v, 3) *h₂ would have yielded h in Hittite, and 4) *dh and *k or *k are not tolerated in one root.

TA kālā- and TB kāla- 'lead, bring' have gemination in the present that must reflect a na-suffix, cf TA {kālā-} from {kālnā-}. In Tocharian B, the present was recharacterised with an sk-suffix: {kāllas₃₃₃/ske-} from older {kalla-} for original {kālāna-}. The verb probably goes back to PIE *kellH- (LIV2: 349; Hackstein 1995: 315; Kim 2009: 15), further attested in Lat. excellō, -ere 'excell' and Lith. keliu, kėlti 'lift, raise'. The na-present could have a parallel in the Lat. present.

TA māwsā- and TB māwsa- 'lift' form a na-present: TA {māwšnā-} and TB {mωsna-}. The verb is probably to be connected with Skt. mōṣ(i) - 'take away, rob' (LIV2: 445), which matches the Tocharian na-present with a nasal present 3sg. muşnāti.

Next to the TA and TB causatives of TA tāl-, TB tāl- 'lift up' (TA inf. tlāssi, TA 3sg.prt. cacāl, TB inf. tālāstī, TB 1sg.prt. cālawā), a poorly attested base verb 'lift, bear' is only found in Tocharian B. Active present forms show a geminate ll which suggests an older na-suffix, i.e. {tālla-} from {tālna-}, and middle present forms seem to be built on a stem {tāna-} (3sg.prs.mid. tlanatār-ñ, 3pl.prs.mid. tlanantār-ñ), although a crossed stem {tāllana-} is attested in at least one form, tāllanantār-ne. Despite the uncertainties about the synchronic analysis, an older nasal present is ascertained, and it finds its parallel in e.g. Lat. tollō 'lift', OIr. tlenaid 'steals, carries away', and probably Gk. ἀνατέλλω 'bring forth, make rise up', all from well attested PIE *telh₂- 'lift' (LIV2: 622).

TB *szya-ka 'take a step' – without Tocharian A cognate – forms a na-present {szykna-}. The verb must go back to PIE *seik- 'reach', attested in a.o. Gk. ikάνο, ikvεόμαι 'come, reach' and Lith. siekti (siękti) 'strive for, try to reach' (the acute of siekti is unexpected; LIV2: 522). On the basis of the Gk. prs. ικεύομαι we can reconstruct a neu-prs. for Proto-Indo-European, which was apparently replaced by a na-prs. in Tocharian.

TB tāka- 'prick, bite' – without Tocharian A cognate – forms a na-present {tākna-}. The primary etymology of this verb connects it with Gk. δάκψιο 'bite; sting' and Skt. dāsati [3sg.prs.] 'bite', root dams-, which go back to PIE *denk- 'bite' (e.g. Adams 1999: 731; LIV2: 117-118). For Tocharian, we have to assume that the nasal in the root was dissimilated before the nasal suffix, also found in Greek. Now that Ringe has proposed an alternative etymology (1991: 71; 1996: 23, 24) the match of the Greek and Tocharian nasal present has become less valuable. With the argument that the meaning fits better, he rather connects Lat. fīgō, -ere (OLat. fīvō, -ere) 'fix, fasten, stab' and Lith. dūgți 'sprout', which derive from PIE *dʰih₂gʷ- 'stab' (LIV2: 118, 142). In my view, both connections are possible as far as the meaning is concerned:
`cause pain`, one of the meanings posited by Ringe for Tocharian, is of course easily derived from `prick`, and it is even found in Greek as well, where δάκνω can also mean `wound`. However, Ringe’s etymology has the slight advantage that it accounts for stable a in the Tocharian root; even though it offers no explanation for the Tocharian stem pattern, it is at least a possible alternative.

Despite its irregularities, the na-present of `know`, TA {knāna-}, is evidently old, too.

In sum, a large part of the na-presents is demonstrably secondary, but the type as such is certainly old: a small nucleus of na-presents can be shown to have good morphological cognates in Indo-European.

4.6.4 ńk-present

Next to the na-presents discussed above, both languages have a category of ńk-presents where the nasal is infixed before a root-final -k, e.g. TB payk- `write’ → prs. paynık- or TA kātkā-, TB katk- `cross’ → prs. TA kātnākā- from {kān-ńkā-} and TB kottnık- from {kot-ńk-}. As it turns out, the first type with one closing consonant (not counting the y) is extremely rare compared to the second type with two closing consonants. With only very few exceptions, the first type is inherited and the second type is secondary: it is especially frequent with secondary root types like tk-roots (in Tocharian A and B) and sk-roots (in Tocharian A only). The second type must be a later subtype of the na-presents.

There are two arguments that the ńk-present type is largely secondary: 1) functionally, it is completely identical to the na-present type, semantically (both are transitive) as well as morphologically (both pattern with the same subjunctive and preterite stems); 2) ńk-presents are only found with roots in -k, so that they are almost fully in complementary distribution with the na-present type. Below, I will discuss the second argument; for the first, I refer to 2.6.9 (p 111) and 2.7.9 (p 136), respectively.

ńk-presents are formed to a limited set of roots that share formal characteristics: in Tocharian A, 8 verbs have a root ending in -tk, 5 have one in -sk, 1 in -lk and 1 in -rk; in Tocharian B we find 6 in -tk, 1 in -k, 1 in -lk and 1 in -rk. This peculiar distribution strongly suggests that the division between na-presents and ńk-presents is secondary. Theoretically, it can have come about in two ways: either nasal infix presents were lost except in particular roots ending in -k, or they arose by some development conditioned by a final -k of the root. In the former case the category of nasal infix presents is archaic, in the latter it is recent. As I will argue, both principles have been at work, but most of the nasal infix presents are recent and only three are archaic.

First, I will discuss the verbs with an old nasal infix present, and then I will discuss the relationship between the na-presents and the secondary ńk-presents.
TA päyk-, TB pəyk- ‘write’

The word for ‘write’ is strikingly parallel in both languages: TA päyk- ‘write’ as well as TB pəyk- ‘id’ have a preterite-subjunctive stem in a with a-grade (TA ā-grade) and a corresponding preterite participle: TA peka-, pāpeku, TB payka- (sbj. pāyka-, papaikau). The difference is confined to precisely the present, where Tocharian B has a nasal infix present {pəynk-}, but Tocharian A has {päykn-}, a rare formation, certainly in view of the preterite-subjunctive. Since the Tocharian B verb stands out among the nasal infix presents in having a rare gradation pattern and only a single closing -k instead of a cluster in -k, it is not likely to be secondary; consequently, the nasal must have been lost in Tocharian A.

As there is no morphological model for the loss of the nasal in Tocharian A, it must have been lost through sound change. The cluster nk <nk> is abundantly attested with good correspondences to Tocharian B cognates, so that a following k cannot be a sufficient condition. However, heavier clusters of the type nkt and nkts were indeed resolved: nkt became nt as in TA opänt ‘in the middle’ ~ TB epinkte ‘within’ and TA pänt ‘fifth’ ~ TB pinkte ‘id’;\(^{796}\) nkts became nts as in TA ents- ‘seize’ from *enks- (cf TB enk-; see Adams 1999: 78; Peyrot 2007b: 800). Thus, a preform like 3sg. *pinüktrā or inf. *pinüksī must at first have developed into *pintrā, *pintī;\(^{797}\) subsequently, the k was restored at a time when the cluster nkt was still not tolerated, so that the result had to be kt. The fact that there are many words where we find clusters with nk, like ñks, ñks, nk and so on, is no decisive counterargument, since in all these words there is always alternation with variants with lighter clusters: in päyk-, it must have been the limitation of the n to the present that made the generalisation of n-less variants possible.

The etymology of Proto-Tocharian *pəyk- is obvious: it is related to a.o. Skt. piniśati [3sg.prs.act.] ‘adorn, form’ and Lith. piešiu, piešti ‘draw, write’, Sl. pišo, pustati ‘write’, which go back to PIE *peik- ‘form’ (LLIV2: 465-466). Also clearly related is Lat. pingō, -ere (LLIV2: 464), which received its g instead of k through the nasal infix. Thus, we can equate the Proto-Tocharian nasal infix present with the ones found in Sanskrit and Latin.

TA läyk-, TB layka- ‘wash’

The reason to discuss the verb for ‘wash’ here is first of all Tocharian A läyk- (tr.), which has a peculiar stem pattern only matched by pāyk- ‘write’ and sāyp- ‘anoint’ (on which see below): prs. {läyk-}, prt.-sbj. {lāyka-}, pār.p.tct. lāleku (see also 2.6.8, p 109). In Tocharian B, there are two verbs, a transitive s\(^{3}\)/se-prs. {layk\(^{5}\)/se-} and an intransitive o-prs. {layko-} with prt.-sbj. {layka-}. In spite of the difference in

\(^{796}\) In this case, it is also possible that the ordinal suffix -t was added directly to pān ‘five’.

\(^{797}\) Similar constellations may have been found in the 3sg. *piniktār, 2pl. *pinīkār and possibly 1sg. *pinīmār. The 1pl. and 3pl. very probably had an apenthetical vowel, i.e. *pinīmānpā and *pinīmāntrā, respectively.
valency, the latter is probably to be compared with the Tocharian A verb, its o-present being a productive formation to the prt.-sbj. layka-, which can directly be equated with the Tocharian A stems.

Evidently, the reconstruction of an old nasal infix present *laynk- for Tocharian A läyk- is less certain than that of *pəynk-, but it is the most economical explanation of the strange pattern, and, moreover, there are parallels in Indo-European. Proto-Tocharian *layk- can be connected with the Lat. nasal infix present pollingeō, -ere ‘wash off (corpses)’ and Lat. liqueō, -ère ‘be fluid’ (Hackstein 1995: 122-123), which on the evidence of Ofr. fliuch ‘humid’ goes back to PIE *uleikʷ*- (LIV2: 696-697).

As noted above, a third Tocharian A verb with this pattern is sāyp- ‘anoint’: its present is {sāyp-} and the preterite-subjunctive {sāypa-}. However, the historical explanation of this verb is full of problems: Tocharian B sanapa- ‘anoint’ offers a fine semantic match and a certain similarity in form – including, indeed, a nasal – but details are difficult. Most problematic is the absence of any trace of y in the Tocharian B verb. Further connections of sāyp- are also doubtful, the best being an improbable root *seib- ‘let flow’ with -b (LIV2: 521). Even if Greek εἴβο ‘let flow’ is not related and the Germanic family of a.o. MDu. sipen ‘drip’ and MHG sifen ‘flow’ can be explained from a geminated *-p or *-bh, the comparison does not inspire confidence because of the late and poor attestation of the root.

PT *sərk- ‘be good; make good’

In both languages there are forms with an apparently nasal-infixed root sərk-, sənək-.

Only few forms are attested and it is difficult to establish the meaning and the stem pattern of these verbs. As shown by the Sanskrit parallel to the passage where one of the key forms, sraṃcyem, is attested, the meaning traditionally assigned to TB sraṃk-, “in Wallung bringen” (Thomas 1964: 254), is wrong. Pinault (2008: 117-118) rather argues for “être soucieux, préoccupé de”, whereas Schmidt (2008: 330) opts for “[eine Speise] zubereiten”. 

798 In my view, the latter is correct because it yields a transparent and straightforward rendering of the relevant passage, in line with the Sanskrit parallel.

B107a1

 attività onkornai sraṃcyem

‘They prepared the porridge.’

798 His translation on p 321, “sich daran machen, zuzubereiten”, suggests that the Tocharian verb has an additional semantic component ‘begin’. Although this nuance is indeed found in the Sanskrit parallel, it is not inherent in the meaning of the Tocharian verb.

Another relatively good passage is the following, where anything like ‘boil’ is evidently excluded. Although the precise meaning unfortunately remains obscure to me, it is certain that the overall sense of line 18c is positive, whereas fear for old age is negative: apparently fear for old age is tempered.\textsuperscript{800}

AS\textsuperscript{7}M\textsuperscript{a}2\textsuperscript{801}

\begin{quote}
\textit{\textit{kekseñmem päst \{ palsko skinañm tsalpästsi \} [18b] cmelaśc allonkna \{ srańkä̈m proskai ktsaitsñe\(s\)a \} [18c] yneś ran(o) lkašäm \{ ktsaitsñe tsuwi\(a\) (sru)kalyñ(e) 18}
‘... he tries to free [his] mind from the body; for other births, he settles [his] fear for old age; and manifestly he sees old age up to death.’
\end{quote}

The situation in Tocharian A is still worse, the following being the best passage.

A\textsuperscript{3}A\textsuperscript{4}\textsuperscript{3}A\textsuperscript{2}

\begin{quote}
\textit{(ku\(v\)a)l \(p\a)\(t\) \(n\i\) enašłune mä \(k\aś\)\(t\)\(r\aś\) el essik ats sräńkä(t)} [18]\\
‘Or why do you prepare to give gifts ..., not paying attention to my command?’\textsuperscript{802}
\end{quote}

Malzahn (forth.b) discovered a possible causative to this verb, in a passage where again the correct translation is not obvious.

AS\textsuperscript{7}N\textsuperscript{a}3-4

\begin{quote}
\textit{śak pärkawänta pyapyai ailyięntse tuk-yaknesa sarkäśšalle} \cdot
‘The ten profits of donating flowers can be achieved [?] in this way.’\textsuperscript{803}
\end{quote}

With the few but nonetheless varied examples it is difficult to give a unified meaning of the verb – on the assumption that they actually belong together, of course. In my view, three of the examples above can be captured with an abstract ‘make good; put in order’. This sense is perfectly compatible with B107a1, where anything from ‘prepare’ to ‘put in order’ would do; in AS\textsuperscript{7}M ‘settle’ yields an acceptable translation, and it can easily be derived from ‘put in order’, ‘make right’; the example in AS\textsuperscript{7}N might be understood as ‘be organised; be fixed’. The most difficult is A\textsuperscript{3}A\textsuperscript{4}3, but if that clause is translatable as we have it (in fact, a crucial part may be lacking), ‘prepare’ in the sense ‘plan to’ is certainly an option; alternatively, one might think of ‘want; insist’ or ‘continue’.\textsuperscript{804}

\textsuperscript{800} AS6Ea1 särmaške wi sränken-ne \cdot is of no use.
\textsuperscript{801} Verse: metre 4 \(5\ 7\ (5\ 4+3)\).
\textsuperscript{802} Schmidt’s most recent translation (2008: 330) is not better, only more vague: “(Oder warum) läßt du es dir unter Mißachtung meines Befehls angelegen sein, eben dennoch Gabe zu geben?”.\textsuperscript{803} Perhaps we can compare Lévi (1932: 149; Sanskrit Mahākarmavibhāga 74) “Telles sont les dix qualités qu’on a si on donne une simple fleur.”
If the example in AS7N is judged particularly problematic, it could be argued that *sArkässälle* is not related, after all. However, there are independent arguments to take the other forms as nasal infixed presents, so that they must derive from a root *sArk-* in any case:

1) no non-present forms with an internal nasal are attested — such forms would prove that the nasal belonged to the root and not to a suffix;
2) a root *sränk-* is too “heavy”, both from a Proto-Indo-European and a Tocharian perspective — the only way to make it “light” again is to analyse the nasal as an infix;
3) the correspondence between TB {s(ə)ränk-} without final a and TA {sränkä-} with a final a is only regular if both are nasal infix presents.

Thus, if one wanted to exclude *sArkässälle*, this would automatically imply the existence of two roots *sArk-*.

As far as its form is concerned, the root *sArk-* is immediately reminiscent of *sArk-*. The latter verb is found in both languages, usually glossed as ‘excel, surpass’ (cf Thomas 1964: 149, 250, “über treffen”). Both TA *sArk-* and TB *sArk-* are completely regular sk-causatives without base verb, cf e.g. TB 3sg.mid.prt. *särkate*, prt.ptc.2 *sēširku*, -oš, and TA 3sg.mid.prs. *särkāstrā*, prt.ptc.2 *sāšārku*. If *sArk-* and *sArk-* are related, the latter must have been the causative to the former (see Winter 1980b: 555\textsuperscript{804}), but not on the synchronic level. That is, TB *sArkässälle* is probably the synchronic causative to TB *sArk-*: *sArk-* must be the old causative and *sArkässälle* a new one (for the initial palatalisation, cf 2.5.4, p 73). Semantically, the relationship between *sArk-* and *sArk-* can be understood as ‘make good’ versus ‘be good’ (i.e. ‘be better’). The problem with this comparison resides in the valency: the base verb *sArk-* is transitive, whereas the derived causative *sArk-* is intransitive. Without having a definite solution for this problem, I propose the following: all forms of *sArk-* are middle, which could have cancelled one actant;\textsuperscript{805} the fact that *sArk-* is transitive must have been caused by the nasal infix present. Unfortunately, it cannot be decided whether *sArk-* was derived from this nasal infixed transitive verb, or from yet another verb that was intransitive; in the latter case, the intransitive value of the causative would be easier to understand.

The Tocharian root *sArk-* has a probable etymology in Hitt. *šarku* ‘eminent, powerful’, *šarn(ı)n)*|k-*zi ‘compensate’, *šarkiške/a|-*zi ‘be good’ and Lat. *sarciō* ‘patch up, repair’ (LIV2: 536; Kloekhorst 2008b: 734-735, 736-737; originally Kronasser 1957: 127),

\textsuperscript{804} However, his “steigen lassen” for *sränk-* can be discarded. In a later article, he seems no longer to believe in a connection between *sränk-* and *sArk-*, which makes him abandon the connection with Hittite (1997: 189).

\textsuperscript{805} The only active form I know of is *šarkšām* IT524b2. As its context is fragmentary, *šarkšām* could actually be transitive.
which presuppose a root PIE *serk- (or *serk-).\textsuperscript{806} Probably, the root *serk- meant 'be good', which is directly reflected in Hitt. šarku and šarkiške/a-\textsuperscript{3i}. The Tocharian nasal present can be compared to the nin-infix present of šarni(n)k-\textsuperscript{3i}, which may reflect a Proto-Indo-European formation.\textsuperscript{807}

**secondary ňk-presents**

Since secondary ňk-presents are phonologically distributed, their explanation must involve a sound law. In view of the sound developments with nasal clusters, namely \(tn > n\) in Tocharian A and \(tn > nt, pn > nm\) in Tocharian B, the assumption of a metathesis of \(kn\) to \(nk\) is only natural. Questions to be addressed are:

1) do the two languages display the same outcome of the sound change;
2) why do we find ňk in Tocharian A and ňk in Tocharian B;
3) how should we explain the existence of na-presents to roots in -k;
4) why do we find na-present forms next to ňk-present forms in TB?

I will try to treat these questions, of which some are connected, systematically below.

sub 1) All instances are found with roots in -k, and in both languages roots in -tk are the most frequent. Thus, Tocharian A and B agree in a having undergone a sound change \(tkn > tnk\). Apart from -tk, we find -rk and -lk each once in both languages, and several instances of -sk in Tocharian A only. As I argued above, TA \(sr\̣ńkā\), TB \(sr\̣ńk\- might be old and need not be secondary. Although independent proof is not available, I am inclined to take -lk to be parallel to -rk: it is also isolated, and phonologically comparable. Consequently, there is no proof of metathesis after resonants. Tocharian A -sk is a different matter. It is conceivable that a metathesis

\textsuperscript{806} In view of the new interpretation of the meaning, Adams’ connection of TB \(sr\̣ńk\- with Gk. στραγγός ‘twisted’ (1999: 722), for which he assumes a development ‘twist’ > ‘whirl’ > ‘boil’, can be discarded.

\textsuperscript{807} Evidently, I cannot accept Schmidt’s connection with Lith. sėrgėti ‘guard’, Skt. sūṛkṣati ‘care about’ and Ofr. srengaid ‘pull’ (2008: 330). According to him, the semantic link between ‘pull’ and ‘care for’ is supported by the Tocharian B — Old Uyghur bilingual pair : sarkoy; tartsar : U5208a5. Although the reading is relatively clear, the interpretation is not — contrary to what Schmidt’s presentation suggests. The text consists of Tocharian B words followed by Old Uyghur equivalents, but it is not a dictionary: in a number of cases, the entries clearly belong together, forming a story. As long as the relationship between the different entries is not clarified, the interpretation of the word pairs remains uncertain. Schmidt correctly interprets sarkoy as a 3sg.opt., apparently of a subjunctive stem sōrka-, which would in fact fit the forms of sørk- given in the main text; and indeed, tartsar is a 3sg. conditional form of tart- ‘pull’ (Clauson 1972: 532). However, a translation ‘if he pulled’ for sarkoy is not in line with the other attestations of sørk-. As far as I can see, the only way the Tocharian and the Uyghur words can be matched, is to take tart- in one of its many extended meanings (among which ‘weigh; take; bring’), namely ‘procure, draw together’ (Clauson l.c.). Otherwise, I would consider sarkoy to stand for tsarkoy and take tart- to mean ‘suffer’ (Clauson 1972: 533). Of course, it cannot be completely excluded that there was a second verb sörka- meaning ‘pull, draw’.
4.6 3a-root subjunctive

$skn > snk$ was undone in Tocharian B, but since all nasal infix presents, including the original ones, were found with -$k$, it is also possible that the type was further regularised in Tocharian A.

sub 2) In Tocharian B, all $nk$-presents end -$nk$-, while in Tocharian A, all end in -$nka$- except $päyk$- and $läyk$- (which are synchronically no nasal presents); in both languages, all non-present stems end in -$ka$. Evidently, the lack of $a$ in TA $päyk$- and $läyk$- must be original since it is exceptional. Conversely, the regularity in the other verbs suggests analogical restructuring. In my view, a sound law whereby $kna$ would have become $nk$ is improbable. As alternative explanations, we could assume that a) $nk$-presents were lined up with the original nasal infix verbs in $nk\theta$ in Tocharian B, b) another sound law is responsible for the change of $nka$ to $nk\alpha$, c) some verbs originally had no root-final -$a$ ($^*na < ^*nu$-) and this type was generalised in Tocharian B, or d), as a variant of c), the type originally had $nk$ throughout, but root-final $a$ was generalised on the basis of the other stems in Tocharian A. In view of the regularity of the type, option c) can be discarded; d) is not very likely either because $tk$-verbs originally had no root-final $a$, so that it was most probably introduced at once and in all stems. For b), the only sound law I can think of is the reduction of $a$ to $a$ in post-tonic position, preceding a heavy syllable (4.4.6, p 398). Although all $nka$ were found in post-tonic position, there were not many forms where it was followed by a heavy syllable; notably, not more than in any other paradigm in -$a$. If b) offers no solution, the only remaining option is a), although it is disquieting that the number of original nasal infix verbs is so small. Nevertheless, they clearly formed a type and there was no other comparable type, which made the new $tnk$-type liable to influence.

sub 3) (exclusive) na-presents to roots in -$k$ are not infrequent at all in either language. However, most of these have simple -$k$, not a $k$-cluster: these verbs need not concern us here (TB $pây\theta$ka- is no counterexample because it must be old). The same reasoning can be applied to roots in -$rk$, as there is no proof that $rk\theta n$ was ever metathesised to $rn\theta k$. This rids us of the only remaining example in Tocharian A, {tärnä-} to tärkä- 'let go', and of {kärkna-} 'rob', {tärkna-} 'let go' and {tärkna-} 'torment' in Tocharian B. In Tocharian B, there is one na-present form to a $tk$-verb without nasal infix forms next to it, 3pl. ipf. latkanoyenč- 'they stripped you', but we may safely assume that those nasal infix forms are not attested by chance. Two Tocharian B verbs in -$sk$ remain: {plaskan\-} 'think' and {mr\-askan\-} 'feel weary'. For the discrepancy between Tocharian A and B in $sk$-verbs, I refer to point 1) above, and to 4.6.10 (p 450) below.

sub 4) The variation of Tocharian B $nk$-present forms with na-present forms has no clear chronological distribution (Peyrot 2008a: 144-145), and I am unable to see any morphological difference between forms with -$nk$- and the ones with -$na$-. Therefore, if one would want to argue that the metathesis of $tkn$ to $tnk$ took place only in some forms of the paradigm, so that both metathesised and original forms could survive, this is impossible to prove. Consequently, I opt for the simplest solution, that is, all na-forms result from secondary restoration of the na-suffix.
Evidently, as soon as some na-forms had been created, the difference could be used for all kinds of ends, including metrical purposes.

**Conclusion**

As shown above, at least three nasal infix presents with root-final -k are original: paýk- ‘write’, lāyk- ‘wash’ and sərk- ‘make good’. Their archaic character is not only implied by the isolated root structure in Tocharian (with a single root-final -k or -rk) and by the unique gradation pattern of paýk- and lāyk-, but additionally by comparative evidence of Indo-European. Conversely, most other nasal infix presents are certainly secondary, resulting from a sound change that affected a subset of na-presents to roots in -k. The ñk-presents to roots in -tk inevitably arose by sound change, whereas for roots in -sk the evidence is contradictory: either they came about by sound change, or the nasal infix type eventually spread to these roots by analogy.

My investigation of the ñk-presents has revealed no special connection with the Proto-Indo-European perfect; instead, it seems that as a type, ñk-presents reflect Proto-Indo-European nasal presents, just like na-presents. There is no comparative evidence suggesting that the grading subjunctive corresponding to TA {kāṭ-m-kā-}, TB {kāṭ-m-k-} ‘cross’ as attested in TA 3sg. katkaś {katkaś}, 3pl. kāṭkeņc {kātkā-nc}, or TB 2sg. kātkat {kātka-t}, inf. katkatsi {kātka-t-iōy} reflects a Proto-Indo-European perfect.

### 4.6.5 Root Aorist

The Tocharian nasal presents correspond to a root preterite with root-final -a. In addition, this preterite is characterised by palatalisation of palatalisable initials, in Tocharian B in the whole active and in Tocharian A in the singular of the active; the remaining forms have no palatalisation. As the palatalisation must have spread secondarily in Tocharian B, and the a-grade active plural forms of Tocharian A are secondary, too (see below, 4.6.7, p 446), the original paradigm must have had palatalisation only in the active singular: act.sg. *carka-, act.pl. and mid. *tarka-. As noted already by Pedersen, this alternation must go back to the *e : Ø gradation of the Proto-Indo-European root aorist, whereas the characteristic root-final -a of the Tocharian preterite reflects the root-final laryngeal of Proto-Indo-European set-roots (1941: 185). Although direct comparative evidence for this derivation is scarce (cf. already Pedersen l.c.), the explanation of the pattern as such is generally accepted (cf. especially Schmidt 1982: 368-371; further, e.g. Pinault 2008: 597-598; Kim 2009: 14-16).

Thus, if we adhere to tarka- as the example verb, the active singular reflects *terkH- and the other forms *trkH-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th></th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.act.</td>
<td>*carka-</td>
<td>&lt; *terkH-</td>
<td>sg.mid.</td>
<td>*tarka-</td>
<td>&lt; *trkH-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.act.</td>
<td>*tarka-</td>
<td>&lt; *trkH-</td>
<td>pl.mid.</td>
<td>*tarka-</td>
<td>&lt; *trkH-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 ə|a-root subjunctive

Unfortunately, the root aorist of this verb is not directly attested elsewhere, and the same is true of many other verbs. Nevertheless, some examples of correspondences can be adduced: TB 3sg. ēcama ‘stood (up)’ ~ Skt. aor. āstambhit ‘supported’ < *(h,e-)stembhH-t (LIIV: 595); TB 3sg. sata (2sg. stasta) ‘strew’ ~ Gk. ēkēdēosa (with usual replacement by the σ-aorist; LIIV: 550) < *(h,e-s)kēdh₂t-t; TA 3sg.mid. musāt ‘lifted up’ ~ Ved. 2pl.sbj.mid. mōsāthā ‘you will rob’ from a stem *m(e)usH- (LIIV: 445).

The fact that exact correspondences are relatively few, even compared to the small number of nasal presents with direct matches, is partly due to remodellings or loss of the root aorist in other Indo-European languages, but most of all to the regularisations at the basis of the Tocharian pattern. Although the origins of the nasal present type and the root aorist type are evident, both have spread beyond their original domains: nasal presents have been uniformised to a na-type with ə|a-roots. That is to say, in many verbs the root-final -a is not the reflex of a root-final laryngeal, at least not a direct one: it is a feature of the root concomitant with the na-present.

Nevertheless, the pattern is clear: Tocharian nasal presents continue Proto-Indo-European nasal presents, and the corresponding root preterites continue root aorists. This origin is suggested first of all by structural parallels between Tocharian and Proto-Indo-European, but additionally by comparative evidence. Importantly, there is no special link with the Proto-Indo-European perfect other than the gradation pattern and the initial accent; indeed, it is not easy to fit the perfect in the neat correspondence to a well-known Proto-Indo-European type of nasal presents and root aorists (see Strunk 1967).

4.6.6 TRANSFER

As pointed out above in 4.6.1 (p 430), the parallelism between the grading ə|O- and ə|a-root subjunctives can hardly be explained without recourse to analogical spread from one category to the other. Since the gradation of the ə|O-root subjunctive can be accounted for including its stem pattern, whereas that of the ə|a-root subjunctive cannot, the spread must have proceeded from the former to the latter. In this section, I will try to give an answer to the question how and why this transfer may have happened.

First of all, such a transfer was phonologically possible. It is usually said that the e : ə gradation of the ə|O-root subjunctive must show reflexes of Proto-Indo-European *ə and O grade because there is no initial palatalisation. As shown in 4.5.3 (p 408), the e : ə gradation in the Tocharian s-preterite reflects pre-Tocharian *e̞ and *ə grade, i.e., projected to Proto-Indo-European, *e̞ and O grade. If the same grades are assumed for the ə|O-root subjunctive, no more than simple levelling of the unpalatalised initial is needed to account for the e : ə gradation without initial palatalisation. Phonologically, a transfer of this gradation to ə|a-roots needs no further patchwork. It is the most economical to assume that the unpalatalised initial was levelled in the
$\partial|O$-subjunctive while the gradation type spread to $\partial|a$-roots only afterwards, and this is what I think happened. However, even if one had to assume that the gradation transfer preceded the palatalisation levelling, the latter could have taken place independently in the two grading subjunctives.

An important matter is why the gradation type should have spread to exactly the category where we find it. Here I think the answer must be sought in a combination of morphological and semantic properties. As shown by Winter (1980a), $na$-presents and the corresponding grading subjunctives, including subjunctives with initial accent, are predominantly transitive. The same has been claimed for $s$-presents by Hackstein (1995). Of course, $s$-presents do not only combine with grading root subjunctives, but also with $\partial/e$-subjunctives, yet both types are predominantly transitive: although, e.g. $plaw$- ‘glide’ is intransitive, most others are transitive indeed. Thus, the semantic link between the two root-subjunctives may have been transitivity. The importance of this semantic property in the Tocharian verbal system has been amply demonstrated by Winter in the article referred to above; consequently, it is very plausible that certain regularisations have taken place on the basis of this feature.

Morphologically, the two types are closely connected as well: they are both root subjunctives, the only difference being the root type, i.e. $x|\partial$ or $x|a$. Although this is a clear formal link between the two categories, it is not exclusive: $e$- and $o$-presents also form root subjunctives. Why these root subjunctives did not shift to the same grading type at first (the spread of the grading type in Tocharian A is clearly secondary compared to its restricted distribution in Tocharian B) may be due to one or more of several reasons: they belong to a different morphological type, with different presents and slightly different preterites; they are intransitive instead of transitive; and they are recent.

Although $e$- and $o$-presents are commonly termed “base verbs” or “Grundverbe”, they are secondarily derived intransitives, at least for a large part (Winter e.g. 1961: 92; 1990c: 2535). This must be the reason why they have no initial palatalisation in the preterite and no gradation in the subjunctive, as convincingly argued by Kim (2009). Winter observed that transitive root preterites have initial palatalisation whereas intransitive ones have not, while transitive root subjunctives have gradation and initial accent, unlike intransitive ones (1980a). In itself correct, this formulation is a reversal of what happened historically: as recent creations, $e$- and $o$-presents lacked these morphological distinctions, and because they were intransitive, morphological distinctions could be reanalysed as markers of transitivity. Thus, $e$- and $o$-presents have no grading subjunctive because their subjunctives are secondary. Conversely, gradation spread from $\partial|O$-root subjunctives to $\partial|a$-root subjunctives at an earlier stage, when it was still a productive marker. Only after the break-up of Proto-Tocharian, the grading type was further generalised in Tocharian A, reaching the bulk of derived intransitives as well (on isolated instances of the same development in Tocharian B, see 4.6.8, p 447); however, the initial palatalisation of the root preterite remained restricted to its original domain, so that we
find intransitive grading preterite-subjunctives without initial palatalisation, like TA 3sg.sbj. *kalkas* ‘(s)he will go’, 3sg.prt. *kalk* ‘(s)he went’.

The question why the grading subjunctive spread to *a*-roots reaches the limits of the verifiable. The essential point is whether the grading subjunctive replaced another type of subjunctive or not, which touches upon the prehistory of the Tocharian subjunctive as such. If there was no subjunctive before, the grading subjunctive must have been introduced on the basis of the root preterite. For some reason, a distinction between present and subjunctive was deemed necessary also for this category – since the type spread from *a* roots, we may assume that the category “subjunctive” already existed. If there was a subjunctive before, the problem is that we do not know what it looked like. The simplest assumption is that it was a preterite stem with present endings, or, in other words, a second present from a shorter stem; which is, in fact, how the Tocharian subjunctive can still be described. It is this assumption that I will elaborate upon below, realising that it is just one of many possibilities.

With *tarka* ‘let go’ as an example, the Proto-Tocharian inflexion of the *a*-root preterite was *carka* in the active singular and *tarka* in the middle, as attested by both languages. They diverge in the active plural: we find {carká-} in Tocharian B, and {tark-} in A. As argued below, the Proto-Tocharian active plural stem form was *tarka-*. If the stems of the “second present” and the preterite were identical, the paradigms could have been:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>act.sg.</th>
<th>prs.</th>
<th>prt.</th>
<th>act.pl.</th>
<th>prs.</th>
<th>prt.</th>
<th>mid.sg.</th>
<th>prs.</th>
<th>prt.</th>
<th>mid.pl.</th>
<th>prs.</th>
<th>prt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>carka-</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>mə?</td>
<td>mə</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>mar</td>
<td>ay</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>mər</td>
<td>mə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>carka-</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>sta</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>cə</td>
<td>sə</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>tay</td>
<td>tay</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>cvər</td>
<td>cvə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>carka-</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>tr</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>tarka-</td>
<td>ntr</td>
<td>nte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If such or similar paradigms ever existed, they contained few internal problems: most forms are neatly distinct because of the endings. Of course one might further speculate that quite a few of the middle endings were identical at an earlier stage because they show the results of heavy restructurings (see 4.2.3-4.2.5, p 349), but the introduction of the grading subjunctive stem would never have remedied that, as it was not different from the preterite at all in the middle (the same is true of the possibly identical ipl. *tarkama*). The only subset where the grading subjunctive could have been useful is the active singular, since this is where it made the subjunctive different from the preterite. Indeed, we find some homophonous forms there: the 3sg. subjunctive and preterite and the 2sg. subjunctive. The latter may have received its ending -t at an early stage, as it is attested in both Tocharian A and B, but the first two must have been homophonous at any rate, since the Ø-ending is still attested in the Tocharian B optative. Possibly, the ambiguity in the 3sg. was sufficient reason, as it is the most frequent and strongest form. Here, the introduction of gradation could have had a high remedial impact: the difference between a 3sg.sbj. *terka*-Ø and a 3sg.prt. *carka*-Ø would have been sufficiently marked.
4.6.7 Preterite Plural

An old problem of Tocharian historical grammar is the stem variant of the preterite plural forms of Tocharian A ālā-root presents. Instead of the expected ā-grade we find a-grade without preceding palatalisation, i.e. krasar ‘they knew’ vs TB šārsāre. Evidently, a simple Tocharian B paradigm without gradation and with palatalisation throughout the active, i.e. 3sg. šārsa [šārsā-Ø] and 3pl. šārsāre [šārsā-re], could hardly have been replaced by a paradigm like that in Tocharian A with 3sg. šārš and 3pl. krasar, even if there had been a good model: there is simply no motivation for such an irregularisation. On the other hand, most scholars are reluctant to project the Tocharian A forms back to the proto-language (cf e.g. Pedersen 1941: 185), since this would ultimately result in reconstructing Proto-Indo-European o-grade without comparative evidence.

In my view, the correct solution has been put forward by Jasani (1983: 55-57; accepted by Pinault 1989: 147-148). According to him, the Tocharian A pl. stem is secondary, analogically formed after the singular of the accompanying grading subjunctive: sbj.sg. krasa-, sbj.pl. kārsā-: prt.sg. krasā-, prt.pl. X, X = krasa-. I suppose that the reason why Jasani’s explanation has not found general acceptance is on the one hand that the kind of analogy proposed was considered unusual, and on the other that a good motivation was wanting. Although I cannot improve on the model as such, a motivation for Jasani’s development can actually be offered.

As I have shown in 2.5.2 (p 56), the synchronic functional load of the prt. stem form krasa- is very high: it distinguishes its 1pl. krasamās from the 1pl.sbj. kārsāmās, its 2pl. krasas from the 2pl.ipv. pkārsās, and its 3pl. krasar from the sg.mid.ipv. pkārsār. The essence of my argument is simple: since it solves so many potential problems through the prevention of stem merger, this stem variant is likely to be a solution to these problems. The forms it would merge with all have the stem variant krasā- (surfacing as kārsā-), which is exactly the form we would expect in the plural of the preterite on etymological grounds. Since on the one hand it could not have had the same solution value if the stem form of the plural had been šārsā- before, and, on the other, there had been no need whatsoever to replace a stem like šārsā-, the pre-form of the preterite plural must have been of the type krasā- or kārsā-. Thus, the number of preterite stem variants in Proto-Tocharian is reduced to two, as the same kārsā- was already attested for the middle paradigm; the spread of the palatalised initial in Tocharian B is of course trivial.

Although it is not completely excluded that the spread of the palatalised variant in Tocharian B occurred after the introduction of the full grade form, in this case kārsā- or the like, such a scenario is extremely implausible. First of all, such a

808 Although Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 368) list only 3pl. forms, with one 2pl. form restored with a question mark, tsaramās A34722 proves that the 1pl. and 2pl. were parallel to the 3pl., not to the singular (Schmidt 1974: 50-51; Malzahn 2009: 64).
scenario contains two heavy restructurings instead of only one. Second, Tocharian B seems to have been much more tolerant towards ambiguous forms than Tocharian A (see 2.5.2, p 56) so that one may ask whether such a reparation of contrasts should have taken place altogether. Third, the subjunctive and the preterite are in Tocharian B also distinguished by a difference in initial accent for the subjunctive stem and suffix accent for the preterite stem (although admitted in some cases the accent alone appears not to be sufficiently distinctive). Therefore, the a-grade of the Tocharian A plural cannot be used to explain phenomena also found in Tocharian B; at least such explanations should address the problem of the age of that stem variant: in the end, it is definitely secondary, as already shown by Jasanoff.

4.6.8 E-PRESENTS

Occasionally, we find grading subjunctives next to e-presents, apparently a deviation from the more widespread pattern of grading subjunctives next to nasal presents. Whereas the number of instances is small in Tocharian B, there are quite a number of verbs with this pattern in Tocharian A, if grading preterites are taken as an indication of grading subjunctives, too.

In Tocharian B, we find srawka- ‘die’ with a present {srawké-} and a grading subjunctive {srˤ/srawka-}; tšnka- ‘rise’ with a present {tšenke-} and a grading subjunctive {tšā/snka-}; lwa- ‘send’ with a present {lewe-} and a grading subjunctive {lā/swa-}; and mrsa- ‘forget’ with a present {marsé-} and a grading subjunctive {mā/mrsa-}. As these verbs all have exceptional initial accent in the subjunctive, we could perhaps add nwa- ‘roar’ with a present {ňewe-} and a subjunctive {nůwa-}. In 4.7.4 (p 462), I argue that the e-grade e-presents {ňewe-}, {lewe-} and {tšenke-} might belong or have come to belong to the klap-type, their e-present being a secondary replacement of an earlier ʰl-/-č-present.

We are then left with mrsa- ‘forget’ and srawka- ‘die’. The verb for ‘forget’ is a striking member of the e-present class because it is transitive, unlike most other e-presents. While Winter dismisses mœsé- as an innovation for the nasal present attested with Tocharian A 3pl. mœsneč (1980a: 430), he has correctly shown that it is the Tocharian B form that is strange, so that one must have a good reason to take it as an innovation; no such reason is offered by Winter. Rather, we must credit Klingenschmitt (1982: 127) for having observed that the Tocharian A form (a hapax legomenon) is in fact uncertain, and for pointing out that the Armenian nasal present mœranam ‘forget’ is secondary (l.c.), contrary to what Winter argues. The only way out seems to assume that mœsé- owes its e-suffix to its semantic “middle” properties: just like ‘break’, ‘forget’ denotes an event that takes place all by itself, without influence of an agent.809

809 This was argued by Ilja Seržants (now Bergen, Norway) in a lecture at the 2008 Fachtagung of the Indogermanische Gesellschaft in Salzburg.
Thus, there is nothing “wrong” with the e-presents of morsa- ‘forget’ and srōwka- ‘die’: there is no reason to assume that they represent recent innovations. Consequently, we are forced to take their grading subjunctives as analogical after the regular transitive grading subjunctive. Perhaps it was first a transitive verb like ‘forget’ that was affected by this change, while srōwka- followed.

In Tocharian A, the situation is different altogether. Whereas initial palatalisation seems to correlate systematically with transitive nasal presents (Winter 1980a), gradation has spread beyond its original domain. Not only has the full grade spread to the preterite plural, the grading type has become the standard ā/ā-root preterite-subjunctive type, on the evidence of such a large number of intransitive a-present verbs: trāyk- ‘be confused’, tśālp- ‘be freed’, mlōwsk- ‘escape’, lāyt- ‘fall off’, wātk- ‘be separated’, wāyk- ‘dwindle’, sāyk- ‘overflow’, sātk- ‘spread’, spānt- ‘trust’.

4.6.9 NASKə2/e-present

Whereas Sieg, Siegling and Schulze had kept Tocharian A nāsə/sa-formations (1931: 357-358, class 8) strictly separate from nāsə/sa-presents (p. 361-362, class 10), they are heaped together in the Elementarbuch (Krause and Thomas 1960: 214). This is extremely unfortunate because they are not only different phonologically: their stem patterns have nothing in common either. naskə2/e-presents (to take a Proto-Tocharian notation) and the frequent na-subjunctives beside them are often adduced to prove that many Tocharian subjunctives are old presents, with new presents created next to them (e.g. Jasanoff 2003: 161). In itself the observation is correct, but it is a serious misrepresentation of the reality of Tocharian verbal patterning: all these verbs have something strange. In this way, the verbs in question give a salient warning that their pattern is recent; indeed, there are so many irregularities that the existence of the whole type can be doubted.

The reason why the type arose was not the lack of an original subjunctive, or the relegation of the present to the subjunctive because of a newly created present. The essence is that there were troubles with the regular type, which called for the recharacterisation of the present, the subjunctive, or both.

In three verbs, the irregularities can be claimed to be of Proto-Tocharian date: TB pəknaəgə/ske- and TA pāknə/a/sə- ‘intend’, TB yəknaəgə/ske- and TA yēknə/a/sə- ‘be careless’, and TB yəmnəgə/ske- and TA yōmnə/a/sə- ‘reach’. All these verbs have remarkable na-subjunctives. ‘reach’ is a special case because in that verb almost everything is irregular; it is discussed in detail in 4.3.7 (p 372). The other two, pəkna- and yəkna-, do not only rhyme, they are also the only two verbs with the aberrant nāsə-optative in Tocharian A. I do not know how these two verbs acquired a na-subjunctive and the corresponding present, but I suppose that since they form a pair, one of the two verbs is analogical after the other. In order to account for the fact that the na-suffix came to adopt subjunctive function, I would assume that the verbs were originally present-subjunctives that shifted to the na-present class. As the need was felt to split the present-subjunctive in a present and a subjunctive, the na-formation
became the subjunctive and a new present was created beside it. The reasons for the shift to the na-class are unclear to me; the best I can think of is adaptation to *polskna- ‘think’, which is formally and semantically close to *pakna-. From there, *yokna- could have been affected. I consider it less likely that the two presents *pakna- and *yokna- preserve something old: the former has only a doubtful etymology in PIE *spek- ‘watch’ (Adams 1999: 369; LIV2: 575-576), the latter a reasonable one in Lat. *egeō ‘lack’, which reflects PIE *h₇e̞ĝ(H̑)- (Adams 1999: 494; LIV2: 231), but neither of them offers an explanation for the peculiar stem formation of the Tocharian verbs.

In Tocharian A there is one more example of uncertain value: yārnā/sa- ‘bathe’. A nasal formation to this verb seems ascertained by the fragmentary line sāt wāryo yārnā//: THT1154a3 ‘wash with hot water’; the only other form is inf. yā(ρ)āssi A227/8a2, where exactly the nāh/a-sa-suffix is restored. However, there are not so many possibilities, as a form with a single r would have been subject to syncope (**yrawsi), and it is very doubtful whether we should posit a form with double rr if there are no parallels for that cluster, while we actually have yārnā//: attested (pace Hackstein 1995: 318). The solid etymology with Hittite ārrl ‘wash’ (which together with the Tocharian points to *h₇erhi-) offers no explanation for the possible nasal formation of yārā-.

In Tocharian B, we further find the following instances: kārnā/ske- ‘deal’, kalla/ske- ‘bring’, and perhaps torra/ske- ‘appease’ (yet another probable case, mollā/ske- ‘oppress’, is discussed in 4.7.1, p 455). In all verbs, the na/ske-present was formed when the root or the suffix of the original formation became obscured.

In all non-present stems, Tocharian B kāla- (prs. kālā/ske-) corresponds perfectly to Tocharian A kālā- (prs. källä-), a regular na-present with grading subjunctive and so on. Both languages show assimilation of the cluster ln in the na-present, but apparently the geminate could function as a present marker in Tocharian A, whereas the present needed to be recharacterised in Tocharian B. The obvious present marker was -s/ske- and the ll-geminate was downgraded to an irregularity without specific morphological function.

With torra/ske- and mollā/ske-, the same principle has probably been at work, but here exact Tocharian A correspondents are unfortunately lacking. If the meaning of torra/ske- is approximately correct, it may be related to Hitt. taranzi ‘they speak’ and Lith. tariu, tartyti/ tarty ‘say’, Russ. torotórít ‘prattle’ and go back to a PIE *tēr-(LIV2: 630; Vasmer 1953-58: III, 126); unfortunately, the Tocharian nasal formation has no parallels.

In the case of kārnā/ske-, it was not the suffix that was obscured, but the root, cf. the prt. kūryā-, the prt.ptc. kūryau, and e.g. kūryortau ‘merchant’ (TA kuryart ‘id’). The lack of y in the prs. kārnā/ske- and the sbj. kārnā- shows that it was somehow lost between r and n; probably, the original subjunctive was *kūrya- (or even grading *kūya- ~ *kūya-) with a present kōrna-. The preference to match the roots of both formations led to the spread of the present root kōrna- (with its present-n) to the subjunctive, which called for a new present kārnā/ske-. In any case, the na-present reflected in the TB sbj. kārnā- is likely to be old, as the nasal present is well attested.
in other Indo-European languages: Ved. krįnåti ‘buys’, OIr. crenaid ‘id’, OW prinit ‘id’ and e.g. ORuss. krenju, krenju ‘buy’ all go back to a PIE *kʷri-n(e)-h₂- (LIV: 395-396).

To conclude, in spite of the undoubtedly Proto-Tocharian subjunctives *pokna- and *yəkna-, the system of na-subjunctives and na²e²/ške-present is marginal and secondary at all events. The pattern is no proof of the allegedly secondary character of the Tocharian present system as such. If anything, it proves that on the synchronic level the contrast between the present and the subjunctive was essential: it could be repaired or recharacterised even at the cost of the match between the subjunctive and the preterite stem.

4.6.10 OTHER PRESENTS

There are two classes that seem to have something to do with nasal presents, but synchronically they are clearly different: the derived nñ₃/ₑ-present in Tocharian B and zero ålā-root presents in Tocharian A. Whereas I have found no systematic treatment of the latter, the former have been discussed in great detail by Hilmarsøn (1991b). The reason to discuss the first type here is that it contains a nasal, and, what is much more important, there are some correspondences with regular Tocharian A nasal presents. Inclusion of the second type can only be argued for in an indirect way: it shows some correspondences with Tocharian B nñ₃ₑ-present, and prt.-sbj. pälːa-~ prs. pälla- ‘praise’, which displays a geminate ll, probably from ln, fits actually only here.

Tocharian B nñ₃/ₑ-present

An overview of the relevant Tocharian B type is found in 2.7.9 (p 136); careful and detailed discussions of the pattern and individual forms can be found in Hilmarsøn (1991b: 77-82). The verbs in question are: kask- ‘scatter’, klæntʰ- ‘sleep’, nøytt- ‘break down’, mont- ‘destroy’, mayw- ‘tremble’, rás- ‘stretch’, wask- ‘move’, and tøyk- ‘form’. Whereas kask- and nøytt- have no attested Tocharian A cognate, klæntʰ-, rás- and wask- correspond to nasal presents: {klisnā}- ‘sleep’, {rásnā}- ipf. of ‘pull’, supposing a prs. {rāsnā}-, and {wās₃n-kā}- ‘move’. In addition, the prt.ptc. tsātseku ‘formed’, cognate of TB tøyk- ‘form’, could fit a nasal present, but the present is not attested. A clear match to the other Tocharian A type is offered by TB mont-, which corresponds to the Tocharian A prs. {māntā}-, as opposed to the prt.-sbj. {māntā}-.

Whereas the pattern of TB mayw- is not completely certain, its Tocharian A cognate prs. {me}-, prt.-sbj. probably {māywā}- is irregular, as the present shows no w.

Although there are only three etymological matches with Tocharian A nasal presents, it is striking that all three end in -s. In view of the gradation pattern of kask-, we can probably add this verb as well: it shares all relevant characteristics. If we further discard the verbs without Tocharian A cognate, namely nøytt- and tøyk-, and leave out mayw- because it is irregular, the statistics are clearly in favour of a connection with the nasal presents. Moreover, there is another argument: with
“regular” nasal presents, it was impossible to decide what happened to Tocharian B verbs in sk; possibly, they ended up here, for reasons still to be explored.

If this class has indeed started out as a subtype of normal nasal presents, the question is why it came about in the first place, and, naturally, how. In the case of sk-roots, there seems to be little wrong with a sequence snk or sənk, if that was the result of a metathesis of skn. However, it is possible that skn caused problems because it was not subject to metathesis. This is certainly true of some of the other verbs, like mənt-, which would certainly have lost its t in a combination like məntna-; likewise, problems will have arisen in kləmsna- or klən’sna- and probably in maywna-, too. Theoretically, there are many possibilities: in skn the k may have been lost, which made restoration necessary, one of the n’s of kləmsna- could have been dissimilated, or the w may have been lost in maywna-. With the small number of examples I dare not formulate sound laws to account for the class shift, but I consider it likely that something of this kind happened.

It is not much easier to pinpoint how the class arose. Because of the geminate ńń, it is unlikely that the new suffix simply developed out of the original one: there is no reason why, e.g. an ści-suffix should have been added to na or some variant of it, and such an extension would not have given the actual present marker. Therefore, the ńńści-suffix must have been taken over from somewhere else, probably the ńńści-denominatives, to provide a new present, or to mark the actual present in a better way. In this process, the root-final -a was apparently lost: we find kəska- etc in all stems, except in the present {kəskəńści}. It seems best to see in the disappearance of this a an instance of analogical removal; perhaps the ā came along with the present suffix. Otherwise, one would have to operate with the loss of ā by sound change as discussed in 4.4.6 (p 398). The latter solution is problematic because it requires initial accent, e.g. 3pl. kəskəńnen, whereas the actual accent is kəskəńnen, which makes it unverifiable.

**Tocharian A ā|ā-root present**

The Tocharian ā|ā-root present is a small category of poorly attested verbs. Whereas the existence of the type is absolutely certain, the appurtenance of several of its members is putative. The class is characterised by root-final ā throughout, and a difference between ā-grade in the root in the present versus ā-grade in the preterite-subjunctive. The verbs that I have assigned to this class (2.6.10, p 115) areprs. {pəywə-} ~ prt.-sbj. {pəywə-}* ‘blow’, prs. {plənkə-} ~ prt.-sbj. {plənkə-}* ‘pinch’, prs. {məntə-} ~ prt.-sbj. {məntə-} ‘hurt’, prs. {råpə-} ~ prt.-sbj. {råpə-} ‘dig’ (and possibly a homophonous rəpə- ‘make music’ next to it), and prs. {pəllə-} ~ prt.-sbj. {pəllə-} ‘praise’.

Because this type shows a remarkable similarity to the lyəka-type, discussed in 4.4.5 (p 395), it is perhaps convenient to point out the differences. In the first place, the lyəka-type has a present-subjunctive, whereas this type has a preterite-subjunctive – the make up of the stems is different. Second, the ā-grade of the lyəka-preterite goes together with initial palatalisation, of which there is no trace here. Third, the
preterite participles are completely different, as root vowel and root-final vowel are ə in both cases in the lyaka-type, but ā in both cases in this type. Fourth, whereas there is comparative evidence of nasal presents for this type, the lyaka-type has nothing to do with nasal presents at all.

Links with nasal presents are found in a couple of instances: māntā- corresponds to Tocharian B māntōnīře, rāpā- ‘dig’ corresponds to Tocharian B rapōna-, and pāllā- has a geminate ll, which points to earlier ln. Although pāywā- shows a remarkable structural similarity to TB māywa-, the verbs pattern in partly different ways and their exact relationship is difficult to evaluate. The two remaining verbs plānkā- and rāpā- ‘make music’ have no Tocharian B cognate and can be left aside for the moment.

Thus, there is a clear comparative link with nasal presents, even though the statistics do not tell much with such a small number of verbs. The idea that the type has something to do with nasal presents is further strengthened by the fact that the explanation of the attested forms is straightforward. A nasal present like *māntnā—should certainly have become *mānnā- or *mānā-, where restoration of the root would have resulted in the attested māntā-. For pāllā-, the derivation has already been given above: this stem can have developed from *pālnā- by sound change only. rāpā- is a bit more difficult because it concerns a cluster not otherwise known to be problematic in Tocharian A, but on the basis of Tocharian B developments, we may suppose that *rāpnā- became *rāmnā- or the like; here, too, reparation of the root must have yielded the attested rāpā-. In spite of the lack of comparative evidence, the derivation of plānkā- is easy: *plānnā- could certainly not have survived as such. If the k was lost, the result being *plānnā- or *plānnā-, it is restoration of the root which would again give us the attested present stem.

Although it is irregular synchronically, Tocharian B pōlla- ‘praise’ fits this type perfectly; it must derive from pōlna- (on the spread of the a-grade, see directly below).

gradation

Peculiar to both the Tocharian B ūnīře-presents and the Tocharian A ālā-root presents is the widespread a-grade outside the present stem. In view of the grading preterite-subjunctive stem of kask-, with a subjunctive active singular kaska- and kaskā- for the other subjunctive forms and the whole preterite, it is likely that the type originally followed the normal gradation pattern of nasal presents. In the bulk of the verbs, we find a different pattern, namely ə-grade in the present and a-grade elsewhere. This split must have been caused by the irregular behaviour of the present stem: once that stem was isolated, the other stems were lined up as one non-present stem. This explains the gradation of prs. māntā- vs prt.-sbj. māntā- in Tocharian A as well as that of prs. waskōnīře vs prt.-sbj. waska- in Tocharian B. The same development must have taken place in 'write', where we find prs. TB piṅkāṁ, TA piktra vs prt. TB paika, TA pekat. Here we see that phonological problems in nasal
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presents have laid the basis for the creation of completely new types such as the äljä-root present in Tocharian A.

4.7 E-GRADE PRESENTS

In both languages, there are a couple of verbs that form an 's/e-present with e-grade in the root (Tocharian A a-grade). The prime interest of these verbs for the study of the subjunctive is this e-grade itself, its relationship to initial palatalisation, and the different subjunctive and preterite formations that are found beside it. The relevant verbs display an impressive range of rare morphological alternations and irregularities; in addition, some split-off verbs show that the alternation patterns were felt to be (too) isolated.

In Tocharian B, we can distinguish three main types on the basis of the subjunctive and preterite stems:

1) preterite-subjunctive in -a, but not formed from the present: the root-final consonant is not palatalised and e in the root is affected by a-mutation, e.g. prs. klep*/e- ‘touch’, prt-sbj. klapa-. A subtype with grading preterite-subjunctive is proved by 3sg.sbj. pānmañ ‘will stretch’ vs prt.ptc. pānnau*.

2) a present-subjunctive with a secondary preterite, attested with certainty only for prs.-sbj. klew*/e- ‘hear’, prt. klewšā;

3) a s|Ø-preterite-subjunctive, e.g. prs. ce*/ke- ‘touch’, subj. t*/k-, prt. teksa-. Types 1 and 2 are also found in Tocharian A, but type 3 is not attested with the same patterns; it must be noted, however, that the cognates of the Tocharian B verbs of the third type are poorly attested, so that perhaps the type is not attested by chance.

Type 1 consists of the following verbs (all Tocharian B unless explicitly noted): klep- ‘touch’, tresk- ‘chew’, pōnn- ‘stretch’ with TA pānw- ‘id’, mens- ‘be sad’. Only on the basis of Tocharian A, we can perhaps add wal- ‘cover’ (Tocharian B wala-), and for structural reasons one could compare Tocharian A nas- ‘be’ and its prt.ptc. nāntsū, which fits to a preterite **{nāsā-} (2.6.9, p 110). The inflexion of TB mel- ‘oppress’ and TA malw- ‘id’ is not completely clear, but the verb could belong to type 1 because of TB stems malla-, which are from another verb synchronically. The addition of cepy- ‘tread on’ (?) remains very uncertain.

As remarked above, type 2 is with certainty represented by TB klews-, TA klos- ‘hear’ only, but perhaps TB resk- ‘flow’ belongs here as well (for TB šewk-, see below).

Type 3 is in Tocharian B represented by kłonk- ‘doubt’, tāk- ‘touch’, tānk- ‘stop’, and plōtk- ‘increase, flow out’, and possibly şewk- ‘call’. On the basis of its inflexion in Tocharian A, we may further add TB wās-, TA wās- ‘dress’.

In addition there are some verbs from other classes that share some characteristics with the types discussed here, e.g. TA sparcwās ‘turns’.

Since there are many irregularities and uncertainties in all subtypes, they will be discussed in more detail below.
4.7.1 KLEP-TYPE

*klep-

Since Adams (1989: 242), the analysis of the Tocharian B verb klep- ‘touch’ has become quite straightforward: the present is \( \text{klep}^3/c^- \) in Tocharian B, and the other stems have the base \( \text{klapa}^- \): sbj. \( \text{klápa}^- \), prt. \( \text{klap}^- \). Next to this verb, there are a couple of other forms that could be related. First of all, \( \text{kalp}^- \) ‘steal’ can be compared, if the meanings can be united as ‘lay hand to’ (Adams 1989: 242; 1999: 172). \( \text{kalp}^- \) forms an \( ^3y \)-subjunctive \( \text{kalp}^3/y^- \), a derived preterite \( \text{kalp}^3/y^- \) and a preterite participle \( \text{kekalypos} \) B282ai without \( ^3y \)-suffix, but with palatalised \( l \), so that the original shape of the root was perhaps \( *\text{klap}^- \) with \( l \) (see also 4.8.1, p 469). On the other hand, a noun \( \text{klepe} \) ‘theft’ shows no palatalisation of \( l \). None of the above words has a cognate in Tocharian A, but, as argued by Adams (1989), TB \( \text{kálpa}^- \) ‘obtain’ could be related too, which is also very well attested in Tocharian A: \( \text{kálp}^- \). However, \( \text{kálpa}^- \) is a regular \( na^- \)-present which provides no new morphological information.

*tep-

None of the verbs is so uncertain as Tocharian B \( \text{tep}^- \). The only certain forms attested areprs.ptc. \( \text{cepyeman} \) andprs.ger. \( \text{ceppile} \), which point to a present stem \( \text{cepp}(\text{a})y^- \). An argument, though hardly sufficient in itself, to add \( \text{cepp}(\text{a})y^- \) to the group of presents under discussion is its \( e^- \)-grade. An additional problem is that the meaning is uncertain, probably something like ‘step on’ or ‘take place on’. It was Winter (2001: 134) who saw that Tocharian B \( \text{tappa}^- \), usually glossed ‘consume’ on the basis of Tocharian A \( \text{tápa}^- \) ‘eat’ (in suppletion with \( \text{swá}^- \)), but attested with only one form \( \text{táppom} \), can hardly mean ‘consume’. However, his solution to connect TB \( \text{täp}^- \) ‘proclaim’ (TA \( \text{täp}^- \) ) remains difficult as well, as it does not account for the root vocalism of \( \text{táppom} \), nor for its double pp, nor does it semantically make much sense. Perhaps \( \text{tappa}^- \) is related \( \text{cepp}(\text{a})y^- \) in some fashion, if the former means ‘take place; appear’ (see also 3.7.5, p 294), the latter could mean ‘take place on’.

*tresk-

Tocharian B \( \text{tresk}^- \) ‘chew’ is attested with only two different forms: a 3sg.prs. \( \text{tresšam} \) and a vn \( \text{träskalye} \), which point to a prs. \( \text{tre}^{ss}/ske^- \), a sbj. \( \text{trásk}^- \) and aprt. \( \text{trask}^- \)*. The stem \( \text{traska}^- \) is matched by Tocharian A, where we find aprt.ptc. \( \text{täträs(sku)} \) \( \text{tä-tráskä-w}^- \) and a 3sg. \( \text{tráskäs-äm} \) A4b4, which is probably a subjunctive. The shape of the Tocharian A present is unclear; if it followed a frequent pattern, we could expect e.g. \( \text{traskatär}^* \) or \( \text{träsänkä}^* \) (see Hackstein 1995: 180).
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*nès-

The pattern of TB nes-, TA nas- is very difficult to assess since it is the suppletive present to TB taka-, TA tākā- and no fully-fledged verb. However, the Tocharian A suppletion pattern is very unusual, as the preterite participle nāntsū is formed from the present root rather than the prt.-sbj. root; the regular preterite participle would probably have been **tākku from *tā-tākā-w. If such a **tākku had existed at a certain stage, it might have been replaced because of the kk for tk, but it is completely unclear why the new form would have been formed from the present, and why according to this rare pattern. The only conclusion can be that nāntsū was formed before nas- was merged with tākā-. Consequently, nāntsū need not have been formed to nas- directly, but it was probably made on the basis of an intermediate preterite *nāsā-.

*pənw-

TB pəmn- ‘stretch’ and TA pənw- ‘id’ point to an originally quite regular verb of the klep-type with gradation in the subjunctive, but due to sound changes, it was prone to derailments in Tocharian B. In Tocharian A, the present is a regular {pənwā/-a-}, and the 3pl.prt. pənwar with the prt.ptc. pənwo point to a sbj. {pənwā/-a-}, prt. {pənwā/-a-}. In Tocharian B, the subjunctive is also grading: sbj. {pənwā/-a-}, prt. {pənnā-}. Problems are found in the present, where we expect {peñā/-e-}, but we find a-grade in the 3sg. pənnaːn-m B253b2 and the 3pl.ιpf. pənnaːyem AS16.6Bb6. If the uncertain form pənna B429a5 is a 3sg.prt., it would show spread – without doubt secondary – of the palatalised ŋ to the preterite-subjunctive stem (with colouring of a to i before ŋ). Otherwise it could perhaps be another subjunctive form with a-grade; in other words, it could be a mistake for pənnaːm. Since the a-grades do not fit a system and there are no indications for grading present stems anywhere else, I suppose that the a-grade forms are secondary, apparently caused by the confusion resulting from the irregular relationship between the present peñ- with ŋ and the prt.-sbj. pənna- with nn.

*məlw-

A verb məlw- can only be arrived at through reconstruction. In Tocharian A, we only find a present {məlwā/-a-} ‘press’, and in Tocharian B a comparable situation with {məlwē/-e-} ‘grind’, but in both languages we find forms of other verbs that are obviously related. Useful discussions of the forms of the related verbs are those by Hackstein (1995: 316-317) and Adams (1999: 456-457, 462, 470). It appears that apart from the presents TA {məlwā/-a-} ‘press’ and TB {məlwē/-e-} ‘grind’ above, there is 1) a verb TB məllə- a.o. ‘oppress, disdain’ (here I follow Hackstein p 316 rather than
Adams p 457) with a prs. \{mála\^gs\sp{5}/sk\sp{e}-\}, a sbj. \{málla-\}, \textsuperscript{810} and possibly a prt.ptc. \textit{mamálu}, \textit{-a\^s}; \textsuperscript{811} a derived causative ‘deny, argue’ with a prs. \{mála\^gs\sp{5}/sk\sp{e}-\}, \textsuperscript{812} probably matched by \textit{mlásmār} A413b2 ‘I suppress’, which might be from a stem \{málla\^gs\sp{3}/sa\-\}.

It is usually assumed that the stems with \textit{ll} reflect a nasal present, but as far as the Tocharian B forms are concerned, older \textit{\^ll} would probably yield \textit{ll} as well. If so, it is attractive to take \textit{malla} as a split-off verb from an original \textit{mālw-}: the present must have been \textit{mélw\^2/\textit{c}}, while the preterite-subjunctive \textit{mélwa}- may have been of the grading \textit{p\textit{onw}}-type. The only problem with this assumption is that Tocharian A \textit{mlásmār} can hardly reflect a form with \textit{w} in the root. Perhaps it is not related at all: the context is so fragmentary that is difficult to exclude that it is rather the causative to \textit{mlamān} etc of another verb ‘overwhelm, be filled with’ (after Adams 1999: 456).

In any case, the combination of verb stems with and without root-final \textit{-w} is without inner-Tocharian parallels whatsoever, so that it is economical to derive all stems related to \textit{mélw\^2/\textit{c}} from exactly that stem.

\* \textit{mens-} \*

The verb \textit{mens}- ‘be sad’ is only attested in Tocharian B.\textsuperscript{813} Although the verb fits the type very well, there are some “superfluous” forms that indicate paradigmatic split. The present \{men\^gs\sp{5}/\textit{se}-\} is well attested (often as a translation of Skt. \\textit{śocate} ‘is sorrowful’), but – although it does not fit the \textit{klep}-type at all – \textit{menšimar} AS\textsubscript{5}Ba1 (Pinault 1990: 61, 65) can hardly be anything else than an optative, among all the optatives in the Udānastrītra. Likewise, both a regular subjunctive \{mánsa\-\} and a regular preterite \{mansá\-\} are attested (often with epenthetic \textit{t}, e.g. vn \textit{mántsaly\textit{n̄e}}), but an unexpected \textit{na}-present is found next to it: \{mansóna\-\}. Strictly speaking, therefore, we should set up two verbs: \textit{mansa}- with a \textit{na}-present and \textit{mens-} with an \'\textit{a|e}-present-subjunctive. Since no difference in meaning can be established and a split from an original prs. \textit{mens\^2/\textit{c}}, sbj.-ptc. \textit{mansa}– is easily imaginable, the subjunctive use of \{men\^gs\sp{5}/\textit{se}\-\} must be secondary, while the present \{mansóna\-\} can only be a recent creation.

\textbf{TB} \textit{mentsi} ‘sorrow’ is a noun in \textit{-i} derived from the stem \textit{mens-}, parallel to \textit{teki} ‘illness’ from \textit{tak-} ‘touch’ (stem variant \textit{tek-}.

\textsuperscript{810} Although the relevant form in B\textsubscript{3}6247 reads \textit{m\textit{āl}}- (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 237), the presence of a second consonant in the \textit{ak\textsuperscript{3}}ara is ascertained (as they have already indicated) and there is hardly any other option than \textit{<ll>}.

\textsuperscript{811} The relevant form in B\textsubscript{5}95\textsubscript{b}6 reads \textit{m(\textit{ə})\textit{m\textit{āl}}[\textit{]\v{\textit{a}}]\textit{\textit{\v{\textit{a}}}}\textit{\textit{\v{\textit{a}}}}(\textit{̝})} (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 88), but as correctly pointed out by Adams (1999: 456), such a form is unexpected.

\textsuperscript{812} For this stem, we would of course expect initial accent, but the forms are difficult to interpret.

\textsuperscript{813} There is a certain likeness with TA \textit{ms\textit{ār} ‘heavy’ and m\textit{āsrats ‘shy’}, but these words cannot be connected on formal grounds, since \textit{mens-} and \textit{mans-} would have yielded **\textit{mes-} and \textit{mans-} would become **\textit{mis-}; no form with \textit{-ns-} could have become \textit{m\textit{ās-}}.
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*wel-

Although the root is attested in both languages, there is effectively only one Tocharian A form that proves the appurtenance to the type under discussion: walyánt A29247 in (so)lāram pocićam akmalši mañ walyánt wār(tsi kāntu).\textsuperscript{814} As a part of the Maitreyasamitiṇaṭaka, act 26, this phrase is in Old Ugur rendered as MayH26.10[=B] b20-22 yetı otuzunč [b21] keṇ yadvi ylimčga yumšak kop yūz[b22]läg tilgānin örtgüči tilin körür ‘27th: he sees his broad, long and soft tongue, that can cover the whole wheel of his face’ (cf Geng, Klimkeit and Laut 1998: 62, 136). Thus, the Tocharian passage can be translated as ‘(the tongue) is broad, covering the whole moon of [his] face until ...’ (Couvreur 1946: 593). Consequently, walyānt, apparently an agent noun, must be from a present stem [wal-], rendered by OÜy. örtgüči ‘covering’.

All other forms are from stems based on wala-: Tocharian A with a prt. {wālā-}, presupposing an identical sbj., and Tocharian B with a sbj. {wāla-}, a prt. {walā-}, and a na-present {walānā-}. Even without considering the wala-forms, TA walyānt would point to an e-grade 3\textsuperscript{a}/e-present because of its a-grade, and the wala-forms suggest the klep\textsuperscript{b}/e ~ klapa- subtype. In spite of its rudimentary attestation, the Tocharian A verb may still have had this inflexion, whereas it was apparently replaced by the frequent na-present type in Tocharian B.

4.7.2 KLEWS-TYPE

As mentioned above, type 2 is ascertained for klew- ‘hear’ only. For this verb, a present-subjunctive *klews\textsuperscript{b}/e- can easily be reconstructed, as Tocharian B has a present-subjunctive. In Tocharian A, a secondary distinct nānā/sa-present has been created, but derived forms such as the inf. klyossi show that the direct present was a recent creation. It is unclear why the new present is formed with exactly this suffix, as it is not especially frequent; actually, this present-subjunctive pattern is further only found with ‘come’, prs. {kwegāmānā\textsuperscript{a}/sa} vs {sāmā\textsuperscript{a}/a-}. Perhaps the transfer was facilitated by the fact that both these verbs lack a “real” preterite, but have only an imperfect: {kwegāmā-}, {klosā-}. Further, phonologically difficulties in the more frequent present type e\textsuperscript{a}/sa- may have played their part: this suffix is only very rarely found after s or š.\textsuperscript{815} The e-vocalism in the root is only visible in a couple of forms, but nevertheless certain:

1) in archaic Tocharian B we find older eu-vocalism (Peyrot 2008a: 45);
2) the e-reduplication in the TB prt.ptc. keklyaušu and the a-reduplication in TA kaklyušu exclude a PT au-diphthong (witness TB kakraupau, prt.ptc. of kraup- ‘gather’ and TA kākropu);

\textsuperscript{814} Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 467) cite a second instance w(a)ly(ā)nt A151b2, which is not only reconstructed, but lacks any useful context too.

\textsuperscript{815} I could find only šārsāst ‘you let know’, tsās ‘(s)he provides’ and wārsās ‘(s)he breathes’.
3) TA kaklyuṣu shows reduction of o to u, which must be from *kekleuṣu through *kaklauṣu (cf. kākropu from *kakraupau through *kākrāupu; Winter 1994b: 412-413);
4) the privative enklyausätte* shows no a-affection (to **enklýausätte; Hilmársson 1991a: 110).

klews- is different from the other verbs because it forms a present-subjunctive and a secondary preterite TB [klewsá-], TA [klošá-]. There is another verb, TB klawa- ‘be called’, TA klāwā- ‘id’ (TB prs. {klowo-}), that is obviously somehow related, but because of the lack of the root-final s, klawa- cannot be compared with stems such as klapa- to klep- directly.

TB resk- ‘flow’ is only attested with present forms, so that we cannot be sure of its pattern. It may be parallel to klews-, but in fact type 1 is more frequent, so that perhaps a subjunctive-preterite raska- is slightly more likelier than a present-subjunctive ressa/sea- and a secondary preterite {ressá-}.

4.7.3 TÂK-TYPE

For type 3, I have found no evidence in Tocharian A, whereas in Tocharian B the pattern seems to be quite rigid.

*kəwθ-

Although the combination of an ə/-e-present with au-vocalism in the root makes an analysis šeũəθ/ke- (rather than śeũəθ/ke-?) likely, the appurtenance of šeũθ- ‘call’ to this group has long remained just a possibility. Adams (1999: 180) has ingeniously added kəši痦 S8 (M500.1) b2, which is certainly possible, but hard to prove definitively because the context of that form is not completely clear. If Adams is right, however, kəši痦 can only be the optative to a subjunctive {kεθ/sea-}, which in turn makes the verb completely parallel to e.g. the verb ṭak- ‘touch’. Accordingly, we would expect a preterite {kewθ/.o/sea-}.

*kəs-

The Tocharian B verb kəs- ‘extinguish’ is not of the ṭak-type, but it displays some of its characteristics, which can easily have come about secondarily. Because of its rare subjunctive {kasé-} and the stable e-grade in the preterite (3pl.mld. kessante B421.1b), kəs- certainly belongs to the type ṭak- ‘perish’ etc. However, that type mostly has a ṣə/-se-present with e-grade in the root, whereas kəs- forms an ə/-e-present with e-grade in the root, parallel to the ṭak-type. The solution is without doubt that the ṣə/-se-suffix somehow merged with the root-final -s (the original geminate is perhaps preserved in the agent noun kessėença B295a9, although this manuscript has many unexpected geminates). The e-grade in the present is probably to be explained in a similar vein: either it was adapted to the ṭak-type (to which the verb had become identical except for the subjunctive), or it spread from the preterite when the stem pattern had
become obscured because of the change in present class. (TB *kas-* is matched by TA *kās-* of the same meaning, but since the present stem is not attested there, it is of no relevance for this problem.)

*klānk-

The Tocharian B verb *klānk-* ‘doubt, argue’ has been added to this class by Malzahn (forth.b). As she observes, the 3sg.mid. forms *klyeṅktrā* B255a5 and *klyentrā* B254a3 cannot be e-grade variants of the subjunctive stem implied by inf. *klaṅktsi*, vn *klaṅkālyṇe*, since in a grading paradigm the middle always has a-grade, and the same is true of the imperfect *klyeṅcī* AS6D6.816 She rightly concludes that this stable e-grade points to an */e/-present, but her explanation of *klyeṅktrā* and *klyentrā* cannot be correct. In an */e/-present, we would of course expect palatalisation of the root-final consonant in the 3sg.; Malzahn explains its lack here with a depalatalisation rule before *t* (she expects *klyeṅ(k)tṝa*). Since *k* ~ *ś* is never subject to depalatalisation before *t*, the two forms should rather be explained as writing errors. Although the manuscript is generally very easy to read, Sieg and Siegling have correctly transliterated *klyeṅktrā* B255a5 as *<klyeṅ[k]tṝa*> (1953: 156) because the second *k* is quite deformed indeed. In fact, it is not much closer to a <k> than to an <ś>, so that we could also read *<klyeṅ[ś]tṝa>*., which would at the same time account for the bizarre *ṅ* instead of *ṅi*. Although the *n* of *klyentrā* B254a3 is very difficult to read too (~ Sieg and Siegling (p 154) transliterate *<klye[n]tṝa>* – even a deformed *ś* is excluded; here I have to side with Malzahn, who supposes that this aksara was damaged or otherwise unclear in the original. Thus, the present must have been {klen*/ke*}, the subjunctive {klēn*/snk*} (the e-grade variant is implied by the *tak*-type inflexion), and the preterite, completely deduced, was probably {klenk*/o*sa*}, which fits to the prt.ptc. *keklaṅku* THT1500b1 discovered by Malzahn.

The Tocharian A forms inf. *klānkāssi* A454a2 and 1pl.mid.opt. *klānkānimās* A349b2 on the one hand, and the prt.ptc. *klānkös* A395b1 on the other, cannot belong to the same paradigm synchronically. However, all could theoretically replace older formations comparable to those attested in Tocharian B, if these are old at all. *klānko* presupposes a preterite {klānkā-}, which could have been formed after *pānwo* next to 3sg.prs. *paṅwāś*. As Hilmarsson suggested (1991b: 71), *klānkānimās* could replace the root subjunctive found in Tocharian B, and *klānkāssi* could be from a derived causative, or match *klānkānimās* and a corresponding s-preterite (as must be deduced for Tocharian B). However, all these three forms follow frequent patterns and they can hardly be used to prove any older pattern for Tocharian A. In any case, a difference between causative (i.e. *klānkāssi* and *klānkānimās*) and non-causative forms (i.e. *klānko*) is difficult to extract from the texts (likewise, Hilmarsson l.c.).

---

816 Pace Malzahn, Schmidt’s restoration *klyeṅcī(tṝ)* (1974: 28) is impossible. The next aksara reads tu instead of ṭa, but also the metre proves that *klyeṅcī* is a complete word, as it stands immediately before the caesura in this 13 syllable pāda (7 1 6).
**tək-**

Tocharian B tək- ‘touch’ is well attested; in fact, all relevant stem variants are preserved, which makes the analysis of the whole type in Tocharian B much easier. The present is {ceβο/ke-}, the subjunctive {te3/ək-}, the preterite {tək-O/sa-} and the preterite participle tetekute* (e.g. abstr. tetekor). The situation in Tocharian A is much more complicated: far fewer forms are attested, and they are also more difficult to analyse. The most certain form is tkâlune ‘touching’, evidently a verbal noun to a stem {tâkâ-}, perhaps to be compared with the subjunctive {pə3/ənwa-} etc. The meaning of this noun is secured twice: one attestation (MY2.1ob2) in the Maitreyasamitnāta is translated by Old Uyghur börtər MayH.21b26 ‘touches’, and another (A384b5) translates Skt. vicāra, here approximately ‘examination’. A couple of other forms with root shapes tkäl- and tkâl- probably belong to another verb that means ‘illuminate’ (see especially Pinault forth.). Of the 3pl. eke̞nc, attested twice (A151b1, A324a1), the meaning cannot be established. If eke̞nc should be related, it cannot be from the same verb as tkâlune in a regular way. It is conceivable, however, that it is the result of some kind of paradigmatic split: it seems to combine the palatalised initial of the Tocharian B present with the ā-grade of the Tocharian B subjunctive. If it forms one (irregular) verb with tkâlune, it is more likely to be a present, for instance {câsîka-}, than a subjunctive, since otherwise the subjunctive would display the bizarre alternation câkâ- ~ tâkâ- within one stem.

**tənk-**

A Proto-Tocharian tənk- ‘stop’ can easily be reconstructed because the verb is attested in both languages. However, the tək-present is found only in Tocharian B, where we find a present {cenβɔ/ke-}, a grading subjunctive {te3/ənk-}, and a prt.pc. tənkuweš NS45a2. Although the prt.ptc. is different from that of tək- ‘touch’, i.e. tənku* instead of **teteı̞ku, the preterite was most probably 3sg. teı̞ksa*, 3pl. teı̞kar*. This deduced preterite has a perfect match in Tocharian A, where 3pl. caňkær proves a prt. {cank-O/sa-}, whereas the TB subjunctive has an exact parallel in the root subjunctive (tänk-) required by the vn tänklune and the privative atänkat, clearly archaic vis-à-vis the productive nəd/ə-subjunctive attested with 3sg. tänkn(a) * A302a1. However, the Tocharian A present {tänksî/sa-}, regular compared to the other stems, deviates from the TB {cenβɔ/ke-} mentioned above.

In sum, the two verbs clearly have the same origin, but the Tocharian B present is not matched by Tocharian A. If the Tocharian B is original, replacement in Tocharian A would be easy to account for, exactly because it follows the productive s-present + s-preterite pattern.
*plâtk-

Although only relatively few forms are attested, the tâk-pattern can be ascertained for Tocharian B plâtk- ‘increase, be much’, 817 whereas in Tocharian A only the prt.ptc. pâplâtku is attested, which fits to an s-present + s-preterite pattern. The Tocharian B present is attested with only one form, the prs.ptc. pleyetkemâne B183b4, which proves a stem [pl\textsuperscript{cc}]/(skc-) because of the palatalised l; the subjunctive is [pl\textsuperscript{c}/stk-] on the evidence of 3sg. sletkâm (forpletkâm) B59b6, and 3pl.opt. plâcteym Pe2b6, matched by a prt. {pletk\textsuperscript{-O}/sa-} with 3pl. plêtkar-c S8b2 (=S8a4?) and a prt.ptc. plâtku, plâtkwes.

*was-

Proto-Tocharian was- ‘dress’ can be added on the basis of the a-grade in the Tocharian A present, attested in prs.ger. wašlam A2a4 and the inf. wasi MY3.6a3 (Schmidt 1999: 283), which require a present stem {wa\textsuperscript{5}/sa-}. 818 The preterite was- and the optative wisi- point to a preterite-subjunctive {wäšä-}, whereas the prt.ptc. wasu apparently finds its match only in walu ‘died’ to the s-preterite 3sg. wläs etc. As the preterite is only attested with middle forms, it is possible that it “hides” an s-preterite, i.e. the 3sg.act. could theoretically (since the verb is middle only) have been **wasäs (like 3sg.act. casäs ‘(s)he put’ vs 3sg.mid. tsät).

Its obvious Tocharian B cognate wäs- is irregular: the subjunctive, preterite and preterite participle are formed from a root wäs-, but the present is {yä\textsuperscript{55}/skc-}. The subjunctive is {was-} on the basis of 3sg.med. wasträ NS9b1 and the inf. wasiti; the preterite is {was\textsuperscript{-O}/sa-} with a 3sg.med. waššâte B107b4 819 and a corresponding prt.ptc. ausu from *we-wäs(ä)w. The present forms are 3pl.med. yäškemtär THT1105a, 3sg.ifs.med. yäššitär AS68a6, and prs.ger. yäsü(lle) B320b4, which point to the present stem {ya\textsuperscript{55}/skc-} mentioned above. The only way to unify the present and the other stems is to assume that the \textsuperscript{5}/skc-suffix of the present obscured the final -s of the root, i.e. {yä\textsuperscript{5}/sa}\textsuperscript{55}/skc-}. Although it is conceivable that the \textsuperscript{5}/skc-suffix was added to recharacterise the present after it had become difficult to recognise because of the initial palatalisation of w to y, it is not clear how the different root grades should be explained: in Tocharian A, we find a-grade, which would go together well with initial palatalisation, but for Tocharian B we have to assume that a-grade was generalised throughout without restoration of the initial. The original root grade might have been preserved in the word yesi ‘garment’, discovered by Malzahn

---

817 This meaning accounts best for the attested passages. Moreover, it is in line with the OUy. gloss artu(r)sar ‘if he prolongs’ deciphered by Maue (forth.), after a manuscript joint of Hirotsoshi Oghara (Paris), which has yielded plâkkâtär B331a2.

818 Thus, pace Winter (1977: 143), there is no reason to emend waslam to *wašlam.

819 An alleged 3pl. wäššâre TI130b4, which did not fit the pattern at all (cf e.g. Schmidt 1974: 28; Winter 1977: 143), was a misreading for näššâre (also by me; I have corrected the reading in the 2010 third version of my edition; see Peyrot 2007a: N130).
(2003). While *yesti evidently requires a preform *w*estay, a suffix *tay is not found elsewhere in Tocharian, which supports Malzahn’s direct connection of *yesti with Lat. *vestis (in purely Tocharian terms we would rather have expected a *yestsi, later replaced by *wastsi). Nevertheless, it is possible that the root grade e of the verb influenced the noun if the latter was originally *w*astay or the like.

In sum, I would reconstruct a subjunctive-preterite stem *was- for Proto-Tocharian, which may have been parallel to the *tak-type, but because it is middle only, the e-grade forms are not there. The present was probably *w*es’/e, with full grade throughout on the basis of the persistent a-grade in Tocharian A (also in forms which have ā-grade in grading stems). This requires the assumption that Tocharian B has not only recharacterised the present with a *saske-suffix, but also eliminated the expected e-grade in the verb. Perhaps the original e-grade is preserved in the isolated noun *yesti ‘garment’.

### 4.7.4 SPARCWS-TYPE

A number of forms from Tocharian B e- and o-presents and Tocharian A a-presents display patterns similar to the klep-type. I term this subtype the “sparcwṣ-type” because Tocharian A spartw- ‘turn’ shows clear remnants of the klep-type. In Tocharian B, we find a regular sbj. {sparptta-} and prt. {sparttā-} with a prs. {sporttoo-}, but in Tocharian A the “normal” preterite-subjunctive {spātwā-} is matched by an irregular present {sparcwa-} with root-final palatalisation. On top of this, there is one active form, the 3sg. sparcwṣ-ām A253b1, next to the less irregular 3sg.mid. sparcwatrā etc. Since the root gradation pattern of the klep-type is exactly parallel to that of the a-presents with a-grade in the root, namely prs. a, prt.-sbj. ā, the root-final palatalisation is a strong indication for older klep-type inflexion.

If we assume older klep-type inflexion for TA spartw-, the present must at a certain stage have been alternating between an ‘ā-variant sparcwā- and an a-variant spartwa-. However, parallel to what must have happened to malw- and païw-, the untypical alternation of the first consonant t ~ c of a cluster ending in unpalatalisable w was eliminated to reduce the alternation to the suffix vowel: sparcwā- ~ sparcwa-. Perhaps at this point, or perhaps when the medial a of sparcwa-forms became weakened to ā before heavy syllables, this alternation was eliminated as well, so that the verb became part of the Tocharian A a-a class (corresponding to Tocharian B o-presents). For the other stems, no adaptation was needed, since both types would have spātwā- (i.e. spārtwa- after weakening). Whether we expect initial palatalisation, i.e. sparcwāṣ, is not fully clear, but if so, it could have been removed analogically at any point.

For Tocharian B, there are no irregularities in the inflexion of spartta- itself, and, consequently, no indications for an originally different type of inflexion. However, with the information from Tocharian A, it can be explained quite easily. If we assume that the present originally had the variants *spertw’ā- (at first probably *spertwā-, later *spert’wa-) and *spertwe-, this would certainly have yielded some-
thing irregular, perhaps *spercĉa- ~ *sperto- (see Peyrot forth.a; Penney 1978: 79). It is then easy to imagine introduction of the root-final tt < tw from the subjunctive-preterite spartta- < *spartwa-. I do not think that the e of the present could somehow have been affected by the following w to become o (pace Lubotsky 1985: 7), but with the o in the suffix generalised, the verb could only end up as an o-present, the root vocalism being adopted accordingly.

Additional evidence for this course of events is offered by the causative, which displays quite a number of ə|x-features. Had TB spartta- been an ə|a-root, the causative should have been prs.-sbj. {spartta₃₂₃/ske-}, prt. {spartta₃₃₃a-}, prt.ptc. paspārtāssu. Instead, we find a whole series of ə|x-forms: a prt. {spyártā-}, prt.ptc. pespirttu, a priv. espirtatte, and a prs.-sbj. with variation between sp- and sp-, where the first has a-vocalism in the root, and the latter probably a-grade, as Malzahn has shown: {spartta₃₂₃/ske-} and {spartta₃₃₃/ske-}. All these forms point to an ə|O-root, which can only be derived from a base verb with an ə|a-root. In Tocharian A, the causative is largely regular, except for a 3sg.prt. saspaṭtu A357.2, marked with a “sic” in Sieg, Siegling and Schulze (1931: 480); their remark must concern the vocalism, which is characteristic of an ə|x-root instead.820

With this new analysis of the vocalism and stem patterns of the verb, there is no reason any longer to derive it from the noun reflected by TB speritte ‘function’ and TA spartu ‘curl’, which are probably formed from the verb instead (pace Adams 1999: 716).

None of the other possible verbs in this category offer so many and clear indications as TB spartta-, TA spārwā-, but with the latter as a parallel, some can receive better explanations indeed.

Tocharian B

On the basis of their deviant root vocalism, three Tocharian B verbs with e-present may be considered as possible parallels to spartta-: nəwa- ‘roar’ with prs. {nəwe-}, ləwa- ‘send’ with prs. {ləwe-}, and tənka- ‘arise’ with prs. {tənke-}. Additionally, {nəwe-} and {ləwe-} display unexpected initial palatalisation, which may structurally be assumed for {tənke-} with an unpalatalisable t- (2.5.4, p 73; see also Winter 1988: 218). In view of the root-final -w in the first two verbs, it is tempting to look for a phonological condition. If both verbs conformed to the klop-type at a certain stage, we expect this w to have yielded irregularities in Pre-Tocharian B, e.g. e-variants *nəwe- and *ləwe- vs ə-variants *nəwə- and *lewə- from *nəwə- and *lewə-, respectively. It is conceivable that the e-variant forms were generalised to restore the root-

820 In a similar way, Kortlandt (apud Lubotsky 1985: 7) derives the class marker o of the whole o-present class from an element -w- followed by the e-suffix of the e-presents (see also footnote 831). As I have shown above, TA sparcwatār, which figures prominently in his argumentation, cannot be equated with the other verbs of the o-class because it has a deviant ending -s, deviant medial palatalisation, and deviant ə-grade root forms.
final \(w\), which automatically made them end up as \(e\)-presents (with the obligatory middle inflexion). However, such an explanation for a transfer of \(\text{tenke}\) from the \(klep\)-type to the \(e\)-present is not available, as no difficulties would have arisen from a stem \(\{\text{ten}^\text{S}\text{k}\text{c}\}\). Tocharian A is of no great help, as \(\text{nowa}\) and \(\text{tenka}\) have no cognate there, and the present of \(\text{lāwā} \sim \text{TB l̄wa}\) was probably \(\text{lāwnā}\) instead of \(\text{**lāwa}\).

**Tocharian A**

In Tocharian A, three candidate verbs are found, which are structurally comparable to TB \(\text{tenka}\), although the latter is not attested in Tocharian A. The verbs in question start with \(t^e\) as well, but seem to have no phonological conditioning at the end of the root: \(t^e\text{mā}\) ‘grow’ with prs. \(\{\text{samā}\}\), \(t^e\text{lpā}\) ‘be redeemed’ with prs. \(\{\text{salpā}\}\), and prs. \(\{\text{salcā}\}\), possibly related to TB \(\text{valta}\) ‘consume’. Since the pattern of the latter verb in Tocharian A is not known, it will not be considered below (\(\{\text{ṣertā}\}\) next to \(\text{ṭartā}\) ‘weep’ might also belong here, but the relationship between the two stems is very difficult to understand).

Just as for Tocharian B \(t\text{senke}\), no ready phonological solution derives the Tocharian A \(t^e\)-verbs from \(klep\)-type predecessors, but it can hardly be coincidental that we have \(t^\text{e}\) once in Tocharian B, and at least two, possibly four times in Tocharian A. The only phonological difficulty with an \(\text{ā}/\text{a}\)-present we could expect is the disappearance of the palatalisation after \(p\) and \(m\), but this phenomenon is so frequent among \(\text{ā}/\text{a}\)-presents that it can hardly have played a decisive role. If \(\text{salca}\) \(\{\text{salcā}\}\) is of the same type, it offers strong evidence because of its root-final palatalisation, of course, but at this point I see no better solution than to suggest that the other verbs were added analogically after it.

**4.7.5 Diachronic Notes**

In the preceding, I have treated \(e\)-grade presents as if they formed a coherent category, albeit with three subcategories, but they are certainly of diverse origin. Below, I will only indicate some of the possible origins, and suggest paths of analogy along the lines of the shallow reconstruction approach of sections 4.7.1-4.7.4 (p 454).

Obviously, the largest problem is the presence or absence of initial palatalisation: in principle, a stem like PT \(*\text{nes}\) without initial palatalisation must reflect old \(o\)-grade, whereas e.g. PT \(*\text{klew}\) with initial palatalisation must reflect old \(\text{ē}\)-grade. Although the initial palatalisation may have been lost (by sound law) in one instance or another, whereas it may occasionally have been removed (by analogy) elsewhere, this is probably in broad outline the correct explanation of the initials.

**\(t\text{ak}\)-type**

If we first focus on the small and relatively coherent \(t\text{ak}\)-type, we see that all its member have – or must have had – palatalised initials: \(*\text{śewk}^\text{S}\text{c}\) ‘call’, \(*\text{klenk}^\text{S}\text{c}\)
'doubt', *cekʰɔɛ/- 'touch', *cenkʰɔɛ/- 'stop', *pletkʰɔɛ/- 'be much', and probably *wesʰɔɛ/- 'dress'. Whereas reliable etymologies are lacking for 'doubt' and 'stop', reasonable connections are available for the others: 'call' is probably related to Lith. šauk’iū ‘shout’, in spite of the alarming isolation of the etymon (LIV2: 331); 'touch' is obviously related to Lat. tangō ‘touch’ etc (LIV2: 617); 'be much' must be an skʰə- derivative of the root *pletʰ₂- attested in e.g. Lith. plečiū ‘spread’ (LIV2: 486); 'dress' has long been identified with well-known PIE *ues-, a.o. E. wear (LIV2: 693).

At this point, 'be much' must be put aside because it has an extended stem (see also below under "sk-presents", p 468), 821 and the long *ē of 'call' cannot be explained with the help of the etymology above. For 'dress', I see two possible solutions: 1) the root was upgraded when the stative *ues-to (Ved. vaste ‘wears’) was reinterpreted as the weak grade, so that the full grade had to become *uēs-, or 2) because of its root-final -s-, the verb came to be reinterpreted as an s-aorist with the concomitant lengthened grade *ē (after all, it is an s-preterite in Tocharian B; see further under "s-presents" below, p 467). Whereas 'stop' may be completely analogical after 'touch', to which it is close both in form and meaning, the verb 'touch' itself deserves a more detailed comment.

After Kortlandt (2000a), Tocharian B ceʰiz/ke- is probably to derived from a reduplicated perfect, with a certain parallel in Germanic, e.g. Goth. tekan < *tēk- < *dēg- < *dedg- << *tedg- < *tetg-, and another possible match in the Lat. pf. tetigi ‘I touched’. Although Gk. τεταγὼν is an aorist participle, one wonders if it could go back to a perfect formation as well (see Adams 1999: 289-290). 822 Whether or not the Proto-Indo-European root originally contained a laryngeal, i.e. *teʰg- (so LIV2: 616-617), a preform with laryngeal can explain none of the Tocharian stems actually attested: we would then expect **tak- < *th₁g- and **tok- < *te₁g-. Thus, the Tocharian forms point to a root without internal *h₂, which might have arisen through occasional loss in the cluster *-th₁g-, similar to the development in Germanic. Proceeding from a reduplicated formation *tetg- without laryngeal, we would have to push the parallel with Germanic one step further and assume that the t was lost with compensatory lengthening. Within the Leiden framework (cf e.g. Kortlandt 1983b), such a development may be understood as assimilation of *tg to *dg, with subsequent loss of the buccal component of *d, which resulted in *hg or *g.

Evidently, this series of assumptions is not yet enough to explain the whole verb tak-, but at least it yields the stem form *cek- < *tēk-. In my view, this is clearly to be preferred over alternative solutions that deny a genetic link with the Greek and Latin words or have recourse to the utterly implausible scenario that the Tocharian verb was borrowed from Germanic or vice versa (Ringe 1991: 105-115).

821 The long *ē reflected in the Lith. inf. plėsti, pret. plėstė might contain the key to the explanation of pletk-, but it belongs to a regular category (Senn 1966: 276-277), which seems to have replaced the s-aorist (Stang 1966: 384), so that it is questionable whether it can be used to explain the exceptional, irregular shape of the Tocharian verb.

822 Alternatively, the Tocharian verb might derive from a reduplicated aorist as well.
For the make-up of the Tocharian verb itself, I tentatively suggest the following. Like *ayēs/ke- ‘know’ (see 4.4.1, p 379), the perfect *tēg- may have ended up as a thematic present through the key 3sg. form *tēg-e > *cēs > TB cēsām. For this assumption, it is necessary that any alternation between the singular and the plural of the perfect was eliminated, but if the explanation of *tēg- is correct, this already requires spread from the plural allomorph *tetg- to the singular (obviously, this happened because that form resulted in *tēg-). The subjunctive may have been formed from the stem cek- because it had a palatalised initial itself (as argued in 4.5.3, p 408): on the basis of theprs. cek ³/ ³ - e, a sbj. sg. cek- ~ pl. tok- was created. The other stems, i.e. the preterite tek-sa- etc are concomitant with the grading subjunctive and need not be explained separately. According to the regular developments, the unpalatalised initial was levelled throughout the paradigm to yield the attested subjunctive singular allomorph tek-.

An alternative derivation of the subjunctive tek- ~ tok- from the singular allomorph of the perfect is difficult if the root originally contained an internal *h₂. If that *h₂ was never there, or the perfect was still functional after it was lost, it is difficult to exclude that *te-tog- > *cā-tek- > *te-tok- served as the basis of the subjunctive. In that case, we have to assume that the s-preterite was formed when this tek- was lined up with the regular subjunctive pattern, so that e.g. a preterite with initial palatalisation and an ə-grade subjunctive allomorph could be formed.

w-presents

In view of the heterogeneous character of the klep-type verbs, it is best to turn first to a relatively clear subgroup: w-presents. Strictly speaking, the root grade of the most prominent w-presents is unknown: Proto-Tocharian *penw³/³ - e ‘stretch’ and *melw³/³ - e ‘crush’ could also be set up as *penw³/³ - e and *melw³/³ - e because *p and *n would lose their palatalisation without a trace in this context. Further, PT *spertw³/³ - e ‘turn’ can hardly be considered definite proof since it is so thoroughly rebuilt. Nevertheless, there is no positive evidence for old *e, and especially the Indo-European verb for ‘grind’ (Tocharian ‘crush’) is famous for its o-grade formations, e.g. Lit. malù, Goth. malan (LIV2: 432-433). For the w-present of ‘crush’, a parallel formation is found in e.g. Goth. gamalwjan ‘oppress’ (LIV2: 433), likewise with o-grade. Thus, I assume that the e-grade in Tocharian w-presents reflects old o-grade.

For ‘stretch’, too, parallels can be adduced, albeit rather with e-grade: Arm. henowm ‘weave’ (hanowm is analogical after the aorist, according to Klingenschmitt 1982: 235) and a.o. Goth. spinman ‘spin’ (Klingenschmitt l.c.).

For *spertw³/³ - e, I would suggest that it is to be derived from *sperd³- ‘run away’, with a.o. Hitt. ispar-zi ‘escape’, Ved. spārdhāte ‘contends’, Arm. sprdem ‘escape’ (LIV2: 580; Kloekhorst 2008b: 410). Unfortunately, there is no parallel for the Tocharian w-present, nor for its o-grade. The only tentative solution that I can offer is that both were taken over from e.g. ‘stretch’ and ‘crush’ because of the iterative, non-terminative meaning of Tocharian ‘turn; move’ compared to the terminative ‘run away’ that seems to be needed as a proto-meaning.
Evidently, *law- and *naw- do not fit the other w-presents: the most important difference is that they have initial palatalisation. Since the long grade present *léuH- posited especially for Tocharian (LIV2: 417 under *léuH-, a.o. Gk. λώ ’let go’) calls for an inner-Tocharian solution, I would nevertheless suggest that the initial palatalisation is due to influence from the other verbs in -w. Of course, such influence was only possible after *p and *m had merged with *p and *m: at that stage, it had become possible to reanalyse *penw3/6̆- and *melw3/6̆- as parallel to e.g. *klep3/6̆-. In principle, such a late shift of *naw- and *law- to the w-presents is possible because they are not attested in Tocharian A (we have even evidence of a different present formation {lāwnā-} there). However, if the sound changes *p > *p and *w > *y occurred around the same time, this would mean that the verbs took over a rather “difficult” paradigm with *-ya- ~ *-we- alternations.

s-presents

Apart from the w-formations discussed above, it is striking that four verbs end in -s: *klews- ‘listen’, *nes- ‘be’, *mens- ‘be sad’, and *was- ‘wear’. With Hackstein (1995: 322, 324), the -s- of *klews- must originally have been a suffix in view of forms like TB ņem-kālywe, TA ņom-klyu ‘fame’, PT *kaln- ‘resound’ (see 4.4.2, p 389) and TA klāwā-, TB klawa- ‘call’. As he argues, *klews- must go back to *klēus- (i.e. *klēu-s-), a form that is strongly reminiscent of an s-aorist. The problem is just how we can explain *klews- with the help of the s-aorist, since Hackstein’s scenario (p 324) that a regular preterite *klewsa was adapted to *klewsa, which in turn was the basis for the prs.-sbj. *klewsa forms, simply cannot be correct.

Unfortunately, I do not have a definite solution either. Perhaps the correct explanation can be brought a bit closer with the assumption that the “s-subjunctive” played its part, that is to say, the grading  |/O-root subjunctive of the type tek- ~ tak- ‘touch’. For instance, it is possible that a *klews- ~ *klaws- was no longer recognisable as an s-subjunctive when the -s- was lost in the regular grading subjunctive pattern, which might have favoured the abolition of the root gradation. For some reason then – perhaps because of its strange ‘e-grade – it would have adopted ‘/e/-inflexion. Otherwise, one could argue that the whole paradigm was formed to the strong singular form *klews, which must initially have been the phonologically regular result of the 2sg. and 3sg. s-aorist injunctive forms *kłēus and *kłēuš. Perhaps the ambiguity of this *klews was resolved by adding the *e/-suffix; otherwise, the suffix may have been added at a later stage, when the -s of *klews had to be restored when word-final -s was lost.

For *mens-, a similar development may have taken place, if a derivation from *men- ‘think’ (LIV2: 435, a.o. Gk. μαίνομαι ‘be angry’) is considered possible. While *was- is not exactly parallel because the -s- belongs to the root, it may have become so similar to the other s-presents that was lined up with them; at least it forms an s-preterite in Tocharian B.

I do not mean to say that this is exactly what happened, nor that it happened independently in *klews-, *mens- and *was-. However, it is likely that the lengthened
grade *ē is connected to the suffixal -s-, which leaves little room for a completely different origin of the type.

Conversely, nes- is not likely to be of the same type because it has no initial palatalisation. With Jasanoff (1978: 14; see also Adams 1999: 345; Liv2: 454), nes- may be derived from a perfect *ne-nos-, related to *nes- ‘be saved’, attested in a.o. Goth. ganisan ‘be cured, saved’ (Liv2: l.c.).

**sk-present**

There are three probable sk-presents: tresk- ‘chew’, platk- ‘be much’, and resk- ‘flow’. As I indicated above (under “t̪ak-type”, p 464), no ready explanation is available for platk- (however, see footnote 821), and since the etymology of resk- is unknown, it cannot be of any use, unfortunately. Conversely, tresk- has a good etymology in Gk. τράω ‘gnaw’ from *trehsı̂̄- (Liv2: 647; Arm. t‘arc ‘cheek’ might be related too). However, as far as the root vocalism is concerned, I can only quote Hackstein, who claims that it is “neologisch” (1995: 180); I would expect a regular sk-present *trh3g̱-sk- to have become *trasḵ-ke-. Perhaps the a was the original, regular root vocalism and the present was formed analogically after the klop-type?

**preterite-subjunctive**

The e-grade presents were at first, for the purpose of a shallow reconstruction, classified according to their preterite-subjunctive stem, namely *klep øe- ‘touch’ with *klopa-, *klesøe- with a present-subjunctive and a secondary preterite *klewø-a-, and TB céoøke- ‘touch’ with an s-preterite stem pattern sbj. t̪̆ /sk- : ptt. tek-(sa-). Then, in this section, I rather classified them according to their suffix or root-finals, which yielded a slightly more complicated picture.

As remarked at the beginning of this section (under “t̪ak-type”), the relatively small t̪ak-class shows a constant match between initial palatalisation in the present and an s-preterite stem pattern. As I argued, the preterite-subjunctive may have been formed after the present in those cases, but in any case, there is a clear correlation between old *ē-grade and the s-preterite and root subjunctive. This correlation matches well with Kortlandt’s explanation of the root subjunctive as an original *ē-grade s-aorist (see 4.5.3-4.5.4, p 408). In any case, it is highly unlikely that the present should have been formed to the preterite-subjunctive because of the frequent and regular match of that preterite-subjunctive type with s-presents.

The verb for ‘hear’ is the only verb to form a (synchronously) secondary preterite, which suggests that the verb had no preterite at an earlier stage, or all other stems were lost.

As to the klop-type, its preterite-subjunctive is clearly formed to the present, even though that is impossible synchronically because of the ø-e-suffix in the present. At an earlier stage, it was apparently possible to “undo” that present suffix in derived stems. Because most members of the klop-type do not show initial palatalisation in the present, such a derivation does not yield problems with the initial in most cases;
however, at least for the verb *klep*- itself, we have to assume that either the palatalisation was also undone in this derivation process, or that the palatalisation in the present is itself secondary. In view of the grading pattern of the preterite-subjunctive of *panw- ‘stretch’, we even have to assume that the present e-grade itself could be undone. Alternatively, the a-grades needed for this subtype could have to be explained with older e : a gradation in the root. Such a gradation would not be unexpected historically, since w-presents sometimes have cognates with *e*-grade u-presents elsewhere in Indo-European (see above under “w-presents”).

4.8 MINOR TYPES

In this section, I discuss four minor subjunctive types that have not been treated so far. In 4.8.1 (p 469), I discuss the specifically Tocharian B ḷy³/-e-subjunctive (see also 4.1.2, p 332), in 4.8.2 (p 472) the specifically Tocharian A ḷu³/a-subjunctive, in 4.8.3 (p 476) the TA a- and TB e-subjunctives, while I return to the classical ḷ/-e-subjunctive in 4.8.4 (p 478).

4.8.1 ḷy³/-e-SUBJUNCTIVE

The ḷy³/-e-subjunctive (class 4) is only found in Tocharian B and it is not very well attested. Nevertheless, its pattern seems to be relatively clear: the suffix is found in the subjunctive, e.g. {lālāy³/-e} ‘exert’, and in the derived preterite, e.g. {lālāy-a-}, whereas it is mostly lacking in the preterite participle, e.g. lālālu, -oṣ, and the derived ḷy³/-ski-present. Synchronously, difficulties in the description are 1) the demarcation with the optative, 2) the absence or presence of root-final palatalisation in the preterite participle, and 3) the apparent spread of the derived “iyya-preterite” beyond this class.

   sub 1) Although some forms of the ḷy³/-e-subjunctive are indeed identical to optative forms, the two must have been distinct originally. Whereas the ḷy³/-e-subjunctive was clearly thematic, cf especially 1sg. wšīyau THT168b5 and 1sg. lālyyau AS6Ab1, the ḷy-optative was athematic, cf especially the 1sg., e.g. 1sg.opt. kliyāṣim, āksiṃ, and the short 3pl., e.g. tākom, probably from *tākoym* (Peyrot 2008a: 144) and further the 3pl. in Tocharian A, act. -iǐc, mid. -intrā.

   sub 2) Root-final palatalisation is found in aukṣu ‘grown’ (matched by TA okṣu, Winter 1977: 138), aṣu ‘dwelled’, kekāṣu ‘cut’, and kekālypoṣ ‘stolen’, whereas āklu ‘learned’ and lalālu ‘exerted’ have unpalatalised root-finals (see 2.9.2, p 148). Apart from the basic observation that the two preterite participles without palatalisation have root-final -l, the small number of verbs attested does not allow for useful generalisations.

   sub 3) Although the iyya-preterite is certainly the regular preterite to the ḷy³/-e-subjunctive (no competing forms are attested), it is also found with three verbs for which no such subjunctive is attested: 3sg.mid. kraśiyate IT248b4 (= IT137b3) ‘was upset’, 3sg. pruṣiya B42a5, pruṣiya B53a1 ‘skipped’, 3sg. śawiyu B576a4 ‘?’ It is possible
that the relevant subjunctive forms are not attested by chance; otherwise one would have to assume the *iya*-preterite was an “extra” preterite next to more regular patterns. Since no special grammatical function of the *iya*-preterite can be established (Winter 1961), whereas the i-stems (subjunctive and preterite) are sometimes found next to other, obviously related verbs with similar meanings (see especially the root *kalp-, 4.7.1, p 454), it is probably best to set up separate verbs for *krasīyate* and *pruṣiya*. Problematic *sawiya*, which is found in a fragmentary context that does not allow to establish its meaning, might belong to *say- ‘live’ (i.e. its old stem *saw- that is also found in the causative, see 4.4.1, p 388) or to *saw- ‘eat’ (i.e. its preterite stem variant *saw-, see 4.4.5, p 395). Since for both verbs a preterite is already attested, *sawiya* would have to be from a related, possibly split-off verb.

Since the suffix of the *'ayʊ*-subjunctive is distinct from the optative suffix (see above under 1), and “optatif et subjontif restent en tokharian des catégories distinctes” (Pinault 2008: 588), a derivation from the Proto-Indo-European optative is implausible (pace Lane 1959: 166; van Windekens 1982: 224). Alternatively, the *'ayʊ/-subjunctive and the corresponding preterite have been derived from a denominative *iʊ*/-suffix and original *iʊ/-presents (see especially Hackstein 1995: 219-220).

As pointed out by Winter (1961: 95), a denominal origin seems to be suggested by the existence of a number of related nouns with an *'ayʊ*-suffix: *lal- ‘exert’ vs *lalɪyɛ ‘effort’, *akɛl- ‘learn’ vs *akɛlɪye ‘teaching’ and *wɛl- ‘dwell’ vs *yɪɛyɛ ‘night’ (< *wɛsɛye, cf TA ḫe ‘id’). However, a reverse relation is more likely: the verbs display shorter stems without *'ayʊ- so that they cannot be derived from e.g. *lalɪye-, whereas the nouns have an additional component nom.sg. -e (e.g. *lalɪyɛ), nom.pl. -n (e.g. *lalɪn*) etc, which makes it possible to take them as derivations from the verbs.

More fruitful are comparisons of verbs with nouns without *'ayʊ*-element, e.g. *sɛrve ‘hunter’ vs *sɛr- ‘hunt’ (sjb. *sɛrɔyʊ/-); see Adams 1988: 74; Hackstein 1995: 220; Pinault 2008: 588-589); the -w- must have been lost before the *'ayʊ/-suffix, i.e. *sɛrw- *'ayʊ/- > *sɛrɔyʊ/- > *sɛrɔyʊ/. Further, Winter convincingly added *akɛl- ‘learn’ and *lal- ‘exert’ as denominal formations from nouns containing a suffix -l as in camel ‘birth’ to *tɔm- ‘be born’ (1990a: 376-377; see also Hackstein l.c.).

However, next to the denominal *'ayʊ/-subjunctives discussed above, there are others that are very likely to be primary, in particular *wɛs- ‘dwell’ and *awks- ‘grow’, which obviously reflect PIE *h2ues- ‘stay, dwell’ and *h2uesg- ‘grow’ without any intermediate noun. Hackstein convincingly argues that Tocharian B *awkṣay- was shifted from original present into subjective subjunctive function (1995: 343), but he does not make clear how and why an “Ersatz von *-e/o- durch *-je/o-” (l.c.) should have come about. We might rather consider the possibility that the *iʊ/-suffix is old, as it is also found in OAu. *uxšieiti ‘grows’, whereas Ved. *uksant- ‘growing’ is likely.

823 Winter derives the intermediate nouns from *h2eg- ‘say’ (Lat. aiō, see Hackstein 1995: 332-334 and footnote 834; LIV2: 256; Pinault 2008: 589) and *lehɛ/- ‘let’ (Goth. letan, cf LIV2: 400; van Windekens 1976: 256-257; see in particular Hackstein 1995: 221-222).
to go back to an earlier *uksyant- because of its initial accent (LIV2: 288-289). If Gk. iáwó ‘rest’ really contains a *iyo-suffix, as argued by e.g. Hackstein (1995: 220; see also LIV2: 293), this could be a parallel for wášay- ‘dwell’ as well, but the case is certainly not as strong as for ‘grow’.

Less clear is the situation of kalp- ‘steal’, which has been argued to be a derivation from klepe ‘theft’, but could alternatively be a direct reflex of PIE *klep- ‘steal’ (LIV2: 363). Although LIV2 argues that Gk. κλέπτω ‘steal’, which reflects an older *klep-ıyo-, replaces the original *iyo-present attested in Lat. clepō ‘id’ and Goth. hlifan ‘id’, it could in fact be parallel to the Tocharian subjunctive (Adams 1989: 243; wrong Hilmarsson 1996: 71; on this verb, see also 4.7.1, p 454).

The evaluation of kəršay- ‘cut’ is uncertain because it could also be an optative to a sbj. kərk- or kərst- (Winter 1977: 140; Hilmarsson 1996: 94). For al- ‘keep away’, the evidence for an *yo/yo-s subjunctive is extremely weak. Schmidt (1975: 291-292) argued that the relevant form, alyintra B255b7, is a subjunctive because the regular optative would have been **alyiyentra, parallel to a form like 3pl. opt. aklyiyentra B605b4 ‘may they learn’. The problem with Schmidt’s analysis is that the subjunctive stem is certainly {al-} on the basis of the inf. āltsi (well attested), whereas we would rather expect a contrast between -i- and -iye- in the 3pl. to be exactly the reverse: the optative suffix was originally just -yo- whereas the subjunctive suffix was -'yo'/yo- (see above). Thus, I would take alyintra, which is from an archaic text, as the older variant of the classical optative **alyiyentra. Consequently, Hackstein’s derivation of alay- (1995: 215) can no longer be upheld.

Uncertain is the evaluation of a number of preterites with y or an unexpected root-final palatalisation: {campya-} ‘can’, {tränca-} ‘say’, {länca-} ‘hang’. Because these verbs have no other morphological parallels to the *yo/yo-s subjunctives, while even their preterite formation is not identical (forms like aklyyamai ‘I learned’ and wṣiya ‘he stayed’ really show an extra syllable or at least a consonant -y-, not just palatalisation), I think this preterite pattern is not related to the *yo/yo-s subjunctive.

In sum, I agree with Hackstein (1995: 219-220) and Pinault (2008: 588) that the *yo/yo-s subjunctive finds its origin in *iyo-presents, in part denominal derivations and in part older verbal formations; there is no connection with the optative. Although the present must have become the most prominent, “basic” stem, which is shown already by the mere fact that it became a subjunctive, the present stem is derived from a shorter form of the root, without -yo-. Perhaps this shorter form was originally preserved in the preterite, since we do not find the *yo-element in the preterite participle. Although akl- ‘learn’ and lal- ‘exert’ are most probably secondary *yo/o-formations compared to e.g. awks- ‘grow’, their preterite participles aklu and lalalu may have preserved the original pattern. In any case, the type aukṣu cannot be explained from the subjunctive because it has no -y-; with Winter (1961: 35), it is better to explain “die Palatalisierung durch Analogie zu den finiten Präterialformen”, possibly through “[e]ine zusätzliche Einwirkung von anderen Partizipialformen mit Palatalisation (kakaccu, lalamsu, usw.)”. This development must go back
to Proto-Tocharian because the isolated Tocharian A okṣu has a palatalised š as well (Winter 1977: 138).

4.8.2 Ń\(^{\text{A}}\)/-e-SUBJUNCTIVE

The Ń\(^{\text{A}}\)-subjunctive (class 7) is discussed in great detail by Hilmarsson (1991b: 61-75, 106-117; see also Hilmarsson 1991c), whose synchronic treatment I warmly recommend even though I disagree with his historical explanation. Whereas this class is well attested in Tocharian A (Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 343), it was thought to be represented in Tocharian B by two members only: lat- ‘go out’ and weņ- ‘say’ (Krause 1952: 140-141). As Hilmarsson has shown, Tocharian B lat- ‘go out’ rather forms a root subjunctive [leemn-] (1991b: 62-63), so that Tocharian B class 7 was reduced to only one member, which he deemed “somewhat suspicious” (o.c.: 106). Although I agree with Hilmarsson that weņ- ‘say’ must contain the same denominative suffix as e.g. tankw\(^{\text{e}}\)eņn- ‘love’ (cf tankw ‘love’; see in detail 4.4.4, p 394), I see no difficulty at all in analysing it as an ñ\(^{\text{e}}\)-subjunctive, parallel to yask-: sbj. weņ\(^{\text{e}}\)-e-: yo\(^{\text{e}}\)s\(^{\text{e}}\)ske-; prs. yaskw\(^{\text{e}}\)s\(^{\text{e}}\)ske-: weņ\(^{\text{e}}\)s\(^{\text{e}}\)ske- (with loss of Ń). Thus, a Tocharian B Ń\(^{\text{e}}\)-e-subjunctive does not exist.

It has long been noted that Tocharian A Ń\(^{\text{e}}\)/-a-subjunctives often correspond to root subjunctives in Tocharian B, which leads to the logical conclusion that Tocharian A represents a later stage where the subjunctive was recharacterised. Telling examples are the Tocharian A subjunctives {t\(\text{n}\)k-}, {t\(\text{n}\)k\(^{\text{e}}\)/-a} of ‘check’ and {t\(\text{n}\)k\(^{\text{e}}\)}-{t\(\text{n}\)k\(^{\text{e}}\)} of ‘hang’, which correspond to Tocharian B {t\(\text{e}\)/tnk-} of ‘check’ and {t\(\text{e}\)/tnk-} ‘of clinging’. In these two cases, it is clear that the Tocharian A root subjunctives are older: for both verbs, they are attested in the “more nominal” verbal nouns t\(\text{e}\)nk\(^{\text{e}}\)lune and t\(\text{e}\)nk\(^{\text{e}}\)lune, which are more likely to have preserved something old than the “more verbal” forms, where indeed the Ń\(^{\text{e}}\)/-a-stems are found.\(^{824}\) Thus, the question is where the Ń\(^{\text{e}}\)/-a-suffix may have arisen before it spread to the root subjunctives where it is clearly secondary.

Once Tocharian A Ń\(^{\text{e}}\)/-a-subjunctives that correspond to Tocharian B root subjunctives are discarded, there are not many verbs left, which is direct proof of the high productivity of the suffix. In all instances where other analyses are also possible, the verb contains a nasal, which sometimes seems to belong to the root, and sometimes to a suffix.

\(^{824}\) The evaluation of 3sg.mid. t\(\text{e}\)nk\(^{\text{e}}\)l\(\text{e}\)r A115b1 is uncertain: it could be a relic root subjunctive of ‘hang’, or else it could belong to t\(\text{e}\)nk- ‘say’.
In Tocharian B, the synchronic analysis of these verbs is straightforward: the nasal is found in all stems and clearly belongs to the root. Consequently, the subjunctives are root subjunctives and the presents are š ś-s/-śe-presents, not nāśś/s̥e-presents. Conversely, the analysis of the Tocharian A forms is troublesome, as pointed out in 2.6.9 (p. 114): sometimes the n belongs to the root, sometimes it does not, and sometimes the data is contradictory. Of the verbs above, rāy- ‘give up’ shows no n in the preterite and the preterite participle, so that the present is {rāy-nāš/sa-} and the subjunctive {rāy-nāš/sa-}; āw-n- ‘hit’ shows an n in the preterite participle but not in the preterite, and sāy-n- has an n in the preterite but not in the preterite participle, so that the shape of the root of both verbs, as well as the analysis of their present and subjunctive stems is uncertain; se- ‘rest on’ shows an n only in the subjunctive, so that the present is {se-nāš/sa-} and the subjunctive {se-nāš/sa-}. Since the status of the nasal was apparently so instable, it is very likely that the nāš/sa-suffix started out in this category, probably through metanalysis.

As shown by Hackstein (1995: 299-300), the nasal of TA sāy-n- and TB soyn- ‘be satiated’ must originate in a suffix, probably the zero grade variant of a neu-present suffix, i.e. *soyn- < *s(h2)i-nu. The problematic reflex of the root as *soy- is probably to be explained with influence from the present stem *soy̱/e-, synchronically a split-off verb in Tocharian B (see 4.4.1, p. 388): both the absence of palatalisation of *s- to *š- and the preservation of *i as against the expected development to *a may be due to restoration on the basis of *soy-. 826

Likewise, TA klāyn- and TB klāy- ‘be necessary’ have a good etymology in PIE *klēi- ‘lean’, so that the -n- must go back to a suffix. Such a nasal suffix is indeed well attested, found in a.o. Gk. κλίνω (Lesb. κλίννω) ‘lean’, YAv. -sirinatoi ‘leans’, Lat. dē-clinō, -āre ‘deviate’, OHG hlinēn ‘lean’ (LIv2: 332, where Lith. slinu ‘lean’ is taken as a secondary formation). Although the expected shape of a nasal present is *klnei- ~ klnei- (so also LIv2: 1.c.), such a preform cannot account for the Tocharian forms, since we would than expect ūn in all stem forms, whereas we find some with n, some with ū. Again, the most likely preform from the Tocharian point of view is *klneu-

---

825 The subjunctive stem is partly deduced: 3sg.m.id. klintar A343a4 (for klintār), and klyintra A400b3 could theoretically also be from a sbj. stem {klāyn-} (the initial palatalisation of klyintra is secondary on any account).

826 It is less likely that the intervening laryngeal of *shːj- should have blocked the palatalisation. In any case, this would not yet account for the i-reflex. For the etymology of the root, see 4.4.1 (p 388).
which has a parallel in the Avestan nasal present (on the vocalism, see de Vaan 2003: 515; Lesb. -\(-v\)- proves *-vj- instead of *-vF-).

While the origin of TA āw- and TB awn- ‘hit, start’ is uncertain, a reasonable etymology can be offered for TA ráy- and TB rǎyn- ‘give up’: PIE *h₂rei- as attested in a.o. OCS rějə ‘flow’, and, with a nasal suffix, Ved. rīgāti ‘makes flow, run’, or rather ‘whirl’ (Praust 1998: 90), Gk. ὀρίνω, Lesb. ὀρίννω ‘excite, stir’, Goth. rinnan ‘run’, and Russ. rínut ‘flow’ (Adams 1999: 536; LIV2: 305). The only problem with this connection is presented by the meanings, which are a bit far apart; however, ‘give up’ can easily be derived from ‘let go, let flow, make run’. Again, it is unlikely that Tocharian continues a regular nasal present *h₂rṇeī- ~ *h₂rni-; it rather needs a preform *h₂rṇeu-, a formation supported by Germanic, where -\(-\)- reflects *-nw- (on Lesb. -\(-v\)-, see above).

Now that the source of the ňə(as)-subjunctive has been established, two important questions need to be answered. First, it needs to be clarified how the suffix could spread beyond its original domain; second, the difference in inflexion between Tocharian A and B must be accounted for.

The main reason why the ňə(as)-suffix could spread has already been given above: it was unclear whether it was part of the root or an independent suffix. Evidently, it could spread because it was analysed as a suffix. I can see two ways in which that suffix analysis can have come about: either the nasal element was analysed as a subjunctive suffix because the preterite stem simply had no nasal in origin (after all, it seems to go back to a nasal suffix eventually), or the nasal was lost before the s of the preterite (according to the sound law shown by e.g. TA es ‘shoulder’ ~ TB āntse ‘id’ < PT *anše).

If we assume that the nasal was lost before the s of the preterite, this has the advantage that the Proto-Tocharian stem system was rather simple, similar to Tocharian B. The basic stem was the n-subjunctive, from which an ňə/as-preterit was derived, as well as an s-preterite. The disadvantage is that we have to assume analogical removal of the nasal in a number of forms, e.g. s-less preterite forms such as āwu ‘I hit’ (of which there cannot have been very many because apart from ‘hit’ only middle preterite forms are attested) and the preterite participles raryu ‘give up’, sasyu ‘satiated’ (as opposed to onu ‘hit’). In view of the close connection between the preterite and the preterite participle, adaptation of the participle to the preterite is certainly conceivable. It may be no coincidence that the only verb for which active preterite forms are attested, āw-\(-n\)-, shows the -\(-n\)- in its participle onu: apparently, the preterite participle is a relic of an earlier stage where the s-less preterite forms still contained an -\(-n\)-.

If, on the other hand, we assume that the occasional absence of a nasal in the preterite and preterite participle forms is a relic of an earlier stage, the explanation of the subjunctive is straightforward, but other problems are encountered. For instance, it becomes difficult to explain the preterite formation as such, if it is not derived from the subjunctive: the Tocharian s-preterites have no parallels elsewhere. Further, it is very difficult to explain why the -\(-n\)- spread from the subjunctive (or even the
present) only to the preterite participle onu in 'hit': if preterite and preterite participle are incompatible, it is more likely that the latter preserves the older state of affairs since it is not part of the finite verb, but a nominal form. Thus, the spread of the n-subjunctive was favoured by loss of the n in the preterite rather than by old n-less forms.

The discrepancy between Tocharian A -nā₁/a₁- and Tocharian B -n- has probably come about through levelling of -n- and -n- in either direction. First of all, we expect a suffix *-nu- → *-nu- to have yielded both forms with n and with n; the phonologically regular *-naw- and *-na- must have been levelled to *-na- and *-na- at first, and then to *-nə- in Pre-Tocharian A and to *-nə- in Pre-Tocharian B.827 The palatalised variant seems to be needed for Tocharian B auñento 'beginning' (~ Tocharian A oñant), which must follow a derivation path where a suffix with -e- is added to a palatalised base, like ašauyme 'wise' from ayə̂/ə̂- or weñenta 'speaker' from weñə̂/ɛ̂-. The unpalatalised variant is certainly needed for the Tocharian A present, since the present suffix -(n)ūnā₁/a₁- shows no trace of -n-. The ā₁/a₁-alternation of the ū-suffix must be secondary after e.g. ūn- formations; possibly, traces of the earlier type are preserved in forms like riñmār 'I will give up' for expected **riñamār.828

Finally, I would like to put forward the hypothesis that the isolated Tocharian A innā₁/a₁-subjectives (that is, as opposed to the frequent innā₁/a₁-present-subjectives discussed in 4.4.4, p 394) replace the 'ay-subjunctive still found in Tocharian B (see 4.8.1 above, p 469). Only two verbs form an innā₁/a₁-subjective: āks- 'announce' and oks- 'grow', prs. {āksāyā₁/a₁}, {oksāyā₁/a₁} vs sbj. {āksānhnā₁/a₁}, {oksānhnā₁/a₁} 'grow'. My argument is based on two observations: 1) oksānhnā₁/a₁- corresponds to Tocharian B awkṣay-, and 2) the present oksāyā₁/a₁- contains an element i /āy/ that is otherwise inexplicable. That the pattern of at least Tocharian B awkṣ- goes back to Proto-Tocharian is also suggested by the neat correspondence between the TB prt.ptc. auksu and isolated TA oksu, see Winter (1977: 138). Thus, I assume that the prs. oksāyā₁/a₁- is ultimately an extension of the original sbj. oksāy-, either with dissimilation s-s to s-s or with reintroduction of the unpalatalised -s- from elsewhere. The subjunctive suffix probably had a single ū at first, i.e. *oksīnā₁/a₁- (cf perhaps

---

827 This spread of ū is recent because it postdates the depalatalisation of ū before t in view of forms such as 3sg.mid. oitā A231a5 '(s)he will start', 3sg.mid. kūntār A352a1 '(s)he will know', 3sg.mid. nākāntār MY3.3a8 '(s)he will reproach' as opposed to e.g. 3sg.mid. sōmvtrā (sēmvynnā₁-tr) with the "old" innā₁/a₁-suffix.

828 If an alternative solution for the palatalisation of Tocharian B auñento can be found, another explanation of the ū of Tocharian A can perhaps be offered. It is possible that it originates in a ū₁/a₁-subjective to a root in -n, after the model of prs. lānčā₁/a₁- : sbj. lāncā₁/a₁- 'go out', prs. kwā₁/a₁- : sbj. kwā₁/a₁- 'kill' etc, which must have been much more widespread in Pre-Tocharian A than in the language as it is actually attested. This second option is less likely because it offers no explanation for the type riñmār and the spread of the -n- is perhaps less plausible in a paradigm with a regular ū₁/a₁-alternation.
āksñam next to regular āksiññam ‘I will announce’), but was then adapted to the ināśa-present-subjunctive. Since Tocharian B aks- ‘announce’ forms no *yŋ/e-subjunctive, Tocharian A aks- ‘announce’ may have taken over its pattern from oks- ‘grow’, to which it was so close in form. Possibly, the unpalatalised s of the presents āksāyāsas and oksāyāsas was taken over from there (if it is not due to dissimilation as suggested above).

4.8.3 E-SUBJUNCTIVE

As commonly acknowledged (and once more set out in 2.5.1, p 47), the e- and o-presents of Tocharian B are in complementary distribution: the former are found with ọ|a-roots, the latter with a|a-roots. Evidently, this distribution can be traced back to Proto-Tocharian, as the Tocharian A ạ|ạ-root presents with a-grade (see 2.5.2, p 56 and 2.6.10, p 116) are clearly secondary:829 prs. {asā-} /asa/- ‘dry out’, for instance, goes back to older *oso-, just like Tocharian B {oso-} ‘dry out’. Since they are in complementary distribution, they will go back to a common source. The extreme regularity of the e- and o-present classes, as well as the frequent match with more complex patterns such as the s-present, suggest that they are secondarily derived, as noted already by Winter (1961: 92).

Conversely, the e-subjunctive does not seem to be secondary because it is formed to a much smaller group of verbs with more varied patterns. Since – except for the fact that it is a subjunctive – the e-subjunctive is completely identical to the e-present, the e-subjunctive must be the origin of the e-present. The e-present in turn must be the source of the o-present, on which see further below.

Just like the e-present, the e-subjunctive is exclusively middle, it has a-grade in the root, and all verbs are intransitive (exceptions to the latter pattern are sometimes found with the e- and o-presents, not with the e-subjunctive). In Tocharian A, the a-subjunctive (i.e. – TB e-subjunctive) combines with a rare preterite type that cannot be secondary: a middle-inflected root preterite with a-grade in the root, but without initial palatalisation, e.g. 3sg.sbj.mid. nkatār ‘(s)he will perish’ : 3sg.prt.mid. nakāt ‘(s)he has perished’. Even if some sort of analogical origin of this type could be found, it must have been of Proto-Tocharian age at least, as shown by the otherwise anomalous e-grade in the Tocharian B match 3sg.prt.mid. neksate ‘(s)he has perished’. Further, it must have been more widespread, since it is attested in a relic preterite formation of a verb of a different class, TA yām- ‘do’: e.g. 2sg.prt.mid. yāmite ‘you have made’.

There are various theories on the origin of the class marker -e- (for references, see e.g. Ringe 1996: 58 and Pinault 2008: 578-579). Since the most widely accepted variant (Ringe 1987a; strongly overvalued in Liv2 because the productivity of the

829 That the formulation above reflects the actual language situation is shown by shifts such as that of sparcws to sparcwatār (see 4.7.4, p 462).
suffix is disregarded) proceeds from \(a\)-roots as found with the secondary e-presents instead of \(O\)-roots as found with the primary e-subjunctives, it can be discarded.\(^{830}\) In my view, the correct solution has been advanced by Jasanoﬀ, who has made these middle classes to a central theme in his understanding of the Tocharian verb. He suggested that the e-classes in essence reﬂect the 3sg. ending \(-o\) of what he calls the middle root aorist (1978: 42-43 and passim), i.e. the type Ved. \(s\dot{\acute{a}}ye\) ‘lies’ < *\(k\dot{e}i-o + i\), often called “stative”. Formally, this derivation is impeccable; the main problem is why a complete paradigm should be built on just one form. The reason must be that the relevant verbs predominantly occurred in the 3sg., cf \(k\dot{a}n\)– ‘come about’, \(k\dot{a}s\)– ‘extinguish’, \(n\dot{a}k\)– ‘perish’, \(p\dot{a}k\)– ‘boil’, \(t\dot{a}k\)– ‘burn’; only \(t\dot{a}m\)– ‘be born’ is not a typical “middle” in the sense of Kemmer (1993). In any case, the fact that the e-sufﬁx is inert – not itself grading, not combining with gradation in the root – proves that the paradigm results from a thorough regularisation; this is neatly accounted for with a derivation from just one 3sg. form.

Whether the e-subjunctive had become a subjunctive before it spread to the e-presents I do not know. However, since it was a present in origin, it is easier to assume that the Tocharian B middle s-present and the Tocharian A middle \(n\dot{a}\dot{a}/sa\)-present are relatively recent completions of the e-paradigm, so pushing the e-formation to subjunctive function. In the e-presents, a different strategy was followed to make a fully-fledged verb, apparently because the characteristic root preterite of the e-subjunctive was not taken over: instead, the ubiquitous \(a\)-sufﬁx was used to form an \(a\)-preterite-subjunctive.

As to the origin of the o-presents I have a tentative solution that is close to Ringe’s explanation (1987a), but not identical with it. As is shown by the deviant initial accent in the subjunctive, o-presents are secondary to e-presents. While this initial accent may in part be due to the markedly higher frequency of medio-actives among o-presents compared to e-presents (see also 4.5.5, p 413), the very fact that they have more medio-actives in itself shows that they are secondary. Thus, I assume that o-presents ultimately result from the addition of the sufﬁx e to an already existing stem in a: the resulting combination \(*ae\) was certainly contracted to \(o\).

The explanation offered above takes the complementary distribution between the e- and o-presents to be secondary: whereas in the e-presents the present stem is primary and the preterite-subjunctive is derived with -a (with -e + a yielding -a), the preterite-subjunctive of the o-presents is primary and the present is derived with -e (with -a + e becoming -o). If this asymmetric derivation pattern is not accepted, I

---

\(^{830}\) Ringe argues that the zero grade of the stative sufﬁx \(-ehr\) followed by a \(*t/o\)-sufﬁx contracted to \(*\dot{o}\), a compromise between e and o that yielded TB e in principle, but aﬀected a preceding a to become o, after which it was aﬀected by that new o to become o itself. Although I agree that \(*aye > *ae\), and perhaps also \(*ayo > *a\dot{a}\), would result in o (see Peyron forth.a), I do not see how such a sequence could become e. In a later article, Ringe has himself withdrawn his theory: “I am no longer convinced that Ringe 1996:56-9 is even approximately the correct solution to this puzzle” (2000: 137).
can only think of the following. Both present classes were formed to original \(x|a\)-roots, and the combination of \(a\) and \(e\) yielded \(o\) in both classes. However, the \(o\) caused \(o\)-affection only in \(a|a\)-roots, while the root vowel of \(a|a\)-roots remained the same. Then, the \(e\)-suffix of the \(a|a\)-roots was restored after e.g. the \(e\)-subjunctives, but because of the \(o\)-affection, the salient \(o\)-o-presents were left intact: the \(o\) in the root blocked restoration. A similar principle seems to have been at work in onolme ‘being’ < *ana-elme where the \(o\) in the root blocked restoration of the suffix as in wpelme ‘spider’ < *wepa-elme (Peyrot forth.a).\(^{831}\)

For the root preterite I have no solution. Jasanoﬀ’s comparison with the Indo-Iranian passive aorist with \(*o\)-grade (e.g. 2003: 155, 213 and passim) is formally and functionally splendid, but it depends on the doubtful age of that formation (cf e.g. Kortlandt 1981: 127\(^{832}\)), unless one is prepared to accept Jasanoﬀ’s explanation with the \(h,e\)-conjugation. An inner-Tocharian “Schwebeblaut” explanation fails on the lack of a sufﬁcient number of verbs with the suitable \(ReC\)-structure, it seems: only nakāt < *nekte itself could theoretically result from the adaptation of an earlier *enkte from *nk-to. As a last option, one could consider Kortlandt’s suggestion that the \(e\)-grade reﬂects the \(*e\)-grade of the \(s\)-aorist (1994: 63); the lack of initial palatalisation would have to be explained as analogical after \(a\)-grade middles.

4.8.4 \(3/\text{E价钱} E\)-SUBJUNCTIVE

Although the only Proto-Indo-European formation that could qualify as “subjunctive” was formed with the suﬃx \(*_{\text{E}}\text{-grade} -\text{e}\)-suffix, subjunctives with an \(3/\text{E价钱} -\text{e}\)-suﬃx are only a minor category in Tocharian. First of all, the present-subjunctives discussed in 4.4.1 (p 378), 4.4.4 (p 394) and 4.4.6 (p 398) are actually presents (such as TB pa\(553|\text{sk}e\)-, TA pa\(553|\text{sa}\)- ‘protect’), or recent derivations from presents (such as TB we\(553|\text{e}\)-, TA we\(553|\text{a}\)- ‘say’). Then there is another category of \(3/\text{E价钱} -\text{e}\)-subjunctives with clearly secondarily derived presents next to them, which must therefore go back to presents as well (discussed directly below). The only “real” \(3/\text{E价钱} -\text{e}\)-subjunctives are found with \(*k\text{w̓em}\)- ‘come’ (see 4.3.1, p 351) and the “s-causatives”, which form the main topic of this section.

In Tocharian B, we find \{ak\(553|\text{sk}e\}- ‘announce’, \{a\(552|\text{sk}e\}-, probably ‘fetch’, and \{ya\(553|\text{sk}e\}- ‘beg’. All three verbs form an evidently secondary \(553|\text{sk}e\)-present:

---

831 Lubotsky (after Kortlandt) argues that the \(o\)-present reﬂects a \(w\)-present (with \(w > o\); see 4.10.3, p 493), which might in origin be a re-inflected perfect participle form (1985: 7). While the assumption of an old nominal formation is semantically ﬁne and neatly compatible with the morphologically inert character of the class, it is of no explanation for the \(e\)-subjunctive and the \(e\)-present, nor for the stable \(a\)-vowel in the root of \(o\)-presents. As I argue, his key example TB sporttotār, whose TA cognate sparwās shows in fact a ‘\(-w\)’, is to be explained otherwise (see 4.7.4, p 462).

832 Kortlandt argues that it is in origin a denominal formation, which is supported by Migron’s observation (1975) that the passive aorist is often impersonal.
\{aks\textsuperscript{532}/ske\textsuperscript{7}\}, \{āss\textsuperscript{532}/ske\textsuperscript{7}\}, \{yaskā\textsuperscript{532}/ske\textsuperscript{7}\}. In addition, ‘announce’ and ‘beg’ form the secondary \(a\)-preterites \{aks-\-ā-\} and \{yaśl-ā-\}. Thus, these \(h/\varepsilon\)-subjunctives must reflect earlier presents. While ‘fetch’ lacks a reliable etymology, the \(sk\)-suffix of ‘beg’ is a clear indication of its present origin (see Hackstein 1995: 185-186). However, the \(s\)-extension of \(ak\textsuperscript{532}/s\-c ‘announce’ is difficult to explain, as it has no parallels in other Indo-European languages, in spite of the relative good attestation, e.g. Gk. ἂν ‘said’, Lat. aino ‘say’ and Arm. asem ‘say’ (11V2: 256; Hackstein 1995: 332-335; Martirosyan 2010: 117-118). Hackstein argues that \(ak\textsuperscript{532}/s\-c reflects a desiderative \(\ast h\text{eg-}s/\varepsilon\)-, which is theoretically possible because it is in fact a subjunctive, but hardly plausible because it would be the only example. I would rather compare aks- with aksa- ‘wake up’ and awks- ‘grow’: it cannot be a coincidence that all these verbs with an “extra” \(-s\) go back to roots ending in \(-k\). Possibly, at least one (awks-), perhaps more, built an old \(s\)-present (in the sense of Kuiper 1937: 36-40), which was taken over by the other verb(s). In view of the apparent condition that the root ends in \(-k\), it could also be argued that the \(-s\) reflects an earlier suffix \(-sk\)- (see 4.5.6, p 419), but the patterns of the above three verbs are different: we would have to assume that the whole stem pattern was based on the (original) present stem, while the \(k\) must have been reintroduced to yield the secondary cluster \(ksk\) from a non-present stem that is not preserved.

In Tocharian \(A\), we find \{kāw\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\} ‘kill’, \{yām\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\} ‘do’, and \{lānc\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\} ‘go out’. The subjunctive of ‘go out’ is discussed in 4.3.5 (p 368), where it is argued that is analogical after \{sām\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\} ‘come’ (see 4.3.1, p 351). For the subjunctive of yām- ‘do’, I have argued (4.3.7, p 372) that it probably replaces the root subjunctive found in Tocharian \(B\) because the \(x\)-\(O\)-root subjunctive seems to be systematically removed in Tocharian \(A\); to the subjunctive of ‘kill’ the same explanation could apply.

The “real” \(h/\varepsilon\)-subjunctives that remain are those formed to the “\(s\)-causative”. In Tocharian \(B\), it is a regular category with \(s\)-grade in the root and initial palatalisation if possible. In Tocharian \(B\), we find \{trāy\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘err’, \{tsō\textsuperscript{32}/\(ke\)-\} ‘torment’, \{pēl\textsuperscript{32}/\(ke\)-\} ‘burn’, \{plō\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘sell’, \{maw\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘make disappear?’, \{way\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘avoid’, \{sōp\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘point out’, \{spāt\textsuperscript{3}/\(ke\)-\} ‘disappear’, and \{lōw\textsuperscript{32}/\(ke\)-\} ‘light up’. In Tocharian \(A\), it is a relic category that was being replaced by the productive \(n\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\)-subjunctive discussed above (4.8.2, p 472). As noted in 2.6.6 (p 99), the earlier existence of the type is nevertheless proved by such forms as the verbal nouns trīšlun, plāšlun and tsāršlun from \{trāy\textsuperscript{3}/\(ka\)-\} ‘err’, \{pēl\textsuperscript{3}/\(ka\)-\} ‘burn’ and \{tāš\textsuperscript{3}/\(ka\)-\} ‘torment’, respectively. The verbal noun eṅlun A11a5 ‘instruction’ to the verb \(en\)- ‘instruct’ is ambiguous as to whether it is a \(\text{ā}/\(a\)-subjunctive or a \(n\textsuperscript{3}/\(a\)-\)-subjunctive (thus Carling 2009: 73), but in view of its replacement by the productive enāšlun it was probably not clear.

\(83\) If 3sg. ṣāṣṣām B591a4 is \{āṣṣṣān\}.

\(84\) Because of the Tocharian \(a\)-, Hackstein reconstructs the root with initial \(\ast h\), instead of the traditional \(\ast h\) based on Greek ἂν (e.g. Rix 1976: 204; Schrijver 1991: 26-28).
enough for the speakers, which makes it unlikely that it was of the productive *nālā-
type (see also Sieg, Siegling and Schulze 1931: 378).

The problem with this 3/ε-subjunctive type is that its stem pattern is hardly any
different from the x|∅-root subjunctive: both form an s-preterite and s-present. The
only difference is that the 3/ε-subjunctive does not combine with *spe/ske* presents, a
subcategory found with x|∅-root subjunctives. However, in the light of Couvrer’s
theory that the s-present arose through dissimilation after stops, at least -k (see 4.5.6,
p 419), there is no reason whatsoever to expect *spe/ske*-presents in this 3/ε-subjunctive
class: 7 out 9 end in -k.

In view of the rigid regularity of this subclass, it is plausible that it goes back to
only a small source, which in turn suggests that the x|∅-root subjunctive was the
more original, primary type. How and where this secondary 3/ε-type arose I do not
know. The one certain old 3/ε-subjunctive of ‘come’ may have been the model, but its
*nāk*-ε-present is in fact different from the s-present found here (Tocharian A
länt- ‘go out’ is a different case because it does form a nālā/su*-present). One could
argue that regular 3-grade 3/ε-presents caused the shift to 3/ε-inflection, as they are
synchronically indistinguishable from 3/ε-subjunctives: both have initial palatalisation
(2.5.4, p 68 and p 73). If this vague analogy is not accepted, there seems to be no
other option than to derive these subjunctives from old *ε/ε*-subjunctives. After all,
they are formally completely compatible with such a derivation, too, and in that case
it is even conceivable that some of the original 3/ε-subjunctives were ousted by the
better represented x|∅-root subjunctive. Such a shift would be especially attractive
because it explains why there are no 3/ε-subjunctives with other root grades than the
regular *s from *e.

4.9 MEANING

As argued in chapter 3, the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctives in main clauses is
future and that in subclauses is uncertainty. While the uncertainty meaning and the
future meaning are evidently linked, they cannot be unified synchronically because
the subclause subjunctive is not a future and the main clause subjunctive does not
denote uncertainty. It was further suggested that it is probably the future meaning
that derives from that of uncertainty, if the two meanings are diachronically to be
derived from one proto-meaning.

The simple formulation of the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive above is not
meant to conceal its wide range of uses. Especially in view of the lack of competing
categories other than the optative, whose meaning is neatly distinct, it can hardly be
overemphasised that the meanings FUTURE and UNCERTAINTY in principle allow for a
derivation from various sources. Since the uncertainty meaning is probably older
than the future meaning, any grammatical category denoting uncertainty, possibility
or probability would qualify. In addition, it is difficult to exclude certain paths of
development: will meanings could perhaps be a source as well, and even future
meanings could eventually stand at the basis. Likewise, I consider it theoretically possible that the subjunctive goes back to an old present.

### 4.9.1 Subjunctive

As already noted in section 1.3 (p 16), the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive is in principle compatible with that of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive. However, there are three serious problems: 1) the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive is full of problems, 2) in as far as it can be reconstructed, its meaning is difficult to establish, and 3) the Tocharian subjunctive cannot formally be derived from it. In this section, the semantic equation is my main concern.

The meaning of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive has been the subject of a long and ongoing discussion, from early studies such as Delbrück (1871) up to recent ones such as Tichy (2006), who discusses the history of the debate at length (p 1-50). Whereas the languages that have preserved the subjunctive – as an independent category or in traces – agree in great outline in its use in subclauses, the uses in main clauses vary greatly. In subclauses, the subjunctive has often a faint meaning only, to the extent that it does not seem to add any meaning at all, but merely serves to construe a subordinate clause. In main clauses, the meanings encountered range from future and expectancy to will and generic use. As far as I can judge, the weight attached to the different languages has had a great impact on the reconstruction of the proto-meaning, as so often with the reconstruction of the proto-language in general.

Renou has argued that apart from its usual volitional function, in which it expresses the will of the subject, the Vedic subjunctive denotes subordination and dependency:

“À côté du subjonctif modal – final, consécutif, hypothétique, volitif – on est en droit de poser un subjonctif éventuel, dont le seul motif apparent est de présenter l’affirmation comme générale, indéterminée, implicitement subordonnée” (1932: 9).\(^{835}\)

In the same article he has shown that the Vedic subjunctive must in origin have been an independent formation, not taking part in the aspect contrast between the imperfective present stem and the perfective aorist stem: “il y a lieu de poser pour le védique des subjonctifs indépendants, sans autre caractéristique que la voyelle -a-, étrangers aux systèmes verbaux fixés” (p 28).

---

\(^{835}\) Admittedly, Renou’s notion of an “éventuel” is a bit vague, but I am convinced that this is not due to Renou, but rather to the subjunctive itself. In my view, it is a fallacy to conclude from any vagueness in his description that it is wrong. Compare in this respect the strange statement of Hahn (1953: 147), who claims “In Vedic the subjunctive and optative seem hopelessly mixed up with each other, as well as with the future indicative and the imperative.”
Whereas the Greek subjunctive shows great similarity to the Vedic modal subjunctive (excluding Renou’s “éventuel” for the moment), it can also be used as a future. In addition, there are some irregular futures that are historically subjunctives, the most prominent example being ἔδομαι ‘I will eat’. Whereas the meaning of the Latin subjunctive is of little use for our purpose because it largely derives from the Proto-Indo-European optative, the fact that it has some futures of the same sort is often adduced in support of an old future meaning of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive.

On the basis of the evidence so briefly presented above, I would be inclined to attach most weight to the Vedic subjunctive, and thus to the “éventuel” which seems to be a relic meaning. I have doubts about the value of the Latin evidence as a whole because the Latin future certainly has other sources beside the subjunctive, and those other sources seem to be much more important, so that the only thing needed is a subjunctive with a meaning that allowed it to become part of the future system – obviously, there are many such meanings. Even if the Latin subjunctive-futures originally had future meaning, which is certainly possible as this notion is also found in Greek, it could easily have developed from a volitional. The latter development is amply recorded, in English with its will-future as well as in many other languages (cf the statistic approach of Bybee, Perkins and Pagliuca 1994: 254-257).

The problem, then, is whether the volitional (will) subjunctive can be derived from the “éventuel” posited by Renou, or whether it should rather be the other way round. As hinted at above, I think that the synchronic analysis of the Vedic usage points to an old “éventuel” meaning or subordinating function: after all, the volitional use is attested in Vedic itself. Thus, if the “éventuel” seems to be a relic use within Vedic, the volitional is likely to derive from it, and so it could in e.g. Greek.

To mitigate the evidence of Vedic, it could be argued that it does not display the original state of affairs because the use of the subjunctive is influenced by neighbouring categories. Indeed, “Le Veda baigne dans le mode et, à l’intérieur du mode, dans les échanges modaux” (Renou 1937: 9), and on top of that it has a precative, a saya-future, and a desiderative. However, denoting a wish of the speaker, the precative was competing with the optative rather than with the subjunctive; the saya-future was marginal in the earliest period, so that it can hardly have influenced the use of the subjunctive in any important manner; and the desiderative was only competing with the subjunctive in the first person, since it denoted a wish of the subject, unlike the subjunctive, which could denote the will of the speaker, not of the subject.836 Thus, the large number of modal and future-like categories in Vedic is striking and differences are often delicate, but it is not clear how the “éventuel” use should have been caused entirely by shifting through pressure from other categories.

836 In a recent study, Heenen has argued that the desiderative does not merely express the wish of the subject, but depicts an action as about to take place (2006: 49 and passim). Naturally, this sets it further apart from the subjunctive.
Nevertheless, I cannot but remain very cautious with conclusions about the original meaning of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive. The main reason is that on the one hand it is not clear what the exact role of neighbouring categories was, and on the other hand, it is in general hardly possible to make definite statements about what is a possible semantic development and what is not: reasoning is rather in terms of what is more or less likely. In spite of these uncertainties, I will maintain my view that the meaning of the Proto-Indo-European subjunctive allows for a connection with its Tocharian counterpart. If it was a subordinator, it matches the Tocharian subjunctive in subclauses perfectly; if it was a future, it corresponds well to the Tocharian future subjunctive in main clauses; if it was volitional, it may by all means have developed into a future subjunctive.

An important reason to give priority to Renou's “éventuel”, a non-modal, non-future function, is the obvious similarity of the subjunctive with the *e/o*-present, which makes a non-modal origin of the subjunctive likely if one does not want to derive that present from the modal form. The probable connection of these two categories is one of the reasons why the reconstruction of the subjunctive is uncertain: if it developed from a present, the logical question is when that happened. This question receives even more weight if the second difficulty of the reconstruction is taken into account: the subjunctive is best preserved in the “central branches” Greek and Indo-Iranian, with traces in Latin, but apparently not elsewhere. Thus, it is conceivable that it is a relatively recent creation in Indo-European, which was not found in Proto-Indo-European proper (understood as the ancestor of all branches).

In this light, it is highly interesting that Tocharian has in fact inherited the subjunctive, at least morphologically. However, it has not inherited the subjunctive as a category, but only in isolated forms that are now found among the Tocharian subjunctive formations. Thus, if the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive were inherited from Proto-Indo-European, those few morphological subjunctives would need to have kept their original meaning and all other Tocharian subjunctives would have been created secondarily. It is here that great difficulties arise: if the system Tocharian inherited had been so straightforward as in e.g. Greek, it is hardly possible that such a radical restructuring could have taken place. In addition, the verb for ‘come’, which has without doubt the most prominent old subjunctive, deviates from regular stem patterns in such a profound manner, that we can only understand the survival of its subjunctive as an incidental phenomenon. It is unlikely that this small group stood at the basis of the subjunctive as a whole.

4.9.2 Present

In theory, a possible semantic source of the Tocharian subjunctive is an old present, as argued by Couvreur (1947: 73) and others. The idea is that the current subjunctive goes back to an old present, which adopted subjunctive function because a new present was created next to it: a push chain development. Indeed, not only the
meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive would fit such a development, but we also find at least one of the diagnostic features Haspelmath has convincingly worked out (1998: 30-33, cited extensively below):

1) **markedness violations**: the future or subjunctive has an unmarked form whereas the present is marked, e.g. Udmurt myn-ışk-o ‘I am going’ vs myn-o ‘I will go’;

2) **irregular verbs**: some synchronic futures or subjunctives seem to be presents morphologically, e.g. Lezgian prs. qaçu-zwa ‘(s)he takes’ and fut. qaçu-da ‘(s)he will take’ vs prs. kie’e-da ‘(s)he is afraid’ with the “fut. suffix” -da;

3) **unexpected polysemy**: the future or subjunctive also expresses some other meaning that does not seem to be directly linked, e.g. the Lezgian future -da cited above is also used as an habitual present;

4) **unexpected special uses**: the future or subjunctive has occasionally different meanings in older texts, proverbs, or fixed expressions.

The Tocharian subjunctive displays certainly feature 1) and possibly 2).

The markedness violation is obvious and widespread (see also, e.g. 1.2, p 15). Typical examples are TA tarkaš, TB tārkam ‘(s)he will let go’ with an unmarked form vs TA tārnāš, TB tārkanaš ‘(s)he lets go’ with a marked form, or TA pārmār, TB preku ‘I will ask’ vs TA prakāsmār, TB preksau ‘I ask’.

The second principle is more difficult because the Tocharian subjunctive shows a wide variety of subjunctives that look like presents, but much less presents that look like subjunctives. However, a good example can be found: TB 3sg. prāskam, 3pl. parskam is a present-subjunctive with the root gradation otherwise typical for subjunctives; it is perhaps no coincidence that it means ‘be afraid’, just like the Lezgian example above. Other forms that could qualify are for instance lyâka-type present-subjunctives as 3sg.pl.prs.-sbj. palwaŋ of ‘complain’. Nonetheless, the essential problem is that there is no unique marker for subjunctives, so that the forms in question could theoretically also be presents – which is, in fact, what they historically are.

The essential question is whether we are allowed to reverse Haspelmath’s principle and adduce subjunctives that look like presents. Evidently, we are not: the principles are meant as diachronic clues and a subjunctive that looks like a present is obviously what it looks like, namely an old present. The mere fact that we find present-like subjunctives with derived presents beside them, like TB weñau ‘I will say’ vs weskau ‘I say’, shows that old presents could become subjunctives, but it does not prove that other subjunctives that do not look like presents are old presents as well. Thus, I conclude that the question whether the second principle applies invites debate, but in the end the evidence is very weak indeed.

The third and the fourth feature are not found in Tocharian: there are no by-meanings or relic meanings of subjunctive forms that would show that they go back to older presents.

Even if the only explicit indication of a present → subjunctive shift is the markedness of the present, the lack of Haspelmath’s other features does not prove that Tocharian is not an example of his path of development: any of such irregular-
ities could have disappeared in the course of time. What is more, none of the indications is absolutely necessary. However, positive evidence for the present → subjunctive shift is in fact meagre, certainly if an alternative explanation of the markedness of the present can be found.

The definite argument against Couvreur’s theory does not come from semantics, but from comparative morphology: since it can be shown that the Tocharian category present derives from the Proto-Indo-European present, it cannot be a secondary creation that pushed some old present into subjunctive function. In the case of the nasal presents this is the clearest: if Couvreur’s theory is thought through, the subjunctive tärkam should be an old present and tärkanam should be a new present. Evidently, this leads to serious problems because 1) the nasal present is old and ascertained by comparative evidence, 2) there is no source for a present tärkan, and 3) the nasal presents are left unexplained if it is assumed that they were secondarily created: on the basis of what?

Thus, the essence of the subjunctive system cannot be a shift from old presents to subjunctives. Nevertheless, a number of subjunctives must be explained by exactly this development:

- subjunctives in -s-, at least akʰə̞/sc- ‘announce’, awkʰə̞/sc- ‘grow’ (Hackstein 1995: 327-354);
- subjunctives in -sk- in as far as they have a longer present next to them (Hackstein 1995: 167-202);
- PT weñə̞/c- ‘speak’, clearly an old present as shown by the new presents TA tränk-
and TB weñə̞/skc- (Winter 1977: 135-136 and passim);
- na-subjunctives, see 4.6.9 (p 448);
- e-subjunctives, see 4.8.3 (p 476);
- i-subjunctives, see 4.8.1 (p 469);
- TB loka- ‘see’, certainly an old present-subjunctive because it is still preserved in the middle, and because it is parallel to šōwa- ‘eat’ etc (4.4.5, p 395);
- PT tatta- ‘put’, on the basis of the comparison with Indo-European (4.3.2, p 357).

The varied character of this phenomenon suggests that it is a secondary development that has nothing to do with the rise of the subjunctive as such. In some cases, we dispose even of hard proof because of relic forms or mismatches between the two languages. Thus, those subjunctives from old presents were not pushed to subjunctive function in the “strict sense”: the category was already there and their present origin only attests of a drift in Tocharian to fit all verbs in a rigid present→ subjunctive pattern. This drift has affected almost the complete verbal lexicon in Tocharian A, while Tocharian B shows the older stage in many instances, but the principle has been at work at the pre-stages of both languages as well as in Proto-Tocharian.
4.9.3 PERFECT

As argued directly above, the Tocharian subjunctive cannot go back to the Proto-Indo-European present, that is, the Proto-Indo-European present is in principle continued by the Tocharian present. However, there were perhaps more present-like categories in Proto-Indo-European, the best candidate of which is the perfect. As recounted in 4.1.5 (p 334), the Proto-Indo-European perfect originally was a resultative, denoting a present state as the result of a past event; in many languages, it developed further into a past tense. If Tocharian inherited a perfect which had become a past tense, I see no way to derive the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive from it. However, if the perfect it inherited was still a present, it is worthwhile exploring whether it could have undergone a shift from present to subjunctive as sketched in the preceding section.

The essential problem with a derivation of the subjunctive from a second present is that it is not clear how a push chain should have functioned. If the two presents existed side by side, they must originally have had a certain relevant difference because otherwise there would be no need of a second present. Then this difference must have disappeared so that the second present had to move away, apparently towards a subjunctive meaning, or it was transformed into the contrast between present and subjunctive as actually attested in Tocharian.

Kim (2007b) has explored exactly this path of reasoning when he wanted to apply Couvreur’s idea (in line with a long tradition, he attributes it to Winter instead, e.g. 1994a: 287). In a nutshell, he has argued that the perfect was a second present in Proto-Indo-European, which filled the blank “non-past + perfective” traditionally reconstructed (e.g. Brugmann 1916: 48):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>imperfective</th>
<th>perfective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-past</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>? = PERFECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>imperfect</td>
<td>aorist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just like Couvreur, Kim draws a parallel with Slavic, where imperfective and perfective aspect determine the character of the whole verbal system. In northern Slavic languages, a morphological present of the perfective stem does not have present, but rather future reference. Thus, if the perfect was a second present

---

837 An older meaning of the perfective present is found in South Slavic languages, e.g. Serbo-Croatian, which has a separate future formed with the auxiliary ‘want’, 1sg. ču etc. The SCr perfective present does not denote a future, but it is used 1) in general statements, 2) as a historic present in narratives to convey rapid action, or 3) in subclauses, where it often has future reference (Meillet and Vaillant 1952: 283-284). Although the auxiliary construction is certainly secondary, relics of the same meaning are found in other Slavic languages such as Russian (Vaillant 1977: 155-156).
comparable to the perfective present of Slavic, it could offer a possible source for the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive.

Evidently, others had seen the “non-past + perfective” blank before and there are obvious reasons to reconstruct it: the imperfective is formed from the present stem and the perfective from the aorist stem, and the aorist stem has no regular non-past. Conversely, the perfect has its own stem that has nothing to do with the present-aorist system; even its endings are of a completely different set. Thus, there are no morphological reasons to take the perfect with the present-aorist system at all: the two systems are clearly separate (e.g. Brugmann 1916: 427-428).

Prohibitive of Kim’s theory, however, is the fact that the perfect was just not the perfective counterpart of the present: it denoted a state. Although the perfect was perfective in the sense that it denoted a state that is the result of a recent change, as opposed to the stative, where the starting point of the state is irrelevant, it cannot have filled the “perfective present” blank in the present-aorist system because these formations did not denote states. In my view, the fact that the perfect does neither morphologically nor semantically allow for an analysis as the perfective counterpart of the present is too great an obstacle for Kim’s theory.

I see two alternative courses to explain the subjunctive from the perfect: either the subjunctive should go back to the resultative present meaning directly, or the perfect became a perfective present first. Both scenarios are difficult to exclude completely, so that the question is first and foremost how likely they are.

It is not easy to derive the subjunctive from the stative present meaning directly. On the one hand, unlike the Tocharian subjunctive, the perfect certainly had no future reference, and an uncertainty by-meaning can likewise be ruled out. On the other hand, the subjunctive has no present meaning, nor does it refer to states in particular. Thus, “direct derivation” can at most be true in a relative, not in an absolute sense: there are no shared elements of meaning. This again does not lead us much further: the resultative meaning must have been lost anyhow, which leaves us with a present that should have become a subjunctive. As possible ways in which such a shift could have come about, I see only the push chain type of the last paragraph, or the perfective present, for which see directly below. The problem with a push chain development is that it is completely unclear how it should have worked: I would not know how to understand a situation wherein two presents pushed each other so that one became a present without one of them having been different in a certain respect. And here I have to repeat myself: the present turns up as a present, so that it cannot have had another meaning, and the perfect was different in meaning, but not in such a way that it was likely to become a subjunctive.

What seems to be a more attractive path at first sight is to assume that the perfect, which originally was no perfective present, as argued above, became one in the prehistory of Tocharian. The only way such a radical change could have come about, in my view, is a complete merger of the perfect with the perfective stem, the aorist. This has often been proposed before to explain the preterite, which was derived in part from the perfect, in part from the aorist. As the perfect was not
perfective and the aorist not a present, it requires a smooth merger, resulting in a category with the aspect of the latter and the tense of the former.

Although I think that such a scenario would be adequate semantically, I see great morphological difficulties: it presupposes not only that the perfect has been preserved as a present tense, but also that the aorist has been preserved as a past tense. Both are wrong. Admittedly, the perfect must have merged with the aorist in a certain sense, but the result seems to have been exactly the reverse: the perfect origin of the Tocharian preterite endings suggest that the perfect had become a past tense, whereas an explanation of the endings of the present-subjunctive system requires the inclusion of secondary endings as were found in the aorist. Thus, although the preterite and the subjunctive have characteristics of the perfect and the aorist indeed, there are no indications whatsoever that the perfect became a perfective present, and eventually the Tocharian subjunctive.

4.9.4 INJUNCTIVE

The category that in my view is the most likely source of the Tocharian subjunctive is the aorist injunctive. As an independent category, the injunctive is only preserved in Vedic, but the general view is that it is old and has disappeared in the other languages. It is principally defined morphologically: it is a past tense form without the augment, a prefixed past tense marker (Gk. ἔ-). Without the augment, those forms are not automatically presents because the contrast present : past is double-marked: the present has special present-marking primary endings and the past is characterised by non-present secondary endings and the augment. The injunctive is peculiar in that it takes an intermediate position, combining non-present endings with the lack of the augment, which marks it as non-past.

The meaning of the injunctive is even more difficult to describe than that of the subjunctive. Except for its obligatory use in prohibitive clauses, its meaning is strikingly faint. It can be used in different temporal contexts without explicitly referring to a definite point in time, and in different modal contexts without adding an explicit value of its own. Thus, parallel to its negative morphological definition, Hoffmann describes its meaning in negative terms as “zeitstufenlos, nicht-modal, nicht-berichtend” (1967: 278).

Although with such negative characteristics it shows no clear similarity to the Tocharian subjunctive semantically, the meaning of the latter can easily be derived from it. Any of its non-past or modal meanings may have stood at the basis, but since it is unclear whether such meanings belong to the semantic nucleus of the formation, I would rather opt for the “second present” scenario as discussed in detail in 4.9.2 (p 483) above. In short, the aorist injunctive combines the two most important formal characteristics of the Tocharian subjunctive: in Tocharian terms, it is a preterite stem with present endings, i.e. the originally non-present secondary endings that have merged with the other endings of the present-aorist system in Tocharian (see 4.2, p 341).
4.9 meaning

As argued by Couvreur, the Tocharian present stem is imperfective and the subjunctive stem is perfective. In Proto-Indo-European, the present stem is likewise imperfective, and since it is continued by the Tocharian present, it would be understandable if its perfective aorist stem is reflected in the Tocharian preterite-subjunctive stem. Indeed, the Tocharian preterite-subjunctive stem shows a number of striking similarities with the Proto-Indo-European aorist stem.

As details are treated elsewhere, notably in 4.5.3-4.5.4 (p 408) and 4.6.5 (p 442), I will here only emphasise an important general agreement: just like the Tocharian present stem, the Proto-Indo-European present stem is mostly marked vis-à-vis the aorist. A quick look in e.g. Brugmann (1916) or Liv2 shows a wide variety of patterns that derive presents from aorists, but only very few that derive aorists from presents, notably the s-aorist and the reduplicated aorist. The first type is “demarked” by sound law, that is, the s is lost in Tocharian, which turns the originally derived stem into what must be synchronically analysed as a root formation (4.5.4, p 411). The second type is probably reflected in the causative preterite, although causative reduplication is transformed into initial accent in Tocharian B (4.4.6, p 398). Thus, in as far as the Proto-Indo-European aorist was not a root formation already, it has become one through the developments leading to historical Tocharian.

Synchronically, the Tocharian subjunctive looks like a present because of its endings, but diachronically those endings reflect a mixture of the Proto-Indo-European primary endings with present reference and the secondary endings with non-present reference (4.2, p 341). In other words, the non-present – or past, if you will – endings turn up as present endings in Tocharian. This development is highly remarkable if we had to assume that the vehicle category for the secondary endings had been the regular aorist or the imperfect: how could such a past tense have furnished non-past endings? On the assumption that it was rather the injunctive that carried the secondary endings up to their merger with the primary endings, this problem is avoided: the injunctive was not a past tense.

The semantic development will then have been one comparable to that sketched – but rejected – for the perfect in 4.9.3 (p 486). The merger of the primary and the secondary endings threw the aspect contrast between the present stem and the aorist stem (which was to become the preterite-subjunctive stem) into relief: the stem difference became the only difference between two categories that were formerly distinguished by their stem and their endings. This led to the rise of a second, perfective present that ultimately became the subjunctive.

In sum, the derivation of the Tocharian subjunctive from the Proto-Indo-European aorist injunctive explains that it is formed from the preterite-subjunctive stem, that it has present endings, as well as its non-markedness compared to the marked present. It further explains that there is no */t/ subjunctive analogous to the Proto-Indo-European “*e/ subjunctives”, and it accounts for the present-subjunctive, which goes back to presents with no aorist beside them.
4.9.5 SEMANTIC SOURCES OF THE TOCHARIAN SUBJUNCTIVE

In the above, I have discussed four possible Proto-Indo-European source categories of the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive: subjunctive, present, perfect and aorist injunctive. Although a present could well develop into a category like the Tocharian subjunctive, which denotes future in main clauses and uncertainty in subclauses, it can be excluded as the ultimate source because the Proto-Indo-European present is continued as the Tocharian present (4.9.2, p 483). A number of Tocharian subjunctives must go back to earlier presents, but since the presents that are found beside them are obviously secondary, this was a late development, when the subjunctive category already existed.

A derivation of the subjunctive from an old perfect encounters insurmountable problems both on the semantic and the morphological side (4.9.3, p 486). While the meaning of the perfect seems rather to be continued in the preterite system, that is, both in the finite preterite and in the preterite participle, it has also furnished the endings of the finite preterite and the morphological design of the preterite participle as a whole.

The subjunctive and the injunctive are not so readily dismissed as possible sources: the subjunctive is so close in meaning that it could have developed into the Tocharian subjunctive directly, whereas the injunctive may have developed into a second present, which is certainly a plausible semantic source. For both categories, we have to restrict ourselves to the aorist stem in order to explain the affinity of the subjunctive stem and the preterite stem in Tocharian. Whereas some isolated formations and probably one category continue aorist “*e/-e-subjunctive” patterns, it is questionable whether these allow to explain the ensemble of the subjunctive system: the asymmetric make-up of the verb for ‘come’ compared to regular patterns, for instance, suggests that the survival of the subjunctive in that verb is a relic. In addition, the bulk of the other subjunctives show no traces of a subjunctive suffix and there are no indications for a loss of that suffix.

The injunctive, on the other hand, seems to have all necessary characteristics: it had no suffix of its own and the merger of the primary (present) and secondary (non-present) endings in Tocharian explains that it became a kind of present. Apparently, it merged functionally with the subjunctive in the course of time, whereas in many cases the lack of a contrast between present and preterite-subjunctive stem was compensated through the creation of new presents that allowed the old presents to become subjunctives. Thus, the Tocharian subjunctive is morphologically a mixture of aorist injunctives, aorist “*e/-e-subjunctive” and old presents, but the origin of the category as a whole is probably to be sought in the first. Both morphologically and semantically, the aorist injunctive is the most likely source of the Tocharian subjunctive.
4.10 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the Tocharian subjunctive has generally been traced back to the Proto-Indo-European aorist. Besides, a considerable number of verbs have a present-subjunctive, which must go back to an older present. In addition, a small number of isolated subjunctives and some minor subjunctive classes with evidently secondary present formations must be derived from the present as well.

4.10.1 ORIGIN

The origin of the Tocharian subjunctive is diverse: in broad outline, it reflects both aorist and present formations, the Proto-Indo-European perfective and imperfective stems respectively. I have found only little evidence for old perfects. Whereas the perfect had become a past tense in the prehistory of Tocharian, as shown by the Tocharian preterite endings, which reflect the endings of the Proto-Indo-European perfect, its stem formation was replaced by that of the aorist. This replacement must have taken place because the primary (present tense) endings of the present-aorist system merged with the secondary (non-present, often past tense) endings. When the contrast was between present and past endings was restored with the introduction of the perfect endings in the aorist, the perfect itself was apparently abandoned. The most salient trace of the perfect is found in the preterite participle, which has preserved both the characteristic reduplication and the perfect participle suffix */-uos-*/; however, the stem shape of the preterite participle has been adapted to the preterite. Some individual verbs may reflect old perfects: TB ay*/s*/-/ke- ‘know’, TB ce*/s*/-/ke- ‘touch’ and PT */yok- ‘drink’. Possibly, the 3sg.pf. in */e/ was reinterpreted as a 3sg. of the */e/-suffix.

The meaning of the subjunctive can be derived from the aorist through a kind of second present development, as suggested by Couvreur (1947: 73) and others, along the lines of the typological study of Haspelmath (1998). While the Tocharian present in principle continues the Proto-Indo-European present, the aorist was apparently reinterpreted as a kind of present when its endings merged with those of the “real” present. Whether the aorist sources of the Tocharian subjunctive are to be looked for among aorist subjunctives or rather aorist injunctives is not completely clear. However, there are only very few subjunctives with an */s/-suffix of a reasonable age, so that a derivation from the aorist injunctive seems more plausible in principle. The meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive need not have completely resulted from a reinterpretation of the second “perfective” present: the Proto-Indo-European injunctive may have developed into the Tocharian subjunctive directly. In addition, the scarce remnants of “original subjunctive”, i.e. */e/-formations in Tocharian may point to a pre-stage where the aorist subjunctive had a wider usage, so that it contributed its part in the ultimate semantics of the Tocharian subjunctive.

Although at first sight the number of subjunctives from earlier presents is considerable, they are all clearly secondary formations that result from a strong tenden-
cy, a drift, to supply all verbs with a present, a subjunctive and a preterite. At an earlier stage of the language, there must have been many verbs without a distinction between present and subjunctive (for an overview, see 4.9.2, p 483). As shown by a fairly large number of present-subjunctives, this situation is continued in part in Tocharian B, while Tocharian A has preserved enough individual cases and remnants to ascertain that the phenomenon goes back to Proto-Tocharian. While certain present suffixes, notably TB -sp<sub>e</sub>- and TA -st<sub>a</sub>-, have been extremely frequent in the creation and restoration of present : subjunctive contrasts, synchronic peculiarities of Tocharian A are evidence of different strategies as well. For instance, the large number of suppletive verbs shows that the present : subjunctive contrast was often restored at the cost of suppletion (see 4.4, p 377), while the subjunctive suffix -t<sub>a</sub>- illustrates that the distinction was so important that completely new suffix patterns arose (see 4.4.6, p 398).

4.10.2 FORMATION

While the above considerations have played only a minor role in the discussion about the origin of the Tocharian subjunctive, most of the treatments have taken the gradation pattern of the root subjunctive (TEB classes 1 and 5) as their point of departure. It was argued (by Lane 1959: 160 and many others) that the gradation pattern sg.act. e : other forms a without initial palatalisation could only be derived from the Proto-Indo-European perfect, which had *o-grade in the singular and Ø-grade in the plural. A variant of this theory is the derivation from the h2<sub>e</sub>-conjugation as reconstructed by Jasanoff, where the original *o : *e gradation was replaced by *o : Ø gradation at an early stage if the expected initial palatalisation in the plural was not removed analogically on the basis of its absence in the singular in the prehistory of Tocharian.

Although the most important arguments against the perfect theory are its problems with the development of the Tocharian verbal system as a whole and the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive in particular, another major weakness is that it offers no explanation for the tight connection between the grading subjunctive to the s-present and s-preterite system on the one hand or the n-present and x|a-root preterite system on the other. The connection with the s-preterite system was neatly accounted for by Kortlandt (1994), who assumed that the grading x|Ø-root subjunctive goes back to the s-aorist.

Kortlandt’s assumption that the -s- of the s-aorist was lost in several contexts, especially word-finally and between consonants, is largely compatible with Ringe’s derivation of the Tocharian s-preterite from the s-aorist (1990). However, for his explanation of the Tocharian gradation pattern e : a from Proto-Indo-European *e : *a he needed to assume that the vocalism was influenced by the perfect. On the basis of especially the root grades prt.act. e vs prt.mid. a, strongly reminiscent of sbj.sg. e vs sbj.pl. (etc) a, I assumed that the original root grades of the subjunctive were *e and *a. As this gradation pattern cannot be explained from the Proto-Indo-
European s-aorist, I had to assume that the subjunctive plural allomorph owes its unpalatalised initial to influence of the s-present, where s-grade was regular. Subsequently, the unpalatalised initial of the subjunctive plural was levelled at the expense of the palatalised initial of the subjunctive singular. From the x|O-root subjunctive, the pattern was taken over analogically by the x|a-root subjunctive. While together the two types made up the core of the subjunctive as such, this spread may at an initial stage further have been favoured by the close semantic match between the two classes: both were predominantly transitive.

4.10 conclusions

4.10.3 TOOLS AND METHODS

Throughout this study, I have tried to keep to the principle that regularity is the result of analogy, while irregularities must be due to sound change. The importance of this working principle in linguistic reconstruction in general can hardly be overestimated, and in view of the complicated prehistory of Tocharian, it must constantly be borne in mind when issues of the reconstruction of Tocharian are addressed. The large number of rigid morphological patterns in Tocharian proves that many and drastic analogical processes have taken place. Although the correctness of an assumed analogical development defies a completely objective verification in the end, necessary requirements are always a model and a motivation, which I have been trying to provide at every occasion.

In spite of my primarily morphological approach, I have not been able to avoid the use of certain sound changes, of which I will briefly highlight a selection below.

For the explanation of the s-present, I have adopted Couvréur’s dissimilation of *ksk to *ks (1947: 62; cf also Klingenschmitt 1982: 62). The precise conditions for this dissimilation are difficult to establish because original *ksk developed into *sk (see Hackstein 1995: 74-75), so that it affected only secondary *ksk as could arise in sk-presents when the root was restored. Still, from the distribution of s-presents and sk-presents it appears that apart from simple ksk-clusters, a following k was lost after ps and nks, whereas it remained after ns and Tks, in the latter context without doubt because the cluster had first been subject to s-epenthesis. Couvréur’s dissimilation provides a neat explanation for the absence of roots in -t among s-presents, which must have lost their s between t and k according to the sound law discovered by Melchert (1977). A similar cluster simplification may account for PT *preks’a ‘asks’, if it reflects earlier *parks’a where the k was lost, and PT *yars- ‘honour’ from *yorks-.

The explanation of the causative system depends completely on Malzahn’s discovery that the medial a of sk-causatives was not lost in all forms (forth.a). The

---

838 The discrepancy between the sound laws ksk > sk and tsk > tk must be explained by the better preservation of ts: perhaps it first merged into t before the s-element was lost. Conversely, ks could not merge into one phoneme, so that the k had to be dropped.
preservation of a in certain contexts allows us to search for the conditions of this loss
of medial a. As I argued in 4.4.6 (p 398), the double condition was probably that the
a had to be preceded by the accent and followed by a syllable with a heavy vowel (in
any case e and not a).

As an alternative to Winter’s implausible deletion of accented shwa before
dentals (1993), I have adopted Marggraf’s brief historical account of the Tocharian B
accent (1970: 21), which entails a forward shift by one syllable in trisyllabic words
compared to the automatic initial accent in disyllabic words (see 4.5.5, p 413). This
forward shift explains the difference between e.g. the medial accent of subjunctives
next to e-presents vs the initial accent of subjunctives next to o-presents, and be-
tween the initial accent of root subjunctives vs the medial accent of the corre-
sponding preterites. In the paradigms with initial accent, the automatic initial accent
of the dominant disyllabic forms was generalised, whereas the medial accent was
fixed in the paradigms with predominantly trisyllabic forms.

Of various minor sound changes I will here only mention the loss of k in Pre-To-
charian A clusters such as nkt and nks that results in nt and ns. Again I had to
assume a slightly different sound law for secondarily restored nkt, which becomes kt
as in TA piktə ‘writes’. Further, the delicate role of a-syncope and a-ephenthesis is
illustrated by examples such as TA 1sg.prs. kuməsam ‘I am coming’ vs the 3sg.mid.
kumənastər, where the shorter combination mns was simplified in the former, but the
longer mməst survived because ʃt blocked a-syncope. Likewise, *nsk was evidently
simplified to *sk, but the longer cluster *mnsk received ephenthesis in *kwəmnəsk-
‘come’ so that the n could remain. While combinatory sound laws such as the
development of we to o (Penney 1978: 79; see also Peyrot forth.a), have had only a
minor effect on morphology (see 4.7.4, p 462), the rigorous restructurings called
forth by changes in n-clusters are overwhelming. Many of them, like tn > nt, kn > nk,
ln > ll or ntn > nn, are well known, and their impact on morphology is enormous, as
they stand at the basis of several new categories such as nkt-presents (see 4.6.4, p 435),
the subjunctive of ‘go out’ (4.3.5, p 368), several apparent n-subjunctives (4.6.9, p
448), and completely new present types in Tocharian A and B (4.6.10, p 450).
5 SUMMARY

In this study, it has been argued that the Tocharian subjunctive can in broad outline be characterised as a second present formed from the preterite stem. In main clauses, it denotes future tense, while in subclauses it has several functions such as conditionality, iterativity, finality, etc. In essence, the subjunctive is a creation of Tocharian, ultimately reflecting the Proto-Indo-European perfective aorist stem.

5.1 MORPHOLOGY

The main question to be answered in chapter 2 was whether the subjunctive is a second present formed from the preterite stem. After an introduction (2.1, p 21) and a short description of the verb in general (2.2, p 26), the concept of a stem pattern was discussed in 2.3 (p 39): a Tocharian verb consists of five basic stems, i.e. present, subjunctive, preterite, preterite participle and imperative. Mostly, the present stem is marked with an additional suffix compared to the non-present stems.

In addition to the important distinction between monosyllabic roots ending in a consonant (“Nicht-A-Wurzeln”, Hackstein 1995: 16-37) and disyllabic roots ending in -a (“A-Wurzeln”, Hackstein l.c.), verbal roots must be divided into gradable roots with basic ə-vocalism, “ə|x-roots”, and non-gradable roots with basic a-vocalism, “a|x-roots” (2.4, p 44). These two distinctions yield the four root types ə|Ø and a|Ø (“Nicht-A-Wurzeln”), and ə|a and a|a (“A-Wurzeln”).

In 2.5 (p 47), the morphological distinctions of the verb were investigated, while 2.6 (Tocharian A, p 94) and 2.7 (Tocharian B, p 117) contain an inventory of verbal stem patterns based on the stem suffixes. With the important distinction of present-subjunctives, i.e. presents that can also be used as subjunctives, it turned out that presents are often distinguished by a separate suffix, whereas subjunctives are formed from the same stem as the preterite. The differences between the subjunctive and the preterite stems are confined to inflexional peculiarities, in particular slightly different gradation and palatalisation patterns, and an accent contrast in Tocharian B. Sections 2.8 and 2.9 were devoted to the derivation of the imperative (2.8, p 137) and the preterite participle (2.9, p 146) from the subjunctive and preterite stems, and the chapter is concluded with a small summary in 2.10 (p 152).

5.2 SYNTAX AND MEANING

The central point of chapter 3 was to establish the meanings of the Tocharian A and B subjunctives on the basis of their use. The two languages were described separately, with main clause uses in 3.2 (p 166) for Tocharian A and in 3.5 (p 231) for Tocharian B, subclause uses in 3.3 (p 191) for Tocharian A and in 3.6 (p 250) for
Tocharian B, and other uses in 3.4 (p 216) for Tocharian A and in 3.7 (p 276) for Tocharian B.

An important guideline in the description has been that the meaning of the subjunctive is to be extracted from its use rather than equated with it. As it turned out, the basic meaning in main clauses of the Tocharian subjunctive – in both languages – is future tense. The subjunctive is not modal, not deontic: it is not used in wishes of the type *God save the queen!*, which would in Tocharian rather be expressed with the optative.

In subclauses, the subjunctives takes on a variety of functions, which may be summarised as “uncertainty”: it is used in the protasis of conditions, where it may be the only explicit marking of the conditional; it is further found in eventual, iterative, indefinite, comparative, concessive, and final clauses. Compared to present subclauses, subjunctive subclauses denote events that are not well known, or do not need to be known precisely, or of which it is uncertain whether they actually take place, or events that are irrelevant for the main clause. Compared to optative subclauses, subjunctive subclauses often have present or future rather than past reference, or their realisation is more probable than that of the optative clause.

Whereas the subjunctive has no modal uses, the optative and the imperative are preeminent modal verb forms, and different types of modality are in addition expressed by large sets of particles (3.4.5, p 222, and 3.7.5, p 287).

5.3 ORIGIN

In the search for the origins of the Tocharian subjunctive in chapter 4, I have been led principally by stem patterns rather than separate inflexion classes. A major role was reserved for present-subjunctives (4.4. p 377), which were analysed as presents without accompanying subjunctive. The high frequency of typical present suffixes in this category, as well as good correspondences with presents elsewhere in Indo-European, suggests that present-subjunctives go back to older presents, often to presents without accompanying aorist stem. This in turn suggests that if there is a distinct subjunctive, it ultimately goes back to the aorist stem. This assumption explains neatly why the subjunctive stem is so similar to the preterite stem: both derive from the aorist stem.

The meaning of the subjunctive can be explained as a perfective present from the preterite stem (see 4.9, p 480): a present of the perfective aorist could not remain a regular present, but had to take on a derived notion, in this case uncertainty and futurity. The rationale behind the rise of the second perfective present is probably that at a pre-stage of Tocharian the primary (present tense) endings and secondary (non-present tense) endings of the Indo-European present-aorist system merged. The replacement of the past endings with the perfect endings led to the creation of an aorist stem with perfect endings: the Tocharian preterite. The only trace of the perfect stem is to be found in the preterite participle and in a couple of isolated presents.
5.4 outlook

The Tocharian subjunctive has often been compared with the Proto-Indo-European perfect, a present tense denoting a state that is the result of a recent change. Although the perfect was no obvious source for the meaning of the Tocharian subjunctive, and of no help for the interpretation of its stem patterns, it seemed to offer an explanation for two formal characteristics of two subjunctive subtypes: \( e : ø \) gradation and initial accent. While the former appeared to reflect the \( *o : *Ø \) gradation of the perfect, the latter was taken as an indirect reflex of lost perfect reduplication, which would have caused accent placement on the root, the eventual first syllable.

In 4.5 (p 403), it has been argued that the \( e : ø \) gradation can also be derived from the \( *e : *e \) gradation of the Proto-Indo-European \( s \)-aorist. The comparison of the stem allomorphs of the root subjunctive without root-final \( -a \) with the corresponding preterite suggests an older gradation pattern \( *e : *ø \); in the subjunctive the unpalatalised initial was levelled. The \( *ø \)-grade so reconstructed is not compatible with the \( *e \)-grade of the \( s \)-aorist, but it may have been introduced from the accompanying \( s \)-present, where \( *ø \)-grade was regular. The \( s \)-element of the \( s \)-aorist was lost in key forms of both the subjunctive and the preterite, so that levelling resulted in \( s \)-less stems. Nevertheless, the 3sg. preterite in \( -sa \) is clearly built on an original \( s \)-aorist form. As argued in 4.6 (p 430), the \( e : ø \) gradation of the \( x|Ø \)-root subjunctive spread to the \( x|a \)-root subjunctive, where it was subject to \( a \)-affection in Tocharian B, which yielded the attested \( a : ø \) gradation.

5.4 OUTLOOK

It will be clear from the lay-out of this study, its approach and the investigations carried out, that Tocharian studies cannot be a purely linguistic exercise. Although the language contains a fascinating wealth of synchronic and diachronic linguistic puzzles, its attestation and description are needy to such an extent that no fruitful study can be undertaken without the philological manual work. The meaning of many words is uncertain and needs to be established or refined and of many more the morphological patterns are unclear. Since there are hardly any parallel texts, interpretations may well come to depend on one manuscript reading only and it is always worthwhile to check whether a form is correctly transliterated; even more often, fragmentary remains allow for more than one restoration, so that the manuscript must always be taken into account.

On the linguistic level, the importance of the synchronic analysis of the language can hardly be overemphasised. Although scholars nowadays may make use of an ever-growing shelf of thorough and reliable publications on the grammar and lexicon of Tocharian, the synchronic analysis is by no means finished. Many grammatical patterns are still to be explored and regularities and irregularities to be discovered, while numerous individual words are still waiting for a correct morphological classification. As noted on several occasions in the present work, any diachronic investigation must build on a solid basis in the linguistic synchrony of the
language, especially because far-reaching changes in phonology have entailed heavy restructurings in morphology. The closed surface of morphological regularities can only be scratched away through recognition of the productive patterns.

Despite the many prerequisites to the study of Tocharian,

“below the rather forbidding surface of our Tocharian data there are some real treasures to be found. One’s first impression of the languages tends to be that they are oddities in the concert of Indo-European idioms; one is tempted, and some of us remain tempted, to ascribe all kinds of features to Non-Indo-European influence and interference. Closer inspection shows in almost all instances that actually the languages are not so very queer from an Indo-European point of view, and this means that their thorough investigation can yield results not only fascinating, but essential for our endeavors to work toward the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European.” (Winter 1982: 11)
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Z XBQ 5

### INDICES

#### TOCHARIAN A

| A2b4-5  | 203 | A70a3  | 219 | A313b4-6 | 217 |
| A4a4-5  | 204 | A71a4  | 206 | A340b7   | 209 |
| A4b6-A5a2 | 222 | A71a5  | 205 | A341a3   | 174 |
| A5a2-4  | 208 | A71b2  | 199 | A341b2   | 215 |
| A6a1    | 197 | A73a4-5 | 211, 219 | A342a5-b1 | 171 |
| A6a2-3  | 226 | A74b6  | 168 | A343a1   | 178 |
| A6a3-4  | 218 | A77b6  | 168 | A343a2   | 438 |
| A7b1-2  | 227 | A79a1  | 190 | A346a3-4 | 215 |
| A7b5-6  | 197 | A79a3  | 175 | A353b5   | 187 |
| A7b6-A8a1 | 223 | A79b2  | 225 | A354a5   | 187 |
| A9a1    | 223 | A81a3  | 175 | A361.2   | 212 |
| A9a5    | 172 | A99a3  | 219 | A395b1-2 | 173 |
| A10a4   | 178 | A10a5  | 229 | A432a2   | 201 |
| A10b1   | 221 | A12b5  | 200 | A446a1   | 212 |
| A10b5-6 | 203 | A12b3-4 | 199 | A446a5   | 198 |
| A11b4-5 | 194 | A21a4-5 | 227 | A446b6   | 191 |
| A11b5-6 | 194 | A21a5   | 179 | A74a4-5  | 211, 219 |
| A11b6-A12a1 | 194 | A21b5   | 193 | MY.N3b1  | 189 |
| A12a1-2 | 194 | A21b6   | 179 | MY1.2a4  | 205 |
| A12b2-3 | 208 | A21b7   | 193 | MY1.4a8  | 170 |
| A14a2-6 | 195 | A216b4-5 | 200 | MY1.5a7  | 224 |
| A15a2-3 | 192 | A217a5-6 | 181 | MY1.5a8  | 197 |
| A18a3-4 | 198 | A217a7  | 181 | MY1.5a8-b1 | 224 |
| A21a2-4 | 217 | A218a3-4 | 167 | MY1.6a6  | 210 |
| A21b2-3 | 177 | A218a5  | 205 | MY1.6b2  | 179 |
| A21b3-4 | 226 | A21b8  | 204 | MY1.6b4  | 193 |
| A23a4-6 | 214 | A22b2   | 222 | MY1.6b5  | 178, 179 |
| A25a6   | 176 | A229a7  | 195 | MY1.6b6  | 193 |
| A36b1   | 173 | A230a5  | 190 | MY1.7a5  | 228 |
| A56b3   | 173 | A253a2-3 | 215 | MY1.8b4  | 168 |
| A59b6   | 174 | A256a4  | 189 | MY1.9a4  | 192 |
| A62a5   | 218 | A257a2  | 176 | MY1.9b6  | 229 |
| A62a6-b1 | 206 | A257a3  | 170 | MY1.10a8 | 182, 190 |
| A62b1-2 | 206 | A258a7  | 176 | MY2.1a8  | 227 |
| A65a1   | 207 | A274b7  | 230 | MY2.2a5  | 178 |
| A65b5-6 | 221 | A288a6  | 175 | MY2.2a8  | 169 |
| A66b1   | 169 | A292a7  | 457 | MY2.3b2  | 211 |
| A66b5   | 210 | A295a5-6 | 189 | MY2.4b3  | 200 |
| A67a5   | 218 | A311b4  | 225 | MY2.5a7-8 | 199 |
| A67b1-2 | 220 | A312a1-3 | 214 | MY2.5b6  | 200 |
### TOCHARIAN B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th></th>
<th>Indices</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MY2.6b1-2</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>MY3.11b1</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.7a1</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>MY3.11a7</td>
<td>181, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.7a8</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>MY3.1b7</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.7b1</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>MY3.2b1</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.7b2</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>MY3.2b3</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.11b4</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>MY3.3a8</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.14b1</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>MY3.3b4</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.14b2</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>MY3.4a3</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY2.15a2</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>MY3.4a5</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| AS7Ba3-4 | 284 | AS17Kb5 | 316 | B8☆a2 | 246 |
| AS7Ba5-6 | 308 | AS18Ab3 | 253 | B8☆a6 | 244, 358 |
| AS7Bb2 | 258 | B☆a1-2 | 311 | B8☆b3-4 | 300 |
| AS7Ca1-2 | 254 | B☆a2-4 | 291 | B8☆b4 | 310 |
| AS7Cb2-3 | 285 | B☆a4 | 295 | B8☆b6 | 280 |
| AS7Cb3 | 285 | B☆6 | 308 | B8☆a1 | 310 |
| AS7Ea2 | 266 | B☆b8 | 250 | B8☆a4 | 280 |
| AS7Eb2 | 254 | B☆b5-6 | 281, 290 | B8☆a4-5 | 288 |
| AS7Eb3 | 266 | B☆b6 | 311 | B8☆b2-3 | 260 |
| AS7Gb2 | 267 | B☆b6 | 318 | B8☆b4 | 247 |
| AS7Gb6 | 267 | B☆b8 | 295 | B9☆a3 | 293 |
| AS7Jb2 | 254 | B☆b8 | 309 | B8☆b5 | 291 |
| AS7Jb6 | 248 | B☆o1-2 | 291 | B9☆b4 | 299 |
| AS7Ma2 | 438 | B☆a4 | 263 | B9☆a3 | 301 |
| AS7Na3-4 | 438 | B☆a7 | 255 | B9☆a4 | 243 |
| AS12Ba1 | 240 | B☆b4 | 312 | B9☆b1 | 291 |
| AS12Ca5 | 242 | B☆a5 | 319 | B9☆a4 | 238 |
| AS12Da6 | 307 | B☆b2 | 291 | B9☆a4 | 248, 300 |
| AS12Ea2 | 267 | B☆a2 | 298 | B1☆0a1 | 302 |
| AS12Eb2 | 252 | B☆b1 | 294 | B1☆0a1-2 | 283 |
| AS12Eb3 | 244 | B☆b1-2 | 236, 301, 313 | B1☆0a4 | 253 |
| AS12Gb4 | 300 | B☆b2 | 298 | B1☆0a5-6 | 257 |
| AS12Ga2 | 245 | B☆b2-3 | 311, 313 | B1☆0a6-b1 | 302 |
| AS12Hb2 | 321 | B☆b4 | 249 | B1☆0b2 | 281 |
| AS12Hb3-4 | 286 | B☆a1-2 | 269 | B1☆0a1 | 437 |
| AS12Hb4-5 | 281 | B☆b2 | 290 | B1☆0a10 | 289 |
| AS12ib5 | 265, 304 | B☆a2 | 290 | B1☆0a4 | 253 |
| AS12La3 | 243 | B☆b4-5 | 241 | B1☆0a5-6 | 257 |
| AS17Ab4 | 242 | B☆b4-5 | 241 | B1☆0b1 | 265, 290, 297 |
| AS17Db4-6 | 239 | B☆a2 | 238 | B1☆0b10 | 243, 281 |
| AS17La3 | 288 | B☆a4 | 244 | B1☆0b1-2 | 282 |
| AS17La5 | 292 | B☆a5 | 290 | B1☆0b3-4 | 259 |
| AS17La2-3 | 295 | B☆a6 | 246 | B1☆0b5-6 | 280 |
| AS17Ka6 | 306 | B☆a6-b1 | 241 | B1☆0b6 | 289 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B107b7-8</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B107b9</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B108a7-8</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B123b1</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B127b1</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B128b4</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B128b5</td>
<td>249, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B134b3</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B173b6</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B178b3</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B189b4</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B196b6</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B197a2</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B197a3-4</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B224a1</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B224a2-b1</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B231a1</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B241b1-2</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B246a1-3</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B246b4</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B251a2</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B254a4</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B255a5-6</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B255a6</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B255b3</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B255b7</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B271a1-b1</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B273a5-b3</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B273b3-5</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B278b1</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B278b1-2</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B280.1</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B284a2-3</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B284a4-6</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B284b5-6</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B286a3</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B290.1-2</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B290.2-3</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B290.3-4</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B291a4</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B294a7</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B295a4-5</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B295b4-6</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B295b6</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B296b3-5</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B298</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B317a2</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IT92a2  | 358 |
IT92a4  | 83 |
IT92b3  | 83 |
IT105a2 | 238 |
IT124a4-5 | 272 |
IT127b4-6 | 275 |
IT164b3 | 318 |
IT173a4 | 359 |
IT178b3 | 289 |
IT178b5 | 289 |
IT233+368a3 | 250 |
IT233+368b5 | 319 |
IT246a1-2 | 272 |
IT246a2 | 272 |
IT246a4-b1 | 273 |
IT247a5-6 | 298 |
IT247a5-6-b1 | 259 |
IT247b4-5 | 274 |
IT248b4-5 | 241 |
IT248b5-6 | 286 |
IT258a1 | 359 |
IT305b3 | 313 |
IT579b3 | 263 |
IT86b1 | 232 |
LP11a1 | 261 |
LP21.4 | 261 |
LP28.1-2 | 261 |
LP52.1 | 261 |
LP101.1 | 261 |
LP102.1 | 261 |
NS33b2 | 301 |
NS36+20a1 | 301 |
NS36+20a2 | 243 |
NS36+20b3 | 278 |
NS36+20b4 | 278 |
NS48+258a3-4 | 299 |
NS58a4 | 234 |
NS58a5 | 235 |
NS58a6 | 235 |
NS58b1 | 319, 320 |
NS58b2 | 320 |
NS355a1 | 246 |
NS355a4 | 244, 358 |
NS355b4 | 300 |
THT1102b2 | 250 |
THT1102b4-1103a1 | 250 |
### Old Uyghur

| MayH1.6a28-30 | 176 | MayH2.8a21-23 | 185 | MayH11.3b24-29 | 231 |
| MayH1.12a19 | 210 | MayH2.8a26-27 | 190 | MayH2.2a23 | 178 |
| MayH1.12b13 | 178 | MayH2.13a6-11 | 196 | MayH26.10b20-22 | 457 |
| MayH1.12b14-15 | 179 | MayH2.17a7-8 | 186 | MayH11a11-12 | 178 |
| MayH1.12b17-19 | 193 | MayH3.1a24-25 | 181 | MayH11a12-14 | 179 |
| MayH1.12b8-10 | 193 | MayH3.1b23-26 | 228 | MayH11a16 | 193 |
| MayH1.13a21-22 | 228 | MayH3.2b14-15 | 230 | MayH11a4-7 | 193 |
| MayH1.14b20 | 169 | MayH3.2b7-10 | 209 | MayH12a23-25 | 170 |
| MayH1.15a24-26 | 192 | MayH3.3b28-30 | 187 | MayH13b10-1 | 169 |
| MayH1.16a1-4 | 229 | MayH3.3b8-11 | 172 | MayH18a6-7 | 183 |
| MayH1.16b4-7 | 182 | MayH3.4a24-26 | 188 | MayH18b20-21 | 186 |
| MayH1.16b8-9 | 190 | MayH3.4a31-b3 | 202 | MayH18b4-7 | 216 |
| MayH2.1b3-4 | 227 | MayH3.5b10-13 | 184 | MayH17+10b1-2 | 210 |
| MayH2.2b2-5 | 169 | MayH3.6b16-17 | 186 | MayH17+10b16-18 | 179 |
| MayH2.5a1-5 | 201 | MayH3.7a7-10 | 189 | MayH11b8-9 | 184 |
| MayH2.6a28-b1 | 200 | MayH3.10a22-23 | 198 | MayH21a1-4 | 228 |
| MayH2.6a8-12 | 199 | MayH3.10a5-8 | 212 | MayH18a1-3 | 176 |
| MayH2.7a11-17 | 207 | MayH3.11a6-7 | 191 | PeOuiib.b5-7[56-58] |
| MayH2.7b15-20 | 203 | MayH11.11a11-13 | 171 | 171 |
| MayH2.8a16-18 | 182 | MayH11.11a6-8 | 177 |

### Sanskrit

| Uv1.29a | 250 | Uv7.12b | 188 | Uv30.44a | 318 |
| Uv1.29b-d | 250 | Uv12.11c-d | 318 | Uv32.19c | 318 |
| Uv1.35b | 319 | Uv13.12a | 263 | Uv33.60a-c | 232 |
| Uv2.1a-b | 232 | Uv13.12b-d | 263 | Uv33.60d | 232 |
| Uv2.1c-d | 232 | Uv13.14 | 255 |
| Uv7.12 | 188 | Uv21.6 | 167 |
SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS

De Tochaarse subjunctief

De twee Tochaarse talen A en B zijn bekend uit documenten die gevonden zijn in het noordwesten van China, in de huidige autonome Oeigoese regio Xinjiāng (Oei. Šinjān). Die documenten bestaan voornamelijk uit boeddhistische handschriften en dateren ongeveer van het jaar 400 tot het jaar 1000 van onze jaartelling. Het Tochaars stamt af van het Proto-Indo-Europees: het is verwant aan onder meer het Nederlands, het Engels, het Latijn en het Grieks. Anders dan in andere Indo-Europese talen wordt het Tochaarse werkwoord gekenmerkt door een basale onderscheiding tussen een present en een subjunctief. Het present kan vergeleken worden met het Nederlandse present, maar van de subjunctief bestaat geen duidelijke tegenhanger: in hoofdzinnen is de basisbetekenis toekomende tijd, terwijl hij in bijzinnen verschillende functies heeft, waaronder voorwaarde, doel, herhaling en onbepaaldheid.

Aangezien het present zeker basaler is dan de subjunctief wat betreft de functie, is het verwonderlijk dat het present over het algemeen afgeleid lijkt te zijn van de subjunctief met een extra suffix. Anderszins lijkt de subjunctief vaak zover op het present, dat het verschil soms alleen zichtbaar is als van een werkwoord beide formaties bekend zijn: de kortere is dan meestal de subjunctief en de langere het present, terwijl de uitgangen dezelfde zijn. Afgezien van de uitgangen lijkt de subjunctief juist meer op het preteritum, de verleden tijd. De belangrijkste vormverschillen tussen de subjunctief en het preteritum betreffen de flexie. Zo zijn de palatalisierings- en ablatuwpatronen niet helemaal hetzelfde, en heeft in Tochaars B de subjunctief vaak beginaccent tegenover suffixaccent in het preteritum.

In het debat over de oorsprong van de Tochaarse subjunctief heeft het Proto-Indo-Europese perfectum een grote rol gespeeld. Sommige subjunctiefstammen hebben namelijk een ablatu die kan worden teruggevoerd op e : a, wat in eerste instantie uit *o : *O lijkt te komen, exact het ablatuwpatroon van het Proto-Indo-Europese perfectum. Het grootste bezwaar tegen deze theorie is dat ze niet voorspelt in welke subjunctiefstammen dit specifieke ablatuwpatroon optreedt en dat ze geen soelaas biedt voor de betekenis.

Een betere verklaring biedt de Proto-Indo-Europese s-aorist, waarvan de *ê : *e ablatu ook e : a zou worden in het Tochaars. Een probleem daarbij is dat zowel *ê als *e een voorafgaande consonant zou hebben moeten palataliseren, terwijl dat in de Tochaarse subjunctief juist niet het geval is. Waarschijnlijk werd in eerste instantie de palatalisering van å (uit Proto-Indo-Europes *ê) weggewerkt naar analogie van het voor het Tochaars zo karakteristieke s-presens, dat vaak gekoppeld is aan de ablatuende subjunctief en synchroon å-trap heeft zonder voorafgaande palatalisering.
Vervolgens moet op basis van deze niet-gepalataliseerde ṣ-trap de palatalisering van de Tochaarse e-trap (uit Proto-Indo-Europese *e̞) zijn weggewerkt. Een ander probleem is dat de subjunctief nooit een s-element heeft, maar de s van de s-aorist zou zeker in een aantal vormen van het paradigma klankwettig zijn weggewallen, waarna de s van de overige vormen analoog kan zijn verwijderd. Het voordeel van deze verklaring is dat het de strikte koppeling van een van de twee ablautende subjunctieftype aan het s-preteritum verklaart: zowel dat subjunctieftype als het Tochaarse s-preteritum gaan terug op de Proto-Indo-Europese s-aorist, maar de s is verdwenen uit de subjunctief. Vanuit dit s-aoristtype moet de specifieke subjunctieftype-ablaut zijn uitgebreid naar het andere ablautende subjunctieftype.

De ontwikkeling van de betekenis van de Tochaarse subjunctief is waarschijnlijk te begrijpen als een tweede presens van de perfectieve preteritumstam, dat vanzelf een futurumbetekenis kreeg. De afleiding van de subjunctief uit de aorist verklaart daarnaast een speciale groep van werkwoorden die geen subjunctief hebben, maar waar het presens ook als subjunctief gebruikt wordt. De presens-subjunctief van die werkwoorden gaat terug op een oud presens: óf ze hebben de aorist om uiteenlopende redenen verloren, óf ze hebben nooit een aorist gehad in het Proto-Indo-Europese.
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